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EXPIRING TAX PROVISIONS

MONDAY, MARCH 28, 1988

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.

The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:88 a.m. in
Room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Max Baucus
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Baucus, Mitchell, Riegle, Packwood, Danforth,
and Chafee.

[The prepared statement of Senator Chafee and a background
paper by the Joint Committee on Taxation appear in the appendix.]

[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]
(Prom Releas No. H-10, February 28, 1988

FINANCE SuscOMMrrE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT ANNOUNCES
HEARING ON EXPIRING TAX PROVISIONS

WASHINGTON, DC.-Senator Max Baucus (D., Montana), Chairman of the Senate
Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management, announced Tuesday
that the Subcommittee will hold a hearing on expiring tax provisions.

The hearing is scheduled for Monday, March *8, 1988 at 9:0 a.m. in Room S1-
215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

"Congress occasionally enacts tax provisions on a temporary basis to allow time
for further review and study" Senator Baucus said. "This hearing gives us an op
portunity to review some of those provisions which have expired recently or Z1
expire thi year."

Expiring provisions which may be addressed at the hearing include the exempt
treatment of mortgage revenue bonds and the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit. The hear-
ing will not address the R&D tax credit or the allocation of domestic research ex-
penses which were the subject of a hearing on April 8, 1987.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MAX BAUCUS, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM MONTANA

Senator BAUCUS. The hearing will come to order. The subcommit-
tee today will hear testimony on five provisions of the Code that
either already have expired or will expire this year. Some of the
provisions have been in the Code longer than ten years.

In the past, Congress extended these provisions because they
were found to encourage worthwhile objectives.

Two such provisions are the Mortgage Revenue Bonds and Mort-
gage Credit Certificates. They are intended to make housing more
affordable for first-time home buyers. Legislation to extend MRBs
and MCCs through 1992 has been introduced by Senator Riegle and
ten other members of the full committee.

(1)
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Another provision is the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit. This credit
was designed to encourage businesses to hire economically disad-
vantaged youth and Vietnam era veterans as well as members of
other-targeted groups. Senator Heinz has introduced legislation to
make the credit permanent.

He also is sponsoring legislation, along with Senators Moynihan,
Durenberger, and Boren, to reinstate the exclusion for employer-
provided group legal services.

The subcommittee also will hear testimony on two other expiring
provisions. The first concerns rules enacted in 1981 for financially
troubled thrifts. The second is the tax credit for business invest-
ment in geothermal, solar, and ocean thermal property.

Solpe of these provisions have been in the Code for a while. They
serve different constituents with diverse interests, and each provi-
sion was intended to achieve a laudible goal; but the value of these
provisions is only one issue before the committee.

In deciding whether to extend these provisions, we must deter-
mine whether they are efficient. We must decide if they are a eco-
nomical means of providing assistance to home buyers, the unem-
ployed, or troubled thrifts. We also must consider costs, which
means we are here to determine whether we can afford to extend
these provisions and how to pay for them. We must determine
whether the desired activity that these provisions are intended to
accomplish would if these provisions were not in the Code.

I note that Senator Riegle, a sponsor of one of the expiring provi-
sions, is here. Senator Riegle, do you have a statement?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD W. RIEGLE, JIR, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MI

Senator RIEGLz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for your
kind mention of S. 1522 which I am sponsoring and which now has
very broad cosponsorship. That legislation would extend the Mort-
gage Revenue Bond program through 1992.

As we know, that program is said to expire at the end of this
year. Mortgage Revenue Bonds are very important in helping low
and moderate income individuals to become first time home
buyers. I am happy to say that the legislation to extend the Mort-
gage Revenue Bond program now has broad and very bipartisan
support in both the House and the Senate.

The Senate bill, as of this morning, has 61 cosponsors, 13 of
whom are members of this committee. The companion House bill,
H.R. 2640, now has 277 cosponsors, 20 of whom are members of the
Ways and Means Committee. In addition, the broad sponsorship
outside the Congress includes such organizations as the National
Association of Home Builders, the National Association of Realtors,
and the Council of State Housing Agenciesi and others.

The problem that we are facing is that the American dream of
home ownership is becoming more and more difficult for many
people to achieve. In fact, the nation's home ownership rate is at
now its lowest level in 15 years. So, we are sliding backward in
terms of' percentage of Americans who can afford to own their own
homes.
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This decline has been taking place at a time when members of
the baby boom generation, as we call it, are in the prime home
buying age. There have been a number of studies done that point
this problem up one by the Joint Center for Housing Studies of
Harvard. We have that report, and it is worth looking at in terms
of documenting the scale of this problem.

I think it is very important that we extend the sunset date on
the Mortgage Revenue Bond program. These bonds allow State and
local housing finance agencies to make mortgage loans a below
market interest rates for first time home buyers who need assist.
ance. The record shows that these programs have been a resound-
in success nationwide.

since they began in the 1970s, MRBs-as they are called-have
been used to finance the purchase now of over 900,000 homes. In
addition, States may exchange that authority for Mortgage Credit
Certificates, which entitle eligible first time home buyers to a
credit against Federal income taxes.

In my home State of Michigan, the Michigan State Housing De-
velopment Authority has shown that there are additional benefits
to MRBs. These include the financing of home improvement loans,
which many small localities in Michigan blend with community de-
velopment block grants. In this way, we have added nearly 5,500
home owners With average incomes of $7,500 a year to be able to
afford repairs to their homes.

Other indirect benefits common to these programs around the
country include the many jobs that have been added in construc-
tion and related trades. I think as incomes fail to keep pace with
inflation in the housing markets, that many potential first time
home buyers are going to be denied their chance of achieving the
dream of starting up the home ownership ladder.

I think we all know how important that is. We all strive for it In
our own personal circumstances. And I think one of the useful
things we can do here is to extend this program so that this oppor-
tunity is spread in such a way as to reach the maximum number of
people in the country.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAucus. Thank you, Senator. Our first witness is Sena-

tor Pete Domenici. Is Senator Domenici here? (No response)
Senator BAuCuS. Our next witness is the Honorable Michael Bili-

rakis, United States Representative from the State of Florida. Con-
gressman, we are very happy to have you here. Why don't you pro-
ceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. MICHAEL BILIRAKIS, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM FL

Congressman BiURAKIS. Thank you and good morning. Mr.
Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I appreciate the op-
portunity to appear before you this morning to discuss the Target-
ed Jobs Tax Credit Program.

First, let me start out'by saying that I wholeheartedly support
the reauthorization of this program. I believe that the Congress
should thoroughly study the program, keep what is working, and
revise what is not. The groups that are presently targeted do need
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help, and I feel it is far better to give them a working experience
than a handout. -

However, Mr. Chairim-an, there is a group of people out there
who are as needy, and I believe even more needy in most cases, as
those presently covered under TJTC; and they are the displaced
homemakers. Displaced homemakers are primarily women who
have been full-time homemakers for a number of years, but who
have lost their source of economic support due to divorce, separa-
tion, abandonment, or the death or disability of a spouse.

I am not talking about women, Mr. Chairman whose husbands
have died and left them well off, or women who receive substantial
alimony or child support payments. We are talking about poor
women who have been out of the work force and cannot find decent
jobs, either because of a lack of job skills or a employer's unwilling-
ness to hire them because they haven't worked in years or perhaps
never worked outside of the home.

They are struggling to make ends meet without unemployment
insurance without health insurance in many cases, and without
jobs. These are not only elderly women that I am talking about,
even though prime working years are usually considered to be up
to age 64 but women who may be in their late twenties, thirties, orfories.

They may have a number of children or none at all However, the
basic tact is that they need to eat, have housing, medical care etce-
tera, all of which they could pay for if they had a decent paying
job.

The statistics on displaced homemakers are truly shocking. The
displaced homemakers network here in Washington, which repre-
sents local programs serving displaced homemakers nationwide, in
one of its studies indicates that women and children suffer a 78
percent decline in their standard of living the first year after a di-
vorce, while men experience a 42 percent rise.

I believe we can all appreciate the inequity of this situation, and
it is obvious who the victims are.

A 1985 Congressional Office of Technology Assessment study fur-
ther confirms that many displaced homemakers are living at or
near poverty levels. Nearly half had family incomes below $10,000.
Most of those displaced homemakers under age 85 are living with
children and most of them are poor.

The question is obvious, Mr. Chairman. How can we expect chil-
dren who are brought in a poverty-ridden single-parent home to
reach their full potent ?

A network status report on displaced homemakers and single
parents in the United States also states that there are 11.4 million
displaced homemakers in the United States. Two-thirds of all dis-
placed homemakers are widows, and 80 percent are divorced or
separated. Nearly half have completed high school, including 18
percent who have obtained some education beyond high school. -

Any woman who has succeeded in running a home, budgeting,
and possibly caring for children has skills that will fit very nicely
in a working environment outside of the home.

In 1988, as well as the past two Congresses, in an effort to give
displaced homemakers an opportunity or meaningful employment
and job dignity, I have introduced legislation which would amend
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the Internal Revenue Code to allow employers a tax credit for
hiring displaced homemakers.

Basically, this legislation would establish displaced homemakers
as a targeted group under the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program.
My bill is intended to be an encouragement for employers to hire
those who have been out of the work force because of family obliga-
tions.

The problems of displaced homemakers, Mr. Chairman, are sig-
nificant and truly very costly to society. It only stands to reason
that in these deficit-ridden tunes, we need productive people who
are contributors to the coffers, not recipients of assistance.

An investment in helping these women obtain job skills, self-con-
fidence, and a paid position can only enhance their lives and the
lives of their children, not to mention the savings to the taxpayers.

These women do not have high-paid, slick lobbyists acting as
their advocates. They fall between the cracks-and I might add
that this gentleman has a pretty high conservative fiscal rating-
and often end up as victims once again.

They want to work, and they need help to reach this goal. We as
elected officials are in a position to see that their needs and the
needs of their children are addressed. I believe passage of my bill,
calling for an expansion of the TJTC Program, will do much to ad-
dress the needs of these hidden poor. This is an issue of compas-
sion, good fiscal sense, and progressive thinking.

Mr. Chairman, I urge you and the other members of this subcom-
mittee to move forward in reauthorizing the TJTC Program and
expanding it to include a displaced homemakers target group. As
our elders have taught us, "If you give a person a fish, you feed
him for a day. If you teach a person to fish, you feed him-and I
mig ht add, his family-for a lifetime." And I believe that my legis-
lation will accomplish this. l A I

Also, Mr. Chairman, I would request that the testimony prepared
by the FACE Learning Center in Largo, Florida be inserted in the
recordd. The FACE Center assists displaced homemakers toward
achieving personal stability and economic self-sufficiency. It pro-
vides services in the areas of preemployment training, setting and
achieving realistic career goals educational planning and promo-
tion of nontraditional employment opportunities.

The FACE Program maintains a job bank and, if a displaced
homemaker is lucky enough to find a job, FACE is there to help
them after the fact with self-esteem counseling sessions and finan-
cial and family advice. We are extremely proud of the good work
that FACE is doing in my congressional district, and I believe you
will find their testimony interesting.

I would also like to insert for the record, sir, the distribution of
the displaced homemakers in the country by State. As you will
notice, Mr. Chairman, there are 38,826 displaced homemakers in
Montana- 445,685 in the State of Michigan, Senator Riegle; and in
my own State of Florida, there are 596,918. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man, for providing me with this opportunity to testify on the TJTC
and the need for my legislation.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Congressman. And without objec-
tion the matters you requested will be placed in the record.
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[The prepared statement of Congressman Bilirakis and the FACE
Program report appear in the appendix.]

Senator BAUCUS. Do you have any estimate as to how much the
TJTC will be expanded with the inclusion of the displaced home.
makers? How many more employees would qualify?

Congressman Biumms. No, no. I don't have that estimate. As
you know of course, the cost of the program is very minimal inso-
far as administrative costs are concerned, as is true generally with
TJTC; but the costs would be, of course, the direct immediate loss
to the revenue as a result of the tax credit.

My argument has been quite frankly even against the Adminis-
tration. A hearing was held in the last session over in the other
body, and my argument with the Adminisration is that certainly
there would be some sort of a loss on an immediate basis, but over-
all it would be a tremendous gain to the Government.

Senator BAUCUS. You raise the old question of dynamic versus
static analysis, and neither of them work very well. It is just a
problem we face around here, and I see that the Senator from New
Mexico is smiling; and he knows more about that than anyone else.
Thank you very much, Congressman.

Congressman BiuxmAms. Thank you Senator.
Senator BAUCUS. Senator Domenci n

STATEMENT OF HON. PETE V. DOMENICI, U.S. SENATOR FROM
NEW MEXICO

Senator DOMzNici. Mr. Chairman and members of the commit-
tee. First, I apologize for being a few minutes late. I hope I did not
detain you, and I greatly appreciate jour permitting me to testify
with reference to theTargeted Jobs Tax Credit.

I thought, Mr. Chairman, that along with some general state-
ments, I would like to share with you--since both you and I come
from relatively small States, without huge industrial bases-with
the success of this proriam in a small State like mine. And then, I
will tell you why I think we ought to make this program perma-
nent.

In my State, about a million and a half people, rather diverse
from agriculture to high tech to mining and mineral extraction-
that you are well aware of-in 1984, 3,766 people were placed in
jobs as a result of the Targeted Jobs iax Credit. In 1985, again
while our small business people became accustomed to it, it worked
even better, 4,121.

In 1987, over 5,000 requests were made for certification under
the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit.

Now, having said that, it seems to me that in our country we are
very concerned about certain of our groups of citizens who are
having a very difficult time working into the mainstream of Ameri-
can jobs and American opportunity.

And this Targeted Jobs Tax Credit, while it is simple, is a very
effective program; and what it really does is it works both for em-
ployers and employees because employers are given an incentive,
as I view it, to take a chance, that is, take a chance on a member
of one of these targeted groups regardless of the associated higher
training costs and potential employment risks.
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Without this incentive, it seems to me that the employers would
not make the effort to help these disadvantaged individuals; and as
a matter of fact, unless business was very different across this land
than it is in your State and mine, there would be no reason for
them to take a risk with the kinds of individuals that we are
asking them to employ. .

What we are doing here is saying for the economically disadvan-'
taged young people, between 18 and 24, sometimes many of these
are referred to as our "street kids" or they are young people who
are recovering from drug addiction or the like; we are asking an
employer to take a chance, and we are asking these young people
to come back and join us and become part of mainstream America
Injobs.

It is a perfect marriage because what we do is we permit the em-
ployer, through the Tax Code, to take a tax credit and thus take a
risk, to look out there and say, well, it is worthwhile that we do
this from the business standpoint. And what they are finding is
that it is also worthwhile from the standpoint of the response that
they are getting.

Disadvantaged Vietnam era veterans are given a preference. Dis-
advantaged young people who need summer employment are given
a preference. Ana then some convicts who have been released and
have been cleared in all respects, obviously, find it difficult to get a
job- they are given this advantage also.

Any way you look at it, this is a plus/plus bill. It is plus for the
employers, small and large, but predominantly small business
people in this country; and clearly, it is' a plus for those who are
responding to the call of the leadership in this country-local,
State-wide and national-that the best way to cure the disadvan-
tages that fester their lives is to try working, try to get a job, try to
get trained.

So, I think it is time that we make this a permanent part of our
tax structure. It is not going to work as well as it should, Mr.
Chairman, unless we make it more permanent and not from year
to year turn it off and on and wait until the last minute to send
the message to our agencies and heroes that are in charge of unem-
ployment and trying to be the matchmaker.

It is not going to work for our small business people unless they
know it is around, year to year month to month; and I urge that
we make it a permanent part of our tax structure. We built it into
the permanent tax reform package. It was there; it was expected to
be continued, and I hope we will do that.

Mr. Chairman, on Mortgage Revenue Bonds, rather than talk to
the committee about it as it applies to the housing need in this
country, let me Just ask if you would make my statement a part of
the record. Clearly, we need a mix of incentives with reference to
housing- and for those who would like the Government to do more
on the housing side, I submit that even if we could do that and
even if we do that, we are going to need various approaches, and
the Mortgage Revenue Bond approach has been a very good instru-
ment.

It has brought the States and local governments into the housing
business, into the area of trying to match up those, particularly
first home buyers, with a program that is more apt to be able to
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meet their needs in the early productive years of their lives. And
yet, it is not a major Federal housing program.

So, I urge that we solve the problem that exists there, even
within the cap that we have established for interest on municipal
bonds and the like. I thank you very much for giving me a bit of
your time. I have nothing further to add.

I would ask that my statement on both these issues be made a
part of the record.

Senator BAUCUS. Without objection, it will be included.
[The prepared statement of Senator Domenici appears in the ap-

pendix.]
Senator BAUCUS. Both those provisions, Senator, are quite popu-

lar with this committee. The Mortgage Revenue Bond bill inparti-
cular is sponsored by 13 members of this committee; and the Tar-
geted Jobs Tax Credit, has enjoyed widespread support as well.

I want to thank you very much for your valuable contribution.
Thank you, Senator.

Senator DOMmNICI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAucus. Our next witness is Mr. Dana Trier, Acting Tax

Legislative Counsel for the Department of the Treasury.

STATEMENT OF DANA L TRIER, ACTING TAX LEGISLATIVE
COUNSEL, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. TRIER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. There are a wide variety

of provisions that are expiring or have expired last year. Looking
at the testimony that is scheduled today, it appears that five of
them will be testified on today; and I would like to confine my re-
marks with respect to the Treasury Department's position to thos6
five. I would refer to our written testimony for information on our
position with respect to the other provisions.

The first that I would like to address are the various provisions
relating to so-called energy credits, which are investment credits
which are given for investment in alternative energy projects relat-
ing to biomass, geothermal, or solar energy sources.

The Administration is in opposition to the extension of these
credits really for one fundamental reason. We believe that this sort
of discrimination in favor of one type of investment is not justified
in this particular case. At the same time, the Administration
strongly supports through other efforts continued attention to re-
search and development with respect to those areas. As addressed
in our written testimony, the budget has certain revenue proposals
with respect to that.

But as far as the energy credits go themselves, we are against
extension of them.

The second provision I would like to address is the prepaid legal
services, Section 120, the provision under which certain prepaid
legal services either the benefits or the contributions are excluded-
from the income of the employee whereas they would otherwise, in
some circumstances, be subject to taxation.

Again, the Administration opposes the extension of this program
while understanding that legal services for the middle class or
lower class people are an important consideration. We have on fun-
damental reason for opposing it, and that is that there is simply
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not a good justification for in fact turning something that would
not otherwise be deductible into an effect a deductible payment.

These legal services programs primarily cover things like wills,
divorces, and things of that nature, in which most employees who
are not covered by such a program would have to take taxable com-
pensation and pay for these services without getting a deduction.

The percentage of employees, or that group of employees that are
covered by prepaid legal services, under Section 120, are to the con-
trary really subject to an exemption in those cases; and we do not
believe that exemption is justified, particularly since these pro-
grams when viewed from the point of view of the nation at large,
cover only a very small group of people proportionally.

That sort of discrimination, we do not believe, is justified in this
case.

We also are some skeptical as to whether other means can't be
used to gain middle class access to legal services, and we note that
there is a variety of programs and mass legal services programs
that really have brought that type of service to the middle class in
a greater amount.

The third provision which is the provision that Senator Domenici
already discussed earlier this morning, is the Targeted Jobs Tax
Credit. Again we applaud the goal of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit,
which is to increase the employment of disadvantaged groups in
our society; and that is a goal that we all have to share.

But in this case, we are again not in favor of extension of the
credit. There are essentially two reasons that we are not in favor of
the credit, but I think they both relate to the same general con-
cept; and that is that the credit as a tax expenditure can only be
justified if, in fact, it really has a major incentive effect and really
does increase employment by -the targeted groups.

There are two reasons we are skeptical of that. The first is that,
if you look at the statistics, the very large majority for the year
1981-which is referred to in our testimony-the percentage is 92
percent; the great majority of people in the targeted groups that
are employed by businesses are not, for some reason or another,
subject to the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit, which leads us to some
skepticism as to whether on the margin this is really performing
an important role.

Second, even in those cases where there has been a Targeted
Jobs Tax Credit given so that you could say that the employment
of a given person is in some sense attributable to the Targeted Jobs
Tax Credit, we are skeptical as to whether in fact that same person
isn't just replacing another person in the same disadvantaged class
that would have otherwise been employed.

So, in general, we are against the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit
while, again, recognizing that through training programs and other
efforts of the Federal Government, this is an all-important goal.

The fourth matter which I would like to address is Mortgage
Revenue Bonds, which as you said is a widely supported provision
within the Senate Finance Committee and indeed outside of it.

Again, although we think that housing and making housing
more accessible is a worthwhile goal, we do not believe that the
Mortgage Revenue Bond provisions should be extended. Again in
this case, the fundamental question is whether this is a worthwhile
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tax expenditure on the part of the Federal Government, and we
are at this point quite skeptical that it is; and there are really two
fundamental reasons for that.

The first is that Mortgage Revenue Bonds are attempting to im-
plement the goals of the program through tax exempt financing.
Tax exempt financing, however, has been found to be a very ineffi-
cient means by which the Federal Government can serve policy
goals. There are essentially two -reasons- for that. One is that a
large proportion of the benefit, that is of the tax exemption, goes to
the buyer of the bonds rather than filtering directly through the
person who it is intended to aid, in this case the home buyers; and
second, by having the Mortgage Revenue Bonds adding to the
quantity of tax exempt financing generally, there is a definite tend-
ency to increase the interest rates on tax exempt finance generally,
which will really decrease the advantage to municipal governments
and others who have other types of purely public program that do
not benefit particular private groups.

The second general reason that we oppose extension of the bonds,
which is not a reason that the Treasury Department itself has
thoroughly explored, is our skepticism that on the margin this
really increases the availability of housing to a wide group of
people. Based on the GAO report and other studies on this, it
would appear that a good portion of those people who indirectly
benefit from the Mortgage Revenue Bonds would have been able to
purchase housing in any event.

And so long as that is true, the case for the tax expenditure of
the scope of Mortgage Revenue Bonds is, in our minds, limited.

The final set of provisions, which is a much more complicated set
of provisions, and about which you will hear apparently later this
morning, are those provisions relating to the thrifts-certain expir-
ing complicated corporate tax expiring provisions that particularly
benefit thrifts-and which are intended to facilitate FSLIC arrang-
ing takeovers of ailing thrifts.

There are really three different types of such provisions. One,
under Section 597 of the Internal Revenue Code, is a provision
which is simply intended to permit assistance payments by FSLIC
to these thrifts without the payments being subject to income
under any of several alternative theories.

The second is a set of provisions which is intended to facilitate
tax-free reorganizations under which an auirer would acquire an
ailing thrift as arranged by FSLIC. And athird set of provisions is
the provisions which facilitate the acquirer of these ailing thrifts,
which thrifts have generated large net operating loss carried for-
ward to facilitate them being able to take advantage of these
thrifts.

Both of the latter two provisions are intended in essence to facili-
tate buying by the buyers for these ailing thrifts and to thereby en-
courage the injection of new money and stability into the ailing
thrifts.

Again, this is the type of provision that in general we would
oppose. We generally do not think that it is wise as a matter of tax
policy to subsidize particular sectors of the economy or to inject a
nonneutrality into economic decisions.
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But in this case we have understood, and we have understood
even before the 1986 Act, as evidence in our position in 1985, that
this is in fact a troubled industry; these provisions are provisions
that merit a look-see and a transition period at least during which
we analyze further whether these provisions are sound tax policy.

And for that reason, if it were determined by Congress or others
that it was appropriate to extend these provisions through 1991,
the Treasury Department would not oppose the extension.

Thank you very much. If there are any questions, I would be
pleased to take them from you.

Senator BAucus. Thank you, Mr. Trier.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Trier appears in the appendix.]
Senator BAUCUS. I have a somewhat technical question. As you

know, the expiring thrift provisions apply only to thrifts. The FDIC
suggests that the same provisions that apply to'thrifts should also
apply to banks. Does the administration have a view on that pro-
posal?

Mr. TRIER. Obviously, the same thought has occurred to us, par-
ticularly as the banking industry, as opposed to the thrift industry,
has developed some problems. At this point, we do not have an Ad-
ministration view on that point.

I would be pleased to get to you with one if you would like us to
consider it thoroughly. My own expectation, based on our discus-
sions over the last week as we have prepared for this testimony is
that it would probably be true that we would also not oppose such
a provision if it were deemed appropriate to extend the thrift type
of treatment to FDIC governed banking institutions.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you. Senator Danforth?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN C. DANFORTH, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MISSOURI

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With respect to
the Mortgage Revenue Bonds, do you think that it is becoming
clear that the 1986 Tax Act went too far in that it is having a dele-
terious effect on construction and on housing in this country?

Mr. TRIER. It certainly is not clear to me that that is true. I
think the 1986 Act with respect to the tax exempt financing provi-
sions generally, some of which obviously pertain to housing, and
with respect to other Code provisions, certainly took a lot of the tax
juice out of investment in this type of activity.

It is not clear to me, though, at all-and I don't believe it cer-
tainly is the view of the Administration-that it went too far itself
because of a bad situation with respect to housing investment. As a
matter of fact, I don't think you can find that much evidence that
that is true, and I think we would continue to believe that in our
tax system, we are better off with provisions that, although they
assist from time to time certain sectors of the economy, do not do it
as extremely as was done prior to 1986..

I think the other point, which you really have to keep in mind
when you analyze something like this, is whether in fact part of
the doldrums is simply reaction to having overbuilt under the tax
benefit system which we had prior to 1986.
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Senator DANFORTH. Is there any ongoing analysis within the Ad-
ministration as to the effect of the 1986 Tax Act on housing?Mr. TRIER. I think, segment by segment, each one of the provi-
sions that had an effect on housing under the 1986 Act, Senator,
are considered and considered in some depth. But I am not aware
of a comprehensive study. I could get back to you with that, if you
wish.

Senator DANFORTH. Clearly, it is not that good a deal now to get
into housing construction as it used to be. Right?

Mr. TRIER. There are not nearly as man different tax benefits
that are available for getting into housing construction. In my
prior reincarnations, I certainly worked on a lot of transactions
which tended to benefit or did end up benefiting housing transac-
tions.

But I think it is one thing to say that there are not as many pro-
visions which make it a good dealto get into housing and another
thing to say that that is a harmful thing. I think one of the things
that we are perhaps seeing in different sectors of the economy is,
in fact, so many of this tax-oriented transactions in which housing
and other real estate transactions were promoted heavily really
may have led to an overbuilding; and what you have now is a reac-
tion setting in.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you think that this is possibly just the
natural decline after a glut?

Mr. TRIER. I think that in some cases it is, but I wouldn't purport
to say that I have a comprehensive knowledge, nor does the Treas-
ury Department have a comprehensive knowledge. I think that,
after all, the legislation was just passed in 1986; as in all these
questions, we have a variety of things going on at the same time
with respect to the economy.

We have a variety of tax things going on at the same time. We
have lower tax rates. We still have encouragement of housing in
very significant respects, for example the interest deduction in
home mortgage loans, etcetera.

And I think that really the jury should still be out on whether in
fact the tax aspects of the 1986 Act detrimentally affected housing
or whether it would be appropriate to go back more to the type of
system that we had in the past.

Senator DANFORTH. I can only say that a number of people in my
State who pay a lot of attention to the problems of housing and the
availability of housing feel that the 1986 Tax Act had a very signif-
icant effect on housing. My hope would be that the Administration
would at least look at that, rather than locking itself into a past
decision.

You know, one thing that is I guess very hard for all of us in
Government is to ever admit that we made any mistakes. We say,
well, we have come to a kind of philosophical conclusion, and it
makes sense.

As you stated in your testimony a few minutes ago, the idea of
neutrality is the philosophical issue; it seems to make sense. On
the other hand, if we see our cities decaying, if we see unavailabil-
ity of housing, if we have people sleeping in backs of cars and in
the streets, maybe we should take another look a the question of
housing availability. My hope would be that Treasury, possibly in
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conjunction with the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, 'might take a look at what is going on in the country after
the 1986 Tax Act and ask itself whether the new-look is called for.

I and other Senators have introduced a bill to bring the low
income tax credit and rehab credit out from under the passive loss
rules. That would seem to me to be a good idea. I would hope that,
at the least, the Administration would look into this issue of low
income housing in particular and ask itself whether we have over-
done it in that 1986 Act.

Mr. TRIER. I think that point is fairly taken and we really should
continue to look into it constantly. However, I would still reiterate
that I do think that the basic premises of the 1986 Act and neutral-
ity is a positive goal. And I would also say that, as part of this on-
going consideration of the impact of the Internal Revenue Code on
housing or similar things, which we need to encourage, we should
pay particular attention-before we just react and start introduc-
Ing new legislation again-to that legislation or that type of provi-
sion whether it be a nontax provision or a tax provision, which has
the most effect per revenue cost, which is I think a very important
consideration for us at the Treasury Department and one of the
reasons we do oppose the Mortgage Revenue Bond legislation.

We think that alternatives would be better.
Senator DANFORTH. Does the R&D credit lead the list of the Ad-

ministration on otherwise expiring provisions which you would like
to keep allowing?

Mr. TRIER. The R&D credit is, I think, the list of expiring provi-
sions that we strongly support. The other would be the two percent
floor for mutual funds, which I look at more as somewhat of a tech-
nical provision as opposed to one of these tax preferences.

Senator BAucus. Mr. Trier, the degree to which tax policy should
tilt in one direction or another is an important issue. Some people
suggest that this country should tilt a little more in favor of indus-
trial production-whether it is manufactured products or serv-
ices-and that perhaps that we have gone too far in support of
housing.

This country has really only had two basic industrial policies.
One has been housing and the other has been agriculture. I think
that, as useful as it may be to consider Mortgage Revenue Bonds to
stimulate the housing in this country, it is also vitally important
that this country spend more time thinking about the other major
sectors in our economy.

I am happy to hear that the R&D tax credit is basically the list
of the Administration because Senator Danforth, too, is a strong
proponent of the R&D tax credit. I tend to think that this country
is going to have to spend a little more time thinking about items
such as this to increase our productivity within the United States if
our children's future real incomes are going to continue to rise not
only at an absolute level, but also at a comparative level with other
countries.

Mr. Trier, I have one other question that is somewhat technical.
If the group legal services provision is not reinstated or made retro-
active, what is the Treasury's recommendation as to how employ-
ers should treat the withheld income of their employees? Should
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that be withheld on a quarterly basis or on an annual basis as a
fringe benefit?

Mr. TR ER. Senator, 'in all honesty, I haven't fully considered that
issue. My reaction to it-and I would like to get back to you with
full consideration of it-would be that I don't see the distinction be-
tween it and other types of compensation--

Senator BAucus. It would help a lot of employers to have an
answer to that question, frankly.

Mr. TRIER. All right.
You are really talking about the transition issue and then after-

ward?
Senator BAUCUS. I am talking about the provision, even if it is

extended but not made retroactive. How should employers treat
the income they are now withholding from their employees? Thank
you very much for your testimony.

Mr. TRIER. Thank you.
Senator BAUCUS. Next, we have a panel of witnesses consisting of

Mr. Danny Wall, Chairman of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board;
Mr. William Sideman, Chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation; Mr. Rodney Shinkawa, Executive Vice President,
First Federal Savings and Loan Association of America; and Dr.
Carel Otte, President, Geothermal Division of Unocal Corporation,
testifying on behalf of the Geothermal Resources Association.

Gentlemen, before you begin, I have a statement I would like to
make concerning the submission of testimony by witnesses.

The hearing process is very important to th committee and to
the Congress in determining how to react to proposals that various
witnesses do and do not have. These expiring provisions are good
examples of that. It is very important for this committee to have
timely receipt of the prepared testimony and statements of wit-
nesses so that this committee and the committee staff can review
the statements.

When this committee sends notices of hearings, it always indi-
cates the date and the time by which this committee would like to
have the testimony. In this case, it was noon last Friday. I am very
dismayed to report that, of the 12 witnesses before this committee,
only one submitted his testimony on time. That was Mr. Jack
Curran, who is testifying later.

No other witness submitted testimony on time. This committee
has the discretion, therefore, of denying those witnesses fropi ap-
pearing before this committee if their testimony is not received on
time. The chairman will not exercise that at this time on this day,
but does serve notice that in the future, if witnesses do not provide
this committee with testimony on time, then those witnesses may
not be allowed to testify.

So, with that, we will begin with Mr. Wall.
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STATEMENT OF M. DANNY WALL, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL HOME
LOAN BANK BOARD, WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOMPANIED BY
LAWRENCE J. WHITE, BOARD MEMBER, THE FEDERAL HOME
LOAN BANK BOARD
Mr. WAn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank you for this oppor-

tunity to testify in behalf of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board
and its constituent deposit insurance agency, the Federal Savings
and Loan Insurance Corporation commonly referred to as FSLIC.

The Bank Board and the FSLIC are the principal Federal regula-
tors, supervisors, and insurers of the nation's savings and loan as-
sociations and Federal savings banks. The expiring FSLIC tax pro-
vision should be extended. Since 1981, the tax law has contained a
number of provisions-the FSLIC tax provisions, as they are re-
ferred to-that were enacted to help the FSLIC fulfill its statutory
mandate of protecting the safety of almost a trillion dollars of de-
posits in savings institutions in thousands of institutions across the
country.

Although the provisions are currently scheduled to expire at the
end of 1988, there are good and compelling reasons for the Con-
gress to extend them for an additional three years, until the end of
1991. We also support a request to apply similar treatment to the
FDIC where they assist with troubled banks. I would like to call on
my colleague, Larry White, a Board member, to continue our brief
testimony.

Senator BAucus. Mr. White?
Mr. WHrrE. Thank you, Chairman Wall. Mr. Chairman, since

1981 the tax law has contained a number of provisions that were
enacted to help the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-
tion fulfill its statutory mandate of protecting the safety of almost
a trillion dollars.

And these provisions that concern us today are applicable to
transactions supervised by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation, the FSLIC, in which a financially troubled thrift insti-
tution is acquired by a healthy institution with financial assistance
from the FSLIC that compensates the acquirer for assuming the
troubled institution's liabilities and poor qual-ity assets.

These transactions are typically the least costly and most effec-
tive way for the FSLIC to deal with troubled institutions in its
caseload. By making each dollar of FSLIC assistance go farther, the
extension of these provisions will allow the FSLIC to resolve a
greater number of cases and to resolve them more quickly than it
would if the provisions were allowed to expire.

The extension of these provisions until the end of 1991 is war-
ranted for several reasons.

First, to a large degree, the provisions may constitute merely a
helpful codification and clarification of the otherwise applicable
law, rather than a significant departure from it.

This clarification is helpful, however, since tax uncertainties
alone may increase the FSLIC's cost.

Second, to the extent that the provisions are more favorable than
otherwise applicable law the tax benefits do not inure to the insti-
tutions involved in the transaction but instead inure to the FSLIC
by reducing the direct cost of the transaction.
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This, in turn, means that more institutions can be dealt with
sooner, which reduces the overall cost of resolving cases.

Third, we believe that the revenue losses from an extension will
be offset by corresponding reductions in direct FSLIC outlays,
which means that the extension should not result in an increase in
the Federal budget deficit.

We respectfully ask the subcommittee's permission to submit for
the record our full ten-page statement. We also ask for permission
to submit a technical submission detailing the specific tax provi-
sions involved in our recommendation, together with comments on
a number of appropriate technical corrections and refinements.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee.

We would be happy to respond to any questions the subcommit-
tee may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Wall and the additional informa-
tion appear in the appendix.]'

Senator BAucus. Thank you, Mr. White. Mr. Cooke, I assume
that you are substituting for your boss. Is that correct?

Mr. COOKE. Yes, sir.
Senator BAUCUS. All right. Why don't you begin?

STATEMENT OF DAVID C. COOKE, DEPUTY TO THE CHAIRMAN,
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION, WASHINGTON,
DC
Mr. COOKE. Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and mem-

bers of the subcommittee. I appreciate this opportunity to testify"
today for Chairman Siedman of the FDIC. I ask that our full testi-
mony be submitted for the record.

My appearance here today is for two purposes: first to urge an
extension of the tax provisions governing the tax treatment of fi-
nancial assistance transactions arranged by the FSLIC. Extending
these tax provisions will help minimize the cost to the FSLIC insur-
ance fund.

Second, the FDIC also recommends extensions to comparable
transactions arranged by the FDIC. This will eliminate present
confusion concerning the tax treatment of these transactions and
permit the FDIC to more effectively perform its role in the finan-
cial system.

This can be done while producing a net positive impact on the
budget due to the reduction in FDIC outlays. We are now facing
the greatest challenge in the history of the FDIC. In 1987, 184
banks failed; and 19 more required assistance. In 1988, the outlook
is much the same.

When a bank's failure is imminent, the FDIC must consider how
it will discharge its obligations, as both the insurer of the bank's
deposits and the likely receiver of the failed bank. There are gener-
ally three categories of alternatives available.

First, the FDIC can provide direct financial assistance to the fail-
ing bank. Second, the FDIC can arrange a direct Payoff of insured
depositors. Uninsured depositors are paid only to the extent funds
are available from the liquidation of the bank's assets. A payoff is
the least desirable and usually the most costly alternative.
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The third and most prevalent alternative is a purchase and as-
sumption transaction. Under this alternative, a health bank as-
sumes all of the failed bank's deposit liabilities, includin unin-
sured deposits and agrees to acquire some or all of the failedfbank's
assets.

The FDIC provides cash to make up the difference between the
value of the assets and the liabilities assumed. These various trans-
actions raise significant tax issues which could be resolved through
tax revisions which now apply to FSLIC transactions which are
scheduled to expire at year end.

The FDIC strongly supports legislation to either extend or make
permanent those provisions for the FSLIC, but given the similari-
ties in our roles as deposit insurers, and our record volume of bank
failures, the FDIC urges also that these same provisions be made
available to us. -

This would eliminate the confusion relating to the tax treatment
of FDIC assistance, and these provisions would reduce the cost of
FDIC transactions, thereby helping to preserve the insurance fund.

The resulting increased use of assistance for purchase assump-
tion transaction would enhance the stability of the banking system
and help ensure adequate banking services to all communities.

We are very aware that cost is an important concern. Extending
these provisions to the FDIC should have the net effect of reducing
the deficit because the benefits largely would accrue to the deposit
insurance fund. We estimate that yearly reductions in FDIC out-
lays could range between $435 and $870 million. I

Moreover while the reduction in FDIC outlays would be recog-
nized fully at the time of the transaction, any tax revenue cost
would be stretched out over a number of years. In the final analy-
sis, we believe the reduction in outlays may exceed whatever tax
revenue cost is associated with these provisions.

Generally, there are three provisions being sought. The first spe-
cifically clarifies that assistance payments are not taxable income
and will not be used to reduce the basis of the assets acquired by
the recipient institution. The tax law in this area is unclear, and
the transactions frequently are complicated.

Because these transactions often must be consummated quickly,
parties to the transactions usually assume the worst case tax
result, thus driving up the cost to the FDIC.

The second expiring provision provides that an FSLIC assistance
transaction may qualify as a tax-free reorganization. This section
represents a major benefit to the FSLIC in merging troubled thrift
institutions with healthy thrifts, and would benefit the FDIC as
well.

The third expiring provision makes it easier to preserve a failed
thrift's net operating losses and thereby reduce the cost to the in-
surance fund. Again, the FDIC asks that this provision be extended
and made applicable to similar transactions arranged by us.

Mr. Chairman thank you for allowing me to testify on this issue,
and we are available to provide whatever assistance you require in
considering these proposals.

[ I'e prepared statement of Mr. Cooke appears in the appendix.]
Senator BAUcus. Thank you, Mr. Cooke. Our next witness is Mr.

Shinkawa.
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STATEMENT OF RODNEY R. SHINKAWA, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI.
DENT, FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICA, HONOLULU, HI; TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF THE U.S.,
LEAGUE OF SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS
Mr. SHINKAWA. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommit-

tee, my name is Rodney Shinkawa. I am Executive Vice President
of First Federal Savings and Loan Association of America of Hono-
lulu, Hawaii, and appear today on behalf of the U.S. League of Sav-
ings Institutions.

The League urges your committee and the Congress to extend for
three years, until December 31, 1991, the special tax rules which
are critically important to the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation, the FSLIC.

These provisions, which are set to expire on December 31, enable
FSLIC to attract merger partners for problem thrift institutions in
the most cost-effective manner and conserve the strained resources
of the FSLIC fund.

The rules permit tax-free reorganization treatment as certified
by the FSLIC where a insolvent thrift is acquired. Second, where a
thrift certified as troubled is acquired, carry forward of net operat-
ing losses are less likely to be limited.

Finally, where FSLIC contributes financial assistance as part of
our supervisory case resolution, that assistance is not included in
income.

As the committee is no doubt aware, there are tremendous and
well-publicized demands today on the resources of both the FSLIC
and the FDIC. The deposit insurance they provide is central to the
public's confidence in our banking system.

Once again, in last year's banking bill, the Congress pledged the
federal government's full faith and credit guarantee for federally
insured deposits. One way or another, the deposit guarantee will be
upheld, and these special FSLIC rules are a straight-forward mech-
anism already in place to assist toward that goal.

The revenue impact should not be a problem in considering
whether or not to extend these provisions. Wen the FSLIC spends
less to resolve a problem case because of the availability of these
tax rules, Federal outlays and hence the budget deficit decreases.
Any revenue pickup from allowing these provisions to expire is il-
lusory since, without these rules, Federal outlays through the
FSLIC will increase.

Finally, these tax provisions apply only to the FSLIC under exist-
ing law. It is apparent that regional economic conditions in the
southwest and elsewhere are also putting great pressure on the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the commercial and
savings banks whose deposits it insures.

Therefore, we have no objection to broadening the special FSLIC
provisions to apply to the FDIC as they are extended through 1991.

My prepared statement also addresses several related technical
matters. Thank you very much for giving us the time to express
our views. We will be happy to respond to your questions and to
supply any other information we have for the record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Shinkawa appears in the appen-
dix.]
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Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Shinkawa. Dr. Otte?

STATEMENT OF DR. CAREL OTTE, PRESIDENT, GEOTHERMAL DI.
VISION, UNOCAL CORPORATION; TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF
THE GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES ASSOCIATION, LOS ANGELES,
CA
Dr. Oom. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my

name is Carel Otte, and I am President of Unocal's Geothermal Di-
vision; and I thank you for the opportunity to testify. I appear
today representing the Geothermal Resources Association. This is
an association of primary U.S. geothermal producers and develop-
ers who are actively developing geothermal resources in the coun-
try.

Members of the GRA include small independent geothermal de-
velopers like Geothermal Resources International, Cal Energy,
Oxbow Geothermal, as well as large integrated producers like
Chevron, Unocal, and Freeport-McMoRan Resources.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to summarize my comments here
and, at the same time, I would like to ask you whether I can intro-
duce my complete statement for the record.

Senator BAUCUS. Without objection.
Dr. Or. If I may take you back a few years, in the early 1980s,

there was a massive conservation taking place in energy develop-
ment in the country, largely as the result of the price run-up of
energy commodities because of the Iranian crisis. Because of that
conservation, the market contracted; and subsequent to that, also
the prices dropped. We are still in this turndown of oil and gas
prices.,

Because of this, many projects in the alternative energy field
were delayed, many even were permanently cancelled. We feel that
it is just a matter of time and additional energy shortages will be
upon us again.

The supply of fossil energy in this country is declining rapidly. In
1986, we lost about 800,000 barrels of oil production a day; in 1987,
it will be about the same or even more.

So, many studies forecast that additional energy shortages could
be upon us again in the early 1990s. So, an incentive to diversify
the energy base of this country is essential.

The development of renewables and alternatives is the funda-
mental underpinning of this total program. This is why the energy
tax credits were passed in the first place in the early 1980s.

Now, what has happened? The previous energy tax credits were
expiring at the end of 1985. This sequence of three years extension
which is due to expire at the end of 1988, was really put into place
as part of the Tax Reform Act of- 1986; but in 1986, there was no
credit available, and many of the projects were-deferred, and some
were even cancelled at that time.

Basically, we are asking that, in a combination of this extensive
debate that took place on the TRA, as well as the turndown in the
market, that an additional three-year extension be granted to the
industry so that .man of the projects currently in the pipeline can
be completed. This will also complete the technology base, which is
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so fundamental to the future of development of these domestic al-
ternative energy sources.

It is worthwhile doing because the energy base that exists, is con-
sidered very large. Experts in the United States Geological Survey
have made estimates of an extremely large energy base; and geo-
thermal, as well as some of the other renewables, could make a sig-
nificant contribution to the energy diversification of this country.

Basically, then, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, this is what I ask
of the committee to recommend to the full Senate Finance Commit-
tee, the extension of the energy tax credits for an additional three
years.

I would like to take an opportunity to comment briefly on the
statements made by the Administration witness, Mr. Trier. He said
he is against extension, but they are granting R&D funds to the
Department of Energy. I feel a little frustrated with that statement
because it is the very fundamental policy of the Administration to
only provide R&D for the long range and, therefore, only for the
technology in the 21st century

What Iam talking about are projects that are in the pipeline
that should be completed in the next two years. Much of the
energy research that is being developed is not of any direct use to
us at the present time. Second, I take exception with the size of his
budget. He was talking about $128 million. If that is the case, I
don t know where it is going because the budget for geothermal is
$16 million.

And finally I also take exception with the decrease in the reve-
nue forecast that he has made. Thank you very much, Mr. Chair-
man. -

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Dr. Otte. You just answered the
questions I was going to ask you. (Laughter)

[The prepared statement of Dr. Otte appears in the appendix.]
Senator BAucus. I have a general question I would like to ask

Mr. Cooke and Mr. Shinkawa. How important are these expiring
provisions to the solvency of the thrifts? Would these mergers go
through with or without these provisions? Wouldn't they go
through, regardless?

Mr. SHINKAWA. I think the mergers will go through more expedi-
tiously and efficiently if the provisions were extended to 1991. The
acquiring association certainly looks to the carry-forwards and the
net operating loss provisions in pricing out their package or in bid-
ding for the associations.

We in particular have a couple of instances in which we have ac-
quired failed institutions; and certainly, that was part of the math-
ematics in coming up with a computation of whether it would be a
good deal for us to acquire the assets and liabilities of a failed asso-
ciation.

I think from FSLIC's point of view, the resources of the FSLIC
would be certainly leveraged out further and that these provisions
help again to provide a benefit to the acquiring association, to the
extent of as much as 100 percent of the net operating loss carry-
forwards, for example.

Senator BAUCUS. If these provisions, though, do expire and they
are not reauthorized, what alternative needs will FSLIC and S&Ls
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pursue? For example, would you seek authority for additional as-
sessments?

Mr. SHINKAWA. I think it would be more costly for the FSLIC to
resolve their problem cases and less beneficial for the acquiring in-
stitutions in acquiring these troubled thrifts.

Senator BAucus. But what other mechanisms would you pursue?
As I have already asked what about increased assessments?

Mr. SHiNKAWA. That is a question that I think should be directed
to the FSLIC. I really don't have a position on the matter.

Senator BAUCUS. All right. Mr. Wall?
Mr. WALL. Mr. Chairman, the Congress, of course, last year with

the Competitive Equality Banking Act, put into place a structure
for the recapitalization of the FSLIC insurance fund, with borrow-
ing ceilings of $3.75 billion for each of the years as we move for-
ward, and an overall borrowing authority of $10.8 billion.

Clearly, if these tax provisions are not extended, we will have to
use more of the resources from the FSLIC fund in each of the steps
that we take, be it a sale of an institution, be it a recapitalization
of an institution, or be it an insurance pay-out of an institution.

We will have a greater cost so that the resources that we have
will go a shorter distance. What alternatives would be available or
would be pursued? It seems to me that the Congress put the ques-
tion before themselves and the Administration, as will ensue after
the election, that the new Administration and the next Congress
will visit the question of how far will this $10.8 billion have gone as
we move forward.

And as I say, if these tax provisions are not extended we will
have had to use more resources for each-of the steps that we take.
Hence, the resources will not have gone as far as if these provisions
had continued.

Senator BAUCUS. How much farther would you have to go into
those other resources? That is the question I am trying to pin
down.

Mr. WALL. In terms of a percentage?
Senator BAUCUS. Yes. Quantify it in some way if you could.
Mr. WALL. We are trying to quantify the budget impact, and we

are looking forward to working with those who you and the Admin-
istration charge with making those analyses. We think that we can
provide a theory-and a defendable and defensible theory-that
the impact in the budget sense is minimal, significantly so.

On the other side, in terms of costs, perhaps as much as a thirdhi her.Senator BAucus. That is, a third into the other FSLIC resources?
Mr. WALL. Yes.
Senator BAUCUS. Is that your high or your low?
Mr. WALL. The seat of the pants.
Senator BAUCUS. The seat of the pants? All right. (Laughter)
Senator BAucus. All right. Senator Chafee?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN H. CHAFEE, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM RHODE ISLAND

Senator CHim. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a statement
that I would like to submit for the record in connection with the
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Mortgage Revenue Bonds program with a couple of attachments
thereto. I just want to stress how important I feel that the continu-
ation of that program is.

I know that some of the prior witnesses dealt with this, not this
panel.

Mr. Cooke, what you are asking is-as I understand it-that we
extend to the FDIC the same tax advantages that come with a
rescue mission under the FSLIC program. Is that correct?

Mr. COOKE. Yes, sir. That is correct.
Senator CHAFE. Do you have any price tag on that? Has Treas-

ury come up with any estimates of what that will cost us?
Mr. COOKE. As far as the revenue cost, no, although we would be

glad to work with the revenue estimators. We do believe, though,
that it would reduce our cash outlay by anywhere from $400 to
$900 million a year; and that, in effect, would reduce the budget
deficit since we are on budget.

The way we normally do our transactions is we put up cash im-
mediately. W e sell the institution and provide cash up front. To
the extent that we could get these tax benefits, we would provide
that much less cash up front.

So, the only thing we really might have an estimate on at this
time is just what it might mean to us in terms of outlays from the
FDIC fund.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Wall, in your situation, by going to a con-
tinuation of the existing program, obviously we encounter revenue
problems for the next fiscal year. Correct?

Mr. WALL. We are not so sure it is revenue problems. We think
that there is, as I said, a very defensible analysis that can be made
that demonstrates, together with the budget impact that Mr. Cooke
has identified, we have the same effect. We are on budget as well.

We think we can help to identify the analysis as not a negative.
Senator CHAFE. That would be a very happy conclusion if we

could reach it. It doesn't seem that Treasury usually comes up with
such joyous endings, though.

Mr. WALL. In the very simplest sense, to use one of the TV cli-
ches, you could look at it-even if there is a negative-you could
look at it as: Pay me now or pay me later.

Senator CHAFES. I see. Absent this, and I know I am reviewing
your testimony a little bit, but absent this inducement, you believe
that the rescuing institutions would have a much reduced incen-
tive?

Mr. WALL. Those that would propose to be partners with our--
Senator CHAFES. They just wouldn't step in there; and, therefore,

you folks would have to carry the whole ball?
Mr. WALL. Yes, we will have to carry proportionally more of the

load and likely with fewer candidates on the other side of the table.
Senator CHAFES. Could you give us a little prediction on how

things are looking? Perhaps you and Mr. Shinkawa could both do
that. Are we rounding the corner in this business?

Mr. WALL. Senator, it is interesting. As I was looking at the list
of witnesses for this particular panel, I was wondering about the
relationship of my fellow panelist to my right, but I sense a good
deal more similarity of interest and concern than might have been
apparent on the face. And that is energy.
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The southwest, as we have identified and targeted, is where our
problem institutions are focused. Increasingly, FDIC's problem in-
stitutions are seen as being in that part of the country as well. We
are very much a factor of the energy as it relates to the rest of the
economy in Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Louisiana-the circle
gets larger.

So, the extent to which we are rounding the corner in part re-
lates to the question of energy and energy prices, and I will leave
that prediction to others.

Senator CH"=. There is certainly not much encouragement in
that field if you look at what has happened to oil prices in the past
two weeks.

Mr. WALL. I was just going to say that, as we look at the sube-
conomies of real estate, to which we are more directly linked and
connected as an industry, we see some indications in some of the
microeconomies-Houston economy, the Dallas economy-that the
economies have bottomed out; and in fact, there is some improve-
ment occurring.

Senator CHAin. Mr. Shinkawa, representing your organization,
how do you see it?

Mr. SHINKAWA. Certainly, in Hawaii we have turned the corner.
Back in the early 1980s, we were faced with the deregulation issue
and the squeeze on interest rates where we had a negative interest
rate spread on our operations. Certainly, all of the institutions in
Hawaii have turned the comer.

Senator CHAF. Boy, if we are in trouble in Hawaii--(Laugh-
ter)

Senator CHAFE. Real estate-wise, that is. You haven't seen a de-
cline in real estate prices in Hawaii, have you?

Mr. SHINKAWA. We have. We have in the early 1980s as much in
the tourist-related areas; the resort-related areas as much as 50
percent.

Certainly, the economy has come back in Hawaii. Unemployment
is down. Tourism is up. And the institutions have found their way
through various methods of recapitalizing themselves.

Senator CHAFES. You mean real estate prices were off 50 percent
in Hawaii?

Mr. SHINKAWA. In certain resort areas, yes, they were in the
early 1980s. The problem was not as great a magnitude as they are
in the southwest, and the institutions in Hawaii have not invested
heavily in that part of the country. So, this has helped us to bring
our operations around then and become very profitable.

Senator CHAFiE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUCUS. Senator Mitchell?
Senator Mrrcnma.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no ques-

tions of this panel. I ask that, since I will have to leave shortly to
go to another meeting, I be permitted to submit questions in writ-
ing to witnesses for their written responses.

Senator BAUCUS. Without objection.
Senator MrrcHmL. Thank you.
LThe questions appear in the appendix.]
Senator BAucus. Mr. Wall, does the Federal Home Loan Bank

Board support the recommendation to include FDIC and the
banks?
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Mr. WALL. Yes, more than just for the matter of symmetry. It
may not be realized by some that we, in fact, are the charterers of
Federal savings banks, some of which are insured by FDIC. So, we
have a cross-relationship as they have a cross-relationship with us
in that some of our institutions-that is, some of their charter in-
stitutions-are insured by us.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you all very much. We appreciate your
testimony.

The next panel is Elizabeth Mitchell, Executive Director of the
Maine State Housing Authority; Mr. Bernard Tetreault, Executive
Director of the Housing Opportunities Commission of Montgomery
County, Maryland; Mr. John Fl. Luke, Associate Director, Housing
and Community Development, U.S. General Accounting Office; and
Mr. Mark E. Tipton, Vice President and Secretary, Natioial Asso-
ciation of Home Builders, Raleigh, North Carolina. Thank you all
for coming. I think we will go down the list, begnning with Ms.
Mitchell. I believe that Senator Mitchell would like to introduce
you.

Senator MITCHELL. Thank you very much for permitting me to
introduce Elizabeth Mitchell, the Executive Director of the Maine
State Housing Authority. Although no relation, Ms. Mitchell is a
good and long-time friend, and she is performing an outstanding
service to the people of Maine in her capacity as Director of the
State Housing Authority.

We have in our State fortunately an active, aggressive State pro-
gram. We think it is one of the finest in the country, and we look
forward to doing what we can at this level to make it possible for
the State Housing Authority to continue its good work on behalf of
the people of Maine.

So, I am pleased, Mr. Chairman, to present Ms. Mitchell to the
committee.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, unfortunately, I have another

commitment also; but if I could, I would just like to put in the
record my full statement, and I would like to just touch on the
GAO report briefly on the Mortgage Revenue Bonds.

I was disa pointed in the conclusion and the results of that study
and troubledby it. I understand that this study covered the Mort-
gage Revenue Bond program from November 1983 through June of
1987 and was, therefore, based on information, a majority of which
came from a period before the program was targeted toward low
income and first time home buyers.

We have documents from my own State, which I have included
in the record here, one from the president of one of our major
banks that stated that 74 percent of all Mortgage Revenue Bond
applicants would not have been able to obtain mortgages through
any of the other alternative sources available. So, the program has
been an extreme success-a great success-in my State, and I just
hope we will continue it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Senator. Those statements will be

put in the record.
Ms. Mitchell?
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STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH H. MITCHELL, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, MAINE STATE HOUSING AUTHORITY; TESTIFYING ON
BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE HOUSING
AGENCIES, AUGUSTA, ME
Ms. MrrCHELL. Thank you, Senator Baucus. Good morning, Mr.

Chairman and members of the committee. I would like to thank
Senator Mitchell. I will be happy to claim relationship to him at
any time. We certainly share a *reat commitment to affordable
housing, and he has long been a friend of housing for low and mod-
erate income Americans. We appreciate his commitment.

Senator Baucus, I bring you greetings from my colleague, Dick
Kane from your home State of Montana; and we both commend
you for your leadership in calling this hearing. I am Libby Mitch-
ell, the Executive Director of the Maine State Housing Authority,
and I am here before you today with a great responsibility.

I am speaking on behalf of all the other State housing finance
agencies from the national council. I respectfully request that my
complete testimony be entered for the record; but in the interest of
time, I will try to abbreviate those remarks.

Over the past 14 years, ten years as a State representative in the
State of Maine and now as the Director of the Maine State Housing
Authority, I have seen the value of the Mortgage Revenue Bonds.
As the only Federal subsidy directed solely to potential first time
home buyers of low and moderate income, they must not sunset.
There is only one accomplishment that could justify their elimina-
tion, and that is that the provisions of the American dream for all
American citizens.

We are far from that reality. In fact, we are losing ground. The
Harvard study on the state of the nation's housing, I commend to
you for your reading. It shows that the relatively high levels of
housing construction home sales, and remodeling expenditures
have masked an ever increasing population of housing have-ots,
and I suggest to you that the GAO report failed to unmask an# de-
liver the real truth about those who are have and have-nots.

The experience in Maine parallels the study, particularly the de-
cline of home ownership. In Maine, fishermen on the coast cannot
afford to live on the coast any longer. Firemen and policemen have
difficulty buying a home in the towns that they must protect.

Children cannot live in their own home towns; they cannot buy
their own homes there because of an ever-spiraling cost of home
ownership.

Today, it is the inability of families and individuals to buy their
first home which indeed exacerbates the shortage of affordable
rental housing. Mr. Chairman, in the State of Maine, there is a
waiting list of 20,000 Maine citizens for assisted housing--rental
housing. There are 20,000 assisted units in the State. That is the
nature of the problem.

We are very proud of our work in Maine. Since 1972, we have
issued over $500 million in tax exempt revenue bonds, and we have
allowed over 16,000 Maine people to purchase their first home. The
charts that we brought along show that our purchase prices always
have been well below the Congressional mandated targeting. We
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-have always had them, even before Congress told us to have pur-
chase prices.

The income level shown by Maine people is certainly also well
below that that Congress intended us to serve with this program.
As a matter of fact, our State is so committed to the first time
home buyer program that they enacted a real estate transfer tax;
and we are able to use that fund to buy the rate down even fur-
ther.

This year we had $12 million made available at six percent to
families earning $20,000 or less, a combination of Mortgage Reve-
nue Bond funding and our own State taxes; but as Government of-
ficials, I am asking you to look behind these statistics for a minute,
and let's look at the people we are talking about.

In the past six months, we have served a woman working in a
laundry; her husband is disabled. She has four children; her
income is $13,800. Another borrower, a teacher, wife, child; income
$18,900. Then there is a 38-year-old carpenter whose wife is a wait-
ress, two children, income $22,800. Certainly not the Yuppie pic-
ture the GAO report would have us believe.

The report presents a very disturbing analysis to me, not because
of just its findings, but for its distorted portrait. One of the most
incredible things to me is the assertion, which was readily adopted
by Treasury this morning, that the people in this program could be
served in the conventional market.

To me, that has no resemblance to reality. As elected officials,
you understand full well the consequences when you encroach on
other people's turf. The bankers in Maine would be the first to
close down the Maine State Housing Authority if I encroached on
people who could get conventional loans. That is their turf.

The realtors tell me over and over again that we serve a niche
between Farmers Home-very low income-and the conventional
market. Without the interest rate favorability of an MRB, people
wouldn't even qualify under the debt threshold.

There is one statement, however, that I will refer you to that I
do agree with. In the GAO report. It is on page 19, and I quote:

"Because we selected housing agencies judgmentally, we cannot
assert that our findings are representative of qualified Mortgage
Bond activity nationwide." I invite them to Maine.

We have major concerns over GAO's methodology. A very small
subsample select and skewed to very high income areas. Further,
the comparative baseline was not with the conventional market
but a whole universe of assisted first time home buyers. And frank-
ly their studies proved what we thought all along: if you really had
a fair comparison.

The private lenders take on the least risky borrowers, FHA and
VA the next level, and the MRB recipients the riskiest of all; and
with that, I would like to say that in New England we are very
proud. Our default rate is one percent or less.

The underwriting criteria is simplistic and theoretical. I defy
anyone in here to go into a bank and get a loan for 28 percent of
income if they are a marginal income person.

And finally, no post tax reform analysis of any meaningful value
was under en. Again, Treasury this morning on another question

[
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said that the jury is still out; we don't know. So, why rush to make
changes?

The assumption that moderate income households could, if they
just waited, get a home-I am sorry, Senator.

I would like to say that incomes in Maine have increased only
186 percent, but purchase price of homes, 500 percent.

I would like to submit my full written testimony for the record
and the more complete analysis of the National Council of State
Housing Authorities.

Senator BAucus. Thank you very much. All that will be includ-
ed. Mr. Tetreault?

[The prepared statement of Ms. Mitchell appears in the appen-
dix.]

STATEMENT OF BERNARD L. TETREAULT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES COMMISSION OF MONTGOMERY
COUNTY, AND PAST PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF LOCAL
HOUSING FINANCE AGENCIES, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MD
Mr. TETREAULT. Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and

members of the subcommittee. My name is Bernie Tetreault Execu-
tive Director of the Montgomery County, Maryland Housing Oppor-
tunities Commission, and also Past President of ALHFA, on whose
behalf I speak this morning.

ALHFA is a nonprofit national association of professionals in the
field of affordable housing; and from our letterhead, you see that
they are from cities throughout the country, in both urban and
rural counties.

We finance home ownership and rental housing opportunities for
low and moderate income families. We support S. 1522's extension
of the MRB Program, and urge that the GAO study be rejected. We
conclude that there is a need for this type of program and urge its
extension with a small modification.

ALHFA firmly believes that the MRB program is sound public
policy and appropriately assists first time home buyers, whom
more often the conventional market has left behind, in purchasing
a home. ALHFA strongly supports S. 1522 and urges its prompt
adoption by this subcommittee and the Congress.

Using the same data that GAO did in their report, it could have
concluded that MRBs did in fact assist many first time low and
moderate income families. The single family bond programs add
significantly to new housing construction and the nation's overall
affordable housing stock, providing increased home ownership op-
portunities.

Housing finance agencies administering single family programs,
even before the 1986 Tax Act, had highly targeted programs in a
manner that generally complied with the Act's new income and
price restrictions.

Therefore these findings demonstrate that housing finance agen-
cies have largely succeeded in achieving the very fundamental ob-
jectives of the program enunciated by the Congress, to encourage
home ownership and to expand home ownership opportunities by
expanding affordable housing stock.

91-401 0 - 89 - 2
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GAO, however, does not reach these conclusions nor any others
that reflect favorably on the MRB program. Its conclusions lead
ALHFA to wonder whether GAO was given a conclusion and asked
to justify it. We doubt very seriously that GAO could have qualified
67 percent of the assisted home buyers for conventional loans if it
had considered the purchasers' net worth, income stability, employ-
ment history, housing expenses, credit ratings, etcetera, which are
the usual conventional criteria.

It was only through Mortgage Revenue Bond programs, with
below market mortgage rates, that made it possible for these fami-
lies to own a home.

For that reason alone, but also several others in my full testimo-
ny, we believe that the GAO study should be rejected out of hand
as biased and as a disservice to the Mortgage Revenue Bond pfo-
gram recipients, the agencies that administer it, and the 61 Sena-
tors who support it.

Regarding a need for the Mortgage Revenue Bond program, the
Harvard study has been referred to; and I will not repeat it here. It
is against the backdrop of that study that Congress must address
continuation of this program.

A couple of examples- one, ours in Montgomery County, Mary-
land, and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. In Montgomery County, by
providing this financing in the form of commitments of permanent
financing to builders, HOC-our agency-provides for the construc-
tion of new, modest homes for first time home buyers. Because of
the nature of our housing market in Montgomery County, afford-
able housing was built that absent this bond fimancing, would not
have been built.

Since the program began in 1979, some 5,000 home buyers, like
Mr. and Mrs. Graybill-I call your attention to-and Mrs. Able
here have been assisted. Our program has been sharply targeted so
that the average loan in our program during the nine years was
$52,000 or 39 percent of the current average purchase price safe
harbor limit.

So, we hit around 40 percent of what we could have gone to. The
household income of home buyers over this time frame averaged

25,000, or 58 percent of the county's current median income of
44,000; and the average down payment by those assisted was 7.5

percent.
These families are typical of the blue collar workers and single

female parents with children who have been helped by this pro-
gram that a conventional program would not have been able to
assist.

Another example is the home ownership and home improvement
program in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Through its bond financed
home improvement loan program, the authority has helped 12,000
units to be rehabilitated.

One last comment. I know that Senator Moynihan is addressing
the high cost and relatively low median income problem. The Asso-
ciation of Local Housing Finance Agencies support Senator Moyni-
han in his efforts to respond to this real problem presented by high
cost areas.

I believe that ALHFA is correct in its support of the Mortgage
Revenue Bond program and hope that you do also Thank you.
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Senator BAucus. Thank you, Mr. Tetreault. Mr. Tipton?
[The prepared statement of Mr. Tetreault appears in the appen-

dix.]

STATEMENT oF MARK E. TIPTON, VICE PRESIDENT AND SECRE-
TARY, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS, RALEIGH,
NC
Mr. TToN. Good morning. Mr. Chairman and members of the

subcommittee, my name is Mark Tipton. I am from Greenville
North Carolina. I am also the Vice President and Secretary of the
National Association of Home Builders, and my business, The
Whistler Corporation, is involved in home building and land devel-
opment in rural eastern North Carolina.

I am also a member of the Board of Directors of the North Caro-
lina Finance Agency.

As a home builder and a businessman, I want to thank you for
the opportunity to discuss Mortgage Revenue Bonds and Mortgage-
Credit Certificates. I am here to ask you for your support for
Senate bill 1522, a bill that will extend the use of Mortgage Reve-
nue Bonds and Mortgage Credit Certificates through December of
1992.

Ladies and gentlemen, a housing crisis is growing in this nation.
The average American family can no longer afford the average
American home. This problem can be described statistically, but I
don't make my living from statistics.

I am a home builder, and I see the problem first hand every day.
It is shocking to discover that two income families of teachers,
nurses, clerical, and construction workers-the backbone of Amer-
ica-cannot afford to make the important step to home ownership.

Since 1980 the home ownership rate has dropped more than A
percent, which is the first decline in 35 years. According to a
recent Harvard University study, which has already been referred
to, America is increasingly becoming a nation of housing haves and
have-nots.

Young, hard-working families are not the only ones falling into
the category of have-nots. Elderly couples are living in substandard
conditions because the cost of financing home repairs would de-
prive them of other basic necessities.

And then, there is the latest housing problem: the plight of the
homeless families, those who cannot afford any shelter with their
limited resources.

Though not a final solution, Mortgage Revenue Bonds and Mort-
gage Credit Certificates are the only assistance provided through
the Internal Revenue Code that is targeted to low and moderate
income, first time home buyers. Since the 1970s, about one million
Americans have bought a home using Mortgage Revenue Bond
loans.

All of these homes were sold, financed, and in many cases built
by a private businessman. In North Carolina, the average family
receiving a Mortgage Revenue Bond loan has an income of less
than $25,000. Mr. Chairman, in my State, these buyers are bus
drivers, textile workers, teachers, secretaries, and probably a lot of
government employees.
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The North Carolina agency, like others nationwide, also helps
the elderly home owners whose homes desperately need repairs.
The average home improvement loan borrower in North Carolina
is 62 years old, earns about $16,000, and borrows a little more than
$10,000 for rehabilitation costs.

Where would these families find financing if Mortgage Revenue
Bond program were not available? These programs are available
because Congress has already recognized the social and economic
Importance of home ownership.

Recently, the General Accounting Office issued a report that
criticized some of the aspects of Mortgage Revenue Bond programs.
One fault of the GAO report is that it overstates the cost of Mort-
gage Revenue Bonds by ignoring the economic value of the housing
activity generated.

Mr. Chairman, if a builder constructs a home, that builder needs
a carpenter, a roofer, an electrician; all of these employees pay
Federal and State income taxes. Plus, the new home is subject to
State and local property taxes.

The real estate industry and the home building industry, in par-
ticular, will generate more than enough in new revenue to pay for
this program. The GAO report also criticizes the use of builder set-
asides for Mortgage Revenue Bond issues. Plainly, the report
misses the point on how and why home builders use Mortgage Rev-
enue Bonds.

First of all, most Mortgage Revenue Bond loans for new con-
struction are not made through direct builder set-asides but rather
through participating lender institutions. A majority of States do
not provide builder set-asides at all. Those that do use them selec-
tively to respond to specific housing needs.

Second, certain areas need set-asides so builders have a stable
source of mortgage money, encouraging the construction of afford-
able homes.

One more comment on the GAO report. It states that most Mort-
gage Revenue Bonds assisted buyers would have probably been
served by the conventional market. I assume no representatives of
the GAO visited Murpheysburg in North Carolina, a thriving com-
munity of 2,800 people, where home buyers earning less than
$18,320 can now afford a home as a result of financing by the
North Carolina Housing Finance Agency.

We are able to target assistance to lower income families by le-
ver aging the lower Mortgage Revenue Bond interest rates with $1
million in State-generated funds The use of the Mortgage Revenue
Bond is not a complete solution to our housing problem.

It is, however, an important part of the answer. On behalf of the
National Association of Home Builders, I strongly urge the Con-
gress to extend Mortgage Revenue Bonds and Mortgage Credit Cer-
tificates through December 1992 because, ladies and gentlemen,
testimony today is not only about Mortgage Revenue Bonds. It is
about housing our young families. It is about developing neighbor-
hoods and creating neighbors.

The door to home ownership is locked for many people. I don't
want us to be accused of hiding the key. Thank you very much.

Senator BAucus. Thank you, Mr. Tipton. Next is Mr. Luke.
Mr. LUKE. Is it my time, Mr. Chairman?
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Senator BAUCUS. Your time. Your report has gotten a lot of at-
tention here.

Mr. LUKE. It is probably the first I have been associated with
that has been read so widely and so quickly and understood very
adroitly. (Laughter)

[The prepared statement of Mr. Tipton appears in the appendix.]

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. LUKE, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, HOUSING
AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING
OFFICE, WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD L.
COOPERSTEIN, ECONOMIST, U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING
OFFICE, AND JAMES C. RATZENBERGER, EVALUATOR, U.S. GEN-
ERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
Mr. LUKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Before I get started, I

would like to recognize Mr. Jim Ratzenberger to my left, and Mr.
Richard Cooperstein to my right. These two gentlemen, among
others, were very instrumental in the conduct of this review.

We appreciate this opportunity to discuss whether to extend the
Issuance authority of qualified mortgage revenue bonds. As you are
well aware by now, we just completed this study for the Joint Com-
mittee on Taxation of the home ownership opportunities afforded
by this tax-exempt financing method.

My remarks today summarize our findings. I would like to
submit my complete statement for the record along with the at-
tachments, and I will try not to get through all of it, but the meat
of it.

Senator BAucus. Without objection.
Mr. LUKE. I will preference my remarks by saying that our find-

ings are not a criticism of housing agencies per se, but rather re-
flect the limited ability of bond financing to provide assistance to
first time home buyers. That is, the tax exempt financing mecha-
nism is limited to providing a small subsidy. Thus, qualified mort-
gage bonds cannot be expected to make more than a marginal dif-
ference in affordability, despite the best efforts of the housing
agencies that issue them.

Further and not surprisingly, given the small subsidy provided,
we found that financing below market mortgage loans through tax
exempt borrowing does little to increase home ownership opportu-
nities. The profile of those receiving assistance strongly suggests
that most of these assisted home owners would have been likely to
become home owners if bond assistance had not been available.
Also, most of these assisted buyers could have probably qualified
for the same or slightly smaller conventional loan at the same time
they received a bond assisted mortgage.

Aside from having many buyers who do not need assistance,
qualified mortgage bonds are inefficient. Home buyers on average
receive only about 36 to 89 cents of benefits for every dollar in tax
revenue foregone. Moreover, changes made by the Tax Reform Act
of 1986 could further reduce these benefits. Given our findings, we
question whether authority to issue these bonds should be ex-
tended.

During the conduct of our study, we contacted some 32 States
and local housing finance agencies across the country. We asked
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each of them to provide computerized data on loans from January
1988 through June of 1987. Twenty-nine of the agencies supplied
this information, giving us about 178,000 records. We also spent
considerable time with 25 of the agencies to learn how they operate
their programs. We are confident of our analysis for several rea-
sons. First, we performed several analyses, all of which produced
the same results. Second, our large sample probably represents
about one-third of the loan activity during this period of time.
Third, our work in the housing agency gave us the reality check for
our computer analysis data. And finally, our results are consistent
with the economic literature in the field.

As you know, qualified mortgage bond financing provides a fixed-
rate loan at an interest rate below the market rate. Twenty-one of
the twenty-five agencies we contacted said that they tried to
achieve a 1.5 to 2.0 interest rate spread between bond assisted and
unassisted loans. We found that these agencies achieved this
spread about one-half of the time, with the median spread being
about 1.4 percentage points.

To determine what this spread means in dollars and cents to the
assisted buyer, we compared the payment under the assisted loan
with payments in the prevailing conventional market. The median
after-tax benefit was about $477.00 annually, or about $40.00 per
month. A benefit of this size cannot be expected to make a materi-
al difference for any but the marginally unqualified buyer.

In fact, we calculated that in some high cost metropolitan areas,
the reduced interest rate is often not enough to make housing af-
fordable for low, and sometimes moderate income, buyers. Con-
versely, in more affordable areas, we calculated that many bond as-
sisted buyers would not need the assistance to purchase the homes.

Given that qualified mortgage bonds provide only limited benefit,
the results of our next two analyses are not surprising. First, we
compared assisted buyers to other first time buyers in the country.
For this comparison, we used 1983 HUD's American Housing
Survey, which was the latest data available. The American Hous-
ing Survey includes the characteristics of first time buyers across
the country and is valid for the nationwide emphasis, but not area-
by-area comparisons. To make income and purchase price compari-
sons, we converted these variables to 1986 dollars.

We found that assisted buyers have characteristics that are
strongly associated with home ownership. Although some differ-
ences exist between the two groups, both typically were White,
married, and young, with median incomes around $26,000 for as-
sisted buyers and $27,000 for all first time buyers. Assisted buyers
are slightly younger than all first time buyers.

Second, we estimated how many of the assisted buyers could
have probably qualified for the same size loan at the same time in
the conventional rate. Allowing 28 percent for housing expenses,
which is the standard test for mortgage affordability, we found that
56 percent of the assisted buyers could have probably purchased
the same house at the same time without bond assistance using the
fixed rate conventional mortgage. An additional 12 percent could
have probably purchased the same house at the same time using
the conventional adjustable rate mortgage.
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Other assisted buyers may have been able to purchase a slightly
less expensive house. We found that for those who could not have
purchased the same house, 11 percent more probably could have
purchased one with an adjustable rate mortgage that was about
one to ten percent smaller than the mortgage they. actually re-
ceived.

We see no public purpose being served in assisting buyers who
could purchase homes on their own without bond assistance on the
conventional market.

For the sake of time, Mr. Chairman, I would just conclude, as
you recognize and have heard so far this morning, there have been
a number of questions raised about our methodology, particularly
with respect to post-1986 Act data. *

What we found is that 80 percent of those in our sample would
have met the income eligibility requirement, and about 84 percent
would have met the purchase price requirement in our sample.
These data suggest that our profile would not have been markedly
different after 1986, as it was before 1986.

For the sake of time, I will close now, Mr. Chairman. We would
be prepared to respond to any questions that you may have at this
time.

Senator BAucus. Thank you, Mr. Luke.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Luke appears in the appendix.]
Senator BAUCUS. I wonder whether Mr. Tetreault or Ms. Mitchell

would agree with the efficiency arguments of GAO, apart from
whether these purchasers would have purchased a home or not. I
have forgotten the exact figure, but it is roughly 26 to maybe 30
cents. on the dollar-the taxpayer's dollar-that goes to purchase
these homes. The remainder-roughly 70 cents-goes to middlemen
and bond holders and so forth.

Do you agree with that part of GAO's analysis? And if not, why?
Ms. MITCHELL. No, I do not agree with that part of the analysis

because they put a very high burden on cost and not a very high
analysis on benefits. That is not a specific yet, but I am getting into
it.

I think also you have to look at the delivery of this program in
terms of other alternatives you may one day consider. There is an
efficient, effective network in place. This program is delivered by
small local housing finance agencies through a network of existing
local lenders and through a network of existing realtors.

So, I think that the money is targeted very specifically to the in-
dividual to allow them to get into the home.

And I think also in terms of the efficiency, if I may, Mr. Chair-
man, this Congress said that States were going to be limited in the
amount of mortgage revenue bonds or public purpose bonds that
they would be able to issue. Our States, because they are small, are
under a $200 million cap.

And this Congress certainly was comm itted to letting the States
use this source of financing to carry out all their needs from
sewage construction to home builders purposes.

I think that is very important to note. We are simply saying that
you have commit to us on that level. Let us on the local State
level decide how much of that will be distributed to home owner-
ship versus other State needs; and to me, it stays right with the
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command or the dictates of the Congress in terms of setting our
own priorities.

Senator Baucus Mr. Tetreault?
Mr. TvERAULT. Just two quick additional points. One is what

was referred to as what happens when people construct houses and
the money circulates and you have the multiplier effect. The
second is that, would this money--even a small percentage-come
to housing if we had done away with Mortgage Revenue Bonds?
And the answer is no; housing expenditures on the Federal level
have reduced by 70 percent since 1980.

Senator BAUCUS. No, I am addressing the efficiency point.
Mr. TmTRAUmT. I understand your point, but the fact of the

matter is that what we are up to s making available home owner-
ship to people who otherwise couldn't. And I am saying that if you
took this away, they would not.

Senator BAUCUS. But are there more efficient ways to accomplish
the same result?

Mr. TTREAULT. I would be glad to take the money directly, but I
would ask you to go get it-

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Luke, could you respond please to Ms.
Mitchell and Mr. Tetreault?

Mr. LUKE. Sure, Mr. Chairman. As I indicated in my statement,
we calculated the benefits to be between 36 and 39 cents on the
dollar for every tax dollar foregone. That would accrue to home-
owners. That is one part of the equation, the one of inefficiency.

The other part of the equation is one of targeting. Now, with
that 36 to 39 cents accruing to home owners, only one-third of
those accruing the benefit are in need of the benefit. So, you have
two thirds of those who accrue the benefit who are not in need of
the benefit to buy the house at the time that they bought the
house.

So, in addition to the inefficiency aspect of the mechanism itself,
there is also a targeting question, so much so that you are forego-
ing approximately $8.00 for $1.00 of benefits that would accrue to
home owners. Richard or Jim, do you have any comments on this?

Senator BAUCUIS. Would you identify yourself, please?
Mr. COOPERSrmiN. My name is Richard Cooperstein; I work for

the General Accounting Office. We used prevailing studies in the
literature about the tax loss for tax-exempt bonds as well as infor-
mation from the Treasury Department for the loss for the given
volume of bonds that are issued.

We then compared that to the benefits that we found these home
buyers receiving. We knew exactly when they bought their house
and exactly at what interest rate and the size of the mortgage they
received. We could then compare the mortgage that they had to
pay with exactly what mortgage they would have to pay if they got
a conventional fixed-rate loan.

And for our almost 200,000 observations over four and a half
years, they were getting about $40.00 a month because, on average,
they were only getting a 1.4 percentage point reduction in their in-
terest rate. And this small benefit is inescapable given the struc-
ture of the program.
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You have to float the bonds and induce bond holders to buy
them, and you have the whole tax-exempt industry which must op-
erate in order for the bonds to be floated.

We are not suggesting that they are doing this inefficiently in
any way; but still, the money must flow in these other sectors
before households directly receive the funds.

Some other housing subsidy that would go directly to the home
buyers wouldn't involve these other transactions or other sectors.
So, regardless of the validity of the question about how representa-
tive our home buyers were of all the assisted buyers or home
buyers nationally-that isn't going to change the inherent struc-
ture of the program itself and how much of this money gets actual-
ly delivered to home buyers.

Senator BAUCUS. What about the comment, Ms. Mitchell and Mr.
Tetreault, that only about $40.00 benefit is received?

,Ms. MITCHELL. Could I share a specific example from the State of
Maine, Senator?

Senator BAUCUS. Sure.
Ms. MITCHELL. My treasurer ran these numbers for me because

we were very concerned about that statement. If that were the case
we would be very concerned about the program, too.
- Assuming that a median priced home of $77,000, assuming that
you could get by with a five percent down payment-and ours are
averaging more like nine because as you become less credit-worthy,
you have to put up more cost-so that leaves you a mortgage of
$73,000.

Our programs have been running two points-a difference in the
conventional rate and our rate-and we have had to use State
funds to make that happen because we are committed to it. So, in
that case, they would save $110.00 in monthly payments. So, to
meet this 28 percent standard, which they seem not to understand
from the GAO, it would require an extra $390.00 a month in gross
income, or $4,700.00 annually.

Incomes simply do not keep pace with housing costs in Maine at
that rate. So, it is a substantial saving, and it makes the difference
in home ownership.

Senator BAucus. Mr. Luke?
Mr. LUKE. Yes, Mr. Chairman. If you have my statement before

you, page 13, Exhibit 2, I would just like to refer you to it for a
moment.

Now, what that does is calculate the hypothetical situations-
three as a matter of fact. Small mortgage, roughly $40,000; a mid-
sized mortgage of $60,000; and a large mortgage at $80,000. What
we did was calculate the after-tax conventional payment on each of
those at different interest rates.

And recognizing that the Mortgage Revenue Bonds work off of a
spread or a differential, if you will, between the conventional mort-
gage rate and what the bonds can be floated at, as we indicated,
the median difference was about 1.4 percent.

If you notice, say, for the 1.5 percent figure and about 13 percent
for the purchase price of the home of roughly around $40,000, you
would see that approximately $39.00 would be saved or shaved off
of $378.00 a month.

Senator BAucus. All right. Go ahead.
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Mr. LuKE. I am done.
Senator BAucus. Ms. Mitchell claims the spread is much more on

a higher priced house. You said the average was a 1.4 percent dif-
ferential?

Mr. LUKz. Based on the 25 agencies that we asked, that was the
spread that we noted. That doesn't mean that there may not be
some larger differences in the country; but at those that we saw,
there was roughly a 1.4 percent spread.

Senator BAucus. The problem here is trying to compare the spe-
cific with the general and also trying to determine how accurate
the general is. Ms. Mitchell, could you tell me the degree to which
you know and have evidence to the effect that your experience can
be extrapolated to be the general experience in other States?

Do you have evidence that the Maine example is representative?
Ms. MrrCHELL. I believe that we have evidence that we can

submit to you which shows that that two points difference is often
what gets you over the qualifying threshold.

Without that reduction in the mortgage rate, then your ratio of
mortgage costs plus your overall debt ratio throws you out of the
program.

I think it is important for you to know also, because it has
become so difficult to get mortgage insurance on the private
market, that we are often combining our programs with FHA and
VA because that potential buyer who cannot be served in the con-
ventional market needs all the benefit of the Federal insurance
plus the lower interest rate.

So, it is this qualifying step which is very important that I think
is being overlooked.

Senator Baucus Thank you. Senator Riegle?
Senator RIEGLE. Ms. Mitchell, I think, really makes a key point

here; and that is that it is the ability to qualify, it is to get over
that hurdle. I think that is really where the GAO has gone off the
tracks here.

Let me just give you some data that you don't have in your
report. That is, we have taken the median income data for Michi-
gan participants in 1986, and the figure was $21,000. Now, in your
study, you use as the median income a figure of $26,000. You know,
that is about a 20 percent variation here. This is a huge variation.

Even the casualness with which you talk about $40.00 a month,
we are talking about people whose incomes are not all that large.
And when you talk about $40.00 a month of after-tax income-and
that is an average-in fact, I can't even figure out precisely where
you got the $40.00 a month because, as you say on page 19 of your
study, and I quote your words:

"Because we selected housing agencies judgmentally, we cannot
assert that our findings are representative of qualified mortgage
bond activity nationwide.". Now, that is buried on page 19, but that
is a pretty substantial qualification to the data.

But even if the number were right, if it is $40.00 a month-and
we have witnesses at the table who indicate that it is in cases that
you know of-not hypotheticals, but real cases, much higher than
that-that to me seems to be a significant amount of money. It
makes a significant difference and I am not hearing a very convinc-
ing argument when I see that the data here from GAO is as much
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off the data that we have on the aggregate in a State like Michi-
gan. We are the eighth largest State; we are very active in this
area.

I don't know what accounts for why your data is that far off. Can
you give me any sense for why that is? Why would the figure be
$21,000 in Michigan in 1986, and $26,000 in your study?

Mr. LUKE. First of all, Senator Riegle, in terms of the $21,000
versus the $26,000, I don't know how you derived the $21,000; but
the $26,000, we adjusted to 1986 income. So, that may explain some
of the difference.

Senator RIEGLE. Ours is 1986 data. This was given to us by the
housing authorities in Michigan; it is the data that they have. So,
we have a very substantial gap. I would like for you to talk with
them about it and see if you can figure out why that is.

Let me refer to something that Mr. Tipton said as well; and that
is that I think there is another level of economic argument here
that we are not really getting to. We are sort of touching at it
around the edges; and that is that home building and home owner-
ship are two of the really high value added activities in our coun-
try.

When you think of all the things that we produce that are broad-
ly consumed, the two most expensive things that we produce are
homes and cars. Those are the two big ticket/items for most people;
and then when you come down from that, ybu get into home appli-
ances and other things.

But far and away, the premier high-value added asset for an in-
dividual or a family in their lifetime (in the overwhelming number
of cases) is thelhome. It is a home if they can afford to buy one,
and followed by a car.

So, when we talk about the structure of the economy, when we
talk about the multiplier effect as dollars are spent there and then
trickle on through the stream of commerce and doWn through to
everyone who helps build the house and so forth, you have also got
the fact that in terms of just shear buildup of economic strength in
the country, in terms of building a asset base for the country-I am
talking now in private hands, individual hands; I am not talking
about corporate ownership of assets; I am talking about individual
ownership of assets-home ownership becomes far and away the
central and dominating high value asset that is owned by individ-
uals and all individuals in the aggregate.

And it is a tremendous part of the private wealth that we have
in this country; it is represented in that area. That is one of the
reasons that I have proposed that we allow the IRA to be changed
so that first time home owners could use their buildup in the IRA
to invest in a house, because it is a form of investment just like
investing in stocks or Government bonds or something else that
might be thought of as a long-term investment.

So, when we start looking at the question of how we take and
build the base of private asset holdings-and you get all these
other benefits, of course, with home ownership-we are talking
about something there that is a very different part of our economy
and has a strategic impact that is quite different from anything
else.
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I guess I get troubled when I see what I consider to be a relative-
ly static analysis done here and where, even in the analysis, it says
"Because we have selected housing agencies judgmentally, we
cannot assert that our findings are representative of qualified
mortgage bond activity nationwide."

I mean, if you can t do a study that doesn't have to have that
disclaimer, have you done the right study? I mean, these are not
my words; those are your words.

r. LUKE. Yes, an we think so, Senator Riegle.
Senator R=GLz. Now, wait a minute. Tell me why those words

are there.
Mr. LUKE. What we did with respect to the judgmental sample

was that we tried to get a good snapshot of the program in terms of
size-large versus small-as well as program throughout the coun-
try, geographical locations so to speak. That is why it was a sample
that was judgmentally selected. So, we could get a pretty good
snapshot of what was happening across the country.

There was just no way humanly possible for us to review as
many of those individually as we had to, to do a statistical sample
so to speak that we could assert within plus or minus two percent
that represents the country.

The other point I would like to make with respect to the
$26,000-

Senator RIEGLE. Now, wait a minute. Let me just stop you there
because this is a very important point. Then, in the second part of
your sentence in your report, where you say "We cannot assert
that our findings are representative of qualified mortgage bond ac-
tivity nationwide," if you are that confident, then why didn't you
say instead that we can assert that our findings are representative?

Why wouldn't you have said in the positive what you are in
effect doing now if that is what you meant? You didn't put it in the
positive here; you put it in the negative.

Mr. LUKE. I can only respond, by definition, as a result of a judg-
mental sample, I mean the theory would not allow us to extrapo-
late across the universe in that context. Okay?

But the other point I want to make in terms of the difference
between the $21,000 and the $26,000: keep in mind that we are
looking at live records, live data, of 178,000 individuals. We didn't
create those; those were there within the 25 agencies that we vis-
ited. Those data were taken from the files, analyzed, and we calcu-
lated the median income to be $26,000 adjusted to 1986 dollars.

There are two points I would really like to leave you with from
our study. One is that if you look at the annual housing survey,
you have a pretty good profile and a snapshot of what first time
home buyers look like in terms of age, income, race. There is no
question about that.

Second, if you look at who is being served in this program, we
also know who is being served in this program in the context of
age, race, median income, marriage status.

Those two populations look very similar. We did not identify any-
thing in the assisted population-

Senator RWaiE. Now, wait a minute. You testified before, and
this is my time, so I want to raise some questions here; and if you
need more time, we will give you more time later.

.4.
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Why would you expect that the profiles would be different? I
don't expect the profiles to be different. What you are doing is
broadening the opportunity; you don't want the profiles to be dif-
ferent. You want to broaden the opportunity in a way where the
profiles are roughly the same.

I find that to be good news, and I think that is what has hap-
pened. I mean, you have expert witnesses here who are telling you
that Mortgage Revenue Bonds have broadened the amount of home
ownership out there.

Mr. LUKE. Let me pick up on that point, Senator Riegle, and I
don't disagree with you there. I think basically what we are saying
is that, as a result of not seeing that profile any different, the ques-
tion becomes: Are you assisting someone who could have bought
an way? That is the issue.

Senator RIEGLE. And I think the answer is no. You see, I appreci-
ate the job you have, and I appreciate the care with which it has
been done and the fact that I am being argumentative, you should
not take personally.

Mr. LUKE. I don t, sir.
Senator RIEGLE. Because I appreciate the work that has been

done here; but you folks are not in the housing business, and these
folks are. And they do it every single day, and they are out there
professionally trying to match people up, people with lower in-
comes with a chance to get into housing opportunity.

When folks come in-not just from my own State of Michigan-
but here we have a witness from Maine coming in here who has
been at this for a long period of time, and what she is telling me is
that, if you have this program, you can manage to get home owner-
ship into the reach of a lot more people of lower income. And if you
don't have the program, then you can't reach them, and they are
not going to have a chance to get into the game and own a home
and build up an asset value over a lifetime.

When somebody who is in that business all the time tell me that
you need the program to get the job done, and then I have a statis-
tical survey which I find doesn't even fit my own data of Michi-
gan-which I can get my hands around-as someone who is trying
to weigh those facts, how are we to come out? It seems to me that,
if the practitioners in the field come in and tell us that the pro-
gram is what enables them to get the job done, and you are saying
it doesn't work, I mean how do we square these two things?

She is out there every day and saying it does work, and you do a
statistical analysis that says it doesn't work.

Mr. LUKE. I can't reconcile the findings that you got in your indi-
vidual State, Senator Riegle nor in the State of Maine or North
Carolina. I am sure, as we found, that this program dQes in fact
assist low and moderate income. Roughly two-thirds of the popula-
tion is low and moderate income.

It also assists them, it appears, to move into the housing market
sooner. We found that to be the case.

But the question remains, through the mortgage revenue bond
program, is it the most efficient and effective way to get a dollar's
worth of benefits to those you want to assist at the cost it takes to
get it there? That is the question.
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Senator RIiGmz. I think that is an interesting question; and that,
in a sense, is a far- more abstract question because we can often ask
that question. We can say that about any area of the Government.
We have a certain approach, and we do it this way; and is this the
best way? Is this the perfect way?

I suspect it is not the perfect way. It is the best way we have
found. Of course the problem, is that, once you have a system that
is out there and is working, that is spreading these opportunities
and causing more home ownership to happen, if what we do is just
go and rip it out by the roots-and that is what we are talking
about here-then we have a total discontinuation, we basically just
shut it down.

It is not as though we are going to replace it with the perfect, if
we knew what the perfect was; and the concern I have here is that
I haven't heard anybody talk about what the perfect approach is,
and I am not sure we are smart enough to figure out what that is,
even if somebody wanted to go down that track.

What we have is something that has been highly effective; it has
worked well. It has gotten home ownership into a lot more hands.
The States come in and tell us it is working well, and that is the
profile across the country, not just in one or two States.

Senator BAucus. I don't know if we are going to convince any-
body here. (Laughter)

Senator BAucus. Of the other side's point of view. I think the
lines are pretty well drawn but let me just try something here. I
am going to ask Mr. Luke a question, and I am going to ask Ms.
Mitchell a question.

I am going to ask each of you to put yourself in the other per-
son's shoes and tell this committee the best, most legitimate point
that the other person has. (Laughter)

Mr. LUKE. I don't know whether we have been listening well
enough. (Laughter)

Senator BAucus. So, Mr. Luke, I am going to ask you first. I
want you to tell this committee the most legitimate point that Ms.
Mitchell or Mr. Tetreault have, as you see it, and I am going to ask
her to do the same for you and the GAO. Then we are going to
have to wrap this up.

Mr. LUKE. Let me try it this way, Mr. Chairman. We at the GAO
during the conduct of our review did not set out to find negative
findings with this program. We recognize, and as we moved
throughout the country, some positive benefits associated with the
program in terms of assisting low and moderate income folks. And
can appreciate those who are in the housing business, those who
are on the front line every day providing housing assistance to
those in need.

And clearly, there are cases where this program may make a dif-
ference; but the overwhelming evidence is that-

Senator BAucus. No, no, no. (Laughter)
Her most legitimate point is what? She is saying that these are

folks who otherwise wouldn't be able to own a house.
Mr. LUKE. They are real live folks, and we can appreciate that;

but again, based on our own analysis-
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Senator BAUCUS. You don't have to agree with everything she
says. I just want you to tell me the most legitimate point she has
made.

Mr. LUKE. That they are in fact real live people and that they
need some assistance.

Senator BAUCUS. All right. Ms. Mitchell?
Ms. MITCHELL. I guess GAO's most legitimate point is that we are

doing our job, even before tax reform, he says; 80 percent of the
people we were serving were targeted low and moderate income.

Senator BAucus. Now, that is not fair. (Laughter)
That is not in the spirit of this exercise.
Ms. MITCHELL. Senator, may I add one final comment, and then I

will stop? We have a saying in Maine, and it goes like this; and I
know Senator Mitchell will understand it: It if ain't broke, don't fix
it. This is not broken.

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Luke said there are folks out there who
need help; he went that far. Now, what is the most legitimate point
on his side as you see it?

Ms. MITCHELL. All right. You said my other point wasn't fair,
that we were doing our job?

Senator BAUCUS. That is not quite in the spirit of what we are
attempting here.

Ms. MITCHELL. All right. His most legitimate point? I am really
having a tough time finding one, and I don't mean to be insulting;
but I really think that the methodology is skewed and that we are
serving a group of people who fall between the cracks. And I think
that it is imperative that the program continue.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you all very much.
Senator RIEGLE. Mr. Chairman, before you adjourn, let me ask

permission to put into the record a copy of the Harvard report and
copies of articles in support of extension of the MRB program. And
I would like to make one other observation, and that is that it is
my understanding that, after the GAO report was put together, the
housing agencies were not asked to respond to the conclusions of
the study prior to the time that they were formalized.

My understanding is that-and correct me if I am wrong-after
you had done the analysis and collected your data, that you then
drew your conclusions. You did not go back out to the housing
agencies and say: Look, this is what we see; this is what we are
going to say as our conclusions and so forth. Do you agree or dis-
agree? I take it that there was not that kind of a process where
they had any opportunity to either challenge the data, say it was
wrong, say the conclusions were wrong, or what have you, until the
thing was wrapped up. Is that right?

Mr. LUKE. That is not quite the case, Senator Riegle.
Senator RIEGLE. What is the case?
Mr. LUKE. I would like to have Jim Ratzenberger respond to

that.
Mr. RATZENBERGER. My name is Jim Ratzenberger. I am the eval-

uator in charge for this project. It was a very extensive project, and
we finished most of our data gathering and computer analysis in
the January/February period. At that time there was not enough
time to go out to the 25 agencies we visited and talk to them indi-
vidually about our findings.
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We did, however, several weeks ago, sit down with folks at the
National Council of State Housing Agencies; the folks from
ALHFA, the city of Pittsburgh, some Federal officials, and present-
ed a two-hour briefing on our findings and allowed them to-within
that time period-ask questions and state their opinions.

We also invited written comments from those two organizations.
They supplied written comments; they are included in our pub-
lished report, Appendixes 5 and 6.

[The information appears in the appendix.]
Senator Rz IE. It doesn't sound to me like what you are saying

conflicts with what I just said. There was not an effort made to go
back to the State housing agencies and let them know what your
tentative conclusions were and ask for their reactions-their reac-
tions on the methodology of the data. That did not take place?

Mr. RATZENBERGER. That is right, sir.
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAucus. Those reports will be in the record. Senator

Moynihan was unable to be here today, but he did have a question
which I will submit for the record. One is for Mr. Tetreault con-
cerning the amendment, which you referred to earlier.

Mr. TgTREAULT. That is right.
Senator BAUCUS. The income differential compared with the

housing costs.
Mr. TmAULT. That is right.
Senator BAUCUS. And the other question of Senator Moynihan's

will be to Ms. Mitchell, asking her to comment on the MRB income
limits. Which are greater, thope against the area or State-wide
median income? Those questions will be submitted for the record
and I would like each of you to respond to those questions. Thank
you.

Thank you all very much.
Our final panel consists of Colleen Brown, Dayton Hudson Corpo-

ration, testifying on behalf of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit;
Charles Stradford, testifying on behalf of the National Restaurant
Association, Chicago, Illinois; Alec Schwartz, Director of Special
Committee on Prepaid Legal Services of the American Bar Associa-
tion; and Jack Curran, Legislative Director of the Laborers' Inter-
national Union of North America.

Ms. Brown, why don't you proceed?

STATEMENT OF COLLEEN R. BROWN, DAYTON HUDSON CORPO-
RATION (TEEN-MOM) PROGRAM; TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF
THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT COALITION, MINNEAPOLIS,
MINNESOTA, ACCOMPANIED BY BETTY W. KINDNESS, DIREC-
TOR, HUMAN RELATIONS, DAYTON HUDSON CORPORATION
Ms. BROWN. Before I start, could I have the manager or the su-

pervisor of the program say a few words first?
Ms. KINDNSS. Mr. Chairman, my name is Betty Kindness, Direc-

tor of Human Relations for the Dayton Hudson Department Store
Company, headquartered in Minneapolis Minnesota.
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And I am here today to ask for an extension of the Targeted Jobs
Tax Credit program. I am also here today to talk to you about a
program called Jobs Plus. We are very excited about this program.

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit was one of the cornerstones of de-
veloping the Jobs Plus program. I am not going to go into specifics
because Colleen Brown will do that, but I would like to share some
of the background information with you.

For four years, our company has had as its community focus
young women at risk. We also understood that there would be a
shortage of entry level employees. These two issues became the
basis for Jobs Plus.

In 1985, we created a partnership with two community organiza-
tions to provide additional job readiness training for two target
populations: teen moms who were at risk for long-term welfare de-
pendency, and second pregnancies- and also high school students
who were at risk for pregnancy and dropping out of school.

Now in its third year, the program has proven to be successful in
enabling participants to make major life changes. To date, 151
young ladies have gone through the program, and we have had a
success rate of between 60 and 65 percent.

That success rate is based ipon meeting three out of four of the
established criteria: completing a high school education, securing
employment, reduction in public assistance, and no subsequent
pregnancies.

I have two young ladies with me here today, but Colleen is going
to speak. Both of the young ladies were eligible for tax credits, and
they are now enjoying a very successful career with us.

After you hear Colleen's story, I am sure that you will see that
the extension of Targeted Jobs Tax Credit is a must. Thank you
very much. Colleen?

Ms. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name
is Colleen Brown; and I am a clerical for the Dayton Hudson De-
partment Store Company in Minneapolis. I am here today to tell
you my story about how I became a Daytonian and how got off
welfare through the help of TJTC.

After high school, I worked for a year and a half in an automo-
tive fix-it shop. I had to quit when I was seven months pregnant; I
was not married at the time and had to rely on welfare in order to
live. About a year after Christopher was born, I decided that I had
to find a job again.

I could only afford a part-time job because full-time day care
costs so much. I worked part time in an automotive parts store
while a friend of mine in my apartment building took care of
Christopher. After four months my friend was unable to continue
to watch Christopher; so I had to quit.

The day I quit, a friend told me that there was a newspaper ad
for a jobs training program at Dayton Hudson Department Store
company. The ad was written for me. It was looking for a young
mom who wanted a job.

They would provide training and day car and transportation. I
applied and they accepted me; it was the start of a new beginning.

The training program taught us about career and goal setting,
how to dress for interviews, and finding good day care. The most
important thing is that it taught me how to work with others. We
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went on a survival retreat, which taught us to depend upon each
other to get a group project done.

In my job at Dayton's in the sign shop, we have to work together
to get quick jobs done for advertising. It is the same thing. Dayton
has really helped me in a lot of ways.

I had to interview to get the job. They didn't just give it to me,
but Dayton has helped me get off of welfare, not the Government.
If they did not have a program like this one, I would still be on
welfare.

I got off in April of last year. My boyfriend wanted to get mar-
ried, but I was still on welfare; so I said no. I did not want him to
take me off of welfare by marrying him. We got married last July.
Thank you very much.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much, Ms. Brown. Mr. Strad-
ford?

[The prepared statement of Ms. Brown appears in the appendix.]

STATEMENT OF CHARLES STRADFORD, TESTIFYING ON BEHALF
OF THE NATIONAL RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, IL
Mr. STRADFORD. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I would like to

thank you for the opportunity to appear before the committee for a
second time in support of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit program.

My name is Charles Stradford, and I am here on behalf of my
son, Ronald, who is mentally handicapped and a former participant
in the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit program. The second and perhaps
most important reason for my being here is to help allay some of
the concerns voiced by a few that the program is more used to ac-
cumulate tax credits rather than to promote the well-being of indi-
gent or handicapped individuals.

My son is now 24 years old. At the time of his birth, we were
advised to place him in an institution because the medical authori-
ties felt that he would never be anything more than a vegetable
and a burden to us and our other two children.

As a family unit, we refused to take the advice of the doctors.
When Ronald was five years old, he wanted to go to school because
his sister and brother were in school. At that time some of the psy-
chological testers and school officials felt that he was not ready.
We balked at this notion because of his persistence in wanting to
be like his brother.

Two years later, Ronald wanted to become a Cub Scout like his
brother. With the help of some of the other parents with mentally
handicapped sons, we organized a Cub Scout unit for the mentally
handicapped.

As Ronald has grown older, his physiological needs have
changed. In order to help him meet those needs, my wife and I
have become active participants in encounter groups and advocacy
programs for the mentally handicapped.

As I mentioned earlier, Ronald has attended school since age
five. Our initial intent was for him to develop motor skills and to
learn basic survival skills. Later, we found that he had an aptitude
for academics, and we pushed for his educational development.
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My son started working for Pizza Hut under the Targeted Jobs
Tax Credit program approximately five years ago. At that time, he
was working two hours a day, three days a week. Over time, his
hours and responsibilities have increased. He is currently working
four days a week, and he has received training in almost every
area of the business.

The first time I appeared before the committee, Mr. Chairman, I
talked about achieving self-esteem through contributing to one's
own welfare; and my feelings have not changed. In fact, having
seen how my son has reacted to this financial independence, it has
only strengthened those feelings. Today, as a result of his employ-
ment, Ronald has established a rather enviable savings account. He
purchases his clothes and certain essentials; and when we travel,
he is responsible for the purchase of his own airline ticket and
most of his expenses.

Additionally, he has become a taxpayer. I am also pleased to
inform you that, while Ronald is not an average individual in the
work force, his coworkers have valued the difference and treated
him with respect. To me, this speaks well of the management of
Pizza Hut and their positive support of the program

This support by management and the respect of his coworkers
has certainly had a positive influence on Ronald with regard to his
desire to work.

At this point, I would also like to say that, as a result of my pre-
vious appearance here, two of Ronald's peers in our family support
group have left the sheltered workshop environment to find em-
ployment with other businesses in the food and restaurant area be-
cause of this worthwhile program

The increase in self-esteem in these individuals has been signifi-
cantly noticeable. Based on our experience with Pizza Hut, I be-
lieve that the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit program is a pro-active
method of helping people help themselves. It is an avenue for pro-
viding skills for unskilled and semi-skilled workers; and most im-
portant, it is a means of putting the taxpayers' dollars to work.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you again for this opportunity to appear
in support of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit program.

Senator BAucus. Thank you, Mr. Stradford. Mr. Schwartz?
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stradford appears in the appen-

dix.]

STATEMENT OF ALEC M. SCHWARTZ, DIRECTOR, SPECIAL COM-
MITTEE ON PREPAID LEGAL SERVICES, AMERICAN BAR ASSO-
CIATION, CHICAGO, IL
Mr.ScHwARTz. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and mem-

bers of the subcommittee. I would like to thank you for inviting us
here today to testify on behalf of S. 2119, which would retroactively
reinstate and make permanent Section 120 of the Internal Revenue
Code.

For the record, my name is Alec Schwartz; I am a Staff Director
of the Special Committee on Prepaid Legal Services of the Ameri-
can Bar Association. I also serve as Executive Director of the
ABA's American Prepaid Legal Services Institute, a nonprofit orga-
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nization which provides those in the prepaid legal services field
with continuing education, information, and technical assistance.

I appear before you today at the request of ABA President
Robert Mac Crate, to present our views on this important subject.

The American Bar Association supported the passage of Section
120 in 1976 and has continually supported this provision for the
last 12 years. As you know, Section 120 determines the tax treat-
ment of qualified legal service plans. It provides that contributions
made by an employer to and the value of any legal services re-
ceived by the employee under such a plan can be excluded from the
employee's taxable income.

As I said before, Section 120 was originally enacted in 1976, but
as a five-year experiment. In 1981, acting upon its review of the
soundness of the policy it established, Congress enacted legislation
to extend the provision for three more years. It reaffirmed its posi-
tion in 1984 and once again as part of the Tax Reform Act of f986.

The ABA has strongly supported Section 120 since the provision
was adopted. Our support is based upon years of study and experi-
mentation with group and prepaid legal service plans of all types.
Recognizing the need to develop mechanisms to help middle income
Americans gain access to personal legal servi ces, the American
Bar Association has worked for over 15 years to develop and per-
fect the concept of prepaid legal services.

Qualified employer-paid plans have proven to be the most effi-
cient of all prepaid legal plan systems. These arrangement make
hundreds of dollars of legal service benefits to participants at a
fraction of what medical and other benefit plans cost. By placing
legal services on the same tax footing as other more expensive stat-
utory benefits, Section 120 has encouraged employers and unions to
look at group legal service plans as an inexpensive way and an ef-
fective way to enhance employee well-being.

Legal problems affect the emotional and financial health of em-
ployees. The incidence of these problems can have an effect on the
employee's work productivity and lead to absence from work to go
to court or otherwise deal with the problem personally.

I would like to present just one example of this, which I have in
my testimony, and of which I have some personal knowledge b#
cause, embarrassingly enough, it occurred in my own office.

An employee was billed by a hospital for approximately $130.00
which he thought he didn't owe and which he had no money to pay
in any event. Repeated requests for payment were ignored until
the employee received a summons from the county court, located
35 miles away from the office.

The employee mentioned the need to take time out from work to
go to court to his supervisor, who advised that the employee talk to
a lawyer first. The lawyer was consulted and eventually accompa-
nied the employee to go to court twice requiring the employee to be
absent from work for one-half day each time, and settlement with
payment arrangements was eventually worked out with a lawyer
from the hospital.

We figured out that the cost to the employee associated with this
roblem was calculated at $358.84, including $225.00 in attorney's

Fees, $59.84 in lost wages, $28.00 in transportation to court, and
$46.00 in court fees. In addition, the employer lost the services of
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the employee for two mornings; the Federal Government lost ap-
proximately $11.80 in tax revenue in the employee's lost earnings,
and the hospital had to pay its attorney to handle the case in
court.

The real point of the story, Mr. Chairman, is that the attorney
for the employee indicated afterwards that, had she been called as
soon as the employee had started receiving past-due notices from
the hospital, she could have negotiated a payment schedule with
the hospital by phone, avoiding the lawsuit, court appearances,
costs, time off from work, and the worry which had plagued the
employee during the three months while the situation was develop-
m .ow, how could an employer paid legal service benefit plan have

helped? First, the employee, realizing that arrangements for con-
sulting with and payg for a lawyer were part of his compensa-
tion, the question of whether the employee had the funds to hire
an attorney would not come up.

Second, by having this barrier removed the employee would have
the incentive to consult a lawyer as soon a the problem presented
itself rather than waiting until the last minute and having a law-
suit filed against him.

In summary, we think that these plans do deliver services very
efficiently and that the policy established by Congress in 1976 to
encourage employers to make these plans available as part of the
compensation package was sound. These benefits are very inexpen-
sive. We figure right now that the averae cost to the employer is
$90.00 per family per year. Although the Treasury Department has
indicated in the past that there are revenue losses associated with
it, we feel that the savings to employers in terms of having employ-
ees on the job, the possible savings in terms of court costs and
delays which plague our court system, and having people wait until
they have a serious legal problem before they see a lawyer can be
avoided and offset any small revenue loss.

And we also feel that if Section 120 is allowed to demise, many of
the dollars that now go into legal service plans would be shifted to
other forms of tax exempt benefits, thereby negating any possible
savings that there might be.

I will be glad to respond, Mr. Chairman, to any other questions
you might have. Thank you.

Senator BAucus. Thank you very much. Mr. Schwartz.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Schwartz appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator BAucus. The final witness is our first witness.(Laughter)
Mr. Curran is the only one who got his testimony here on time.

STATEMENT OF JOHN "JACK" CURRAN, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
LABORERS' INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH AMERICA,
WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. CURRAN. Thank you, sir. Mr. Chairman, my name is John

Curran and I am Legislative Director of the Laborers' Internation-
al Union of North America, AFL-CIO. The Laborers' International
Union strongly supports pending legislation which would reinstate
and make permanent the exclusion from employee taxable income
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of contributions by employers to group- legal service plans under
Section 120 6f the Internal Revenue Code.

Our union is uniquely qualified to testify on issues affecting this
important benefit for workers. Beginning as far back as 1971, we
pioneered in-the development of group legal service plans in the
belief that access to legal services was as important to our mem-
bers as medical care and pension benefits.

Seventeen years later we are convinced that we made the right
decision. Thousands of workers every year find that they are able
to get competent legal help through negotiated group legal services
plans on serious family, financial, housing, and consumer problems.

Workers, whose family incomes would not otherwise allow them
the luxury of retaining a lawyer, are able through these plans to
use the justice system to assert their rights and seek remedies.

What we have been able to accomplish through qualified group
legal service plans is precisely what Congress intended them to be
when it enacted Section 120 in 1976.

By placing legal services in the same tax category as other statu-
tory benefits and establish the public policy principle, or employers
and unions should be encouraged to work out means to make basic
legal services available to workers.

Section 120 was originally enacted as a five-year experiment.
Policy makers were concerned about whether the benefit would
wind up accruing only to highly paid executives, whether employee
contributions would be insufficient to finance the arrangement,
and whether inflationary pressures would escalate the cost of legal
services plans as has happened in the case of medical care.

But in considering Section 120's fate in 1981, Congress agreed
that non of these evils manifested themselves during the five-year
trial period. In fact legal services plans were shown to benefit low
and moderate income workers on a nondiscriminatory basis. The
modest funding formula used to finance these plans not only was
shown to provide more than adequate financial support, but costs
barely increased during the period.

In light of this record, Congress enacted legislation to extend the
provision for three more years. It reaffirmed its position in 1984,
with a one-year extension, and again in 1986 with a two-year retro-
active extension as part of the Tax Reform Act.

As a result, there are now approximately 2.5 million workers
covered by qualified group legal service plans at an average cost of
$89.00 per worker per year.

Since these plans also provide access to essential legal services
for family members a total of 6.3 million Americans are now affect-
ed by the Congressional policy which Section 120 embodies.

Mr. Chairman, as many members of this subcommittee know, I
have been involved in supporting this concept on behalf of the La-
borers' Union for over 15 years. In my many discussions with mem-
bers of Congress over the years, I have found no substantial opposi-
tion to the idea of group legal service benefits for workers.

Moreover, in addressing the issue of Section 120's permanence in
1981, 1984, 1985, and 1986, our union's position has enjoyed the un-
qualified support of other national and international unions, the
AFL.CIO, the legal profession, the insurance industry, and con-
sumer groups.
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With this record of support, both within Congress and underwrit-
ers of group legal service plans, why then do I find myself appear-
in before you today, asking for the permanent reinstatement of
this widely supported provision of the Tax Code?

The answer to this question in reality deals not with the merit of
Congress' judgment in enacting and repeatedly extending Section
120; rather in considering this issue, we find ourselves caught up in
a debate about whether allowing Section 120 to expire will contrib-
ute to alleviating the Federal budget deficit.

The Office of Management and Budget estimates that the tax ex-
penditure associated with Section 120 is $75 million for 1987. As-
suming that this figure is accurate, we take the position that the
provision of legal services to 6.3 million Americans is certainly
worth 0.0075 percent of the Federal budget.

But more importantly, the entire argument that the elimination
of Section 120 would cause the Treasury to recoup even this small
amount of tax revenue is based upon a false assumption. Those
who would make this argument assume that, absent statutory em-
ployee benefit status, employers would continue to make taxable
contributions to group legal service plans or would alternatively
shift the amount of the contribution to other forms of taxable com-
pensation.

However, I can tell you that, in today's world of the scarce bene-
fit dollars, this outcome is improbable. Union and employers see
statutory benefits as an efficient means of providing those basic
health and welfare services which enable the worker to remain on
the job and productive.

Our long experience in collective bargaining tells us that, in the
absence of Section 120, both employers and our negotiator will real-
locate legal service plans pretax employer contributions to remain-
ing statutory benefits, rather than to taxable compensation.

If I may be allowed another 20 seconds, Mr. Chairman I will con-
clude?

Senator BAUCUS. Go ahead.
Mr. CURRAN. The net result then of Section 120's demise is that

2.5 million workers and members of their families now covered by
legal service plans will lose their-legal service coverage. Hundreds
of employers and unions now looking at this inexpensive and non-inflationary benefit would abandon their efforts in favor of higher
cost options. And the Federal Government would net not one dime
of additional revenue.

Mr. Chairman the Laborers' International Union has worked
long and hard to establish wage rates, working conditions, and
fringe benefits which allow our members to lead productive lives
and to enjoy the rights, privileges, and benefits which our Ameri-
can society offers to all its citizens.

Congress has wisely provided a statutory framework under the
tax laws which support the underlying philosophy of our efforts.

Section 120 is part of that framework, one which has proven ef-
fective in carrying out public policy without'adding to the cost of
Government.

Senator BAucus. Thank you.
Mr. CURRAN. Thank you, sir.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you all very much.
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Curran appears in the appendix.]
Senator BAUCUS. There is a vote on now. We have about five

minutes. I have a couple of questions I would like each of you to
answer very briefly.

Mr. CURRAN. Mr. Chairman, may I offer the statement of Mr.
Robert Georgine, Chairman of the National Coordinating Commit-
tee for Multiemployer Plans?

Senator BAUCUS. It will be included in the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Georgine appears in the appen-

dix.]
Mr. CURRAN. Thank you, sir.
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Schwartz, not too long ago, Congress re-

quired information returns to be filed with the IRS describing the
nature of the services. For this committee, could you tell us what
kinds of legal services are provided and the nature of the typical
person who receives this service?

Mr. SCHWARTZ. Yes. I have not seen any information from the
IRS filings; but the services-the routine legal services--

Senator BAUCUS. The question is: Who is using them the most?
What is the nature of employment of the persons using these serv-
ices?

Mr. SCHWARTZ. I see.
Senator BAUCUS. And what is the range of the legal services for

people using them the most?
Mr. SCHWARTZ. Our statistics indicate that most of the people

make under $25,000 a year. They are employed in construction
trades, in automobile industries, municipal employees, and teach-
ers' groups. Most of the services are of the routine nature, for ex-
ample, wills, and real estate transactions. Much of the work is han-
dled very efficiently by telephone, involving legal advice and con-
sultation on how to handle your own problems without necessarily
getting into an expensive court battle.

This telephone preventive law service usually results in about 70
to 80 percent of the matters coming in being able to be handled
over the phone, directing people on how to solve many of their own
problems.

Senator BAUCUS. Congress beefed up its antidiscrimination rules.
What is your reaction as they might apply to group legal services?
I21Mr. SCHWARTZ. Section 120 always had antidiscrimination rules
in it and was always designed as a benefit for low and moderate
income people. We support this concept.

Senator BAUCUS. So, you support the stronger antidiscrimination
rules that Congress passed?

Mr. SCHWARTZ. To the extent that they apply to Section 120, yes.
Senator BAUCUS. I would like to ask Ms. Kindness the degree to

which the teenage-mom program would be available, were it not
for the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit.

Ms. KINDNESS. The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit program was the
cornerstone in establishing the Jobs Plus program. It was a way of
providing an incentive, not only for the employer, but it was a way
for us to address a problem that we have got nationwide. And since
that mothers at risk is a focus for our company, we thought that
that was a good way to address it.
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Senator BAucus. Would you have a teenage mom program with-out the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit program, anyway, but with differ-

ent participants?
Ms. KiNDwNs. We probably would have a teen-mom program,but we probably would not be able to bring as many of the partici-pants on board into our company, making them an integral part of

our work force.
Senator BAuCus. How many fewer?
Ms. KMNDNES. I would say half. I would say half because we use

the tax credit to defray expenses.
Senator BAucus. We have unfortunately run out of time. I wantto thank all of you for your patience. Many of you have sat here

for a couple of hours.
[The prepared statement of Governor DiPrete of Rhode Island ap-

pears in the appendix.]
Senator BAucus. I want to thank you for waiting and second Iwant to thank you for keeping your statements within the fiveminute limit. I think all witnesses did a very good job in that re-

spect.
Other than that, thank you for your testimony. We appreciate

your coming here, and we will take these under consideration.
The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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INTRODUCTION
The Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management of the

Senate Committee on Finance has scheduled a public hearing on
March 28, 1988, on expired (1987) and expiring (1988) tax provi-
sions. This pamphlet, ' prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee
on Taxation, provides a brief description of such tax provisions.2

The first part of the pamphlet is a summary listing of tax provi-
sions that expired in 1987 and-those scheduled to expire in 1988.
The second part provides a brief description of the expired and ex-
piring tax provisions including reference to recent legislative back-
ground and any current Administration or Senate legislative pro-
posals relating to such provisions.

I This pamphlet may be cited as follows: Joint Committee on Taxation, Description of Expir.
ing Tax Provisions (JCS-8-88), March 24, 1988.

The provisions described in this pamphlet include the section 861 rule for allocation and ap-
portionment of research expenses (expired for taxable years beginning after August 1, 1987) and
the tax credit for qualified research expenditures (scheduled to expire for expenditures after De-
cember 31, 1987). The Finance Committee press release announcing the March 28, 1988 hearing
stated that these two provisions, which had been the subject of an earlier hearing (held April 3,
1987) before the Subcommittee, would not be addressed at the hearing scheduled for March 28,
1988.

For a more detailed description of these two provisions, see Joint Committee on Taxation, De.
scription of Proposals Relating to Research and Development Incentive Act of 1987 (S. 58) and
Allocation of R&D Expenses to U.& and Foreign Income (S. 716) (JCS-8-87), April , 1987.
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I. SUMMARY

Expired tax provisions (1987)
The following tax provisions expired at the end of 1987, unless

otherwise indicated:
(1) 10-percent energy tax credit for biomass property;
(2) Exclusion for group legal services benefits, and tax exemption

for an organization providing group legal services or indemnifica-
tion against the cost of legal services as part of a qualified group
legal services plan;

(3) Exclusion for employer-provided educational assistance bene-
fits; and

(4) Section 861 rule for allocation and apportionment of research
expenses (expired for taxable years beginning after August 1, 1987).

Expiring tax provisions (1988)
The following tax provisions are scheduled to expire at the end of

1988, unless otherwise indicated:
(1) 20-percent tax credit for qualified research expenditures;
(2) 10-percent energy tax credits for solar and geothermal proper-

ty, and 15-percent credit for ocean thermal property;
(3) Targeted jobs tax credit;
(4) Tax exemption for qualified mortgage bonds and election to

issue mortgage credit certificates;
(5) Certain rules relating to financially troubled thrift institu-

tions (reorganizations, FSLIC assistance payments, and net operat-
ing losses);

(6) The ESOP exception to the excise tax on reversion of-qualified
plan assets; and

(7) Partial exemption for qualified taxicabs from the motor fuels
excise taxes (after September 30, 1988).

(3)
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II. DESCRIPTION OF PROVISIONS

A. Expired Provisions (1987)
1. Energy tax credit for biomass property secss. 46(a)(2) and

46(b)(2)(A)(xi) of the Code)

Prior Law
Prior to January 1, 1988, a nonrefundable tax credit was allowed

for certain investments in biomass property. The rate of the credit
generally was equal to 10 percent for biomass property placed in
service between October 1, 1978, and December 31, 1985, 15 percent
for biomass property placed in service during 1986, and 10 percent
for biomass property placed in service during 1987. For purposes of
the credit, biomass property generally included property used to
convert any organic substance (other than oil, natural gas, or coal
or their products) into a synthetic liquid, gaseous, or solid fuel, or
property that is used to burn the organic substance or the synthet-
ic fuel (Code sec. 48()(15).

The production of gas from biomass is eligible for the section 29
credit for producing fuel from a nonconventional source. This
credit is $3 per barrel of oil equivalent of the biomass-derived gas.
Some recapture of the section 29 credit may occur because of the
interaction with the expired energy tax credit for biomass proper-
ty.

Legislative Background
The energy tax credit for biomass property was enacted in the

Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1980, and was scheduled to
expire on December 31, 1985. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 extended
the credit for biomass property for two additional years, at 15 per-
cent for 1986 and 10 percent for 1987.

(4)
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2. Exclusion for employer-provided group legal services; tax ex-
emption for qualified group legal services organizations secss.
120 and 501(c)(20) of the Code)

Prior Law

Under prior law, amounts contributed by an employer to a quali-
fied group legal services plan for an employee (or the employee's
spouse or dependents) were excluded from the employee's gross
income for income and employment tax purposes (sec. 120). The ex-
clusion also applied to any services received by an employee (or the
employee's spouse or dependents) or any amounts paid to an em-
ployee under such a plan as reimbursement for the cost of legal
services, for the employee (or the employee's spouse or dependents).
In order to be a qualified plan under which employees were enti-
tled to tax-free benefits, a group legal services plan was required to
fulfill certain requirements. The exclusion for group legal services
benefits expired for taxable years ending after December 31, 1987.

In addition, prior law provided tax-exempt status for an organi-
zation the exclusive function of which was to provide legal services
or indemnification against the cost of legal services as part of a
qualified group legal services plan (sec. 501(cX20)). The tax exemp-
tion for such an organization expired for taxable years ending after
December 31, 1987.

Section 120 required, among other things, that group legal serv-
ice benefits provided under a qualified plan not discriminate in
favor of highly compensated employees in certain respects. The
Statement of Managers for the Tax Reform Act of 1986 indicated
that the new nondiscrimination rules for employee benefits added
by the 1986 Act (sec. 89) were to be applied to the exclusion for
group legal service benefits in lieu of the prior-law rules if the ex-
clusion was extended after 1987.

In 1984, Congress required that employers file information re-
turns with respect to qualified group legal services plans (sec.
6039D). This requirement was intended to collect data with respect
to the use of such plans so that Congress could evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the exclusion.

Legislative Background

The section 120 exclusion and the section 501(cX20) exemption
were enacted initially on a temporary basis by the Tax Reform Act
of 1976 (through 1981). They subsequently were extended, again on
a temporary basis, by the Economic Recovery Act of 1981 (through
1984), Public Law 98-612 (through 1985), and the Tax Reform Act
of 1986 (through 1987).

(5)
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Proposal

& 2119 (Senators Heinz, Moynihan, Durenberer, and Boren)
S. 2119 would reinstate the section 120 exclusion and the section

501(cX20) exemption on a permanent basis, effective as of the ter-
mination date of the prior-law exclusion and exemption.
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3. Exclusion for employer-provided educational assistance (sec.
127 of the Code)

Prior Law

General rules
Under present law, an employee must include in income and

wages, for income and employment tax purposes, the value of edu-
cational assistance provided by an employer to an employee, unless
the cost of such assistance qualifies (under sec. 162) as a deductible
job-related expense of the employee. Amounts expended for educa-
tion qualify as deductible job-related expenses if the education (1)
maintains or improves skills required for the employee's current
job, or (2) meets the express requirements of the individual's em-
ployer that are imposed as a condition of continued employment
(Treas. Reg. sec. 1.162-5(a)). In the case of an employee, such ex-
penses (if not reimbursed by the employer) are deductible only to
the extent that, when aggregated with other miscellaneous item-
ized deductions, they exceed 2 percent of the taxpayer's adjusted
gross income. No deduction is allowed for expenses incurred to
qualify for a new trade or business (e.g., for law school tuition paid
by a paralegal or accountant).

Under prior law, an employee's gross income and wages for
income -and employment tax purposes did not include amounts paid
or incurred by the employer for educational assistance provided to
the employee if such amounts were paid or incurred pursuant to an
educational assistance program that met certain requirements (sec.
127). This exclusion, which expired for taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1987, was limited to $5,250 of educational assist-
ance with respect to an individual during a calendar year.

Section 127 required, among other things, that educational assist-
ance provided under such a program not discriminate in favor of
highly compensated employees in certain respects. The Statement
of Managers for the Tax Reform Act of 1986 indicated that if the
section 127 exclusion for educational assistance were extended, the
new nondiscrimination rules for employee benefits added by the
1986 Act (Code sec. 89) were to be applied to the exclusion in lieu of
the prior-law rules.

In 1984, Congress required that employers file information re-
turns with respect to educational assistance programs under sec-
tion 127 (sec. 6039D). This requirement was intended to collect data
with respect to the use of such programs so that Congress could
evaluate the effectiveness of the exclusion.
Tuition reduction for graduate teaching assistants

Pursuant to section 127(cX8) (prior to its expiration), the exclu-
sion under section 117 relating to qualified tuition reductions ap-

(7)
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plied to graduate-level courses in the case of graduate teaching or
research assistants at colleges or universities. Under the section
117 rules, as amended by the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the amount
of qualified tuition reduction provided to an employee of an educa-
tional institution is includible in gross income and wages to the
extent the tuition reduction constitutes payment for teaching, re-
search, or other services (sec. 117(c)). Any amount of qualified tui-
tion reduction (up to the amount of tuition) in excess of such pay-
ment may qualify for exclusion pursuant to section 117(d).

No amount of tuition reduction for graduate-level courses is ex-
cludable under section 117(d) for taxable years beginning after De-
cember 31, 1987, because of the expiration of section 127.

Legislative Background

The section 127 exclusion first was established on a temporary
basis by the Revenue Act of 1978 (through 1983). It subsequently
was extended, again on a temporary basis, by Public Law 98-611
(through 1985) and by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (through 1987).
The extension of the section 117(d) exclusion for qualified tuition
reduction to include graduate-level courses in the case of graduate
teaching or research assistants was incorporated in section 127 by
Public Law 98-611.

Proposal
S. 39 (Senators Moynihan, Heinz, Boren, Pryor, Matsunava, Riegle,

Mitchell4 Durenberger, Danforth, Rockefeller, and others)
S. 39 would reinstate the section 127 exclusion on a permanent

• basis, effective as of the termination date of the prior-law exclu-
sion.
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4. Allocation and apportionment of research expenses (sees.
861(b), 862(b), and 863(b) of the Code)

Present Law 3

In general
U.S. persons are taxable on their worldwide income, including

their foreign income. A U.S. person that earns foreign income may
incur foreign income tax. Subject to the applicable foreign tax
credit limitations, such a person may credit foreign income taxes
against its U.S. tax liability. The purpose of the foreign tax credit
and the foreign tax credit limitations is to yield primary taxing ju-
risdiction over U.S. persons' foreign income to foreign govern-
ments, while retaining residual taxing jurisdiction over such
income for the United States and ensuring that the full U.S. tax is
paid on domestic income.

The foreign tax credit limitations operate by separating the tax-
payer's total U.S. tax liability before tax credits ("pre-credit U.S.
tax") into 2 categories: tax on U.S. source taxable income and tax
on foreign source taxable income. Pre-credit U.S. tax on foreign
source taxable income is further subdivided by limitation catego-
ries, or "baskets," of income. The pre-credit U.S. tax on any par-
ticular limitation category of foreign source income serves as the
upper limit on credits for foreign taxes on that type of income.

Each foreign tax credit limitation equals total pre-credit U.S. tax
times the ratio of the taxable income in that limitation category to
worldwide taxable income. Foreign source taxable income equals
foreign source gross income less the expenses, losses, and other de-
ductions properly apportioned or allocated thereto, and a ratable
part of any deductions which cannot definitely be allocated to some
item or class of gross income (Code sec. 862(b)). Deductions allocat-
ed and apportioned to foreign source gross income must be further
allocated or apportioned among the separate limitation categories
of foreign source gross income in order to arrive at foreign source
taxable income in any one limitation category. Finally, allocation
and apportionment of deductions to U.S. source gross income deter-
mines the amount of taxpayer's U.S. source taxable income (sec.
861(b)).

The Code generally articulates only the broad principles of how
expenses reduce U.S. and foreign source gross income, leaving the
Treasury Department to provide detailed rules for the generally
fact-specific task of allocating and apportioning expenses. The ap-

3The provisions discussed in this section were treated more comprehensively in Part III of the
April 2, 1987 pamphlet, prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation for the Senate
Committee on Finance, entitled Description o Propals Relating to Research and Development
Incentive Act of 1987 (S. 58) and Allocation of R&D Expenses to U.S. and Foreign Income (S. 716)
JCS.(6-87).

(9)
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plication of regulations to particular facts and circumstances,
therefore, has a significant role in determining the proportions of
taxpayers' worldwide taxable income that are treated as coming
from foreign sources. These proportions control, in turn, the level
of taxpayers' foreign tax credit limitations.

A taxpayer that has paid fewer foreign taxes in each limitation
category than the foreign tax credit limitation with respect to that
category credits all of its foreign income tax against pre-credit U.S.
tax (such a taxpayer is said to have "excess limit" in each of its
limitation categories). If the rules for allocating and apportioning
deductions are then changed with the result that a greater propor-
tion of the taxpayer's worldwide taxable income is deemed to come
from foreign sources, the change cannot decrease the taxpayer's-
U.S. tax liability on its worldwide income. A taxpayer that has-
paid foreign taxes in excess of one or more of its foreign tax credit
limitations (that is, a taxpayer with excess foreign tax credits)
cannot currently use all of its foreign income taxes as credits.
Upon a change of the allocation and apportionment rules, however,
this taxpayer may experience a reduction in current U.S. tax liabil-
ity of approximately 34 cents for every dollar of deduction that is
converted from a foreign source deduction to a U.S. source deduc-
tion, thus converting a dollar of U.S. source taxable income to for-
eign source taxable income. Conversely, upon a change in the allo-
cation rules that shifts deductions from U.S. to foreign income, a
taxpayer with excess credits (or a taxpayer that previously had
excess limit and finds itself, as a result of the rule change, with
excess credits) may experience an increase in U.S. tax liability due
to a reduction in the amount of its foreign income taxes that
remain creditable.
Treasury Regulation se. L861-8(e)(3)

Treasury Regulations promulgated in 1977 prescribe detailed
rules for allocating and apportioning research and experimental
expenses for purposes of computing the foreign tax credit limita- -
tion of a U.S. person, as well as for other purposes (Treas. Reg. sec.
1.861-8(eX3)) ( the R&D regulation"). 4

The R&D regulation contemplates that taxpayers will sometimes
undertake R&D solely to meet legal requirements. In some such
cases, the R&D cannot reasonably be expected to generate income
(beyond de minimis amounts) outside a single geographic source. If
so, those deductible R&D expenses reduce gross income only from
the geographic source that includes that jurisdiction.

After allocating deductions to meet legal requirements, the regu-
lation generally allows 30 percent of deductible R&D expenses to
reduce gross income from the source where over half of the taxpay-
er's total deductible R&D expenses are incurred. A taxpayer has
the opportunity to apportion more than 30 percent of its R&D de-
duction exclusively to the source where R&D is performed if it can
establish that a significantly higher percentage is warranted be-

4 By its terms, the R&D regulation would also apply, for example, in determining the U.S.
source taxable income of a foreign person, and the taxable income effectively connected with a
U.S. trade or business conducdby a foreign person, insofar as those determinations are neces-
sar under other "opeative" Code sections. The operative section for the foreign tax credit limi-
tation is section 94a).
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cause the R&D is reasonably expected to have a very limited or
long-delayed application outside that geographic source.

After a taxpayer makes a place-of-performance apportionment, it
must apportion the amount of its R&D deduction remaining, if any,
on the basis of relative amounts of domestic and foreign sales re-
ceipts. Subject to certain limitations, a taxpayer may elect to ap-
portion its R&D deduction under an optional gross income method
instead of the sales method. Under a gross income method, a tax-
payer generally apportions its R&D deduction (after allocation
under the legal requirements test but not the place-of-performance
test) on the basis of relative amounts of gross income from domes-
tic and foreign sources. The basic limitation on the use of optional
gross income methods is that the respective portions of a taxpay-
er's R&D deduction apportioned to U.S. and foreign source income
using a gross income method may not be less than 50 percent of
the respective portions that would be apportioned to each such
income grouping using the sales apportionment method (with the
latter's exclusive place-of-performance allocation, typically 30 per-
cent).
Moratorium on application of the R&D regulation for foreign tax

credit purposes
Effective for taxable years beginning after August 13, 1981, and

on or before August 1, 1987, the R&D regulation was suspended for
purposes of allocating and apportioning U.S.-incurred R&D ex-
penses to items of foreign source and U.S. source gross income.
This suspension was initially established by the Economic Recovery
Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA), covering any taxpayer's first 2 taxable
years beginning within 2 years after August 13, 1981. In the tax-
able years governed by this aspect of ER A, all U.S.-incurred R&D
expenses were allocated to U.S.-source income. This scheme was ex-
tended by the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (DEFRA) and the Con-
solidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA)
through taxable years beginning on or before August 1, 1986.

For taxable years beginning after August 1, 1986 and on or
before August 1, 1987, the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA) intro-
duced a modified scheme under which 50 percent of such expenses
(other than amounts incurred to meet certain legal requirements,
and thus allocable to one geographical source) were allocated to
U.S. source income, with the remainder allocated and apportioned
either on the basis of sales or gross income. In contrast with the
R&D regulation, the temporary rule of TRA (a) gave taxpayers
using the gross sales method of apportionment an automatic place-
of-performance allocation, for U.S.-incurred R&D, of 50 (rather
than 30) percent; (b) allowed taxpayers using vae gross income ap-
portionment method to use the automatic place-of-performance
rule; and (c) imposed no limit on the extent to which use of the
gross income method could result in decreasing the amount of R&D
expenses that would otherwise be allocated to foreign source
income using the gross sales method.

Under the Code and regulations as presently written, the R&D
regulation governs allocation and apportionment of U.S.-incurred
R&D expenses (as well as foreign-incurred R&D expenses) in all
taxable years beginning after August 1, 1987.
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Legislative Background
At a hearing before the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt

Management of the Senate Finance Committee on April 3, 1987,
the Treasury Department testified in favor of a proposal that
would have made permanent a modified version of the TRA rules
for allocating R&D expenses. The modification would have in-
creased to 67 percent the proportion of U.S.-incurred expenses for
R&D (other than amounts allocated to one geographical source be-
cause of legal requirements) automatically allocated to U.S. source
income. As under TRA, taxpayers using the gross income method
of apportionment (as -well as taxpayers using the gross sales
method) could use the 67-percent automatic place-of-performance
allocation, and allocation results achieved under the sales method
were not to be a limitation on the use of more favorable results ob-
tainable under the gross income method.

The proposal endorsed at the April 3 hearing was included in
H.R. 3545, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 (OBRA)
as passed by the House. The House-passed provision was also in-
cluded in the October 1987 budget reconciliation submission of the
Senate Finance Committee to the Senate Budget Committee.5 The
provision was not included, however, in the conference agreement
on OBRA.

Proposal
Administration proposal

The President's fiscal year 1989 budget proposes to allow taxpay-
ers to allocate, for taxable years beginning after August 1, 1987, at
least 67 percent of expenses for R&D to U.S. source income. The
details of the President's proposal generally follow the details of
the provision passed by the House and approved by the Senate Fi-
nance Committee in October 1987.

This proposal had been introduced in the Senate on August 6, 1987, as S. 1617 (Senators
Wallop, Baucus, Danforth, Moynihan, Chafee, Roth, Boren, Pryor, Heinz, Durenburger, Arm-
strong, Riegle, Rockefeller, and others).
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B. Provisions Expiring in 1988
1. Tax credit for qualified research expenditures (sec. 41 of the

Code)
Present Law

General rule
A 20-percent tax credit is allowed for qualified research expendi-

tures incurred by a taxpayer in carrying on a trade or business
(sec. 41). Except for certain university basic research payments, the
credit applies only to the extent that the taxpayer's qualified re-
search expenditures for the taxable year exceed the average
amount of the taxpayer's yearly qualified research expenditures in
the specified base period, which generally is the preceding three
taxable years.
Eligible expenditures

Research expenditures eligible for the 20-percent incremental
credit under present law consist of (1) "in-house" expenditures by
the taxpayer for research wages and supplies used in research; (2)
certain time-sharing costs for computer use in research; and (3) 65
percent of amounts paid by the taxpayer for contract research con-
ducted on the taxpayer's behalf. Under the 1986 Act, a 20-percent
tax credit also applies to the excess of (1) 100 percent of corporate
cash expenditures (including grants or contributions) paid for uni-
versity basic research over (2) the sum of (a) the greater of two
fixed research floors plus (b) an amount reflecting any decrease in
nontesearch giving to universities by the corporation as compared
to such giving during a fixed base period, as adjusted for inflation.
This modified university basic research credit was effective for tax-
able years beginning after 1986.

The amount of credit-eligible basic research expenditures to
which the university basic research credit applies does not enter
into the computation of the incremental credit. The remaining
amount of credit-eligible basic research expenditures--i.e., the
amount to which the university basic research credit does not
apply-enters into the incremental credit computation (and in sub-
sequent years enters into the base period amounts for purposes of
computing the incremental credit).
Research definition

The 1986 Act provided statutory rules defining qualified research
for purposes of the incremental credit. These rules target the credit
to research undertaken to discover information that is technologi-
cal in nature and that pertains to functional aspects of products.
Also, the 1986 Act expressly excluded certain types of expenditures
from eligibility for the credit, including post-production research

(13)
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activities, duplication or adaptation costs, and surveys, studies, and
certain other costs. The definitional modifications were effective for
taxable years beginning after 1985.
Relation to deduction

The credit is available for incremental qualified research expend-
itures for the taxable year whether or not the taxpayer has elected
under section 174 to deduct currently its research expenditures.
The amount of any section 174 deduction to which the taxpayer is
entitled is not reduced by the amount of any credit allowed for
qualified research expenditures.
Computation of allowable credit

General ru/e.-As a general rule, the credit applies to the
amount of qualified research expenditures for the current taxable
year that exceeds the average of the yearly qualified research ex-
penditures in the preceding three taxable years. The base period
amount is not adjusted for inflation.

New businesses.-For a base period year during which it was not
in existence, a new business is treated as having research expendi-
tures of zero in such year for punoses of computing average
annual research expenditures during the base period. However, the
taxpayer may be deemed to have expenditures in such a base
period year pursuant to the 50-percent limitation rule (described
below).

50-percent limitation rule.-In computing the credit, the amount
of base period research expenditures to be subtracted from current-
year expenditures is treated as at least equal to 50 percent of the
taxpayer's qualified research expenditures for the current year.
This 50-percent limitation applies both in the case of existing busi-
nesses and in the case of newly organized businesses.

Aggregation rules.-To ensure that the credit will be allowed
only for actual increases in research expenditures, special rules
apply under which research expenditures of the taxpayer are ag-
gregated with research expenditures of certain related persons for
purposes of computing any allowable credit. These rules are intend-
ed to prevent artificial increases in research expenditures by shift-
ing expenditures among commonly controlled or otherwise related
persons.

Changes in business ownership.-Speicl rules apply for comput-
ing the credit when a business changes hands, under which quali-
fied research expenditures for periods prior to the change of owner-
ship generally are treated as transferred with the trade or business
which gave rise to those expenditures. These rules are intended to
facilitate an accurate computation of base period expenditures and
the credit by attributing research expenditures to the appropriate
taxpayer.,
Trade or business limitations

The credit is available only for research expenditures paid or in-
curred in carrying on a trade or business of the taxpayer. With one
exception relating to certain research joint ventures, the trade or
business-test for-purposes-of-the credit is the same as for purposes
of the business deduction provisions of section 162. Thus, for exam-
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ple, the credit generally is not available to a limited partnership
(or to any partners in such partnership, including a general part-
ner that is an operating company) for partnership expenditures for
outside or contract research intended to be transferred by the part-
nership to another (such as to the general partner) in return for
license or royalty payments. Under the trade or business test, re-
search expenditures of a taxpayer are eligible for the credit only if
paid or incurred in a particular trade or business already being
carried on by the taxpayer.
Other limitations and carryover

The 1986 Act made the-research credit subject to the general
business credit limitation (i.e., 75 percent of tax liability over
$25,000), effective for taxable years beginning after 1985. An
excess amount of the general business credit can be carried back
three years and carried forward 15 years, beginning with the earli-
est year.

In the case of an individual who owns an interest in an unincor-
porated trade or business, who is a beneficiary of a trust or estate,
who is a partner in a partnership, or who is a shareholder in an S
corporation, the amount of credit that can be used in a particular
year also cannot exceed an amount (separately computed with re-
spect to the person's interest in the trade or business or entity)
equal to the amount of tax attributable to that portion of the per-
son's taxable income that is allocable or apportionable to such in-
terest. Any excess credit amount is eligible for the carryover rule
described above.

Legislative Background
As enacted in the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, the rate

of the credit was 25 percent, and the credit was scheduled to expire
after December 31, 1985. In the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the credit
was extended for three years (i.e., for qualified research expendi-
tures through December 31, 1988); also, the credit rate was reduced
to 20 percent of the incremental research expenditure amount, ef-
fective for taxable years beginning after 1985.

Explanation of Proposals

Administration proposal
The President's budget proposal for fiscal year 1989 would estab-

lish a permanent tax credit for qualified research expenditures.
S. 58 (Senators Danforth, Baucus, Wallop, Boren, Durenberger,

Mitchel Riegle, Rockefeller, and others)
S. 58 would increase the research tax credit from 20) percent to

25 percent, and would make the credit permanent 6

6 For a more detailed explanation of present law and S. 58, see Joint Committee on Taxation,
Description of Proposals Relating to Research and Development Incentive Act of 1987 (8. 58) and
Allocation of R&D Expenses to U.S. and Foreign Income (M 716) (JCS-O-87), April 2,1987.
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2. Business energy tax credits for solar, geothermal, and ocean
thermal property (secs. 46(a)(2) and 46(b)(2)(A)(viii), (ix), and
(x) of the Code)

Present Law
Under present law, a nonrefundable energy tax credit is allowed

for certain investments in solar property, geothermal property, and
ocean thermal property. In the case of solar property, the rate of
the credit is 15 percent for 1986, 12 percent for 1987, and 10 per-
cent for 1988. For geothermal property, the rate of the credit is 15
percent for 1986, and 10 percent for 1987_and 1988. The rate of the
credit for ocean thermal property is 15 percent for 1986, 1987, and
1988. The energy tax credit for solar, geothermal, and ocean ther-
mal property is not available for property placed in service after
December 31, 1988.7

Legislative Background

The energy tax credit for solar, geothermal, and ocean thermal
property was enacted in the Energy Tax Act of 1978, and was
scheduled to expire on December 31, 1985. The Tax Reform Act of
1986 extended the energy tax credit for these types of property for
three additional years (through 1988) at the rates specified above.

'For definition of solar, geothermal, and ocean thermal property, see sections 48(X4),

48(IX3XAXviii), and 48(IX3XAXix), respectively.

(16)
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3. Targeted jobs tax credit (sec. 51 of the Code)

Present Law
Tax credit provisions

The targeted jobs tax credit is available on an elective basis for
hiring individuals from nine targeted groups. The targeted groups
are: (1) vocational rehabilitation referrals; (2) economically disad-
vantaged youths aged 18 through 24; (3) economically disadvan-
taged Vietnam-era veterans; (4) Supplemental Security Income
(SS) recipients; (5) general assistance recipients; (6) -economically
disadvantaged cooperative education students aged 16 through 19;
(7) economically disadvantaged former convicts; (8) Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) recipients and Work Incentive
(WIN) registrants; and (9) economically disadvantaged summer
youth employees aged 16 or 17. Targeted group membership must
be certified.

The credit generally is equal to 40 percent of the first $6,000 of
qualified first-year wages paid to a member of a targeted group.
Thus, the maximum credit generally is $2,400 per individual. With
respect to economically disadvantaged summer youth employees,
however, the credit is equal to 85 percent of up to $3,000 of wages,
for a maximum credit of $2,550.

The credit is not available for wages paid to a targeted group
member unless the individual either (1) is employed by the employ-
er for at least 90 days (14 days in the case of economically disad-
vantaged summer youth employees), or (2) has completed at least
120 hours of work performed for the employer (20 hours in the case
of economically disadvantaged summer youth employees). Also, the
employer's deduction for wages must be reduced by the amount of
the credit.

The credit is available with respect to targeted-group individuals
who begin work for the employer before January 1, 1989.
Authorization of appropriations

Present law also authorizes appropriations for administrative
and publicity expenses relating to the credit through September 30,
1988. These monies are to be used by the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) and Department of Labor to inform employers of the credit
program.

Legislative Background
Extension of credit, authorization of appropriations

The targeted jobs tax credit was enacted in the Revenue Act of
1978 to replace an expiring credit for increased employment. As
originally enacted, the targeted jobs credit was scheduled to termi-
nate after 1981.

(17)
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The availability of the credit was successively extended by the
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA) for one year, the Tax
Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA) for two
years, and the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (the 1984 Act) for one
year. For individuals who began work before 1986, the credit was
available for wages paid during the first 24 months of employment.
In addition, TEFRA authorized appropriations for the expenses of
administering the system for certifying targeted group membership
and of providing publicity to employers regarding the targeted jobs
credit. The 1984 Act extended the authorization for appropriations
for administrative and publicity expenses through fiscal year 1985.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 extended the targeted jobs credit for
three additional years (through 1988), with modifications. Under
the 1986 Act, the modified credit is available for wages paid to tar-
geted-group individuals who begin work for an employer after De-
cember 31, 1985 and before January 1, 1989. The 1986 Act extended
the authorization for appropriations for administrative and publici-
ty expenses through fiscal year 1988.
Modification of credit

ERTA, TEFRA, and the 1984 Act also modified the targeted
group definitions and made several technical and administrative
changes in the credit provisions.

The 1986 Act limited the extended credit in three respects: (1) a
25-percent credit for qualified wages paid in the second year of a
targeted-group individual's employment was repealed; (2) a 50-per-
cent credit for qualified first-year wages generally was reduced to a
40-percent credit (except that the credit allowed for wages of eco-
nomically disadvantaged summer youth employees was retained at
85-percent of up to $3,000 of qualified first-year wages); and (3) no
wages paid to a targeted-group member are taken into account for-
credit purposes unless the individual either (a) is employed by the
employer for at least 90 days (14 days in the case of economically
disadvantaged summer youth employees), or (b) has completed at
least 120 hours of work performed for the employer (20 hours in
the case of economically disadvantaged summar youth employees).

Under the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987, the credit
is no longer available for wages paid to a targeted-group individual
who performs the same or substantially similar services as an em-
ployee participating in, or affected by, a strike or lockout.

Proposal

S. 684 (Senator Heinz and others)
The bill would make the targeted jobs tax credit permanent. It

would also extend the authorization for appropriations on an in-
definite basis.
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4. Qualified mortgage bonds and mortgage credit certificates
secss. 143 and 25 of the Code)

Present Law
Overview

Interest on bonds issued by a State or local government to fi-
nance governmental activities generally is tax-exempt (Code sec.
103). Interest on private activity bonds is taxable unless a specific
exception is provided in the Internal Revenue Code. Private activi-
ty bonds are bonds that satisfy one or both of (1) a private business
use and private payment test and (2) a private loan test. Private
activity bonds qualifying for tax-exemption include exempt-facility
bonds, small-issue bonds, qualified mortgage bonds and qualified
veterans' mortgage bonds, qualified 501(cX3) bonds, qualified stu-
dent loan bonds, and qualified redevelopment bonds.

In general, the amount of private activity bonds that may be
issued annually by any State (including local governments within
the State) is limited to the greater of (1) $50 for every individual
who is a resident of the State or (2) $150 million. Bonds subject to
this limitation include qualified mortgage bonds and most other
private activity bonds for which tax-exemption is permitted, and
the private use portion (in excess of $15 million) of governmental
issues.
Special rules applicable to qualified mortgage bonds

In general, qualified mortgage revenue bonds are bonds issued to
finance the purchase, or qualifying rehabilitation or improvement,
of single-family, owner-occupied homes located within the jurisdic-
tion of the issuer of the bonds. All proceeds of an issue must be
used to finance such loans.8

First-time homebuyer requirement
An issue is a qualified mortgage issue only if at least 95 percent

of the net proceeds of the issue are used to finance residences for
mortgagors who had no present ownership interest in their princi-
pal residences during the three-year period before the mortgage is
executed. This first-time homebuyer requirement does not apply to
mortgagors of residences located in targeted areas (as described
below), mortgagors who receive qualified home improvement loans,
or mortgagors who receive qualified rehabilitation loans.

'For this purpose, the proceeds of an issue are determined net of costs of issuance permitted
to be bond-flmanced and of amounts invested as part of a reasonably required reserve fund.

(19)
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Income limitations
Qualified mortgage bond financing is available only to mortga-

gors whose family incomes do not exceed 115 percent of the higher
of (1) the median family income for the area in which the residence
is located, or (2) the Statewide median family income. Family
income of mortgagors (as well as median family income) is to be
determined by the Treasury Department after taking into account
the regulations and procedures under section 8 of the United
States Housing Act of 1937. Unlike the rules regarding ilualified
residential rental projects, no adjustments for family size are made
under these income limitations.

In targeted areas, two-thirds of the mortgage financing provided
with the proceeds of each issue must be provided to mortgagors
who have family incomes not exceeding 140 percent of the higher
of (1) the median family income for the area in which the residence
is located, or (2) the Statewide median income. The remaining one-
third of the mortgage financing of each issue may be used to pro-
vide mortgage loans without regard to income limitations.

A targeted area is defined as (1) a census tract in which 70 per-
cent or more of the families have incomes that are 80 percent or
less of the Statewide median family income, or (2) an area of chron-
ic economic distress designated by the Secretary of the Treasury
and the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development.

Purchase price limitations
The acquisition cost of a residence financed with qualified mort-

gage bonds may not exceed 90 percent (110 percent in targeted
areas, as defined above) of the average area purchase price applica-
ble to the residence. The determination of average area purchase
prices is made separately (1) with respect to new residences and ex-
isting, previously occupied residences, and (2) to the extent provid-
ed in regulations, with respect to one-, two-, three-, and four-family
residences.

Special rule for electing limited equity housing cooperatives
Certain "limited equity housing cooperatives", while constituting

owner-occupied housing, may at the election of the cooperative be
financed using the targeting rules for bond-financed qualified resi-
dential rental projects, provided the other compliance rules appli-
cable to such rental property also are met.9 Limited equity housing
cooperatives are cooperative housing corporations (as defined under
sec. 216(bXl)) in which a person is entitled to occupy a dwelling
unit by reason of ownership of stock in the cooperative. The elec-
tion must be made when the bonds are issued, and once made is
irrevocable. If no election is made, a limited equity housing cooper-
ative is eligible for qualified mortgage bond financing on the same

9 To qualify for financing under the targeting and compliance rules fcr qualified residential
rental projects, (1) the cost of any stock in the cooperative must not exceed the amount paid for
the stock by the original stockholder (as adjusted for cost-of-living L-creases), increased by
amounts paid for improvements on the stockholder's house or apartment awd certain other pay-
ments attributable to the stockholder, and (2) the assets of the cooperative in excess of the com-
bined transfer values of outstanding stock in the cooperative (and reduced by any liabilities)
must be used only for public or charitable purposes or directly to benefit the operative and
may not be used directly to benefit any stockholder.
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basis as other owner-occupied housing. Such financing is subject to
all the limitations applicable to qualified mortgage bonds (includ-
ing the first-time homebuyer and purchase price limitations).

Change in use rules
As with other private activity bonds, interest on loans financed

with qualified mortgage bonds is nondeductible if a "change in
use" occurs (sec. 150(b)). For qualified-mortgage bond-financed resi-
dences, such a change in use occurs if the residence is not the prin-
cipal residence of one or all of the mortgagors for a period of at
least one year. Interest is again deductible following a prohibited
change in use if the residence again becomes the mortgagor's prin-
cipal residence.
Mortgage credit certificates

Qualified governmental units may elect to exchange qualified
mortgage bond authority for authority to issue mortgage credit cer-
tificates (MCCs) (sec. 25). MCCs entitle homebuyers to nonrefund-
able income tax credits for a specified percentage of interest paid
on mortgage loans on their principal residence. Once issued, an
MCC remains in effect as long as the residence being financed con-
tinues to be the certificate-recipient's principal residence. MCCs
are generally subject to the same eligibility and targeted area re-
quirements as qualified mortgage bonds.

Each MCC must represent a credit for at least 10 percent (but
not more than 50 percent) of interest on qualifying mortgage in-
debtedness. The actual dollar amount of an MCC depends on the
amount of qualifying interest paid during any particular year and
the applicable certificate credit percentage. If the credit percentage
exceeds 20 percent, however, the dollar amount of the credit re-
ceived by the taxpayer for any year may not exceed $2,000.

The aggregate amount of MCCs distributed by an electing issuer
may not exceed 25 percent of the volume of qualified mortage bond
authority exchanged by the State or local government for authority
to issue MCCs. For example, a State that is authorized to issue
$200 million of qualified mortgage bonds and that elects to ex-
change $100 million of that bond authority can distribute an aggre-
gate amount of MCCs equal to $25 million.
Termination

Authority to issue qualified mortgage bonds and the election to
trade-in bond volume authority to issue MCCs is scheduled to
expire after December 31, 1988.10

Proposal

1522 (Senators Riegle, Durenberger, Mitchei Daschle and.
others)

S. 1522 would extend the termination date for the issuance of
qualified mortgage bonds for four years, to December 31, 1992. In

10 A proposed technical amendment to section 25(h) changes the termination date from 1987
to the intended 1988 daet.
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addition, the bill would extend through 1992 the election to issue
MCCs in lieu of qualified mortgage bonds.
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5. Financially troubled thrift institutions: reorganizations, NOLs,
and FSLIC assistance payments secss. 368(a)(3)(D), 382()(F),
and 597 of the Code)

Present Law
Continuity of interest requirement

In order for the acquisition of a financially troubled thrift insti-
tution to qualify as a tax-free reorganization, the acquisition must
satisfy the judically-created "continuity of interest" requirement.
The continuity of interest doctrine generally requires that the
shareholders of an acquired corporation maintain a meaningful
ownership interest in the acquiring corporation in order for the
transaction to qualify as a tax-free "reorganization" within the
meaning of section 368(a).

In the case of mutually-owned organizations, such as many thrift
institutions, there is considerable uncertainty under what circum-
stances the continuity of interest requirement is met.

Under special rules adopted in the Economic Recovery Tax Act
of 1981 (the "1981 Act"), the continuity of interest requirement
need not be satisfied in the case of a merger involving thrift insti-
tutions provided the following three requirements are met (sec.
368(aX3XD)). First, the acquired 1netitution must be one to which
section 593 applies, namely a savings and loan association, a coop-
erative bank, or a mutual savings bank. Second, the Federal Sav-
ings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) or the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) (or if neither has jurisdiction, an equiv-
alent State authority) must certify that the thrift institution in in-
solvent, that it cannot meet its obligations currently, or that it will
be unable to meet is obligations in the immediate future. Third,
substantially of of the liabilities of the transferor institution (in-
cluding deposits) must become liabilities of the transferee. More-
over, if these conditions are satisfied, the acquired institution need
not receive or distribute stock or securities of the acquiring corpo-
ration of the transaction in order for the transactions to qualify as
a tax-free reorganization under section 368(aX1XD).
Net operating loss carryovers

Under the rules providing limitations on net operating loss car-
ryovers before the 1986 Act in the case of reorganizations (sec.
382(b)), the net operating loss carryovers of a corporation were re-
duced if the shareholders of the corporation with the net operating
loss carryover did not own at least 20 percent of the stock in the
corporation surviving the reorganization.

The 1981 Act also provided that, for purposes of applying the loss
limitation provisions, deposits in the acquired corporation that
become deposits in the surviving corporation are treated as stock of

(23)
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both corporations. The 1986 Act provided a special transitional rule
which continued rules similar to the pre-1986 rules for financially
troubled thrift institutions through 1988 (sec. 382(F).

FSLIC assistance payments contributions to savings and loan asso-
ciations

Generally, amounts received as insurance are includible in
income or otherwise reduce any of the insured loss. Contributions
to capital are excluded from the income of the recipient corpora-
tion (sec. 118). However, in the case of contributions to capital by
nonshareholders, the basis of property acquired with the contribu-
tion normally must be reduced by such contributions (sec. 362(c)).

The 1981 Act provided that financially troubled savings and loan
associations may exclude contributions from the FSLIC under its fi-
nancial assistance program from income and need not reduce their
basis for such contributions (sec. 597(b)). The provision does not
apply to comparable contributions by the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation (FDIC) to banks, including savings banks and co-
operative banks.
Termination

Under present law, the above-mentioned special rules for finan-
cially troubled thrift institutions are scheduled to expire after De-
cember 31, 1988.

Legislative Background
The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 provided special rules

for reorganizations of financially troubled thrift institutions (de-
scribed above). The Tax Reform Act of 1986 provided that the spe-
cial rules terminate at the end of 1988.
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6. Application of excise tax on reversion of qualified plan assets
to ESOPs (sec. 4980(c)(3) of the Code)

Present Law

In general, prior to the satisfaction of all liabilities with respect
to employees and their beneficiaries, the assets held under a quali-
fied plan may not be used for, or diverted to, purposes other than
the exclusive benefit of employees. However, if assets in excess of
liabilities for benefits remain in a defined benefit pension plan
upon plan termination as a result of actuarial error, then those
assets may be paid to the employer as a reversion. -

Under present law, employer reversions of plan assets are (1) in-
cludibie in the gross income of the employer, and (2) subject to a
10-percent nondeductible excise tax payable by the employer. A re-
version is not includible in gross income and is not subject to the
excise tax to the extent the reversion is transferred to an employee
stock ownership plan (ESOP) and certain requirements are satis-
fied.

A transfer of a reversion to an ESOP qualifies for the ESOP ex-
ception only if: (1) the amounts transferred to the ESOP are used
within 90 days after the transfer to acquire employer securities or
to repay loans used to acquire employer securities, (2) certain allo-
cation rules are satisfied, (3) the securities acquired with the
amounts transferred are held in the plan until distribution to plan
participants, and (4) at least half of the participants in the plan
from which the assets are transferred are participants in the
ESOP.

The ESOP exception applies to amounts transferred (1) after
March 31, 1985, and before January 1, 1989, or (2) after December
31, 1988, pursuant to a plan termination that occurs after March
31, 1985, and before January 1, 1989.

Legislative Background

The excise tax on reversions of assets from qualified plans (and
the ESOP exception to the reversion tax and income inclusion rule)
were added by the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Certain clarifying
changes to the requirements for the ESOP exception were included
in technical corrections to the 1986 Act approved by the House in
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 and by the Senate
Finance Committee in 1987 (but which have not yet been enacted).

(25)
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7. Fuels tax exemption for certain taxicabs (sec. 6427(e)(3) of the
Code)

Present Law
A 4-cents-per-gallon partial exemption from the motor fuels

excise tax is provided through September 30, 1988, for fuels used in
qualifying taxicabs. The excise taxes from which the exemption ap-
plies are the 9.1-cents-per-gallon taxes on gasoline (sec. 4081) and
special motor fuels (sec. 4041) and the 15.1-cents-per-gallon tax on
diesel fuel (secs. 4041 and 4091). The exemption is realized through
a credit or refund (without interest). Qualifying taxicabs must meet
certain group-ride requirements and fuel economy standards.

Legislative Background
This provision wai enacted initially in the Energy Tax Act of

1978, and the partial exemption has been extended several times
since then, most recently for three years (through September 30,
1988) in the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

(26)
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Testimony of Congressman Michael Bilirakis

March 28, 1988

Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation & Debt Management

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE, I APPRECIATE

THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU THIS MORNING TO DISCUSS THE

TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT PROGRAM. FIRST, LET ME START OUT BY

SAYINT3 THAT I WHOLEHEARTEDLY SUPPORT THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THIS

PROGRAM THE GROUPS THAT ARE PRESENTLY TARGETED NEED HELP AND I

FEEL IT IS FAR BETTER TO GIVE THEM A WORKING EXPERIENCE THAN

HANDOUT.

HOWEVER, MR. CHAIRMAN THERE IS A GROUP OF PEOPLE OUT THERE

WHO ARE AS NEEDY AS THOSE PRESENTLY COVERED UNDER TJTC AND THEY

ARE THE DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS. DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS ARE

PRIMARILY WOMEN WHO HAVE BEEN FULL-TIME HOMEMAKERS FOR A NUMBER

OF YEARS, BUT WHO HAVE LOST THEIR SOURCE OF ECONOMIC SUPPORT DUE

TO DIVORCE, SEPARATION, ABANDONMENT, OR THE DEATH OR DISABILITY

OF A SPOUSE.

I AM NOT TALKING ABOUT WOMEN WHOSE HUSBANDS HAVE DIED AND

LEFT THEM WELL OFF, OR WOMEN WHO RECEIVE SUBSTANTIAL ALIMONY OR

CHILD SUPPORT PAYMENTS. WE'RE TALKING ABOUT POOR WOMEN WHO HAVE

BEEN OUT OF THE WORK FORCE AND CANNOT FIND DECENT JOBS EITHER

BECAUSE OF A LACK OF JOB SKILLS OR AN EMPLOYER'S UNWILLINGNESS

TO HIRE THEM BECAUSE THEY HAVEN'T WORKED IN YEARS OR PERHAPS

NEVER WORKED OUTSIDE OF THE HOME. THEY ARE STRUGGLING TO MAKE

ENDS MEET WITHOUT UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE, WITHOUT HEALTH

INSURANCE IN MANY CASES, AND WITHOUT JOBS.

THESE ARE NOT ONLY ELDERLY WOMEN I'M TALKING ABOUT, EVEN

THOUGH PRIME WORKING YEARS ARE USUALLY CONSIDERED TO BE UP TO

AGE 64, BUT WOMEN WHO MAY BE IN THEIR LATE 20S, 30S, OR 40S.

THEY MAY HAVE A NUMBER OF CHILDREN OR NONE AT ALL. .HOWEVER, THE

BASIC FACT IS THEY NEED TO EAT, HAVE HOUSING, MEDICAL CARE,

ETC., ALL OF WHICH THEY COULD PAY FOR IF THEY HAD A DECENT

PAYING JOB.
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THE STATISTICS ON DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS ARE SHOCKING. THE

DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS NETWORK HERE IN WASHINGTON, WHICH

REPRESENTS LOCAL PROGRAMS SERVING DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS

NATIONWIDE, IN ONE OF ITS STUDIES, INDICATES THAT WOMEN AND

CHILDREN SUFFER A 73% DECLINE IN THEIR STANDARD OF LIVING THE

FIRST YEAR AFTER A DIVORCE, WHILE MEN EXPERIENCE A 42% RISE. I

BELIEVE WE CAN ALL APPRECIATE THE INEQUITY OF THIS SITUATION,

AND IT IS OBVIOUS WHO THE VICTIMS ARE.

A 1985 CONGRESSIONAL OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT STUDY

FURTHER CONFIRMS THAT MANY DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS ARE LIVING AT OR

NEAR POVERTY LEVELS. NEARLY HALF HAD FAMILY INCOMES BELOW

$10,000. MOST OF THOSE DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS UNDER AGE 35 ARE

LIVING WITH CHILDREN AND MOST OF THEM ARE POOR. THE QUESTION IS

OBVIOUS--HOW CAN WE EXPECT CHILDREN WHO ARE BROUGHT UP IN A

POVERTY RIDDEN SINGLE PARENT HOME TO REACH THEIR FULL POTENTIAL?

A NETWORK STATUS REPORT ON DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS AND SINGLE

PARENTS IN THE UNITED STATES ALSO STATES THAT THERE ARE 11.4

MILLION DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS IN THE UNITED STATES. TWO THIRDS

OF ALL DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS ARE WIDOWS AND 30% ARE DIVORCED OR

SEPARATED. NEARLY HALF HAVE COMPLETED HIGH SCHOOL, INCLUDING

18% WHO HAVE OBTAINED SOME EDUCATION BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL. ANY

WOMAN WHO HAS SUCCEEDED IN RUNNING A HOME, BUDGETING, AND

POSSIBLY CARING FOR CHILDREN HAVE SKILLS THAT WILL FIT VERY

NICELY-IN A WORKING ENVIRONMENT OUTSIDE OF THE HOME.

IN 1983, AS WELL AS THE PAST TWO CONGRESSES, IN AN EFFORT

TO GIVE DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR MEANINGFUL

EMPLOYMENT AND JOB DIGNITY, I HAVE INTRODUCED LEGISLATION WHICH

WOULD AMEND THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE TO ALLOW EMPLOYERS A TAX

CREDIT FOR HIRING DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS. BASICALLY, THIS

LEGISLATION WOULD ESTABLISH DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS AS A TARGETED

GROUP UNDER THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT PROGRAM. MY BILL IS

INTENDED TO BE AN ENCOURAGEMENT FOR EMPLOYERS TO HIRE THOSE WHO

HAVE BEEN OUT OF THE WORK FORCE BECAUSE OF FAMILY OBLIGATIONS.
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THE PROBLEMS OF DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS ARE SIGNIFICANT AND

VERY COSTLY TO THE SOCIETY. IT ONLY STANDS TO REASON THAT IN

THESE DEFICIT-RIDDEN TIMES WE NEED PRODUCTIVE PEOPLE WHO ARE

CONTRIBUTORS TO THE COFFERS NOT RECIPIENTS OF ASSISTANCE. AN

INVESTMENT IN HELPING THESE WOMEN OBTAIN JOB SKILLS,

SELF-CONFIDENCE AND A PAID POSITION CAN ONLY ENHANCE THEIR LIVES

AND THE LIVES OF THEIR CHILDREN, NOT TO MENTION THE SAVINGS TO

TAXPAYERS.

THESE WOMEN DON'T HAVE HIGH PAID SLICK LOBBYISTS ACTING AS

THEIR ADVOCATES. THEY FALL BETWEEN THE CRACKS AND OFTEN END UP

AS VICTIMS ONCE AGAIN. THEY WANT TO WORK AND THEY NEED HELP TO

REACH THIS GOAL. WE, AS ELECTED OFFICIALS, ARE IN A POSITION

TO SEE THAT THEIR NEEDS, AND THE NEEDS OF THEIR CHILDREN ARE

ADDRESSED. I BELIEVE PASSAGE OF MY BILL CALLING FOR AN

EXPANSION OF THE TJTC PROGRAM WILL DO MUCH TO ADDRESS THE NEEDS

OF THESE "HIDDEN POOR." THIS IS AN ISSUE OF COMPASSION, GOOD

FISCAL SENSE AND PROGRESSIVE THINKING.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I URGE YOU AND THE OTHER MEMBERS OF THIS

SUBCOMMITTEE TO MOVE FORWARD ON REAUTHORIZING THE TJTC PROGRAM

AND EXPANDING IT TO INCLUDE A DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS TARGET GROUP.

AS OUR ELDERS HAVE TAUGHT US, -IF YOU GIVE A PERSON A FISH YOU

FEED THEM FOR A DAYi IF YOU TEACH A PERSON TO FISH YOU FEED THEM

FOR A LIFETIME." I BELIEVE MY LEGISLATION WILL ACCOMPLISH THIS.

ALSO, MR. CHAIRMAN, I WOULD REQUEST THAT THE TESTIMONY

PREPARED BY THE FACE LEARNING-CENTER IN LARGO, FLORIDA, BE

INSERTED IN THE RECORD. THE FACE CENTER ASSISTS DISPLACED

HOMEMAKERS TOWARD ACHIEVING PERSONAL STABILITY AND ECONOMIC

SELF-SUFFICIENCY. IT PROVIDES SERVICES IN THE AREAS OF

PRE-EMPLOYMENT TRAINING, SETTING AND ACHIEVING REALISTIC CAREER

GOALS, EDUCATIONAL PLANNING AND PROMOTION OF NON-TRADITIONAL

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES.
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THE FACE PROGRAM MAINTAINS A JOB BANK AND IF A DISPLACED

HOMEMAKER IS LUCKY ENOUGH TO FIND A JOB, FACE IS THERE TO HELP

THEM AFTER THE FACT WITH SELF-ESTEEM COUNSELING SESSIONS AND

FINANCIAL AND FAMILY ADVICE. WE ARE EXTREMELY PROUD OF THE

GOOD WORK THAT FACE IS DOING IN MY CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT AND I

BELIEVE YOU WILL FIND THEIR TESTIMONY INTERESTING.

I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO INSERT FOR THE RECORD THE DISTRIBUTION

OF THE DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS IN THE COUNTRY BY STATE. AS YOU

WILL NOTICE, SENATOR BAUCUS, THERE ARE 33,826 DISPLACED

HOMEMAKERS IN MONTANA, AND IN MY OWN STATE OF FLORIDA, THERE ARE

596,918.

THANK YOU MR. CHAIRMAN FOR PROVIDING ME WITH THIS

OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY ON TJTC AND THE NEED FOR MY LEGISLATION.
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DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS IN THE UNITED STATES BY AGE

STATES TOTAL <20 20-24 25-34 35-44 45-54
t:.

ALABAMA 227038 1308 6666 19214 16754 20942
ALASKA 9260 86 517 2681 1133 928
ARIZONA 111996 561 3041 10447 91"65 10148
ARKANSAS 130072 721 3196 11108 7766 9900
CALIFORNIA 1148759 4091 371.15 116154 116695 108997
COLORADO 172296 614 6087 34242 25006 20468
CONNECTICUT 144070 513 3618 14343 12570 11573
DELAWARE 31514 447 1158 5315 2012 2898
DIST OF COLUMBIA 50213 49 549 4514 3762 9562
FLORIDA 596918 2272 12817 43461 40951 49391
GEORGIA 290890 1243 5526 19864 32156 31212
HAWAII 26072 106. 812 4423 2011 3727
IDAHO ESTIMATED 20266 85 529 1685 1349 1534
ILLINOIS 632375 1896 41000 68493 59170 61653
INDIANA 257182 1129 9287 24328 16391 17771
IOWA 137489 824 3039 10381 6201 5647
KANSAS 112688 988 3355 8180 5320 6203--
KENTUCKY 188151: 922 5638 13958 10829 14891
LOUISIANA 223515 1123 5931 23455 20592 23004
MAINE 58445 271 1858 5891 4245 4718
MARYLAND 188792 680 5104 19865 17059 18686
MASSACHUSETTS 322274 704 7389 29376 25303 22628
MICHIGAN 445685 2868 14561 57569 40264 37206
*MINNESOTA 186376 345 3646.- 13397 9427 9757
MISSISSIPPI 123447 611 4298 11645 9760 12469
MISSOURI 267950 1272 7499 19695 15559 18884
MONTANA 33826 146 1009 2845 2352 2362
NEBRASKA 74887 179 1471 4313 7091 3467
NEVADA 29250 165 1085 3861 3214 3034
NEW HAMPSHIRE 37862 127 291 3600 3068 2390
NEW JERSEY 351628 892 6785 33073 32632 30952
NEW MEXICO 49849 351 1847 6010 4188 4936
NEW YORK 1008816 3010 23596 104261 101240 100595
NORTH CAROLINA 284956 1063 7127 30061 19480 24743
NORTH DAKOTA 28279 54 719 2783 2210 1698
OHIO 554177 1924 21858 60025 38655 47028
OKLAHOMA 173219 4376 5326 14005 14263 10832
OREGON 138693 623 4440 16584 18533 8782
PENNSYLVANIA 660559 1692 14576 54260 48058 56593
RHODE ISLAND 53867 141 1489 5465 4582 4065
SOUTH CAROLINA 158354 507 3965 21967 12027 214Z6
SOUTH DAKOTA 33209 175 875 2279 1697 1865
TENNESSEE 243427 1412 7733 21149 18317 21748
TEXAS 578355 4702 16988 65267 40387 46866
UTAH 46550 590 2341 5532 3358 2975
VERMONT 23914 167 571 2751 1620 1479
VIRGINIA 217370 872 6194 20613 17605 17817
WASHINGTON 195826 874 7921 24064 16756 14218
WEST VIRGINIA 115740 352 2419 6957 5454 8445
WISCONSIN 219449 1987 4757 16875 12025 23714
WYOMING 15166 74 492 1400 938 885

11430961 52193 340111 1123703TOTAL 941200 9976Z;2
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DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS BY AGE

55-64

ALABAMA 38971
ALASKA 1423
ARIZONA 18341
ARKANSAS 20787
CALIFORNIA 180533
COLORADO 24955'
CONNECTICUT 20721
DELAWARE 4310
DIST OF COLUMBIA 8437
FLORIDA 95463
GEORGIA 49748
HAWAII 4651
IDAHO ESTIMATED 3089
ILLINOIS 82017
INDIANA 36123
IOWA 15659
KANSAS 13577
KENTUCKY 39380
LOUISIANA 40781
MAINE 8221
MARYLAND 32450
MASSACHUSETTS 61082
MICHIGAN 63696
MINNESOTA. 37766
MISSISSIPPI 21186
MISSOURI 37174
MONTANA 5118
NEBRASKA 8672
NEVADA 4e84
NEW HAMPSHIRE 5089
NEW JERSEY 56057
NEW 0 8595
NEW YORK 154066
NORTH CAROLINA 48474
NORTH DAKOTA 3903
OHIO 83677
OKLAHOMA 22737
OREGON 17385
PENNSYLVANIA 110518
RHODE ISLAND 7721
SOUTH CAROLINA 25042
SOUTH DAKOTA 4248
TENNESSEE. 40413
TEXAS 76662
UTAH 6347
VERMONT 32)7
VIRGINIA 31212
WASHINGTON 28091
WEST VIRGINIA 186:1
WISCONSIN 29796
WYOMING 2132

1762268

>63

123183
2492

60293
76694
85174
60924
80732
15374
23340

352573
151141

10342
11995

A18146
152153
95738
75065

102533
108629
33241
94948

175792
229502.
112038'

63478
167867

19994
49694
130)7
23297

191237
23922

522048
154008

16912
301010
101680
72346
374862
Z0404
73390
2=070

132655
527483
25407
14119

12=057
103902
73482

1:31295
9195

62132.63
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Committee on Finance

Colleen Brown

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, my nam is Colleen Brown and I

am a clerical for the Dayton Hudson Department Store Company in

Minneapolis. I came here today to tell you a story about how I became a

Daytonian and how I got off of welfare through the help of TJTC.

After high school I worked for a year and half in an automotive fix-it

shop. I had to quit when I was 7 months pregnant. I was not married at

the time and had to rely on welfare in order to live. About a year

after Kristopher was born, I decided to had to find a job again. I

could only afford a part-time job because full-time day care cost so

much. I worked part-time in an automotive parts store while a friend of

mine in my apartment building took care of Kristopher. After 4 months

my friend was unable to continue to watch Kristopher so I quit. The day

I quit a friend told me about the newspaper ad for the Jobs Training

Program at Dayton Hudson Department Store Company. The ad was written

for me. It was looking for young mons, who wanted a job. They would

provided training and day care and transportation. I applied and they

accepted me. It was the start of a new beginning.

The training program taught us about career and goal setting. How to

dress for interviews, finding day care, about sexuality The most

important thing is that it taught me how to work with others. We went

on a survival retreat which taugh, !,:s to depend upon each other to get

a group project done. In my job at Dayton's in the sign shop we have to

work together to get quick jobs done for advertising. It is the same

thing.

Dayton's really helped me in alot of ways. I had to interview and get

the job. They didn't just give it to me. But Dayton's helped me get

off welfare, not the government. If they did not have a program like

this one I would still be on welfare. I got off in April of this year.

My boyfriend wanted me to get married while I was still on welfare but I

said no. I did not went him to think I married him just to get off.

This last July we got married.
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STATEMENT BY

SENATOR JUHN N. CHAFEE

IN

THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

HEARING UN EXPIRING TAX PRUVISIUNS

MARCH Z8, 1988

MR. CHAIRMAN, I WOULD LIKE TO THANK YOU FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY

TO EXAMINE SEVERAL IMPORTANT PROVISIONS OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE

LODE THAT HAVE EXPIRED OR ARE EXPIRING AT THE END OF THIS YEAR. I

BELIEVE THAT WE NEED TO CONDUCT A FULL EXAMINATION OF THE

BENEFITS AND DRAWBACKS OF THESE PROGRAMS. WE NEED TO PROVIDE SOME

GUIDANCE AS TO THE LIKELIHOOD THAT THESE PROGRAMS WILL OR WILL NOT

BE EXTENDED, ESPECIALLY FOR THOSE THAT EXPIRED AT THE END OF 198/.

THE MORTGAGE REVENUE BOND PROGRAM AND TARGETED JOBS TAX

CREDIT ARE AN IMPORTANT PART OF THE STATE HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT

PROGRAMS IN MY HOME STATE. HOME OWNERSHIP IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF

THE AMERICAN DREAM AND I BELIEVE THAT WE NEED TO CONTINUE TO

PROVIDE TAX INCENTIVES FOR PROGRAMS THAT ASSIST LOWER INCOME

AMERICANS IN ACQUIRING THEIR FIRST HOME. WE NEED TO REVERSE THE

DECLINING HOME OWNERSHIP TREND THAT HAS EXISTED SINCE 198U.

I HAVE REVIEWED THE bAU REPORT ON THE MORTGAGE REVENUE BOND

PROGRAMS AROUND THE COUNTRY. I WAS VERY DISAPPOINTED IN THE

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS OF THIS STUDY AND WAS TROUBLED BY MANY OF

THE CONCLUSIONS THAT WERE DRAWN FROM THE DATA. I UNDERSTAND THAT

THIS STUDY COVERED THE MRB PROGRAM FROM NOVEMBER, 1985 THROUGH

JUNE, 198/, AND WAS, THEREFORE, BASED ON INFORMATION, A MAJORITY OF

WHICH CAME FROM A PERIOD BEFORE THE PROGRAM WAS TARGETED TOWARDS

LOWER INCOME, FIRST-TIME HOME BUYERS.

IHE REPORT STATES THAT WITH THE ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE OF AN

ADJUSTABLE RATE MORTGAGE (ARM), /9% OF THE MKB PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS

COULD HAVE BOUGHT THE SAME'HOUSE, OR ONE WITHIN 10% OF ITS PURCHASE

PRICE, I RECEIVED A LETTER FROM MR. EDWARD E. LIND, THE PRESIDENT

OF EASTLAND SAVINGS BANK IN WOONSOCKET, RHODE ISLAND, THAT
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CONTRADICTS THIS CONCLUSION WITH REGARD TO THE RO PROGRAM IN MY

HOME STATE. MR. LIND STATES THAT /4% OF ALL APPROVED M98

APPLICANTS WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN ABLE TO OBTAIN A MORTGAGE THROUGH

ANY OF THE ALTERNATIVE SOURCES AVAILABLE AT THE EASTLAND SAVINGS

BANK. MR. CHAIRMAN, I ASK UNANIMOUS CONSENT THAT THIS LETTER FROM

MR. LIND BE INCLUDED IN THE RECORD WITH MY OPENING STATEMENT.

I HAVE RECEIVED MANY OTHER STATISTICS FROM THE RHODE ISLAND

MRB PROGRAM THAT ARE IN DIRECT CONFLICT WITH THE bAU REPORT,

HOWEVER, I WILL NOT TAKE THE TIME TO DISCUSS ALL OF THEM

INDIVIDUALLY AT THIS TIME- MR- CHAIRMAN, I WOULD LIKE TO ASK

UNANIMOUS CONSENT THAT A REPORT FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE

RHODE ISLAND HOUSING AND MORTGAGE FINANCE CORPORATION BE INCLUDED

IN THE RECORD WITH MY TESTIMONY-

I WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS MY SUPPORT FOR THE EXTENSION OF THE

TARGETED JOBS lAX CREDIT- IHE RHODE ISLAND EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

HANDLED ZSUU REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATION DURING THE JANUARY I TO

UCTOBER 21, 198b PERIOD IN WHICH THE CREDIT WAS IN LIMBO. I KNOW

THAT THIS CREDIT HAS BEEN AN EFFECTIVE INCENTIVE IN RHODE ISLAND

FOR HIRING INDIVIDUALS THAT ARE MEMBERS OF THE TARGETED GROUPS FOR

EMPLOYMENT.

IHE EXCLUSION FOR EMPLOYER-PROVIDED GROUP LEGAL SERVICES IS

ANOTHER IMPORTANT PROGRAM THAT HELPS A WIDE VARIETY OF

INDIVIDUALS TO OBTAIN NECESSARY LEGAL SERVICES. IN A TIME OF

RISING LEGAL FEES, WHEN THE COST OF ADEQUATE LEGAL REPRESENTATION

IS OUT OF REACH OF MANY INDIVIDUALS, I BELIEVE WE NEED TO EXTEND

THIS PROGRAM. HOWEVER, I BELIEVE THAT WE NEED TO EXAMINE IT

CAREFULLY, TO INSURE THAT THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO REALLY NEED

ASSISTANCE ARE BENEFITING FROM THE PROGRAM. IHIS PROGRAM MUST BE

AVAILABLE TO INDIVIDUALS AT ALL INCOME LEVELS AND JOB LEVELS WITHIN

A COMPANY, AND SHOULD NOT DISCRIMINATE IN FAVOR OF HIGHER INCOME

EMPLOYEES.

AGAIN, MR- CHAIRMAN, THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXAMINE

THESE IMPORTANT AND TIMELY ISSUES AND TO EXPRESS MY VIEWS ON THE

PROGRAMS INVOLVED.
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The Honorable John H. Chafee March 22, 1988
United States Senate
537 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Chafeei

Although I have not seen the document, I am disappointed to hear
that the GAO has recently issued a report which suggests that the
mortgages issued through tax exempt bonds by State Housing Agencies
for citizens with low and moderate income may not be effective.
As an active participant with the Rhode Island Housing and Mort-
gage Finance Corporation (RIHMFC), we at Eastland Bank have been
extremely pleased that there is a vehicle in Rhode Island in which
families with low income have been able to obtain affordable hous-
ing.

With changes in the federal law and exciting innovative programs
created by RIHNFC in recent years, we have witnessed an ever-
increasing percentage of the funds available going to the low
income people for which this program was originally created. A
review of our loan files from the most recent issue by RIHNFC
support the effectiveness of the agency. Seventy-four percent
of all the approved applicants would not have been able to obtain
a mortgage through alternative sources iailable at Eastland.
With house prices continuing to increase in Rhode Island faster
than average wages, it is apparent that without these programs
these individuals would not be able to purchase affordable housing
in the near future.

Eastland Bank strongly supports the need for tax-exempt bond issues
to fund affordable housing for low and moderate income citizens.
I would appreciate your assistance in Congress to support the
future of this worthy program.

Sincerely,

Edward E. Lind
President

EEL/et

Aebebas ... C
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The General Accounting Office (GAO) has produced a report
evaluating the Mortgage Revenue Bond Program. The GAO report is
based on data from a sample of MRB assisted mortgages and the
first-time home buyers in the 1983 American Housing Survey. In
response to this report, Rhode Island Housing and Mortgage Finance
Corporation has evaluated its entire portfolio of mortgages since
the tax reform act. The Rhode Island data contain all mortgages
made between January 1986 and February 1988.

In all cases the GAO data and tables were replicated adding
the Rhode Island portfolio. These are attached to the conclusions
which follow:

The GAO found little difference between the income of
assisted and non-assisted first time homebuyers. In contrast,
RIHMFC-assisted households have incomes that are substantially
lower than those of the national sample, despite the fact that
Rhode Island's median income is higher than the national average.
In addition, these incomes in most cases are a result of two-
worker households.

The GAO stated that since income increases greatly between
the ages of 25 and 35, families simply needed to delay home
purchases. Our portfolio indicates that a full 66% of our
assisted borrowers were in low skill occupations with little room
for advancement and wages typically tied to the minimum. Another
23% were in higher skilled occupations, such as teachers and
health care providers, with a long history of low wages. A full
80% of the Rhode Island borrowers will, in all likelihood, -ever
exceed the State's median income.

The GAO characterized assisted borrowers as younger than
unassisted first time homebuyers. In addition, the GAO claimed
that 50% of the assisted were unmarried The majority of Rhode
Island's assisted purchasers are age 30 or over and have one or
more children. Unlike the GAO survey, the majority of our
recipients were not single, and many of the single recipients were
working women with dependent children.

The GAO sta d that the majority of assisted buyers would
hav, been able,; "purchase their homes using conventional
financing, and asserted that the remaining households could have
gotten conventional financing if they had found homes 10-12% less
expensive than the ones they purchased. Our analysis indicates
that in Rhode Island, a full 80% of those who were assisted could
not halYe purchased a home without the MRB program. Rhode Island
Housing targets houses with purchase prices far below the median
price ($89,000 as opposed to $119,000). There are two problems
with GAO's contention about buyers being able to afford a home
purchased at 10-12% less.

1) Our data indicate that even at purchase prices 10-12%
lower, 73% of the households we served would still not
have quali ied for a conventional mortgage.

2) Our purchase price limits are already so low that if
they were reduced by 10-12% almost no homes would be
available in that price range. Only 4% of the homes
available last year were in this reduced range.

The GAO suggested that simply by postponement of the home
purchase, all assisted purchasers would be able to buy with
conventional financing. The Rhode Island housing market has been
devastating for first-time home buyers. Prices increased 39.5% in
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one year. In addition, a rental shortage has boosted rents 181%
3ince 1980. Delaying the purchase has made homeownershil2 out of
the Question for many R',ode Iglanders as prices have risen six
times faster than incomes. We might add that Rhode Island
borrowers have to spend 28% of their income just to rent an
average apartment; this doesn't make it easy to save the
additional 25% of income needed for a 5% downpayment on the
average home in Rhode Island.

Currently only 23% of all Rhode Islanders have family incomes
over $43,000, the income needed to purchase the median priced home
in the State.

In conclusion, our analysis shows that without the Mortgage
Revenue Bond Program homeownership will not be attainable for a
vast majority of Rhode Islanders. The impact of sunset of MRB
authority would be devastating to the State of Rhode Island.

Chart 1 First-time Homebuyer Income Comparison
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Rhode Island Housing Comments:

*Rhode Island Statewide median: 1987 /31,200
" Median Income: RIHMFC assisted $22,951 or 73%-of RI median.
" Over 75% of the Married recipients had two incomes.

Conclusion:
The GAO found little difference between the income of

assisted and non-assisted first time homebuyers. In contrast, the
Rhode Island portfolio indicates that RIHMFC assisted incomes were
substantially lower than those of the national sample, despite the
fact that Rhode Island's median income is higher than the national
average. In addition, these incomes in most cases are a result of
two-worker households.

Chart 2 Occupation of Head of Household
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Rhode Island Housing Comments:

* The majority of RIHMFC recipients, 66% were employed as
laborers or lower level clerical and service workers. Many were
restaurant workers. Traditionally these have been low wage
positions with little opportunity for advancement and or wage
increases exceeding the cost of living index.

e An additional 23% of recipients were employed as school
teachers or technicians, in particular many were X-Ray and health
care technicians. While these occupations require a great deal of
skill, wage levels are traditionally below the median.

* A full 80% of the recipients will in all probability never
exceed the Statewide median income.

Conclusions:
The GAO stated that since income increases greatly between

the ages of 25 and 35, families simply needed to delay home
purchases. The Rhode Island portfolio indicates that a full 66%
of recipients were in low skill occupations with little room for
advancement and wages typically tied to the minimum. Another 23%
were in highly skilled occupations, such as teachers and health
care providers, with a long history of low wages. A full 80% of
the Rhode Island portfolio will, in all likelihood, never exceed
the State's median income.

Chart 3 Age Distribution
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Rhode Island Housing Comments:
• RIHMFC recipients median age was 30 years.
" There were no recipients under the age of 20 years.

Conclusion:
The GAO characterized the MRB assisted as younger than

unassisted first time homebuyers. The Rhode Island portfolio
indicates that they are no-younger than the unassisted national
portfolio, with a median age of 30 years.

Char 4 Ability to Purchase
R**MFC
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Rhode Island Housing Comments:

• Even if recipients were to reduce by 12% the cost of the
home purchased, only a total of 27% would be able to qualify for
either an ARM or Fixed mortgage.

e A 12% cost reduction would bring the purchase price down to
$66,000 only 3.7% of Rhode Island homes sold at or below this
figure in 1987.

e Over half of Rhode Island recipients were married with at
least one child and 30 years of age or older.

Conclusion:
The GAO stated that the majority of assisted buyers could

have purchased using conventional financing and all others could
have purchased a 10-12% less expensive home using conventional
financing. In addition the GAO claimed that 50% of the assisted
were unmarried.

The Rhode Island portfolio indicates that a full 80% of those
assisted could not purchase without the MRB Program. Even
reducing the purchase price by 12% a full 73% could not purchase
without the MRB program. This 12% reduction results in a purchase
price so low that fewer than 4% of the homes in the State would be
available.

The Rhode Island portfolio indicates that the majority of
purchasers are age 30 or over and have one or more children.
Unlike the GAO survey the majority of our recipients were not
single, however, many of the single recipients were working women
with dependent children.

Chart 5: Rhode Island Percentage Increase of Home Prices,
Income and CPI 1982-1986
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Rhode Island Housing Comment:

* The average purchase price of $75,156 for RIHMFC assisted
is only 63% of the current statewide median purchase price.

& Only 6.2% of the homes sold in Rhode Island in 1987 were at
or below the average.RIHMFC purchase price.

* The median priced home in Rhode Island sold for $119,000
in 1987.

* The average purchase price of a home in Rhode Island has
risen six times faster than median incomes in the state.
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* The state has a shortage of rental units in excess of
12,000 currently, which has caused rents to increase over 181%
since 1980.

* The average rent in Rhode Island is so high that our
average recipient has to devote 28% of income to rent an
apartment. It would take another 26% of income to make a 5%
downpayment on an average home. In one year the average purchase
price of a home in Rhode Island increased by 39.5%. It is clear
that without the Mortgage Revenue Bond Program, those assisted
would in all likelihood never become homeowners.

* To purchase the average home in Rhode Island with a
conventional mortgage requires a minimum income of $43,222
currently. Only 23% of all Rhode Islanders have a family income
over $43,000.

* Only 9% of loans were for new construction, mainly
condominiums.

* Only 75% of loans were for single family detached homes.

Conclusion:
The GAO found that 40% of the loans were for new construction

and 90% were for single family detached homes.

The Rhode Island portfolio was substantially different with
only 9% new construction, the majority of which were attached
condominiums, and only 75% single family detached homes.

The GAO suggested that simply by postponing the home
purchase, all assisted purchases would be able to buy with
conventional financing.

The Rhode Island housing market has been devastating for
first-time home buyers. Prices increases 39.5% in one year. In
addition, a rental shortage has boosted rents 181% since 1980.
The Rhode Island assisted have to spend 28% of their income just
to rent an average apartment, this doesn't make it easy to save
the additional 25% of income needed for a 5% downpayment on the
average home in Rhode Island. Delaying the purchase has made
homeownership out of the question for many Rhode Islanders as
prices have risen six times faster than incomes.

Only 23% of all Rhode Islanders have family incomes over
$43,000, the income needed to purchase the median priced home in
the State.

In conclusion, our analysis shows that without the Mortgage
Revenue Bc-nd Program homeownership will not be attainable for a
vast majority of Rhode Islanders. The long term impact of this
situation would be devastating to the State of Rhode Island.

91-401 0 - 89 - 4
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TESTIONY OF

DAVID C. COOKE
DEPUTY TO THE CHAIRMAN

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
MASHINGTON, D.C.

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcomittee. I am David

Cooke, Deputy to the Chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

("FDIC"). I appreciate the opportunity to testify today on an issue of

importance to this nation's federal deposit insurance funds.

My appearance here today is for two purposes. First, I urge the

Congress to extend the tax provisions governing the tax treatment of financial

assistance transactions and reorganizations of troubled thrift institutions by

the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation ("FSLIC"). The FSLIC is

working diligently to solve the serious problems it faces. The stability of

our financial system and public confidence in that system requires that every

effort be made to minimize the cost to the FSLIC insurance fund. Extending

these tax provisions will provide a significant benefit for the FSLIC as it

proceeds with its important task.

Second, I also recommend that those same provisions be extended to

comparable transactions of the FDIC. Extension of these provisions to the

FDIC will eliminate present confusion concerning the tax treatment of these

transactions and permit the FDIC to more effectively perform its role in the

financial system. This can be done, we believe, while producing a net

positive impact on the budget due to the reduction in outlays for the FDIC.

The FDIC was established by Congress in 1933 for the primary purpose of

restoring public confidence in banks by establishing a system of federal

deposit insurance. The FDIC fund currently insures the deposits of millions

of Americans in over 14,000 commercial and savings banks. The FDIC has served

the nation and this nation's bank depositors well throughout the 55 years of

its existence.
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He now are facing the greatest challenge in the history of the FDIC.
During 1987. 184 banks failed and 19 more required assistance in order to stay

open. This is the greatest number of bank failures and assistance

transactions in any single-year since the FDIC began operation. The record

184 failures in 1987 eclipsed the prior record of 138 bank failures in 1986,

which was up from 116 in 1985. These numbers are in clear contrast to an

average of about 10 closings per year throughout most of the post-World War II

period. The FDIC is experiencing another record or near record year in 1988

and does not foresee a significant reduction in its responsibilities in the

foreseeable future.

Lot me briefly explain the FDIC's role in a bank failure. The

determination of whether an insured.bank is insolvent is made by the

Comptroller of the Currency in the case of national banks and-by the state

banking authority in the cass of staty chartered banks. Typically, after such

a determination has been made and the bank is closed, the FDIC is appointed

receiver for the failed bank.

When a bank's failure is imminent, the FDIC must consider how it will

discharge its obligations as both the insurer of the bank's deposits and the

likely receiver of the failed bank. Although the response of the FDIC to each

possible bank failure has its own unique characteristics, there are generally

three categories of alternatives available. First, theFDIC can consider

direct financial assistance to keep the bank from failing. This approach is

available only if the Board of Directors of the FDIC finds that the assistance

required Is less costly to the FDIC fund than any other alternatives available

to the FDIC or that continued operation of the bank s essential to provide

adequate banking service in the community. When financial assistance is

provided to keep a bank open, outside investors usually join with the FDIC in

recapitalizing the bank to insure its continued viability.

The second alternative available to the FDIC is a direct payoff of the

insured deposits. In this situation the bank is closed and the FDIC is named

receiver. The depositors are paid off up to the $100,000 limit of insurance
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protection and the institution is liquidated. Depositors above the insurance

limit are paid, to the extent possible, only after the failed bank's assets

are liquidated. A variation of a direct payoff is when insured deposits are

transferred to another bank which acts as paying agent for the FDIC. A direct

payoff is the least desirable, and usually most costly, alternative. It

results In an interruption of vital banking services to the community served

by the failed bank. In addition, because the failed bank's main office and

branches are permanently closed, virtually all of the failed bank's employees

lose their jobs.

The third and-most prevalent alternative is a "purchase and assumption"

transaction. Under this alternative, which can be structured in several ways,

a healthy bank assumes all of the failed bank's deposit liabilities, Including

uninsured deposits, and agrees to acquire some or all of the failed bank's

assets. The assuming bank receives an infusion of cash from the FDIC to make

up the difference between the value of the assets and the liabilities

assumed. The current FDIC policy is to try to arrange, wherever possible,

so-called "whole bank transactions where the assuming bank acquires all of

the assets of the failed bank, including the bad loans.

A new temporary solution now available to the FDIC is a "bridge bank."

In this case, the FDIC can operate the failed institution, for up to three

years, until a buyer can be found.

Under current law, these various categories of assistance transactions

have uncertain, but significant, tax consequences. The Congress has

under consideration an extension of several tax provisions which apply to

financial assistance payments and reorganizations of failed or failing thrift

institutions by the FSLIC. These provisions are scheduled to expire

December 31, 1988. The FDIC strongly supports legislation to either extend

or make permanent those provisions for the FSLIC.

The FDIC performs a role with respect to the banking sector that is

comparable to the FSLIC's responsibilities relative to the thrift industry.
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Like the FSLIC, the FDIC now faces serious stresses due .to the record volume

of bankrfailures. Thus, to the extent that the Congress extends-the FSLIC's

tax provisions, the FDIC recommends that these same provisions be made

applicable to the FDIC.

We believe that extending these provisions to the FDIC would have

important and positive ramifications for the FOIC, the banking system and the

nation. The provisions would reduce the confusion relating to the tax

treatment of FOIC assistance, thus facilitating the most efficient resolution

to a bank insolvency. They would reduce the cost of assistance and purchase

and assumption transactions, thereby helping to preserve the insurance fund.

The resulting increased use of assistance or purchase and assumption

transactions would enhance the stability of the banking system and help insure

adequate banking services to all comunities.

The FDIC is very aware that cost is an important concern. Extending

these provisions to the FDIC will have the net effect of reducing the deficit,

because the benefits largely would accrue to the deposit insurance fund. We

estimate that yearly reductions in FDIC outlays could range from $435 million

to $870 million. Moreover, while the reduction in FDIC outlays would be

recognized fully at the time of the transaction, any tax revenue cost would be

stretched out over a number of years. In the final analysis, we believe the

reduction in outlays will exceed whatever tax revenue cost is associated with

these provisions.

Generally, there arethree provisions,being sought. The first

provision, Section 597 of the Code, specifically clarifies that FSLIC

assistance payments, whether provided through a note or other instrument,

are not includable in income of the assisted institution. In addition,

Section 597 provides that no reduction in the basis of assets of the recipient

institution will occur as a result of the receipt of such assistance.

Section 597 was enacted by the Congress in 1981 to clarify the tax

treatment of FSLIC assistance. Extending the application of Section 597 to
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FbIC assistance transactions will eliminate the confusion that often arises

concerning the tax treatment of these transactions. The law in this area is

unclear and the transactions frequently are complicated. The FDIC assistance

may be structured in a variety of forms including, but not limited to, direct

cash infusion, the purchase of notes or the purchase of non-voting preferred

stock. Because these transactions often must be consummated quickly, parties

to the transaction usually assume the worst-case tax result, thus driving up

the cost to the FDIC of rescuing a bank.

This provision would facilitate purchase and assumption transactions

and interim bridge bank transactions. These methods of handling bank failures

are highly preferable to closing the bank and paying off the insured

depositors with the concurrent loss of jobs and banking services in the

community. Moreover, such an approach minimizes the negative impact on public

confidence in the banking system and thus helps stabilize the banking industry.

The second expiring provision, Section 368(a)(3)(D)(ii) of the Code,

provides that a FSLIC assistance transaction may qualify as a tax free

reorganization provided that certain requirements are satisfied. FSLIC must

certify that the institution is insolvent, that it cannot meet its obligations

currently or that it will be unable to meet its obligations in the immediate

future. Zn addition, substantially all liabilities of the failed institution

must be assumed by the acquiring institution.

This section was originally enacted in 1981 to eliminate ambiguity with

respect to the continuity of interest requirements which apply generally to
tax free reorganizations. It represents a significant benefit to the FSLIC in
merging troubled thrift institutions with healthy thrifts. If extended to the
FDIC, it would perform a similar beneficial role by significantly improving
prospects for a purchase and assumption transaction in a given case, rather

than a depositor pay-off and liquidation of the failed bank.

The third expiring provision is Section 382()(5)(F). It provides

rules governing the treatment of net operating losses of a failed thrift
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Institution with_deposit liabilitts that have been assumed by a healthy

thrift. As a general rue, current law provides special rules for the

preservationof net operating losses in Chapter 11 bankruptcy situations.

The rules provided by Section 382(l)(6)(F) make it easier for the receiver of

failed thrift inStitutions'to preserve the failed thrift's net operating

losses and therebyreducethe cost to the'insufance fund. The FDIC would

propose that If these provisions are to be extended, their benefits also be.

made applicable to similar transacttens by the FDIC. ,

Mr. Chairman, I would like to raise one additional issue not

encompassed by the FSLIC provisions. He would like to suggest that the

Congress consider an administrative proposal to facilitate the access of the

FDIC, as the receiver of failed institutions, to tax refunds to which the FDXC

is entitled. This proposal addresses a problem which arises where the FDIC

becomes receiver of a bank which was previously part of a bank holding company

filing a consolidated federal income tax return. Under our proposal, the FDIC

would be permitted to seek directly the refund to which it is otherwise

entitled as receiver for the bank by permitting the FDIC to terminate the

consolidation and file for the refund directly. This would eliminate a

problem frequently faced by the FDIC when the representatives of the holding

company of a failed bank seek refunds which are properly due to the failed

bank and dissipate them before the FDIC can recover the funds.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for allowing me to testify on this issue; We

are available to provide whatever assistance you require in-considering these

proposals.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN "JACK" CURRAN, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
LABORERS' INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH AMERICA, AFL-CIO

March 28, 1988

Mr. Chairman#- my name is John Curran and I am Legislative

Director of the Laborers' International Union of North America,

AFL-CIO.

The Laborers' International Union strongly supports pending

legislation which would reinstate and make permanent the exclusion

from employee taxable income of contributions by employers to group

legal service plans under Section 120 of the Internal Revenue Code.

Our Union is uniquely qualified to testify on issues affecting

this important benefit for workers. Beginning as far back as 1971,

we pioneered in the development of group legal service plans in the

belief that access to legal services was as important to our members

as medical care and pension benefits.

Seventeen years later, we are convinced that we made the right

decision. Thousands of workers every year find that they are able

to get competent legal help through negotiated group legal services

plans on serious family, financial, housing and consumer problems.

Workers, whose family incomes would not otherwise allow them the

luxury of retaining a lawyer, are able through these plans to use

the justice system to assert their rights and seek remedies.

What we have been able to accomplish through qualified group

legal service plans is precisely what Congress intended when it

enacted Section i20 in 1976. By placing legal services in the same

tax category as other statutory benefits, it established the public

policy principle that employers and unions should be encouraged to

work out means to make basic legal services available to workers&

Section 120 was originally enacted as a five-year experiment.

Policy makers were concerned about whether the benefit would wind

up accruing only to highly-pa~.d executives, whether employer con-

tzibutions would be insufficient to finance the arrangement and

whether inflationary pressures would escalate the cost of legal

service plans as has happened in the case of medical care.
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But in considering Section 120's fate in 1981, Congress agreed

that-none of these evils manifested themselves during the five-year

trial period. In fact, legal service plans were shown to benefit

low and moderate income workers on a non-discriminatory basis. The

modest funding formula used to finance these plans not only was shown

to provide more than adequate financial support, but costs barely in-

creased during the period. In light of this record, Congress enacted

legislation to extend the provision for three more years. It re-

affirmed its position in 1984 with a one-year extension and again in

1986 with a two-year retroactive extension as part of the Tax Reform

Act.

The result? There are now approximately 2.5 million workers

covered by qualified group legal service plans at an average cost of

$89 per worker per year. Since these plans also provide access to

essential legal services for family members, a total of 6.3 million

Americans are now affected by the Congressional policy which Section

120 embodies.

Mr. Chairman, as many members of this sub-committee know, I have

been involved in supporting this concept on behalf of the Laborers'

Union for over 15 years. In my many discussions with members of

Congress over the years, I have found no substantial opposition to

the idea of group legal service benefits for workers. Moreover,

in addressing the issue of Section 120's permanence in 1981, 1984,

1985, and 1986, our Union's position has enjoyed the unqualified

support of other national and international unions, the AFL-CIO,

the legal profession, the insurance industry and consumer groups.

With this record of support both from within Congress and

underwriters of group legal service plans, why then do I find my-

self appearing before you today asking for the permanent reinstate-

ment of this widely supported provision of the tax code? The answer

to this question in reality deals not with the merit of Congress's

judgement in enacting and repeatedly extending Section 120.

Rather, in considering this issue, we find ourselves caught up

in a debate about whether allowing Section 120 to expire will con-
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tribute to alleviating the federal budget deficit. The Office of

Management and Budget estimates that the tax expenditure associated

with Section 120 is $75 million for 1987. Assuming that this figure

is accurate, we take the position that the provision of legal ser-

vices to 6.3 million Americans is certainly worth 0.0075% of the

federal budget.

But more importantly, the entire argument that the elimination

of Section 120 would cause the treasury to recoup even this small

amount of tax revenue is based upon a false assumption. Those who

would make this argument assume that absent statutory employee bene-

fit status, employers would continue to make taxable contributions

to group legal servictiplans or would alternatively shift the amount

of the contribution to other forms of taxable compensation.

However, I can tell you that in today's world of scarce benefit

dollars, this outcome is improbable. Union and employers see statu-

tory employee benefits as an efficient means of providing those basic

health and welfare serves which enable the worker to remain on the

job and productive. Our long experience In collective bargaining

tells us that in the absence of Section 120, both employers and our

negotiators will reallocate legal service plans pre-tax employer con-

tributions to the remaining statutory benefits rather than to taxable

compensation.

The net result, then, of Section 120's demise? 2.5 million

workers and members of their families now covered by legal service

plans would lose their Legal service coverage, hundreds of employers

and unions now looking at this inexpensive and non-inflationary bene-

fit would abandon their efforts in favor of higher cost options, and

the Federal government would net not one dime of additional revenue.

Mr. Chairman, the Laborers' International Union has worked long

and hard to establish wage rates, working conditions and fringe bone-

fits which allow our members to lead productive lives and to enjoy

the rights, privileges and benefits which our American society offers

to all its citizens. Congress has wisely provided a statutory frame-

work under the tax laws which support the underlying philosophy of
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our efforts. Section 120 is part of that framework -- one which has

proven effective in carrying out public policy without adding to the

cost of government.

We therefore urge-that legislation which would reinstate and

make permanent Section 120 currently before both Houses of Congress,

S. 2119 in the Senate and H.R. 1810 in the House, be adopted as swift-

ly as possible to preserve a law whose demise benefits no one.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR PETE V. DOMENICI -

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

ON MORTGAGE REVENUE BONDS

MARCH 28, 1988

Mr Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, ,I want to thank

you for the opportunity to share my views with you today. I would

like to make a brief statement in support of tax exempt mortgage

revenue bonds.

States and local governments have issued tax exempt bonds to

finance home ownership for more than a decade. Under current law,

the Federal government will no longer treat interest on these

bonds as tax exempt after the end of this year. I believe that

the mortgage bond program should be continued and that the

termination date in the current law should be repealed.

We have a growing problem in the country Mr. Chairman, and

that is the problem of housing affordability. A report issued by

Harvard University documents this fact. It finds that there has

been a sharp increase since 1980 in the number of Americans who

cannot afford adequate housing.

The Harvard researchers stressed that the housing problems of

different groups are interrelated. Young families who cannot

afford to buy homes have stayed in rental housing, which has

pushed up rents and squeezed out lower income renters. This in

turn has contributed to the problem of homelessness.

In this environment, I find it remarkable that we are once

again questioning whether to continue the tag exemption on
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mortgage bonds. It seems to me we need this first-time homebuyer

program now, more than ever.

It is not a choice between this and some other program. This

is the only choice we have. We all know there is no room in the

budget for any new direct spending program for homeownership.

Even without the constraints on the spending side of the

budget, I would still support mortgage revenue bonds. That is

because it is the one housing program we have which relies

exclusively on state and local governments. I believe it is the

one of the best examples of federalism around.

Now I understand that the Joint Committee on Taxation has

produced a preliminary estimate which shows that continuing

mortgage bonds would reduce the revenue of the federal government

by $10 million in FY 1989 and some $845 million over five years.

Let me make it clear that I would not support extending this or

any other expiring provision without an appropriate offset. But I

also question the basis for the estimate in this case. v

The 1986 Tax Reform Act sets a state ceiling for "private

activity bonds" and included mortgage bonds under that cap. We

imposed a volume cap because of concern about an explosion in

tax-exempt financing for all sorts of purposes. The thinking

seemed to be that state and local governments had an insatiable

appetite for these programs which could only be contained with a

volume cap.

Now as I understand it, the estimate produced by the Joint

Tax Committee assumes that, if the tax exemption on mortgage bonds

is eliminated, states will not issue up to their cap. This strikes

me as highly questionable. If there is so little demand for

tax-exempt financing, then why did we impose a cap at all?
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Most people believe that the ceilings established in the 1986

act will in fact constrain state and local bond programs. That

was not the case in 1987 because of the transition problems. But

past history suggests that states would find other uses for tax

exempt financing under the cap, which means there would be no

revenue effect.

On balance, I believe that the decision made in the 1986 tax

bill was a wise one -- put all private activity bonds in one pot,

set a limit, and let the states decide how to use it. I believe

that encouraging homeownership is as important a public purpose as

any.

Mr. Chairman, we have been grappling with the issue of

tax-exempt financing for home ownership since the 1970's. We have

encumbered state and local issuers with new and increasingly

tighter restrictions in 1980, 1984, and again in 1986. Now we

should leave the program alone and let it operate.

Mr. Chairman and members of subcommittee, I urge you not to

let this tax exemption on mortgage bonds lapse.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN HEINZ

MR. CHAIRMAN: I. WELCOME THIS OPPORTUNITY TO COMMENT ON THE
EXPIRING PROVISIONS IN THE TAX CODE.

WHILE I SUPPORT NEARLY ALL OF THE EXPIRING
PROVISIONS, I WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS TWO OF THE
PROVISIONS, TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDITS, AND THE EXCLUSION FOR
EMPLOYER-PROIOIED'GROUP- LEGAL SERVICES. TARGETED JOBS TAX
CREDITS WAS ORIGINALLY ENACTED IN 197a. WE HAVE HAD TO EXTEND
THE BILL EVERY COUPLE OF YEARS SINCE THEN. AS THE AUTHOR OF
THE EXTENDER BILLS, I HAVE BEEN ONE OF ITS STRONGEST
ADVOCATES. IT IS TIME WE MADE THE PROVISION PERMANENT.
S. 684 WOULD MAKE THE PROVISION PERMANENT.

ONE OF THE FEW SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMS TO INDUCE THE
PRIVATE SECTOR TO EMPLOY AND TRAIN THE STRUCTURALLY UNEMPLOYED
IS THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT PROGRAM (TJTC). IN 1985
ALONE, THE PROGRAM RESULTED IN OVER 625,000 PEOPLE GAINING
EMPLOYMENT - MOST OF WHOM WERE ON FEDERAL OR STATE ASSISTANCE
PROGRAMS OR CAME FROM ECONOMICALLY DISTRESSED FAMILIES.

TJTC ENCOURAGES EMPLOYERS TO HIRE A SELECT TARGETED
GROUP OF PEOPLE, AND PROVIDES A CREDIT EQUAL TO 40% OF THE
FIRST $6,000 OF QUALIFIED FIRST'-YEAR WAGES PAID TO THIS GROUP.
THIS GROUP CONSIST OF 1. VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
REFERRALS; 2. ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED YOUTHS AGED 18
THROUGH 24; 3. ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED VIETNAM-ERA
VETERANS; 4. SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME (SSI) RECIPIENTS;
5. GENERAL ASSISTANCE RECIPIENTS; 5. GENERAL ASSISTANCE
RECIPIENTS; 6. ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION STUDENTS AGED 16 THROUGH 19; 7. ECONOMICALLY
DISADVANTAGED FORMER CONVICTS; 8. AID TO FAMILIES WITH
DEPENDENT CHILDREN (AFDC) RECIPIENTS AND WORK INCENTIVE (WIN)
REGISTRANTS; AND 9. THE ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED SUMMER
YOUTH EMPLOYEES AGED 16 TO 17. TARGETED GROUP MEMBERSHIP MUST
BE CERTIFIED.

BECAUSE THE ABOVE GROUP HAVE HAD LITTLE IF ANY WORK
EXPERIENCE, PRIVATE SECTOR EMPLOYERS ARE OFTEN UNWILLING TO
EXPEND THE RESOURCES NECESSARY TO TRAIN THEM UNLESS THEY
RECEIVE SOME ASSISTANCE. THE CREDIT ENCOURAGES EMPLOYERS TO
HIRE STRUCTURALLY UNEMPLOYED AND OVERLOOK CHARACTERISTIC
OBSTACLES SUCH AS TARDINESS, ABSENTEEISM, OR PHYSICAL AND
MENTAL HANDICAPS DURING THE FIRST WEEKS OF WORK.

I HAVE HELD SEVERAL HEARINGS ON THIS SUBJECT, AND
HEARD TESTIMONY FROM THE INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE OBTAINED
EMPLOYMENT BECAUSE OF TJTC. THESE INDIVIDUALS TOLD HOW THEY
HAD LOOKED REPEATEDLY FOR JOBS, AND WERE UNSUCCESSFUL. THEY
TOLD ME THAT IF HADN'T BEEN FOR TJTC, THEY WOULD STILL BE
LOOKING FOR JOBS. TJTC INVOLVES NO RED TAP FOR THE EMPLOYERS,
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AND YET IT PROVIDES THE INCENTIVE NEEDED TO GIVE THIS GROUP OF
PEOPLE A CHANCE.

THE COMMITTEE WILL ALSO HEAR TESTIMONY TODAY
REGARDING THE EXCLUSION FOR EMPLOYER-PROVIDED GROUP LEGAL
SERVICES. SENATOR MOYNIHAN AND I INTRODUCED S. 2119, WHICH
WOULD MAKE SECTION 120 OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE PERMANENT.
THAT PROVISION, WHICH WAS ORIGINALLY ENACTED IN 1976, PROVIDED
FAVORABLE TAX TREATMENT FOR EMPLOYER-PAID LEGAL SERVICES
PLANS. IT EXPIRED AT THE END OF 1987.

LEGAL SERVICE PLANS FILL AN IMPORTANT NEED YET THEIR
COST IS VERY MODEST. EMPLOYER PROVIDED GROUP LEGAL SERVICES
HAS PROVEN ITS EFFECTIVENESS IN STIMULATING THE GROWTH OF
LEGAL SERVICE PLANS AT MINIMAL COST IN FOREGONE REVENUE.
ABOUT 10 MILLION PEOPLE ARE PRESENTLY COVERED BY A PLAN. IN
1983 THE REVENUE LOSS WAS ONLY $25 MILLION. LEGAL SERVICE
PLANS HAVE SHOWN THAT THEY DESERVE EQUAL TAX TREATMENT WITH
OTHER STATUTORY FRINGE BENEFITS.

WHILE, I HAVE ONLY DISCUSSED 2 OF THE BILLS BEING
DISCUSSED HERE TODAY, I WANT TO ASSURE EVERYONE, THAT I,
SUPPORT THE EXTENDER BILLS FOR MORTGAGE REVENUE BONDS,
EMPLOYER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE ACT AND THE RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPEMENT TAX CREDIT. ALL OF THESE ITEMS NEED TO BE
EXTENDED IN A TIMELY FASHION.

THANK YOU MR. CHARIMAN.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN F. KERRY
BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

MARCH 28, 1988

Mr. Chairman, I would like to commend you for scheduling
a hearing on this important issue, namely, the future of the
Mortgage Revenue Bond Program.

Owning your own home has long been a part of the classic
American Dream. In the Housing Act of 1949, Congress
established as national policy the goal of providing "a
decent home and suitable living environment for every
American." That promise has been reiterated by every single
housing act passed by the Congress since that date.

With affordable housing, families are stable and can
raise healthy, happy children. First time homeowners are
able to develop equity, as well as forward looking, future
oriented, saving and investment habits. Strong families
build communities with pride, pride which is needed for many
American middle and lower income neighborhoods to bounce back
from their ills and to prosper.

The MRB program is vital because it puts otherwise
unaffordable housing within reach for many low and middle9
income Americans. MRBs help American Dreams become American
realities. With the MRB program, we continue the commitment
the Federal Government made to housing in the post-war era.
Of course, the commitment I am talking about is the VA loan
program, with which millions of Americans were provided with
below market rate loans and down payment opportunities.

As you are aware, many middle and lower income Americans
are finding it harder and harder to find affordable housing
today in the 80's. MRBs have served well as a solution, but
the program is now in jeopardy. I am here today to impress
upon the committee the urgency of extending this program
until 1992, as the bill (S. 1522) allows.

This urgency comes from the growing disparity between
housing costs and incomes in the United States. In 1949, the
average 30 year old man could carry a median-price home for
14% of his gross monthly pay, and over the next ten years he
would see his income increase by 63% in real terms. However,
a similar 30 year old man in 1973 paid 21% of his monthly pay
for a median house, and on average saw no increase in salary
after inflation.

But by 1984, this disparity had grown to truly shocking
proportions. The average-income 30 year old, earning $17,520
annually, had to devote a Tull 44% of his gross monthly
income to carry a median-price home. Certainly the situation
for those earning less than median incomes must be taken even
more seriously.

In my home state of Massachusetts, a man or woman like
the one used in these examples would be a prime target for
our MRB program. In Massachusetts, the Massachusetts Housing
Finance Agency uses the tax exempt bonds to finance low
interest mortgage loans, among other things. Additionally,
the Agency arranges down payments for homebuyers that are
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traditionally lower than the market rate'payments. In fact,
between 1985 and 1987, 57% of buyers in the program made
downpayments of less than 10%.

The Agenoy also combines MRB proceeds with other private
and public funds to finance the Homeownership Opportunity
Program. Money from this program can reduce Agency loans by
as much as three percent.

The Homeownership program also encourages developers to
build cheaper homes, so that they are affordable for those in
still lower income brackets. Comntnltities themselves help out
with these efforts by speeding up building permit
applications, rezoning, and contributing property.

-In a development created with Homeownership Opportunity
Program money, at least 30% of the homes are designed to-cout
an average of $75,000 or less; This price is affordable to
those earning between $20,000 and 030,000 annually. The
homes are then kept affordable for future buyers with resale
restrictions.

Building has not yet begun on most of these
Homeownership Opportunity developments, since the program
began only recently in 1986. However, the Massachusetts
Housing Agency has said they have already received
applications for 99 projects. If we in Congress do not
continue-the existence of MRBs, from which the Opportunity
Program gets needed funding, the completion of these
developments will be threatened.

Of course, there are many other reasons for Congress to
extend the MRB program. Chief among them is the fact that
MRBs are a sound economic investment. According to figures
the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency supplied to me,
drawn from their own studies and those of the National
Council of State Housing Agencies, every $1 billion issued in
MRBs results in financing for over 9000 new homes. This
construction can create nearly 12,000 jobs, as well as
upwards of $85 million in federal tax revenues and $15
million in state and local tax revenues. A study by the
Massachusetts Agency shows that in our state, building 1000
homes creates about 650 jobs, $6.5 million in federal tax
revenues and $4 million in local.

But the most important beneficiaries of the MRB program
are the people themselves. Two thirds of the recipients of
MRB loans in Massachusetts are between the ages of 25 and 35.
This age group is important, because in this group first time
home buyers are usually found.

These people are forming families and launching
careers. They do not have the resources to make the massive
down payments and keep up with the high interest rates that
they would encounter on the open housing market. Indeed,
three quarters of the borrowers in the Massachusetts program
earn less than the median income.

But when we discuss first time homebuyers, one of the
targets of the MRB program, we find ourselves agzin
discussing economics. Kent Colton, the executive director of
the National Association of Home Builders, said in a February
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Better Homes and Gardens article on America's Commitment to
Housing, "Without first-time buyers, the whole housing chain
breaks down... We need them to buy our homes so we can move
up."

Economics come up again when we consider that the New
England experience could occur in other parts of the
country. Boston Mayor Raymond Flynn says the greatest threat
to New England's economy is the lack of affordable housing.
As explained in a January 31st article in the Boston Globe,
corporations are considering contracting some of their work
outside of New England. The reason: New England lacks the
workers the corporations need. Workers are reluctant to move
to New England because they simply can't afford to resettle
in the region's expensive homes. One study showed the
average price of a home in Boston during 1987 was $181,600.
The average income was $23,148, but the income needed to
support the average priced house was $60,926.

In the same Globe article, Pamela Plumb has a similar
story. Ms Plumb, who is the president of the National League
of Cities and a member of the City Council in Portland,
Maine, says that in Portland, the average price of a home was
$122,000 in 1987. That figure compares to only $41,220 in
1980. Ms Plumb says that 80% of Portland's population earns
less than the annual salary required to support one of the
1987 homes.

It is people like the ones who make up the Portland 80%that we should consider in voting to continue the HRB
program. It is part of the American Dream to own your ownhome, and as more and more lower and middle class Americans
are shut out from that dream, Congress must show its concern
and act. I trust that I have shown you how the MRB program
can help people reach the modest goal of being owners of
inexpensive homes, and I hope that this committee will
recommend passage of Senate Bill 1522.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your attention.
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Committee on Finance

Betty Kindness

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, my name is Betty Kindness,

Director of Human Relations for Dayton Hudson Department Store

headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

We are one of 5 operating businesses of the Dayton Hudson Corporation,

a 10.4 billion dollar corporation.

DHDSC Is a retail department store with a sales of approximately I1

billion. We consist of 37 locations with an employee base of 25,000 In

7 states.

I'm here today to talk to you about a program called Jobs Plus. We are

very excited about Jobs Plus. TJTC was one of the important aspects of

developing the program. I am not going to go into the specifics of the

program because Colleen R. Brown will do that.

But I would like to share some background Information with you.

For four years, our company has had as its community focus "Young Women

at Risk". We also understood that there would be a shortage of entry

level employees. These two issues became the basis for Jobs Plus.

In 1985 we created a partnership with the 2 community organizations

to provide additional Job readiness training for two target populations:

1) teen moms who were at-risk for long-term welfare dependency and

second pregnancies and

2) high school students who were at-risk for pregnancy and dropping

out of school.



Now In Its third year, the program has proven to be successful in

enabling participants to make major life changes. We at DHDSC think It

is successful too because:

- It has given us a new segment of the workforce from which to

recruit

- Our managers have 1st hand experience In hiring and supervising

the new workforce (something we said we wouldn't do)

- Loyal employee/employer relationship

To date 150 young ladies have gone through the program and we have had a

success rate of 60 to 65%.

The success rate is based upon meeting 3 out of 4 of the established

criteria:

o Education

o Employment

o Reduction in public assistance

and

o no subsequent pregnancies

Jobs Plus is funded in two ways.

1) We have a grant from our foundation that covers the maintenance and

training of the program.

and

2) We utilize the TJTC tax credit in order to relieve payroll expense in

our stores.

Both of the young ladies here today were eligible for tax credits and

are enjoying a very successful career with us. And now I'd like for

Colleen to tell her story. Diedre L. Kidd, another successful program

graduate Is here today too.
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United Sate General Aemounft Ofce

Testimony

Statement of
John H. Luke, Associate Director
Resources, Community, and Economic

Development Division

Before the
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management
Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

We appreciate this opportunity ,to discuss whether to extend
the issuance authority for qualified mortgage bonds. As you know,

we have Just completed an extensive study'for the Join.tcommittee
on Taxation of the home' ownership opportunities afforded by this
tax-exempt financing method. 1 My remarks today summarize our
findings.

I will preface my remarks by saying that our findings are not
a criticism of housing agencies por'se, but rather reflect the
limited ability of bond-financing to provide ,assistance to first-
time home buyers.. That is, the tax-exempt financing mechanism is
limited to providing.a small subsidy'. Thus, qualified mortgage
bonds cannot be expected to make more than a marginal difference in
affordability, despite the best efforts of the housing agencies
that issue them.

Further, and not surprisingly, given the small subsidy
provided, we found that financing below-market mortgage loans
through tax-exempt borrowing does little to increase home ownership
opportunities. The profile of those who received assistance
strongly suggest that most of these assisted hoop owners would'have
been likely to become home owners if bond assistance had not been
available. Also, most of these assisted buyers could have
probably qualified for the same size, or slightly smaller,
conventional loan at the time they received a bond-assisted
mortgage.

Aside from helping many buyers who do not need assistance,
qualified mortgage bonds are inefficient. Home buyers; on
average, receive only about 36 to 39 cents in benefits for every
dollar in tax revenue foregone; Moreover, changes made by the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 could further reduce these benefits. Given our
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findings, we question whether authority to issue these bonds should
be extended.

SCOPE OF GAO's STUDY

For our study, we contacted 32 state and local housing finance
agencies across the country. 2 We asked each of them for
computerized data on loans made from January 1983 to June 1987.
Twenty-nine of the agencies supplied this information, giving us
about 178,000 loans. We also spent considerable time with 25 of
the agencies to learn how they operate their programs.

We are confident of our findings for several reasons. First,
we performed several analyses, all of which produced the same
results. Second, our large sample probably represents about one-
third of the loan activity during this period. Third, our work at
the housing agencies gave us a reality check for our computer
analyses. And, finally, our results are consistent with the
economic literature in the field.

BENEFIT RECEIVED BY THE HOME BUYER

As you know, qualified mortgage bond financing provides a
fixed-rate loan at an interest rate below the market rate. Twenty-
one of the 25 agencies we contacted said that they tried to achieve
a 1.5 to 2.0 percentage point difference, or spread, between bond-
assisted and unassisted loans. We found that the agencies achieved
this spread about one-half of the time with the median spread being
about 1.4 percentage points.

To determine what this spread means in dollars and cents to
the assisted buyer, we compared the payments ,under the assisted
loan with payments at the prevailing conventional rate. The median

after-tax benefit was about $477 annually, or about $40 per month.
A benefit of this size cannot be expected -to make a material
difference for any but the marginally unqualified buyer.3

In fact, we calculated that in some high cost metropolitan
areas, the reduced interest rate is often not enough to make
housing affordable for low- and sometimes, moderate-income buyers.
Conversely, in more affordable areas, we calculated that many bond-
assisted buyers would not need the assistance to purchase homes. 4

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ASSISTED BUYER

Given that qualified mortgage bonds provide only limited
benefit, the results of our next two analyses are not surprising.
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First, we compared assisted buyers to other first-time buyers in

the country. For this comparison we used HUD's 1983 American

Housing Survey, which was the latest data available. The American

Housing Survey includes the characteristics of first-time buyers

across the country and is valid for nationwide inferences, but not

area-by-area comparisons. To make income and purchase price

comparisons, we converted these variables to 1986 dollars.

We found that assisted buyers have characteristics that are

strongly associated with home ownership. Although some

differences exist between the two groups, both typically were

white, married, and young (under 30 or, 35), with median incomes

around $26,000 for assisted buyers and $27,000 for all first-time

buyers. Assisted buyers were slightly younger than all first-time

buyers: about 60 percent of the assisted buyers and 52 percent of

the buyers in the Survey were less than 30 years old. However, the

likelihood of becoming a home owner increases with age as income

rises and housing demand stabilizes. These attributes suggest that

assisted buyers would be likely to become home owners in the future

if bond assistance was not available.
5

ASSISTANCE PROBABLY NOT NEEDED

Second, we estimated how many of the assisted buyers could

have probably qualified for the same size loan at the same time at
a conventional rate. Allowing 28 percent of income for housing

expenses, which is a standard test of mortgage affordability, we

found that 56 percent of the assisted buyers could have probably

purchased the same house at the same time without bond assistance

using a fixed-rate conventional loan. An additional 12 percent

could have probably purchased the same house at the same time using

a conventional adjustable-rate mortgage.

Other assisted buyers may have been able to purchase a

slightly less expensive house. We found that for those buyers who

could not have purchased the same house, 11 percent more probably

could have purchased one with an adjustable-rate mortgage that was

1 to 10 percent (up to about $5,000) smaller than the mortgage they

actually received. 6

We see no public purpose being served in assisting those who

could buy the same house without assistance. Yet, we found only

two agencies which tried to limit their loan activities to those

who could not buy conventionally. The remaining 23 did not.
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I would like to address a question raised about our work. We
have been told that our analysis does not differentiate between
buyers served before and after the 1986 Tax Reform Act tightened
home purchase price restrictions and established a household income

eligibility standard. It has been asserted that, had we
differentiated between pre- and poLt-act buyers, we would have
found that the post-act buyers were substantially. different,
purchasing lower priced homes and having lower incomes. We
disagree.

Fully 80 percent of the assisted buyers would have met the

1986 act's income eligibility requirements, and 84 percent would
have met the act's purchase price requirements. These figures
indicate that isolating post-act data would not have appreciably
changed our results. I would also like to note that, while we
attempted to make this distinction, housing agencies' files
generally did not allow us to differentiate between pre- and post-
act loans.

EFFICIENCY OF THE TAX-EXEMP7 FINANCING MECHANISM

Up to now I have discussed the extent to which public policy
goals are being achieved, which we believe is minimal. The next
question is: "What do qualified mortgage bonds cost and are they
worth it?" We found that bond-financing is very costly and the
costs far outweigh the benefits. Published studies estimate the
present value cost at between $150 and $200 million per $2 billion
in bonds issued. A recent Joint Committee on Taxation analysis
estimates that extending qualified mortgage bond issuance

authority will cost $800 million in foregone tax revenue for the
1989 to 1993 period.

To compare the buyer's benefit with the cost to the federal
government, we used different interest rate spreads and reasonable
assumptions about the marginal tax rate of the assisted buyer and
the expected life of the loan. In typical and best-case scenarios,
we found that the benefits ranged from 12 cents to 45 cents in
benefit for every dollar of cost. With the median spread that we
observed of 1.4 percentage points and a typical interest rate for

the period, each dollar of foregone revenue is likely to generate
benefits of about 36 to 39 cents.7 Considering that many of the

buyers did not need the assistance to buy a home, the "real"
benefit is markedly lower. Finally, spreads are not likely to get
larger under tax reform. In fact, if tax reform causes spreads to
narrow by a half of a percentage point, which has been suggested by
some, the benefit may decrease to about 30 cents on the dollar.
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STI,1PLATING COSTRUCTION ACTIVITY

secondary benefit cited by ,proponeh'ts of qualified mortgage
bonds is that they stimulate the construction Industry. If this

occurs at all, its effects are most likely to be minimal..

Available, evidence indicates.that the, bonds probably do not
significantly expand the pool of ,hime owners. Therefore, qualified
mortgage bb'nds are' unlikely to significatktly increase home-building

and/or create many more construction or related jobs over time.

Even ifqualified mortgage bonds increased the number 'f honie
owners overtimem, the, increase in ,onstutxaton activity might not

be commensurate. for the foll1owinglreso., First, if there was a

net increase in housing because of the bonds, the increase in jobs

in the construction industry might come at the expense of jobs in

other industries because the diversion of capital to housing may

reduce activities in other industries. And, second, increased home

ownership might reduce the number of renter households (unless the

interest rate subsidy succeeds in creating more households). This

reduction might eventually mean fewer rental housing units would be

needed, and thus less rental housing construction would occur.

POSSIBLE EFFECT OF THE 1986 TAX REFORM ACT

My discussion so far has focused on what has happened over the

past 4-2/2 years. Also important is the ability of housing

agencies to provide below-market financing in the future. The

effectiveness of the qualified mortgage bond program hinges on the

ability of housing agencies to sell tax-exempt bonds at a rate

significantly below that of conventional fixed-rate mortgages.

This may be affected in the future by changes brought about by the

Tax Reform Act of 1986.

There are three ways in which the Tax Reform Act may reduce

the interest differential between taxable and tax-exempt bonds.

First, the reduction in the marginal tax rates for higher income

individuals increases the value of taxable bonds relative to tax-

exempt bonds. Second, the expansion of the alternative minimum tax

reduces the value of all tax preferences, including tax-exempt

bonds. Third, commercial banks' loss of special interest

deductions will reduce their demand for tax-exempt bonds. 8 The

combined effect of these three factors will be to lower demand for

tax-exempt bonds, thus increasing the yield, relative to taxable

bonds, that issuers will have to offer.
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On the other hand, the loss of other tax preferences may, to

some extent, increase the demand for tax-exempt bonds. Among these

losses is-the change in the preferential tax treatment of capital

gains. This provision is expected to shift funds from equity
investments (e.g., stocks) to both taxable and tax-exempt debt

investments. At the same time, the loss of this and other tax

preferences my lead investors to increase their participation in

the tax-exempt bond market compared with the taxable bond market in

order to reduce their taxes owed.

The complexity of the tax changes precludes any firm

prediction about the final impact of tax reform on tax-exempt bond

rates. However, two recent studies suggest that rates will rise,*

or at best stay steady, relative to the rates on taxable bonds. 9

If the differential narrows, housing agencies would likely find it

more difficult to provide an interest rate at much below the

conventional rate.

ALTERNATIVES TO QUALIFIED MORTGAGE BONDS

Of course, we still have to ask if preferable alternatives

exist. Although several alternatives come to mind, such as direct

buy downs of loan amounts, non-interest bearing second mortgages,

and tax credits, we did not study these and therefore cannot

recommend alternatives. We are firm in our belief, however, that

qualified mortgage bond financed loans are an ineffective and

inefficient mechanism for assisting home buyers.

If the Congress does not extend issuance authority, we believe

that the private activity bond volume cap should be reduced

accordingly. If the cap is not reduced, then the revenue loss

would remain the same if the issuers choose to use their full

annual issuance authority by increasing the issuance of other types

of private activity bonds.

Finally, should the Congress choose to extend bond issuance

authority, we believe that it should limit assistance to those

who could not otherwise purchase a home. However, the buyer's

benefit will be relatively small and the bond-financing mechanism

will remain cost-ineffective.

Mr. Chairmen, this concludes my prepared statement, and I

welcome the opportunity to answer any questions that you may have.
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1Home Ownership: Mortoage bonds Are Costly and Provide Little
Assistance to Those in Need (GAO/RCED-88-1ll, Mar. 28, 1988).

2See exhibit I.

3SOe exhibit II for typical reductions in monthly payments given
different interest rates, spreads, and mortgage sizes.
4 See exhibit III for the results of this analysis.

5These results are depicted in exhibit IV.
6These results are presented in exhibit V.

7Sse exhibit VI.

8Prior to the act, commercial banks could deduct 80 percent of the
interest cost when they borrowed money to purchase tax-exempt
securities. In general, the 1986 act repealed this deduction.

9 Galper, Lucke, and Toder, "The Economic Effects of Tax Reforms A
General Equilibrium Analysis." Prepared for the Conference on Tax
Policy at the Brookings Institution, October 30-31, 1986; J. E.
Petersen, *Tax Exempts and Tax Reforms Assessing the Consequences
of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 for the Municipal Securities
Markets." (Washington, D.C.: Academy for State and Local
Government, Feb. 1987).
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EXHIBIT I EXHIBIT- I

STATE AND LOCAL HOUSING FINANCE
AGENCIES INCLUDED IN GAO's REVIEW

STATE HOUSING FINANCE AGENCIES

California Housing Finance Agency
Florida Housing Finance Agency
Illinois Housing Development Authority
Indiana Housing Finance Authority
Iowa Finance Authority
Maryland Community Development Authority
Michigan State Housing Development Authority
Ohio Housing Finance Agency
Oklahoma Housing Finance Agency
Oregon Department of Commerce, Division of Housing
Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency
State of New York Mortgage Agency
Texas Housing Agency
Utah Housing Finance Agency
Virginia Housing Development Authority
Washington State Housing Commission
Wisconsin Housing and Economic Development Authority
Wyoming Community Development Authority

LOCAL HOUSING FINANCE AGENCIES

Cali fornia

City of Los Angeles, Community Development Department
City of Los Angeles, Community Redevelopment Agency
Contra Costa Community Development Department
Los Angeles County, Community Development Commission
Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
Yolo County Housing Authority

Illinois

Cook County (Comptroller's Office)

Maryland

Montgomery County Housing Opportunities Commission

Pennsylvania

Allegheny County Residential Finance Authority
City of Philadelphia Redevelopment Authorlty

Texas

Corpus Christi Housing Finance Corporation
Dallas Housing Finance Corporation
Harris County Housing Finance Corporation
Houston Housing Finance Corporation
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EXHIBIT II

FIRST YEAR AFTER
AND INTEREST

EXHIBIT II

TAX REDUCTION IN
REALIZED BY HOME

MNTHLY PAYMENT S OF PRINCIPAL
BUYER WITH On PTNA.NT.C.

Conventional
interest
rate

Smaller mortgage
($40,000) at 3
interest rates

9
11
13

Mid-sized mortgage
($60,000) at 3
interest rates

9
11
13

Larger mortgage
($80,000) at 3
interest rates

9
11
13

After tax
conventional

monthly
2pyment

$277
326
378

$415
489
566

$554
652
755

After tax reduction in
monthly payments for

different interest spreadsa

0.5% 1.0% 1.5%

$12
13
13

18
19
20

24
25
26

$23
25
26

35
37
39

47
50
52

$35
37
39

52
56
58

69
74
78

2.0%

$46
49
52

69
74
77

91
98

103

aWe assumed a fixed-rate, 30-year loan. Monthly, payments are for
principal and interest only." Interest rate spreads are
representative for the closed loans we reviewed. We assumed buyers
would be in the 15-percent tax bracket (lowest rate for 1988).
Pro-1986 Tax Reform Act brackets were higher, further limiting the
monthly payment reduction;

.0
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EXHIBIT III

INtEREST RATE T1a A TYPICAL FIRST-TImE BUYER
OXLD AFP OV 70 PAY IN DIEFIEDTr HOUSING MAMFIS

EXHIBIT III

More affordable
areas

Illinois
Iowa
Pennsylvania
Michigan

Mid-range
affordable areasd

Alabs m
California
Massachusetts
Oklahom

Less affordable
areas

Area
median
Income

$34,500
29,100
29,600
32,600

23,900
33,600
34,500
27,700

Phoenix, Ariz. 30,200
San Francisco,
Ca. 29,800

Atlanta, Ga. 25,300
New York, N.Y. 29,500

Typical
first-
tine
buyer
purchase
2ELe

$33,100
47,200
42,500
36,400

55,000
75,600
88,500
57,800

Housing
afford-
ability
ratio

Ill

1.611
1.41
1.1:1

2.3:1
2.3*1
2.6:1
2.1:1

86,000 2.8:1

125,900 4.2:1
75,900 3:1

107,300 3.6:1

Interest rate that a buyer
could afford to ay
Naximum
eligible Moderate Low
income ncom c Ifcom_ c

32.0 27.8 22.2
18.9 16.3 12.9
21.3 18.5 14.7
27.4 23.9 19.0

13.0 11.2 8.5
13.4 11.5 8.8
11.6 9.9 7J
14.5 12.5 9.)

10.3 8.7 6.4

6.1
9.7
7.6

4.8
8.1.2

3.0
5.9
4.2

aIn 1987, first-tis buyers, on average, purchased houses that cost 73 percent of
the average area purchase price. This column shows house prices at 73 percent of
the 1987 area average purchase price.

brhe affordability ratio is the typical first-time buyer purchase price divided
by the area median Income. The greater the ratio, the less affordable the home.

C~or qualified mortgage bond assistance, the naximuim eligible household income,
generally, is 115 percent of the median area income. Moderate and low income are
defined by IRS to be 100 percent and 80 percent of median area income,
respectively.

dAreas are statewide, exclusive of stropolitan areas.
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EXHIBIT IV
CHARACTERISTICS Of BOND-ASSISTED AND ALL
FIRST-TIME METROPOLITAN AREA HOME BUYERS

Incomes of Bond-Assisted and All Metropolitan
Area First-Time Home Buyers

10 Ps ON of u.I

40

so

20

10

0

10,0 or iss 810,00110Hu0,000
MrsmhMd lnom

300to1 630001 to UMethen
$0M0 646.000 645,000

Bond-Asststed Buyers

Aft Fir.Thr. Buyers

Note: Distribution of bond-assisted buyers contains 149,619
observations; 28,167 missing values excluded. Distribution of all
first-time buyers represents 1 million buyers. Incomes are in 1986
constant dollars.

Sources: GAO data base and American Housing Survey.

Median Income of Bond-Assisted and All Metropolitan
Area First-Time Buyers, Adjusted for Age

$200 Income In Dollars

24000 -

1000

Under
$u* Ago

Mn. 301054 UIo4 soNor m

i Bnd.An BuyesAN Furs.Tms Buyers

Note: Distribution of bond-assisted buyers contains 101,094
observations; 76,692 missing values excluded. Distribution of all

first-time buyers represents about 1 million buyers. Incomes are
in 1986 constant dollars.

Sources: GAO data base and American Housing Survey.

EXHIBIT IV

I
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EXHIBIT IV

Age Distribution of Bond-Assisted and
All Metropolitan Area First-Time Buyers

Perc of Iyreo
40

so

20

10

Under assess
Iluyv'e Ago

2o 4 61049 so omore

BomdAsstd Buyers
AN First.Trn Buyers

Note: Distribution of bond-assisted buyers contains 111,148
observations; 66,638 missing values excluded. Distribution of all
first-time buyers represents about 1 million buyers.

Sources: GAO data base and American Housing Survey.

Prices of Homes Purchased by Bond-Assisted and
All Metropolitan Area First-Time Buyers

50 Percent of IsYwe

40

30

20

10

$0.0 0e oot
PuohwoMo

80.001 to $7%o to More then
$75.0c0 S1too $110o0oo

BordAwesid BWye
Al First-Tine Buyers

Note: Distribution of bond-assisted buyers contains 157,244
observations; 20,542 missing values excluded. Distribution of all
first-time buyers represents about I million buyers. Prices are in
1986 constant dollars.

Sources: GAO data base and American Housing Survey.,

91-401 o - 89 - 5

EXHIBIT IV

14



EXHIBIT IV

Down Payments Made by Bond-Assisted and
All Metropolitan Area First-Time Buyers

40 Pom of Iw

s0

0% 064^ 9%
0"Mn P"y~u W " P~u Wf Puremme PANe

a
U1tj% W% U me

SAN FiM*Tft &uyss

Notes Distribution of bond-assisted buyers ontains 160,133
observations, 17,653 missing values excluded. Distribution of all
first-time buyers represents about 600,000 buyers.

Sources: GAO data base and American Housing Survey.

Household Size Distribution of Bond-Assisted
and All metropolitan Area First-Time Buyers

40 Powe oflw/m

30

20

10

One
Househoef e

T". niNe Fe.WM

Note: Distribution of bond-assisted buyers contains 136,715
observations 41,071 missing values excluded. Distribution of all
first-time buyers represents about 1 million buybrs.

Sources: GAO data base and American Housing Survey.

EXHIBIT IV

124.
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EXHIBIT V EXHIBIT V

MOST ASSISTED BUYERS COULD HAVE PROBABLY
BOUGHT THE SAME HOME WITHOUT BOND ASSISTANCE

These buyes needed assistnce ever
I" a 10% smaller loan.

These buyers could have received -
conventional fixed-rate loans of the same
size.

Other buyers who could have recAived
an adjustable rae loan of the same size.

Buyers who could have received a 10%
smaller adjustable rate loan.

Notet This analysis is based on an industry standard that allows
28 percent of income to be applied to housing ey'pense.

Using this standard, we compared the size of the conventional
mortgage that the household could have received at the prevailing
Interest rate with the size of the mortgage actutll; received.

If the size of the conventional mortgage the householde; cold have
received was the same or larger, we concluded that the assisted
buyer could have bought the same home without bond assistance.
This analysis is based on published loan series data and 149,423
observations in GAO's data base, 28,363 missing values excluded.

Sources GAO.

125
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EXHIBIT VI EXHIBIT VI

HYPOTHETICAL BENEFITS PER DOLLAR OF FEDERAL REVENUE LOST

Typical case
90 of proceeds loaned Best case
25% capitalizatiori-ate 95% of proceeds loaned

on 30% of proceeds No capitalization occurs

Conventional Spreada Spreada
interest rate 50 100 15--0 100

10% $0.12 0.24 0.36 $0.13 0.26 0.39
14% 0.14 0.28 0.41 0.15 0.30 0.45

aIn basis points.

Note: The benefit calculations are made using the following
assumptions: (1) the household marginal tax rate is 15 percent
(1988 bottom rate); (2) households live in bond-assisted houses 10
years; (3) benefits are discounted at the conventional rate shown;
and (4) mortgages are 30-year fixed-rate loans.

This table presents a "typical case" and a "best case" and
shows that for each dollar cost to the federal government only 12
to 45 cents of benefits are received. When the spread is three
times larger, 150 basis points instead of 50, benefits are three
times larger as well. Under the best-case scenario for bond
efficiency, eliminating capitalization and increasing the ratio of
lendable funds per bond issue from 90 percent to 95 percent
increases the efficiency of the benefits generated by about 10
percent. The impact of tax reform on future spreads is not
precisely known. However, spreads are unlikely to get larger due
to tax reform. Thus, each dollar of foregone federal revenue is
likely to generate less than 30 cents in benefit. For a given
conventional interest rate, the federal cost is constant. However,
as the spread increases, benefits increase proportionately without
an increase in cost if the conventional rate stays constant.
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ENCLOSURE ENCLOSURE

GAO RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS POSED BY

SENATOR GEORGE J. MITCHELL
ABOUT QUALIFIED MORTGAGE BONDS

question 1: I understand the GAO report on mortgage revenue bonds
(RIM compares approximately 600 first-time home buyers from the
American Housing Survey in 1983 to 178,000 MRB mortgaqes made over
the 1983 to 1987 period.

Please comment on the limitations of using a small sample of
home buyers in a particular year to a large number of MRS
purchasers over a four year period. Could the fact that the
economic and home buying conditions in 1983 are different from
those conditions over a four year period, from 1983 to 1987, affect
your findings?

GAO Resonse: The American Housing Survey (ADS) is a
represent ye national sample and is the most extensive data base
on housing in the United States. The 1983 ADS was the most
current survey as of the time of our review.

There were about 1 million metropolitan area first-time home
buyers in 1983. The AHS contains a statistically qeneralizable
sample of 567 observations representing these 1 million households.
This sample has a confidence interval of 4 percent. Thus, the mean
values for the various household characteristics could be 4 percent
higher or 4 percent lower than our calculations show. For example,
for a $25,000 income, a 4 percent difference would be $1,000.
Therefore, our comparison of 178,000 bond-assisted buyers is to a
sample that represents 1 million first-time buyers.

The characteristics of first-time buyers in the 1983 AHS
sample are fuljy consistent with those ?f first-time buyers of
previous years' and of subsequent years . Also, the profile of the
typical first-time home buyer is young, white, middle income, and
married, and this has not changed significantly over the last
several years. Thus, using the 1983 AHS does not limit the
generalizability of the characteristics of current private market
first-time home buyers.

Question 2: Why did you limit your study to metropolitan area
loans? Were there any rural loans captured in the 1983 American
Housing Survey?

GAO Response: Our analysis of 178,000 bond-assisted loans contains
all loans n the agencies' data bases, including any rural loans.
The 1983 ADS contains about 400 observations representing about
700,000 households which are rural first-time buyers. We excluded
them from out analysis primarily because we believe that most of
the bond-assisted activity probably occurred in metropolitan areas.

Isee Cooperstein, R.L. "Quantifying the Decision to Become a First-

Time Homebuyer," PhD dissertation, University of Maryland, College
Park, for first-time home buyers statistics for 1977 through 1981.

2See *The State of the Nation's Housing: 1988," by the Joint
Center for Housing Studies, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
1988.
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To the extent this is true, a metropolitan area sample from the ABS
would be a more appropriate comparison. However, rural home
buyers have lower incomes and purchase lower price houses than
metropolitan area buyers. By excluding the rural sample from the
AHS, our comparison with bond-assisted loans is more conservative.
Had we included the rural sample, the ABS households would have had
somewhat lower incomes and purchased slightly lower priced houses
than the bond-assisted households. This would have further
strengthened our conclusion that most bond-assisted buyers
probably would have bought houses anyway.

question 3: GAO places a qzeat deal of emphasis on its estimate
that fuly two-thirds of th)4 NAM participants sampled could have
purchased the same home witt , :onventional loan. GAO used a 28
percent ratio of mortgage debL, taxes, and insurance to income as a
qualifying underwriting standard. Considerable criticism has been
leveled against this assumption that private lenders will qualify
buyers on that basis. Please comment on this issue.

GAO Reseonse: We do not believe that we placed undue emphasis on
our estimate that 67 percent of the bond-assisted buyers could have
probably bought the same home without bond assistance. This
analysis is only one of three separate approaches we used to
analyze the effectiveness of bond-assisted loans, all of which
yielded the same conclusion (see chapters 2-4 of our report).
Therefore, this analysis should be considered in conjunction with
our other complementary analyses.

The 28 percent payment to income ratio is consistent with the
written underwriting standards of the major secondary market
mortgage purchasers and private mortgage insurance companies we
contacted. See chapter 2 and appendix II of our report.

Finally, we note that critics of our analysis have not taken a
position on whether bond-assisted loans should be made to a
household that could purchase the same house conventionally. We
believe no public purpose is served when bond-assisted loans are
made to households who could buy the same house with a
conventional loan. As our report states, 23 of the 25 agencies we
visited made no effort to assure that households receiving bond-
assisted loans could not qualify to buy the same house with
conventional financing.

Question 4: The cost-benefit model on which you base your
efficiency argument assumes that investors who could no longer
invest in MRBs will instead invest in the highest yielding taxable
securities and that these investors will be taxed at the highest
marginal tax rate. Please describe how your efficiency argument
would change if you assume that purchasers of MRBs would switch to
other tax-exempt bonds.

GAO Response: We did not assume that bond investors would
alternatve y invest in the highest yielding taxable securities and
be taxed at the highest marginal rate. Rather, we reviewed more
than 10 studies that analyzed the revenue loss from tax-exempt
bonds. The authors of these studies include the Congressional
Budget Office, the Urban Institute, and several prominent,
nationally known economists. All of these studies were
independent that is, they were not sponsored by organizations with
a vested point of view.

The annual revenue losses in these studies range from $20 to
$30 million per $1 billion of bonds issued. For our cost-benefit
analysis, we used the mid-range of the estimates and assumed a $25
million tax loss annually for gach $1 billion of bonds issued. We
calculated this to be $150 to $200 million in present value terms.
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Consequently, our efficiency argument does not use a maximum
estimate of tax loss. Even if we had used the low end of the cost
estimates ($20 million tax loss per year per $1 billion of bonds
issued), the benefits per lost federal tax dollar would rise, under
the best case scenario, from $0.40 to about $0.50. Thus under the
most optimistic scenario, half of the federal government's tax
expenditure accrues to parties other than the home buyer.

If the government is to avoid the revenue loss from qualified
mortgage bonds, the volume cap for private purpose-tax-exempt bonds
should be lowered accordingly. If not, state and local governments
might continue issuinq the same amount of tax-exempt bonds by
replacing qualified mortgage bonds with other types of tax-exempt
bonds.

Question 5: On page 16 of the report, GAO states that "Because we
selected housing agencies judgmentally, we cannot assert that our
findings are representative of qualified mortgage bond activity
nationwide." What does GAO mean by that qualification?

GAO Response: In order to project the characteristics of a sample
onto the universe from which it is drawn, the sample must be
statistically drawn. However, the lack of a centralized data base
and the large cost involved in building a universal data base from
which to sample, made a statistical sample infeasible. We
therefore assembled a large data base (178,000 observations)
choosing states that were geographically dispersed and those with
high and low levels of bond-assisted loan activity.

The bonds issued (and hence, probably loans made) by the
housing agencies we chose accounted for about one-third of all bond
activity over 4 years. While judgmentally selected samples do not
allow statistical projections to the universe, the results are
nevertheless very useful. This data base provides a very strong
indication of the characteristics of the population of bond
assisted households. That our data could potentially be in error
by $1,000-$2,000 in purchase price and income or 1-2 years in home
buyer age, does not change the overall characteristics of the
population, or the conclusions about their predisposition to become
home owners.

Also noteworthy are the results reported in a rebuttal to our
report . The reported data represent bond activity nationwide and
show the same resultstas our data for income, house price, and age.
Further, it is widely known that accumulating cash for a down
payment is often the largest obstacle facing first-time home
buyers. Because the bond assistance mechanism does not address
this constraint, there is less chance of any substantial difference
between bond-assisted buyers and unassisted first-time buyers.

3"A Referendum on the American Dream," National Association of
Home Builders, National Association of Realtors, National Council
of State Housing Agencies, Association of Local Housing Finance
Agencies, 1988.
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ENCLOSURE - ENCLOSURE

Question 6: I understand that one group has looked at the states
you chose for the MRB analysis and found that the average income of
potential first-time home buyers in the states chosen run from 15
to 17 percent higher than the national average. Please comment on
that assertion. Also, if the states you studied do have a higher
average income for first-time home buyers than the national
average, how would that difference affect your comparison of MRB
home buyers to those using conventional loans?

GAO Responses We do not know-how the 15-17 percent figure was
calculated. In order to make this calculation, the relative
proportion of each state's loans contained in our data base would
have to be known and included in the calculation. This information
was not included in our report.

Regarding the second portion of the question, a finding that
states in our sample had higher incomes than the national average
in and of itself would not affect our comparison of bond-assisted
buyers with those receiving conventional loans. To compare bond-
assisted buyers with conventional loan market affordability, income
should be examined in the context of housing prices in the area,
which is what we did (see chapter 3 of our report). If housing
prices are high relative to income, then the limited ability of
bond-assisted financing to increase affordability is not enough to
allow many potential buyers to purchase them. Conversely, if house
prices in the area are relatively low, then many will be able to
buy those homes-without assistance. Additionally, income should be
examined in terms of the mortgage payments that a household can
afford. To do this, we used the size of the mortgage the purchaser
actually received at bond-assisted rates and compared it to the
size of the mortgage the purchaser could afford at conventional
rates (see chapter 2 of our report).
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Testimony of Elizabeth H. Mitchell
Executive Director, Maine State Housing Authority

Good Morning. Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

First, Senator Baucus, let me bring the warm regards of my colleague Dick

Kain from your home state of Montana and commend you for your leadership in

calling this hearing. Senator Mitchell, thank you for your kind words of

introduction.

I am Libby Mitchell, the Executive Director of the Maine State Housing

Authority. I am an active member of the National Council of State Housing Agencies

(NCSHA), the trade association which represents all state chartered housing finance

agencies. It is on behalf of NCSHA that I appear before you today. Because I have

seen first-hand the value of mortgage revenue bonds (MRBs), I urge swift passage of

S.1522, which would extend the program. To support this position my testimony will

address the following:

* highlight the successes of the MRB program;

• rebut the recently released GAO audit;

0 respond to the revenue cost estimates of the Joint Tax Committee;

describe the growing crisis facing many young Americans as they attempt. to

purchase their first home; and

close with a brief summary of the value of MRBs.

The MRB Program

Today, the MRB program remains as the only federal subsidy solely directed to

potential first-time homebuyers of low- and moderate-income. Let us examine the

legislative evolution of the MRB program and the practical implications of that

process.

State housing finance agencies alone have--provided below market mortgage

money for nearly one million homebuyers. These Americans were predominantly

first-time homebuyers, and as you know, the program is currently restricted to first-,
time buyers.

In an Occasional Paper on the MRB program being prepared by Dr. Margaret

Wrightson of Georgetown University ("the Georgetown Paper"), MRB loans made in

1987 are contrasted against conventional, FHA and VA loans made to first-time

homebuyers in the 1987 National Association of Realtors annual survey. MRB

purchase prices in the sample drawn from 16 state housing finance agencies

averaged $62,000 compared with conventional loan prices of $82,900 and FHA insured

conventional loan prices of $67,100. The average income of MRB borrowers was

$26,000 compared with conventional loan borrowers average of $36,700 and FHA
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compared with 28.9 for conventional and 28.5 for FHA insured conventional loans.

Let me be specific about Maine's program. Since we made our first state

financed loan in 1972, the NCSHA has provided mortgages to over 16,000 Maine

families. Maine's program has always had income limits. In addition, we've always
had an asset test.

In the last 3 years, over 90% of our loans have been made to people with

incomes below $30,000. Our median income has been $23,200. Over 60% of our loans

have been made for homes have coding less then $50,000 - over 95% have been for

homes costing less than $75.000.

While providing a similar picture for each state would run well beyond the

limitations of time, our program is illustrative of the programs of our sister agencies.

The Maine State Housing Authority has always taken seriously Congress' intent, our

statutory-mandated charter and our role as leader in identifying and addressing the

state's housing needs. My colleagues share the same goals, dedication and

commitment. In fact, 48' of the 49 HFAs operating single-family programs at the state

level, preceded the federal government in establishing income and/or purchase

price limitations for their programs.

Not only have the states shown leadership in establishing such targeting

limits, they have also implemented a variety of special program strategies which

allow them to serve the lowest income first time homebuyers. One-third of the states

have offered assistance with down payments or closing costs; over one-half of the

states have provided interest rate buydowns; over half have set-aside funds for lower

income or special needs homebuyers; and over one-third have worked with non-

profits or local governments to implement special affordable housing programs. In

1987 alone, Maine made $12 million available at 6% for families with incomes below

$20,000. Time does not allow me to mention numerous other initiatives undertaken by

our members.

Over the last eight years, the Mortgage Revenue Bond Program has been

significantly amended by Congress three times, sunset for six months and open to

such uncertainty during the legislative process 25 to render it ineffective for at least

another -eight months. Yet, we concur that the legislative changes have, for the most

part, meant improvements on overall policy objectives, particularly targeting to low-

and moderate-income first time buyers: a goal we share. In fact, in 1983, when

MRBs, were last scheduled to sunset and again in 1986 during the debate of the Tax

Reform Act, state housing finance agencies accepted and even initiated the concept

of targeting MRB usage to lower-income segments of the population. It was at

NCSHA's suggestions that purchase price limitations were lowered, and upon our

recommendation, that income limits were imposed.
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Since the passage of the Tax Reform Act of 1986. all state HFAs have begun to
work within the guidelines set forth. While our experience is limited, we believe the
program finally represents the public purpose rightfully required with any form of
public assistance; be it federal, state or local. Fundamentally, the program is
workable. Purchase price limits and income limits now provide targeting with the
necessary flexibility to be valuable in most housing markets and to many of our
critical partners . . .the Realtors, builders and lenders.

Could we offer improvements? Yes. For example, due to the vagaries of the
market, certain high coft areas are experiencing difficulty working within the new
limitations. This issue has been very narrowly addressed by your colleague, Senator
Moynihan, in a provision included in the pending technical corrections bill. I urge
the chairman to support the rapid passage of that measure. In the best of all worlds,
this device could be expanded and refined for impact in more markets. In addition,
the Alternative Minimum Tax on private purpose bonds is having an identifiable
negative impact on the value of MRBs. as it has ultimately increased the mortgage
rate to the buyer. However, much as there were three goals during the Tax Reform

debate . . . simplicity, fairness and equity; we would hope you would add a fourth in
the immediate post-Tax reform era . . . stability.

Extend this program as is; let us make it work wherever possible. Then. we
can debate together the successes and failures against Congressional intent.

The GAO Report . . . NCSHA's Reb'lttal

In anticipation of the debate on extending the MRB sunset, the staff of the
Joint Committee on Taxation requested an audit of the prograun by the General
Accounting Office. We did not take lightly the efforts of this respected federal
agency. Remembering well the time spent responding to GAO findings during the
previous sunset debate, individual state agencies and the national organization
attempted to be as cooperative as possible and provided extensive information from
the outset.

Yet, after purportedly spending a great deal of time and effort examining the
MRB program, the GAO report can only state, "Because we selected housing agencies
judgmentally, we cannot assert that- our findings are representative of qualified
mortgage bond activity nationwide" (Pg. 19 GAO/RCED-88-111). We assert that their
findings are indeed not representative.

To begin, the sample of 567 homebuyers extracted from the 1983 American
Housing Survey is far too small to be representative. It is common knowledge that a
statistical sub-sample may be unrepresentative despite the complete
representativeness of the overall sample from which it is drawn. Absent an
academic explanation of their sub-sample selection techniques we are most skeptical
of this. the most basic asjiect of GAO's methodology. In addition, we would submit that
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the selection of agencies for analysis skewed the results due to the inclusion of a

disproportionate number of high cost areas. Further, the comparative base line

sample was not the conventional market, but a universe of first-time homebuyers

which included statistics from other assisted home purchases. The underwriting

criteria employed by the GAO is simplistic and theoretical . . . not utilized in the

marketplace except as a basic threshold. Lastly, and most importantly, no post-Tax

Reform analysis of any meaningful value was undertaken; and therefore, no

significant conclusions could be drawn.

Mr. Chairman, with all due respect to the GAO as an institution, my colleagues

and I resent the extreme conclusions -drawn from their methodologically flawed

analyses. By skirting the edges of academic analysis and then by adopting a

blatantly biased tone, the GAO report, when considered by an uninitiated reader

could be given validity.

A more thorough analysis prepared by the National Association of Home

Builders, National Association of Realtors, Association of Local Housing Finance

Agencies and NCSHA reveals the following facts about MRBs:

MRBs serve a lower section of the first-time homebuyer market than do

conventional, VA, or FHA insured conventional loans, whether income or

purchase prices are considered.

In a changing mortgage market environment, State housing finance agencies

are using FHA insurance, credit enhancement innovations, and long-standing

access to the mortgage finance system reach the lower extremes of the first-

time homebuyer market.

When costs are more realistically estimated both full individual and economic -

benefits of the program considered, the accusations of inefficiency prove

unfounded.

Finally, on-going trends in declining homeownership and the implications for

the low-income rental market set forth in the recent Harvard study point to

the pressing need for the MRB program.

We anticipated that GAO would dredge-up the same arguments used against the

program in the past and commissioned the afore mentioned Georgetown Paper. This

report will be released idi the coming weeks

One conclusion that can be drawn from GAO's report, which we anticipate will

be confirmed by the Georgetown Paper, is that pre-tax MRB reform activity reveals

that state agencies took seriously the earlier Congressional charge to target the

program and have been performing better than Congress mandated. Especially since

deeper targeting was enacted in 1986. wisdom would dictate that prior to any further

tinkering with the targeting of the MRB program, time must be allowed for it to

work. I pledge equally impressive results with the post Tax Reform loans.



The Cost Of The Program

One of the most hotly debated aspects of the 1986 Tax Reform Act was the

imposition of a volume cap on states' issuance of (newly designated) private purpose

tax-exempt bonds. At the center of that debate were two questions:

" What activities should be considered qualified purposes?

* How much revenue should the federal government be willing to forego?

At that time, support for continuing tax exemption for MRBs was

overwhelming. The issue in both chambers of Congress was targeting - not

elimination. There was little, if any, dissent to the opinion that homeownership for

low- and moderate-income citizens is a vital concern of government. - I assert that

this conclusion remains valid.

On the issue of revenue loss, Congress determined that a limit of $50 per capita

- or $200 million for small states like Maine and Montana - would be imposed from

1988 forward for all private purpose activities. MRBs, as restructured, fall into that

category. As-you would expect, Governors and state legislators have every intention

to utilize the full amount of the cap. Although many have yet to accomplish this,

there are several important reasons. First, we are in a transition year attempting to

cope with significant changes. Second, to the degree program restrictions prevent

utilization in a particular area, such as multifamily rental housing, elected officials

and issuers will be discussing improvements with Congress. In addition, capital poor

areas like Maine, must do everything possible to avail themselves of it in the future.

All states fully intend to use their private purpose bond volume cap whether MRBs

exist or not. This is necessary because the amount is minimal; federal revenue

sharing has been eliminated, and other federal domestic programs have been

curtailed. State governments need the money.

Therefore, despite the assessment of the Joint Committee on Taxation, the

extension of MRBs cannot possibly cost the federal government any more than you

have already committed to spend. In addition, when the volume limitation and

private purpose definition were imposed, a necessary resource of state governments

was severely restricted. Within the confines of those restrictions, the Governors and

the state legislators should have the right to decide priorities, including

homeownership, and allocate the cap for the purposes they deem most appropriate.

I believe that this is an accurate assessment of the Congressional policy

decision during the Tax Reform deliberation&-ando the "real -world" cost. At the

same time, I acknowledge that many in Congress will give credence to the Joint

Committee position that extension of MRBs generates a revenue loss. Given that, I

must question the static methodology. An analysis recently completed using Joint Tax

methodology projected a loss up to one third lower than the $800 million five year

loss Joint Tax estimates. Further, Joint Tax methodology ignores certain practical
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conditions. It assumes that in The absence of MRBs. investors will choose taxable

securities. Mr. Chairman. whie Tax Reform reduced the number of tax shelters

available, some still exist. If an Individual wants a tax exempt source of income, he

can find one. Furthermore, the Joint Tax model fails to account for any positive

economic impact attributable to MRBs. Our estimates indicate, for example, that MRBs

generate $10 of economic impact for every dollar of cost to the government under

conservative assumptions.

The Need For The Program

The only valid point for elimination of Mortgage Revenue Bonds would be the

lack of a homeownership affordability problem. This is far from the case. Recently

the Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard released a report entitled the "State

of the Nation's Housing 1988". The report notes that the relatively high levels of

housing construction, home sales and remodeling expenditures have masked an

ever-increasing population of housing have-nots, including potential first time

buyers. In it, Professors-William C. Apgar. Jr. and H. James Brown concluded that:

Homeownership Rates have declined throughout the decade of the 80's.

representing a loss of over 2 million homeowners if the 1980 rate had merely

remained constant over the last seven years.

" The decline in homeownership among young households (25-39 years of age)

is most dramatic including; a 7.4 percent decrease in aged 24-29, a 8.9 percent

decrease .in aged 30-34 and a 7 percent decrease in aged 35-39.

" This decrease among the younger population exists in all regions of the

country regardless of the individual economic climates.

" The after tax cost of homeownership remains prohibitively high for would-be

first-time homebuyers equalling $7.449 or 32.4 percent of the average annual

income of potential first-time buyers aged 25-29 for the typical starter home

in 1987 . . . about 50 percent higher than the share of income required in the

early 1970s.
" Existing debt and increasing rents dramatically impact the ability of potential

first-time buyers not only to qualify for a conventional loan but to save

downpayment and closing costs.

One of the critical findings is the interrelationship of each of the individual

problems to one another. This gives new perspective to the term "trickle down".

Today. it is the inability of families and individuals to buy their first homes, which

then significantly exacerbates the housing affordability problem for other low- and

moderate-income Americans.

From my own experience and appreciation of the housing needs in Maine, I

must concur with these findings. For example, the average family income is

approximately $27,000. while the avegre cost of a home is close to $80,000. Simple

arithmetic shows how difficult it is for renters to save sufficiently to purchase a

A
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home. Since 1970, home costs have increased 500% in Maine while income have
risen by only 186%. In your state Mr. Chairman, the numbers are similar where the

average household income in 1987 was $24,385 and home price was $48,000, with a
loan amount of $46,119.

Mortgage Credit Certificates

Since the creation of Mortgage Credit Certificates (MCCs), in the Deficit

Reduction Act of 1984, 14 states have issued over 10,000 Certificates. Four more have

converted some portion of their bond authority to credits. All states with active MCC
programs are offering them as a complement to MRBs.

As originally proposed. by Senator Robert Dole (R-KN), the then Chairman of

the Senate Finance Committee, MCCs were to have provided a refundable sum to

taxpayers whose federal income tax liability was reduced below zero. However, in

final form, the program precludes refundability. Therefore, the end result is a
program which is beneficial only to taxpayers with a positive tax liability. Since MCC
eligibility mirrors that of MRBs, this describes only the highest income levels of MCC

users. In essence then, the use of the MCC program can be interpreted to be a
counter mandate to the Congressional objective of serving lower before higher
income families and individuals.

However, for the higher level income eligible first time buyer, the MCC

program could be considered an equally efficient form of subsidy. It is too early in
our experience to draw a definitive conclusion. Therefore, again citing the principle

of stability, we urge extension of this complimentary program.

Summary

In closing let me again strongly urge you to extend Mortgage Revenue Bonds

and Mortgage Credit Certificates through 1992 as proposed in S. 1522 and H.R. 2640.

The reasons are numerous. The critical ones include:

A serious homeownership problem frustrates our young in all regions of the

country; the need is clear.
The MRB program has been a successful tool in helping to meet these needs

and remains as the only federal subsidy addressing -this problem.

The conclusions drawn by the GAO are fundamentally flawed and fail to

analyze a program dramatically changed during Tax Reform.

The need for states to be able to use their private purpose bond cap as fully and

diversely as they see fit.

Over the past several years changing governmental philosophy, spurned in part by

the alarmingly high federal deficit, has resulted in a shift in the role played by the

federal government in the housing arena. We at the state level are prepared to
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accept more of the burden. However, some federal presence must remain. In the area
of homeownership, it must be MARBs and MCCs.

Earlier, I respectfully requested that you provide state housing agencies with

some stability by extending the program as is. To be frank Mr. Chairman, I fully
understand the difficulties of the revenue decisions confronting you and your

colleagues as you debate this and other extensions. I personally believe that MRBs
have a positive revenue impact, but clearly they are revenue neutral by virtue of the
private purpose bond volume cap. On the other hand, should a cost be ultimately
attributed to the program, the benefits derived are worth the expenditures. Finally,
executive directors of all the state housing finance agencies are opposed to
recommendations for program improvements. In light of the extensive discussions

surrounding public finance, including the Mortgage Revenue Bond program, and
the significant program improvements adopted in 1986, please allow us an

opportunity to make this latest version of MRBs work.

The executive directors of the state housing finance agencies and our national
organization, the National Council of State Housing Agencies, urge swift passage of
S.1522 which would extend the Mortgage Revenue Bond and Mortgage Credit

Certificate programs through 1992.



STATEMENT OF DR. CARIL OTTE

4, PRESIDENT, UNOCAL GEOTHERMAL DIVISION

UNOCAL CORPORATION

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, my name is Carol

Otte; I am President of Unocal's Geothermal D!vision. I thank

you for the opportunity to testify; I appear today representing

the Geothermal Resources Association. The GRA Is an

association of the primary U.S. geothermal producers and

developers who are actively developing geothermal resources on

our nation's public and private lands. I am a Director of the

Association. Members of the GRA include small, independent

geothermal developers like Geothermal Resources International,

California Energy Company and Oxbow Geothermal Company, and

large, integrated energy producers, such as Chevron Resources

Company, Freeport-McMoRan Resources, and Unocal. -

My purpose in presenting testimony this morning Is to urge the

Subcommittee to recommend the extension of energy tax credits

for qualifying geothermal energy property. This Subcommittee

has been a strong advocate of energy tax credits as a means to

encourage geothermal energy development.

Currently, geothermal property Is eligible for a 10 percent

energy tax credit. This provision of the tax code, however, is

scheduled to expire on December 31, 1988. We believe that an

additional three-year extension of the tax credit beyond 1988

will ensure the development of technologies to utilize

geothermal resources and most importantly, will provide an

incentive to geothermal developers to continue and complete
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projects that are now under development or on the drawing

boards.

Favorable consideration of this request will be good for the

development of geothermal energy resources and for our Nation's

energy security. Depending upon the growth rate of electricity

demand and the retirement rate of aging powerplants, it is

estimated that the United States could face a serious shortage

of capacity by the turn of the century. Based upon a modest

two percent growth rate and 50-year lifetime for existing

coal-fired powerplants, we may require as much as

100,000 megawatts of additional capacity by the year 2000.

Forecasts of domestic shortages in oil and natural gas in the

early nineties would make this potential shortfall that much

more serious. Because new baseload powerplants require from

seven to ten years to design, permit, construct and bring into

service, it is now questionable as to whether. projected

capacity requirements can be met. Utilities, for a variety of

reasons, are not planning for this additional capacity.

Geothermal energy projects can be brought on line in three

years or less. Further, these powerplants can be installed in

smaller increments than large coal-fired powerplants today.

And, finally it Is estimated that new geothermal powerplants

will be cost competitive with existing technologies using coal

or uranium. The point Is that geothermal energy Is on the

.verge of becoming a very important part of our domestic energy

resource base.

Scientists at the U.S. Geological Survey estimate that the

electrical energy recoverable from high temperature geothermal

systems in the United States over a 30-year period is about
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23 million kilowatts. While this say be Just a fraction of the

nation's electricity requirements, consider that:It represents

the energy equivalent of about 800,000 barrels of Imported

crude oil per day. In that context, it represents a foreign

exchange savings of more than $6 billion annually in

1987 dollars.

Geothermal energy technology has progressed beyond the stage of

fantasy and experimentation to where it is now an important

part of the United States' energy spectrum.

By the end of the calendar year 1987, 2,212 megawatts of

geothermal-powered capacity had been constructed in the United

States. By the id-1990s,-the geothermal industry will be

responsible for generating more than 3.000 megawatts of

electricity from an abundant and environmentally benign fuel

source. Studies of California, for example, suggest that

geothermal energy resources could power nearly 12 percent of

the state's electrical needs.

As geothermal energy technology has progressed over the past

30 years, so has the reliability of the steam production

systems. Geothermal power plants generally have an on-line

availability equal to or greater than conventionally fueled

power plants and significantly higher than nuclear plants.

In California's Imperial Valley. binary power plants are in

operation in the East Mesa area. At the same time, two other

units at East Mesa and seven plants in the Salton Sea area are

on line, under construction, or being planned to utilize double

flash systems.
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So it is throughout California--at The Geysers in Northern

California, in the Long Valley area in the. Sierra Nevada near

Mammoth Lakes, and in the Coso prospect--rew geothermal

projects utilize the latest developments in technology. These

projects all tap a variety of types of hot water resources.

This Is also the case in the state of Hawaii, and on federal

lands in the western states of Utah and Nevada where additional

flash and binary projects are on line or being planned.

Importantly, because so much of geothermal energy is located on

federal lands, development will mean that payments from

developers In the form of rentals and royalties will be made to

the federal treasury. The Geothermal Resources Association

estimates, for example, that rental payments to the federal

government now approximate $2.5 million annually and bonus bids

for federal leases have exceeded $80 million. According to a

recent ILM publication, federal leases administered by BLM paid

over $14.3 million in royalties last year.

Geothermal energy Is unique. It Is not an energy source like

oil, natural gas, or coal which can be transported great

distances to the point of end use. The most common use for

this resource Is to power electrical generating plants built

on-site where the resource is produced. Then the electrical

energy can be transported to a distant population and

Industrial centers through the national power grid.

Putting this resource to use requires significant

capital--capital not only to drill wells and develop steam

A
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production systems, but also capital to build on-site power

plants to utilize the energy.

In some cases, large public utility companies have built

generating plants to utilize geothermal energy purchased from

resource producers. Lately, the resource producers themselves

have financed the construction of the power plant.

All of this has been done at significant risk to the producing

and electrical generating companies. We have been dealing with

a new technology, a new industry. At the Salton Sea, more than

20 years of research and plant operations have gone into

advancing resource production technology to utilize very saline

brines to the point where now commercial-size systems are being

constructed.

But as with any new industry, there is the question of

economics. On an installed megawatt basis' geothermal energy

is competitive with nuclear and conventional power plants. On

an operating cost basis it is also competitive. The difficulty

is that geothermal *team contracts must be written for the term

of the power plant's life, normally thirty years, since there

is no alternative energy source for that plant.

These contracts fluctuate with oil prices, and when oil is

abundant and prices drop as it has 16 the last two years, the

price we receive for geotheraal steam drops or the market for

new Installations dries up completely.

This; significantly dampdn:the willingness of producers to

Continue the heavy capital investment required for expanding
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geothermal steam production and developing nov production

technology. Existence of the geothermal energy tax credit has

greatly assisted in that development.

On behalf of the Geothermal Resources Association* I would urge

your favorable consideration for extension of the energy tax

credit for qualifying geothermal property. I would like to

emphasize that in preparing my testimony for this morning I

reviewed the list of geothermal projects that were on the

drawing board in 1985 and compared it to our current list.

Since 1985, there have been a significant number of delays in

projects, asles and/or cancellations of projects. I believe

this is due, in part, to dramatically lower energy costs. But*

also, the fewer number of projects Is attributable to the lack

of incentives or the delays in the extension of the energy tax

credits as occasioned by the protracted debate on the tax bill

in 1985-86. These delays in knowing whether or not the energy

credit would be available resulted in the cancellation of

projects. While I do not suggest that geothermal projects are

totally dependent on the energy tax credit to survive, I would

like to make the point that an Infant Industry like geothermal,

highly dependent on new technology and an unknown resource

bases needs such incentives to achieve a mature status. Energy

tax credits serve this purpose.

Currently, the industry projects that approximately

400 negawatts will come on l$ne between 1989 and 1991. We

believe that continuation of thl tax incentive for a lited

period of time will make a significant contribution toward

assuring development of this renewable energy resource into the

1990s and beyond and position the country with a now technology

when the next energy shortages are upon us.
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This Is an eergingIndustry that has been constricted in its

potential by the dramatic decrease in world prices of oil* Low

costs for conventional fuels have resulted in less interest In

new forms of power generation. This has also meant that

utilities which are generally risk averse anyway are unwilling

to participate In the development of a new, unconventional

energy resource. Thus, as a geothermal energy supplier we have

been required to become a generator of electricity as well.

The result has been to add directly to our risks. And, until a

longer track record of success Is evidenced, we will be

required to play the dual role of resource provider and

developer. The energy tax credit is thus very Important toward

sustaining the progress we have made and toward "buying down"

the risks that are inherent with the first generation of

geothermal power plants.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before your Committee.
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STATEMENT OF

ALEC M. SCHWARTZ-

on behalf of the

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

regarding

SECTION 120 OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

March 28, 1988

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

My name is Alec M. Schwartz. I am the Staff Director of the

Special Committee on Prepaid Legal Services of the American Bar

Association. I also serve as Executive Director of the ABA's

American Prepaid Legal Services Institute, a non-profit organization

which provides those in the prepaid legal services field with

continuing education, information and technical assistance. I

appear before you today at the request of the President of the ABA,

Robert MacCrate, to present our views on group legal services plans.

The American Bar Association supports passage of S. 2119, which

would retroactively reinstate and make permanent Section 120 of the

Internal Revenue Code, a provision which expired .on December 31,

1987. Our Board of Governors selected this matter as one of a small

group of top legislative priorities for 1988.

Section 120 determines the tax treatment of qualified group

legal services plans. It provides that contributions made by an

employer to and the value of any legal services received by the

employee under such a plan can be excluded from the employee's

taxable income.

Section 120 was originally enacted in 1976 as a five-year

experiment. In 1981, acting upon its review of the soundness of
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the policy it established, Congress enacted legislation to extend

the provision for three more ypars. It, reaffirmed its position in

1984 with a one-year extension and again in 1986 with a two-year

retroactive extension as part of the Tax Reform Act.

The ABA has strongly supported Section 120 since the provision

was adopted by Congress in 1976. Our support is based upon many

years of study and experimentation with group and prepaid legal

services plans of all types. Recognizing the need to develop

mechanisms to help middle-income Americans gain access to personal

legal services, the American Bar Association has worked for over

fifteen years to develop and perfect the concept of prepaid legal

services.

We originally embarked on this path because we have known fcr a

long time that many average Americans no longer believe that the

legal system works for them. The average family - with an annual

income of less than $25,000 - cannot afford personal legal

services. Even families in upper middle income ranges often feel

that the high cost of legal counsel, the complexities of the system

and the delays in getting their case heard make the courthouse door

effectively closed to them.

For over ten years, we have had this problem documented in the

American Bar Foundation's landmark study on the legal needs of the

public. The ABF's figures tell us that 361 of us will encounter a

problem in the next twelve months which a lawyer could help resolve,

yet only 10% will actually seek out legal services.

If we are going to really extend access to the justice system to

the average American, we must develop and promote innovative legal

service delivery systems which deal with these perceptions. Of the

many approaches which have been tried in this regard, prepaid legal

service plans seem to offer the most promise.
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These arrangements provide a vital bridge between the person

in need of legal services and the lawyers who are available to

provide those services. Through pre-arrangement of the financing of

the service, the establishment of networks of lawyers willing to do

the work, and the education of plan members on how and when to use

plan benefits, a well-thought-out legal service plan effectively

overcomes the resistance to seeking legal help in time for the help

to do some good.

Qualified employer-paid plans have proven to be the most

efficient of all prepaid legal plan systems. These arrangements

make hundreds of dollars of legal service benefits to participants

at a fraction of what medical and other benefit plans cost. By

placing legal services on the same tax footing as other more

expensive statutory benefits, Section 120 has encouraged employers

and unions to look to group legal service plans as an inexpensive

and effective way to enhance employee well-being.

The rationale for legal services as a benefit for employees

is much the same as that for medical and other insurance benefits:

to assure the personal well-being of employees and their families so

that they can continue to be permanent and productive members of the

workforce. If an employee is sick, he or she cannot work. Being

ill in the workplace can greatly reduce productivity. By

establishing tax incentives for employers to provide or pay for

medical care, the Congress has recognized the economic- benefits

inherent in protecting an employee's physical health.

Legal problems affect the emotional and financial health of

employees. The incidence of these problems can have a significant

effect on an employee's work productivity and lead to absences from

work to go to court or otherwise deal with a problem personally.

The following case study was compiled from actual cases where what
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initially was a minor personal problem led to serious personal and

legal trouble:

Robert Simpson (fictitious name) worked as a quality
control inspector at an electronics plant for six years. In
the seventh year ol his employment, the quality of
components coming off the assembly line where Mr. Simpson
was stationed dropped off sharply. In addition, his
attendance record began to deteriorate and he was absent
from a number of important union meetings. At one point,
Mr. Simpson's job performance declined so much that both his
co-workers and management feared that he might not only lose
the chance for promotion but also his job as well.
It turns out that Mr. Simpson's job performance suffered
because he was distracted by serious legal difficulties.
He had moved his family to an older apartment building and
signed a two-year lease, without paying much attention to
the details. A month after the Simpson family moved in, a
small fire broke out on the first floor of the building,
and Mr. Simpson, who lived on the third floor, became
concerned over the need for fire protection. The landlord
refused to provide alarms and extinguishers, and Mr.
Simpson, not the smartest of businessmen, decided to
purchase $2,400 worth of fire protection equipment on an
installment note.

Had Mr. Simpson talked -to a lawyer before purchasing the
equipment, he would have discovered that the landlord was
obligated by both state law and municipal ordinance to
provide fire protection equipment. He would also have been
told that the lease agreement should have contained a
clause obligating the landlord to provide such equipment on
request and indicating that rent could be withheld if such
a request was not honored.

Three months after the purchase of the equipment, Mr.
Simpson discovered that he could not meet the installment
payments. The finance company refused to listen to any
excuses and promptly sued Mr. Simpson for $2,400 in
municipal court. Mr. Simpson, unaware of the ramifications
of the suit and without funds to retain a lawyer, failed to
answer the complaint and a default judgment was entered
against him. The fire equipment was repossessed and sold
at a sheriff's sale for $400, with a deficiency balance of
$2,000 showing as an unsatisfied judgment on the record of
the court. Mr. Simpson was then summoned to court for a
judgment-,debtor hearing and his wages were immediately
garnisheed.

Over the next six months, as Mr. Simpson attempted to pay
off the judgment against him, his other monthly obligations
fell into arrears. Several law suits were filed, all
resulting in default judgments. Because of the pressure of
continual harassment by creditors' Mrs. Simpson informed
her husband that she had had enough and filed for divorce.
Simpson was served with the complaint at work, much to his
embarrassment, along with motions for expense money,
temporary alimony and support and custody of the children.
During the next six months, numerous hearings on the
pending divorce were held and Mr. Simpson had little time
for anything but the legal battles that surrounded him.

Could an attorney have prevented many of Mr. Simpson's

problems? Probably. Certainly, an attorney's review of the
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original lease agreement might have prevented the credit purchase of

the fire prevention equipment in the first place, which seems to

have led to many of his other difficulties. Even assuming that the

purchase had been made anyway, many of the Judgment-debtor problems

could have been immediately relieved through the attorney's active

participation with creditors. The divorce might well have been

avoided if the credit problems had been alleviated initially. Even

if the divorce was unavoidable, the availability of an attorney

prior to the initiation of the suit by Mrs. Simpson could have

prevented a lengthy contested proceeding.

Is this case atypical? We don't think so, though certainly many

situations can turn out to be less disastrous. Let's take a "minor"

matter which actually occurred in a Midwest office.

An employee was billed by a hospital for approximately $130
which he thought he didn't owe and which he had no money to
pay in any event. Repeated requests for payment were
ignored until the employee received a summons from county
court located 35 miles away from the office. The employee
mentioned the need to take time out from work to go to
court to his supervisor, who advised that the employee talk
to a lawyer first. A lawyer was consulted and eventually
accompanied the employee to court twice, requiring the
employee to be absent from work for one-half day each time,
and a settlement with payment arrangements was worked out
with the lawyer for the hospital.

The cost to the employee associated with this problem was
calculated at $35S8.84, including $22S in attorney fees,
$59.84 in lost wages, $28 in transportation to court and
$46 in court fees. In addition,' the employer lost the
services of the employee for two mornings, the federal
government lost approximately $11.80 in tax revenue on the
employee's lost earnings and the hospital had to pay its
attorney to handle the case in court.

The point of this story is that the attorney indicated afterward

that had she been called as soon as the employee started receiving

past-due notices from the hospital, she could have negotiated a

payment schedule with the hospital by phone, avoiding the law suit,

court appearances, costs, time off from work and the worry which had

plagued the employee during the three months while this situation

was developing.



How could an employer-paid legal benefit plan have helped in

this second, more typical case? First, the employee, realizing that

arrangements for consulting and paying for a lawyer were part of his

compensation, the question of whether the employee had the funds to

hire an attorney would not come up. Secondly, by having this barrier

removed, the employee would have had the incentive to consult a

lawyer as soon as the problem presented itself, rather than waiting

until the last minute and having a law suit filed against him.

Third, the employer would not have lost the services of the employee

both for the time taken to go to court and in the preceding months

during which the employee's attention was distracted from his work

because of worry and phone calls to and from the hospital.

Do employees actually take advantage of a legal services benefit

to their own and the employer's advantage? The statistics we have

gathered since Section 120 was enacted in 1976 indicates that they

do. Employee legal plan administrators report that an average of

20 to 30 percent of covered employees use plan benefits each year.

The United Auto Workers plan which serves Chrysler, GM and Ford

workers has recently experienced an even higher usage rate,

exceeding 50 percent in some of their regions.

With legal service benefit plans having clearly demonstrated

their effectiveness and with the success of Section 120 in

stimulating the private sector to develop mechanisms for their

implementation, why then have we repeatedly needed to come before

you to argue for this provision's continued existence?

Over the years, we have heard no opposition from any group,

including the Congress, to the idea of group legal services for

employees per se. Rather, we are continually confronted with the

Treasury Department's position that Section 120 causes additional

government revenue loss because employer contributions are made

to this tax-exempt benefit, rather than being paid to employees

as wages or as payment for some taxable benefit program.

We understand that the Office of Management and Budget estimates

that the tax expenditure associated with Section 120 is $75 million

for 1987. Over the years, the Joint Tax Staff has offered even

. ,
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higher estimates, though we believe that these estimates are based

upon incorrect assumptions about the number of employees on behalf

of whom contributions are actually being made. Other witnesses

before the Subcommittee on this issue and additional statements

filed for the record will be providing more detailed testimony on

these estimates.

However, regardless of the theoretical calculation of revenue

loss associated with Section 120, all these estimates assume that

Section 120's expiration will cause legal plan sponsors to continue

to fund these programs, and that FICA and income tax withholding on

the contributions will yield the disputed revenues for the

Treasury. However, it is clear to us that in many instances,

employers and unions -- though convinced of the value of legal

service benefits -- will opt to discontinue this benefit because of

the administrative difficulties which would result, and channel

valuable pre-tax dollars to enhance other statutory benefit

programs. We have been informed that one legal service plan has

already met this fate. We believe that the number of plans so

affected could be substantial, in which case any estimate of

recoverable tax revenues is-theoretical as best.

We therefore believe that this sole apparent objection to

Section 120's continuance is without major substance. What then

would be the real results of this provision's demise? The

elimination of a valuable employee benefit for a major portion of

the 2.5 million employees, plus members of their families, who are

now covered; the tax dollars that can be saved by reductions in the

use of our courts to resolve minor disputes as a result of

preventive legal services being made available to employees through

qualified group legal service plans; and the benefit to our economy

of minimizing the impact of employee personal and legal problems on

productivity in the workplace.

We conclude that no substantial public purpose is served by the

elimination of Section 120, and we urge that S. 2119 be passed into

law at the earliest date possible.
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TESTIMONY OF RODNEY R. SHINKANA

ON BEHALF OF THE U.S. LEAGUE OF SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE'S SUBCOHMITTEE

ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

MARCH 28, 1988

Mr. Chairman, my name is Rodney Shinkawa and I am Executive

Vice President and Treasurer of the First Federal Savings and Loan

Association of America located in Honolulu, Hawaii. I am here

today on behalf of the United States League of Savings

Institutions* to urge this Committee and the Congress to extend

until December 31, 1991 the special Federal Savings and Loan

Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) tax rules which are scheduled to

expire at the end of this year. My testimony will briefly outline

the special FSLIC tax rules, examine their legislative history,

set forth the reasons these rules continue to be necessary today

and finally recommend a number of technical improvements to these

rules for the future.

Special FSLIC Tax Rules

The 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act (the 1981 Act) provided

that the continuity-of-interest requirement for tax-free

reorganization purposes is satisfied in the case of a merger

involving a thrift institution under the following conditions:

1. The acquired institution is a Code Section 593

organization (i.e., savings and loan or mutual savings bank).

2. The Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation

(FSLIC) or the Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) must certify

that the Section 593 institution is insolvent and that it cannot

meet its obligations currently or in the immediate future.

3. Substantially all the liabilities of the transferor

institution (including deposits) become liabilities of the

transferee.
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If these conditions are satisfied, the acquired institution

need not receive stock of the acquiring corporation to qualify as

a tax-free reorganization (IRC Section 368(a)(3)(D)).

Importantly, the 1981 Act also provided that depositors in a

thrift that has been certified as financially troubled whose

deposits carry over to the acquiring corporation will be deemed to

have continued an equity interest in the thrift to the extent of

their deposits. Consequently, carryforwards of the operating

losses of the acquired thrift are less likely to be limited (IRC

Section 382(l)(5)(F)).

Finally, the 1981 Act made it clear that certain financially

troubled thrifts need not reduce their basis for money or property

contributed by FSLIC under its financial assistance program, and

that such amounts are not includible in income (IRC Section 597).

Legislative History

It seems clear from the discussion and debate which

accompanied the enactment of these special FSLIC tax rules in 1981

that Congress was deeply concerned by the impact of extraordinarily

high interest rates on the mortgage-oriented savings and loan

institutions, and that appropriate relief ought to be granted.

Specifically, the Joint Commitee on Taxation noted:

The Congress believed that recent economic conditions,
including high interest rates, have had particularly
adverse effects on the country's thrift institutions,
which have been the primary providers of mortgage
credit. These thrift institutions traditionally have
engaged in short-term borrowing from their depositors,
while lending on a long-term basis to their mortgagors.
The recent high interest rates have required the thrift
industry to pay high short-term rates to depositors;
at the same time, substantial portions of mortgage
portfolios consist of mortgages paying much lower rates.
The resulting losses have threatened the viability of
thrift institutions.

General Exolanation of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of
lIMl, Joint Committee on Taxation, Blue Book, December 29,
1981, p. 151.

The special FSLIC tax rules were again addressed in the

President's 'Tax Proposals to Congress for Fairness, Growth and

Simplicity' released in May 1985. In this document, the President
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recommended that the FSLIC rules be repealed but not until 1991.

The reason for the delay is that

... the Administration recognizes that the thrift
industry has not fully recovered from the economic
conditions which prompted Congress to enact the special
reorganization rules in 1981. Moreover, the FSLIC will
require a transition period within which to seek
authorization to charge sufficient premiums for deposit
insurance.

The President's Tax Proposals to Conaress for Fairness
.Growth and Simolicity. May 1985, p. 251.

In the most recent legislative action, the FSLIC tax rules

were retained by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 but only until

December 31, 1988.

FSLIC Rules Essential in 1981 - Critical Today

The only thing that has changed since Congress adopted these

special FSLIC tax rules is the nature and size of the problem.

Today, asset quality problems, not high interest rates, generate

most thrift losses. The well-publicized economic depression in

the energy and farm economies has been a major reason for the

precipitous decline in real estate values and the concomitant

increase in real estate lender losses ir. those regions.

In 1981 and 1982, four-fifths of the savings institutions

were booking significant losses with only a few institutions

operating in the black. Now these proportions have turned

around. The majority of our institutions are operating with

reasonable profit margins while a small minority is booking

enormous losses. It is the concentrated nature of these losses in

the oil patch states which is placing increasing pressure on the

insurance fund for additional assistance in the form of cash

outlays.

Deposit insurance has been the great stabilizer of our

banking system since the Great Depression. This insurance

protection has created, however unintentionally, a partnership

between government, the regulators and our federally-insured,

privately-owned financial institutions in maintaining public

confidence. This longstanding, informal partnership was made even

91-401 0 - 89 - 6
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more explicit by the government's 'Full Faith and Credit

Guarantee' of federally-insured deposits by the Competitive

Equality Banking Act of 1987 (Title IX).

Deposit insurance is at the center of this public confidence

partnership. It is the insurance premiums, both regular and

special, paid by healthy and profitable thrift institutions that

provide the operating funds and reserve balances for normal

insurance fund maintenance and case resolutions. The federal

regulators also play a critical partnership role by protecting the

safety and soundness of PSLIC insured institutions through the

supervision of their business activities. The federal government

plays only a backstop role in this partnership, and retention of

these FSLIC rules would help make any further government

involvement less likely.

The point of this partnership analogy is to rebut the

inaccurate impression that the FSLIC rules are "unfair since they

provide beneficial treatment to a selected class of

beneficiaries." (General Exolanation of the Tax Reform Act of

1986-, Joint Committee on Taxation, Blue Book, May 4, 1987,

p. 571). Every member of this partnership benefits by the

extension of these rules and the resultant strengthening of the

insurance fund by maximizing its available resources.

Efficiency and Neutrality Concerns Misguided

The concerns about tax neutrality and efficiency raised by

the above quote are misplaced as applied to these FSLIC rules.

The major beneficiary from these rules is an arm of the government

itself (FSLIC) whose outlays are reduced by their availability.

The usual concerns about the impact of any extension of speci-al

rules on the federal budget and budget deficit do not apply

either. When FSLIC spends less to resolve a problem case because

of these rules, federal outlays, and hence the budget deficit, are

lower. Any projected budget pick-up from expiration of these

rules is essentially illusory since, absent these rules, federal
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outlays will increase proportionally. One way or another the

deposit guarantee will be upheld, and these special FSLIC rules

are a straightforward mechanism already in place to achieve that

goal.

In this regard, no one for a moment believes that FSLIC's

troubled thrift caseload, whatever its true size, can be handled

all at once. Even FSLIC's future industry assessments, bolstered

by $10.8 billion in bond proceeds over the next three years under.

the Competitive Equality Banking Act of 1987 (CEBA), could prove

insufficient since those dollars must be raised in the financial

markets incrementally and will not be available immediately.

There is no quick fix. We face a long-term problem which demands

long-term solutions. In other words, we are still in the

transition period the President referred to in 1985, having just

begun the long-term recapitalization of FSLIC with the hope of

stabilizing and eventually resolving thrift industry problems.

As a consequence, the thrift resolution strategy must

consider all options for maximizing FSLIC resources to the

greatest extent possible, including techniques to facilitate

thrift mergers and acquisitions in the most expeditious and least

costly manner. One of the most efficient ways of conserving

limited FSLIC resources is to extend through 1991 the tax-free

reorganization rules set to expire on December 31, 1988.

The extension of the FSLIC tax rules through 1991 would

mirror the industry's recapitalization efforts and focus the

maximum resources available on the thrift loss problem instead of

diverting to the general revenues through taxation a substantial

portion of our industry's assessments. In terms of our public

confidence partnership, taxing FSLIC assistance dollars makes

little sense since it would effectively cut in half the resources

available for resolution of FSLIC problem cases.

Consequently, whatever merit the sunset of these provisions

had in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 has clearly been eclipsed by

subsequent events. At a time when the much-depleted resources of
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FSLIC are being replenished by $10.8 billion in CIBA-directed

contributions from our healthy thrift institutions, we must not

make these assistance dollars less effective by failing to extend

the FSLIC tax-free reorganization provisions for three more years.

Include FDIC in Coverage

Finally, these favorable tax rules now only apply to FSLIC.

However, it is apparent that regional economic conditions in the

Southwest and elsewhere are also putting great pressure on the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the commercial and

savings bank institutions it insures. Therefore, we would

recommend that the FDIC be included under these favorable tax

rules provided they could be extended through 1991 for both

industries.

Related Technical Matters

In addition to the substantive tax policy issue of the

desirability of the extension of these special FSLIC

reorganization rules, we would like to address a number of

technical adjustments to the language adopted in 1986 which would

be helpful in assuring that the FSLIC can employ these provisions

most effectively in 1988 and beyond.

The first of these is the failure to retain all aspects of

the prior rules dealing with the preservation of net operating

losses (NOLs) when a healthy institution acquires an FSLIC problem

case. Prior law provided a scaledown of the NOLs passed along to

the acquirer when the deposit base ratio of the problem

institution fell below the 20 percent threshold of the combined

entity after the merger. Because of changes elsewhere in the

general treatment of business combinations, the prior scaledown

has been replaced with a *cliff" at that 20 percent ratio. If the

deposit base of the acquirer exceeds four times that of the

problem case, all of the NOLs are lost rather than ratably scaled

back.

This rule makes it difficult to dispose of any given problem

case to a much larger healthy institution, the very type of entity
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which can most easily digest the problem institution. An

adjustment here would greatly facilitate FSLIC case resolution.

A second more technical problem involves the general

requirement that the ratio calculations be conducted using only

retina stock, rather than all classes of stock. Mergers involving

savings institutions often involve mutual, not stockholder-owned

entities. It would be helpful to clarify that, for the

ratio-calculation, the deposit base comparison is the correct

analog for the voting stock calculations where thrift institution

acquisitions are concerned.

A third technical correction should clarify that the test of

eligibility as a tax-code-qualified domestic savings and loan

should be performed on the institution resulting from the

FSLIC-assisted merger. This test is required to qualify any FSLIC

assistance payments as tax exempt under Section 597. Typically,

because of declines in the values of the assets of problem

institutions undergoing mergers, the 7701(a)(19)(C) test becomes

difficult to apply in a meaningful way. The key tax test should

be that the resulting FSLIC-insured surviving institution meets

the 60 percent test enshrined in the code.

The fourth item on the technical corrections list deals with

the status of any tax-exempt FSLIC "hard dollar" financial

assistance payments for earnings and profits (E&P) purposes. If

these payments are to be truly tax exempt and not vulnerable to

subsequent taxation -- as was clearly intended by the Congress as

evidenced by the clarification on the non-applicability of Section

265 -- a special rule would be helpful clarifying that assistance

payments made pursuant to agreements eligible for a Section 597

exemption constitute E&P. When Section 597 sunsets, this special

treatment for FSLIC assistance agreements should also sunset.

Finally, it might be helpful to clarify in report language

that it was not the intent of Congress to disqualify from NOL

preservation transactions where the FSLIC, via a receivership,
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temporarily *parks* a problem case as an interim institution --

for example, using its Management Consignment Program -- pending

final resolution by sale to a healthy acquirer. Though a helpful

ruling on this multiple transfer item has already been issued by

the IRS, a couple of minor wording difficulties remain and a clear

signal from Congress would be helpful though, given that ruling,

hardly essential.

conclusion

The preservation and adjustment of the special FSLIC tax

provisions is absolutely essential to the future viability of the

fund and the success of the recapitalization measure enacted by

the Congress last year. Though our industry has a number of other

technical correction items at stake in the legislative process

this year, we would like to assure the Congress that we consider

these provisions for the benefit of the FSLIC to be of the highest

priority for the industry itself. We are united with the Bank

Board and the FSLIC on this crucial issue.

Thank you for giving us the time to express our views. We

would be happy to respond to your questions and to supply any

other information we have for the record.

* The U.S. League of Savings Institutions serves the more than
3,000 member-institutions which make up the $1.2 trillion savings
association and savings bank businesses. League membership
includes all types of institutions -- federal and state-chartered,
stock and mtual. The principal officers include: Theo H. Pitt,
Jr., Chairman, Rocky Mount, North Carolina; B. R. Beeksma, Vice
Chairman, Oak Harbor, Washington; William B. OlConnell, President,
Chicago, Illinois; Philip Gasteyer, Executive Vice President and
Director of Washington Operations; Coley O'Brien, Senior Vice
President and Legislative Counsel; and Brian Smith, Senior Vice
President, Regulatory Operations. League headquarters are at 111
East Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60601. The Washington Office
is located at 1709 New York Avenue, N.N., Washington, D.C. 20006.
Telephone: (202) 637-8900.
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TESTIHO I OF

CHARLES STRADFORD

IN SUPPORT OF EXTENDING

THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT PROGRAM

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, I'd like to thank you for this opportunity

to appear before the committee for a second time in support of the Targeted

Jobs Tax Credit program. My name is Charles Stradford and I am here on

behalf of my son, Ronald, who is mentally handicapped and a former

participant in the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program.

The second and perhaps most important reason for my being here is to

help alay some of the concerns voiced by a few that the program is more

used to accumulate tax credits rather than promote the well being of

indigent or handicapped individuals.

My son is now twenty-four years old. At the time of his birth, we

were advised to place him in an institution because the medical authorities

felt that he would never be anything more than a vegetable and a burden to

us and our other two children. As a family unit, we refused to take the

advice of the doctors.

When Ronald was five years old, he wanted to go to school because his

sister and brother were in school. At that time, some of the psychological

testers and school officials felt that he was not ready- We balked at this

notice because of his persistence in wanting to be like his brother.

Two years later, Ronald wanted to become a Cub Scout like his brother.

With the help of some of the other parents with mentally handicapped sons,

we organized a Cub Scout unit for the mentally handicapped.

As Ronald has grown older, his physiological needs have changed. In

order to help him meet those needs, my wife and I have become active

participants in encounter groups and advocacy programs for the mentally

handicapped. As I mentioned earlier, Ronald has attended school since age

five. Our initial intent was for him to develop motor skills and to learn

basic survival skills. Later we found that he had an aptitude for

academics and we pushed for his educational development.



My son, Ronald, started working for Pizza Hut under the Targeted Jobs

Tax Credit program approximately five years ago.

At that tine he was working two hours a day, three days a week. Over time

his hours and responsibilities have increased. He is currently working

four days a week and he has received training in almost every area of the

business.

The first time I appeared before the committee, Hr. Chairman, I talked

about achieving self-esteem through contributing to one's own welfare and

my feelings have not changed. In fact, having seen how my son has reacted

to this financial independence has only strengthened those feelings.

Today, as a result of his employment, Ronald has established a rather

enviable savings account. He purchases his clothes and certain essentials,

and when we travel, he is responsible for the purchase of his own airline

ticket and most of his expenses. Additionally, he has become a tax payer.

I'm also pleased to inform you that while Ronald is not an "average"

individual in the work force, his co-workers have valued the difference and

treated him with respect. To me this speaks well of the management of

Pizza Hut and their positive support of the program.

This support by management, and the respect of his co-workers has

certainly had a positive influence on Ronald with regard to his desireto

work.

At this point, I would like to also say that as a result of my

previous appearance here, two of Ronald's peers in our family support group

have left the sheltered workshop environment to find employment with other

businesses in the food service/restaurant area because of this worthwhile

program. The increase in the self-esteem in these individuals has been

significantly noticeable.

Based on our experience with Pizza Hut, I believe that the Targeted

Jobs Tax Credit program is a pro-active method of helping people help

themselves. It is an avenue for providing skills for unskilled and

semi-skilled workers, and most important, it is a means of putting the tax

payers dollars to work.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you again for this opportunity to appear in

support of the Targeted Job Tax Credit program.
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STATEMENT OF

PAUL E. SUPLIZIO
DIRECTOR

TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT COALITION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Paul E. Suplizio, director of the Targeted Jobs

Tax Credit Coalition. I appreciate the opportunity to

testify today on behalf of our Coalition, which consists of

more than 120 employers and community-based organizations

who advocate renewal of TJTC. A list of Coalition members

is attached to our testimony. _

A decade ago, Congress launched a broad national

experiment in use of the tax code to encourage private

employers to hire disadvantaged workers. Congress recog-

nized that the marketplace alone could not cure structural

unemployment. A hard core of unemployed -- some would say,

unemployable -- workers were not sharing in mainstream

economic progress. TJTC was enacted to deal with this

problem in a way that harnessed the initiative of the

private sector.

A decade later, the situation has grown much worse. We

have an underclass of 8 million workersI and the number

ccntinues to grow from a rising number of children living

in poverty, a high birth rate in hispanic families who

comprise our poorest minority 2, more school dropouts,

more single-parent families, and a large number of

semi-literate youth emerging each year from our schools.
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Our economic landscape is being radically transformed

by the internationalization of production and rapid tech-

nological change. Unskilled jobs are being lost in great

numbers and more skills are required for the jobs that

remain.3  At the same time, the advent of the "baby bust"

generation means that while the economy is generating

2.5-3.0 million new jobs each year, only 1.5 million new

workers will be available to fill the jobs. At a time when

the opportunity to work is becoming greater than ever, the

widening gap between skills required and the skill

attainment of many of our citizens threatens us with a

growing class of unemployables and a declining standard of

living.

To meet this challenge, Congress needs to stress not

just the goal of getting people into jobs, but the goal of

helping people acquire skills needed to be and stay

competitive in the labor market. To accomplish this will

require nothing less than an employment and training

revolution. At present, the pieces of the employment and

training revolution are lying around unassembled. Some of

these are the displaced worker retraining program of the

trade bill, welfare reform, and the Job Training Partner-

ship Act. Another is the targeted jobs tax credit.

TJTC Has Proven Effective

The important innovation represented by TJTC -- using

the tax code to focus the capabilities of the private

sector on hiring the disadvantaged -- has proven suc-

cessful. Congress decreed that employers would receive a

tax credit if they hired targeted workers, and employers
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did precisely that. They went out and hired targeted

workers, 622,000 of them in 1985, including 394,000 youth,

128,000 welfare recipients, 43,000 handicapped workers,

26,000 Vietnam veterans, and 30,000 ex-offenders. After a

year's lapse while tax reform was being enacted, the

program resumed in 1987. Despite a slow start-up due to

inadequate funding of state Job Services, 445,000 were

hired last year. TJTC is obviously working.

No one should doubt that targeted workers are hired.

State Job Services must certify the eligibility of each

worker for the program. A five percent sample of certi-

fications was audited in all 50 states in 1985. According

to a report to Congress by the Secretary of Labor, "Of

those audited, 245 or 1.08 percent were later found to be

ineligible, well within the acceptable level of under 5

percent established by the Employment and Training Admin-

istration guidelines." Of the $27.8 million made available

to states for administration of TJTC this year, 16 percent

is specifically earmarked for audits to guard against fraud

and abuse.

TJTC has proven to be highly cost-effective. The

program works through the employer's hiring system, with

job orders specifying "send us TJTC eligibles" filed with

the Job Service and community-based organizations who have

contact with the eligible populations. Research conducted

by the National Center for Research in Vocational Education

shows that most TJTC workers are hired by employers who

have established programs to attract TJTC eligibles from

target populations. Hiring activity is conducted by the

private sector with minimum bureaucracy and red tape.
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Government's role is limited to making referrals (which it

would do anyway), certifying eligibles, and auditing tax

returns (which it does anyway).

Data obtained by the Coalition from IRS' Statistics of

Income Division shows that the average tax credit claimed

per worker was $987 in 1984.4 This figure is not,

however,_ the revenue loss to the Federal government,

because Treasury regulations do not allow employers to

claim a wage deduction equal to the amount of the tax

credit. Adjusting for this reduces the average revenue

loss per worker to approximately $700 in 1984. In

congressional testimony, CBO estimated the average revenue

loss to be $700-$1,000. Sar Levitan and Frank Gallo have

computed a figure of $830.

In the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the TJTC credit was

reduced from 50 to 40 percent, the second year credit was

eliminated, and a minimum work requirement was

established. This reduced the cost to the government, with

the largest reduction being the 20 percent cut in the

amount of the credit. This suggests that, currently, the

average cost per placement for a TJTC worker is $560-$800.

This compares favorably to the placement costs ol other

Federal programs, such as JTPA ($3,000) and Job Corps

($5,400). In our view, TJTC is the most cost-effective

Federal jobs program today.

The Administration's Obiection to TJTC is Fallacious

The Administration, which opposes renewal of TJTC,

bases its opposition on the claim that most disadvantaged
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workers are hired without the tax credit, therefore TJTC is

a windfall to employers. A little inquiry shows this to be

fallacious. Suppose the black youth unemployment rate is

33 percent; this means that one out of every three in the

labor force is unemployed, and two out of every three have

jobs. Thus, goes the argument, if three black youths enter

the labor force, two will get jobs without any tax credit,

and one will be unemployed.

What this argument misses is that not all black youth

are in the labor force, which means actively seeking jobs

Only 40 percent are labor force participants; the other 60

percent are what the Labor Department calls "discouraged

workers", who have given up job search. Considering the

entire population of black youth who are not in school and

would like to work, the unemployment rate is closer to 60

percent. Even this understates the problem, since 22

percent of black youths are holding part-time jobs when

they want full-time work.
5

The foregoing holds true for all the target groups, who

have far more discouraged workers than those actively

seeking work. Thus, it is erroneous to maintain that "most

are getting jobs without any tax credit." The aim of TJTC

is to draw the discouraged population into the labor force

by demonstrating that job opportunities are available.

Evaluations of TJTC are Generally Positive

A two-year, $450,000 Labor Department evaluation of

TJTC performed by MACRO Systems reached the "conclusion"

that, in the majority of cases, TJTC was a subsidy for
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people whom employers would have hired anyway.6  We

consider this finding highly suspect, because just the

opposite conclusion is supported by the evidence of the

study itself. Four of the component studies in the

evaluation cite evidence establishing that TJTC is not a

windfall to employers, while only one component study

supported windfall theory. To the question, "Did TJTC

reduce overall unemployment?" all component studies gave an

affirmaii response.7

The most significant contribution of the MACRO Systems

evaluation was the definitive work of Dr. John Bishop in

demonstrating the new job creation effect of TJTC.

Previous work by Sandra Christensen of CBO had found that

nearly all TJTC jobs were net new jobs. Summarizing his

work, Bishop reported:

"It can be seen that among eligibles, the TJTC program

had a fairly sizeable positive impact on employment

probability. The increases were of the order of 10

percentage points. The program effect for noneligibles

was positive (but much smaller) in most cases, implying

no nt displacement of noneligibles by eligibles. The

overall job creation estimates were typically of the

order of 200,000 to 300,000 additional persons

employed. Most of the additional employment accrued to

noneligibles, however. If we accept the magnitude of

the estimates, then net job creation tended to be

around 15 to 30 percent of the level of

certification, as compared to the 100 percent reported

by CBO.
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" In summary, our analyses, which could be said to

reflect a full, general equilibrium impact evaluation

of TJTC, suggested (1) no displacement of noneligibles

by certified workers and (2) small positive levels of

net job creation."
8 (Emphasis in'original).

This finding is of enormous significance because, until

now, all that could be claimed

that new hires filled existing

evidence to demonstrate that, by

wage, the employer's demand for

adding new iD.Qa to the economy.

that evidence, and even though he

small, the fact that there is any

impact upon the cost-effectiveness

workers in those 200,000-300,000

for the TJTC program was

jobs. There was little

lowering the effective

labor would increase,

Bishop has now supplied

states the net effect is

effect at all has a vast

of the program. For the

new jobs created by TJTC

pay taxes, revenues flow to the Treasury, and even the most

rudimentary calculations demonstrate that in such cases

TJTC pays for itself and could even be revenue positive.

Another significant evaluation of TJTC was performed

for the National Commission for Employment Policy by Dr.

Edward C. Lorenz. This study examined the impacts of TJTC

on the earnings of 1,031 persons hired under the program

in Missouri and Maryland in 1982, compared to a control

group of 796 persons who were eligible but did not get TJTC

jobs. The study found that, "Most subgroups among those

vouchered before hire experienced income gains

significantly greater than the comparison group."9

Sar A. Levitan

University's Center

and Frank Gallo of George Washington

for Social Policy Studies have also
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thoughtfully examined the TJTC program. Writing in the

Labor Law Review Journal of October, 1987 they express

reservations about the program's administration and

indifferent oversight by the Treasury and Labor

Departments, but state their belief that "the tax credit

might be an important experiment in aiding the poor", even

though "the verdict is still out on the usefulness of wage

subsidies.-10

While works like these have significantly advanced our

understanding and ability to improve the operation of TJTC,

they have a tendency to become overly absorbed in matters

of administration and miss the main point: a jobs credit

works. There is no doubt that use of the tax code provides

a strong incentive to private employers to adopt behavior

that would not be adopted based on market signals alone.

TJTC Should Be Renewed and Adapted to Today's Challenge

These hearings provide an occasion for Congress to

weigh the full impact of this successful tax incentive,

because in dealing with the employment and training

problems that confront our nation, Congress will inevitably

have to spend money. The question then becomes how best to

spend it, directly or through the tax code? Consider the

possibilities:

o TJTC could be expanded to include economically

disadvantaged older workers, single-parent

families, and displaced homemakers;

j4f
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o a tax credit could be devised to help the working

poor escape from poverty by targeting the credit

on higher-wage jobs;

0 a tax credit could be devised to stem school

dropouts through a program that combines schooling

with a part-time job;

0 a tax credit could be devised to ensure that

displaced workers are trained for real jobs and

not nonexistent jobs.

The dimensions of the employment and training challenge

are huge, and both Federal money and the private sector

will inevitably be involved. American business is already

spending $25 billion each year to give workers the skills

they need, and remedy the deficiencies of our schools. But

business alone may be unable to make the investments needed

to propel the labor force into the information age.

When it comes to hiring policies and training,

companies may not be willing to hazard their economic

survival on various sorts of direct subsidies that are

perceived to bring unwanted government interference. In

the largest pilot youth demonstration project of the Carter

years, only 18 percent of private employers were willing to

participate even when offered 100 percent wage subsidies.

Jobs for the school dropouts in this program had to be

found in the public sector. During the first year of JTPA,

only 5 percent of employers surveyed said they intended to

take measures to reach hard-to-employ people, such as

teenage parents, former - drug users, and the physically or
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mentally handicapped. Providing indirect incentives

through the tax code may turn out to be the most workable

approach.

The relevance of TJTC to the coming employment and

training revolution is that using the tax code works. The

annual battle over the Federal deficit has obscured this

fact, and prevented TJTC from being constructively adapted

to emerging labor force problems. We learn from our

mistakes; we can learn from our successes as well.

Congress should renew TJTC, and consider applying the same

principle to the employment and training challenges at

hand.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. Are there

any questions?

-V
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MEMBERS OF TJTC COALITION

Wickes Companies, Inc., Santa Monica, CA
Zayre Corporation, Framingham, MA
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., Bentonville, AR
TGI Friday's Inc., Addison, TX
The Vons Companies, Inc., El Monte, CA
Shoney's South Inc., Memphis, TN
T.J. Maxx, Natick, MA
Malone & Hyde, Inc., Memphis, TN
The Principal Financial Group, Des Moines, IA
Foodmaker Inc., San Diego, CA
American Medical International, Inc., Beverly Hills, CA
Chili's Inc., Dallas, TX
Reliance Insurance Company, Philadelphia, PA
Shaw's Supermarkets, Inc., East Bridgewater, MA
Appalachian Computer Services, Inc., London, KY
Imperial Palace, Las Vegas, NV
SRC Services Inc-., Columbia, SC
LTW Management Services, Freehold, NY
The Alameda Company, Alameda, CA
Annco, Inc., Austin, TX
K& S Associates, Inc., Perth Amboy, NJ
Personnel Services, Ltd., Redondo Beach, CA
ATSCO, Pittsburgh, PA
SER/Jobs for Progress, Inc., Corpus Christi, TX
SER/Jobs for Progress, Inc., Yuma, AZ
SER/Jobs for Progress, Inc., Miami, FL
SER/Jobs for Progress, Inc., Waukegan, IL
SER/Jobs for Progress, Inc., Las Cruces, NM
EASA, Inc., Solvang, CA
Borg Warner Protective Services, Parsippany, NJ
Pay Less Drug Stores, Wilsonville, OR
Boss Manufacturing Company, Kewanee, IL
DiGiorgio Corporation, San Francisco, CA
Wells Lamont Corporation, Chicago, IL
Shaklee Products Inc., San Francisco, CA
Grace Home Centers West, Brea, CA
Levi Strauss Inc., San Francisco, CA
Commercial Bank & Trust Company, Miami, FL
Sysco/Gulf-Atlantic Food Services, Jacksonville, FL
Scotty's Inc., Winter Haven, FL
Suddath Van Lines., Tampa, FL
Misner Marine Inc., Tampa, FL
Bud Suarez, Inc., Tampa, FL
Heinicke Jet Aviation, Hollywood, FL
Williams Management Enterprises, Orlando, FL
Samar Management, Burger King, Port Richey, FL
Aragon & Sons, Inc., Dania, FL
Fast Food Enterprises, Vero Beach, FL
Merit Electric Company, Inc., Largo, FL
Florida Power Corporation, St. Petersburg, FL
Fleetwood Enterprises, Riverside, CA
Florida Rock Industries, Inc., Jacksonville, FL
Gabriel Communication Corporation, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Tropical Circuits, Inc., Ft. Lauderdale, FL
K&G Box Company, Jacksonville, FL
Asplundh Tree Expert, Company, Willow Grove, PA
Stimpson Company Inc., Bayport, NY
Fronton Inc., West Palm Beach, FL
Sanaware Corporation, Tampa, FL
Rogers & Ford Construction Corporation, Boca Raton, FL
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Creative Hairdressers, Arlington, VA
Bestway, Miami, FL
Food Lion, Salesbury, NC
Rollins, Inc., Atlanta, GA
Key Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Miami, FL
Institutional Management Services Inc., Shreveport, LA
Braman Inc., Miami, FL
Carrols Corporation Inc., Syracuse, NY
White'fs C ity mnc., White City, NM
Peter Piper, Inc., Phoenix, AZ
Lowrey's Freshies, Denver, CO
Peter Echrich, Ft. Wayne, IN
Cortez III, Alamogordo, NM
Aunt Nellie's Food, Inc., Clyman, WI
Caremore, Inc., Cleveland, TN
Showbiz Pizza Place, Brock Corporation, Irving, TX
The Posthauer/Pinckert, Inc., Houston, TX
Circle K Corporation, Phoenix, AZ
Value Plus, Alamogordo, NM
Justin Boot, Inc., Ft. Wayne, TX
Longs Drug Stores, Inc., Walnut Creek, CA
Cooper's Western Wear, Inc., Albuquerque, NM
Swords to Plowshares, Inc., San Francisco, CA
Oakland Chinese Community Council, Inc., Oakland, CA
CET Center for Employment Training, San Jose, CA
Associated Industries of Florida, Tallahassee, FL
The Boury Corporation, Wheeling, WV
C.M. Uberman Enterprises, Bethesda, MD
Florida Fast Food Services, Inc., Lakeland, FL
Lakeland Fast Food Services, Inc., Lakeland, FL
Restaurant Management Inc., Williamsport, PA
McFaddin Ventures, Inc., Houston, TX
National Trading Management Inc., Miami, FL
Merchants Bank of Miami, Miami, FL
Classic Motor Carriages, Miami, FL
Mayor's Jewelers, Inc., Miami, FL
Tropex Batteries Inc., Miami, FL
International Medical Centers., Miami, FL
George Williamson Cadillac Co., Miami, FL
National Medical Management, Miami, FL
The Forge Restaurant, Miami, FL
Restaurant Administration Services, Winter Park, FL
Montanari Clinical School, Hialeah, FL
A&A Glass and Mirror, Miami, FL
Dadeland Dodge, Miami, FL
Atlantic Cost Structural Forming, Inc., Hialeah, FL
Hickory Farms of Ohio, Maumee, Ohio
Crown Carrier Systems, Miami, FL
Solitron Devices, Inc., Rivera Beach, FL
Sausman Hotel Group, Boca Raton, FL
Palm Beach Lincoln-Mercury, West Palm Beach, FL
Witters Construction Company, Hialeah, FL
Aaron Rents, Inc., Atlanta, GA
Health & Tennis Corporation of America, Inc., Los Angeles, CA
Davgar Restaurants Inc., Winter Park, FL
Uno Restaurants., West Roxbury, MD
Belvedere Construction Company, West Palm Beach, FL
Assisting the Disabled with Employment, Placement & Training,

San Jose, CA
0. Masters Dove, Inc., Lauderhill, FL
Weekly Asphalt Paving, Inc., Hallendale, FL
Randy's Ribs Inc., Lake Worth, FL
Norstrom, Santa Ana, CA
Numerical Financial Services, Clearwater, FL
Brown Group, Inc., St. Louis, MO
Florida Progress Corporation, St. Petersburg, FL
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

ON BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF LOCAL HOUSING FINANCE AGENCIES (ALHFA), I

APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY TO DISCUSS EXTENSION OF THE

DECEMBER 31, 1988 "SUNSET" ON AUTHORITY TO ISSUE TAX-EXEMPT MORTGAGE REVENUE BONDS

(MRBs) AND MORTGAGE CREDIT CERTIFICATES (MCCS). I'M BERNIE TETREAULT, EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR OF THE MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES COMMISSION AND

PAST PRESIDENT OF ALHFA.

AS YOU MIGHT IMAGINE, ALHFA MEMBERS HAVE A KEEN INTEREST IN SUNSET EXTENSION,

AND WE WELCOME THE OPPORTUNITY TO RESPOND TO THE JUST-RELEASED STUDY OF THE PROGRAM

BY THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE.

BY WAY OF BACKGROUND, MR. CHAIRMAN, ALHFA IS A NONPROFIT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF PROFESSIONALS IN THE FIELD OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING FINANCE. OUR 133 MEMBERS ARE

CITY AND COUNTY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES* WHICH FINANCE HOMEOWNERSHIP AND RENTAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOW- AND MODERATE-INCOME PERSONS. ALHFA'S PURPOSE IS TO SERVE

ITS MEMBERS AS AN ADVOCATE BEFORE CONGRESS AND THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH ON AFFORDABLE

HOUSING POLICY ISSUES, AND, THROUGH EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, TO ENHANCE THE ABILITY

OF LOCAL HOUSING FINANCE AGENCIES TO IMPLEMENT RESPONSIBLE AND PROFESSIONALLY-

ADMINISTERED AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROGRAMS FOR LOW- AND MODERATE-INCOME PERSONS.

AT THE OUTSET MR. CHAIRMAN, I WANT TO COMMEND YOU FOR HOLDING THESE HEARINGS.

WE ARE CONFIDENT THAT THE TESTIMONY YOU RECEIVE FROM ALHFA AND OTHERS WILL

DEMONSTRATE THE LEGITIMATE AND IMPORTANT PUBLIC PURPOSE SERVED BY LOCAL AND STATE

AGENCY MORTGAGE REVENUE BOND PROGRAMS, AND PROVIDE A SOUND BASIS FOR EXTENDING THE

MRB SUNSET DATE. AS YOU KNOW S. 1522, INTRODUCED JULY 22 BY SENATOR DON RIEGLE,

NOW HAS 60 COSPONSORS (INCLUDING 13 MEMBERS OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE), WITH THAT

NUMBER GROWING ALMOST DAILY. THESE SENATORS DID NOT ADD THEIR NAMES TO THE

COSPONSOR LIST LIGHTLY, AS I'M SURE THEY WOULD ATTEST. RATHER THEY, LIKE WE IN

ALHFA, FIRMLY BELIEVE THAT THE MRB PROGRAM IS SOUND PUBLIC POLICY AND APPROPRIATELY

ASSISTS FIRST-TIME HOMEBUYERS -- MOST OFTEN THOSE WHOM THE CONVENTIONAL MORTGAGE

MARKET HAS LEFT BEHIND -- IN PURCHASING A HOME. ALHFA STRONGLY SUPPORTS S.1522 AND

URGES ITS PROMPT ADOPTION BY THIS COMMITTEE AND THE CONGRESS.

BEFORE COMMENTING MORE ON LOCAL AGENCY MRS PROGRAMS, I WISH TO SPEND A FEW

MO a RESPONDING TO THE GAO REPORT.
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IN A WORD, MR. CHAIRMAN, WE ARE SHOCKED AT WHAT PURPORTS TO BE AN OBJECTIVE

ANALYIS OF THE PROGRAM. WE FIND IT ANYTHING BUT OBJECTIVE. ITS TONE, ITS

METHODOLOGY, ITS CONCLUSIONS LEAD US TO WONDER WHETHER GAO WAS GIVEN A CONCLUSION,

i.e. THAT THE PROGRAM DUPLICATES MORTGAGE ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE CONVENTIONALLY AND

IS THEREFORE A WASTE OF FEDERAL TAX REVENUE, AND ASKED TO JUSTIFY IT.

GAO'S REPORT SUGGESTS SOME FINDINGS THAT REFLECT POSITIVELY ON THE PERFORMANCE

OF SINGLE-FAMILY BOND-FINANCED PROGRAMS.

FOR INSTANCE:

O MOST ASSISTED BUYERS WERE IN THE "25 TO 29" AGE CATEGORY AND LIVED IN A

HOUSEHOLD COMPRISED OF TWO PEOPLE; THIS SUGGESTS THAT SINGLE-FAMILY

BOND PROGRAMS BRING LOW- AND MODERATE-INCOME INDIVIDUALS INTO THE

HOUSING MARKET EARLY IN THEIR ADULT YEARS PERMITTING THEM TO ENJOY

HOMEOWNERSHIP BENEFITS SOONER THAN THE CONVENTIONAL MARKET PERMITS.

O FORTY PERCENT OF ASSISTED BUYERS PURCHASED NEW HOMES AND 80 PERCENT OF

BOND ISSUERS SET ASIDE SOME PORTION OF BOND PROCEEDS FOR DEVELOPERS;

THIS DEMONSTRATES THAT SINGLE-FAmILY BOND PROGRAMS ADD SIGNIFICANTLY

TO NEW HOUSING CONSTRUCTION AND THE NATION'S OVERALL AFFORDABLE

HOUSING STOCK, PROVIDING INCREASED HOMEOWNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES.

O ASSISTED HOMEBUYERS PURCHASED HOMES THAT COST 70 PERCENT OF THE

AVERAGE PURCHASE PRICE AND 80 PERCENT OF ASSISTED BUYERS HAD INCOMES

AT OR BELOW 115 PERCENT OF THE AREA MEDIAN INCOME; THIS SUGGESTS THAT

HOUSING FINANCE AGENCIES ADMINISTERED SINGLE-FAMILY PROGRAMS BEFORE

THE 1986 TAX ACT IN A MANNER THAT GENERALLY COMPLIED WITH THE ACT' S

NEW INCOME AND PRICE RESTRICTIONS.

THESE FINDINGS DEMONSTRATE THAT HOUSING FINANCE AGENCIES HAVE LARGELY

SUCCEEDED IN ACHIEVING THE VERY FUNDAMENTAL OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM ENUNCIATED BY

CONGRESS: TO ENCOURAGE HOMEOWNERSHIP AMONG LOW- AND MODERATE-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS BY

PROVIDING AN INCENTIVE TO PURCHASE IN THE FORM OF AN AFFORDABLE MORTGAGE, AND TO

EXPAND HOMEOWNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUCH HOUSEHOLDS BY EXPANDING THE AFFORDABLE

HOUSING STOCK.

GAO, HOWEVER, DOES NOT REACH THESE CONCLUSIONS NOR ANY OTHERS THAT REFLECT

FAVORABLY ON THE MRS POGRAM, AS IF TO SAY THAT THE 29 HOUSING FINANCE AGENCIES

SELECTED DID NOTHING DURING THE STUDY PERIOD TO IM HMONERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

OR TO CONTRIBUTE IN AMY POSITIVE WAY TO HOUSING AFRFORDIITY.
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THE ISSUE OF OBJECTIVITY BECOMES MORE CRITICAL WHEN WE CONSIDER THE VERY

SERIOUS FLAWS IN GAO's DATA AND METHODOLOGY. SURPRISINGLY, GAO VERY ELOQUENTLY

STATES THE PROBLEM:

"BECAUSE WE SELECTED HOUSING AGENCIES JUDGMENTALLY, WE CANNOT ASSERT THAT

OUR FINDINGS ARE REPRESENTATIVE OF QUALIFIED MORTGAGE BOND ACTIVITY

NATIONWIDE." (P. 19)

"SOME HOUSING AGENCY DATA FILES WERE INCOMPLETE FOR A SUBSTANTIAL NUMBER

OF DATA ITEMS IN EACH CASE. BECAUSE OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS, WE CAN BE

LESS CERTAIN THAT OUR RESULTS REPRESENT THE TRUE DISTRIBUTION OF THE

POPULATION ... CAUTION MIGHT BE PRUDENT IN RELYING ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF

THE OBSERVED VALUES ... " (P. 28)

IN SPITE OF THESE VERY STRONG AND NECESSARY STATEMENTS ABOUT THE DATA

LIMITATIONS AND THE TOTAL INAPPROPRIATENESS OF GENERALIZING FROM THE SURVEY TO ALL

BOND-ASSISTED PROGRAMS, GAO CHARGES FULL SPEED AHEAD IN DRAWING SUCH CONCLUSIONS

AS:

"...QUALIFIED MORTGAGE BONDS ARE AN INEFFICIENT AND COSTLY WAY TO PROVIDE

ASSISTANCE TO FIRST-TIME HOME BUYERS, SERVE MOSTLY BUYERS WHO COULD

AFFORD HOMES ANYWAY, AND HAVE DONE LITTLE TO INCREASE HOME AFFORDABILITY

FOR LOW- AND MODERATE-INCOME PEOPLE.... GAO QUESTIONS WHETHER BOND

ISSUANCE AUTHORITY SHOULD BE EXTENDED." (P. 5)

"MOST HOME BUYERS RECEIVING ASSISTANCE THROUGH QUALIFIED MORTGAGE BONDS

COULD HAVE PROBABLY PURCHASED THE SAME HOMES USING GENERALLY AVAILABLE

MORTGAGE INSTRUMENTS, OR WOULD HAVE EVENTUALLY BECOME HOME OWNERS IF BOND

ASSISTANCE WAS NOT AVAILABLE...." (P. 21)

AS ALHFA POINTED OUT IN ITS MARCH 11 RESPONSE TO GAO'S BRIEFING AND AS WE NOW

CONFIRM AFTER STUDYING GAO'S WRITTEN REPORT, GAO USED DATA, ASSUMPTIONS, AND A

METHODOLOGY THAT COULD YIELD ONLY PEJORATIVE

CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE MRB PROGRAM.

THE BASIS FOR OUR CLAIM INCLUDES SUCH ISSUES AS:

0 GAO ACKNOWLEDGES THE "LARGE PROPORTION OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS" IN ITS SURVEY OF

29 HOUSING FINANCE AGENCIES YET IT "DID NOT CONDUCT ANY TESTS TO DETERMINE WHETHER

THE DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE OBSERVED AND MISSING VALUES ARE REASONABLY THE SAME."

(P. 82) EVEN WITHOUT KNOWNG THIS DISTRIBUTION, GAO DRAWS SWEEPING CONCLUSIONS

ABOUT ASSISTED HOEBUYERS;
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0 GAO STATES THAT THE AIWUAL HOUSING SURVEY (AHS) OBSERVATIONS ARE "INSUFFICIENT

TO MAKE STATISTICALLY VALID INFERENCES ON AN AREA-BY-AREA BASIS BUT PROVIDES VALID

ESTIMATES OF FIRST-TIME HONEDUYER CHARACTERISTICS NATIONWIDE." (P. 83) WITHOUT

TESTING THE STATISTICAL VALIDITY, GAO BOLDLY MAKES INFERENCES ABOUT ASSISTED FIRST-

TIME HOMEBUYER CHARACTERISTICS NATIONWIDE FROM A SURVEY OF 29 "JUDGEMENTALLY-

SELECTED" LOCATIONS.

0 APART FROM MENTIONING A 28-PERCENT HOUSING COST-TO-INCOME RATIO, THE GAO REPORT

ENUMERATES NO OTHER CONVENTIONAL UNDERWRITING CRITERIA RELATED TO THEIR ANALYSIS.

ON THIS BASIS ALONE GAO CONCLUDES THAT FULLY 67 PERCENT OF ASSISTED HOMEBUYERS

COULD HAVE PURCHASED HOMES WITH UNASSISTED CONVENTIONAL FINANCING (56 PERCENT WITH

30 YEAR FIXED-RATE LOANS, AND 11 PERCENT WITH ADJUSTABLE-RATE LOANS). MR.

CHAIRMAN, YOU KNOW AS WELL AS I THAT MORTGAGE APPLICANTS DO NOT WALK OUT OF A BANK

OR MORTGAGE COMPANY WITH A LOAN SIMPLY BECAUSE THEY MEET THE 28-PERCENT TEST.

ACHIEVING THAT THRESHOLD IS MERELY THE FIRST STEP IN AN OFTEN LONG AND DETAILED

PROCESS. WE DOUBT VERY SERIOUSLY THAT GAO COULD HAVE QUALIFIED 67 PERCENT OF

ASSISTED HOMEBUYERS FOR CONVENTIONAL LOANS IF IT HAD CONSIDERED THE PURCHASERS' NET

WORTH, INCOME STABILITY, EMPLOYMNT HISTORY, HOUSING EXPENSES, CREDIT RATINGS,

OTHER FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS, CLOSING COSTS, AND FEES - ALL THINGS CONSIDERED IN THE

REAL WORLD OF MORTGAGE FINANCE.

0 IN DISCUSSING BENEFITS, GAO CONTENDS THAT MRS PROGRAMS DO NOT IMPROVE

HOMEOWNERSHIP AFFORDABILITY AND ADVOCATES THE USE OF GRADUATED-PAYMENT MORTGAGES,

ADJUSTABLE-RATE MORTGAGES, AN) FDA INSURANCE AS MORE EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE

MEANS TO ACHIEVE AFFORDABILITY. GAO MAKES THIS CLAIM EVEN THOUGH IT FAILED TO

"DETERMINE HOW EFFECTIVELY GRADUATED-PAYMENT AND ADJUSTABLE-RATE MORTGAGES AND FHA

INSURANCE REDUCE THE IMPEDIMENTS TO FIRST-TIME HOMEOWNERSHIP COMPARED WITH BOND

FINANCING." (EMPHASIS ADDED, P. 63)

o GAO WOULD HAVE US BELIEVE THAT, WITHOUT FAIL, "10 TO 40 PERCENT OF THE PRESENT

VALUE OF THE ([ ROGRAM] SUBSIDY IS CAPTURED BY DEVELOPERS" WHO RAISE HOUSE PRICES

WHEN S0;D-FIANCED MORTGAGE FUNDS AE SET ASIDE FOR PARTICULAR PROJECTS. IF GAO

HAD GONE BEYOND ITS LITERATURE REVIEW AND PERFORMED A REALITY TEST, IT WOULD HAVE

FOUND THAT, IN WOS ANGELES FOR INSTANCE, DEVELOPERS HAVE LOWERED PRICES BY $5,000

PER UNIT TO PARTICIPATE IN TM PROGRAM BECAUSE OF THE CERTAINTY OF FINANCING.
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0 AS FINAL EVIDENCE OF HOW GAO DENIES OR UNDERSTATES PROGRAM BENEFITS, CONSIDER

THIS ...

"EVEN IF QUALIFIED MORTGAGE BONDS INCREASED THE NUMBER OF HOMEOWNERS OVER TIME,

THE INCREASE IN CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY MIGHT NOT BE COMMENSURATE FOR THE FOLLOWING

REASONS. FIRST, IF THERE WERE A NET INCREASE IN HOUSING BECAUSE OF THE BONDS, THE

INCREASE IN JOBS IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY MIGHT COME AT THE EXPENSE OF JOBS IN

OTHER INDUSTRIES BECAUSE THE DIVERSION OF CAPITAL TO HOUSING MAY REDUCE ACTIVITIES

IN OTHER INDUSTRIES." (P. 64)

MR. CHAIRMAN, THIS INCREDIBLE STATEMENT ARGUES AGAINST ANY FEDERAL

PARTICIPATION IN THE ECONOMY AT ALL. GAO GOES ON ...

"AND SECOND, INCREASED HOME OWNERSHIP MIGHT REDUCE THE NUMBER OF RENTER

HOUSEHOLDS ... THIS REDUCTION MIGHT EVENTUALLY MEAN FEWER RENTAL HOUSING UNITS

WOULD BE NEEDED, AND THUS LESS RENTAL HOUSING CONSTRUCTION." (p. 64)

MR. CHAIRMAN, ALHFA APPLAUDS ANY MOVEMENT OF RENTER HOUSEHOLDS TOWARDS HOME

OWNERSHIP. ALHFA ALSO RECOGNIZES THE VERY REAL AND CURRENT CRISIS IN AFFORDABLE

RENTAL HOUSING; WE HAVE MUCH TO SAY ON THIS TOPIC BUT RENTAL HOUSING IS NOT THE

ISSUE TODAY.

O RELYING ON THE ESTIMATES OF THE JOINT TAX COMMITTEE, GAO REPORTS THAT THE REVENUE

LOSS ASSOCIATED WITH MRBs IS $20 TO $30 MILLION FOR EACH $1 BILLION OF BONDS ISSUED,

OR $150 MILLION TO $200 MILLION IN PRESENT VALUE TERMS. (r. 66)

MR. CHAIRMAN, WE FIND IT INCREDIBLE TO ATTRIBUTE ADDITIONAL REVENUE LOSS TO A

USE OF TAX-EXEMPT BONDS WHICH IS ALREADY SUBJECT TO THE UNIFIED VOLUME CAP ENACTED

IN 1986. IF BONDS AREN'T ISSUED FOR MORTGAGES THEN THEY COULD BE ISSUED FOR OTHER

PURPOSES BUT ONLY UP TO THE CAP AMOUNT. GAO AND THE JOINT TAX COMMITTEE CANNOT

HAVE IT BOTH WAYS.

WE BELIEVE THAT THE GAO STUDY SHOULD BE REJECTED OUT-OF-HAND AS BIASED AND AS

A DISSERVICE TO THE MORTGAGE REVENUE BOND PROGRAM RECIPIENTS AND THE AGENCIES WHICH

ADMINISTER IT.

ALLOW ME TO SPEND THE BALANCE OF MY TESTIMONY POINTING UP THE NEED FOR

EXTENDING AUTHORITY TO ISSUE MRBs AND DISCUSSING THE POSITIVE CONTRIBUTIONS WHICH THE

PROGRAM MAKES TO ENCOURAGING AFFORDABLE HONEOWNERSHIP AND TO EXPANDING THE AFFORDABLE

HOUSING STOCK.
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THE JOINT CENTER FOR HOUSING STUDIES AT HARVARD, IN ITS RECENT STUDY THE

STATE OF THE NATION'S HOUSING REPORTS THAT: "ALTHOUGH THE PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS

OWNING THEIR OWN HOMES DID INCREASE NATIONWIDE FROM 1973 TO 1980, THIS SHARE HAS

SINCE FALLEN FROM 65.6 PERCENT IN 1980, TO 64.0 PERCENT IN 1987. THE DECLINE IN

HOMEOWNERSHIP IS A NATIONWIDE PHEMNOENON AFFECTING AREAS WITH STRONG AND WEAK

ECONOMIES ALIKE.... THE DECLINE IN HOMEOWNERSHIP IS REMARKABLE FOR SEVERAL REASONS:

FIRST, IT OCCURRED DURING ONE OF THE MOST VIGOROUS AND SUSTAINED HOUSING RECOVERIES

ON RECORD. SECOND, IT HAS REDUCED THE NATION'S HOMEOWNERSHIP RATE TO ITS LOWEST

LEVEL IN OVER 15 YEARS. THIRD, LOWER HONEOWNERSHIP RATES FOR YOUNG ADULTS [AGED 25

TO 29, WHERE THE RATE FELL F"e 43.3 PERCENT IN 1980, TO 35.9 PERCENT IN 1987) ARE

FOUND IN ALL REGIONS OF THE COUNTRY.... APPARENTLY, THE CONTINUING HIGH AFTER-TAX

CASH COST OF HOMEOWNERSHIP AND THE GROWING RENTAL PAYMENTS BURDEN ARE PREVENTING

RENTERS IN ALL REGIONS OF TE COUNTRY FROM ACCUNMUTING THE RESOURCES NEEDED TO

MAKE THE DOWN PAYMENT AND MEET THE INITIAL YEAR CARRYING COSTS OF HOMES OF THEIR

OWN." IT IS AGAINST THIS BACKDROP THAT CONGRESS MUST ADDRESS CONTINUATION OF THE

MRB PROGRAM.

IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY WE HAVE USED MRS. FOR A MORTGAGE PURCHASE PROGRAM (MPP).

THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES A SOURCE OF MORTGAGE FINANCING FOR FAMILIES WHO MIGHT

OTHERWISE BE UNABLE TO PURCHASE THEIR FIRST HONE AT EXISTING INTEREST RATES. BY

PROVIDING THIS FINANCING IN THE FORM OF COMITMENTS OF PERCENT FINANCING TO

DEVELOPERS, HOC PROMOTES THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW, MODEST HOMES FOR FIRST-TIME

HOMEBUYERS WITHIN THE COUNTY. BECAUSE OF THE NATURE OF OUR HOUSING MARKET, THESE

AFFORDABLE HOMES, ABSENT BOND FINANCING, WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN BUILT. DEVELOPERS WHO

RECEIVE ALLOCATIONS OF THIS LOWER INTEREST RATE FINANCING MUST MEET CRITERIA WHICH

INCLUDE QUALITY OF CONSTRUCTION, ENERGY EFFICIENCY, LOCATION AND PRICE -- THE

MAXIMUM LIMITS OF WHICH ARE WELL BELOW FEDERAL RESTRICTIONS ON PURCHASE PRICE. IN

NO CASE HAVE WE FOUND THAT DEVELOPERS HAVE RAISED PRICES BECAUSE OF THE MPP THEY

ARE PRECLUDED FROM DOING SO BECAUSE OF OUR REQOIREIENTS.

IN ADDITION, SOME OF THE UNITS OFFERED FOR SALE BY BUILDERS AND FINANCED

THROUGH THE MPP ARE MODERATELY PRICED DWELLING UNITS (MPDU). THESE ARE UNITS

BUILT ACCORDING TO COUNTY LAW AND SOLD AT SALES PRICES BELOW MARKET VALUE FOR

SIMILAR UNITS. THE COUNTY ALSO CONTROLS THE RESALE PRICE FOR A PERIOD OF FIVE TO

TEN YEARS.
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SINCE THE PROGRAM BEGAN IN 1979, SOME 5,440 HOMEBUYERS HAVE BEEN ASSISTED.

DURING THIS TINE, THE PROGRAM HAS BEEN SHARPLY TARGETED SO THAT T.E AVERAGE LOAN

PURCHASED BY THE COUNTY'S PROGRAM DURING THIS NINE-YEAR PERIOD HAS BEEN $52,000, 39

PERCENT OF THE CURRENT AVERAGE AREA PURCHASE PRICE SAFE HARBOR OF $132,570. THE

HOUSEHOLD INCOME OF BORROWERS OVER THIS TIME FRAME AVERAGED $25,725, 58 PERCENT OF

THE COUNTY'S CURRENT MEDIAN INCOME OF $44,500, AND THE AVERAGE DOWNPAYMENT MADE BY

THOSE ASSISTED WAS ABOUT 7.5 PERCENT.

TYPICAL OF THOSE ASSISTED WERE A SINGLE FEMALE PARENT WITH TWO SMALL CHILDREN,

A SCHOOL TEACHER, A BLUE COLLAR-WORKER, A WIDOW WITH SMALL CHILDREN. COULD THEY HAVE

GOTTEN CONVENTIONAL MORTGAGES? NOT AT ALL.

THIS THEN, MR. CHAIRMAN, IS HOW THE PROGRAM WORKS IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY AND HOW

IT SQUARELY ADDRESSES THE ISSUE OF AFFORDABILITY AND OF EXPANDING THE STOCK OF

AFFORDABLE HOUSING.

ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF MRBs TO PROMOTE HOMEOWNERSHIP AND TO IMPROVE THE

HOUSING STOCK EXISTS IN PITTSBURGH. THOUGH DIFFERENT FROM MONTGOMERY COUNTY IN

THAT IT'S A CENTRAL CITY WITH DECLINING POPULATION AND DETERIORATED HOUSING STOCK

IN NEED OF REDEVELOPMENT, THE URBAN REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY OF PITTSBURGH HAS

PROVIDED $56 MILLION OVER THE LAST 10 YEARS IN BELOW-MARKET MORTGAGE FINANCING FOR

1,472 HOUSEHOLDS TO PURCHASE NEW OR EXISTING HOMES. THROUGH ITS BOND-FINANCED HOME

IMPROVEMENT LOAN PROGRAM, THE AUTHORITY HAS PROVIDED $63 MILLION OVER THE LAST 10

YEARS TO FINANCE IMPROVEMENTS TO 12,238 UNITS, NEARLY ONE IN EVERY SIX OWNER-

OCCUPIED UNITS WITHIN THE CITY.

UNDER THE 1987 HOMEOWNERSHIP PROGRAM FOR EXAMPLE, PITTSBURGH MADE AN AVERAGE

FIRST MORTGAGE LOAN OF $33,432 ON AN AVERAGE HOME SALES PRICE OF $35,638 (63

PERCENT OF THE MAXIMUM AREA PURCHASE PRICE) TO A BORROWER WHOSE INCOME WAS $24,381

(80 PERCENT OF THE MEDIAN INCOME OF $30,400). OF THE 275 BORROWERS, NEARLY 23

PERCENT HAD INCOMES BELOW $20,000, WHILE 84 PERCENT HAD INCOMES BELOW $30,000.

UNDER THE PITTSBURGH HOME IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM, THE AVERAGE LOAN MADE IN 1987

WAS FOR $6,251 WHILE THE AVERAGE BORROWER HAD AN INCOME OF $17,558 (70 PERCENT OF

MEDIAN).

THESE PROGRAMS, COMBINED WITH SUCH FEDERAL PROGRAMS AS UDAG AND CDBG, HAVE

REVITALIZED TARGETED NEIGHBORHOODS THROUGH REHALITATION OF DETERIORATED HOUSING

STOCK AND HAVE PROMOTED ECONOMIC INTEGRATION BY ENCOURAGING HIGHER INCOME (THOUGH NOT

WEALTHY) HOUSEHOLDS To PURCHASE IN TARGETED NEIGHBORHOODS.
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I CITE MONTGOMERY COUNTY, A GROWING CONTY WITH AFONDABILITY PROBLEMS AND

PITTSBURGH, A CENTRAL CITY WITH OCLIN POPULATION AND THE NEED FOR REDEVELOPMENT

AS PROTOTYPICAL OF LOCAL HOUSING FINANCE A CY RB PROGRAMS, RESPONSIBLY CONCEIVED

AND IMPLEMENTED. IF CONGRESS FOLLOWS GO'S RECCUIENDATION THAT THE SUNSET NOT BE

EXTENDED, THESE VERY VALUABLE PROGRAM COULD CEASE. THERE ARE MANY, MAY MORE --

FROM CHICAGO TO MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PAL, FROM LOS ANZLES TO PHILADELPHIA, FROM SAN

ANTONIO TO NEW YORK TO ATLANTA, FROM SAN FRANCISCO TO ORANGE COUNTY, FL, TO NAME

BUT A FEW.

SOME OF THESE CITIES -- NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO, AND LOS ANGELES --

DO HAVE A PROBLEM MAKING THESE PROGRAMS WORK BECAUSE THEY ARE AREAS OF

EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH HOUSING COSTS. UNFOR TELY IN THESE CITIES, THE MAXIMUM

INCOME LIMIT OF 115 PERCENT OF MEDIAN IS NOT HIGH ENOUGH TO PURCHASE HOMES WHOSE

PRICE IS WELL WITHIN THE MAXIMUM PURCHASE PRICE LIMITS (90 PERCENT OF AVERAGE AREA

PURCHASE PRICE) PERMITTED UNDER THE MRS PROGRAM. LOS ANGELES VIVIDLY ILLUSTRATES

THE PROBLEM. HOUSEHOLDS WITH INCOMES UP TO $38,180 (115 PERCENT OF MEDIAN) IN LOS

ANGELES MAY PURCHASE HOMES UP TO $127,500 (90 PERCENT OF AVERAGE AREA PURCHASE

PRICE). HOWEVER, $38,180 IS INSUFFICIENT INCOME TO PURCHASE EVEN A HOUSE COSTING

$113,360, OR 80 PERCENT OF AVERAGE AREA PURCHASE PRICE. THE SITUATION IS EVEN MORE

SEVERE IN NEW YORK CITY AND ITS SUBURBS AND WE'RE PLEASED TO NOTE THAT SENATOR

MOYNIHAN IS WORKING ON THIS PROBLEM. WE SUPPORT HIS EFFORTS AND URGE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE TO RESPOND TO THE VERY REAL PROBLEM PRESENTED IN HIGH COST AREAS. WE

WOULD BE PLEASED TO WORK WITH THE U, AS WE ARE ALREADY DOING WITH THE

JOINT TAX COMMITTEE STAFF, IN DEVELOPING A MEANS TO ADJUST INCOME LIMITS IN THESE

HIGH COST AREAS TO RESPOND TO THE PROBLEM.

BY-WAY OF CLOSING MR. CHAIRMAN, I REITERATE ALHFA'S SUPPORT FOR A FOUR-YEAR

EXTENSION OF THE MRB SUNSET AS EMBODIED IN 5. 1522 AND URE ITS PROMPT

CONSIDERATION AND PASSAGE, TOGETHER WITH AN INCOME LIMIT ADJUSTMENT FOR CERTAIN

HIGH COST AREAS.

* INCLUDING SUCH CITIES AS NEW YORK, CHICAGO, ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, MINNI

ST.PAUL, AND DENVER AND SUCh COUNTIES AS LOS ANGELES, COOK, AND DADE.
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ASSOCIATION OF LOCAL HOUSING FINANCE AGENCIES
1101 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 700 * Washington. D.C. 20036 * 202/857-1197

April 12, 1988

The Honorable Max Baucus
Chairman
Senate Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management
SD 205 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

You will recall at the hearing your Subcommittee held March 28,
1988 with respect to the issue of extending the December 31,
1988 sunset on Mortgage Revenue Bond issuing authority you
asked for a response to the GAO's statement on the "efficiency"
of mortgage revenue bonds and for a written response to Senator
Moynihan's question regarding the problems in implementing MRB
programs in high housing cost areas. I wish to elaborate on my
answer regarding MRB efficiency and respond to Senator
Moynihan.

The GAO asserts (p 62) "...that for each dollar cost to the
federal government, only 12 to 45 cents of benefits are
received." My response when you asked for a reaction to this
was: What is the alternative - a direct federal expenditure
program? This is not likely to happen given the fact that
direct federal expenditure programs for housing have been
reduced over 75 percent since 1981. In addition, one cannot
disregard the fact that direct expenditure programs carry a cost
in terms of their administration.

I also want to point out that many studies have challenged the
methodology utilized by GAO to determine the efficiency of
MRB. As excerpts from the attached study "A Referendum on the
American Dream," prepared by the National Council of State
Housing Agencies in cooperation with ALHFA, the National
Association of Home Builders and the National Association of
Realtors points out, GAO's approach exaggerates the cost and
under-counts the benefits of the program. In short, GAO assumes
that the entire interest income foregone through kRB investment
would be fully subject to tax, an unlikely proposition. GAO

A

'A
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Honorable Max Baucus
April 12, 1988
Page Two

also limits the program's benefits solely to interest rate savings to the
homebuyer, disregarding other economic benefits stimulated by the program
including the jobs created and the materials purchased for new home construction
as well as the associate taxes generated. When this is taken into account, the
benfits of the program clearly exceed its costs.

Sen. Moynihan has asked "whether the present MRB income limits work fairly in
communities where housing costs are high relative to median income?" Our
analysis indicates that the new income limits do not work fairly in at least 11
so-called high housing cost areas. These include New York, San Diego, Phoenix,
San Francisco, Denver, Los Angeles, Boston, Tacoma, Portland, Norfolk and
Nashville. As pointed out in ALHFA's testimony, incomes at 115 percent of area
median are insufficient to purchase a new home at 75 percent of average area
purchase price to say nothing of the 90 percent allowed by law. As shown on the
attached chart, this analysis assumes a tax exempt mortage interest rate of
8.90%, a loan-to-value ratio of 90% and a qualifying window of $5,000 below the
maximum allowed income in order to permit a reasonable income range for marketing
purposes. In these 11 areas, the income limit under present law is insufficent
to purchase a home at 75 percent of average area purchase. New York is the most
extreme example with a gap of $14,787.

To remedy this, we propose an upward adjustment in the income limits for high cost
areas and would be pleased to work with you and your staff in devising a specific
formula.

Sincerely,

Bernard T. Tetreault
Past President
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A Referendum on the American Dream
A Response to the

General Accounting Office Report on Homeownership

National Association of Home Builders
National Association of Realtors

National Council of State Housing Agencies
Association of Local Housing Finance Agencies

GAO Presented a Flawed and Biased Portrait of the MRB Program

At the request of the Joint Committee on Taxation, the General
Accounting Office (GAO) examined the Mortgage Revenue Bond Program
(MRB) which provides below market interest rate mortgage capital to
qualified first-time homebuyers. The MRB program is subject to a uniform
volume cap placed upon all private purpose bonds. States are allowed to
issue private purpose bonds in amounts equal to the greater of $50 per
capita or $200 million.

In order to qualify for an MRB financed mortgage, a prospective
borrower may not have an income higher than the greater of 115% of state
or area median and may not be purchasing a home costing more than 90% of
the average area purchase price. These restrictions are the result of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 (PI 99-514). Prior to that time period, both volume
restrictions and qualifying standards were considerably higher. It is the
targeting of the pre-Tax Act 1986 program which encompasses the lIk of
the GAO report.

The National Association of Home Builders, National Association of
Realtors, National Council of State Housing Agencies, and Association of
Local Housing Finance Agencies take exception with GAO's portrayal of the
MRB program and the first-time homebuyer market generally. Not only is
the portrayal flawed, but GAO's basic assumptions disavow the nation's belief
that homeownership is a desirable public goal. In one instance, the basic
motivation of individuals to own a home is questioned.

It is ironic that on the week GAO released its report, the Joint Center
for Housing Studies at Harvard University released its report on 'The State
of The Nation's Housing," 1988. Harvard presented a very different picture
of the first-time homebuyer market and showed clearly how the difficulties
encountered in this market are having repercussions throughout the rental
housing market as well. Professors William-C. Apgar, Jr. and H. James
Brown concluded that:

" Homeownership Rates have declined throughout the
decade of the 80's, representing a loss of over 2 million
homeowners if the 1980 rate had merely remained
constant over the last 7 years.

* The decline in homeownership among young households
(25-39 years of age) is most dramatic including a 7.4
percent decrease in ages 24-29, an 8.9 percent decrease
In ages 30-34 and a 7 percent decrease in ages 35-39.

" This decrease among the younger population exists in all
regions of the country, regardless of the individual
economic climates.
The after tax cost of homeownership remains prohibitively
high for would-be first-time homebuyers equalling $7,449
or 32.4 percent of the average annual income of potential
first-time buyers aged 25-29 for the typical starter home
in 1987 . . . about 50 percent higher than the share of
income required in the early 1970s.
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Existing debt and increasing rents dramatically impact the
ability of potential first-time buyers not only to qualify for a
conventional loan but to save for downpayment and closing
costs.

Significant Methodological Problems Skew GAO Conclusions

The General Accounting Office has presented a disturbing analysis of
the MRB program, disturbing not for the finding which GAO purported to
show, but for the distorted portrait that was drawn. GAO's analysis rests
upon the acceptance of certain basic assumptions, which upon close
scrutiny, are unsupportable. To accept the GAO findings, the reader must
accept that:

* GAO has effectively analyzed the MRB program in the context of
the first-time homebuyer market:

* conventional loans would be readily available to the first-time
homebuyer market in the absence of MRBs;
GAO's narrow definition of efficiency sufficiently explains the
revenue implications to the federal government and the role
MRBs play in the economy; and
GAO possesses an understanding of housing policy and finance.

There is very little in this report that resembles the program and
housing market environment with which we are familiar. Certain factors
must thus be borne in mind when considering the GAO report.

GAO Skewed Beneficiary Analysis

Page 16 "Because we selected housing agenciesjudgmentally,
we cannot assert that ourfindings are representative of qualified
mortgage bond activity nationwide."

The General Accounting Office analysis of the MRB program is based
upon flawed methodological assumptions ranging from a skewed baseline
sample to a fundamental ignorance of today's housing demographics. This
analysis will show that had the GAO undertaken an impartial examination, its
conclusion would have been significantly different. In fact, an objective
observer of GAO's charts would conclude that the MRB program served the
households Congress intended during the period 1983-1986 by
implementing and exceeding the targeting rules Congress imposed over that
period. Moreover, the successful efforts of issuing agencies to serve lower-
before higher-income households as Congress instructed is clearly evident.

Private Market Mortgage Alternatives Were Not Examined

Page 57 "We did-not determine how effectively graduated-
payment mortgages, adjustable-rate mortgages, and FHA
insurance reduces the impediments to first-time home
ownership compared with bondfinancing." •

Throughout the report the GAO makes forthright statements or
insinuates that MRBs are superfluous because they replicate the private
sector in serving the first-time homebuyer market. Yet, GAO acknowledges
above that it did not examine how well the private market, even using FHA
insurance, is serving this market. Furthermore. underwriting standards
employed by GAO are hypothetical and simplistic, particularly when used to
analyze the high risk first-time homebuyer market. As will be discussed in
the course of this report, GAO failed to grasp the dynamics of this segment
of the homeownership market. For this reason the conclusions they drew
are invalid.

91-401 0 - 89 - 7
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The Efficiency Calculation Overstated Costs. Understated Benefits

Page 61 "...federal tax lossfor a typical bond issue is about
$25 million annually for $1 billion of bonds issued (a 1981
Study cited). We calculated the benqft based on the value of the
mortgages made, the prevalence of developer set-asides, the
interest rate spread, and the marginal tax rate of the
homebugms."

GAO employed its standard approach to calculating efficiency,
assuming the highest possible cost to the government and the narrowest
definition of benefit. Then, GAO took its cost-benefit analysis and implies
that this simple measure \should be the standard upon which the worth of
the program is measured. We will show that a more sophisticated cost-
benefit approach presents a different picture of efficiency and value.

L Beneficiary Analysis Proves that MRBs Served the Population
Congress Intended

GAO places a great deal of emphasis on a very detailed analysis of
177,000 MRB loans from 29 issuing agencies over the period from 1983 to
June 1987. As a baseline for comparison, the GAO compressed a universe
of first-time homebuyers from the 1983 American Housing Survey (AHS).
There are, however, problems related to the sample size. The AHS is well
designed for Its stated purpose . . . to collect data on the general housing
characteristics of the United States. The AS uses a sophisticated sampling
plan to collect data on approximately 68.000 housing units that are
representative of the existing inventory In this country. To determine its
basis of comparison, GAO extracted a total of 567 cases from the sample.
These cases represented "the observations in the AHS sample of first-time
metropolitan homebuyers" (GAO Page 83). However, the sampling design
for the 1983 AHS did not control for the specific characteristic of first-time
homebuyer. It is recognized that a very small targeted sub-sample may be
biased even If the total sample Is not. Although the methodology of the AHS
is laudable for Its stated purpose, GAO's method of creating this basis for
comparison Is questionable. Since an accurate basis for comparison is
critical to this or any evaluation, GAO should provide both the criteria they
used for drawing the sub-sample as well as the Justification for their belief
that the sub-sample was not biased.

In addition to this major concern, the GAO estimates that 10 percent
of that universe Includes MRB assisted buyers. Moreover, GAO made no
attempt to remove other federal, state or local subsidies from their sample.
These two concerns, taken together, result in a baseline significantly
skewed to the lower end of the first-time homebuyer universe. A more
accurate comparison would be one which has removed MRBs and other
subsidies to allow analysis of income of users of MRB program with those of
the conventionally financed, non-assisted first-time homebuyer market.

Note too that the GAO sample of MRB loans contains four of the
highest housing cost areas in the nation: California, New York, Illinois and
Los Angeles. In fact, so disproportionately high are housing costs in these
areas, that the Senate version of the Technical Corrections bill contains an
MRB high cost adjustment factor which will, if enacted, allow for higher
income limits in these areas (or portions thereo). In the words of the staff
of the Joint Committee on Taxation. this amendment is drawn as "tightly as
possible." This fact serves to Illustrate the extreme high cost skewing.
Additionally. an analysis of the MRB state Issuers chosen by the GAO shows
that the average income of potential first-time homebuyers in the states
chosen to generate data for GAO run from 15 to 17 percent higher than the
national average.
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Table 1
Representativeness of GAO State Issuer Sample

National GAO States

Rental Households Average Selected

(married with children) $20,899 $24.500 Difference 15%
Rental Households

(married without children) $29,028 $34,820 Difference 17%
Source: Joint Center For Housing Studies, Harvard University

Clearly then, the GAO prepared an analysis of higher than average
income MRB samples with a first-time homebuyer universe that was skewed
by the presence of assisted loans. GAO counters that the American Housing
Survey universe used excluded rural areas, thereby creating a distortion to
the high-end.- No explanation was given for excluding the rural areas. The
conclusion that must be drawn is that the GAO comparison is not
representative.

An interim draft report on Mortgage Revenue Bonds by Dr. Margaret
Wrightson of the Georgetown University Center for Public Policy, initiated at
the request of the National Council of State Housing Agencies which also
funded the research, provides a more realistic comparison of the MRB
program. The following charts compare purchase prices and incomes of
1984-1987 for 141,800 MRB users from 16 states with the conventionally
financed first-time homebuyer, including conventional loans securedd with
FHA insurance or VA guarantee, drawn from annual surveys conducted by the
National Association of Realtors. The charts are used with permission of the
author and present a much more accurate view of the program's impact.

Table 2
First-time Homebuyers with MRBs, Conventional. VA, and FHA Loans

Medians for Selected Financial and Demographic Variables
1984-1987*

MW Conventional VA FHA
Purchase Price:

1984 *56.000 *62.5W0 68.500 *63.000
1985 54.000 69,800 69,000 64.000
1986 6,000 70,000 68.400 63,000
1987 67.100
1984-1987 *55.000 *71,000 *69,000 $64,500

Inome:
1984 *27.000 $31,300 *32.500 *30,400
1985 26,000 37,000 32,600 30,600
1986 26.000 38,200 33,000 32.600
in 271MA = 32.700
1984-1987 *26.000 $36,700 $33,100 *32,000

(n=141,814) (n=558) (n=245) (n=498)
Data are unadjusted

Source: Data compiled from Oeorgetown Public Policy Program MRB beneficiary data
base. Conventional and FHA data compiled from National Association of
Realtors Residential Mortgage Panel Questionnaire, 1984, 1985. 1986, 1987.

The table above clearly indicates the success that states have had in
fitting into the lowest end of the homeownership market. The most
Important point however, is that throughout the period studied MRB
incomes not only were lower but remained constant when compared with
the conventional, VA. and FHA buyers.

Likewise, MRB purchase prices started out lower and despite the
constant escalation of real estate prices, grew at a significantly lower rate.
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Statistical manipulations also flaw the GAO analysis of the purchase
price and ificome distributions. GAO's upwardly skewed MRB statistics
compared- against a downwardly skewed first-time homebuyer sample
provided a distorted analysis. The following purchase price and income
analysis is based on MRB purchase prices from 16 states over the 1983-
1987 period compared with the National Association of Realtors Residential
Mortgage Panel Questionnaire in each year.

Table S
Purchase Prices of

AMR, Cne1 J i - nal, VA, and PEA
First Time Homebuyes,1984-19870

Purobas Price:
MB Conventional YA

96 (c}) % (c6) 6 (C6) % (c%)

less than 36,000 15 (15) 6 (6) 4 (4) 5 (5)
386,000-40.999 8 (23) 4 (10) 3 (7) 4 (9)
41.000-50,999 16 (39) 10 (20) 16 (23) 15 (24)
51,000-60,999 20 (9) 15 (35) 19 (61) 21 (45)
61.000-70.999 16.2 (75) 14 (49) 19 (61) 17 (62)
71.000-0.999 11.3 (86) 20 (69) 18 (79) 15 (77)
81.000-90,999 8.6 (92) 10 (79) 23 (90) 10 (87)
91,000 or more a (100) 20 (99) 9 (90) 10 (100)

(n=141.814) (n=558) (n=245) (n=498)
S paentages do not sum to 1006 due to rounding error. Data are adjusted.

Source: MRB data compiled fro Oeorgetown Public Policy Program MRB beneficiary
data base. Conventional and FM data compiled from Nauonal Association of
Realtors Residential Mortgage Finance Panel Questionnaire. 1984, 1985, 1986,
1967.

Table 4
Family Income of

AIm, Conventional, VA. and FRA
First Time Homebuyers1984-19

8 7

Income: no~f Vnyotinal YA rii&
%6 (C%) %6 (c96) 96 (c%) %6 (c%)

less than $25,000 38 (38) 12 (12) 9 (9) 15 (15)
25.000-29.999 22 (60) 19 131) 24 (33) 24 (39)
30.000-34,999 18 (78) 15 (46) 26 (59) 28 (67)

35,000-39.999 10 (88) 14 (60) 16 (75) 15 (82)

40.000-44.999 6 (94) 11 (71) 11 (86) 10 (92)

45000or more 8 (100) 29 (100)_ 14 (100) 8 (100)
(n=141.814) (nU558) (n,245) (n=498)

* percentages do not sum to 1006 due to rounding error. Data are adjusted.

Source: MR1 data compiled fm Oeorgetown Public Policy Program MRS beneficiary
data base. Conventional snd FHA data compiled from National Association Of
Realtors Residential Mortgag Finace Panel guestionnare. 1984. 1985. 1986,
1967.

Tables 3 and 4 set out the statistical range for MB, conventional, VA

and FHA homebuyers. Once again MR financing has clearly served the

lower end of the spectrum. As would be expected. FHA and VA are more

prevalent in the middle ranges. and conventional financing plays an

increased role at the upper-end of the first-time homebuyer-unverse as

income levels and purchase prices rise.

A Distorted Treatment of DownUYmUmts

Perhaps no individual segment of the GAO report is more indicative of

the distorted GAO analysis than their attempt to portray downpayments.
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GAO's downpayment chart (Figure 2.5. Page 32) contains five
statistical columns. The first compares down payments at zero. The GAO
asserts 21 percent of all first-time homebuyers buy homes with no down
payment. This Is simply not the case. Further those that do receive no
down payment loans are, for the most part, recipients of federal subsidies
such as VA guarantees or Farmers Home Administration Section 502 loans.
This fact highlights the illusions created by the failure to distill the
conventional market from the overall first-time homebuyer universe.

The second and third columns compare downpayments in the 0.1 -
4.9 percent range and 5 percent specifically The fourth column illustrates
down payments in the range from 5.1 - 19.9 percent. After a three column
spread of only 5 percentage points, the fourth column covers a dramatic
spread of 14.8 points. This unusual variation could be considered a
blatantly intentional distortion since the bulk of our data indicates that MRB
loans are in the 7 - 9 percent range.

The fifth and final column covers all downpayments of 20 percent and
more. However, GAO falls to illustrate the percentage of those loans which
MRB users qualified for and received due to special underwriting criteria.
For example, in many of the over 20 percent downpayment MRB loans the
borrower is in a high cost area and has a low-income. Fifteen state agencies,
including Maryland, New York, North Carolina. Rhode Island and the
District of Columbia, have created downpayment and/or closing cost
assistance programs. In addition, conventional guidelines such as
disallowance of gifts for downpayments are overlooked. In many areas, high
purchase prices relative to incomes mandate high'downpayments regardless
of how the loan is underwritten.

GA's Case Against Young and Single Homebuyers

Throughout the discussion of their comparison of their MRB loan
sample with the 1983 American Housing Survey, GAO sought to imply that
MRB homebuyers were younger than the 1983 sample. This analysis is not
borne by Georgetown University's analysis as the chart below indicates.

Table 5
First-Time Homebuyer

Head of Household's Median Age. 1984-1987
(MRD, Conventional, VA, and FHA)

Year:
MI Conventional YA EHA

1984 28 27.8 31.0 28.3
1985 28 29.0 30.0 28.6
1986 28 29.8 30.0 28.6
M 29 20 31,1 28.2

1984-1987 28 28.9 30.5 28.5

(nu211.958) (nal.844) (n845) (n=513)

Source: MRB data compiled from Oeorgetown Public Policy Program MRB beneficiary
data base. Conventional and FHA data compiled from National Association of
Realtors Residential Mortgage Finance Panel Questonnaire, 1984, 1985. 1986,
1967.

GAO has some interesting observations on young or single individual
households and their ability to purchase a home. The following quotations
are indicative of their misperceptions:

Page 29 'The flexibility qf renting and avoiding the higher
costs f moving into and out qf owner-occupied housing is
generally more Important to single Verons."
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This statement flies in the face of a historic tenet of the nation's
housing policies. The whole idea of the "American Dream" and the
philosophy behind the mortgage interest deduction has been that both
individuals or families would prefer to pay monthly mortgage payments on a
home that they own rather than use the money for one-shot rental payments
with no financial return. Homeownersl~p brings with it the single most
important tax benefit that ordinary American's enjoy, the mortgage interest
deduction. Finally, as will be discussed at the close of this paper, GAO
ignored the cost squeeze that is occurring in the rental market, a squeeze
which in some metropolitan markets is beginning to make homeownership
cheaper than renting.

GAO also completely ignored current trends in the homeownership
markets as the following comment indicates.

Page 25 'the likelihood qfbecomig a home owner ris until
about age 30 to 35."

As the chart below indicates, the actual homeownership trends for all
housesholds under age 35 are deteriorating.

Chart 1

70.0% Trends in the Rate of
60- _ Homeownership

50.096
", Aged £ 25

40.0%4- Aged 25-29
4* Aged 30-34

30.0%U

20.0%-.

1973 1976 1980 1983 1987

Source: State of the Nation's Housing 1o6. The Joint center For Housing Studies, Harvard University

Finally, GAO uses questionable methodology to imply that MRB
borrowers under age 25 are an especially elite group.

Page 23 'Tn particular, median income for all households
nationwide (owners and renterO under age 25 Is only $13,000,
compared with $24,OOfor aiste buyer under age 25.,
Such a comparison is deceiving because it shifts the focus of

comparison from MRB participants to other first-time homebuyers, to a
comparison with the entire population within the age group. It would be
surprising if such a comparison did not indicate the above income
differences. Wide variations in income are expected in a population that
includes individuals and families who are Jobless, in the military, in school,
or working.

The flawed, sloppy analysis done by GAO in this particular sub-part of
the report is indicative of the bias and flaws that marred the entire report.
Even where the data would suggest a positive impact from the MRB
program, GAO went to great pains to prove why such an impact actually was
not the case... note the GAO discussion of purchase prices.
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]L The Conclusion That So Many Could Have Gotten A
Conventional Loan Results From A Misunderstanding of
Loan Underwriting And The Secondary Market

GAO makes two invalid assumptions about the current state of the
mortgage market that badly distorts the picture facing potential first-time
homebuyers. First, GAO relies on out-dated and incomplete underwriting
standards to assert that significant percentages of MRB participants could
have purchased a conventionally financed home. Second, GAO ignores
problems being experienced in the mortgage market that are affecting first-
time homebuyers.

In analyzing the availability of market-rate loans for MRB borrowers,
GAO used a housing expense-to-income ratio of 28 percent for
conventionally fixed- and adjustable-rate mortgages for determining loan
eligibility. Yet the afore cited "State of the Nation's Housing Report" stated
that the cost of buying a typical starter home in 1987 was $7,449. or 32.4
percent of the average annual income of potential first-time homebuyers
aged 25-29. GAO claims to have contacted lenders to determine
underwriting criteria for conventional loans, so it is difficult to understand
the reasons for selecting the 28 percent ratio. This simple ratio would not
be available to most moderate-income first-time homebuyers, and wherever
used by lenders, it represents only the first qualifying threshold.

Most first-time homebuyers, including MRB participants, have only
limited amounts of funds available to use as a downpayment on their homes.
Over the past three years, mortgage lenders and insurers have greatly
tightened their underwriting standards for low downpayment loans.
Generally, borrowers putting less than 10 percent down must meet a
housing expense-to-income ratio of 25 percent and total payment-to-income
ratio of 33 percent. Many MRB borrowers would be unable to meet these
stricter requirements. In addition, many mortgage lenders and insurers
have greatly reduced their activity in loans with loan-to-value ratios (LTVs) of
greater than 90 percent, particularly In areas of the country experiencing
economic difficulties.

The presence of discount points is also ignored by GAO in minimizing
the advantages of MRBs. Discount points compensate the lender for the
difference between the commitment interest rate on the loan and the
market interest rate. MRB loans typically carry only a single discount point
regardless of the market interest rate. By contrast, discount points on
conventional loans have been known to rise into double digits and are
frequently encountered in the range of 2 to 3 points, even on a day-to-day
basis, as the market interest rate changes the amount of discount points
which may be charged also changes. The difference in discount points
charged on a $55,000 loan is expressed in the table below.

Table 6
Advantage of the One Discount Point MRB Loan

NM!mn Cnventonl flifference

Interest lRate 8.35% 9.75% 1.40%
Discount Points 1 3 2
Up-front Cost $550 $1,650 $1,100
fctve Interest Rate 9.19% 10.54% 1.43%

Should the discount rate on a conventional loan increase to 5. the
borrower must come up with an additional $2,200 above that required with
an MRB to purchase the home. Such advantages cannot be ignored.
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GAO Is also remiss in touting adjustable rate mortgages (ARMs) as an
easily obtainable alternative to MRB mortgages. For many lenders their
hesitancy to originate high LV ARMs is even greater than their hesitancy to
take on high LV fixed rate loans. In addition, ARM underwriting standards
are becoming much stricter. For mortgages that adjust every year (the most
popular type of ARM), lenders require applicants who put less than 20
percent down to qualify at the interest rate that would be in effect after thefirst year's adjustment. This requirement greatly offsets and sometimes
completely eliminates the affordability benefits that the lower initial rates on
ARMS once provided moderate income borrowers.

These underwriting changes, along with others . . . restrictions on
seller contributions, gift letters, etc. . . . cast serious doubts on GAO's
assertion that MRB borrowers could easily obtain conventional financing for
their homes.

The following table dramatically illustrates the real world underwriting
criteria used and the practical implications on purchasing a home.
Mortgage underwriting practices throughout the private sector tightened
dramatically during the years 1985-86. Lenders and secondary market
Institutions were responding to growing real estate losses. Currently, FHA Is
considering a reduction in Its 2nd ratio from 42 percent to 38 percent.
Moreover, adjustable rate loans are no longer being purchased by the
secondary market. In the table below, note that by combining MRBs with
FHA Insurance, the ability to continue reaching the lower end into the
potential first-time homebuyer market is retained. Viewing these numbers,
it is understandable that preliminary results from the National Council of
State Housing Agencies' 1987 Annual Survey found 40 percent of the MRB
loans to be secured by FHA Insurance with another 6 percent secured by the
VA last year.

Table 7Current Mortgage Undorwruitin Practies

Downpayment
Ratio I

% of Income to
Mortgage Debt Service

Ratio 2
% of Income to
Mortgage Debt Service
Plus Debt in
Emcess of 6 months

Interest Rate
fixed for 30 Years

Average Annual
Gross Income
of Borrower

Monthly Income
Monthly Income

x Ratio 1
Maximum Mortgage

At Ratio 1
Maximum Sales

Price At Ratio I
Monthly Income

x Ratio 2
Monthly Income

x Ratio 2 Lem Other Debt
Actual Maximum

Mortgg
Actual Maxi-,m

'Monthly Debt Assumptions
One Car Pymnt
One Child in Day Care
Consumer Debts
Total Debts

GAO Conventional FHA MRB MRB
+PM + FHA

20% 20% 5% 5% 5% 5%

28% 28% 25% 29% 28% 29%

N/A 36% 33% 42% 40%

9.75% 9.75% 9.75% 9.75% 8.35%

42%

8.35%

$26.000 *26.000 *26.000 *26.000 *26.000 $26.000
$2.167 *2.167 $2,167 *2.167 $2,167 $2,167

*07 07 $542 *86 *607 *628

$70.612 *70,612 *63.046 $73.134 *80.003 $82.860

*$8.265 *8.265 *66385 $76,963 *84.213 $87,221

N/A $780 *715 $010 *867 910

N/A *180 *115 $310 *287 310

N/A *20.91 *13385 $36.082 $35.166 *40,880

N/A *5.1189 *14.090 *87X81 $7.017 "3.032

220

100*600
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In Minnesota, the housing finance agency standards were so much
more lenient that borrowers needed substantially less income to qualify for a
loan with the MRB program than with either the conventional market 2r
FHA/VA.

Chart 2

$28.000 Income Needed to Afford A $50,000
Mortgage: Comparison Between

$26,000 Minnesota Housing Finance Agency
Borrowers, Conventional and FHA Loans

$24,000

*22.000 4a" Conventional

.. u,,I.sjggs I IJ
1 .,FHA 1

*20,000--to 4,MHF

*18.000.11

$16,000, -- |J|jj

$14,000
7/83 9/83 8/84 4/85 7/86 1/87 6/87 10/87

The GAO also concludes that there were a number of MRB borrowers
who could have qualified for a loan if they requested a loan only 10 percent
smaller. Even GAO admits that MRB buyers purchase homes at 70 percent
of the average first-time home purchase price. Their conclusion fails to
address supply. In many instances, such low-cost homes do not exist in the
market at the time of the purchase, or if they do, they are not of a caliber
equal to or better than the rental units occupied by the buyer. It serves no
public purpose to place a financially constrained first-time homebuyer in a
home that requires immediate and significant expenditures to meet current
building code standards or be made habitable. This is one underwriting
standard which housing finance agencies share with the private sector.

To understand why underwriting standards are becoming more
stringent, it is necessary to look at the situation in the mortgage insurance
industry. Five years ago, private insurance competed vigorously for housing
finance agency business. Favorable underwriting standards and costs
competitive with FHA insurance or VA guarantee were offered. Pool
insurance to back the bond issue and 100 percent LTV coverage was
available. Beginning in 1985-86, the private mortgage insurers began
limiting coverage and increasing premiums to cover losses occurring in the
mortgage markets. According to FHA Commissioner Thomas Demery,
private mortgage insurers on loans with downpayments of less than 10
percent accounted for 22 percent of all loans in 1987. In that year, only 7
percent of all private mortgage insurance loans had downpayments of less
than 10 percent. Coverage of only 25 percent of the mortgage amount has
become common for primary mortgage insurance policies and pool
insurance is virtually unaffordable.

William Boling, BancBoston Mortgage Corporation and Chairman of the
Mortgage Bankers Association of America, expressed the situation clearly in
the March issue of Mortgage Bankn.

"Mortgage insurers (Mls) (do not) penalize a first-time
homebuyer, but Mls do give a compensating factor to an
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applicant who has previously owned a home. But MIs are pretty
tough on the low- to moderate-income borrower, who typically
will not have the stability and a history of employment as strong
as Mls like to see. FHA is definitely more liberal and accepting
of these borrowers. Also, the Mls do not consider compensating
factors, such as overtime, secondary income, etc. to the same
extent as do FHA and VA. And Mls do not appear to be
interested in working with state housing agencies issuing bonds
to serve the low-to moderate-income borrower in our areas of
bond programs which are Florida, Georgia, and Alabama. This is
because the Mls have increased underwriting criteria limits and
the limits on seller's contribution creates problems. All of our
housing authority bonds now are FHA and VA. (Mortgage
Banking, February 1988).

The National Council of State Housing Agencies has preliminarily
estimated that 46 percent of the loans made by state agencies in 1987
carried FHA and VA mortgage insurance. Recognizing the declining-
affordability problem confronting first-time homebuyers, HFAs are
responding by combining MRBs with FHA and VA insurance to reach the
lowest possible qualiflable borrower.

Finally, GAO woefully underestimates the affordability problem. The
GAO study concludes that the lower rate available on MRB mortgages

Pase 38 1'# . . I not likely to make a material d(fference in
qwig"i r any but the a unqualfd buyer."

Even the most rudimentary analysis shows the inaccuracy of such a
statement. GAO's concentration on the after-tax value of MRB interest
savings is irrelevant when analyzing the impact of MRBs on affordability.
Lenders consider gross income, not after tax payments and income, when
applying mortgage underwriting ratios. Analysis on that basis shows that the
interest savings on MRB mortgages contribute importantly in helping
moderate income borrowers qualify for home financing.

The GAO study shows that, in half the cases examined, the spread
between conventional and bond-assisted rates was greater than 144 basis
points (a basis point represents 1/100 of a percent). The table below
provides a very straight-forward response to GAO's claim than MRBs have
little affect on affordabity.

Table 8
NDe Ablity to Improve Affordablity

Loan Amount $55.000
MRB Interest Rate 8.35%
Conventional Interest Rate 9.75%
Monthly Interest Saving $55
Annual Interest Rate Savings $666
Reduction in Income Needed to Afford the Home $2,500

That reduction in mortgage payments would reduce the income needed to
qualify for the mortgage by more than $2,500 or 12 percent. An income
change of that magnitude, which may represent two or even three years
worth of pay increases for many moderate-income families, cannot be
considered insignificant.

In addition, MRBs allow moderate-income first-time homebuyers to
"lock-in" an affordable interest rate. As witnessed during the mortgage
market turmoil of last spring, rate commitments on conventional financing
can quickly evaporate as rates swing upward, thwarting many families' home
purchase plans.
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3. Involvement of Builders In the Program to Encourage New
Construction for the First-Time Homebuyer Market Is A
Worthwhile Pulc Purpose.

The GAO study greatly exaggerates and grossly misrepresents the
affect of builder set-asides on prices of new homes financed with MRB
mortgages. GAO incorrectly assumes that most of the new homes financed
with MRBs (40 percent of all homes in the GAO sample) were produced by
builders who controlled access to the MRB mortgages. In the real world,
builder set-asides or reservations are not the typical way in which MRB
funds are dispersed. Thirteen state HFAs currently have builder set-aside
programs and 11 states have never used this approach. Only 13 state HFAs
allow MRB funds to flow to builders through participating mortgage lending
institutions and in each case, the amount is limited. Moreover, GAO simply
overestimates the extent of new construction activities. In 1987, only 27
percent of loans made by state HFAs were for new home purchases.

Typically, states do not provide for builder set-asides within bond
issues and most of those that do use the set asides selectively to meet
community housing needs. Builder reservations rarely account for even as
much as 50 percent of the proceeds from any single MRB issue and
frequently do not play any role in the distribution of MRB mortgages. The
North Carolina Housing Finance Agency is typical. In the past, this agency
used builder reservations to address housing stock shortages in selected
areas, but has not provided builder set-asides in the past two years.

For GAO's claim that builders widely inflate prices of MRB financed
homes to be true, builders not only must control access to MRB funds, but
also must face no competition in the market. It would be rare for MRB
funds to be channelled to just one builder. When set-asides are used, a
number of competing builders are offered the funds in the same market and
those firms face additional competition from the existing stock of lower-
priced existing homes.

GAO did not perform original research to substantiate its claim that
builders "capitalize" the MRB subsidy by raising home prices. Instead, GAO
relied on earlier academic papers. These academic papers made no attempt
to evaluate the prevalence of builder set-asides as tools for allocating MRB
proceeds or the typical markets and circumstances in which builder set-
asides are employed. Rather, they sought-out the rare exceptions where
builder set-asides could be isolated from other competitive forces. Such
data collection techniques created a more convenient analytical
environment, but resulted in research that ignored or distorted the real
world. For example, the Benjamin and Sirmans paper, 'Who Benefits From
Mortgage Revenue Bonds?" based its entire sample on student
condominiums located in a university setting. GAO's own findings
demonstrate that such homes and purchasers are not typical of the MRB
program. Another paper cited by GAO, "Evidence on the Efficiency and
Distribution of Mortgage Revenue Bond Subsidies: The Effects of Behavior
Responses to the Subsidies" by D. During also stacked the deck against
MRBs by excluding from the market rate sample homes those that exceeded
the MRB purchase price limits, even if those homes were comparable to
MRB financed houses. Furthermore, both of these studies examined
transactions that occurred in 1983, which have little, if any. relevance to the
MRB program as it operates under the tighter restrictions of the 1986 Tax
Act.

Builder set-asides help bolster production of affordably priced homes
by assuring builders that their customers will obtain financing when the
homes are complete. The following table shows the escalation of home sales
prices over the period 1982-1986. A builder set-aside can maintain some
presence in the lower end of a market which is rapidly decreasing. With
the advent of greater volatility in the mortgage markets, builders of
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moderately priced homes have lost customers when mortgage rates jumped
before sales were closed. This increased marketing risk has led builders to
focus more of their efforts on building homes for customers that are well
above the affordability margin. MRB reservations have been an important
tool in helping maintain builder production in affordable price ranges. In
addition, agencies can employ builder set-asides to reduce their risk that
interest rate declines will prevent utilization of bond proceeds. Finally,
builder set-asides are used as incentives for the construction of affordable,
low maintenance. energy efflclent homes. The following table illustrates the
trend toward the construction of higher priced homes and away from
building those most affordable by moderate-income first-time homebuyers.

Table 9
Now Home Sales by Price Range: 1982-1986

(percent distributon)l

United States 100 100 100 100 100
Under $50.000 16 10 7 7 5
50,000-59,999 17 13 12 10 7
60,000-69,999 19 18 16 14 11
70,000-79.999 13 15 15 14 13
80,000-99.999 15 18 20 21 22
100,000-119,999 6 8 9 10 12
120,000-149,999 6 8 9 11 11
1,50,000 to over 8 9 12 14 19

Source: Characteristics of New Housing: 1986. Construction Reports C25-
86-13, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census and U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development, June 1987.

V. By Defining Benefits As Narrowly As Possible and Attributing
the Highest Costs, The Program Was Made to Look Inefficient

As it did in 1983, the GAO again asserts that bond financing is an
inefficient means to generate a subsidy. It claims that for ever dollar of
revenue foregone by the federal government only between *0.12 and
*0.45 of subsidy are received by the homeowner. Examination of the GAO's
methodology once again reveals a rudimentary, static analysis. The issue of
the inefficiency of tax-exempt bonds is one which has been debateOl for
more than a decade. It is not as simple as frequently discussed.

First, inefficiency arguments relying solely on the cost/benefit
approach that was employed by GAO are inadequate. GAO's model is
designed to overestimate cost by assuming unrealistic investor behavior.

Second, GAO excludes economic or broader individual benefits in it's
cost-benefit analysis. While this is standard practice in Congressional
revenue estimating, it unrealistically confines the cost-benefit methodology
by defining benefits too narrowly.

Third, MRBs now operate in a highly specialized and focused

environment. It is a targeted resource and its use is limited by law.

GAO Employs a Limited Form of Cost-Benefit Analysis

GAO's cost-beneflt effkclency analysis of the cost of MRBs assumes that
(f one less dollar of tax-exempt MRBs are issued, a high-bracket taxpayer Is
going to invest his money in a fully taxable savings instrument. It is much
more likely that this Investor will find other untaxed or partially taxed
investment opportunities, such as tax shelters, pension savings, or assets.
which offer appreciation possibilities. The tax on these investments is
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deferred until the gains are realized, possibly for many years. In fact, the
small interest rate spread between tax-exempt and comparable taxable
bonds that presently exists suggests that there are many other tax favored
investment opportunities. Due to the existence of these other investment
opportunities, the cost of MRBs is at least 35 to 40 percent lower than
estimated.

Likewise, the determination of benefits is inadequate. GAO calculates
the benefits of MRBs as resulting only from the interest-rate advantage and
resulting cost savings that tax-exempt bond financed mortgages provide the
homebuyers. GAO ignores the investment implications of homeownership
versus renting. GAO also denies that any economic benefit could be
attributed to MRBs. Note that economic benefits are not considered in
Congressional estimates of the revenue Impact of tax provisions due to
constraints of the Congressional Budget Office's forecast of GNP growth. But
GAO is undertaking a cost-benefit analysis, not calculating a revenue
estimate. The two are different analyses with different underlying
assumptions. (Although a case can be made for considering economic
impacts in the revenue estimate.)

By excluding any economic benefits, GAO ignores that the
homebuilding industry is, in fact, an industry. It is a major source of Jobs
and. a consumer of manufactured materials. Aside from direct ldcal
economic benefits, one only needs to observe the economies in forestry
products regions, carpet making, fixtures or appliance making areas. When
housing starts decline, the economic impact is felt throughout these area
and regional economies.

GAO argues that these economic resources are denied other sectors of
the economy when being used for housing. Yet this argument ignores the
relatively high proportion of domestically manufactured products consumed
by the housing industry.

Likewise, the resale of homes has economic implications. Homes are
improved prior to sale and afterward. Local retail sales result and nationally,
manufacturing orders are produced. The local service sector, Realtors,
attorneys, and lenders feel incomes shift with the rates of home sales.

The benefits of this economic activity shotild not be ignored in a cost-
benefit analysis. Precisely because MRBs create individual benefits and
economic benefits, states value their use. Especially for states and regions
that need infusions of capital, the MRB has become an important resource.

Zipanding Upon GAO'. Static Cost-Benefit Approach

When the traditional Cost-Benefit approach is refined to account for
the above factors, the benefits can be shown to far outweigh the costs. A
cost-benefit model prepared by NCSHA and reviewed by a local university
economist shows how the costs and benefits, when adjusted in the manner
suggested above, produce a dramatically different picture of efficiency than
that calculated using the type of model GAO seems to have employed. (Only a
brief explanation was provided.)

Impact
Dollars of MRBs Issued $100.00
Lendable Proceeds Available $95.00

Capped at 95% of proceeds in the 1986 Tax Reform Act

GAO Tvpe Efficiency Model

Cost From Revenue Foregone $2.92
assumes total interest income of Investor taxed at highest marginal rate
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Individual Benefit' $1.13
limits benefits to Interest saved by homebuyer with an MRB

Ratio of Individual Benefits/Cost
From Revenue Foregone 38.70%

Two counters can be made to this approach. As noted in Galper and
Toder's "Modelling Revenue and Allocation Effects of the Use of Tax-Exempt
Bonds for Private Purposes," investors have options and varying investment
motivations. Using the Galper and Toder model to derive a marginal tax rate
for investors allowing for sophistication, the expected revenue impact on
the treasury is much less than estimated by GAO.

Investor Sensitive Efficiency Model

Cost From Revenue Foregone $1.69
assumes Galper and Toder model of Investor behavior

Individual Benefits $1.13
limits benefits to interest saved by homebuyers with an MRB

Ratio of Benefits/Cost 66.70%

In addition, economic benefits must also be considered. Even when
using the contested GAO finding that only 30 percent of homebuyers would
not have purchased a home without MRBs, a significant contribution to gross
national product (ONP) can be calculated. Based on an economic impact
estimating process designed by the National Association of Realtors,
economic benefits of $14.69 are created for every $100 of bonds issued.
Thus when reasonable economic benefits are added to the individual
benefits and costs reduced by the federal revenues generated, the benefits
far outweigh the costs.

Efficiency Model Considering Economic Benefits

Cost From Revenue Foregone $1.45
accounts for sophisticated investor behavior and federal revenues

resulting from economic activity generated
Individual and Economic Benefits $16.47

accounts for mortgage interest savings and economic activity generated
Resulting Benefit - Cost Ratio 1,139.71%

An Efficient Delivery Vehicle for Low-Cost Mortgage Capital

GAO also resorts to a standard argument against tax-exempt bond
financing by insinuating that significant portions of a bond issue are
siphoned off by the bond underwriters, counsel, and issuers. The truth is
that in 1987, 98 percent of the proceeds from bonds issued by state housing
finance agencies under the Tax Reform Act of 1986 went into loans. GAO
ignores that underwriters discounts, counsel and issuance costs are borne
whenever securities are issued. Conventional loans sold on the secondary
market carry transaction costs Just like MRBs. While the legal costs of an
MRB transaction is slightly greater than that of a conventional Mortgage
Backed Security due to the need to ascertain the tax-exempt status to the
satisfaction of the bond holder, this cost is more than off-set by the benefit
provided the homebuyer.

An Important Role in the Housing Capital Market Has Been Created

One frequently ignored benefit of MRBs is their ability to direct capital
to housing. The reality of recent years belies the notion that the private
market will supply the full capital needs of the lower margins of the
mortgage market. As noted above. HFAs have had such difficulty getting
credit enhancements for these mortgages that many are relying increasingly
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on FHA insurance, examining forms of self-insurance, or are sharing risk
with private insurers as a way to support the capital flow. Mortgage Backed
Securities which provide a dynamic source of mortgage capital have not
impacted upon the markets which HFAs have served with 'tax-exempt bonds.
Leon Kendall, Chairman of MGIC. the largest provider of mortgage
insurance, has stated on numerous occasions that MRBs have been the most
effective available means for directing capital to the first-time homebuyer
market in recent years.

The volume of bonds which may be issued under both programs is
limited by the uniform volume cap for so-called "private activity bonds."
Each state has a fixed amount of bond authority to use in financing
development projects, whether it is housing, student loans, manufacturing
facilities, ports, or private pollution control facilities. The Governor has the
discretion to allocate this authority to the purposes of his choosing, Housing
must compete with other uses for a piece of pie the size of which is known
and limited.

In sum. MRBs augment rather than supplant private capital markets.
Precisely because they are targeted, MRBs serve a housing market segment
that is marginal to the private capital markets. MRBs provide low-cost,
credit enhanced capital which is critical .for lending institutions to make
loans to perceived "higher risk" borrowers. MRBs are efficient precisely
because they rely on existing private sector channels, .. realtors, mortgage
lenders, investment bankers, and builders . . . to reach a targeted market
with financing.

A Housing Program Delivery Capacity Has Been Created Around MRBs

Housing finance agencies have grown into the principal low- and
moderate-income housing program delivery vehicle, largely due to their
experience with MRBs. This organizational capacity is unlike that created by
direct subsidy programs. Financial and underwriting skills exist unlike
anywhere else in government outside of FHA. A variety of innovative
programs has been built with these skills. These programs provide a
centralized funding source which serves to promote low- and moderate-
income homeownership and rental housing production.

Finally, GAO offers no alternative to MRBs for the ability to attract
mortgage capital to a state through an efficiently functioning, public-purpose
driven capital conduit. MRBs create no federal bureaucracy. Bond issuers
fund their operations from nominal fees or agency reserves. Private-sector
participants actually earn incomes from MRBs consistent with reasonable
compensation in the market. It is time to put GAO's tired old inefficiency
argument to rest. When benefits and costs are more broadly and reasonably
defined, the inefficiency argument disappears.

V. GAO Ignored the Reality of Today's Housing Markets

The only valid point for elimination of Mortgage Revenue Bonds would
be the lack of a homeownership affordability problem. This is far from the
case. As mentioned earlier, the "State of the Nation's Housing 1988" has
concluded that the relatively high levels of housing construction, home sales
and remodeling expenditures have masked an ever-increasing population of
housing have-nots, including potential first-time buyers.

Homeownership Rates have declined throughout the decade of the
80's, representing a loss of over 2 million homeowners if the 1980 rate had
merely remained constant over the last seven years. Among young
households (25-39 years of age) the decline is most dramatic, including a
7.4 percent decrease in ages 24-29, a 8.9 percent decrease in ages 30-34
and a 7 percent decrease in ages 35-39. The decrease among the younger
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population exists in all regions of the country regardless of the individual
economic climates. In additiQn, the after tax cost of homeownership
remains prohibitively high for would-be first-time homebuyers equalling
$7,449 or 32.4 percent of the average annual income of potential first-time
buyers aged 25-29 for the typical starter home in 1987... about 50 percent
higher than the share of income required in the early 1970s. Finally,
existing debt and increasing rents dramatically impact the ability of
potential first-time buyers not only to qualify for a conventional loan but to
save for downpayment and closing costs.

One of the critical findings is the interrelationship of cach of the
individual problems to one another. This gives new perspective to the term
"trickle down". Today, it is the inability of families and individuals to buy
their first homes, which then significantly exacerbates the housing
affordability problem for other low- and moderate-income Americans.

The "State of the Nation's Housing Report" points out that as renters
find it impossible to buy, rents are increased and affordable rental
apartments are rehabilitated to take advantage of increased rents. Fewer
affordable units remain in the stock and rent burdens continue to rise to
unacceptable levels particularly for the low-income. As the private rental
stock becomes less affordable to low-income Americans, governmental
assisted units become the housing of last and only resort. The initial
objective to provide quality subsidized housing as an interim measure priorto moving up is less achievable today. Finally. with the significant increases
in individuals below the poverty line, homelessness becomes too often the
result of all the above.

It is important to understand these interrelationships when
considering the issue of homeownership as a public policy goal. GAO simply
ignored this issue as though it were irrelevant. They failed to grasp the
changing mortgage market and ignored the human side of the benefit
calculation.

Various state, such as Rhode Island, have compiled profiles of typical
MRB participants.

Chart 3

Occupation of Head of Household of
10.20% Rhode Island Housing and Mortgage

Finance Corporation Borrowers

33.67% U Laborers

23.47% M] Clerical. Sales & Services

0 Technicians & School
Teachers

Ol Professional &
Managerial

32.65%

For too long, detractors have inferred that the MRB program is a "yuppie"
program. Yet, individuals in the types of occupations portrayed below are
hardly likely to experience the 62 percent annual increase cited by GAO in
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their "representative sample" footnote 8 on page 22. This footnote is one
of the most misleading aspects of the report. The income and purchase
price information cited above and the occupational profiles of the type
gathered in Rhode Island are instead the reality.

Reaching the most marginal potential first-time homebuyers is
extremely difficult and requires the type of commitment that housing
finance agencies have demonstrated through their targeting efforts. In fact,
with only a few exceptions, states began imposing income and/or purchase
price limitations with their first single-family bond issues in the 1970's. It
was not until the 1980's that these targeting limits were required by the
federal government. Not only did the states show their leadership by
implementing targeting strategies earlier than the federal government, but
by continuing to set limits which are lower than those required by federal
regulation.

-More significantly, the states have implemented a variety of strategies
to facilitate homeownership for those first-time homebuyers with the lowest
incomes. Special strategies employed by the states include:

setting income and/or purchase price limits at the state
level before and/or below the federally-estaplished limits
(98 percent of the states have done this);

providing downpayment or closing cost assistance (31
percent of the states);

providing mortgage payment assistance (20 percent of the
states);

* buying the interest rate down on a portion of, or for an
entire bond issue (53 percent of the states);

* establishing special set-asides of funds, to ensure that
lower income or special needs groups have guaranteed
access to mortgage money (55 percent of the states);

" offering special incentives for new construction/developers
of affordable housing (33 percent of the states);

* working with non-profits or local governments,
establishing limited equity, sweat equity/self help, lease-
purchase, or other creative mechanisms (33 percent of the
states); and,

the implementation of any other systems which promote
the use of funds by lower income borrowers before other
(qualified) higher income borrowers, such as income
ranking (18 percent of the states).

Many states have chosen to set income and/or purchase price limits
well below the federal guidelines. For instance, in Oregon, where income
limits never exceed 100 percent of the state's median, they are often set
lower based on interest rates and an affordability ratio. Many states have
done set-asides of funds for those borrowers at or below 80 percent of
median, such as Indiana did in 1980 (40 percent of bond proceeds were set
aside for this purpose). Many states combine set-asides for special income
groups with interest rate buydowns, enabling them to target even deeper
than 80 percent of median. For Instance, in New York this year, $10 million
in bond proceeds were offered at a 4% interest rate, with special income
and purchase price limits (loans closed thus far indicate average borrower
incomes of $17,500, and $50,000 average purchase prices--well below 50
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percent of the state's medians for income and purchase price). Several
agencies, like the District of Columbia, offer downpayment assistance.
enabling borrowers with limited savings to enter very high cost markets.

It Is important to note that while all of the state agencies have
implemented one or more of these special strategies, their ability to do so
has been dependent on the availability of both agency reserves and state
appropriations. Changes in the tax code since 1980 have seriously eroded
the states' capacity to implement these special targeting programs, and,
therefore their ability to serve the lowest end of the homebuyer market.

Conclusion

The GAO report demonstrates a total lack of understanding of housing
finance. Their statistical methodology and analyses are in need of
Justification and clarification. Hence, as the report now stands, its
conclusions are simply not supportable.

The data herein presents a much more accurate analysis of the
workings of the Mortgage Revenue Bond program. From this rebuttal, the
following conclusions can be drawn:

The MRB program has historically served lower-income
populations than FRA. VA, or the conventional market and
continues to do so.
MRB financing has historically been used to finance lower-
cost homes than FHA, VA. or the conventional market and
continues to do so.
The age and marital status of the population served by
MRBs is roughly equivalent to that served by conventional
loans even with FHA or VA security.
MRBs are not only an efficient mechanism for financing,
but have a positive revenue impact on the area served.

The MRB program is effective. It expands homeownership

opportunities. It dramatically improves affordability. It brings mortgage

capital to regions and markets in need of these funds. It provides a boost to

regional and the national economy. It efficiently serves the first-time

homebuyer market through a long standing public-private partnership and

without creating a massive bureaucracy. The MRB Program should be

extended through the swift passage of S 1522/HR 2640.
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Appendix 1

Description of
Efficiency Model Methodology

A major argument against the Mortgage- Revenue Bond Program by
GAO was that of inefficiency. GAO presented a table that ostensibly showed
that in the worst case, only 12 cents of every dollar cost to the government
reaches beneficiaries. Under the best case, only 45 cents of benefit per
dollar cost are generated.

Exception has been taken with GAO's assumptions as discussed in the
body of this paper. A series of seven tables follow which show the
calculations used to estimate the efficiency of $100 of Mortgage Revenue
Bonds issued in each of the next five years. The model was developed on a
standard computer spread-sheet program, Microsoft Exel, and displays
decimal point to three to four places. The assumptions used in the
calculations are indicated.

A series of seven tables are presented. The first table portrays a cost-
benefit approach similar to the one GAO is assumed to have used. Table 2
presents adjustments that should be made to the GAO type method. The
third table calculates the basic tax-revenue assumed to be foregone when tax
exempt bonds are issued. On the fourth table, the mortgage interest
savings and interest deductions are consolidated from tables 6 and 7. Table
5 presents the basic economic impact assumptions used in Table 2. Table 6
presents the monthly amortization of a conventional mortgage over 10 years,
with the MRB mortgage amortization presented in Table 7.

Table 1 The Simple Cost-Benefit Approach

The cost to the federal government portrayed in the line 'Tax Revenue
Foregone on Each $100 Bonds Issued Annually till 1993" is drawn from Line
6 on Table 3 and represents the taxes foregone by the federal government
when a tax-exempt bond is issued. This number conforms with a commonly
used assumption that each tax-exempt bond dollar held by an investor would
be replaced by fully taxable security, the income from which would be taxed
at the highest marginal tax rate. The Congressional Budget Office
projection of 10 Year Treasury Bond yield was used as a baseline for
projecting the taxable mortgage security and MRB interest rates lines 1-3 on
Chart 3. The annual interest is based on the resulting yield curve. A 28
percent marginal tax rate was used here rather than the potential actual rate
of 33 percent.

The assumption driving the benefits are indicated in the second box.
An interest spread between the tax exempt mortgage interest rate and the
conventional mortgage interest rate of 1.40 percentage was used. This
interest rate spread represents the average spread GAO estimated in its
survey of MRB loans during the period 1983-1906. It must be noted
however, that during this period, the conventional mortgage interest rate
experienced a period of decline almost unprecedented in its steepness and
rapidity. In these market environments, the spread between MRB rates and
conventional rates at the time of loan origination historically narrows.

Throughout this calculation, 95 percent of bond proceeds are assumed
to be loaned. As an aside, in 1987, MRBs issued under the 1986 Tax Reform
Act guidelines had an average of 97.5 percent lendable proceeds. The
interest rate savings are drawn from Table 4 based on the loan amortization
calculations made in Tables 6 and 7. As with the bond interest rates, both
mortgage interest rates are adjusted according to the CBO projected 10 Year
Treasury Bond Yield.
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Table 2 Necessary Adjustments to the Basic Efficiency Model

The cost to the government of MRBs is adjusted according to a
portfolio theory put forth in Galper & Toder's "Modelling Revenue and
Allocation Effects of the Use of Tax Exempt Bonds for Private Purposes."
Using suggested methodology to account for sophisticated portfolio analysis,
a 17 percent marginal tax rate is suggested for calculating the revenue
foregone. The revenue foregone is also adjusted to account for the federal
tax revenues generated from MRB created economic activity.

The benefit estimate is adjusted according to the amount of economic
activity generated by MRB proceeds used for homes which would not
otherwise have been constructed or resales that otherwise would not have
occurred. In this analysis, the contested GAO assumption that only 30
percent of the loans made were to individuals who otherwise would not
have been able to make a home purchase is used. GAO disregards the
presence of an economic impact and this contention is disputed in the body
of the paper.

Table 3 Estimates of Tax Exempt Bond Cost

The key parts of this table are the projection of interest rates for
bonds, the calculation of taxable yield for the years 1989-1993 over an
assumed 10 year bond life, the calculation of tax revenue foregone at the
highest marginal rate, and the calculation of tax revenue foregone at the
adjusted marginal rate.

Table 4 Consolidated Annual Mortgage Impacts

Mortgage interest savings and mortgage interest deductions for the
assumed 10 year life of the loans ire consolidated from Tables 6 and 7 on
this page for quick reference.

Table 5 Economic Impact Multipliers

The National Association of Realtors' Economic and Research
estimates the economic impact of new home construction and resales. The
1987 estimates are provided. Federal, state, and local tax impact
assumptions are also provided as indicated.

Tables 6 & 7 Mortgage Amoritization

Table 6 contains a monthly amortization of a conventional for the 95
percent of bond proceeds available for loans. The annual interest is
expressed and the tax subsidy calculated at the marginal rate indicated in
the assumption section on Table 1. Likewise, Table 7 contains the
amortization of an MRB loan.
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vIUIC11cr OP MORTGAGE R1EVIZ BONDS
TAWSI

Bmd Moley Model
Cost to the Fedsral lowemm ant

Tax Revenue Foregone on E 100 Mod sed
Annually till 1993 2928 $5.526 $7.e95 $9.468 $11.17

Direct Benefits to Homuyezs

Assumption: Tax Exempt Mortgage lnterst Rate 8.35%Interest Rate Spread 1.40%

Marginal Tax Rate 15.00%
Conventional Mortgage Interest Rat 9.75%

199 ]LO 19 OL 1992 19
Bond Issue Amount " ;106.00 $100.00 $105.00 $100.00 $1
Lendable Proceeds (95% of Bond Issue Amount) 95.000 95.000 95.000 95.000 95.00

Interest Rate Savings 1989 1.333 1.341 1.348 1.355 1.36.
1990 1.334 1.342 1.349 1.35
1991 1.335 1.341 1.34,
1992 1.333 1.34;
1993 1.33

Annual Benefits (Interest Savings) 1.333 2.675 4.025 5.379 6.74
After Tax Benefits 1.133 2.273 3.421 4.572 5.73
individual Benefits $1.133 $2.273 $3.421 $4.572 $5.73

[Typial Benefits/Cost Rai 38.70% 41. 14% 44.46% 48.29% 51.28

Present Value of Costs and Benefits For Each Cu Srem
Cost to the Government 19.40
Individual Benefits 7.51

Discount Rate Is the 3/88 10 Year Leasury Bond Rate 8.29%
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TABLE 2
Necessary Adjustments to the Basic Efflciency Model

Accounting for Diverse Portfolio Investment and Increased Economic Activity
UK-... 190 1901 1992 199!

Actual Marginal Tax Rate 17% 17% 17% 17% 17%
(Modelling Revenue and Allocation Effects of the Use of Tax Exempt Bonds for Private Purposes, Galper & Toder)Adjusted Revenues Foregone LOW0 3.198 4.435 5.431 5.4311
Federal Tax Revenues Generated 0.254 0.254 0.254 0.254 0.254.41usted Revenue Impact $1.445 $2.944 $4.181 $5.177 $5.177J

Economic Impact Uses GAO's Contested Assumption That Only 30% of Beneficiaries
Would Not Have Gotten A Loan Without MRBs
Assumption % New Construction 20%

Construction Otherwise Not Occurt 10%
% Existing Home Purchase 80%

Resales Otherwise Not Occuring 20%

190 190 101 1992 1993
New Homes (Otherwise Not Occuring)
Portion of Leridable Proceeds to New Construction 9.500 9.500 9.500 9.500 9.500
Value of New Construction (Cost of Land Omitted) 5.795 5.795 5.795 5.795 5.795
Expenditures At Sale 0.503 0.503 0.503 0.503 0.503
Expenditures After Sale 0.180 0.180 0.180 0.180 0.180
Lenders Income Net Cost of Funds 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133
Mortgage Insurers Income 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
Multiplier Effect 3.320 3.320 3.320 3.320 3.320
Impact of New Construction 9.936 9.936 9.936 9.936 9.936

State and Loal Tax Revenues Generated 0.642 0.642 0.642 0.642 0.642

Resale Homes (Otherwise Not Occurng)
Portion of Lendable Proceeds to Resales 19.000 19.000 19.000 19.000 19.000
Expenditure Before Sale 0.190 0.190 0.190 0.190 0.190
Expenditures At Sale 1.805 1.805 1.805 1.805 1.805
Expenditures After Sale 0.380 0.380 0.380 0.380 0.380
Lenders Income Net Cost of Funds 1.139 1.139 1.139 1.139 1.139
Mortgage Insurers Income 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
Multiplier Effect 1.245 1.245 1.245 1.245 1.245
Impact ot Resale 4.762 4.762 4.762 4.762 4.762

Total Mcomlo Denefits $14.696 $14.698 $14.698 $14.698 $14.698
State and Locd Taus $0.642 $0.642 $0.642 $0.642 $0.642
AoJusted Dimefts *16.473 517.613 $18.761 $19.912 $21.070
(IndMdual Benefits + Economic Benefits Generated)

Present Value of Costs and Benefts For Each Cash Stream
Cost to the Government 9.57
Individual & Economic Benefits 109.10

Discount Rate is the 3/88 10 Year Treasury Bond Rate 8.29%

- IRmlUs,,d Jnnentr.Ot nwano 1 IL3:F.1jL1M OWl5.IM 4461.711" UM.vj0 4UU.91"
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1989
1990
1991
1992
1903

TAZ S
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3/8S m 1s0 IMn1 1r s 1904 1995 16 1997 1998 IIM 20 2001 202

8.29% 9.5% 9.0% 8.4% 7.8% 7.4% 7.4% 7.4% 7.4% 7.4% 7.4% 7.4% 7.4% 7.4% 7.4%
9.75% 11.2% 10.6% 9.9% 9.2% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7%
8.35% 9.6% 9.1% 8.5% 7.9% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5%

bvmi .ot 1989 190 191 19= 199 119 19 5 1996
11.2% 10.% 9.9% 9.2% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7%

$100.00 11.173 10.585 9.879 9.174 8.703 8.703 &703 8.703
$100.00 10.586 9.879 9.174 8.703 8.703 8.703 8.703
100.00 9.879 9.174 8.703 8.703 8.703 8.703

*100.00 9.174 8.703 8.703 8.703 8.70
$10000 8.703 8&703 &703 8.703

11.173 21.170 29.638 36.895 43.516 43.516 43.516 43.516

1w9
8,7%
8.703
8.703
8.703
.1703

8.703
43.516

1m 1m 2O
&.7% &7% &7%
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8.703 8.703
&.703 &.703 8.703
8.703 8.703 W.70
8.703 8.703 8.703

43.516 34.813 2&.110

2001 20
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8703
8.703

17.407
8.703
8.70
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1910 1.1857 1.1761 1.1656 1.1542 1.1418 1.1284 1.1138 1.1761 1.0607 1.0619
1990 0.2000 0.2012 0.2024 0.2036 0.2047 0.2058 0.2068 0.2076 0.2084 0.2089
1991 0.2000 0.2012 0.23 0.2034 0.2044 0.2053 0.2061 0.2068 0.2073 0.2076
1992 0.2000 0.2011 0.21 02030 0.2039 02046 0.2063 0.2057 0.2060
1993 0.2000 0.2010 0.2019 0.2027 0.2035 0.2041 0.2045 0.2048

Total 1.1857 1.3761 1.5668 1.7578 1.9488 1.2396 1.9289 1.9948 1.025 1.8865 024 0.6184
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1969 1.1857 1.1761 1.1656 1.1542 1.1418 1.1284 1.1138 1.1761 1.0607 1.0619
1990 0.2000 0.20i2 0.2024 0.20M6 0.2047 0.2058 0.2068 0.2076 0.2084 0.2069
1991 0.2000 0.2012 0.203 0.2034 0.2044 0.2053 0261 0.2068 0.2073 0.2076
192 0.2000 0.2011 0.2021 2030 0.2039 0.2046 0.20 0.207 0.2060 0.2060
1993 0.2000 0.2010 0.2019 0.20=7 02035 0.2041 0.2045 0.2048 0.2049

Total 1.1857 1.3761 1.5668 1.7578 1.9488 1.2396 1.9289 1.9948 1.9025 1.8866 0.8251 0.6184 0.4109
.78 2a 8.73. 4.48 .449 SAM L46 L4030 54953 5.5112 5.0968 8M 2.

0.2047
O.2047
1 NTD

0.2047
0.2047
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TABI4
Consolidated Annual Mortgage Impacts

Motgep Interet savings
TearI Year Year Year 4 Ya 5 Year 6 Year 7

Cony 9.2381 9.1813 9.1188 9.0499 8.9740 8.8904 8.7982
MRB 7.9046 7.8404 7.7706 7.6947 7.6123 7.5227 7.4254
Indiv Savings 1.3335 1.3410 1.3482 1.3552 1.3617 1.3677 1.3728

Year 8 Year 9 Year 10
Cony 8.6966 8.5847 8.4613
MURB 7.3196 7.2046 7.0796
Indlv Savings 1.3770 1.3801 1.3817

Mortgage Intmt Deduction
Year I Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year Year 7

Cony 1.3857 1.3772 1.3678 1.3575 1.3461 1.3336 1.3197
MRB 1.1857 1,1761 1.1656 1.1542 1.1418 1.1284 1.1138
Fed Savings 0.2000 0.2011 0.2022 0.2033 0.2043 0,2051 0.2059

YearS Year 9 Year 10
Cony 1.3045 1.2877 1.2692
MRB 1.0979 1.0807 1.0619
Fed Savings 0.2066 0.2070 0.2073
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TABIZ S
Economic Impact Multipliers

Impact of Home Sales and New Construction on 4P
Rale New

Value of Construction 0.6100
Expenditure before Sale 0.0100
Expenditure At Sale 0.0950 0.0530
Expenditure After Sale 0.0200 0.0190
Lenders' Income- fnds cost 0.0600 0.0140
Mortgage Insurers Income 0.0001 0.0004

Multiplier Effect 0.0656 0.3495
Source: National Association of Realtors. Economic and Research Division

Federal Tax Impacts
Individual Taxes

1 Contract Job/*50,000 Construction (Bureau of Labor Statistics) 0.00002
Annual Wages a 1,900 Hours at Avg $10/Hour $19.000 0.3800
Tax Rate 15% $0.057

Corporate Taxes
10% Profit on Construction 0.5795
Tax Rate 34% (Earnings over $100.000, rate Is 39%) $0.197

Total Federal Taxes $0.254
State Tax Impacts
Individual Taxes
0 3% Rate Typical $0.174

Corporate Taxes
@ 4% Rate Typical $0.232

Sales Taxes
3% of Contract/ConstructIon Cost $0.174

Local Tax Impacts
Local Sales Taxes

1% of Contract/Construction Cost $0.058
Ad Valorem Taxes

40% Valuation 3.8000
Millage Rate 12 ($12/$1.000) $0.005

Total State and Local Taxes 0.64201
Source: National Association of Homebuilders/National Association of Realtors
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TA=LB 6
1989 Coneatonal Mortgae AmorUtion
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0.7628
0.7624
0.7619
0.7615
0.7611
0.7606
0.7602
0.7597
0.7592
0.7588
0.7583
0.7578
0.7574
0.7569
0.7564
0.7559
0.7554
0.7549
0.7544
b.:7539
0.7534
0.7529
0.7524
0.7519
0.7514
0.7508
0.7503
0.7498
0.7492

*96.00
0.8162

Prin
0.0443
0.0447
0.0450
0.0454
0.0458
0.0462
0.0465
0.0469
0.0473
0.0477

-0.0481
0.0484
0.0488
0.0492
0.0496
0.0500
0.0504
0.0509
0,0513
0.0517
0.0521
0.0525
0.0530
0.0534
0.0538
0.0543
0.0547
0.0551
0.0556
0.0560
0.0565
0.0570
0.0574
0.0579
0.0584
0.0588
0.0593
0.0598
0.0603
0.0608
0.0613
0.0618
0.0623
0.0628
0.0633
0.0638
0.0643
0.0648
0.0654
0.0659
0.0664
0.0670

94.9557
94.9110
94.8660
94.8205
94.7748
94.7286
94.6821
94.6352
94.5879
94.5402
94.4922
94.4437
94.3949
94.3456
94.2960
94.2460
94.1955
94.1447
94.0934
94.0417
93.9896
93.9371
93.8841
93.8307
93.7769
93.7226
93.6679
93.6128
93.5572
93.5011
93.4446
93.3877
93.3303
93.2724
93.2140
93.1552
93.0959
93.0361
92.9758
92.9150
92.8538
92.7920
92.7297
92.6670
92.6037
9.5399
92.4756
92.4108
92.3454
92.2795
92.2131
92.1461

Ann lnt Tz Subsdy Ann Tx Sub
0.1158
0.1157
0.1157
0.1156
0.1156
0.1155
0.1155
0.1154
0.1153
0.1153
0.1152

9.2381 0.1152 1.3857
0.1151
0.1150
0.1150
0.1149
0.1149
0.1148
0.1147
0.1147
0. 1146
0.1145
0.1145

9.1813 0.1144 1.3772
0.1144
0.1143
0.1142
0.1142
0.1141
0.1140
0.1140
0.1139
0.1138
0.1137
0.1137

9.1188 0.1136 1.3678
0. 1135
0.1135
0.1134
0.1133
0. 1132
0. 1132
0.1131
0.1130
0.1129
0. 1129
0.1128

9.0499 0.1127 1.3575
0. 1126
0.1125
0.1125
0.1124
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Ibri6 5s
54

6
'7

60
61el

5e6

67
6s
s9
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
69
81
59

64
6
69
87
69
69
90
91
9
98
94

9
97
98

100
101
182
18
104
10
10
107

106

110
Tale6 111

112
11$
114
115
116
117
116
119

w2

0.7487
0.7481
0.7476
0.7470
0.7465
0.7459
0.7453
0.7448
0.7442
0.7436
0.7430
0.7424
0.7418
0.7412
0.7406
0.7400
0.7394
0.7387
0.7381
0.7375
0.7368
0.7362
0.7355
0.7349
0.7342
0.7336
0.7329
0.7322
0.7315
0.7308
0.7301
0.7294
0.7287
0.7280
0.7273
0.7266
0.7259
0.7251
0.7244
0.7236
0.7229
0.7221
0.7214
0.7206
0.7198
0.7190
0.7182
0.7174
0.7166
0.7158
0.7150
0.7142
0.7134
0.7125
0.7117
0.7108
0.7100
0.7091
0.7083
0.7074
0.7065
0.7056
0.7047
0.7038
0.7029
0.7020
0.7010
0.7001

0.0675
0.0681
0.0686
0.092
0.697
0.0703
0.0709
0.0714
0.0720
0.0726
0.0732
0.0738
0.0744
0.0750
0.0756
0.0762
0.0768
0.0775
0.0781
0.0787
0.0794
0.0800
0.0807
0.0813
0.0820
0.0826
0.0833
0.0840
0.0847
0.0854
0.0861
0.0868
0.0875
0.0882
0.0889
0.0896
0.0903
0.0911
0.0918
0.0926
0.0933
0.0941
0.0948
0.0956
0.0964
0.0972
0.090
0.098
0.0996
0.1004
0.1012
0. 1020
0.1028
0.1037
0.1045
0.1054
0.1062
0.1071
0.1079
0.1088
0.1097
0.1106
0.1115
0.1124
0.1133
0.1142
0.1152
0.1161

92.0786
92.0106
91.9419
91.8728
91.8030
91.7328
91.6619
91.5904
91.5184
91.4458
91.3726
91.2988
91.2244
91.1494
91.0738
90.9976
90.9208
90.8433
90.7652
90.6865
90.6071
90.5271
90.4464
90.3651
90.2831
90.2005
90.1171
90.0332
89.9485
89.8631
89.7771
89.6903
89.6028
89.5147
89.4258
89.3362
89.2458
89.1547
89.0629
88.9704
88.8771
88.7830
88.6881
88.5925
88.49M
88.3990
88.3010
88.2023
88.1027
88.0024
87.9012
87.7992
87.694
87.5927
87.4882
87.3828
87.2766
87.1696
87.0616
86.9528
86.8431
86.7325
86.6210
88.5086
88.3953
86.2810
88.1659
86.0498

0.1123
0.1122-
0.1121
0.1121
0.1120
0.1119
0.1118

8.9740 0.1117
0.1116
0.1115
0.1114
0.1114
0.1113
0.1112
0.1111
0.1110
0.1109
0.1108
0.1107

8.8904 0.1106
0.1105
0.1104
0.1103
0.1102
0.1101
0.1100
0.1099
0.1098
0.1097
0.1096
0. 1095

8.7982 0.1094
0.1093
0.1092
0.1091
0.1090
0.1089
0.1088
0.1087
0.1085
0.1084
0.1083
0.1082

8.6966 0.1081
0.1080
0.1079
0.1077
0.1076
0. 1075
0.1074
0.1073
0.1071
0.1070
0.1069
0.1068

8.5847 0.1066
0.1065
0.1064
0.1062
0.1061
0.1060
0.1058
0. 1057
0.1056
0.1054
0.1053
0.1052

8.4613 0.1050

1.3461

1.3336

1.3197

1.3045

1.2877

1.2692
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TABI 7
1989 PARB Mortpe Amortiatlon

Mon
1
2
3
4S
6
7
a
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
is
19
20
21
22
23
24
28

-25

2829
30
30

3132

3334

37
38
30
40
41
42
43
44

45
46
47
48
46
do
51
a

so

54
Tsbdm7 S

U

67

40

a

a64

67
as

Prine amt
Mon Pint

Int
0.6610
0.6606
0.6602
0.6598
0.6594
0.6589
0.6585
0.6581
0.6577
0.6572
0.6568
0.6563
0.6559
0.6554
0.6550
0.6545
0.6541
0.6536
0.6532
0.6527
0.6522
0.6517
0.6513
0.6508
0.6503
0.6498
0.6493
0.6488
0.6483
0.6478
0.6473
0.6468
0.6463
0.6458
0.6453
0.6447
0.6442
0.6437
0.6431
0.6426
0.6421
0.6415
0.410
0.6404
0.6399
0.6393
0.6387
0.6382
0.6376
0.6370
0.6364
0.6359
0.6353
0.6347
0.6341
0.6335
0.6329
0.6323
0.6317
0.6310
0.6304
0.6298
0.6292
0.6285
0.6279
0.6272
0.6266
0.e9

$95.00
0.7204

Prin $G5W
0.0594 94.9406
0.0598 94.8809
0.0602 4.8207
0.0606 94.7601
0.0610 94.6991
0.0614 94.6376
0.0619 94.5758
0.0623 94.5135
0.0627 94.4507
0.0632 94.3876
0.0636 94.3239
0.0641 94.2599
0.0645 94.1954
0.0649 94.1304
0.0654 94.0650
0.0659 93.9992
0.0663 93.9329
0.0668 93.8661
0.0672 93.7988
0.0677 93.7311
0.0682 93.6630
0.0687 93.5943
0.0601 93.5252
0.0696 93.4556
0.0701 93.3855
0.0706 93.3149
0.0711 93.2438
0.0716 93.1722
0.0721 93.1002
0.0726 93.0276
0.0731 92.9545
0.0736 92.8809
0.0741 92.8068
0.0746 92.7322
0.0751 92.6571
0.0757 92.5814
0.0762 92.5052
0.0767 92.4285
0.0772 92.3513
0.0778 92.2735
0.0783 92.1952
0.0789.. 92.1163
0.0794 92.0360
0.0800 91.9569
0.0805 91.8764
0.0811 91.7953
0.0817 91.7137
0.0822 91.6315
0.0828 91.5487
0.0834 91.4653
0.0639 91.3813
0.0645 91.2968
0.0651 91.2117
0.0857 91.1260
0.0863 91.0397
0.0869 90.9528
0.0875 90.8653
0.0881 90.7771
0.0887 90.6884
0.0894 90.5990
0.0900 90.5091
0.0906 90.4165
0.0912 90.3272
0.0919 00.2354
0.0925 90.1429
00931 90.0497

0.0938 89.9559
0.004 89.8615

Ann Int Tz Subsi Ann Tx Sub
0.0992
0.0991
0.0990
0.0990
0.0989
0.0988
0.0988
0.0987
0.0986
0.0986
0.0985

7.9046 0.0985 1.1857
0.0984
0.0983
0.0982
0.0982
0.0981
0.0980
0.0980
0.0979
0.0978
0.0978
0.0977

7.8404 0.0976 1. 1761
0.0975
0.0975
0.0974
0.0973
0.0972
0.0972
0.0971
0.0970
0.0969
0.09w
0.0968

7.7706 0.0967 1.1656
0.0966
0.0966
0.0965
0.0964
0.0963
0.0962
0.0961
0.0961
0.0960
0.0959
0.0958

7.6947 0.0957 1.1542
0.0956
0.0956
0.0955
0.0954
0.0953
0.0952
0.0951
0.0950
0.0949
0.0948
0.0947

7.6123 0.0947 1.1418
0.0946
0.0945
0.0944
0.0943
0.0942
0.0941
0.0940
0.0939

4

5
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so
70
71
72
73
74
75
7,
77
79
O

so

61
64

09
89
67
89

8O

9991

94
05
9

97
89
99

100
101
12
109
104
10l
106
107
108
lie
110
111
112

2WMb7 113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

O.6253
0.6246
0.6240
0,6233
O.6228

0.6219
0.6212
O.62O6
0.6199
0.6192
0.6185
0.6177
0.6170
0.6163
0.6156
0.6149
0.6141
0.6134
0.6126
0.6119
0.6111
0.6104
0.6096
0.606
0.6081
0.6073
0.6065
0.6057
0.6049
0.6041
0.6033
0.6025
0.6017
O.60OM

0.6000
0.5992
0.5983
0.5975
0.5966
0.5958
0.5949
0.5940
0.5931
0.5922
0.5914
0.5905
0.5896
0.5886
0.5877
0.5868
0.5859
0.5849

0.0951
o0958

0.064
0.0971
O.O978
0.0985
0.0991
0.0998
0.1005
0.1012
0.1019
0.1026
0,1034
0.1041
0.1048
0.1055
0.1063
0.1070
0.1078
0.1085
0.1003
0.1100
0.1108
0.1116
0.1123
0.1131
0.1139
0.1147
0.1155
0.1163
0.1171
0.'1179
0.1187
0.1196
0.1204
0.1212
0.1221
0.1229
0.1238
0.1246
0.1255
0.1264
0.1273
0.1281
0.1290
0.1299
0.1308
0.1318
0.1327
0.1336
0.1345
0.1355

89.7664
8M.6706
09.5742
89.4771
8&3793
69.260
89.1817
89.0618
88.9813

8.8801
887781
88.6755
68.5721
88.4680
88.3632
8&2577
88.1514
88.0444
87.9367
87.8282
87.7189
87.6089
87.4981
87.3866
87.2743
87.1612
87.0473
8.9326
86.8171
8.7008
86.5837
8.4658
88.3470
8&2275
8.1071

85.9859
85.8638
85.7409
85.6171
85.4924
85.3669
8,&2405
85.1133
84.9851
84.8561
84.7262
84.5953
84.4636
84.3309
84.1973
84.0628
83.9273

0.0938
0.0937
0.0936

7.5227 0.0935
0.0934
0.0933
0.0932
0.0931
0.0930
0.0929
0.0928
0.0927
0.0926
0.0924
0.0923

7.4254 0.0922
0.0921
0.0920
0.0919
0.0918
0.0917
0.0916
0.0914
0.0913
0.0912
0.0911
0.0910

7.3196 0.0909
0.0907
0.0906
0.0905
0.0904
0.0902
0.0901
0.0900
0.0899
0.0897
0.0896
0.0895

7.2046 0.0894
0.0892
0.0891
0.0890
0.0888
0.0887
0.0886
0.0884
0.0883
0.0882
0.0880
0.0879

7.0796 0.0877

1.1284 6

1.1138

1.0979 8

1.0807 9

1.0619 10
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Appendix 2

State Mortgage Revenue Bond Activity

1067 =8 Deoviow mad Notpga Cbasatms4tkg
@rate M tp Reaem Dead teams

A Agr Ar w AV-"*e A-0 A"a Avg Av-%* AvagO Am" vra of LlAmo"st Poe r. YeTars %o.. Down- Inaooe Otpatoial tosla eo.
IAmount Meie (Toar4-) -psymot Payment Income O(HowehoktHdm

Aabams SA
Alsaka 187
Mum DCe
Moans" DFA
C alfala 1;A
Colorado IWA
Conhdout HFA
D.C. WA
Delaware SM
ftnda WA

Itawail HA
Idaho
mi...s NDA
adloaa WFA

Iowas FA
Us---- DeO
KaatuekHC
Loane A

Marland CDA
Masmhumats

ehigan OHDA
sm5ota IWA

Asowi HCD
Montana oH
Webwsaka IFA
Now"d RDA.
Now evRapehlre WFA
Now Jersy H&NA
nowv Wien WA
NeW Teak CHDC
New Took MACMaw York llNow Test SA
6ew Ywk SDHCR

New Taok SWA
North Carolina HFA
North Dakota WFA
Ohio WA
Oklahoma WFA

,sm ytranda HFA
P"t Woo. IIWA
hee lmad R&WC

loth Carolina BRA
Soa* Dakota PIDA
Teamam WDA
TaM HA
Utah WFA
Vrmt WA

Virgi lelanda WFA
Virginia DIDA
Waehingtonu MW

mmessdi HAWAA
omb A

0.(000 N/A 27
N/A 97,948 N/A

$45.005
S64.519
*60.708
*79,554

N/A
62.105

*59.852
*52,793

9N304
none

063.681
N/A

none

48.275 30
89.120 30
62,164 30
92.370 17
68.423 N/A
70266 30
611980 29
51.839 30
76.000 30

none none
72.184 30
47.300 N/A

none none

837,277 38.44 25
$46,000 50.000 30
*58.90D 612M4 30
*50.423 50,991 30
*74,88 87.418 27
834,294 36.893 N/A
651.101 54.482 30
$43.856 47.849 25
*4622 47.130 30
$46.119 48.000 30

N/A 46,800 N/A
*69.0 69.500 30
*75,343 4.88 30
*58.26 67.510 30
$55.60 59.200 30

*56.854 6.,828 29

0.401 55.131 29
*46.870 49.06 30
W,754 71.534 29

$49,744 50.622 30
*41.38 45.000 30
*47.186 . 55,364 30

N/A N/A N/A

*64.26 75376 30
$41.501 47.702 30
*48.340 49,701 30
*41.358 41.753 30

N/A 59,549 N/A
*55.400 57.700 30
48.737 53,875 25

*63.727 65.435 29
N/A 64.800 N/A

49.962 54.494 25
41.451 48.33 29

N/A 53.018 N/A

N/A 6.0 S25,000 N/A N/A
N/A 92 *44,004 N/A N/A

3270
$4.600
$1218

$13.287
N/A

*6.480
N/A
N/A
N/A

none
$9.708

N/A
none

7.0
5.2
2.3
14.4
18.0
11.0
N/A
5.0
9.0

none
12.0
10.0

none

$1.138 N/A
*5.818 5.0
*4274 7.5

N/A 5.0
$13,100 15.0
*9857 8.0
83.513 6.5
83.993 8.3

N/A NIA
NIA NIA
N/A 9.6
N/A 2.0

*9.465 11.2
*9.234 13.7
*2.900 5.0

8.974 12.0

N/A N/A
9218 5.0

*5.825 9.3
$9.20 5.0
83.818 5.0

N/A N/A
N/A N/A

$11,044 14.7
*6.202 13.0
*9A55 5.7

7 N/A
N/A 5.0
N/A 4.0

*5.131 9.0

$1.708 2.6
N/A 3.8

83,000 5.0
$6.881 14.2

N/A 5.0

$22,837
$33.90
$27.078

31.684
*98.648

"000
*8W.020
$25.09*96.880

none
34.704
24.000

none

*90.015
N/A

94.038
823.589

031,719
*20.461
*22900
21.433

824,548
*24.38
95.673
*98.500
34.528

831,747
*23.900

$31.072

*94.232
*95.178
835.512
08.311

W3,493
22.581

N/A
e

*29.W2
*8.178
*29.541
*18.18
*23.700
*27.30
$25.792

*27.941

3033
04.772
*82.734

32
N/A
31
31

N/A
29
30
32
30

none
29

N/A
none

31
N/A
30
30
31
30
29

N/A
30
32
30

N/A
30
32
30

31

30
30
30

N/A
30

N/A
N/A

31
N/A
31
31

N/A
28
30

30
N/A
31
29

N/A

N/A
22.2
38.8
51.3
N/A
89.0
45.0

18.0
none
43.0
N/A
none

13.4
N/A
5.1

32.6
3.0
31.0
27.0
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
23.0
N/A
50.3
35.0

N/A

7.0
2O.0
N/A
3.0
23.8
N/A
N/A
NIA

33.0
N/A
26.3
9.0

N/A
N/A
16.7

40.0
N/A
N/A
45.0
N/A

AVPAOZ 054,833 9=1 29 s5.432 .1 7,

Nwha N/A- Dae- not submitted, although appliablep ldom eedt.
a , Data not aplimabe, because HFA does not a;perte such a pvrolna.

•=No state HFA

W.4; 4.q).
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Average Ilooownr Pema" Palo.A ~ Morfp r R"" nodftr

i' tate EDA VS3 Awe, m 'S4Awors' WS Avenq MS Aven-0- 'r7v, wsp

PwebaaePales Purcho rP h P PohasePsies fuchass Pries Pucha P e es

Aabsa HA 841,719 N/A 57.273 N/A N/A
Alasks O 85.069 88456 92.156 9K000 97.948
Asisona DoCe
Arkansas DFA 42.65 49.365 44.489 47,161 48.275
California ]rA 73.820 76.721 79.312 88.275: 89.120
Coloado EWA 47.029 55.730 8144 60.644 62.164
Comsodout ]HA N/A 57.400 63.350 72.157 92.370
D.C. JEA N/A 62.998 48200 48.183 68.423
Delaware IRA N/A N/A 60,619 58.000 70.266
Inorda EFA N/A 54.534 52.422 53.714 61.980

oougla RFA 44,723 40.445 50,357 48.026 51.839
Hawaii HA N/A 72,228 77,632 92.198 76.000

adho HA N/A 48,334 49.054 49,054 none
Illisls BDA 37.865 63,043 55.105 55.910 72,184
Indiana HFA N/A N/A 42,000 45.585 47.300
Iowa F A N/A 35.711 44,000 N/A none
Imes DoC

Krtut ht N/A 37.405 34,905 34.031 38.644
Loulslana ]VA NIA 57.100 56.540 N/A 50,000
Mai SA 37.414 40.125 46.000 48,450 61.284
Maryland CDA 53.170 48,487 50.684 48,062 50,991
Massahmstts 1q{A 49,795 53,547 63.174 74.223 87.418
Michigan SEDA 41,711 39,88 37,128 40,698 36.83
M ]nneetaWA 47.831 54.028 53.548 53,114 54.482
Misisippi I=O 36.326 43.850 49.025 48.506 47,849
Mlaoemi HOD 34,700 35,000 40.199 44,481 47,130
Montana N/A 51,300 52,000 52.000 48,000
Nebraska MA 33.135 43.838 46.683 48.424 48,600
Newaa HDA N/A N/A 65.000 70,000 69.500
New HampsM UVA 40.402 54.957 59.445 68.168 84.808
Nlw a rsay H& MrA 252 62,164 60.169 62.040 67.510
Now Meaxio UFA 45.401 49.704 50,000 54,000 59,200
NowTwk City HID 0" 0 ,-
New Yok M[AC ft. 0
New York SMA N/A 57.965 62,000 71.012 65,828
New Tack State HOR 0m Oft 0" .* -
New TYrk State TWA Of te me e "
North Carolina FVA 29.507 48,517 50,000 53.872 55.131
North Dakota UVA 47.968 60.920 50,200 50,602 49.068
Ohio WVA N/A N/A 47.200 48.090 71.534
Oklahoma RlA 51.623 58039 56.645 N/A 50.622
OgmHim 46.431 48.654 48.000 48,475 45,000
Penusytwoula HA 38.500 42.183 44,555 46.563 55.364

m oo FA N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Rho&d Island H&NUC 46,125 47,950 57.890 68.013 75,376
South Carolina BHA N/A 43.633 47.500 N/A 47.702
South Dakota HDA N/A 44.242 46.310 47.734 49.701
Tenneesse e A 35.899 38,769 41.000 41.960 41.753
Tem HA N/A 62,588 60,887 62.388 59.549
Utah EVA 53.242 N/A 586.175 62.000 57.700
Vermont HFA 41.581 48.720 51.377 52,797 53.875
Virgin Islands HFA N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Virginia HDA 47.249 51,542 53,281 54.498 65.435
Washington smc N/A 49.872 60.191 59,600 64,800
West Virginia HDF 39,800 42,025 47,300 50.482 54.494
Wisconsin HARDA 43.687 N/A 43,491 48.146 48,332
Wyoming CDA 80.018 87.725 60,588 58,504 53.018

AV EAU 544.342 51.60, 4W,494 5r8,3o 5982

Nota NIA = Data not available, although applicable program does exist.
* a No state HFA
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up" md". Rmm -- n" ""Pammwo

income boom bmom. Income Income

Alabma EVA $19.641 .NIA $24.661 N/A $25,000
Alaska HF 36,888 36.680 39.240 42.396 44.004
Arizona DoC"
Arkansas DIA 26,975 21,409 21.611 21.107 22,837
California HFA 29,300 30,096 31,106 33.610 33,990
Colorado HVA N/A N/A 23.567 2=,697 27.078
Comecticut IA N/A 28,200 26.700 26,881 31,684
D.C. ]ITA N/A 29,338 26,000 21,474 28,648
Delawar SEA N/A N/A 28.579 25.900 28.000
Florila UFA NIA 19.427 23.910 23,454 28,020
Oo*iMEA 25000 25,855 25,632 26966 25,889
Hawali HA N/A 28.032 30,432 32.982 26.880
Idaho HA N/A 22.62 24,138 24,175 none
llinols HDA 2604 30,675 29,400 30,804 34,704
hdiana IA N/A N/A 23,000 24,400 24,000
Iowa F A N/A 22,715 N/A none
Eassis DoC"
KmntVuoHel N/A 20,097 20,063 19,587 20,015
Louisana EVA N/A N/A 32,949 N/A N/A
Mal i. SEA 22,397 21,961 22,000 23,935 24,038
Maryland CDA 25,525 25,426 25,347 24,426 23,559
Masschusetts EVA 26,395 27,222 27,957 29,360 31,719
Miohigan ohA 21,951 20,506 20,486 21,191 20,461
Minnesota EVA 24,300 22,947 24,106 23,280 22,900
Mssiessippi WV 20,960 21,280 21,422 21,565 21,433
MIssouri HCD N/A 23.000 20,679 22,857 24,548
Montana N/A N/A 25,0C)0 27,000 24,385
Nebraska IrA 30,066 19,514 26,268 26,000 25.673
Nevada HIA N/A 25,000 27.500 26,500
New Hampshire EVA 25,258 25,528 29,107 30,898 34,526
NewJer eH& WA N/A 35,863 31,617 32,887 31,747
New Medoo UFA 23,036 N/A 30,000 30,000 23,900
New Tork City UDO .
New York MLzM me . .. . .,
New Yorh BMA N/A 33,355 36,300 36,539 31,072
NewTork State HOE "0 .. me -, me
New York State EFA .. m. m. .
North Carolina EVA 23,212 22,808 26,000 24,682 24,232
North Dakota IVA 27,101 22.784 22,800 23,058 25,178
Ohio EVA N/A 27,648 26,700 28,586 35,512
Oklahoma HFA 25,036 26,555 30,000 N/A 28,311
Oregon H 21,799 22,939 23,940 23,522 23.493
Pennsylvania HA 22,500 21,961 22,080 22,276 22,581
Pueto Rim WA N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Pm O aoc "0 Oft 0e 0e 0e .
4ho sland &WPC 19,725 20.340 31,240 27,467 29,092
South Carolina MA N/A N/A 23,000 N/A 26,178
South Dakota IM N/A 26,113 27,740 27,986 29,541
TennIessee DA 16,937 18,726 20,000 19,375 18,188
Tom HA 23,736 24,033 25423 23,700
Utah EVA 26,840 N/A 30.000 24.700 27.300
Vermont EVA 24,848 24,371 26,302 26,507 25.792
Virgin Islands EVA N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Virginia HDA 23,128 24,385 25,556 25,010 27,941
Wasington SEVO N/A 24,492 27,940 27,300 29,800
West Vhi HDF 23,200 24,565 27.441 2,725 30,232
Wisconsin H&DA 23,653 43,770 22,392 23,969 24,772
Wyoming CDA 30,030 30.661 28.244 29,315 28.734

AVISAOB9 $24.790 $25,503 $26,285 $26,472 $27,139

Nots N/A w Data not available, although applicable program does exist.
none w No loans made.
0 w No state HFA
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Average anme Downiuayma
StaMrtArrem od R

WA ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ vg wwr ves '8 wW W FV 'Wvrage
Down m at Downpa-met Dowmnamnt Down *me.nt Doyw n _t]

Alabama WA N/A 7.5 10.0 N/A 6.0
Alaska Ef &4 N/A 11.0 5.0 9.2
Alom DoC
Arkanm DFA &7 7.3 9.5 N/A 7.0
California UFA 7.2 7.2 8.6 N/A 5.2
Colorado INA .7 5.0 4.0 N/A 2.3
Comnetict ]WA 15.0 15.0 12.0 N/A 14.4
D.C. JWA 11.0 N/A 10.0 N/A 18.0
Doblware 1HA 5.0 7.0 12.4 5.0 11.0
Florida WA 10.0 N/A 8.3 8.0 N/A
OoR WA 3.4 6.0 6.6 5.0 5.0
Hawall HA 10.0 N/A 9.7 9.0 9.0
Mahe HA 7.6 7.3 10.5 N/A none
li/nols HDA 13.0 10.0 15.0 N/A 12.0
Indiana HA 12.0 18.0 5.0 N/A 1.0
Iowa FA 7.0 7.0 7.5 N/A none
Kimwa DoC,
reatucky H 4.4 6.0 6.0 N/A N/A
Loualana IFA 10.4 10.0 8.3 N/A 5.0
Maine BHA 80 10.5 9.0 5.0 7.5
Maland CDA 3.4 4.5 5.0 5.0 5.0
Masachusetts IVA 12.6 12.0 10.5 N/A 15.0
Miohigan SHDA 9.7 7.0 9.2 N/A 8.0
Mlnn sota HA 10.3 11.0 12.0 N/A 6.5
Mlsiipi W& o & 7.0 .0 8.3
Misoui HCD 4.0 N/A 5.5 N/A N/A
Montana 7.0 7.1 6.0 6.0 N/A
Nebraska WA 5.0 N/A 9.5 N/A 9.6
Nevada HDA 3.0 3.0 3.0 5.0 2.0
Now Hamphiro HA 12.5 14.6 7.8 N/A 11.2
Now Jerey H& WA 11.0 N/A 16.0 N/A 13.7
New Mazdio AWA N/A 7.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
New York City UDC
NOw York IXLAC
New York SMA 15.0 16.7 14.0 14.0 12.0
NOw ak state NCR
flw York State IWA
North Carolina WFA 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 N/A
North Dakota WrA 9.8 5.0 8.9 N/A 5.0
Ohio WA 8.0 7.0 5.0 N/A 9.3
Oklahoma WFA 10.0 9.3 10.2 N/A 5.0
Orejm 51 5.1 5.7 N/A 5.0
Pennsylvania WA 14.6 15.0 8.0 15.0 N/A
Patn Rimo WA

abde Island H*2wC 18.0 N/A 13.0 8.0 14.7
South Carolina BRA 8.0 15.0 5.0 N/A 13.0
South Dakota HDA 6.5 8.6 5.0 N/A 5.7
TennesseeU11 4.5 5.9 1.3 N/A N/A
TOM &HA 60 9.3 5.0 5.0 5.0
Utah WA 8.7 10.0 5.0 N/A 4.0
Vermont IA 11.1 11.8 10.9 N/A 9.0
Virgin Islands WFA
Virginia DA 5.6 5.6 7.0 N/A 2.6
Waahlngtom SIW 9.0 N/A 5.0 N/A 3.8
Wed Virginia H0F 8.8 5.0 9.5 N/A 5.0
Wisoonsin IEDA 12.0 14.0 13.0 N/A 14.2
Wyomlf CDA 7.0 13.0 6.9 5.0 5.0

AVRA I 8&6 5.9 8.2 6.9 7.9

Note: N/A a Data not available, although applicable program doea exist
"• No state HFA

91-401 0 - 89 - 8
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A Rebuttal
of the General Accounting Office

of the United States'
Report on Qualified Mortgage Revenue Bonds

Table a
New Home Sales by Price Range: 1982-1986

(percent distribution)

United States 100 100 100 100 100
Under $50,000 16 10 7 7 5
50,000-59,999 17 13 12 10 7
60.000-69,999 19 18 16 14 11
70,000-79.999 13 15 15 14 13
80.000-99,999 15 18 20 21 22
100.000-119.999 6 8 9 10 12
120,000-149.999 6 8 9 11 11
150,000 to over 8 9 12 14 19

Source: Characterlstics of New Housing: 1986. Construction Reports C25-
88-13. U.S. Departent of Commerce. Bureau of the Census and U.S. Deparent
of Housing and Urban Development, June 1987.

RIM By Defining Benefits As Narrowly As Posible and Attributing
the Highest Costs, The Program Was Made to Look Inefficient

As it did in 1983 the GAO again asserts that bond financing is an
inefficient means to generate a subsidy. It claims that for every dollar of
revenue foregone by the federal government only between $. 12 and .45 of
subsidy are received by the homeowner. Examination of the GAO's
methodology once again reveals a simplistic static analysis. The issue of
inefficiency of tax-exempt bonds is one which has been debated for more
than a decade. The issue is not an. as frequently discussed.

First, inefficiency arguments re on the cost/benefit approach that
was employed by GAO are inadequate. They tend to overestimate cost and
under estimate benefits by using a static and simplistic model.

Second. MRBs now operate in a highly specialized and focused

environment. It is a targeted resource and its use is limited by law.

The Typical IneCf"cienc Ar cents Are inadequate and Misplaced

Inefficiency is a frequently used criticism of tax-exempt bond
financing for housing and other types of development. The argument
typically revolves around a cost-benefit analysis. The tax-exempt interest
income represents "cost" in the form of revenue "foregone" by the Treasury.
This cost is compared with "benefits" received In the form of a difference
between the interest rate a household would pay for a conventional mortgage
and for a tax-exempt bond mortgage. .;

The above approach was used prior to passage of the UlIman Bill in
1980 and again by the General Accounting Office in its 1983 study of MRBs
and 1985 study of Multifamily Development Bonds (MFDBs). The GAO



argument continues to suffer from limitations inherent in a strict
Cost/Benefit approach. Such approaches frequently tend to exaggerate the
cost and under-count the benefits.

GAO Employs a limited Forn of Cost/Benefit Analysis

GAO's analysis of the cost of MRBs assumes that the entire interest
income foregone would be subject to tax. The resulting large amount of
revenue foregone is overstated. The estimates are based upon assumptions
that If one less dollar of tax-exempt MRBs is issued, a high-bracket taxpayer
Is going to invest his money in a fully taxable savings instrument instead. It
is much more likely that this investor will find other untaxed or partially
taxed investment opportunities. such as tax shelters, pension savings, or
assets which offer appreciation possibilities, the tax on which is deferred
until the gains are realized, possibly for many years. In fact, the small
interest rate spread between tax-exempt and comparable taxable bonds that
presently exists suggests that there are many other tax favored investment
opportunities. Due to the existence of these other investment
opportunties. the cost of MRBs is at least 35 percent lower than estimated.
Moreover, the tax revenues generated by the economic activity resulting
from new construction that otherwise would not occur should also offset the
estimated revenue loss.

Likewise, the determination of benefit has also been inadequate. GAO
calculates the benefits of MRBs as resulting only from the interest rate
advantage and resulting cost savings that tax-exempt bond financed
mortgages provide the homebuyers. This represents a dramatic
undercounting. New construction that would otherwise not occur is
created by these programs. New economic activity results and revenue is
generated. Home construction represent jobs created and materials
purchased. Income, sales, and property taxes are also generated.

Expanding Upon GAO's Stati Cost-Benefit Approach

When the traditional Cost/Benefit approach is refined to account for
the above factors, the benefits can be shown to far outweigh the costs. A
cost-benefit model prepared by NCSHA and reviewed by a local university
economist shows how the costs and benefits, when adjusted in the manner
suggested above, produce a dramatically different picture of efficiency than
that calculated by GAO.

Under the approach detailed in Appendix 1, the limited GAO type
calculation is adjusted to account for more sophisticated investor behavior
and economic impact.

Table 9
Efficiency of Mortgage Revenue Bonds

Impact

Dollars of MRBs Issued $100
Lendable Proceeds Avallabe $95

Basic Efficiency Model
Cost From Revenue Foregone $1.94
Individual Benefits $.13
Benefit Cost Ratio 58.34%
Present Value of Cost $12.87
Present Value of Benefits $7.51

Adjusted Efficiency Model
Cost From Revenue Foregone $0.46
Individual Benefits $16.47
Benefit Cost Ratio 3,583.39%
Present Value o Cost $3.04
Present Value o Benefits $109.10



When the costs are adjusted to account for more sophisticated
investor behavior and the federal taxes generated from economic activity is
accounted for, a reduction to $0.46 for $100 of MRBs results. Even using
the contested GAO finding that only 30 percent of homebuyers would not
have purchased a home without MRBs, a significant contribution to gross
national product (GNP) can be calculated. Based on an economic impact
estimating process designed by the National Association of Realtors,
economic benefits of $14.69 are created for every $100 of bonds issued.
When added to the individual benefits, the use of a benefits to cost ratio
appears silly.

GAO' denied that any economic benefit could be attributed to home
purchases that would not otherwise occur. Similarly, when the Joint
Committee on Taxation estimates the revenue impact of the MRB extension,
it feels constrained to use the Congressional Budget Office's forecast of GNP
growth and discount any economic benefit from MRBs. The position in both
cases is debatable, but especially weak when taken in the context of a cost-
benefit analysis. •

The homebuilding industry is Just that, an industry. One needs only to
observe the economies in forestry products regions, carpet making, fixtures
or appliance making regions. When housing starts decline, the economic
impact is felt throughout these regional economies. Nor is it a simple
matter of resources being shifted to other sectors of the economy. Some
of this shifting. occurs but lags and slippages result that diminish the
economic vibrancy of the overall economy. Experience shows that skilled
workers can be idled or even lost to the housing industry in the interim.

Likewise, resales of homes have economic implications. Homes are
improved prior to sale and afterward. Realtor and leaders income shifts
with the rates of home sales.

The benefits of this economic activity should not be ignored. Precisely
because MRBs create individual benefits and economic benefits, states value
their use. Especially for states and regions that need infusions of capital, the
MRB has become an important resource.

An Important Role in the Housing Capital Market Has Been Created

One frequently ignored benefit of MRBs is their ability to direct capital
to housing. The reality of recent years belies the notion that the private
market will supply the full capital needs of the lower margins of the
mortgage market. As noted above, HFAs have had such difficulty getting
credit enhancements for these mortgages that many are relying increasingly
on FHA insurance, examining forms of self-insurance, or are sharing risk
with private insurers as a way to support the capital flow. Mortgage Backed
Securities which provide a dynamic source of mortgage capital have not
impacted upon the markets which HFAs have served with tax-exempt bonds.
Leon Kendall, Chairman of MOIC. the largest provider of mortgage insurance
has stated on numerous occasions that MRBs have been the most effective
available means for directing capital to the first-time homebuyer market in
recent years.

The volume of bonds which may be issued under both programs is
limited by the uniform volume cap for so-called "private activity bonds".
Each state has a fixed amount of bond authority to use in financing
development projects, whether housing, student loans, manufacturing
facilities, ports, or private pollution control facilities. The Governor has the
discretion to allocate this authority to the purposes of his choosing. Housing
must compete with other uses for a piece of a pie the size of which is known
and limited.
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In sum, MRfs augment rather than supplant private capital markets.Precisely because they are targeted, MRBs serve a housing market segment
that is marg-I tO the private capital markets. MRBs provide low-cost,
credit enhanced capital whtch Is critical for lending institutions if they areto make loans to perceived "higher risk" borrowers. MRBs are efficient
precisely because they rely on existing private sector channels... Realtors,
mortgage lenders. Investment bankers, and builders.. to reach a targeted
market with financing.

A Housing Progm m Deilvy Capacity Ha 8 Created Around MRB
Housing finance agencies have grown into the principal low- and

moderate-income housing program delivery vehicle. in large measure due to
the experience with MRBs. This organizational capacity is unlike that
created by direct subsidy programs. Financial and underwriting skills exist
unlike anywhere else in government outside of FHA. A variety of innovative
programs has been built with these skills. These programs provide acentralized funding source which serves to promote low- and moderate-
income homeownership and rental housing production.

When benefits and costs are more broadly and reasonably defined, the
inefficiency argument disappears.

iV. GAO Ignored the Reality of Today's Housing Markets

The only salient point for elimination of Mortgage Revenue Bondswould be the lack of a homeownership affordability problem. This is far
from the case. Recently the Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard
released a report entitled the "State of the Nation's Housing. 1988". The
report notes that the relatively high levels of housing construction, home
sales and remodeling expenditures have masked an ever-increasing
population of housing have-nots, including potential first time buyers. In it,
Professors William C. Apgar, Jr. and H. James Brown concluded that:

* Homeownership Rates have declined throughout the
decade of the 80's. representing a loss of over 2 million
homeowners If the 1980 rate had merely remained
constant over the last seven years.

" The decline in homeownership among young households
(25-39 years of age) Is most dramatic Including a 7.4
percent decrease in ages 24-29, a 8.9 percent decrease in
ases 30-34 and a 7 percent decrease in ages 35-39.

* Tisi decrease among the younger population exists in all
regions of the country regardless of the individual
economic climates.
The after tax cost of homeownership rmalns prohibitively
high for would-be first time homebtivers equalling $7,449
or 32.4 percent of the average awrud income of potential
first time buyers aged 25-29 for We typical starter home
in 1987. . .about 50 percent higher than the share of
income required in the early 19708.
Existing debt and increasing rents dramatically impact the
ability of potential first time buyers not only to qualify for a
conventional loan but to save downpayment and closing

One of the critical findhgs Is the interrelationship of each of the
individual problems to one another. This gtves new perspective to the term
"trickle down". Today, it Is the inability of families and individuals to buy
their first homes, which then significantly exacerbates the housing
affordability problem for other low and moderate income Americans.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

My name is Mark Tipton and I am from Greenville, North

Carolina.

I am here as Vice President and Secretary of the National

Association of Home Builders (NAHB), an association of more than

150,000 home builders and small businessmen.

I am also a home builder and my corporation,

the Whistler Corporation, is involved with a broad range of real

estate activities from land development to the construction of

homes and commercial properties in eastern North Carolina.

Since 1977, I also have served on the Board of Directors of

the North Carolina Housing Finance Agency. I am currently

chairman of the Personnel/Budget and Legislative Committees as

well as a member of the Executive Committee.

My purpose here is to request your support for S.1522, a

bill that will extend the use of mortgage revenue bonds and

mortgage credit certificates through December 192.

State and local housing finance agencies use mortgage

revenue bonds to obtain tax-exempt funds at low rates of interest

and these funds are used to purchase qualified mortgages.

Mortgage revenue bonds make housing more affordable to homebuyers

because interest rates are generally about two percentage points

below conventional rates.% I



Mortgage credit certificates, which are subject to the same

targeting requirements as mortgage revenue bonds, provide

homebuyers with a tax credi, equal to a percentage of mortgage

interest payments. This federal tax credit increases the

disposable income of home buyers and makes conventional mortgage

rates more affordable. Up to 25 percent of mortgage revenue bond

authority may be "traded-in" for mortgage credit certificates.

Mortgage credit certificates are a new program but are proving

to be an effective complement to the mortgage revenue bond

program.

Members of the Subcommittee, the problem we face is simple

yet devastating:

With spiraling housing costs and with federal housing funds

decreasing, many young, hard-working Americans cannot buy a

home since 1980, the homeownership rate has dropped 20 percent

among young families 25 to 34 years of age. The homeless

population is increasing and many of the homeless are families

who cannot afford a place to live within their limited resources.

Elderly couples are living in substandard conditions because the

cost of financing home repairs would deprive them of other basic

"necessities. These are not exaggerations; this is becoming a

part of life in America that some want to ignore.

Though not a solution to this growing problem, mortgage

revenue bonds do provide aff.! dable housing options for these

struggling, first-time homebuyers. Actually, mortgage revenue

bonds and mortgage credit certificates are the only assistance

provided through the Internal Revenue Code that specifically

target low- and moderate-income, first-time homebuyers.

Mortgage revenue-bonds have made a sizeable impact on young

homebuyers' housing needs. Since the 1970's, about one million

low- and moderate-income-Americans have bought a home. All of

these homes were sold, financed and -- in many cases -- built by

private businessmen who have supported housing finance agency

programs. Every state and local housing finance agency relies on
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the private sector -- not the public sector -- to make mortgage

revenue bond programs work.

The mortgage revenue bond program is available because

Congress has already recognized the critical need to provide

support for lower-income homebuyers; Congress has recognized the

role of homeownership in our economy and as a part of our social

values.

If mortgage revenue bonds were important in the past, they

are even more critical now.

In 1985, the Reagan Administration propc-ed to eliminate

mortgage revenue bonds. NAHB was pleased that Congress did not

follow the Administration on this issue, but instead extended

mortgage revenue bonds through 1988.

While we describe ourselves as the best housed nation in

the world, rec'it studies point out that this nation is beginning

to face a major housing problem. A recent study, entitled "The

State of the Nation's Housing," points out that America is

increasingly becoming a naton of housing haves and have-nots.

This study was prepared by the Joint Center for Housing Studies

at Harvard University.

Consider these dramatic statistics:

While the percentage of households owning their own homes

has been increasing nationwide since the Great Depression, since

1980, there has been a downward trend in homeownership -- from

65.6 percent in 1980 to 64.0 percent in 1987.

The decline in homeownership has been most significant among

younger households. For households aged 25 to 29, the homeowner-

ship rate fell from 43.3 percent in 1980 to 35.9 percent in

1987. Households aged 30 to 34 suffered similarly sharp declines

in homeownership -- 61.1 percent in 1980 to 53.2 percent in 1987.

Among households aged 35 to 39, the decline in homeownership was

from 70.8 percent in 1980 to 63.8 percent in 1987.

Are we willing to turn back the clock on decades of

progress? Without the assistance provided by mortgage revenue
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bonds, the homeownership rate among younger households will drop

even further.

Ladies and gentlemen, the use of mortgage revenue bonds is

not a complete solution to the problem I described;

unfortunately, no complete solution exists. It is, however, a

part of the answer. It has been tested and it does work.

For example, assuming errket mortgage interest rates are 10

percent, a mortgage provided from mortgage revenue bond funds

typically would carry an interest charge of at least 1.5

percentage points lower, or 8.5 percent. If the assisted family

was borrowing $70,000, they would save more than $900 a year in

housing payments; in addition, the income needed to qualify for

the mortgages would be reduced by more than $3,600, or 12

percent.

In my home state of North Carolina, mortgage revenue bonds

have always been targeted to households in need; families

receiving mortgage revenue bond loans are almost exclusively

first-time homebuyers that earn less than the state median income

and buy homes costing less than the state average.

In North Carolina, the average family receiving a mortgage

revenue bond loan has a family income of $25,110, obtains a

$48,434 mortgage and makes a 5% down payment. In the agency's

assistance program, the family income of borrowers is $13,350,

and $41,670 is borrowed. Mr. Chairman, I may not understand home

buyers in Washington, D.C., but in North Carolina these buyers

are school teachers, textile and construction workers, nurses and

probably government employees.

And what about retired homeowners whose iomes are badly in

need of repairs? The housing finance agency also uses mortgage

revenue bonds to help homeowners improve their homes.

The average borrower in the home improvement loan program is

62 years of age, has a family income of $16,080 and borrows

$10,660 for rehabilitation costs. Where will these families find

financing of this type if not through mortgage revenue bond

programs?
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Congress; this program has been reviewed and refined several

times.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 placed several restrictions on

mortgage revenue bonds. First, all so-called "private purpose"

tax-exempt bonds -- including mortgage revenue bonds -- are

subject to a statewide volume cap equal to the greater of $50 per

capita or $150 million. Second, mortgage revenue bonds must be

limited to persons whose income is not greater than 115 percent

of the higher of area or state median income. Third, the

purchase price of a mortgage revenue bond financed residence

cannot exceed 90 percent of the average area purchase price of a

residence. Fourth, at least 95 percent of mortgage revenue bond

proceeds must be used to provide loans to first-time home buyers.

While there are exceptions for economically distressed areas, in

North Carolina less than two percent of the state's population

are not under these stringent guidelines.

If there is any concern about the program, it should be

whether in our diligence to have a targeted program, we have gone

too far and now have requirements that present real obstacles to

conduct viable programs.

-z As an example, in addition to providing tighter program

restrictions on mortgage revenue bonds, the Tax Reform Act of

1986 revised the tax treatment of mortgage revenue bond holders

through changes in the minimum tax calculation.

For individuals, income from private purpose tax-exempt

bonds is treated as an item of tax preference. For corporations,

the calculation of alternative minimum tax includes adding one-

half of the excess of book income over taxable income. Tax-

exempt interest from all bonds is counted in determining book

income.

The effect of these minimum tax provisions is to make

investments in mortgage revenue bonds less attractive,

particularly for individual investors. Furthermore, the bond
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This higher bond yield results in a higher mortgage rate, and

prevents issuers from better serving low-income households.

Recently, the General Accounting Office (GAO) issued a

report that criticizes some aspects of the mortgage revenue bond

program. The study has a number of faults, particularly in the

selection of loans analyzed, virtually none of which were

originated after the new targeting provisions of the Tax Reform

Act of 1986.

Also, the cost of the mortgage revenue bk-nd program is

grossly misrepresented. It ignores one basic fact. If a builder

constructs a house for a buyer using a mortgage revenue bond

loan, that builder needs a carpenter, a roofer, an electrician, a

plumber and a cement mason. All of these employees pay income

taxes. And the new home is subject to state and local property

taxes. The reai estate industry -- and the home building

industry in particular -- will generate more than enough in new

revenue to pay for this pro.jram. Every $1 billion in mortgage

revenue bonds results in financing for about 9,250 new homes,

generating nearly 12,000 jobs and about $100 million in tax

revenues, including $85 million in federal tax revenue.

The GAO report also criticizes the use of builder set-asides

from mortgage revenue bond issues. Plainly, the report misses

the point on how and why home builders use mortgage revenue

bonds.

First of all, builder reservations are not the typical

channel for mortgage revenue bond borrowers to purchase new

homes. It is far more common for such funds to be funneled

through participating lending institutions, not under the control

of builders. A larger number of states do not provide builder

set-asides at all; many only use them selectively to respond to

specific housing needs.

Second, in certain areas set-asides are required to give

builders a stable source of mortgage money, which encourages the

4
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construction of homes that are affordable to moderate-income

families. Without a set-aside, builders are not assured their

customers will receive bond-financed mortgages; with the
-volatility in the mortgage markets, builders face the

unacceptable risk that targeted customers will not qualify for

financing.

One more comment on the-GAO report. It states that "most

mortgage revenue bond assisted buyers would have probably been

served by the conventional market."

I assume no representative of GAO visited Macon County North

Carolina -- a rural, mountainous county in the western tip of the

state with a population of 23,550 -- where a commitment from the

North Carolina Housing Finance Agency allows the financing of

owner-built housing for families earning less than $16,160 a

year; or Murfreesboro, North Carolina -- a Coastal Plain

community of 2,800 -- where home buyers earning less than $18,320

can afford a duplex conversion project as a result of a mortgage

commitment by the North Carolina Housing Finance Agency.

There are ways of improving the mortgage revenue bond

program. As I mentioned earlier, removal of the alternative

minimum tax would lower bond yields and allow lower income home

buyers to be served. Second, mortgage revenue bonds should

receive a separate cap so they don't have to compete with other

private purpose bonds. These conditions existed before the Tax

Reform Act of 1986. Third, state and local housing finance

agencies should be allowed to set income and sales price limits

in urban areas where escalating property values make it

impossible for many families to work and live in the same

community. And, finally, the mortgage revenue bond program

should be extended -- permanently.

On behalf of the National Association of Home Builders, I

strongly urge that Congress enact legislation similar to S. 1522

and H.R. 2640 7hat will extend mortgage revenue bonds and

mortgage credit certificates through 1992.



Testimony today is not only about mortgage revenue bonds; it

is about housing our young families and offering them the quality

of life that previous generations of Americans enjoyed.

It is about developing neighborhoods and creating neighbors.

It is about people enjoying a roof over their heads, and living

the American Dream.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to have this opportunity to present the views of
the Treasury Department regarding a number of tax provisions that
expired during calendar year 1987 or will expire during 1988.
Several of these provisions would be reenacted or extended by
proposed legislation pending before the Committee.

The following provisions expired during 1987: (1) the tax
credit for investments in biomass property; (2) the exclusion for
employer-provided group legal services and exemption for
qualified group legal services organizations; (3) the exclusion
or employer-provided educational assistance; and (4) the

moratorium on application-of regulations allocating domestic
research and experimentation expenses for purpqses of det rmining
the foreign tax credit limitation. The fo lowing provisions will
expire during 1980: (1) the tax credit for qualified research
expenditures; (2) the tax credits for investments in solar,
geothermal, and ocean thermal property; (3) the targeted jobs tax
credit; (4) the -authority to issue qualified mortgage bonds and
mortgage credit certificates; (5) the exceptions from the
arbitrage rules for tax-exempt student loan bonds; (6) the
partial exemption from the motor vehicle fuels excise taxes for
fuels used in qualifying taxicabs; (7) certain provisions
relating to financially troubled thrift institutions; and (8) the
exception from income and excise tax on qualified plah reversions
that are transferred to an employee stock ownership plan.

The provisions that allow a tax credit for research
expenditures and prescribe the method for allocating domestic
research and experimentation expenses for foreign tax credit
purposes have been o.r will be the subject of separate hearings;
therefore, I will not discuss them in this testimony. will
first discuss the expired tax credit. for biomass property and the
expiring tax credits for solar, geothermal, and ocean thermal
property. I will then discuss each ef the other provisions
separately.

Business Energy Tax Credits

Background

A tax credit is allowed under section 46 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 (the "Code") for investments in certain
"energy property." For "solar property," the tax credit was 15
percent in 1986, 12 percent in 1987, and is 10 percent in 1988.
For "geothermal property," the tax credit was 15 percent in 1986,
10 percent in 1987, and is 10 percent in 1988. For "ocean
thermal property," the tax credit was 15 percent in 1986 and
1987, and is 15 percent-in 1988. These credits expire at the end
of 1988. Prior to 1988, a tax credit was also allowed for
investments in "biomass property," at a rate of 15 percent in
1986 and 10 percent in 1987.
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Solar property consists of equipment that uses solar energy
to generate electricity or steam or to provide heating, cooling,
or hot water in a structure. Geothermal property consists of
equipment, such as turbines and generators, that converts the
internal heat of the earth into electrical energy or another torm
of useful energy. Ocean thermal property consists of equipment,
such as turbines and generators, that converts ocean thermal
energy into electrical energy or another form of useful energy.
Biomass property consists of property used either to convert into
a synthetic fuel or to burn waste, sewage, sludge, grain, wood,
and other organic substances (other than substances that are
products of oil, natural gas, or coal).

The tax credits for solar, geothermal, ocean thermal, and
biomass property were originally scheduled to expire at the end
of 1985, but were extended for three years (two years in the case
of biomass property) by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (the "1986
Act").

Discussion

The tax credits for solar, geothermal, ocean thermal, and
biomass property were enacted to stimulate the development and
business application of these energy sources as alternatives to
nonrenewable fossil fuels, such as petroleum, natural gas, and
coal. The methods for producing these alternative energy sources
were generally well known, but they were not being fully
exploited because of price and other advantages of fossil fuel
systems. The energy tax credits were intended to increase demand
for property producing or using energy from these alternative
sources, thereby stimulating technological advances in the
design, production, and operation of such equipment.

We do not believe that the tax credits for solar, geothermal,
ocean thermal, and biomass property should be extended. These
investment incentives apply only to certain targeted activities.
Thus, they produce a tax differential among investments that is
inconsistent with the fundamental concepts underlying the 1986
Act. This tax differential distorts the allocation of resources
by encouraging businesses to make investments that, without the
tax credit, would be uneconomical at current and expected future
market prices. we do not believe that this allocative
inefficiency can be justified in this case.

Although we oppose extension of the energy tax credits, we
recognize the importance of preparing for increased future use of
alternative energy sources in light of the Nation's limited
reserves of fossil fuels. For this reason, the Federal
Government provides substantial support for the development of
alternative energy sources through energy research and
development programs. The President's fiscal year 1989 budget
requests spending authority of $125 million for solar and
renewable energy research and development. This research covers
a broad range of technologies, with emphasis on the generation of
electricity from solar, biomass, geothermal, and wind energy. We
believe that these research and development expenditures
represent the most appropriate way to promote technological
advances with respect to alternative energy sources.

Revenue Estimate

we estimate that extension of the tax credits for solar,
geothermal, and ocean thermal property through the end of
calendar year 1991 would reduce revenues by $35 million in fiscal
year 1989, $50 million in fiscal year 1990, $48 million in fiscal



year 1991, and $20 million in fiscal year 1992. Extension of the
tax credit for biomass property through the end of calendar year
1991 would reduce revenues by $47 million in fiscal year 1968,
$81 million in fiscal year 1989, $65 million in fiscal year 1990,
$90 million in fiscal year 1991, and $29 million in fiscal year
1992.

Employer-Provided Group Prepaid Legal Services

Background

Prior to 1988, the value of employer contributions to, and
employee benefits provided under, a "qualified group legal
services plan" was excluded from an employee's income under
section 120 of the Code. Amounts excluded from income were also
excluded from an employee's social security tax wage base. A
qualified group legal services plan was defined as a separate
written plan of an employer for the exclusive benefit of its
employees or their spouses or dependents. The plan was required
to provide specified personal (i.e., non-business) legal services
to employees through prepayment o, or provision in advance for,
all or part of an employee's legal fees for such services.
Benefits under the plan were required to be provided in a manner
that did not discriminate in favor of officers, owners, or highly
compensated employees. in addition, no more than 25 percent of
the amounts paid to the qualified plan could be for the benefit
of persons holding a more than five percent ownership interest in
the employer.

Prior to 1988, section 501(c)(20) of the Code exempted from
tax organizations or trusts the exclusive function of which was
to form part of a qualified group legal services plan under
section 120. These organizations were permitted to provide other
legal services or indemnification against legal costs without
jeopardizing their tax-exempt status.

With the expiration of section 120, the benefit to an
employee of coverage under an employer-provided legal services
plan generally is included in the employee's gross income and
social security tax wage base. An offsetting income tax
deduction would be allowable to the employee only in very limited
circumstances.

S. 2119

S. -2119 would permanently reinstate sections 120 and
501(c)(20) of the Code, effective January 1, 1988.

Discussion

The Treasury Department opposes the permanent reinstatement
of sections 120 and 501(c)(20) as proposed in S. 2119. These
sections created inequitable distinctions among taxpayers that,
in our view, cannot be justified.

The exclusion for group legal services permitted a limited
group of employees to achieve the effect of a deduction for their
personal legal costs (and an exclusion of such amounts from the
social security wage base), simply because their employers
operated qualified group legal services plans. According to a
Labor Department study, only 3 percent of all employees had
access to such plans in 1985.1/ Thus, although the intent of
section 120 was to increase access to legal services for middle

41 r.
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income taxpayers, only a small percentage of taxpayers actually
benefitted. moreover, section 120 produced an inequitable tax
advantage for participants in group legal services plans as
compared to the vast majority of other individuals, who, because
they could not deduct their pessonal legal expenses, paid such
expenses with after-tax dollars. Even among participants in a
qualified group legal services plan, the tax exclusion provided
the greatest benefits to higher-income participants who were
subject to higher marginal rates of income tax.

Revenue Estimate

We estimate that reinstating section 120, effective January
1, 1988, would reduce income and social security tax revenues by$125 million in fiscal year 1988 and by $140 million in fiscal
year 1989.

Employer-Provided E;ucational Assistance

Background

Under section 127 of the Code, up to $5,250 of the value ofeducational assistance provided by an employer pursuant to a
qualified educational assistance program was excluded from an
employee's income. In order to qualify for the exclusion, theeducational assistance program was required to meet several
conditions, including that the assistance be provided in a manner
that did not discriminate in favor of officers, owners, or highly
compensated employees. In addition, no more than five percent ofthe amounts paid under a qualified educational assistance program
could be for the benefit of persons holding a more than five
percent ownership interest in the employer. Section 127 expired
on December 31, 1987.

Section 117(d)(2) excludes from taxable income amounts of"qualified tuition reduction," i.e., reduced tuition provided on
a nondiscriminatory basis to an-i'loyee of an educational
organization for education (below the graduate level) of the
employee or the employee's spquse or dependent children. Section
117(d)(2) is subject to the limitation contained in section
117(c), added by the 1986 Act, that makes the exclusion
inapplicable to any amount that represents payment for teaching,research, or other services by the student if the performance of
such services is required as a condition for receiving the
tuition reduction. Prior to the expiration of section 127,
section 127(c)(8) provided that, in the case of a graduate
student engaged in teaching or research activities, section
117(d) was applied without regard to the requirement that theeducation be below the graduate level. Accordingly, since the
enactment of the section 117 (c) limitation (and before the
expiration of section 127), section 127(c)(8) served to exclude
from income only the portion, if any, of a graduate student
tuition reduction that was in excess of amounts paid as
compensation for teaching or research services.

- With the expiration of section 127, an employer's payment or
reimbursement of an employee's educational expenses must be
included in the employee's income unless the cost of such
assistance qualifies under section 162 of the Code as a
deductible job-related expense of the employee. (Employer
payments of job-related expenses may be either excluded from the
employee's income or included in the employee's income subject to
an offsetting deduction.) If an employer pays or reimburses an
employee for educational expenses that are not job-related, the
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employee must include such amounts in income and no offsetting
deduction is available.

In general, educational expenses are treated as job-related
only if the education maintains or improves skills required in
the individual's emplolment or is required as a condition of the
employee's retention of his Job, job status, or rate of
compensation. Education that qua ifies the employee for anew
job (with the same or a different employer) is not considered
job-related.

S. 39

S. 39, the Employee Educational Assistance Act of 1987, would
permanently reinstate section 127 of the Code, effective
January 1, 1988.

Discussion

The Treasury Department opposes the permanent reinstatement
of section 127 as proposed by S. 39. We oppose reinstatement of
section 127 because it provided tax benefits to only a small
proportion of similarly situated taxpayers and did not
principally benefit those most in need of educational assistance.

The tax-favored treatment of educational expenses under
section 127 applied to only a small percentage of persons taking
courses to train for a new job or occupation, thus creating an
inequitable distinction among taxpayers. The tax benefit was not
available to unemployed persons or to workers whose employers did
not offer such programs. Self-employed individuals and many
small business owners were, as a practical matter, unable to
benefit effectively from section 127 plans.2/ As Table 1
indicates, 84 percent of all adult education courses taken in
1984 to qualify for a new job or occupation were paid for by the
student himself. Thus, only 16 percent of such training could
have benefitted from section 127.

The tax treatment of educational expenses that are not
job-related should be the same for all individuals. The
operation of section 127 was inherently inequitable in that it
provided favorable tax treatment to only a small, fairly select
group of individuals. If educational training taken in order to
qualify for a new job or occupation is deserving of government
support, then all such training expenses should be deductible,
not just those of certain employees.

moreover, the available data suggest that section 127 did not
principally benefit less educated or less skilled workers who
would be most in need of further educational training. A Labor
Department survey found that higher-paid professional and
administrativeemployees were more likely than production workers
to have employer educational assistance plans offered to them,
and were more likely to be offered full, rather than partial,
reimbursement.3/ In addition, as Table 2 indicates, less
educated workers in lower-paying jobs represented a smaller
fraction of participants in adult education courses TTI4 than
in 1969 (before the enactment of section 127).

In summary, we believe that section 127 unfairly provided, at
a substantial revenue cost, preferential treatment to a
relatively small group of individuals, a disproportionately high
percentage of whom were higher-paid professional and
administrative personnel. For these reasons, we oppose the
reenactment of section 127 in S. 39.
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Lesser concerns would be presented by a reenactment of
section 127(c)(8). The imposition of the limitation of section
117(c) upon graduate student tuition reductions under section
127(c)(8) effectively required that the tuition reduction be
included in gross income to the extent the tuition reduction
constituted compensation for services. We believe that such
treatment of graduate student tuition reductions is appropriate
and consistent with the purposes of the 1986 revisions to the
general tax treatment of scholarships. Accordingly, we would
oppose a provision intended to exclude the entire amount of such
graduate student tuition reductions from income. We would not,
however, object-to a provision specifying that, under appropriate
conditions (including satisfaction of nondiscrimination tests),
the amount of a graduate student tuition reduction that exceeds
reasonable compensation for services may qualify as a scholarship
under section 117 or as an excludable fringe benefit under
section 132.

Revenge Estimate

We estimate that reinstatement of section 127, effective
January 1, 1988, would reduce revenues by $275 million in fiscal
year1988 and by approximately $400 million annually thereafter.

Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

Background

Section 51 of the Code allows employers a tax credit for the
employment of individuals belonging to one of nine targeted
groups. The amount of the allowable targeted jobs tax credit
("TJTC") is generally equal to 40 percent of the first $6,000 of
wages paid to a member of a targeted group in the first year of
employment. "Th. employer's deduction for wages is reduced by
the amount of the credit. A targeted group member must be
employed at least 90 days (14 days in the case of summer youth
employees) or perform a minimum of 120 hours of work (20 hours
in the case of summer youth employees) before an employer
qualifies to claim the TJTC. The credit is unavailable for
wages paid to an individual who begins work after December 31,
1988.

The nine targeted groups of employees are the following:
economically disadvantaged youths (ages 18-24); economically
disadvantaged summer youths (ages 16-17); economically
disadvantaged youths participating in cooperative education
programs; economically disadvantaged Vietnam-era veterans;
economically disadvantaged ex-convicts; certain handicapped
workers; certain work incentive employees (AFDC recipients and
WIN program registrants); Supplemental Security Income
recipients; and general assistance recipients.

The targeted group with the most members is the group of
economically disadvantaged youths aged 18 through 24. For
purposes of the TJTC, a worker is economically disadvantaged if
the worker's family income is below 70 percent of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics lower living standard income levels during the
prior six months. To claim the credit for an employee, an
employer must receive a written certification that the employee
is a targeted group member. Certifications of eligibility for
employees are generally provided by State employment security
agencies. The employer must have received, or filed a written
request for, a certification on or before the date a targeted
worker begins employment.4/
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S. 684

S. 684 would make the TJTC permanent.

Discussion

The Treasury Department opposes making the TJTC permanent as
proposed by S. 64. The TJTC was intended to increase
employment of targeted workers by reducing the wage costs of
employing these workers. The credit achieves its desired effect
only when it results in the hiring of targeted employees who
would not otherwise have been hired. where an employer claims
the credit with respect to workers who would have been hired
without regard to the credit, the credit does not serve its
intended incentive effect but is merely a windfall for the
employer.

The evidence that the credit has not had the intended
incentive effect is quite strong. The Labor Department
estimated, for example, that in 1981 2.4 million to 3.0 million
disadvantaged youths found employment in the private sector of
the economy, whereas only 176,000 economically disadvantaged
youths received certification for the TJTC. Thus, in that year
over 92 percent of economically disadvantaged youths who found
employment did so without benefit of the credit.

A net increase in targeted employment may not result even
when the TJTC is directly responsible for the employment of a
targeted worker. That is, if newly hired certified targeted
employees replace previously employed targeted employees who are
no longer eligible for the credit or are hired in place of
uncertified targeted workers, targeted employment will not
increase on a net basis. Moreover, we believe it is likely that
any increase in hiring of targeted workers as a result of the
credit is achieved at the expense of other low-skilled workers
who have not qualified for the credit but have job skills
similar to those of the targeted groups. Finally, increases in
targeted employment by firms claiming the credit are partially
offset by the loss of employment in other sectors of the private
economy.

Other Federal programs currently provide assistance to many
of those eligible for the TJTC. Under the Job Training
Partnership Act, grants are made to the states to prepare
low-income and unskilled youths and adults for entry into the
labor force and to provide specialized job training to
handicapped persons. The Administration has proposed spending
over $2.6 billion in fiscal year 1989 for this program. In
addition, the Administration has requested budget authority of
approximately $1 billion for the Job-Corps and other training
programs. The Job-Corps provides remedial training and job
skills training for disadvantaged youth. Other training
programs are targeted to veterans, native Americans, and migrant
and seasonal farm workers.

Revenue effect

we estimate that a three-year extension of the TJTC would
reduce revenues by $64 million in fiscal year 1989, $151 million
in fiscal year 1990, and $237 million in fiscal year 1991.

Qualified Mortgqage Bonds and Mortgage Credit Certificates

Background

State and local governments discovered during the 1970s that
they could issue tax-exempt bonds to sponsor mortgage revenue
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bond programs that would provide below-market rate mortgage
loans to their residents at no cost to themselves. As a result,
the issuance of tax-exempt bonds for owner-occupied housing grew
to 20 percent of total tax-exempt financing by 1980. There were
no restrictions on who could benefit from the below-market rate
mortgage loans provided by tax-exempt mortgage revenue bonds.
Beginning with the Mortgage Subsidy Bond Tax Act of 1980 (the
"1980 Act"), a series of legislative changes were enacted to
target the subsidy to those individuals with the greatest need
and to curtail the mounting federal revenue losses from the
issuance of these tax-exempt bonds.

First, eligibility requirements were imposed on mortgages
financed with bond proceeds. The 1980 Act required thit (a) the
mortgages finance only principal residences; (b) the mortgagor
not have owned a principal residence during the immediately
preceding three years; and (c) the acquisition cost of the
residence not exceed 90 percent of the average area purchase
price for single family residences. In certain targeted
low-income areas, the first-time homebuyer requirement was
waived, and the purchase price limitation was increased to 110
percent of the average area purchase price.

These eligibility requirements were liberalized by the Tax
Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (the "1982 Act").
Under the 1982 Act, up to 10 percent of the bond proceeds in
non-targeted areas were permitted to be used by existing
homeowners, and the purchase price limitations were increased to
110 percent (120 percent in targeted areas) of the average area
purc has price. The eligibility requirements were, however,
tightened again in 1986. The 1986 Act imposed a household
income limit of 115 percent of the higher of the area or
Statewide median income. In targeted areas, the income limit is
increased to 140 percent of the median and is waived for
one-third of the mortgage financing. The income limit is not
adjusted for family size. The 1986 Act reduced to five percent
the amount of bond proceeds that may be used by existing
homeowners in non-targeted areas. and reinstated the lower
purchase price limit that applied before the 1982 Act.

Second, restrictions have been imposed on the volume of
tax-exempt mortgage revenue bonds. In addition to the
tremendous revenue losses that would have occurred if the
issuance of such bonds had continued unchecked, an unlimited
volume of bonds would have increased borrowing costs of State
and local governments for traditional public projects. The 1980
Act imposed a volume cap on the aggregate amount of qualified
mortgage bonds that could be issued within any State during a
calendar year. The annual volume cap for each State was the
greater of $200 million or 9 percent of the average annual
amount of mortgages for owner-occupied residences originated in
the State during the preceding three years.

Finally, in order to ensure that some portion of the benefit
of the tax-exempt financing accrued to homebuyers, provisions
have been adopted to limit the amount of arbitrage profits that
may be be earned by the issuer. Under the provisions contained
in the 1980 Act, the effective interest rate on mortgages made
to homebuyers was limited to one percentage point above the
yield on the bonds. In addition, any arbitrage profits earned
from investing the bond proceeds in non-mortgage investments was
required to be paid or credited to the mortgagors (or, if the
issuer elected, to the Treasury). The 1982 Act increased the
maximum effective interest rate on the mortgages to one and
one-eighth-percentage points above the yield on the bonds.

The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (the "1984 Act") allowed
State and local governments to elect to trade some or all of
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their qualified mortgage bond authority for authority to issue
mortgage credit certificates ("MCCs"). The trade-in rate was
set at 20 percent of the nonissued bond amount.. MCCs entitle a
homebuyer to a nonrefundable income tax credit in the amount of
10 percent to 50 percent (as determined by the issuing
authority) of interest paid on a mortgage loan incurred to
finance the mortgagor's principal residence. The maximum annual
credit per recipient is $2,000. Eligibility for the credit was
based on the same criteria as for qualified mortgage bonds. The
1986 Act increased the MCC trade-in rate from 20 percent to 25
percent.

The 1980 Act provided that the qualified mortgage bond
program would expire at the end of 1983. The 1984 Act extended
the sunset for qualified mortgage bonds through 1987. Authority
to issue NCCs was also scheduled to expire at the end of 1987.
The 1986 Act extended the authority to issue qualified mortgage
bonds through 1988. A proposed technical correction would
extend the MCC expiration date through 1988 to parallel this
extension.

S. 1522 -

S. 1522 would extend issuing authority for qualified
mortgage bonds under section 143 of the Code through 1992. The
mortgage credit certificate program under section 25 of the Code
would be extended retroactively from January 1, 1988 through
1992.

Discussion

The Treasury Department opposes extension of the authority
to issue qualified mortgage bonds through 1992 as proposed by S.
1522. The reasons for our opposition are that Federal support
for owner-occupied housing for low- and moderate-income families
is sufficient without qualified mortgage bonds or mortgage
credit certificates and that tax-exempt bonds are an extremely
costly and inefficient means of providing assistance to low- and
moderate-income homebuyers.

The Federal income tax rules provide substantial assistance
to homeowners through the allowance of a deduction for interest
on mortgages of up to $1 million incurred to purchase a
principal (or second) residence, allowance of a deduction for
real estate taxes, rollover of capital gains on sales of a
principal residence, and allowance of a one-time exclusion of
capital gains of up to $125,000 on the sale of a principal
residence by a taxpayer aged 55 or older. As a result, the
income from owner-occupied housing investments is exempt from
tax over the entire lifetime of most taxpayers. The mortgage
interest and real estate tax deductions allow taxpayers to
reduce their withholding taxes and have more take-home pay with
which to make monthly mortgage payments. We. estimate that these
special tax provisions provide over $50 billion in assistance to
owner-occupied housing in fiscal year 1988.

In addition to preferential tax treatment, other Federal
programs aid home buyers. For example, the Federal Housing
Administration and Veteran's Administration provide mortgage
insurance that allows many first-time homebuyers to purchase a
home with a low downpayment.

Tax-exempt bond financing is an extremely inefficient means
of providing assistance to low- and moderate-income homebuyers.
The subsidy is possible because high-income individuals and
other persons subject to a high marginal rate of tax are willing
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to accept lower interest rates on qualified mortgage bonds
because of the tax-exemption. The portion of the benefits
captured by the purchasers of bonds is large, due to the large
outstanding volume of tax-exempt bonds, including mortgage
bonds. A GAO study estimates that because of these inherent
inefficiencies, as well as the overhead costs of administering
the subsidy, less than half of~the tax benefits were passed
along to homebuyers.5/ Because of its inherent inefficiencies,
the qualified mortgage bond program provides a low rite of
subsidy to prospective homebuyers.

In addition, because income limits are not adjusted for
family size, relatively high income single persons who are least
in need of assistance benefit disproportionately. Thus, the
program is unlikely to encourage home ownership for persons who
would not otherwise be purchasing homes. This fact is suggested
by the GAO study, which found that two-thirds of assisted
households could have afforded the homes they purchased without
assistance, and that most of the rest would have become
homeowners in the near future without assistance.

Finally, the costs of this program are potentially very
high. The Joint Committee on Taxation estimates that, although
extending the qualified mortgage bond program would cost less
than $50 million in fiscal year 1989, this revenue loss would
grow to $300 million in fiscal year 1992. The first year cost
is relatively small because the extension -Would only affect nine
months of the fiscal year and new bonds issued would be
outstanding for an average of only 4-1/2 months during the year.
It must be recognized, however, that the first year revenue loss
resulting from a new tax-exempt bond issue vastly understates
the long-term revenue loss. The long-term revenue loss reflects
up to 30 years of tax subsidies. For example, we estimate that
the revenue loss from all of the outstanding qualified mortgage
bonds in fiscal year 1988 is $1.8 billion, almost all of which
is attributable to bonds issued before 1988.

In summary, extension of the qualified mortgage bond program
is unnecessary, inefficient, and extremely expensive. The
qualified mortgage bond program is the least cost-effective
means of providing Federal assistance to owner-occupied housing,
and does not provide sufficient assistance to those who may need
it to justify its large cost. The increased supply of
tax-exempt bonds resulting from the program also tends to raise
interest costs for State and local governments in financing
traditional public projects such as schools, roads, sewers, and
public buildings. If Congress deems that additional assistance
for first-time homebuyers is necessary, it should consider
providing all of such assistance in the form of mortgage credit
certificates rather than qualified mortgage bonds.

Arbitrage Zxceptions for Student Loan Bonds

Background

Section 148(f) of the Code requires issuers of State and
local bonds to rebate to the United States arbitrage profits
earned from investing gross proceeds of an issue of tax-exempt
bonds in investments that are not acquired to carry out the
governmental purpose of the tax-exempt bond issue. One of the
principal objectives of the enactment of section 148(f) was to
eliminate so-called "collapsible" escrow bond issues in which
the bond proceeds are invested in a higher-yielding escrow
before being used for a governmental purpose. In these
transactions, the arbitrage profits earned during the escr-.,
period were sufficient to provide a net profit to the issu r or
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other parties after payment of all bond issuance expenses, if
the issue was "collapsed" by retiring all the bonds prior to the
use of the bond proceeds for a governmental purpose. This
collapsible structure facilitated the issuance of bonds for
projects for which financing might never actually be needed or
used.

Section 148(f).of the Code generally eliminated these
collapsible bond issues by requiring issuers to rebate arbitrage
profits earned during the escrow period. Section 148(f)(4)(d)
contains an exception from this rule, however, for bonds issued
on or before December 31, 1988 to finance Federally guaranteed
student loans ("GSL bonds"). Under this exception, issuers of
GSL bonds can use arbitrage profits earned during the escrow
period to pay bond issuance costs, even if no student loans are
financed. Moreover, issuers of GSL bonds can use arbitrage
profits earned during the escrow period to pay program costs.

Section 148(a) of the Code provides generally that a bond-is
an arbitrage bond if the proceeds are used to acquire higher
yielding investments. Section 148(c), however, provides that a
bond is not treated as an arbitrage bond solely because the
proceeds are invested for a reasonable temporary period until
needed for a governmental purpose. The temporary period for
proceeds to be used to make or finance loans generally may not
exceed six months. This six-month period is, however, extended
to eighteen months for GSL bonds issued on or before December
31, 1988.

Qualified scholarship funding corporations are authorized to
issue tax-exempt GSL bonds. Qualified scholarship funding
corporations are not, however, authorized to issue tax-exempt
bonds to finance student loans that are not Federally guaranteed
("supplemental student loan bonds").

8. 2149

S. 2149 would make permanent the temporary arbitrage
exceptions for GSL bonds and expand these exceptions to cover
supplemental student loan bonds. The bill also would authorize
qualified scholarship funding corporations to issue supplemental
student loan bonds.

Discussion

The Treasury Department opposes the permanent extension of
the temporary arbitrage exceptions for GSL bonds and the
expansion of these exceptions to cover supplemental student loan
bonds as proposed by S. 2149. The stated reason for the
temporary arbitrage exceptions for GSL bonds was to permit
issuers of such bonds to continue to issue bonds while they find
other sources of revenue to defray bond issuance and program
costs. H.R. Rep. No. 841, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. r1-753
(Conference Committee). For the following reasons, these
arbitrage exceptions are not warranted and should not be
extended or expanded to cover supplemental student loan bonds.

First, issuers of GSL bonds are permitted under Treasury
regulations to recover all of their bond issuance and program
costs from the student borrowers by receiving higher interest
payments on the student loan notes than the issuers pay on the
bonds.6/ The temporary rebate exception, therefore, permits
recovery of the same costs twice, once from the temporary
investment arbitrage and again from the student borrowers.
Furthermore, if the bond proceeds are not used to finance
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student loans and are used solely to earn arbitrage profits, the
issuers can still recover their bond issuance costs from the
arbitrage profits. Thus, the temporary rebate exception permits
risk-free, collapsible escrow bonds to be issued, contrary to
the purpose of the arbitrage rebate provisions.

Second, there is no basis for treating these private
activity bonds more favorably than bonds issued for essential
government purposes. GSL bonds are not distinguishable from
other bonds to which the arbitrage rebate rules fully apply.
moreover, the special rebate exception is not necessary for the
issuance of GSL bonds. The risk that bond issuance costs will
have to be paid out of other available funds if the bond
proceeds are not used to finance student loans can be eliminated
by delaying issuance until the bond proceeds are actually needed
to finance the student loans. To the extent the bonds are
issued earlier than necessary, the early issuance risk should be
borne by the issuers -- not by the Federal government.

Third, many issuers of GSL bonds have accumulated large
surpluses over the years from issuing GSL bonds and investing
the bond proceeds in higher yielding investments and student
loan notes. A special exception that permits these historically
favored issuers to use temporary investment arbitrage to issue
bonds at no risk, and to recover the" same costs twice, is not
defensible as a matter of tax policy.

Finally, student loans financed by supplemental student loan
bonds are not subject to the income limits applicable to
Federally guaranteed student loans. Thus, these bonds do not
fulfill with precision the Federal policy goal of aiding lower
income families, and the authority to issue them should not be
expanded.

Fuel Excise Tax Exemption for Certain Taxicabs

Background

Federal excise taxes generally are imposed on motor vehicle
fuels at the rate of 9.1 cents per gallon on gasoline and
special motor fuels and 15.1 cents per gallon on diesel fuel. A
4 cents per gallon refund or credit of these Federal excise
taxes is allowed under section 6427(e)(3) of the Code for fuel
that is used in providing qualifying taxicab services. This
exemption was enacted as part of the Surface Transportation Act
of 1978. The stated purpose of the exemption was to encourage
ride-sharing, thereby reducing energy consumption by
substituting taxicab use for personal automobile use. The
exemption is scheduled to expire on September 30, 1988.

Discussion

The Treasury Department opposes extension of the partial
exemption from the motor vehicle fuel excise taxes for fuel used
in providing taxicab services. Our reasons for opposing
extension of the exemption are that the exemption provides a
very small reduction in costs for the taxicab industry which is
unlikely to have any measurable incentive effect and that the
small value of the program is not worth the associated
administrative costs on the part of the Internal Revenue Service
and the private sector.

During the last five years, the total amount of refunds and
credits claimed with re&,-%ct to qualified taxicab services has
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averaged only $2 million annually. In 1985, the refunds and
credits accounted for only 0.3 percent of the gasoline and oil
costs of the taxicab industry, and for only 0.04 percent of the
industry's total-operating costs. This minuscule reduction in
cost would have little, if any, effect on the use of taxicab
services.

In addition, only a small percentage of taxicab owners
eligible for the exemption apply for the refund or credit. In
1985, for example, only $2 million in refunds and credits were
claimed, which represents less than 10 percent of the estimated
$21 million in exemptions available to potentially qualified
taxicabs. It appears that the administrative costs of applying
for the credit or refund outweigh the monetary advantage of the
exemption for most eligible taxpayers.

Although the revenue cost of this exemption is not
substantial, the exemption is not justified on policy grounds.
The $3 million in foregone revenues could be better used in-the
Highway Trust Fund, which receives the bulk of the proceeds of
the Federal excise taxes on motor vehicle fuels. Expiration of
the exemption would also reduce the administrative expenses of
the Internal Revenue Service in administering this ineffective
subsidy.

Reorganizations of Financially Troubled Thrifts

Background

Under current law, certain acquisitions of the stock or
assets of one corporation by another in transactions described
in section 368(a)-of the Code qualify as tax-free
reorganizations. In order to qualify as tax-free, a corporate
acquisition generally must satisfy a non-statutory "continuity
of interest" test as well as the pertinent requirements of
section 368(a). To satisfy the continuity of interest test, the
owners of the acquired corporation must retain a significant
equity interest in that corporation through their ownership of
the acquiring corporation. Subject to a variety of limitations
that may apply to limit the unrestricted transfer of tax
benefits, including the provisions of section 382 of the Code,
the tax attributes of a corporation acquired in a tax-free
reorganization (e.g., net operating losses) generally carry over
to the acquiring corporation under section 381 of the Code.

Special rules enacted in the Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981 (the "1981 Act"), and repealed as of December 31, 1988 by
the 1986 Act, permit certain-acquisitions of financially
troubled thrift institutions to qualify as tax-free
reorganizations, without regard to the continuity of interest
requirement, provided that certain conditions are met. First,
the acquired institution must be a domestic building and loan
association, a non-stock cooperative bank organized and operated
for mutual purposes without profit, or a mutual savings bank.
Second, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation
("FSLIC"), Federal Home Loan Bank Board ("FHLBB"), or, where
neither has supervisory authority, an equivalent State
authority, must certify that the acquired thrift is insolvent,
that it cannot meet its obligations currently, or that it will
be unable to meet its obligations in the immediate future in the
absence of action by the supervisory authority. In addition,
the acquiring corporation must acquire substantially all of the
assets, and must assume substantially all of the liabilities
(including the liabilities to depositors), of the acquired
thrift.
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If a supervisory thrift reorganization is treated as
tax-free under these special rules, another special rule in
effect until December 31, 1988 permits the acquiring corporation
to succeed to the net operating loss carryovers, built-in
losses, and excess credits of the acquired thrift, without
limitation under section 382, provided that the shareholders,
creditors, and depositors of the acquired thrift acquire a 20
percent ownership interest in the acquiring corporation as a
result of the acquisition. If the shareholders, creditors, and
depositors of the acquired thrift do no acquire the requisite
interest in the acquiring corporation, the use of the acquired
thrift's net operating loss carryforwards will be subject to the
limitations imposed by section 382(a). Application of these
limitations in the context of the reorganization of a troubled
thrift would, in most cases, substantially reduce the value of
the net operating loss carryover (and built-in losses) in the
hands of the acquiring corporation.

In addition to providing special rules for tax-free
treatment and carryover of net operating losses in supervisory
thrift reorganizations, current law provides, in section 597 of
the Code, a special exclusion from income for amounts received
by a domestic building and loan association from the FSLIC under
its financial assistance program. Section 597 also provides
that no reduction in the basis of the recipient's assets is
required on account of such a payment. No similar provision
applies with respect to amounts received by a financial
institution from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
("FDIC"). The 1986 Act repealed section 597 as of December 31,
1988.

Discussion

The favorable tax rules for financially troubled thrift
institutions were enacted in 1981 to strengthen and restore
stability to thrifts and the institutions that insure their
deposits during a period of restructuring. These favorable
rules permit the relevant supervisory authority to arrange
mergers with healthy corporations at a lower cost to the
supervisory authority.

In the 1986 Act, Congress repealed these provisions,
effective after a two-year transition period, because -it
believed that the provisions were inconsistent with the rules
generally applicable to other financial institutions and
corporations. Thus, repeal of these provisions was in accord,
with one of the basic themes of the 1986 Act, that the tax laws
should not provide beneficial treatment to some industries, or
segments of an industry, and not others. The Treasury
Department generally supports this decision as sound tax policy.
In general, we do not support the subsidization of specific
industries through the Federal tax laws.

The President's Tax Proposals to the Congress for Fairness,
Growth, and Simplicity in May 1985 recommended, however, that
the repeal of the special provisions for thrift reorganizations
not be'effective until January 1, 1991. We believed that a
transition period of more than two years would be required to
permit the thrift industry to recover from adverse economic
conditions.

The Treasury Department remains concerned that the two-year
transition period provided in the 1986 Act may be insufficient.
Despite significant declines in interest rates, the thrift
industry still faces substantial problems. The expiration of
the special rules would terminate beneficial tax treatment and
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consequently place greater demands on the resources of the FSLIC
and other supervisory authorities. Accordingly, if Congress
were to determine that repeal of the special rules for
reorganizations of financially troubled thrifts should be
delayed until 1991, the Treasury Department would not object to
such a delay. This would provide some relief to the thrifts,
the FSLIC, and the FHLBB as they address the problems that
persist in the industry. The intervening period would also
provide an opportunity for examination of the tax treatment of
troubled thrift reorganizatiodas and allow resolution of
technical problems that create uncertainty.

Extension of Exception for Transfers
of Reversions to ESOPS

Background

The law provides significant tax advantages to
employer-maintained plans that provide nondiscriminatory
retirement and deferred compensation benefits to employees and
that satisfy various plan qualification requirements. Qualified
plans are of two basic types: defined contribution plans and
defined benefit plans. Defined benefit plans provide employees
with retirement benefits determined under benefit formulas and
funded actuarially in a manner similar to the funding of an
insurance reserve. Defined contribution plans provide employees
with benefits equal to the assets allocated to such employees
under the plan. An employee stock ownership plan ("ESOP") is a
special type of defined contribution plan that invests
employees' benefits in securities of the employer maintaining
the plan.

Under a defined benefit plan, an employee's benefit
is stated as an annual amount to be paid for the employee's life
commencing on the normal retirement age. The benefit is
generally based on a formula that takes into account the
employee's years of service and compensation and is independent
of the amount of contributions to the plan or the investment of
the plan's assets. An employer funds a defined benefit plan in
accordance with actuarial funding methods that are based on the
plan's investment experience and on the employees' currently
earned and projected future retirement benefits. As a result, a
defined benefit plan generally has assets in excess of the total
of employees' benefits to secure both current and future
benefits. Furthermore, employees' benefits under a defined
benefit plan are guaranteed (up to specified levels) by the
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation.

Upon the termination of a defined benefit plan, an employer
may receive any plan assets remaining after all plan liabilities
have been satisfied (an "employer reversion"). The amount of
the reversion is includible in the employer's income. Section
4980 of the Code, which was added by the 1986 Act, imposes an
additional 10 percent, nondeductible excise tax on employer
reversions. This excise tax applies to reversions attributable
to plan terminations occurring after December 31, 1985.

The provision of retirement income benefits to employees is
the objective that justifies granting various tax preferences to
qualified plans under current law. The adoption of the 10
percent excise tax on employer reversions appropriately reflects
this objective by recapturing at least a portion of the value of
the tax preferences provided with respect to a qualified plan's
assets that are not used to provide retirement benefits to
employees. The excise tax is particularly important with
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respect to defined benefit plans under which employers are
encouraged to accumulate tax-favored reserves to secure both
current and future benefits. This tax-favored reserve affords
employers the opportunity to gain access to the qualified plan
tax preferences for nonretirement benefit purposes through
receipt of tax-favored funds on plan termination.

Under a defined contribution plan, an employee's benefit is
equal to the value of the contributions and other amounts
allocated to the employee's account under the plan, adjusted
appropriately for gains and losses. Generally, defined
contribution plan assets are invested on a diversified
basis by an investment manager or are invested at the direction
of employees. Because employees' benefits are directly
dependent on the value of the plan's assets, employees
ultimately bear the risk of investment experience.
Profit-sharing plans and cash or deferred arrangements (i.e.,
401(k) plans) are examples of defined contribution plans.

An ESOP is a defined contribution plan that invests in
employer securities, rather than in a diversified asset
portfolio or in employee-directed investments. Generally, ESOPs
are intended to provide equity ownership benefits to employees.

The tax law provides numerous advantages for ESOPs and
transactions involving ESOPs, indicating that ESOPs are to be
treated differently from other qualified plans in recognition of
their nonretirement purposes. Many of these preferences are
simply increases in the preferences provided generally to other
qualified plans, and others reflect the differences between
ESOPs and qualified plans. There is an exception from the
prohibited transaction rules generally applicable to qualified
plans permitting the employer to secure loan financing through a
leveraged ESOP. In a leveraged ESOP transaction, the employer
is effectively able to deduct principal payments on the ESOP
loan. To facilitate such transactions, the applicable deduction
limit for employer contributions to a qualified plan is
increased from 15 percent to 25 percent of participants'
compensation to the extent the contributions are to repay
principal on the ESOP loan. An additional ESOP preference
permits greater allocations of ESOP benefits to highly
compensated employees than is permitted generally under
qualified plans by increasing the maximum annual amount that may
be allocated to a participant's account from $30,000 to $60,000.

Several additional ESOP preferences were adopted in the
Deficit Reduction Act of 1984. One permits an employer to
deduct dividends paid on employer stock held by an ESOP. A
second preference permits banks and certain other financial
.institutions to exclude from income 50 percent of the interest
received on ESOP loans; this has significantly reduced the
borrowing costs of many companies that maintain ESOPs. A third
preference enables stockholders to defer the taxation of gains
on sales of employer stock to ESOPs to the extent that the sales
proceeds are reinvested in certain domestic companies. A fourth

reference permits certain ESOPs to assume the estate tax
ability of the deceased owner of a company.

The 1986 Act added several additional tax preferences for
ESOPs. A special estate tax benefit, significantly restricted
last year in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987,
permits certain estates to deduct up to 50 percent of the
proceeds from certain sales of employer stock to ESOPs. In
addition, in recognition that ESOPsare not retirement plans,
there is a special exception from the 10 percent excise tax on
early distributions from qualified plans for early distributions
from ESOPs.
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One of the special advantages'added by the 1986 Act with
respect to SOPs is a provision under section 4980 that excepts
certain reversions transferred from defined benefit plans to
ESOPs from the income tax and 10 percent excise tax on
reversions. if an employer transfers all or a portion of a
reversion to an ESOP, the amount transferred is neither subject
to the excise tax nor includable in the employer's income if the
ESOP satisfies certain investment, allocation, and participation
requirements. The exclusion of employer reversions from the
excise and income taxes does not apply to reversions transferred
to ESOPs pursuant to plan terminations occurring after December
31, 1988.

Discussion

,he Administration opposes the extension of the excise and
income tax exclusion for reversion transfers to ESOPs.
Extension would add a tax preference to the large number of tax
preferences already provided for ESOPs at a time when it is
uncertain whether the numerous ESOP preferences are warranted.
Furthermore, the reversion exclusion is inconsistent with sound
retirement policy because it encourages employers to replace
retirement benefits under a defined benefit plan, which are
funded by a diversified asset portfolio and guaranteed by the
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, with benefits secured only
by more volatile employer securities.

As discussed above, ESOPs and certain transactions
involving ESOPs are provided with numerous, significant tax
and nontax advantages under existing law. The exclusion from
the excise and income taxes for reversions transferred to ESOPs
is another significant tax benefit that effectively permits an
employer to use the tax-favored reserve that is'essential to
benefit security under a defined benefit plan to prefund, on a
deductible and tax-exempt basis, future contributions to an
ESOP. In the usual situation, the transferred amounts were
originally contributed to a defined benefit plan and deducted by
the employer years prior to the transfer and have grown, between
the time of contribution and transfer, on a tax-exempt basis.
Such tax-favored prefunding is not available for other defined
contribution plans, much less for other types of employer
business expenses. It is thus difficult to Justify such
favorable treatment, particularly where the tax-favored amounts
are paid directly to the employer for treasury stock.

The often stated justification for the numerous ESOP
preferences is that, unlike qualified retirement plans, SOPs
provide employees with an equity ownership interest in their
employers and thus increase employee productivity and company
profitability. However, there are serious questions about
whether, even with all the tax preferences, the existing ESOP
rules actually provide employees with meaningful ownership
benefits. For example, employees' voting rights under an ESOP
are severely limited if the employer's stock is not publicly
traded. Also, even iH dividends are declared on the class of
employer stock held by the ESOP, there is no certainty that
employees actually will accrue the benefit of the dividends.
Furthermore, there often are restrictions on the ability of
employees to receive distributions in the form of employer
stock. Finally, even if they actually receive the employer
stock, employees often sell the stock back to the employer soon
after receipt. In many situations, therefore, it appears that
ESOPs deliver about the same ownership benefits delivered by
stock appreciation programs, which exist currently without the
significant tax preferences.
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rn addition, there is uncertainty about the extent to which
employee ownership of employer'stock actually increases
productivity and profitability. The General Accounting Office
recently reported that it finds little evidence of such results.
Furthermore, there is increasing concern about the role that
ESOPs play in takeovers and buy-outs. Some argue that, in these
and similar situations, ESOPs are used primarily to strengthen
the position of corporate management, often to the detriment of
other stockholders, employees, and the long-term viability of
the highly leveraged company.

If ESOPs actually deliver the positive corporate benefits
that ESOP proponents maintain, it is unclear why the significant
number of existing preferences are needed to encourage employers
to maintain ESOPs. If the existing preferences are not
sufficient to encourage sufficient numbers of employers to adopt
ESOPs, we do not believe that the remedy is to provide
additional ESOP preferences, such as continuing the reversion
exception. Instead, attention should be paid to assuring that
ESOPs actually provide employees with meaningful ownership
benefits.

Our second major objection to extending the section 4980
exclusion for reversion transfers to ESOPs is that, because this
preference is available only upon the employer's termination of
a qualified plan, it is not consistent with sound retirement
policy. Indeed, the tax preference has the unfortunate effect
of encouraging employers to terminate defined benefits plans
with assets in excess of currently earned benefits. As a
result, the retirement income security of employees covered by
the terminated plan may be seriously jeopardized. Even though
existing benefits under ,the terminated plan must be protected by
the purchase of an annuity contract, funds that had been set
aside to provide future benefits and possible benefit increases
are no longer available for such purposes. In addition, an ESOP
does not adequately replace the lost retirement security because
the benefits under a defined benefit plan are backed by a
diversified asset portfolio, which is managed by persons subject
to meaningful fiduciary requirements, and are guaranteed by the
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, while the security of ESOP
benefits is directly dependent upon the financial viability of
the employer. Thus, in addition to our skepticism about whether
the special advantage to ESOPs represented by the reversion
transfer exception is justified by the benefits provided by
ESOPs, we believe that the reversion exception for ESOPs
potentially frustrates the policy objectives relating to
qualified retirement plans.

For these reasons, the Administration opposes extension of
the section 4980 exclusion for reversion transfers to ESOPs.
Moreover, the Administration believes that the time has
come for a comprehensive assessment of the costs and benefits of
the existing tax preferences for ESOPs. These preferences have
grown steadily over recent years without adequate analysis. In
these times of budgetary restraint, it is not appropriate for
ESOPs to be exempt from the same standard of review and scrutiny
that is applied to other tax preferences and subsidy programs.

This concludes my prepared remarks. I would be pleased to
respond to your questions.

1/ U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Employee Benefits in Medium and Large firms, 1986.
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2/ Although section 127 provided that self-employed individuals
and sole proprietors could technically qualify for the
benefits of that section, in practice these benefits were
primarily available only to larger businesses. Closely held
businesses were unable to benefit from section 127 because of
the requirement that no more than five percent of the amounts
paid under the educational assistance program be for the
benefit of persons holding a more than five percent ownership
interest in the employer.

3/ U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1986,
Employee Benefits in Medium and Large Firms, Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office.

4/ If the employer has received a written preliminary
determination that the employee is a member of a targeted
group, the employer may file a written request for a final
certification within five calendar days after the targeted
worker begins employment.

5/ U.S. General Accounting Office, Home Ownership: Mortgage
Bonds Are Costly and Provide Little Assistance to Those in
Need, 198.

6/ A pending technical correction would clarify that amounts
designated as interest on student loan notes were not
intended to be treated as. a reimbursement of costs for
purposes of the rebate exception.
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Adult Education in 1984
Reason for Taking Course and Source of Payment

(in thmpands)

I ~job-Rtelated Caurses
Total Improve in New Job in I New Job M- Non-job-Related

SCorses ICurrent Job Same Occupation I New Occupation Unknown

Total Courses 39,097 19,703 984 3,818 14,448 145

Employer Paid 14,003 12,328 242 549 857 28

Employer Paid as a 36.3 62.6 24.6 14.4 5.9 19.3
Part of Total Course

Source: Tabulated from: U.S. Department of Education, Center for Educational Statistics, Trends in Adult Education
1%99-1984. Tables G-H, pp. 33-36.

ftlk
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Table 2

Distribution of Adult Educetio Participants and the Adult Population 17 Years
amd Older, by Selected Cbaracterisda May 1969 and 1964

I Adult participants Population 17 years old and overCharacteristic 1 1969 1984 1 1969 1984

Total number (in thousands) 13,041 23.303 130,251 172.583

Total percent 100% 100% 100% 100%

Education level:
Less than 12th grade, 16 8 44 27
Hilgh school graduates 39 30 34 ' 38
Some college (I to 3 years) 20 26 12 18
Bachelor's degree or higher 26 36" 10 17

Income group:
Above median family Income 68 65 50 50
Below median family Income 32 35 50 50

Occupational rovs:*
Executive/managerial II 15 9 II
Prolessional/achnical 33 31 13 15
Administrative support 17 17 is 16
Sales and service 16 20 27 26
Other 23 17 36 32

* The bas of these percents are employed adult education participants and the employed
populatIn 17 years and older.
Not available.

Note: Details may not add to oMls because of rounding.

Source: U.S. Depwrmem of Education. Center for Educational Statistics. Trends In Adult
Education 1969-1984. Table 1, page 3. 1987.
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Testimony of Mr. M. Danny Wall, Chairman

and Mr. Lawrence J. White, Board Member

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board

Introduction

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to testify on behalf of

the Federal Home Loan Bank Board ("Bank Board") and its constituent de-

posit insurance agency, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-

tion ("FSLIC"). The Bank-Board and the FSLIC are the principal Federal

regulators, supervisors, and insurers of the nation's savings and loan

associations and Federal savings banks.

The Expiring FSLIC Tax Provisions Should Be Extended

Since 1981; the tax law has contained a number of provisions ("the

FSLIC tax provisions") that were enacted to help the FSLIC fulfill its

statutory mandate of protecting the safety of almost a trillion dollars

of savings deposits in thousands of insured thrift institutions nation-

wide. Although the provisions are currently scheduled to expire at the

end of 1988, there are good and compelling reasons for the Congress to

extend them for an additional three years, until the end of 1991.

Role and Importance Of FSLIC Tax Provisions

When a thrift institution is troubled by low net worth, poor asset

quality, bad management, or any combination of these problems, the

FSLIC stands ready to make depositors whole through the payment of de-

posit insurance of up to $100,000 for each insured account. The Con-

gress has repeatedly asserted its commitment that FSLIC-insured depos-

its "are backed by the full faith and credit of the United States."

In the vast majority of cases, however, the most efficient, effective,

and least cost means of dealing with a financially troubled institution

*is not to liquidate the institution and pay off the insured depositors,

but instead to arrange for the troubled institution's acquisition by a

healthier institution. Instead of paying off all of the depositors and
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liquidating assets, the accounts and assets are transferred to a new

institution. Since the troubled institution typically has a negative

net worth, the FSLIC usually must provide various forms of financial

assistance to induce the acquirer to take over the sick institution's

liabilities and problem assets.

In addition to the reduced cost of assisted acquisitions, there are

important intangible benefits -- in terms of the general level of con-

fidence in the nation's financial system -- from being able to avoid

the failure and liquidation of a depository institution.

There are two basic areas in which the expiring FSLIC tax provisions

affect the FSLIC's ability to arrange for assisted acquisitions of

troubled thrift institutions.

First, Code section 597 provides that assistance paid by the FSLIC in

connection with an assisted acquisition will not be considered taxable

income. This tax benefit does not inure to the troubled institution or

the acquirer, but helps the FSLIC by reducing the amount of assistance

otherwise needed. For example, if under current law the FSLIC must pay

an acquirer $100 as an inducement to acquire a troubled thrift, the

FSLIC may need to pay potential acquirers $150 if that assistance pay-

ment is to be subject to tax.

Second, special provisions -in the tax code's corporate reorganization

rules clarify that a FSLIC-supervised merger or acquisition can qualify

as a tax-free reorganization and that the net operating losses and

built-in tax losses of the troubled institution can be fully utilized

by the acquiring institution. Here again, although the incidence of

these tax benefits is with the acquiring institution, the real benefit

inures to the FSLIC through contractual agreements requiring that tax

benefits enjoyed by the acquiring institution must be accounted for and

rebated back to the FSLIC.

By making each dollar of FSLIC assistance go farther, the extension of

these provisions will allow the FSLIC to resolve a greater number of
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cases, and to resolve them more quickly than it would if these provi-

sions were allowed to expire. Resolving cases more quickly, in turn,

means that the overall cost of resolution for those cases will be low-

er.

Why, however, should this be a concern of the tax writing committees?

In particular, why should the tax code be used in this fashion, instead

of simply increasing the amount of money available to the FSLIC to re-

solve cases?

There are several good reasons. First of all, some important back-

ground on the FSLIC's current financial situation.

Relationship of the FSLIC Tax Provisions to the FSLIC Recapitalization

During the next three years the FSLIC will be involved in a major ef-

fort to stem the most serious problems in the thrift industry. We are

not requesting an unlimited extension of the FSLIC tax provisions, but

are seeking an extension only for this three-year period. This three

year period is related, in part, to the FSLIC Recapitalization provi-

sions of the recently enacted Competitive Equity Banking Act of 1987

("CEBA" ).

The FSLIC Recapitalization provisions of CEBA were the end product of a

difficult, but worthwhile process of negotiation and Congressional de-

cision making that authorized the infusion of $10.825 billion of capi-

tal from the private sector to the FSLIC insurance fund -- at no cost

to the Federal government -- to enable the FSLIC to resolve a backload

of cases that otherwise could not have been resolved because of the

FSLIC's own liquidity problems.

Unlike most other government agencies, the FSLIC does not receive annu-

al appropriations from the Congress, but is funded by statutorily man-

dated insurance premiums. In 1985, in light of its growing financial

difficulties, the FSLIC used its statutory authority to increase those

premiums through a "special assessment" that has remained in effect

since then. Unfortunately, one of the difficult aspects of relying on
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this form of "user fee" to finance an essential governmental function

is the fact that those institutions with the greatest need are often

those with the least ability to pay. -

Because it is clear that resolving cases more quickly ends up saving

money in the long'run; economists and academicians might theorize that

more capital should somehow be made available to the FSLIC from some

other source. And it ia- possible that number of options may be con-

sidered down the road. "Tke FSLIC Recapitalization provisions enacted

last year authorized $10.8 billion of private sector borrowing by the.

FSLIC, to be financedby the FSLIC through insurance premiums paid by

insured institutions. Other approaches-may also be considered. But

because the FSLIC Recapitalization provisions were intended to be im-

plemented over a three year period, and because the FSLIC does not re-

ceive annual appropriations of any kind, we believe that 1991 is the

earliest date by which Congress will have reviewed in depth the FSLIC's

financial condition and agreed upon any further action.

As a result, the question for the next three years is not whether some

new source of funding for the FSLIC will be magically discovered, but

whether the funds, that are going to be expended in the next three years

will be spent in the most efficient and effective way possible.

Given these realities, we believe there are three reasons to extend the

FSLIC tax provisions, in order to make the available funds go as far as

is possible.

Why The FSLIC Tax Provisions Should Be Extended

1. Resolving Cases Earlier Is Cost Effective

First of all, we are not dealing with a series of static problems that

will remain largely the same until we get around to addressing them.

The fact is, if the FSLIC can resolve more cases and resolve them soon-

er, the overall cost of resolution will be reduced. In contrast, if

its problem cases remain unresolved because of financial constraints,
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the size and nature of the problems will grow -- in some cases exponen-

tially.

There are several reasons for this: they amount to reducing waste,

stopping fraud and abuse, and restoring depositor confidence.

First, let me address the issue of waste and inefficiency.

In many cases FSLIC assisted acquisitions result in economies of scale

and administrative cost savings. For example, in the Bank Board's

current plan for addressing problem institutions in Texas, the Southwest

Plan, it is estimated that over $600 million of annual cost savings

could result from the closing or consolidation of duplicative branches,

operations, and administrative s ructures. To the extent this type of

consolidation were to be deferred because of financial constraints, the

FSLIC would have to absorb the wasteful expense of allowing its problem

institutions to maintain unnecessary branches and bear unnecessary ad-

ministrative costs. Those costs are ultimately the FSLIC's because

they will become part of the negative net worth that the FSLIC will

have to restore when it eventually obtains the money to -resolve the

cases.

Second, let me address the issue of fraud, abuse, and mismanagement.

Once an institution is removed from the FSLIC caseload and safely ac-

quired by a healthy and well-managed institution, that is one less in-

stitution that the FSLIC and the Bank System supervisors must keep a

tight vigil over. Our finite supervisory capacities., which are partic-

ularly strained by the severe economic conditions in the Southwest, are

designed to be just that -- supervisory. It is difficult to manage the

day to day operations of hundreds of institutions, some of which have

been wracked by mismanagement or worse. And yet, if the FSLIC does not

have the funds to close an institution, or does not even have the funds

to arrange for an assisted acquisition, it has no choice but to main-

tain a costly supervisory vigil of admittedly limited effectiveness un-

til 1t obtains the funds to take action that would result in a change

in management.
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There is a particularly perverse form of this supervisory problem that

should be mentioned. When an institution is in trouble -- but cannot

immediately be liquidated or merged because of the FSLIC's financial

constraints -- there is little downside risk and much upside potential

gain for management to take unreasonable investment risks, since any

profits may save the management from the effects cf a liquidation, but

virtually all losses will be borne by the FSLIC. Thus, we need tighter

supervision of such institutions. The sooner we c.n close or merge

such institutions and replace existing management, the sooner we can

shift our scarce supervisory resources to other needed areas. We also

have a greater chance of stopping what may become a financial hemor-

rhage in the increasingly rare (but not impossible) event of a

shortfall in supervision.

Third, let me address the issue of depositor confidence. The existence

of so many troubled institutions on the FSLIC caseload, particularly in

the Southwest, has led to something called the Texas Premium. In cer-

tain areas of the Southwest interest rates paid on savings deposits are

higher -- even for healthy institutions -- than the rates in other

parts of the country. This higher cost of funds means that borderline

institutions may become sick, and sick institutions may become sicker.

As the FSLIC resolves more cases the Texas Premium will be reduced and

ultimately eliminated. But if the pace of the FSLIC's case resolution

is slowed, then the higher cost of funds remains a quiet, constant

drain on the system, with higher ultimate costs to the FSLIC as well as

the economy of the Southwest.

2. The Law Without The Tax Provisions Is Unclear

THe second reason to extend the FSLIC tax provisions is that there is

considerable uncertainty as to the tax rules that would apply to

FSLIC-supervised acquisitions in the absence of these statutory tax

rules. Allowing the tax provisions to expire would not only "change

the rules" in the middle of a very important stage of the FSLIC's case

resolution, it would leave the tax rules quite muddled.
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The uncertainty relates to the unique status of a deposit insurer in a

reorganization of a financially troubled, insured institution. Without

going into great detail, let me simply say that there are good argu-

ments that many oL the tax benefits accorded by the expiring statutory

provisions may I.heoretically be available even without those provi-

sions, under other statutory provisions and applicable case law. Thus

the FSLIC tax provisions as they were enacted in 1981 may have simply

clarified and codified prior law.

Unfortunately, the FSLIC may not have very much time to wait for IRS

regulations or rulings, and potential acquirers are not willing to take

the risks of possible litigation with the IRS. Unfortunately, given

the costs of delay, mere uncertainty as to the availability of a favor-

able tax result can be almost as bad as the certainty of an unfavorable

tax result.

3. Revenue Losses Will Be Offset By Reduced Outlays

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we are well aware of the difficult budgetary

constraints that the Finance Committee and the entire Congress is oper-

ating under. We are particularly mindful of the the deficit limita-

tions imposed by the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings provisions. In this regard,

Mr. Chairman, we would be happy to work with the Finance Committee and

the relevant tax and budget estimating agencies to substantiate our

belief that an extension of the FSLIC tax provisions will not only be

cost effective in the long run, but will have no adverse affect on the

overall Federal budget deficit, principally because of direct outlay

savings that will offset any revenue losses.

I would respectfully ask the Subcommittee's permission to submit for

the record a technical submission detailing the specific tax provisions

involved in our recommendation, together with comments on a number of

appropriate technical corrections and refinements.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We would be happy to respond to any questions

the Subcommittee may have.
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Technical Appendix To The Testimony Submitted By
The Federal Rome Loan Bank Board
On Expiring FSLIC Tax Provisions

Submitted For Inclusion In The
March 28, 1988 Hearing Record of the

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management of the
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance

Introduction

The following technical comments are submitted as a

supplement to written and oral testimony on behalf of the Federal

Home Loan Bank Board ("the Bank Board") given on March 28, 1988

by Bank Board Chairman M. Danny Wall, and Bank Board Member Law-

rence J. White. That testimony requested that the Congress ex-

tend for three years -- until December 31, 1991 -- the currently

scheduled expiration date for certain statutory tax provisions

affecting FSLIC-supervised acquisitions of financially troubled

thrift institutions. These comments are submitted in order to

clarify the technical aspects of that request.

Background

In 1981, the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 enacted

a number of provisions to clarify the tax treatment of FSLIC-

supervised acquisitions of financially troubled thrift institu-

tions. Those provisions included:

Internal Revenue Code ("Code") Section 597 (providing that
financial assistance provided by the FSLIC to a building and
loan association would not be included in income and would
not require any basis adjustment of the recipient's assets);
Amendments to Code Section 368 (providing that. the "continu-
ity of interest" required for tax-free reorganizations of
certain troubled thrift institutions would be deemed satis-
fied if substantially all of the assets and liabilities of
the transferor are transferred to the transferee, without
regard to whether any stock or securities in the transferee
are received or distributed in the transaction);

Amendments to Code Section 382 (providing, in effect, that
the net operating losses of the transferor would be-carried
over to the transferee without limitation under then appli-
cable Code Section 382 if transferred deposits constituted
20%.or more of the combined deposits and stock of the sur-
viving institution, and that such net- operating losses would
be subject to proportional limitation to the extent the trans-
ferred deposits failed to meet the 20% requirement).
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The Tax Reform Act of 1986 ("the 1986 Act") enacted a

"sunset" date of December 31, 1988 for these favorable rules.

Effect and Operation Of Statutory Provisions

When the FSLIC arranges a qualifying supervisory acqui-

sition of a troubled thrift institution by a healthy institution,

the tax attributes of the acquired institution (including net

operating loss carryovers and built-in losses reflected in the

basis of acquired assets) are carried over to the surviving enti-

ty. Assuming that the 20% continuity of interest test of Code

Section 382 (as applicable to supervisory mergers) is also met,

the net operating loss carryforwards and built-in losses are avail-

able for use by the surviving institution without limitation.

In addition, Code Section 597 has the effect of ensur-

ing that payments of FSLIC financial assistance in connection

with the transaction will not be included in the income of the

su-viving institution, either immediately or on a deferred basis

through an adjustment to the basis of that institution's assets.

FSLIC financial assistance typically consists of (1) cash or notes

sufficient to restore regulatory net worth from a negative amount

to zero, (2) interest on any such notes, (3) guarantees and pay-

ments on guarantees, for a specified period of time, against the

risk that certain transferred assets ("covered assets") may yield

less than a specified market yield ("yield maintenance") or may

be satisfied or sold at a price less than their book value

("capital loss coverage").

The fact that the transferor's basis carries over to

the surviving institution allows that institution to recognize a

tax loss if the asset is sold or satisfied at less than its ba-

sis. -This, coupled with the tax-free treatment of FSLIC assis-

tance payments, enables the FSLIC to reimburse losses on covered
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assets at a lower overall cost. Similarly, the yield maintenance

and -interest on FSLIC notes may be paid at a lower "after-tax"

rate, thereby reducing the overall cost of assistance.

Proposed Technical Corrections

The proposed Technicol Corrections Act of 1988, as in-

troduced in the Senate and House of Representatives, contains a

number of helpful technical corrections to the FSLIC tax provi-

sions. These include several clarifications of the operation of

the 20% continuity of interest test for carryover of net operat-

ing losses and built-in losses. See Section 106(d)(8),*Technical

Corrections Act of 1988. The Bank Board supports these helpful

and appropriate corrections.

There are two additional technical corrections or modi-

fications which we believe should also be included, either in the

proposed Technical Corrections Act, or in any measure extending

the expiration date of the FSLIC tax provisions. '

1. Definition Of Qualifying Thrift Institutions

The first technical modification relates to the defini-

tion of savings institutions covered by the FSLIC tax provisions.

Under current law, in order for a troubled institution to qualify

for favorable tax treatment in a supervisory acquisition, it must

be an institution to which Code Section 593 applies. Code Section

593, in turn, applies to "domestic building and loan associations"

as defined in Code Section 7701(a)(19), and certain mutual savings

banks or mutual cooperative banks without capital stock. As a

practical matter, most FSLIC-insured institutions currently on

the FSLIC caseload would be required to qualify as domestic

building and loan associations.
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There is a three-part definition of such associations,

two aspects of which are unproblematic, but one part of which is

both problematic and, we believe, inappropriate to the purposes

of the FSLIC tax provisions.

A domestic building and loan association must meet a

"supervisory" test (requiring it either to be FSLIC-insured or

subject to supervision and examination by an equivalent state or

Federal regulatory authority), and a "business" test (requiring

that the association's business consist principally of acquiring

the savings of the public and investing in loans).

In addition, however, the association must meet an "as-

set test" that requires 60% of its assets to be loans secured by

residential real property or certain other qualifying loans.

Unfortunately, a large number of the troubled thrift institutions

on the FSLIC caseload may not be able to meet this test. A narrow

statutory modification would be the simplest and most efficient

approach to solving this problem. The modification we would

recommend is fully consistent with the policies underlying the

FSLIC tax provisions.

The 60% asset test, of course, is the same test used in

determining a thrift institution's qualification for special bad

debt deductions designed to promote residential real estate lend-

ing. While the asset test is entirely appropriate to that spe-

cialized purpose, it is wholly inappropriate to the determination

of whether the FSLIC should be able to arrange for the acquisi-

tion of that institution under the FSLIC tax provisions.

The FSLIC tax provisions have no direct relationship to

encouraging real estate lending. Rather, they are intended to

reduce the financial burden on the FSLIC in fulfilling its statu-

tory function of protecting depositors in financially troubled
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institutions. In short, it is the liability side of the balance

sheet, not the asset side, that is the proper concern of the

FSLIC tax provisions.

Ironically, the very same supervisory and management

problems that have allowed many institutions to get into finan-

cial difficulty are responsible for many of those institutions

failing to meet the 60% asset test. Since the management and

shareholders of that institution are to be removed in th, super-

vised merger, and sinceI the FSLIC must protect the institution's

depositors in any event, it would serve no useful purpose to

penalize the FSLIC for the old institution's failure to satisfy

the 60% assets test. However, that is precisely the effect of

requiring the 60% asset test to be met as a condition for the

transaction qualifying for the FSLIC tax provisions.

Accordingly, we would recommend that the Code should be

amended to provide that a troubled thrift's failure to satisfy

the 60% asset test of Code Section 7701(a)(19)(C) will not dis-

qualify the institution for the supervisory merger provisions and

tax-free FSLIC assistance provisions, as long-as the institution

is a FSLIC-insured institution, as defined in Code Section

7701(a)(19)(A)(i). Because of the relevance of this point to

transactions currently being planned and negotiated by the FSLIC,

we believe that the effective date for this change should be as

early as possible. One possible approach would be to use the

same effective date as is used for the provisions affecting the

FSLIC tax provisions already contained in the proposed Technical

Corrections Act, i.e., applying generally after January 1, 1987.

Of course, in the event the Congress decides to extend

the benefits of the FSLIC tax provisions to transactions involv-

ing the FDIC, this point becomes even more salient. That is, the

only relevant qualification for the transferor institution should

be that it is either a FSLIC-insured or FDIC--insured institution.
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2. Restoration Of Pre-1986 Phase-Out Rule For NOLs

The second technical correction relates to the limita-

tion of loss carryovers where the 20% continuity of interest re-

quirement (as applied to supervisory thrift mergers) is not sat-

isfied. Under the rules in effect from 1981 until 1986, a fail-

ure to satisfy the test resulted in a phase down of permissible

carryovers at the rate of 5% for each 1% reduction in continuity

of interest below 20%.

Although the Tax Reform Act of 1986 was intended to

preserve the pre-existing rules (until December 31, 1988) for

FSLIC-supervised mergers, the Act as drafted actually replaced

the phase-out rule of prior law with a "cliff" rule under which

loss carryovers are completely disallowed if the 20% test is not

fully satisfied. The Senate version of the Technical Corrections

Bill of 1987 would have corrected this, and restored the

phase-out rule. See S. 1350. Section 6721((a)(2).

We recommend that the phase-out rule be restored, along

with any extension of the FSLIC tax provisions.

Based on Bank Board and FSLIC data, we understand that

there is likely to be a revenue effect to this modification. 
At

the same time, -we believe that with this provision, as with 
all

of the FSLIC tax provisions, the overall budgetary effect is

likely to be either neutral, or a reduction in the budget defi-

cit, because of outlay savings that will equal or exceed any 
rev-

enue losses. Accordingly, to the extent that outlay savings per-

mit, we believe this correction should be made along with 
the

extension of the FSLIC tax provisions. In the event revenue and

outlay considerations do not permit that, the FSLIC tax 
provisions

should be extended without restoration of the phase-out 
rule.

Although it would be helpful in some cases for 
the ef-

fective date of this change to be the same as the other 
technical

corrections, it would be acceptable to have a prospective 
effec-

tive date if revenue and outlay considerations warranted 
that

approach.



COMMUNICATIONS

Testimony of
Mr. Terry Westhafer

President
American Retreaders' Association

In Support Of
S. 684

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I appreciate

this opportunity to submit testimony in support of S. 684.

The proposed legislation that you are considering would make

permanent the targeted jobs tax credit.

My name is Terry Westhafer and I serve as President

of the American Retreaders' Association (ARA). I also

operate Central Tire Corporation in Verona, VA. ARA is a

national nonprofit trade association representing approximately

1700 small business owners nationwide who are engaged in the

retreading of tires, the repairing of tires, and the sale of

related products and services.

As you know, the targeted jobs tax credit (Code section 51)

was first enacted in the Revenue Act of 1978 (PL 95-600) to

replace the expiring credit for increased employment (the "new

jobs credit"). As originally enacted, the targeted jobs credit

was available for wages paid before 1982. The availability of

the credit was successively extended by the Economic Recovery

Act of 1981 (PL 97-34), the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility

Tax Act of 1981 (PL98-248), and the Deficit Reduction Act of

1984 (PL98-369). Following a lapse in early 1986, the credit

was again extended to December 31, 1988.

Targeted jobs tax credits are available on an elective

basis for hiring individuals from one or more of the nine

targeted groups. Those groups include: (1) vocational

rehabilitation referrals; (2) economically disadvantaged

youths; (3) economically disadvantaged Vietnam-era veterans;

A
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(4) supplemental security income (SSI) recipients; (5) general

assistance recipients; (6) economically disadvantaged

cooperative education students; (7) economically disadvantaged

former convicts; (8) Aid to Families with Dependent Children

(AFDC) recipients and Work Incentive Program (WIN) registrants;

and (9) economically disadvantaged summer youth employees.

The bill before you makes permanent the credit. A companion

House bill (H.R. 3719) would extend the program for 3 years

and would extend the credit to economically disadvantaged

elderly.

The current program provides a tax credit of 40 percent

of the first $6,000 in wages paid to targeted employees.

For economically disadvantaged youths between the ages of 16

and 18, a credit of 85 percent of the first $3,000 in wages

is available during the summer months.

In 1985, 625'000 people on Federal or state assistance

programs or from economically distressed families worked under

this program at an average cost of 1/10 of what it costs to

employ a Comprehensive Employment Training (CETA) worker.

While the Job Training Partnership Act (JPTA) provides needed

training for the jobless, the targeted jobs tax credit is

critically important in securing employment.

This type legislation has positive social value and is

especially beneficial to small businesses in the service

sector. Many first-time positions are in the service sector,

in establishments such as a retread shop or a tire dealership.

The service sector has proved to be a traditional doorway

to the job market for the young, the minority, and unskilled

job seeker. Indeed the credit has been used widely by ARA

members.

Continuation of the targeted jobs tax credit is a

positive incentive to small business owners in the service

sector. Because it is due to expire this year, ARA supports

S. 684 and urges a timely and positive consideration by this

Subcommittee.



Philip G. Bartko
P.O. Box 4005
lone, Ca. 95640

Laura Wilcox
205 Dirkson Office Building
Washington, DO 20501

April 4, 1988

,ear Laura,

The tax structure of our country has become totally unjustified.
The statements of Senator David Pryor,(D. Arkansas), concerning
penalty reform, must be acted upon immediately. Senator Pryor
said it appeared that some tax penalties have become so large that
an increasing number of taxpayers feel forced to compromise with
the Internal Revenue Service over tax disputes, even though the
taxpayers feel they owe no additional taxes. Taxpayers fear that
the Internal Revenue Service can bankrupt them with penalties if
they don't compromise.

The power of the Internal Revenue Service seems to have no
limits. They can demand payment of taxes and penalties, regardless
of proof of taxpayers responsibility or ability to pay.

Hearings can be denied due to not contacting the appropriate
authority at the appropriate time.

Copies of tax documents important to taxpayers case may be

requested from Ogden, Utah, and Fresno, California, but the request
will probably be misplaced, forgotten about or sent too late to
be considered in a case. The taxpayer is assumed negligent and
the penalties rise.

The Internal Revenue Service can levy bank accounts, savings
accounts and Individual retirement accounts. They can garnish
wages and lien assets to further the fear and financial ruin of
the taxpayer.

It may take months to negotiate with agents, who are constantly

being replaced by others who know nothing of past progress, while
the penalties rise. This also is considered the taxpayers burden.
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A taxpayer must make payment, then he may file a suit with

the United States District Court having jurisdiction, or the
United States Claims Court, for the recovery of any tax or penalty.
The financial position of the taxpayer at this point can not meet

the added burden of legal aid to risk gambling on a dubious outcome.
Is this really the American way?

The absolute height of injustice is placing a penalty on
underpayment of estimated income taxes. To place a penalty on
taxes not yet due from income one is not sure he will earn is

surely unconstitutional.
As a loyal American citizen who fought in a war for this

country, one who has been honest and law abiding, I resent these
dictatorial tactics beingia new source of revenue.

You, as a representative of the people, will take this problem
seriously I hope and strive to remedy the situation before the

Internal Revenue Service claims many more victims.

Sincerely,

Philip G. Bartko
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Written Testimony
to the United States Senate Finance Coimittee
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

Submitted by
Dale Colby, President

California Association of REALTORS
April 8, 1988

As president of the California Association of REALTORS (C.A.R.)--the
statewide trade organization representing the interests of over
115,000 real estate licensees in California--I am grateful to have the
opportunity to present our perspectives on the Mortgage Revenue Bond
(MRB) and Mortgage Credit Certificate (HCC) programs which are
currently set to expire at the end of 1988. This testimony will focus
on the programs' impact on the California housing market and is ,
submitted in conjunction with, and in support of, that presented by the
National Association of REALTORS. The business activities of C.A.R.'s
membership involve the brokerage of real property as well as providing
assistance to homebuyers in securing mortgage financing for their
purchases. It is this business focus of our membership, and the
important role the MRB/MCC programs have played In meeting the needs of
California's low- and moderate-income homebuyers, that motivates
C.A.R.'s interest in the issues presently.before this Subcommittee.

I. Introduction

The focus of this testimony is to illustrate the importance of the MRB
and MCC programs to California's low and moderate income households and
to present evidence of the critical need for affordable housing and the
effectiveness of these programs in providing realistic housing
alternatives for both home owners and renters. As you are probably
aware, our state has a particularly difficult affordability situation.
First-time buyers face substantial barriers, not only in finding a home
which they can afford but also in saving enough to make the often
-substantial downpayment required to qualify for conventional financing.
Low income families face a shrinking supply of affordable rental units
which will only accelerate in the years ahead. The MRB and MCC
programs have provided desperately needed affordable alternatives that
musn't be allowed to expire.

Since the initial authorization of tax-exempt mortgage revenue bonds
in 1982, the availability of below-market rate funds made possible
through these bonds has made homeownership possible for many first-time
home buyers who would otherwise have been unable to purchase a house.
In addition to increasing the opportunities for homeowneship, the MRB
program has also provided favorable financing for the construction of
rental housing units, at least 20 percent of which are targeted for
low and very low income families. The program was further expanded in
1984 with the authorization of 'Mortgage Credit Certificates' (MCCs)
which enabled state and local government housing agencies to provide a
federal income tax credit to first-time homebuyers through an exchange
of mortgage revenue bonding authority. MCCs allow home buyers a direct
credit against their federal income tax liability, reducing their tax
bill in an amount equal to a specified percentage of the interest paid
on their mortgage.

II. How the Programs Work

The MRB and MCC programs were created to assist in meeting the need for
decent, affordable housing for low- and moderate- income households.
Through the sale of tax-exempt bonds, funds are loaned, through
participating private lenders, to qualified persons and families for
homeownership. For rental housing developments, funds are loaned
directly to qualified borrowers or indirectly through private lending
institutions. And, since interest on the bonds is exempt from federal
and state taxation, the funds are available at 1wer interest rates
which are passed on to the home buyers and to owners and tenants of
rental housing. The following sections show how each of'the programs
work and give examples of how housing is made more affordable to those
who need it.
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A. How MRBs HelD First-Time Home Buyers

Simply put, mortgage revenue bonds work because they enable the issuing
authority to supply funds to homebuyers at a discount. The tax-exempt
status of most of the mortgage revenue bonds issued means that
investors are willing to purchase the bonds at yields below those of
taxable securities. As a result, the administering agency, typically a
state or local housing agency, is able to make mortgage money available
to qualified home buyers at financing rates that have averaged from I
to 2 percentage points below- market rates. As shown in the following
example, the increase in affordability which results from the
availability of tax-exempt bond financing is significant.

Exhibit 1

Conventional CHFA

Interest Rates 10.0% 7.5% 8.4% 9.15% 9.25%
Monthly Payment $877 $699 $762 $815 $822
Min. Qualifying

Income $37,610 $30,000 $32,650 $35,000 $35,260
% of Households

who could qualify 40% 51% 47% 44% 43%

Last year the average market interest rate for conventional mortgage
loans was 10.0 percent. In 1987, the California Housing,Finance Agency
was able to make MRB proceeds available, to lenders and developers at
interest rates of 7.5 percent, 8.4 percent, 9.15 percent and 9.25
percent. Exhibit 1 ill ustrates the difference in monthly mortgage
payments and the minimum income needed to qualify for a $100,00Q
mortgage loan using a conventional loan rate of 10.0 percent compared
to the significantly lower CHFA rates. The savings in monthly
mortgage payments would range from approximately $180 a month ($2,160 a
year) at the lowest CHFA rate of 7.5 percent to $55 a month ($660 a
year) at CHFA's 9.25 percent rate. Additionally, the homebuyer would
qualify for a CHFA loan with a substantially lower level of annual
income, ranging from approximately $7,600 to $2,400 less than the
income required by conventional lenders at a 10.0 percent rate. These
examples illustrate how the lower financing rates for mortgage money
made available through mortgage revenue bonds helps mitigate the impact
of higher conventional rates.

B. How MCCs Helo First-Time Home Buyers

Mortgage Credit Certificates (MCCs) are an important tool in increasing
the 'effective home buying power' of first-time buyers. Legislation
passed in 1984 gave housing finance agencies the option of exchanging
some or all of their MRB issuance authority for MCCs at a maximum
exchange ratio of 5 to 1. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 changed the
exchange ratio to 4 to 1. In other words, if a housing finance agency
has $20 million in MRB authority, it could exchange it for a maximum of
$5 million in MCCs. This certificate entitles first-time home buyers
to a tax credit equal to a percentage of the interest they pay on their
mortgage. The tax credit effectively increases the buyer's after-tax
income, enabling them to qualify for a home purchase that otherwise
would have been out of reach.

The amount of assistance that an MCC generates depends on its 'credit
rate' which can vary between lOand 50 percent. In California most
existing programs issue MCCs worth 20 percent of the annual interest
paid on a mortgage. The following example illustrates how the credit
works. Consider the case of a home a buyer who secures a loan for
$100,000 at 10.0 percent for 30 years and also has an MCC with a credit
rate of 20 percent. In the first year the buyer pays roughly $9,975 in
mortgage interest but because of the 20 percent MCC, receives a federal
income tax credit of $1,995. This reduction in the homebuyer's federal
income tax bill enables an increased allocation of Income toward
housing expenses. Exhibit 2 shows that the monthly credit amount of
approximately $167 ($1,995/12) which results from a 20 percent MCC rate
Is equivalent to saving over 200 basis points In interest costs.
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Exhibit 2
with "cc Without -MCC

Mortgage Loan Amount $ 100,000 - $ 100,000
Mortgage Interest Rate 10.0% 10.0%
Monthly Mortgage Payment $ 877 $ 877
MCC Rate None * 20%
Monthly Credit Amount None $ 167
'Effective' Monthly Payment $ 877 $ 710
'Effective" Interest Rate 10.0% 7.65%

C. How the Multi-Family Bond Proaram Works

Tax-exempt industrial development bonds (IOBs) are issued by state and
local governments to help finance development projects including multi-
family residential rental projects. In order to qualify for tax
exemption on interest paid, bond financed projects must meet one of the
two following requirements: 1) At least 40 percent of the rental
housing units must be occupied by tenants having incomes of 60 percent
or less of area median income; or 2) At least 20 percent of rental
housing units must be occupied by tenants having incomes of 50 percent
or less of area median income.

Once a tenant initially qualifies as 'low-income' they continue to meet
this requirement as long as their family income-does not increase above
140 percent of the initial income cap. These qualification
requirements continue to exist until the latest of 1) the date which is
15 years after 50 percent of the units are occupied, 2) the first day
on which no bonds are outstanding with respect to the project, or 3)
the date on which any Section 8 assistance provided to the project
ends.

The ability to exempt interest paid on bond financed apartment projects
was a major stimulus to multi-family housing construction in California
in the first half of this decade. But the Tax Reform Act of 1986
brought single-family MRBs and multi-family lOBs,'along with other
private activity bonds, under a single dollar volume limit. At the
same time, the Tax Act redefined the limit in such a way'as to
significantly reduce the volume of tax-exempt housing bonds which can
be issued in states such as California which had historically high
levels of housing bond usage. The impact of this has been to reduce
tax-exempt bond financing as shown in Exhibit 6.

III. Why MCCs and NRBs Are Needed

The MRB and MCC programs have served thousands of homebuyers who
otherwise might have been excluded from the ownership market. They have
also encouraged the production and preservation of rental housing
offering substantial direct and indirect benefits to low-income
renters. The importance of these programs have been highlighted by the
worsening housing affordability problem, as described below and the
fact that those hurt the worst by this trend are first-time homebuyers
and low-income renters.

A. Housing Affordability

Housing affordability is a critical national issue. In states such as
California, where housing prices are considerably higher than for the
rest of the U.S., the housing affordability problem is particularly
acute. Last year only one-third of California's households could
afford to purchase the median prfcif. home of just over $139,000 based
on C.A.R.'s housing affordability irolex. And In fact, in most of
California's major cities housing affordability levels are much worse.
For example, C.A.R. has estimated that only 18 percent of the
households in the San Francisco Bay area could afford the median priced
home there last year of over $171,000. In L.A., only 30 percept of the
households could qualify for financing on the $139,500 median priced
home and 31 percent in San Diego could purchase their median price of
$129,000. Comparable statistics for the U.S. as a whole show that just
under half the nation's households could afford the 1987 median priced
home of $84,900.
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Exhibit 3

OUIN AFFORDABILITY INDEX US vs. CA
1979 - 9e7
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As shown in Exhibit 3, housing affordability has improved sincebottoming out in 1981-82. This is due largely to the lower level ofmortgage interest rates since that period. But, as we willdemonstrate, many of the underlying factors affecting housingaffordability have worsened substantially, making affordability muchmore vulnerable to the fluctuations in financing costs.

Rapidly rising home prices, as shown in Exhibit 4, have been a majorcontributor to the housing affordability squeeze. In California, themedian priced existing single-family home in 1970 was $23,900. By1987, the median priced home had risen to $139,420--a Jump of 474percent. In comparison, over the same period, median home prices forthe U.S. as a whole increased 270 percent from $23,000 in 1970 to
$85,000 in 1987.

Housing prices in the state have risen rapidly due to a combination ofa high level of demographically-induced demand-and tiglt supplies, asbuilding activity has been constrained by high land costs, developmentfees, rent controls and anti-growth measyres. Many of the largemetropolitan areas of the state face stronger upward pressure on homeprices than the state as a whole. For example, while the increase inthe median price of existing single-family homes sold in Californialast year was 6 percent, areas such as Orange County experienced a much
higher 13 percent increase in home prices over the year before.Likewise, San Diego had a 9 percent rise in its median home price andL.A. recorded over 8 percent.

Exhibit 4

mEDIAN SALES PRICE FOR AN EXISTING SIN6LE-FAMILY
DETAE HOMf CA vs. U.S.

1970 - 1987

And while; home prices have skyrocketed, incomes over the period haveIncreased at a much slower pace. According to the California State
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Census Data Center, "Current Population Survey Report', household
income in California experienced a 212 percent increase In household
income from $9,300 in 1970 to $29,000 in 1987. This percentage
increase is only half the pace of home price increases. As a result,
the ratio of the median household income to the median home price
(another measure of housing affordability), has dropped from 39 percent
in 1970 to 21 percent in 1987.

Under these circumstances, it is little wonder that low and moderate
income potential first-time home buyers have a hard time affording a
home and nowhere is this better reflected than in the decline in the
homeownership rate. From 1970 to 1980, California experienced an
increase in homeownership from 54.9 percent to 58.8 percent. Since
1980, however, the percent of California households who own their home
has been declining. In 1987 the state's homeownership rate was 53.4
percent--below the 1970 rate of 54.9 percent. And the experience of
certain segements of the population, such as younger first-time buyers
is decidedly worse. While a similar downward trend can be observed for
the U.S. as a whole, the nationwide homeownership rate is much higher
at 63.8 percent, again reflecting the higher level of housing
affordability than in California.

B. The Role of Financina

Financing plays a crucial role in the purchase of a home as the
majority of home buyers rely on financing a major portion of the
costs. Mortgage interest rates are the most volatile factor in the
home financing picture. The most recent peak in interest rates in
1982, when rates soared as high as 17 percent, sent housing
affordability plummeting. In California, for example, only 13 percent
of the state's households could afford the median priced home in 1982.
Resale transactions which had peaked at 605,000 homes in 1978 in
California totaled only 232,000 the same year. Housing affordability
has improved somewhat since then due to a combination of lower interest
rates and improvements in income coming out of the 1980 to 1982
recession.

The higher mortgage interest rates are the heavier housing expenses
(monthly payment, taxes and insurance) the demand on the family budget.
This burden, while much improved from its level in the first part of
this decade, remains well above the level experienced in the early
1970s. Exhibit 5 illustrates that in 1970 the housing expenses to
income ratio in California was only 21 percent compared to 39 percent
last year. During the high interest period in 1982, the ratio exceeded
61 percent.

Exhibit 5

UINSI OPOM TO DOW PAM CALIFMMIA
1970 - 1997
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There is a direct relationship between a rise in interest rates and
the number of households able to qualify for a home. C.A.R. has
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estimated that when the mortgage interkst rate rises from 9 percent to
11 percent there is a 7 percentage point drop in the proportion of
California households which can afford to purchase the median priced
home in the state, falling from 35 percent to only 28 percent.
(Assuming a 20 percent downpayment and no change in the median price of
the home.) If these percentages are applied to the number of
households in the state, 9.7 million, then the number which could
afford to buy the median priced home would drop from.3.4 million to 2.7
million. In other words, 700;000 fewer households can afford to
purchase when interest rates jump the 200 basis points from 9 and 11
percent.

C. First-Time Homebuvers

In addition to the problems rapidly risfng home prices combined with a
slower rate of Int.ome growth. hae.created'for1'ouseholds trying to'
afford the monthly mortgage payment, 'there is also need to accumulate a
sufficient down payment. Households who already own a home and sell it
to buy another are able to take advantage, in most cases, of the 4 %
capital gains they realize on the sale of their current home to help
with their next home purchase. In this way, repeat buyers can ease the
increasing wealth constraints involved in buying a home.

First-time home buyers, however, do not have this advantage and
therefore face a substantial barrier to homeownership in the form of
the often largedownpayment they must accumulate in order to qu-alify
for conventional home financing. In fact, prospective first-time home
buyers tend to face both wealth and income restraints. They are often
younger households who have. yet to accumulate substantial savings for a
downpayment and are at the lower end of their income earning curve.

Data collected by C.A.R. and published in our Annual Housing Finance
Survey report, provides evidence of some of the following difficulties
faced by first-time home buyers.

First-time home buyers purchase significantly less expensive
housing than repeat buyers. In California the median purchase
price for first-time buyers was $120,500 in 1987 compared to
$159,000 for repeat buyers.

First--time buyers have lower annual incomes. In California,
first-time buyers had a median annual income of $42,000 last
year compared to $50,000 for repeat buyers. They are also
younger with a median age of 30 years compared to 38 years for
repeat buyers.

First-time buyers make significantly smaller dow'payments and
have higher loan-to-value ratios. The median loan-to-value
ratio for California first-time buyers was 90 percent compared
to only 80 percent for repeat buyers. Almost a third of
California's first-time home buyers utilized the FHA/VA loan
programs and over 16 percent borrowed money from relatives to
help with the downpayment.

0. Renters

Affordability is also a major problem in the rental market. Although
rent inflation generally has not been as dramatic as that of single-
family home prices, rents have risen throughout the 1970s and 1980s
faster than incomes. From 1970 to 1985 median rents have increased 237
percent compared to a 172 percent gain in median household income in
the corresponding period. And despite an increase in rental vacancies
in some areas, contract rents have moved up steadily since 1981.

Statistics from the 1980 Census showed that almost 53 percent of
renter households (over 1.9 million renters) in California spent 25
ercent or more of their income on rent. Only 29.4 percent of owner
ouseholds faced the same housing payment burden. Moreover, the
situation was worse for lower income renters. For example, over 80
percent of renter households with incomes less than $10,000 in 1980
paid 25 percent or more of income for housing coopared to 55 percent of
owners in the same category.

(1
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The ability to use tax-exempt bond financing to help make rental
housing projects 'pencil out' will become even more critical over the
next several years. First, many of the tax incentives to invest in
rental housing were eliminated by the tax code changes contained in the
Tax Reform Act of 1986 which went into effect on January 1, 1987.
Owners of residential rental properties are being hit hard by the
elimination of the capital gains exclusion, repeal of accelerated
depreciation methods, a longer depreciation period, and the
classification of all rental real estate activity as passive along
with the limitation on the amount of passive losses which can be
deducted. In California, these tax changes have already adversely
affected construction activity. Multi-family housing construction
last year dropped over 30 percent from 168,000 units in 1986 down to
117,000 units in 1987. Over the longer run C.A.R. has estimated that
these tax changes will cause rents to rise by as much as 12 percent in
order to maintain pre-tax reform rates of return on rental housing
construction projects.

The drastic reduction in low-income housing units over the next 20
years as government subsidy contracts expire is another reason why the
preservation of tax-exempt rental housing bond financing is becoming
increasingly critical. During the 1960's and 1970's, rental housing
owners signed up for government subsidies in return for providing
housing units to low-income renters. A large number of these contracts
are set to expire or are eligible for prepayment at whiih time the
owner can chosse to end the subsidy, thus converting the low-income
units to much higher market rate rents. California is extimated to
have 1,400 projects totalling about 100,000 assisted units becoming
eligible to convert to the private sector over the next 20 years. A
high percentage of projects eligible to prepay or opt-out of contracts
are expected to do so in California because the state's lucrative
rental market will make many conversions highly profitable. These
units will be lost from the low-income housing stock.

IV. How the Programs Have Performed

A. Dollar Volume of MRBs and MCCs in California

As shown in Exhibit 6, the dollar volume of HRBs issued in California
increased from $2.76 billion in 1982 to $7.76 billion in 1985. In
fact, the 1985 activity was inflated by the record volume of tax-exempt
bonds which were sold by local agencies in late 1985 in anticipation
of the enactment of the new tax law in 1986.

EXHIBIT 6
Historical HRB Volumes in California

(in millions of dollars)

STATE-ISSUED LOCAL-ISSUED STATE/LOCAL

Calendar Single Multi- Total Single Multi- Total Combined
Year Family Family Family Family Total

1982 $ 345 $ 277 $ 622 $1,690 $ 448 $2,138 $2,760
1983 359 86 445 1,128 831 1,959 2,404
1984 421 90 511 1,870 1,036 2,906 3,417
1985 499 158 657 1,504 5,597 7,101 7,758
1986 739 739 252 306 558 1,297
1987 178 12 190 374 361 735 925

Source: California Debt Advisory Commission

From 1982 until 1985 the volume of MRBs was limited by law to 9 percent
of the average annual principal amount of mortgage originated during
the preceding three year period of $200 million, whichever was greater.
The federal Tax Reform Act of 1986 imposed major changes on the
issuance of all housing bonds. One such change-Was to bring the
majority of multi- and single-family housing bonds under a 'unified
volume cap.' As a result, housing projects must now compete for a
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portion of the state allocation with a number of other types of 'non-
governmental' bonds. The 1987 ceiling for the issuance of private
activity bonds in California was $1.977 billion -- $75 per capita as
set by the new federal law.

In 1987 California exhausted its $1.98 billion ceiling for private
activity bonds. Of this amount state and local housing programs were
allotted $908.6 million, or 46 percent of the state ceiling. Single-
family MRBs accounted for $337 million, (17 percent of the ceiling)
and $71.8 million (4 percent) was used for local multi-family housing
issues. (These figures differ slightly from those cited in Exhibit 6
because Exhibit 6 includes bonds which were transitioned under the old
tax law and one government purpose bond which does not require an
allocation).

B. Use of Single-Family MRB Financing in California

California's Debt Advisory Commission (CDAC) is required by law to
compile and summarize information on the use of locally-issued housing
bond proceeds. CDAC's latest report, (Annual Summary 1987 -- The Use
of Housing Revenue Bond-Proceeds), provides some valuable information
as to the benefits of MRB financed loans to California home buyers.
For example, the report, which covers January 1985 through June 1987,
shows that almost 88 percent of the single-family loans made were used
to purchase a home priced under $125,000--well below the median price
of an existing home in California which stood at $139,000 in 1987.
Additionally, the majority of the loans made were to households with
incomes ranging from 81 percent to 120 percent of the median.

Fifteen percent of the loans made enabled first-time home buyers to
hold their monthly mortgage payment below $600 and 35.6 percent had
monthly payments between $600 and $800. Just over 30 percent had
monthly payments between $800 and $1,000 and only 19.3 percent had
payments over that amount. In- comparison, C.A.R. had calculated that
to buy the median priced home in the state last year, with a 20 percent
downpayment, the monthly payment (not including taxes and insurance)
would have been $922.

C. Multi-Family Housina Bond Usaae in California

The CDAC report summarizes the usage of locally-issued multi-family
housing bonds in California from January 1985 through June 1987.
During that period local agencies reported almost $3.3 billion of
multi-family issuances which have provided funds for the construction
of 57,991 units in 281 projects throughout the state.

Almost 38,000 of the units are occupied with 7,835 units or 20.8
percent of targeted for lower-income households. Of the targeted
units which are occupied, almost 24 percent are rented to tenants with
incomes at 50 percent or below the area median income. Almost 6
percent of the units have occupants between 50 and 60 percent of area
median income and 70.5 percent of the units are occupied with tenant
with incomes between 60 and 80' percent of median. The units are to
remain targeted for a period ranging from 10 to 75 years.

D. Use of MCCs in California

Sacramento County was the first local government to use the MCC
program. Over 1,500 MCCs were issued or pending in roughly the first
year of operation in Sacramento. Santa Clara County also has an MCC
program and over 300 households have benefitted in the first few months
of operation. Programs are also being developed in Marnn County, the
city of Fairfield, Riverside County, and in Santa Cruz and Monterey
counties.

In 1987, almost $500 million, or 25 percent of the state ceiling, was
made available to local agencies for single-family MCC programs. This
means that about $125 million in MCCs can be issued by the localities.
Under the Tax Reform Act of 1986 tle aggregate amount of MCCs issued
can not exceed 25 percent of the volume of mortgage bond authority
exchanged.
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V. Conclusion

The California Association of REALTORSO appreciates being given this
opportunity to comment on the issues before the Subcommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management. Because housing affordability continues
to be an issue of concern, both in California and many other areas of
the nation, and because federal housing dollars are dwindling, it is
critical that the Mortgage Revenue Bond and Mortgage Credit Certificate
programs be continued. These programs have demonstrated effectiveness
in providing affordable housing at a time when low-cost housing
alternatives are increasingly hard to find.

The National Housing Task Force, which was established in September
1987, as part of a congressional effort to re-examine America's housing
policy, has recommended the continuation of MRB and MCC programs for
first-time homebuyers. Furthermore, the task force recommended that
the availability of tax-exempt financing for low-income rental housing
should be expanded by removing these bonds from the statewide volume
caps and easing some of the technical restrictions imposed on these
bonds by the Tax Reform Act of 1986. The importance of the MRB and MCC
programs cannot be overstated. Please support the continuation of
these programs so that all Americans will be able to live in decent
and affordable housing.

/'
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THE COLORADO BAR ASSOCIATION
1900GRANTSTREET SUITE950 - DENVER. COLOPADO80203-4309 (303)860-1112 WATS1-800-332-6736

April 5, 1988

Mr. Edward Mihalski
Minority Chief of Staff
SH-203 Hart office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510.

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
205 Dirkson Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Mihalski and Ms. Wilcox:

The Tax Section of the Colorado Bar Association would like
to express its support for substantial revision of the civil
penalty provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, and
would like this written statement included in the printed record
of the hearing held on tax penalties by the Senate Finance
Subcommittee on private pension plans and oversight of the
Internal Revenue Service on March 14, 1988.

As tax practitioners who are involved in day-to-day issues
on which the penalty provisions often have effect, we criticize
the existing penalty provisions of the Code on the grounds of
their multiplicity and complexity. In the course of addressing
the "audit lottery" and other problems, a flood of penalty
provisions ensued. However, while -Congress was enacting penalty
provisions in an incremental manner, little attention appears to
have been given to the internal coherence of the penalty system.
The system is disjointed and confused.

Specifically, we believe that the principal problems with
the existing penalty system are the following:

1. Multiplicity. There are too many penalty provisions in
effect. It is difficult for the taxpayer or the practitioner to

- recognize all the various penalties which can affect a specific
transaction or tax return decision.

2. Complexity. Although complexity has become endemic in
the tax laws in recent years, we believe that a number of the
recently enacted penalties are too complex for taxpayers to
comprehend. The complexity of the penalty provisions can lead to
different treatment for virtually identical behavior, and,
therefore, tends to cause inequity in the tax system.

3. overlaps. Under the current penalty system, there are
many cases where taxpayers can be subject to more than one
penalty for the same behavior. A4 practitioners, we frequently
find the IRS (or more typically the IRS' computers) asserting
multiple penalties with respect to a single taxpayer action.
This overlap creates the possibility that unexpectedly large
penalties will be imposed. In fact, we sometimes find that
taxpayer error triggers penalties which exceed the amount of the
tax owed.

4. Inadequate Guidance. The IRS has provided inadequate
guidance concerning the application of the penalty provisions.
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We believe that this is especially the case with respect to the
section 6661 "substantial understatement" penalty.

An example of the confused operation of the penalties is.
found in the recent increase in the section 6661 penalty. The
Tax Reform Act of 1986 "increased" that penalty to 20%. One day
earlier, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986 increased
the section 6661 penalty to 25%. Thus, the issue was whether the
penalty was the first increase to 25% or the second "increase" to
20%. Although technical corrections presumably will provide that
the penalty is and has been 25%, the situation certainly does not
give one confidence in the tax legislative process.

We believe that these problem areas raise fundamental
concerns regarding the administration of the penalty provisions
and regarding taxpayer compliance with the tax laws. When
taxpayer confusion is created with respect to penalties, it seems
likely that the deterrent force of the sanctions is reduced.
Further, the confusion in the penalty system causes administra-
tion problems in that field personnel of the IRS have relatively
free rein to impose penalties on the taxpayer in order to
encourage the settlement of outstanding issues in favor of the
government.

Finally, we encourage that Congress make it clear that the
principal goal of the penalty provisions is to deter objec-
tionable taxpayer behavior, rather than to raise revenue. We
believe that the use of penalties to raise revenue would
encourage the IRS to seek application of penalties in all cases
in which they might arguably apply, albeit tenuously, and would,
by impeding the proper settlement of tax cases, have a negative
effect on the administration of the tax laws.

Again, we encourage a continued study of the problems with
the existing tax penalty structure, with a goal that there be a
coherent penalty system which is much less complex to understand,
follow and administer.

Very truly yours,

Susan Goddard
Chair, Tax Section of the
Colorado Bar Association
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Consortium for
Citizen with
Developmental
Disabilities

April 21, 1988

The Honorable Max Baucus
Chairman
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management
Senate Finance Committee
205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Baucus:

The following members of the Employment Task Force of the
Consortium for Citizens with Developmental Disabilities
urge you to pass legislation permanently authorizing the
Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (S. 684). This particular tax
incentive has been effectively used in employing people
with disabilities who have historically been excluded
from the labor market. Unemployment is
disproportionately high among the 36 million Americans
with disabilities.

A 1986 Lou Harris and Associates survey of .1,000
individuals with disabilities found that 66 percent of
people were not working, 24 percent were working full
time and 10 percent part time. Of those individuals not
working, over two-thirds stated that they want to work.

Congress and the Federal Government support a variety of
rehabilitation and training programs for people with
disabilities to help alleviate this high unemployment.
People with disabilities want to work and become
independent tax-paying citizens. The tax credit is a
cost effective method of assisting people in moving from
Federal disability programs to competitive employment.
In 1985, over 43,000 people with disabilities used the
tax credit.

We therefore urge you to take expeditious action in
permanently authorizing the TJTC as presently
constructed. Prompt action will ensure continuity in this
important program and avoid the disruptions that occurred
in 1986 when the program lapsed for nearly a year.
Thousands of jobs for people with disabilities are
potentially at risk if prompt action is not taken.
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STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD

ON

S.684 EXTENSION OF

THE TARGETED JOB TAX CREDIT PROGRAM

SUBMITTED BY:

DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS NETWORK

There are 11.5 million displaced homemakers who are

struggling to become and remain economically self-sufficient.

These are primarily mid-life and older women who because of the

death, disability or long-term unemployment of their husbands,

separation, divorce or loss of public assistance have lost their

primary source of income. They have worked primarily in the

home, some for as many as forty years or more, and now need to

find paid employment. Their lack of recent paid work experience

sometimes makes it almost impossible to find an employer willing

to hire them. Displaced homemakers need the assistance that the

Targeted Job Tax Credit Program gives other disadvantaged

Americans. The Displaced Homemakers Network urges this

Subcommittee to include displaced homemakers in your

reauthorization of the Targeted Job Tax Credit Program (TJTC).

Presently, displaced homemakers are not included in the

TJTC. As with many other federal assistance programs, displaced

homemakers fall through the cracks of the TJTC. Though

significantly disadvantaged, displaced homemakers often do not

fit the eligibility requirements of specific programs that

should be able to help them. A recent Network study of Census

data found that 75% of displaced homemakers are 45 years and

older. It is no surprise then that only one in four displaced

homemakers still has dependent children. This means that the

majority are not eligible for Aid to Families With Dependent

91-401 0 - 89 - 10
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Children (AFDC), a program whose recipients are already included

In the TJTC.

Displaced homemakers are also frequently too young for

Social Security, and many may never qualify because they are

divorced from the family wage earner. Those that are under 55

still will not qualify for TJTC even if present efforts to add

older workers to the program are successful. They cannot

collect unemployment insurance because they have been engaged in

unpaid labor in the home. They need every advantage available

to assist them in getting that first job.

There are many barriers facing displaced homemakers seeking

paid employment. They are older women in a youth-oriented

society. For many, their educational training is obsolete and

their skills are rusty. For the one in four displaced

homemakers who are minority women, their opportunities for

education and training were limited when they were young by

racism and sexism. Now, all too often, these displaced

homemakers are faced with the additional barrier of ageism when

trying to find a decent job. In addition, most displaced

homemakers do not know how to translate the skills developed in

their careers as homemakers into those appropriate for the paid

workforce. At the same time, most employers do not readily

accept homemaking skills as experience for the paid labor

force. Too often this situation is interpreted by the woman as

personal failure.

Approximately 350,000 displaced homemakers each year find

help from local displaced homemaker programs in overcoming these

barriers. Currently there are over 1,000 programs that comprise

the Displaced Homemakers Network. These programs, found in

every state, have a track record of providing women with the

education and employment and training services needed to achieve

long-term economic self-sufficiency. But even with the benefit
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of these services, displaced homemakers and programs still find

that employers are often unwilling to take a chance on someone

without recent paid work experience.

The TJTC was established to improve the employment

opportunities of disadvantaged job seekers. By any definition,

displaced homemakers are disadvantaged. Their loss of income,

combined with the barriers preventing them from easily finding

paid employment, leaves most displaced homemakers poor. The

Network study also showed that three in five are living at or

below 1502 of the poverty level. For too many, the prospects of

moving significantly beyond that level are slim. A combination

of increased services for women and incentives for employers

will improve those prospects.

Some members of Congress have already recognized the plight

of displaced homemakers. Currently, there is a bill pending in

the House of Representatives that would add displaced homemakers

to the TJTC program. H.R. 1064, introduced by Congressman

Michael Bilirakis from Florida, will be taken under

consideration as the House continues their work on the

reauthorization of the TJTC. Eleven and a half million women

are too many to ignore. Just like others already included in

the TJTC, they need only the opportunity to become participants

in the labor market and begin to achieve economic

self-sufficiency. It is imperative that this Subcommittee add

displaced homemakers to the Targeted Job Tax Credit Program at

this time. The alternative is the continued ballooning of

government expenditures on these women as they become part of

the elderly poor.
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TESTIMONY OF THE FACE LEARNING CENTER

BEFORE THE

SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

MARCH 28, 1988

TESTIMONY
TARGETED JOB TAX CREDIT
DISPLACED ROKEAXZ1

There are well over 50,000 displaced homemakers in Pinellaes County.
Of those who are abandoned, divorced, widowed, MOred to a disabled
spouse, or struggling as a sinle parent - often , ith more than one
of those conditions imposed simultaneously - the ost universal need
is for access to the employment market.

Displaced homemakers often fall through the cracks of the so-called
welfare system. Zn Florida, we do not have welfare. We have
Aid to Dependent Children. Sometimes it takes up to three months
even for woman with children to qualify and receive any benefits.

Direct access to worthwhile, steady, fair-paying employment would
considerably ease the eraniltion to self-sufficiency or enhance it
co the greatest degree. Direct access would probably prevent
homelessness, mental breakdowns, behavior problems in children
entering from family anxiety over lack of food, clothing, shelter,
and medical care. It Is not Just the benefits that som woman receive
temporarily through AFDC that society would save. It is the enormous
hidden bill that no one has ever tabulated reaultgSf|wr. benhe
of events In that downward spiral from stability to instability,
financial, mental, emotional, and social.

But displaced homemakers are at a disadvantage In the Job market.
Many are at a disadvantage because they lack recent Job experience.
Many do not have the resources to carry out a smooth transition
from total or partial dependency for basic needs to self-sufficiency.
These deficiencies In resources can create a less favorable appearance
as a potential employee. The employment market is not friendly to
those who are our nations caretakers and must work for considerably
less wages than males and who lack spousal support. Displaced homemakers
are sat up in a vulnerable way for over-exploitation. They have to
search harder for positions because their problematic situations
exclude theu from many situations due to hours, transportation, child
aare, carstaking of older adults, high stress, etc. They have more
caution about changing employment.There is no buffer for thu
economically.

We can alleviate this situation by supporting the Targeted Jobs
Tax Credit Inclusion of displaced homemakers as a targeted group.

We can help break down some of the barriers to access to stable
employment situations by giving the employer an economic incentive
to hire and train displaced homemakers. We have to help business
see - but they will not even look until we can show them something
they will pay attention to. We have to encourage business to
accept the responsibility of on-the-Job training without creating a
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self-serving training bureaucracy that consistently has rejected
and not served displaced homemakers, such as has been done with
the latest government programs.

The tricklbdown effect has not worked. Job training programs that
are outdated before they conclude have not worked. The targeted
tax redlts might pave the way for a far more productive relationship
bet en training Lnatltutions and business and job training might
mean more than an exchange of monies without impacting on the
present skills Sap In our labor market, Because when we talk about
displaced homemakers we are talking about out entire social system,
not just a bandaid here and there, We will begin to get to the
nexus of social chaos.

People said that if social welfare benefits were reduced the
divorce rate would change, people would not have children without
mans of support, people would be less likely to suffer family
breakup's. There has been no significant changes As a nation we
are implementing a program of pauperisation, not motivation,

Every day at FACE LUAJINZN0 C]NTIR, we see woman and children
without. Without medical or dental cars. Without money. Without
housing. Without food. Without transportation. There are many
who may have some of these things, but are rapidly losing them.
because of the disadvantages they experience in the job market.
If they don't get hired, or if the only jobs available are seasonal,
part-time, low-psying and unskilled, they rapidly find their situation
and their family's situation deteriating to the point of poupsrisation.

PACE LAiMII4O CENTEX Inc.
12945 Seminole Boulevard
Largo Plorida 34648

813/585-6155

March 17, 1986
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MONTANA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

REPRESENTATIVE R. BUDD GOULD
DISTRICT NO. 61 COMMITTEES:

VICE CHAIRMANHOME ADDRESS- HUMAN SERVICES & AOINO
2M20, 0.TH STREET WEST JUDICIARY
MISSOULA, MONTANA 50K01
PHONE: (406) 54236

March 25, 1988

Senator Max Baucus
706 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Max,

Thank you for conducting a hearing to include the Targeted Jobs Tax
Credit program. I would like to have you enter my support for ex-
tension of the program into the written record.

I have been heavily involved, as you well know, in programs for the
handicapped since becoming blind in my adult life. My former member-
ship on the National Council for the Handicapped and as a present
member of the National Council on Health Professions Education has
brought me into contact with extensive numbers of disabled persons,
groups supporting rehabilitation activities. These groups, without
exception, support programs like T.J.T.C. that will enhance employ-
ment of the handicapped. This segment of our population display a
strong desire to be given the opportunity to be in the active work
force and they relish self sufficiency.

Employers do need incentives like T.J.T.C. to encourage hiring of the
handicapped, or other monetary off-sets to modify work areas to assist
the accommodation of speciality needs. In my twelve years as a Rep-
resentative in the state of Montana House of Representatives, I have
been an advocate for the handicapped and disabled. I will continue
this endeavor as the current Chairman of the Human Services Committee.

Max, you know of the tremendous budget crunch in the state of Montana
and of our escalating welfare costs in the last few years which have
gone "out of sight". Whatever the Federal government can do, such as
extending T.J.T.C., to reduce welfare costs in the state will be great-
ly appreciated by not only elected officials, but by taxpayers as well.

Thank you for your support and leadership at the National level to
extend the T.J.T.C. program past the December 31, 1988 expiration
date. We will be most grateful for the continuation of this very
vital program.

incerely,

R. Budd Gould
Montana House of
Representatives

RBG/jt
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DR. RY LITT MII

EMWMIVB DIRSCMK

QMTATR WASHIN R SERWICZ 9MTION

AND AUMMUW REPAIR ASS0CI ON

IN SUPERR OF

6.6¢84

MARCH 28, 1988

Mr. (airman and embers of the Sboaimittee, I appreciate this

opportunity to submit testimony in support of S. 684. The Ixoposed

legislation would mce permanent the current targeted jobs tax credit.

My name is Roy Littlefield and I serve as Executive Director of the

Greater Washington/Maryland Sorvice Station and Automotive Repair Association.

(4SSARA is a regional, nonprofit trade association representing over 1,500

snall business nenbers who operate in the State of Maryland and in the

District of Coltvbia.

A targeted jobs tax credit (Code section 51) was enacted in the

Revenue Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-600) to replace the expiring credit for

increased employment (the "new jobs credit"). As originally enacted, the

targeted jobs credit was available for wages paid before 1982. Ihe

availability of the credit was successively extended by the Economic Recovery

Act of 1981 (Public Law 97-34), the Tax Equity and Piscal Responsibility Tax

Act of 1981 (Public Law 98-248), and the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (Public

Law 98-369). Pollowing a lapse in early 1986, the credit was again extended

until Deceber 31, 1988.

Targeted jobs tax credits are available on an elective basis for

hiring individuals from one or more of nine targeted groups. Those groups

include: (1) vocational rehabilitation referrals; (2) economically

disadvantaged youths; (3) economically disadvantaged Vietnam-era veterans; (4),

supplemental security income (SSI) recipients; (5) general assistance

recipients; (6) economically disadvantaged cooperative education students; (7)
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economically disadvantaged former convicts (8) Aid to Pamilies with Dependent

Children (WDC) recipients and Work Incentive Program (WIN) recipients; and

(9) economically disadvantaged summer youth employees.

While the pending House Bill, H.R. 3719, would extend the credit to

the economically disadvantaged elderly, the Senate bill simply makes permanent

the existing credit.

Currently the progrm provides for a tax credit of 40 percent of the

first $6,000 In wages paid to targeted enployees. For economically

disadvantage4 youth betmm the ages of 16 and 18, a credit of 85 percent of

the first 3O,000 in wages is available during the summer mnvths.

In 1985, 625,000 people were employed under this program. Those

individuals wre employed at an average cost of one-tenth of %hat it would

have cost to esploy a Cooprehensive Employment Training ((.ETA) worker. The

Job Training Partnersbip At (QPTA) provides needed training for the jobless,

but the targeted jobs tax credit is important in securing employment.

This type legislation is expecially beneficial to small businesses in

the service sector. tmll businesses furnish 2 out of 3 workers with their

first job. Many of these first-time positions are in the service sector, the

traditional doorway to the job market for the young, minority, and unskilled

workers, approximtely the same number of workers in the manufacturing sector.

Between 1980 and 1982, 59.2 percent of total new jobs occurred in -

small firm, employing 50 persons or less. Yet times have been ciuel to mall

firms.

In 1982, 11,948 mall firm closed while 32,419 filed for bankruptcy;

in 1983, 13,134 failed and 32,951 filed for bankruptcy. Those occurrences put

11,171,493 people out of work and represented the highest yearly total of

bankruptcies since the 1921 yearly total.

Because the targeted jobs tax credit is a positive incentive to the

mall business owner in the service sector and because the current credit is

scheduled to expire by year's end, GI SSAA supports 8. 684 and urges timely

consideration and proupt favorable consideration.
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STATEMENT
OF

GENE R. STALIANS

PRESIDENT OF THE
INTERNATIONAL TAXICAB ASSOCIATION

TO THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

CONCERNING THE EXPIRING fUEL EXCISE TAX
REBATE FOR CERTAIN TAXICABS (I.R.C. §6427(e))

The International Taxicab Association, an association
representing over 600 taxicab companies located in every major
metropolitan area in the United States, as well as in many rural
counties and municipalities, strongly supports the extension of
the fuel excise tax rebate for certain qualifying taxicabs.

Backaround

Licensed taxicab r~mpanies and drivers currently pay the 9
cent per gallon federal excise tax on gasoline they purchase (and
the 15 cent per gallon tax on diesel fuel), and are entitled to
obtain a rebate of 4 cents per gallon, provided the following
conditions are satisfied

1. Shared riding is not prohibited.

2. They are the ultimate purchaser of the fuel.

3. The vehicle was manufactured after 1977.

4. The vehicle satisfies the average fuel economy
standard for itp model year.

This rebate provision was originally enacted in 1978, as a
two-year experiment. As its gasoline conservation and pollution
reduction benefits have been demonstrated over the years, the
rebate was extended in 1980, 1982, 1984, and 1986. It is
presently scheduled to expire with the gasoline and diesel fuel
taxes on September 30, 1988.

Al
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In light of the energy savings obtained through shared
riding in newer, fuel-efficLent taxicabs, the taxicab industry
supports legislation which would make the rebate permanent, and
avoid the need for recurring extensions. ITA does not propose
to change the requirements that must be satisfied in order to
qualify for the rebate.

In addition, taxicabs compete with local bus systems,
operated by state and local governments, and by private operators.
Section 6427(b) of the Internal Revenue Code effectively exempts
fuel used in these buses from any 9xcise tax, thus affording such
operators a tax-related competitfve advantage over taxicabs. To
not extend or make permanent the fuel tax rebate for qualified
taxicabs would only increase this advantage.

ITA also wishes to point out that the Treasury Department
does not disclose the assumptions underlying its estimate that
the $2 million in refunds and credits claimed represents les
than 10 percent of the estimated $21 million in exemptions
available to potentially qualified raxiqabs. As we have Already
pointed out, not all taxicabs are eligible for the rebate, and
thus the $21 million figure is suspect. For example, in New York
City, the largest metropolitan area, taxicab companies and drivers
are ineligible for the credit because a city ordinance prohibits
shared riding. Thus, the credit is more widely used than the
Treasury Department suggests.

The fuel tax rebate continues to encourage the operation and
maintenance of taxicabs that conserve our national fuel resources
and reduce air pollution by lowering the cost of operations, and
should therefore be. extended with the fuel excise taxes or made
permanent.

ITA thanks the Subcommittee for the opportunity to present
its views on this important issue. Should you or your staff
have any questions about the fuel tax rebate, please do not
hesitate to contact our Executive Vice President, Mr. Alfred B.
LaGasse III, at 3849 Farragut Avenue, Kensington, Maryland 20852,
(301) 946-5700.
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March 28, 1988

Statement of

International Union, United Automobile, Aerospace
& Agricultural Implement Workers

of America (UAW)

on the subject of

EXPIRING TAX PROVISIONS -

This Statement Is submitted on behalf of the International Union, United
Automobile, Aerospace & Agricultural Implement Workers of America (UAW) In

connection with the hearing being conducted by the Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management on March 28p 1988 on expiring tax provisions. The UAW Is particularly

concerned about Sections 127 and 120 of the Internal Revenue Code, which exempt
employer-provided educational assistance and group legal swrvce benef Its from taxation.

These two provisions both expired at the end of 1987. The UAW strongly urges the
Finance Committee to approve the bill which has been Introduced by Sen. Moynihan
(S. 39), and the bill which was Introduced by Senators Moynihan and Heinz (S. 2119)

to restore permanently the tax exempt status of these two worker benefits.

The UAW previously submitted a statement concerning the tax exemption for

employer-provided educational assistance benefits (Section 127 of the Internal Revenue
Code) in connection with a hearing conducted by the Finance Committee on March 15,

1988. A copy of that statement is attached hereto, we respectfully request that it

also be Included In the record of this hearing on expiring tax provisions. Since we
have previously set forth In detail our views on educational assistance benefits, this

statement will focus on the tax exemption for employer-provided group legal services

benefits (Section 120 of the Internal Revenue Code).

The UAW has long been a supporter of group legal services plans.. In our view,

they represent ihe best means of making quality, low cost legal services available to
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middle close working men and women. Legal services hove traditionally been available

only to the top and bottom segments of society. Wealthy Individuals and corporations

can afford to hire the best law firms. And the poor have been provided free

representation through legal aid offices. Middle class Americans, however, have been

left out In the cold. Too well off to qualify for legal old programs, but With too little

resources to be able to afford representation on their own, the typical worker has

simply gone without any legal services.

This situation began to change because of a number of developments in the late

1960s and 1970s. The Supreme Court struck down various restrictions on group legal

practice. And the Taft-Hartley Act was amended to permit group legal services plans

to be collectively bargained. Most Importantly, Section 120 was added to the Internal

Revenue Code In 1976, making It clear that employer contributions to and services

provided under qualified group legal service plans do not constitute taxable Income to

employees.

As a result of these developments, labor unions Increasingly began to take an

Interest In negotiating group legal service plans as a means of assuring that their

members have access to quality, low cost legal representation. The UAW Is proud of

the fact that It has been In the forefront of this effort.

The UAW established its first group legal service plan as a pilot program at

Chrysler Corporation In 1978, In order to determine whether high quality, low cost

legal services could be provided to active and retired workers through an HMO type

delivery mechanimn. With the success of this program, the UAW quickly moved to

establish similar programs at the other major automobile companies.

Today the UAW has negotiated group legal services plans covering the active,

laid-off and retired workers at Chrysler Corp., General Motors Corp., Ford Motor

Company, American Motors and Navlstor. In alt these plans cover about one million

active, laid-off and retired workers, plus their spouses and dependent children.

These group legal services plans cover most personal legal matters which are

not work-related. Benefits which are fully covered by these plans Include contract,
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consumer, debtor, real estate, wills and trusts, adoption, guardianship and probate

matters. Limited benefits are also provided for less serious criminal- matters, traffic

matters, divorces, nonsupport matters and personal Injury claims. The group legal

services plans typically exclude labor relatlois matters, worker compensation matters,

or other disputes with the employer, as well as serious criminal matters.

In 1987, over 244,000 new cases were opened under the group legal services

plans negotiated with the auto companies. The types of legal problems handled under

these plans break down as follow

Wills & Trusts 12%
Probate 3%
Family Law 15%
Real Estate 29%
Consumer & Debtor 21%

UAW collective bargaining agreements typically provide for employer funding of

the entire cost of the group legal services plans. The employers generally contribute

a specified amount for each hour worked by employees. The employer contribution In

1987 was about $8S-$90 for each active worker. However, this contribution covers the

cost of benefits for laid-off and retired workers, as well as the aqtlve employees.

The group legal services plans negotiated with the automobile companies are

each directed by a Board of Trustees, composed of equal numbers of employer and

union representatives and an Independent Chair. These group legal services plans have

decided to deliver their benefits through a common dellv*y mechanism which Is based

on an HMO model. These programs currently have 90 law offices in 20 states, staffed

by 500 attorneys who work fulltime to provide benefits under the plans. In addition,

these programs have contracted with about 3,500 attorneys in private practice who

have agreed to handle cases referred to them according to a pre-determlned schedule

of fees.

In our judgment, the group legal services plans negotl~ted by the UAW have

been an unqualified success. The response of our membership to these programs has

been. enthusiastic. Our members have expressed satisfaction with the quality of the

legal services, and have Indicated that they consider group legal services to be an
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Important and valuable fringe benefit. Thus, the UAW submits that group legal services

plans are fulfilling their Intended obJeefivi that is, making high quality, low cost

legal services available to thousands of middle class workers and their families.

Unfortunatelyg under the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Section 120 of the Internal

Revenue Code was scheduled to expire at the end of 1987. Although legislation was

Introduced In the Houe last year to extend Section 120, the House and Senate were

not able to consider this isue during the Ist Session of the 100th Congress. Accordingly,

employer-provided group legal services benefits became taxable beginning January I,

1988.

The UAW Is deeply concerned that the taxation of employer-provided group legal

services benefits will have a detrimental Impact on the continued growth and development

of group legal services plans. The taxation of group legal services benefits will result jn
a tax Increase for thousands of workers. This may undermine support for these progrr ns

among workers, who may perceive the Imposition of taxes an a non-cash fringe benefit
as being fundamentally unfair. In addition, the administrative burdens associated with
the taxation of groop legal services benefits may discourage employers from providing

this valuable benefit.

Senators Moynihan and Heinz have Introduced legislation (S. 2119) which would

reinstate and make permanent the tax exemption for employer-provided group legal

services benefit. The revenue loss associated with this legislation is minimal (about

$75 million each year). We believe this Is a small price to pay for providing middle

class Americans with access to quality legal services. Accordingly, the UAW strongly

supports S. 2119, and urges the Members of the Finance Committee to give this

legislation favorable consideration.

The UAW appreciates the opportunity to set forth our views on two expiring tax

provisions - Sections 127 and 120 of the Internal Revenue Code - which exempt

employer-provided educational assistance and group legal services benefits from taxation.

Your consideration of our views on.thes. Important Issues will be appreciated. Thank you.
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MAPI
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April 20, 1988

Senator Max S. Baucus
Chairman
Subcommittee on Taxation & Debt Management
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
205 Dirksen Senate Office building ,
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Expiring Tax Provisions

Dear Senator Baucus:

HAPI is pleased to submit. the enclosed "MAPI
Proposals for Reinstatement and Modification of Internal
Revenue Code Section 127" in connection with the Subcom-
mittee's public hearings on expiring tax provisions. Our
statement focuses on the individual income tax exclusion for
educational assistance paid for, reimbursed, or provided
under an employer-sponsored plan.

MAPI proposal.--API's statement strongly urges
Congress to reinstate the Section 127 exclusion for
employer-provided educational assistance as a permanent
feature of the tax law. We also suggest the possibility
that Section 127 could be modified to target the exclusion
more specifically to training and education which mests
three fundamental purposes of this type of investment by
employers in their employees' human capital. We identify
these purposes as: (1) to enhance employees' performance
and productivity in their current positions; (2) to enable
employees to adapt to new or redefined jobs resulting from
technological advances; and (3) to prepare employers to take
on increased responsibilities in higher value-added jobs
within the organization. These purposes are joined by the
common goal of ensuring that the U.S. workforce contributes
to technological progress and U.S. industries can retain and
increase their competitive positions in global and domestic
markets.

We hope that the HAPI proposal for the reinstate-
ment of Section L27, as stated in the attached testimony,
will prove useful to the Subcommittee.

Cordially,

Pf ei de n t
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I IA I- 0d It os bwemosmi 1q4 sWad tlMss coudoess sqfbt IAsv.
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NAP! Statement

to the

Subociitteo on Taxation and Debt Management

Committee on Finano United States Senate

In Connection ith

Publio Hearings on

Bxpiring Tax Provisions

NAPI welcomes the opportunity to express Its support for the
permanent reinstatement of the Internal Revenue Code Seotion 127
oxolusion from taxable income for employer-provided oduoational
assistanoo--one of the expired or expiring tax provisions whioh are the
subject of the suboommittee hearings--and we ask that our submission be
inoludod In Its entirety In the hearing rooord. The Section 127
oxolusion was added to the Code by the Revenue Aot of 1978 effective for
taxable years begsinning after Dooember 31, 1978 and before January 1,
1984. In late 1984, the oxoluslon was extended but It expired for years
beginning after Deomber 31t 1987.

HAPI is a policy resoaroh Institute whose 500 member companies
are drawn from a broad spectrum of industrial oorporatLons. Our
membership is comprised of leading companies and trade organizations,
including ones engaged in heavy industry, eleotronlo, prooeision
instruments, teleoomunloations, ohemioals and aeroepsoe, and related
services. The Institute oonduts original research In eoonolo, law,
and management and provides professional analyses of Issues oritical to
the eoonomico performance of the private sector. The Institute also aots
as a national spokesman for its ember companies oonoerning itself with
polioles that stimulate teohnologioal advanoment and eoonomio growth
for the benefit of U.S. industry and the public interest.

KAPI Is interested In these proceedings because our ember
companies provide oduoational programs for their employees as a
nooeesseary Investment in maintaining and improving the ability of the
workforce to adapt to the fast-paod toohnologioal change confronting
virtually every sector of U.S. Industry. In our view, Sotion 127
should be reinstated either as proposed In 3. 39 or in a more jaslt
fashion, as suggest by HAP! herein.

NAPE Cat..y

MMe agmptDanhe a ,, IaUAen
,In liaina and 3hduat~n

As the Subcommittee may know, employers Invest in training and
education for their employees for three fundamental reasons:

-- To improve employes' performances in their current
jobs and thereby increase the effioienoy of
operations and overall oompottiveness of the fim.

-- To enable employees to adapt to new skill require-
ents as teohnologioal innovations transform the

workplace and product markets.
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-- To increase the upward nobility or workers to higher
value-added Jobs so that the frim can continue to
improve its competitive position and raise the real
income of Its employees.

Clearly, the publio interest-in all or Its oomponents--would
be served by a tax oode that directly reoognise. and facilitates
business Investment In training and education to meet all three goals
mentioned above--greater employee efficiency In existing Jobs,
adjustment to the new skill requirements of changing technology, and
employee nobility to higher skill levels associated with productivity
improvement.

Broadly stated, KAPI's mission is to promote the technological
advancement and eoonomio progress or u.s. industry. The Institute's
analyses of the sources of economic progress have led us to conclude
that if the United States Is to retain Its leadership position in the
global economy, industry must Increase not only Its rate of investment
In physical oapital--plant and equipment--but also in Its "human
capital" (i.e., Increasing its commitment to training and educating the
worl force).

Failure To Reinstate Section 127
Ta Likely To Diacouraxe Investment
in Human Capital

Tax treatment under Section 127.--As already noted, employers
train and educate employees to Improve existing skills used in current
Jobs; to provide for the new skills required by technological change;
and to achieve upward mobility toward higher skill levels. What is at
issue is the tax treatment of these expenditures for the employee. From
1979 through 1987, employer-provided educational dosistanoe was Mt
included in employee Income, with a cap of $5,250 per employee, if the
education and training opportunities were provided under a program that
satisfied the statutory requirements of Section 127./1

The result was highly desirable. 3aiJbqom were permitted to
encourage employees to Invest the time and effort to Improve their
effioionoy and prepare for continuous economl ohange. JhalgXm were
not subject to income tax with respect to educational assistance
provided under a Section 12? program. And, neither the employer nor the
employee was burdened by having to determine the proper tax treatment of
the assistance under the income tax, withholding tax, or employment tax
rules.

Tax treatment absent Section 12.--All of this has now
changed. Beginning in 1988--in the absence of legislation to extend
Section 127--some part of employer expenditures for educational
assistance Is likely to be taxable to employee as oompensation because
employer-provided educational assistance is am largely governed by Code
Section 162 and Treasury Regulation Section 1.162-5. specifioally,
educational expenditures Incurred by an JAdLILuhl are deductible as
miscellaneous itemized deductions only if they are 9job related."
Regulation 1.162-5 describe* Job-related education as education that:

(1) maintains or Improves skills required by the
employee In his employment (or other trade or
business); or

(2) meets the express requirements of the Individual's
employer (or applicable law or regulation) Imposed
as a condition to the individual retention of an
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established employment relationship, status or rate
of compensation.

As a general rule, if an employee's education Is paid for
(whether directly or by reimbursement) or 'is provided.by his employer,
the employee is treated as having received taxable compensation.
However, expenses paid on behalf of# or reimbursed tog an employee for
education that satisfies the Section 162 *Job related" standard may be
excluded (under administrative guidelines) from the employee's wages for
purposes of employment, taxes and Inoome tax withholding,

The appXioatlon of'the' Se'tion 1.6ZOJob related* standard may
be considered consistent VthW the goal of 'improving worker efficiency in
existing Job insofar as It concerns dducatioml-expenses incurred by
individual employees. However, i. bothjessens the ability of workers
to prepare. themselves fror new. tdohnologies and expands the
administrative burdens and costs of the employer. In'brief, the lapse
of Section 127 inoreaseS employee and employee costs of' training and
education at a time vh6h natAonal priorities would seem to Aeot
otherwise. " . '• , . . ..

I job a

The 'job related' standard set forth In Treasury relation
1.162-5 was devised to guide individuals taxpayers t distinguishing
-between deductible, business-related e*oation expenses and non-
dedutible, personal education expenses. The standard, as applied to
individuals, has had a oheokered history, spawning in its wake a host of,
often-inconsistent court decisions.

Applied to emnlover-nrovided employee education, the 'Job
related' standard presents difficulties because it does not adequately
address the ordinary and necessary expenses incurred by an employer in
providing for the education of its employees. For example, an employer
may hire entry-level employees with the expectation that they will be
given training and then advance to more senior positions. Siallarly,
many employers, including the Internal Revenue Service and other federal
agencies, have special programs for identifying people who might be good
managers and providing them with special training or additional
education. Such programs may result in taxable compensation to
employees because of the many cases in which deductibility has been
disallowed for education that qualifies individuals for promotion or
increased pay.,

Another type of employer-sponsored or employer-funded program
which is not likely to satisfy the Section 162 Job-related litmus teat
is the Job 'retraining' program, undertaken to equip with new skills
employees whose Job skills have been made obsolete or whose Jobs could
be displaced by advancing technology. The tax treatment under Section
162 of employer training programs directed at preparing employees for
new positions also is uncertain.

The virtue of Section 127 was that it did encompass education
that prepared employees for advancement and the development of new
skills as well as that which enhances existing ones. HAPI does not
obJect per se to limitations on the type of education that may be
provided under an educational assistance program but strongly opposes
restrictions on educational programs that develop new, as well as
improved, capabilities. We think &mnlover-nrovided training and
educational assistance is seed business slie and sound tax nolie.
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Reinstatement of Section 127
Will EnnourMo Training and
Education of U.S. Vorkforo.

In explaining the Revenue Act of 1978, the staff of the Joint
Committee on Taxation described the reasons underlying the addition of
Sootion 127 to the Code by noting that Congress believed that the
Section 1.162-5 treatment of employer-provided educational assistance
resulted in unnecessary uncertainty and complexity for the IRS,
employees and employers. Further, it was viewed as a disincentive to
upward mobility.

That congressional reasoning ten years ago is as cogent today
as It was then. The issues have not changed. Case-by-case application
of the "Job related* standard by taxpayers, courts, and IRS personnel
has produced, and will continue to produce, varying results.
Reinstatement of Section 127 would eliminate this inconsistency for
assistance provided under qualified programs.

More Importantly In the context of employer-provided
educational, assistant Section 127 succeeded for nine years in
relieving employers of the burden of determining what amounts of
assistance must be treated as compensation and subjected to employment
and withholding taxes and what amounts may be excluded. Further, the
employer was properly relieved of the administrative effort of
justifying on audit a determination that a particular amount of
educational assistance was properly exoludible from an employee's
compensation.

Section 127 also ensured that educational assistance was open
to a broad range of employees. This would be even more true if the
exclusion were to be made permanent subject to certain of the now
Section 89 nondiscrimination rules, as indeed was contemplated by the
Tax Reform Act iof 1986. It may even be desirable to impose more
specific requirements on the type of education that could be provided
under a Section 127 educational assistance program. As pointed out
above, however, our view is that such limitations should allow for
education and training which will permit employees to gain new skills to
adapt to the requirements of changing technology and/or to acquire
sufficient knowledge to qualify for different positions with greater
responsibility within the organization.

MAPI recommends the permanent reinstatement of the Section 127
exclusion for employer-provided educational and training assistance. In
our view, the exclusion effectively addresses issues which are unique to
the employer-employee relationship and which are not well governed by
the administrative extension of the Section 162 standard to employer-
provided educational assistance.

Employers should be encouraged to invest in preparing
employees to adjust to technological advances and to develop the
knowledge and abilities that will permit then to contribute to
improvement in the productivity performance of industry. The
application of the Section 162 ajob related* standard to employer
investment in education and training for employees will not achieve this
goal. In contrast, Section 127, as modified by the MAPI
recommendations, is clearly in the interest of both employees and
employers, and in fact the general welfare. Education and continuous
retraining are the sources of technological excellence which in turn is
the key to U.S. competitiveness.

1/ Under Section 127, an educational assistance program is a separate,
written plan that benefits employees who qualify under an employer
classification that Is nondiscriminatory and that does not allow
employees to choose between education and other renumeration inoludible
in gross income. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 modified Section 127 in
several respects, including subjecting an educational assistance program
to the nondiscrimination requirements of Section 89(k). The
modifications would beome effective but for the section's expiration.
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STATEMENT

BY

HAROLD P. ROY

COMMISSIONER

MICHIGAN EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION

MONDAY, MARCH 28, 1988

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, my name is Harold P. Roy. I

am a Commissioner of the Michigan Employment Security Commission representing

the employer community. I wish to thank you for the opportunity to testify

in support of reauthorization of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) Program.

Michigan is, and-always has been, one of the States which has taken full

advantage of the TJTC Program. We were handicapped by the recent Sap between

reauthorizations due to a -lack of administrative money, but the program Is

now operating fully. This program is well received and utilized by the

employer community throughout Michigan. Michigan is one of the larger

industrial States, and we participate extensively in the employment and

training arena utilizing Wagner Peyser resources, the Job Training Partner-

ship Act (JTPA) and Trade Readjustment Assistance (TRA) under the Trade Act.

However, it is our contention that TJTC serves a purpose that none of these

other programs provide. Termination of TJTC would ignore the problems of the

segments of society for which it has been designed. Those groups which have

barriers to employment, such as economically disadvantaged youth,

ex-offendera, welfare recipients, handicapped individuals and Vietnam Era

Veterans, need the special incentives TJTC provides.

One key advantage to TJTC is that persons may be fully qualified for the

jobs they apply for, needing no additional training. However, they are

categorized differently from the mainstream of applicants. TJTC provides an

incentive for employers to give these people a chance to demonstrate their

capabilities.

Michigan is taking advantage of all the training resources available to

put people into jobs. In spite of our efforts, it remains a sad fact that

our young people in particular are still underserved. In February 1988,
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Michigan's statewide youth unemploymnt rate exceeded 19X. Black youth

statewide unemployment exceeded SIX. This is not acceptable. Since TJTC was

reauthorized in 1986, 51 of the people vouchered in Michigan were youth.

Translating this percentage, 5,269 tax credits were issued - 5,289 young

people got a job - 5,289 young people started paying taxes - 5,289 young

people started to support themselves. This opportunity to become self-

sufficient should not be stopped.

You, no doubt, will receive testimony from employer groups, labor groups

and members of the various target groups in support of this program. One

could conclude from this wide support that, indeed, there are no losers with

TJTC. Since 1984, over 50,000 people in Michigan became wage earners,

taxpayers, as a result of the TJTC program. Projecting that impact nation-

ally, you can see the value to employers and local communities of these

additional workers.

I totally support reauthorization of TJTC. This reauthorization must

include adequate administrative funding for the State Employment Security

Agencies (SESA's). In times past this has not been the case. SESA's have

been unable to properly operate the program, because Wagner Peyser funds have

not been available in sufficient amounts to cover the administrative costs of

programs not contained in their primary mission.

I mentioned earlier that I represent Michigan's employers on the Commis-

sion of the Michigan Employment Security Commission. Let me assure you

Michigan's labor representatives on the Cc.mission join me in support of this

testimony. My employer (Gallmsyer & Livingston Company in Grand Rapids,

Michigan) manufactures machine tools for the metal working industries. We

have suffered through the depression of our industry for several years nov.

Finally we are beginning to see a glimmer of light at the end of a long

tunnel. When we begin to expand our workforce, we want to have TJTC avail-

able to us. We want to offer good people an opportunity to enter the

mainstream of society. We will be able to afford offering such opportunities

more readily if the tax incentives of TJTC remain available.

You have made a good investment in economic development through the

establishment of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit program. I have heard comments

by some legislators that it is a very expensive program, but I don't buy
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those comments. People employed through the program begin to pay federal,

state and local taxes. They spend their income in the local area. This

creates the need for additional goods and services, ultimately leading to

increased employment opportunities. Equally Important, they leave income

support programs. We in industry realize the importance of investing money

to Improve profitability. Your investment in TJTC offers the same potential

for improvement. Working people pay taxes. Converting tax recipients to

taxpayers is what you have to have to reduce our country's continuing deficit

balances.

TJTC is a good program that produces positive results. It needs to be.

continued. Thank you for the opportunity to present my views today on this

sost important program. I will be pleased to respond to any questions you

might have.
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NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman:

On behalf of the National Governors' Association, I would like

to express our appreciation for the opportunity to state our support

for the continuation of the exempt treatment of mortgage revenue

bonds and the targeted job tax credit. The authorizations for these

programs expire on December 31, 1988, without further action by

Congress. We urge you to provide permanent extensions of these

programs.

It is good public policy to encourage home ownership. In

helping first-time home buyers achieve the American dream,

governments receive the benefits from having families with

significant ties to the community. Those families are likely to

vote more often, be employed more regularly, pay more in taxes, and

contribute more to their neighborhood and community. We want to

encourage these social outcomes.

Yet since 1980, this nation has been going backward. Until

1980 home ownership rates had increased steadily for 35 years. Yet,

since the beginning of this decade, these rates have fallen every

year. Most bothersome is that young households are suffering the

greatest declines. Between 1980 and 1987, home ownership rates

declined 25 percent for those under 25 years of age; 17 percent in

the 25-29 age group; by 13 percent among those 30-34; and 10 percent

among households headed by those 35 to 39 years old. According to a

new report from the Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard

University, the decline in home ownership is remarkable for several

reasons.

First, it occurred during one of the most
sustained and vigorous housing recoveries on
record. Second, it has reduced the home ownershp
rate to its lowest level in over 15 years.
Third, lower hom ownershp rates for young adults
are found in all regions of the country, not just
the high-cost Northeast or West.
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Total annual median home owner costs stood at $6,006 last year
-- well above the average for the past 20 years. According to the
Joint Center report, thereee is little- reason to expect a marked
improvement in home ownership costs in the years ahead. The median
price of the representative first home in. 1987 approached $67,000,
up more than 92 percent from the $34,800 figure for 1975." The data
seem to indicate it is not just the high after-tax cost of housing
relative to income that is proving to be a barrier. It is the
increasing downpayment costs and reduced ability to accumulate
savings as a result of growing rental payments and other
cost-of-living increases that particularly affect the low- and
moderate-income first-time home buyer. As the Governor of Rhode
Island, I am especially concerned because house prices in the
Northeast have increased three times faster than the national
average.

The National Governors' Association has concluded that mortgage
revenue bonds are an effective and essential tool to prevent the
home ownership rate from falling' even more precipitously. Since the

inception of the mortgage revenue bond program, states have helped
finance more than 900,000 homes for predominantly first-time home
buyers. In Rhode Island over the past 14 years, almost 34,000
families and individuals have been able to purchase a home under the
mortgage revenue bond program. In our most recent mortgage program,
53 percent of the mortgages processed have been for people earning
less than $23,000 annually. According to accepted underwriting
standards, only 14 percent of these home buys would have been able
twr purchase their homes with a conventional loan. The average
income of the households we have helped buy a home is $24,686, well
below the statewide median income of $31,200.

We urge you to provide a permanent authorization for the
mortgage revenue bond program. If this is not possible, you should
enact S. 1522, which extends the program for four more years. The
mortgage revenue bond program is a proven vehicle for assisting
first-time home buyers. There is no adequate and less costly
substitute. In fact, reauthorizing mortgage revenue bonds should
not result in federal revenue losses because these bonds are only
one of several private activity bonds issued under very limited
state bond volume caps. If mortgage revenue bonds are not
continued, other permitted kinds of high priority bond financed
projects will likely be used to reach the bond ceiling.

The Mortgage Subsidy Bond Tax Act of 1980, the Deficit
Reduction Act of 1984, and the Tax Reform Act of 1986 placed
significant restrictions on the program. There is no need to
further restrict the program, and every reason to provide it with
some stability. I A&
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Another expiring provision the nation's Governors encourage you
to extend is the targeted job tax credit (TJTC). Set to expire on
December 31, 1988, this tax credit provides an important incentive
for hiring targeted groups of disadvantaged workers.

The National Governors' Association reaffirmed its commitment
to reform of the nation's welfare programs by recommending the
creation of a system that encourages independence rather than
continuing dependence. The Governors believe that employment
remains the most effective route to economic self sufficiency. NGA
is actively advocating comprehensive welfare reform legislation, and
continuation of the targeted job tax credit is one component in the
effort toward meaningful welfare reform.

Enhanced education and training programs constitute the
centerpiece of welfare reform efforts. More and more frequently,
states are directing increased resources toward providing the
economically disadvantaged with the education and training they need
to be competitive in the economic mainstream. The enhanced efforts,
however, are meaningless if employment is not available. The
targeted job tax credit provides a valuable tool to encourage
employers to alter hiring practices and provide the economically
disadvantaged with greatly needed jobs.

Individuals targeted for services under welfare-to-work
programs frequently lack job experience as well as needed education
and training. Government can help provide the education and
training, but the private sector must provide the jobs. The tax
credit is a way to level the playing field for these people who lack
sufficient Job experience to become top-notch private sector -job
candidates.

State experience with the tax credit indicates that it works to
get veterans, ex-offenders, youth, disabled citizens, and
economically disadvantaged individuals into the private jobs that
make the difference between a life of dependence and a
self-sufficient existence. It provides a needed complement to other
government employment initiatives, such as veterans employment
programs, the Job Training Partnership Act, and welfare-to-work
programs.

The evidence indicates that the tax incentive approach of the
targeted Job tax credit program is economically efficient.
Statistics indicate that the true cost of program certification is
approximately $550 per certificate. The cost of a one-year
extension of the credit is $337 million for 600,000 jobs. This cost
is particularly small when one considers the savings to federal,
state, and local governments from public assistance clients leaving
the welfare rolls. The economics of the credit warrant its
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reauthorization, and the social value of helping these targeted
populations get jobs is further justification for extension.

As a nation, we must marshall all available resources in our
effort to make every citizen economically self -suffidient.

Government and the. private sector must become partners in this
effort. Extension of the targeted job tax credit creates an

opportunity to continue a program that works to furthe the
important economic and social goal of pelf sufficiency for our
citizens.

Mr. Chairmatic ihere'id onerelated' t0tter that I bringfto your
attention, even though it is not an expiring tax provision. In

1978,. Congress enacted legislation which allowed state and local
governments to establish non-qualified deferred compensation
retirement plans (Section 457 plans).. A recent Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) interpretation (IRS Notice 87-13) of Section 457 will
cause state and local workers to be taxed on their accruals of bona

fide vacation leave, sick leave, compensatory time, severance pay,
disability pay and death benefit plans, contrary to the legislative
intent of the 1978 law and the Tax Reform Act of 1986. On behalf of

the National Governors' Association, I ask that you pass legislative
language clarifying that only elective, but not non-elective,

benefits provided by state and local governments to their employees
are subject to Section 457. Extending Section 457 to all

non-elective deferred compensation will have several very

undesirable effects on state and local governments and their

workers. First, it will require workers to pay taxes on a current

basis on benefits they have not or may never receive. Second, to

avoid taxation workers are likely to reduce their retirement savings
or use leave time inefficiently to limit the amount of compensation
subject to the cap. Third state and local governments will be
saddled with overwhelming tracking, computation and reporting

problems trying to value these benefits.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for your
attention, and I look forward to responding to your questions.
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STATMNT
on behalf of the

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORSO
before

SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMhITTEU ON
TAXATION AND DEBT KANAGZMENT

March 28, 1988

INTRODUCTION
On behalf of more than 800,000 members of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

REALTORSO, we appreciate the opportunity to present our views in support of
legislation, 8. 1522, to extend the mortgage revenue bond program and the
mortgage credit certificate program until 1992. We thank the Subcommittee for
holding this hearing and the 65 members of the U.S. Senate, including 13
members of the Finance Committee, who have cosponsored this legislation. We
also appreciate Senator Rlegle's efforts in coordinating the introduction of
S. 1522.

We generally encourage proposals which increase homeownership
opportunities, particularly opportunities for those discouraged from the
market by high interest rates and high dovnpayments. This Association
strongly supports 8. 1522 because we believe the mortgage revenue bond and
mortgage credit certificate programs provide many first time homebuyers with
their only opportunity toward overcoming these obstacles to housing
affordability.

Homeownerehip is a cornerstone of a democratic society and a strong market
economy. Over the years the federal government, through a variety of programs
and policies, has actively encouraged homeownership, and until the 1980's,
these efforts have enabled more and more Americans to own their own home.
Since 1980 though, the rate of homeownership has fallen noticeably,
particularly among younger households. We recognize that Congress must
address a number of tax provisions scheduled to expire at the end of 1988.
However, we are very concerned that if the mortgage revenue bond and the
mortgage credit certificate programs are allowed to expire, or even languish,
as the MRB program did in 1983, than the current depressed homeownership rate
among young first-time homebuyers in the United States will be exacerbated
even further.

It is our strong conviction that the need for the mortgage revenue bond
and the mortgage credit certificate programs continues. Both programs are
effective in accomplishing their goals. In our testimony we will show that:

o The mortgage revenue bond program consistently serves a first-time
homebuying public which would otherwise be unable to purchase;

-- Homes purchased with mortgage revenue bonds are typically'30
percent less expensive than are the homes financed through
conventional loans;

Homebuyers using MRS's have average incomes which are 20 percent
below the incomes of homebuyers who qualify for conventional
loans;

Homebuyers using MRB financing make downpayments which average
about 57 percent lower than dovnpayments required with
conventional financing;

o The major obstacles to homeownership for millions of American families
are high dovnpayment requirements and cash flow problems brought about
by high mortgage interest rates;

o The segment of the American population which suffers from the worst
homeownership rate decline since 1980 are those under 25 years old and
those in the prime homebuying ages of 25 to 34. This is also the
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segment of the population which receives the greatest benefit from the
NRB/MCC programs

o The mortgage revenue bond program acts as a countercyclical measure
against economic recession and-sustains the housing market in times of
high interest rates;

o Between the mortgage credit certificate program ind the mortgage
revenue bond program, states are afforded efficient options to choose
from in assisting first-time homebuyers;

THI BlENFITS o? HOMEOWNERSHIP

Mr. Chairman, vs believe that owning a home not only benefits the
individual homeowner, but that society and the economy at large also stand to
profit greatly from government which promotes homeownership through its
policies. Policymakers for years have rightly understood that homeownership
is the thread which binds society together by cultivating community pride,
social participation, and political stability. In addition, it provides
national economic benefits by contributing to total economic output and to
savings.

In our National Homeownership Survey (for details on methodology, see
Appendix II), we found that 87 percent of the Americans surveyed listed
homeownership as a part of the things that make up a "good life". The goal of
homeownbrship was also the overwhelming reason why owners bought their homes.
Almost nine out of every ten owners said that living in their own home, rather
than rentin-. motivated them to buy.

Our survey also indicated that homeownership is a key part of the "good
life" even for those who do not yet own. Most renters we surveyed (55
2srcent) said they would very much like to own their own home. and a total of
82 percent had positive feelings about owning. And the vast majority of
renters (67 percent) still expect to buy their next home.

An active housing market also contributes to the nation's gross national
product (GNP) and encourages personal savings. The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORSO estimates that each existing single-family home sold in 1987
contributed nearly $21,000, and each single-family new home sold contributed
$127,000, to GNP. Overall, 1987 single-family home sales activity directly
and indirectly generated economic activity totaling $222 billion, or about 5
percent of GNP (See Appendix I, Table 4).

Homeowners save more of their personal income than renters, and for
different reasons. In the University of Michigan Panel Survey on Income
Dynamics (1976 to 1979), a positive relationship was established between
homeownership and savings. Perhaps the best explanation for this is the
homebuying process itself. Every monthly payment made by a homeowner
automatically increases the equity value of the property. At the end of the
mortgage period, the home is fully owned, and the entire value represents
"savings" which would not have been accumulated had those same monthly
payments gone towards rent.

The fact that homeownership is valued so highly by those who have not yet
attained that goal, combined with the societal and economic benefits
attributed to homeownership constitutes a compelling case for continuing
Federal governmental efforts to assist those families who consistently strive
for homeownership but are denied that goal because of market conditions. A
positive demonstration of this continuing effort in this area is to extend the
MRB/NCC program now, by enacting S. 1522.

THE P1OB.1 OF HOUSING AFFORDABILITY IN AMERIC

Since World War II, more and more Americans have chosen to own their
homus. Recently, however, the homeownership rate (the percentage of Americans
owning their homes)-has trended downward. As Table 1 on page 6 indicates, the
homeownershin rate in America slowly but steadily declined between 1980 and
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1936 after climbing consistently since the End of World War 11. the first
sustained decline sines the Creat Denresmion. Even in 1986, when interest
rates declined dramatically, the homeownership rate did not improve.

While it is too early to tell if this downward trend has reversed, U.S.
Census figures placed the homeownership rate in the third quarter of 1987 at
64.2 percent. This represents the first rise in the rate since 1980. It may
very vell be that homeownership dreams are being realized by a larger segment
of Americans, however, one observation is not enough evidence to prove that a
new trend has developed.

Table 1
U.S. HOMEOWNERSHIP RATE

(Percentages)
X=I
1930 47.8 1981 65.4
1940 43.6 1982 64.8
1950 55.0 1983 64.6
1960 64.2 1984 64.5
1970 64.6 1985 63.9
1975 65.6 1986 63.8
1980 65.6 19870 64.2

0 Third Quarter
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census

What is most disturbing from our point of view are the declining
homeownerehip rates among certain segmints of the population. As indicated by
Table 2 on page 7, between 1980 and 1986, all segments of the population
demonstrated declining homeownership rates, some more than others. The
largest decreases were exhibited by those under 25 years old and those in the
oriMe homebuyina ates of 25 to 34. The combined homeownership rate of these
two age groups shrunk by about 15 percent during this six year period.

Table 2
HO0OWNERSHIP RATE BY SELECTED HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS: 1980-1986

(Percentage Distributions)
Percent Change

198 198 1m 1280-1981

All Households 65.6 64.6 63.6 -2.9

Household Segments:

Under 25 26.4 19.3 21.6 -18.2
25-34 55.0 47.0 45.4 -17.2
35-44 74.4 70.4 66.4 -10.8
45-64 80.7 78.8 78.3 -3.0
65 and over 74.1 74.8 74.7 -1.0

Income
Under *5,000 49.4 43.3 39.5 -20.0
$5,000-$9,999 56.8 50.3 48.6 -14.4
$10,000-$14,999 59.1 55.8 52.7 -13.9
$15,000-19,999 66.5 59.7 57.6 -13.4
$20,000-24,999 73.7 65.7 61.4 -16 7
$25,000-$34,999 82.0 74.1 68.0 -17.0
$35,000-$49,999 88.5 81.6 77.6 -12.3
*50,000+ 91.9 89.1 86.9 -5.4
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Sources: All household data from U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Current Housing Reports, Series H-11i, Vacancy Rates and
Characteristics of Housing in the United States, Nos.
76-5 through 86-51 Age data from U.S. Bureau of the
Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-201 Income
data from the U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current
Population Reports, Serie P-60; Tabulations by the
Economics and Research Division, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORSO.

According to our Homeownership Survey and the U95. Bureau of Labor
Statistic's Consumer Expenditure Surveys, housing affordability directly
influences the level of homeownership in this country. Based on the
Homeownership Survey, four out of five too reasons why neoole said they vere
renting at that time were affordability related. The primary affordability
problems listed were the lack of an adequate downpayment and an inability to
service a high monthly mortgage payment created by high interest rates. As
explained in the following section, the MRB/NGC programs effectively address
these problems.

THE CASE FOR MORTGAGE REVENUE BONDS

The most burdensome hurdles first-time homebuyers have to overcome are
high downpayments and high interest rates. The single-family mortgage revenue
bond program helps lower the cost of home mortgages for low- and
moderate-income Americans by providing below market financing in the form of
fixed-rate, level payment mortgages. The most direct benefit-of the program
for first-time homebuyers is its ability to increase the buyer's cash flow by
lowering the monthly payments. Additionally, as demonstrated, below, MRB
homebuyers are allowed to put a lover amount of money down in order to secure
the loan. These aspects of the MB program ease homeownership affordibility
problems.

Contrary to the conclusions drawn by the General Accounting Office (GAO)
in its report to the Joint Committee on Taxation, entitled, "Homeownership:
Mortgage Bonds Are Costly and Provide Little Assistance to Those in Need"
(RCED-88-111), mortgage revenue-bonds have served the lowest possible income
segment of home purchasers, with incomes well below those of homebuyers who
have obtained other types of financing, such as conventional, FHA-insured, and
VA loans. Data released in the sumer of. 1987 from the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF REALTORSO Residential Mortgage Finance Panel Surveyse demonstrates that
when compared seoaratelv to conventional morteaaes. both fixad and adjustable
rate. mortsas revenue bond loans consistently served a lower income, slightly
vounser, aesment of the nonulation. According to our survey, these MRB loan
recipients made lower downpayments and, not surprisingly, paid lower interest
rates. r The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORSO Residential Mortgage Finance

Panel Surveys provides the most comprehensive data on home
financing transactions available to the public. Since 1984, the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS* has collected information three
times each year on transactions reported by approximately 2,000
REALTORO brokers residing in the larger metropolitan areas around
most of the country.

Do NIB's Really Serve A Conventional Market?

One of the principal conclusions the GAO has drawn is that mortgage
revenue bonds serve a portion of the first-time homebuying public that is no
different from the portion that does not receive aasidtance, i.e., the
conventional market. We could not disagree more with. this contention. In
fact, the findings we have received from our survey -support Just the opposite
conclusion. There is a pronounced difference between the income and as of
first-time homebuvers usina conventional loans and those using mortasge
revenue bond-financins. Additionally, homes purchased with NRB's are much
less expensive than the average home purchased with conventional financing.

From the survey data we collected between 1984 and 1986 among first-time
homebuyers (compared with GAO's base data derived from the 1983 American
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Housing Survey)(See Table 3 on page 9), we found that the average purchase
price of a home financed with a fixed rate conventional loan was $76,378.
From the same survey data, we found that the average purchase price of a home
financed by a mortgage revenue bond issuance was $55,694, almost 30 percent
lover than conventional#. When we compared downpayments between conventional
loans and MRS loans, the difference wea Just as clear: the average
downpayment for conventional financing was $11,023 while the average
downpayment for MRS financing was $4,545, about a 57 percent difference. Yet
another indication that MRS's uniquely serve a lower income homebuyer was the
income differential between conventional loans and MRB loans: the average
Income for a homebuyer who financed with a conventional loan was $40,700; the
average income for the MRB homebuyer was *32,700, about 20 Dercent lower than
conventional.. And while the difference in the average age of a homebuyer
with a conventional loan (31.2) and a homebuyer with a mortgage revenue bond
loan (29.2) in slight, the latter finding does indicate that the MRS program
does indeed serve the segment of the homebuying public it is intended to serve.

Table 3
1984 - 1986 First-Time Homebuyer Comparison

MRBs vs. Conventional

* * Down- * Purchase , Borrowers a Borrowers *
Loan Type a payment a price , Income , Age *

*..mamuuuuiumiuuiuimuuuiimmuulmmiuuuuuuuuuuuuumum..um...immmiu *m

SMRB * *4,545 *55,694 *32,700 * 29.2 *

* Conventional C* 11,023 * *76,378 *40,700 C 31.2 *

SOURCE: NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF'RBALTORSO Residential Mortgage Finance

Panel Surveys

Targetina and Eliaibility Reguirements

The new targeting and eligibility requirements for MRS recipients, enacted
in the 1986 Tax Reform Act blunt the time-worn criticism that bond-financed,
below-market mortgages are being handed out to affluent homebuyers who could
well afford higher, conventional rates. These new requirements require 95
percent of the net proceeds of a bond issue be used to finance homes for
first-time homebuyers. Additionally, the purchase price limitations now
restrict the acquisition cost of a home financed with MRS's to not exceed 90
percent (110 percent in targeted areas). And under the new income limitations,
MRB's may now only be used to finance families whose incomes exceed no more
than 115 percent of the higher of (1) the median family income for the areas in
which the residence is located, or (2) the statewide median family income. We
do not support any additional targeting of the MRB/MCC programs primarily
because we believe that the 1986 targeting rules are working as intended.

Revenue Estimates of the MRS Program

Mr. Chairman, as with GAO's faulty analysis on the effectiveness of the MRB
program, we also question the accuracy of the Joint Taxation Committee's
revenue estimate on tax-exempt single-family bonds. The estimated cost of
extending the MI program is dramatically overstated. In 1986, Congress,
concerned with the increasing volume of tax-exempt bonds issued under prior
law, voted to place an overall volume limit on states' issuances of tax-exempt
bonds to finance so-called private purpose activities, including low- and
moderate-income mortgage revenue bonds. Despite this state by state volume
cap, the method which the Joint Tax Committee uses to calculate the revenue
lose from tax-exempt bonds assumes that states will use only a portion of their
allocated issuing authority in a fiscal year. Therefore, according to Joint
Tax methodology, the actual tax expenditure for tax-exempt bonds is not
reflected in the total national bond cap but in total bond issues by states and
local governments. The Joint Tax Committee staff argues that if a state
issuing authority has more options available to issue tax-exempt bonds, such as
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mortgage revenue bonds, then it will use up more of the allocated bond cap bond
authority. This reasoning increases the estimated revenue loss from the
program even though the state could never exceed the cap approved by Congress
in 1986. The Committee therefore bases their revenue estimate for a particular
tax-exempt bond program on the presumption that if that program is allowed to
continue, the revenue estimates will increase by a certain amount. We do not
agree with this method of revenue estimating. We believe when Congress agreed
to a certain cap, it agreed to a certain level of revenue loss for all private
activity bonds. Extending the MRB program only provides states with an option
as to how their cap will be allocated. It is unfair to say that by extending
the mortgage revenue bond program, or any other tax-exempt bond program for
that matter, state and local governments are necessarily tempted to spend more
of their bond authority than they would without that option.

Sustaining A Deoressed Housing Market

An especially important attribute of the mortgage revenue bond program is
its ability to act as a countercyclical measure to sustain the housing market
in times of high interest rates. In the early 80's the housing industry
endured devastatingly high interest rates. In 1982, when rates were around 17
percent, mortgage revenue bonds financed the purchase of approximately 80,000
new and 100,000 existing single family homes. This home sale activity resulted
in nearly 100,000 new jobs and $800 million in additional tax revenue.

Without a doubt, the countercyclical capability of the program will come
into play in the future. While the homeownerehip rate has stabilized in the
recent past and interest rates have been held down below 11 percent, there are
signals on the horizon, led by the stock market instability which began in
October 1987, that the ever growing federal deficit, and the declining value of
the dollar abroad, may lead to an economic downturn in the near future. Some
experts, and many consumers, worry that the interaction of these factors may
throw this country into a recession that will hinder any further gains in
homeownership. In this scenario, the role of tax-exempt bonds and the tax
credit program will become crucial in stimulating what surely would be a
depressed housing market. When faced with these possibilities, we believe it
would be myopic to allow the mortgage revenue bond program to expire when the
nation's economic future is so uncertain.

MORTGAGE CREDIT CERTIFICATES

The mortgage credit certificate program (MCC) was enacted by Congress in
1983 to complement the MRB program in assisting first-time homebuyers. Like
the MRB program, MCC's are issued by State and local housing agencies to
provide financial assistance to first-time homebuyers. States can trade in all
or a portion of their MRS authority for authority to issue MCC's. With an MCC,
a homeowner may take a credit each year against his or her tax liability for a
portion of the mortgage interest. Lenders view this credit as additional
income and are therefore able to lower the income level required for a borrower
to qualify for a home.

Mr. Chairman, we fully support the extension of the MCC program, as
contained in S. 1522. Since the program was enacted in 1984, many states, led
by Michigan, Texas, Washington, and Rhode Island, as well as several cities,
Corpus Christi, Texas and Sacramento, California, have had an opportunity to
experiment with MCC's. As it was originally set up to achieve, the MCC program
gives housing finance agencies much flexibility in determining the beet method
to use in assisting first-time homebuyers. While MCC's do not create the loan
funds needed to purchase a home that the MRB program does, the program gives
the homebuyer the extra income needed to qualify for a conventional loan.

Mr. Chairman, technically, the MCC program is already out of business. The
genesis of its demise began with the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
With the best of intentions, Congress supposedly had extended both the MRS and
MCC programs until the end of 1988 with the passage of the Act. Unfortunately,
it was discovered afterward that because of an omission, only the MRB program
was extended and, again, because of the omission,*the MCC program was sunsetted
at the end of last year. The technical corrections legislation in both the
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House and Senate would have corrected this error, but, as you know, that
legislation was dropped late in the session from the 1987 budget reconciliation
bill.

Mr. Chairman, we fully realize that it has been your intent since late last
session to ensure that the technical corrections legislation be considered in
the Senate as soon as possible. We also understand that, because of scheduling
constraints, full Congressional action on technical corrections is unlikely to
come soon. Consequently, there could very well be little or no authority at
all for states and local housing agencies to issue mortgage credit certificates
in 1988. Recognizing that it could be some time before this issue is resolved
we strongly recommend that a statement be released by the Deoartment of
Treasury acknowledaing that the unintended expiration of the MCC program at the
end of 1987 was truly a technical error and that the Department will allow
housin. finance agencies' continued authority to issue credits through 1988.
We note that 0. Donaldson Chapoton, Treasury Assistant Secretary for Tax
Policy, in an statement to House Ways and Means Committee Chairman
Rostenkowski, has declared the Department's intent to consider issuing an
announcement acknowledging that they (the Department) will recognize certain
provisions in the technical corrections legislation of 1987 as if enacted by
Congress. We believe it would be appropriate and entirely consistent with the
intent of the technical corrections legislation to include the extension of the
mortgage credit certificate program within the meaning of Mr. Chapoton's
statement.

SUMARY

Mortgage revenue bonds have been a major tool for states and local
governments in opening up homeownership opportunities for low- and
moderate-income first-time homebuyers who would otherwise be unable to
purchase. Our evaluation of the program has shown MRB's to be an effective way
to provide assistance to households largely unserved by the conventional
market. Tax-exempt bonds meet these needs by lowering the buyer's monthly
payments which, in turn, increase his or her cash flow. The MRB companion
program, mortgage credit certificates, also helps meet these needs by lowering
a homebuyer's tax liability through a credit (viewed as additional income by
the lender), thus allowing him or her to qualify for a conventional loan. In
addition, mortgage revenue bonds benefit the economy as a whole by contributing
to the nation's economic output, encouraging personal savings, and sustaining
the housing market in times of high interest rates. If the declining
homeownership rate among those Americans in the prime homebuying ages of
between 25 and 34 is to be reversed, the tax exemption on mortgage revenue
bonds and the authority to issue mortgage credit certificates must be extended.

91-401 0 - 8Q - 11
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APPENDIX I

Table 4
CONTRIBUTION OF SINGLE-FAMILY

RESALES AND CONSTRUCTION TO GNP

19W
Resales Kew

P P
Average Home Sales price $105,400 $126,900

Construction 77,409
Expenditures before resale 1,054 ------
Expenditures at time of sale 10,013 6,725
Expenditures after sale 2,108 2,411
Lenders' income net of cost of - mde 632 1,776
Mortgage insurers' income 11 51

Subtotal 13,818 88,703

Multiplier effects 6,909 44,351

Total $20,727 $133,054

1986 Home Sales Volume (units) 3.2 million 1.119 million

Total GNP Contribution $72.9 billion $148.9 billion

Contribution as a S of GNP 1.6% 3.3%

P a Preliminary

Sources NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORSO,
Economic. and Research7 Division
Forecasting and Policy Analysis Division

APPENDIX II

The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS* National Homeownership Survey was
conducted in late 1986 by Market Facts, Inc. Market Facts selected a
representative sample (4,800) of the U.S. population from their Consumer Mail
Panel, a demographically balanced group who have agreed to answer periodic
surveys. An equal number of questionnaires vere sent to owners and renters to
ensure that enough renter questionnaires would be returned for meaningful
comparisons. Despite the oversample of renters, the results for all
respondents are consistent with a 64 percent homeownership rate and other
national demographic aggregates. More than 68 percent (3,254) of the
recipients returned a completed questionnaire.
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Testimony on The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit submitted by the

National Rehabilitation Counseling Association

633 South Washington Street

AlexandriaP VA 28314

The National Rehabilitation Counseling Association

(NRCA) is pleased to provide the Senate Finance Subcommittee

on Taxation and Debt Management with comments in support of

the permanent extension of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

(TJTC).

The National Rehabilitation Counseling Association

located in Alexandria, Virginia, is the largest association

of rehabilitation counselors in the United States. NRCA is

dedicated to the professional development of all persons

involved in the practice of rehabilitation counseling and to

the advance member of individuals with disabilities.

--One of the goals of NRCA is to act as an advocate for

the needs of persons with disabilities in our society. It is

with this goal in mind that we present our Justification as

to why the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit should be made

permanent. We are aware that on the surface this seems to be

an unreasonable request in these times of high deficits and

the need to generate more tax revenue for our country. We

submit, however, that 13TC is really-a revenue enhancer. The

money lost in income tax from companies that avail

themselves of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit is more than made

up by the income taxes paid by the individual employee with

a disability who obtained a job through the Targeted Jobs

Tax Credit, and the money saved when they leave thw welfare,

Social Security Supplemental Income (SSI) or Social Security
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the economy and creates profit which will generate tax

revenue for our country. This in itself should be reason

enough to extend TJTC. However, we have additional data

which we feel is important to consider as valid reasons for

TJTC being made permanent.

In the National Council on the Handicapped's 1986

Report to the President and to the Congress of the United

States entitled "Toward Independence," they recommend that

"Congress should extend and expand the Targeted Jobs Tax

Credit Program." This program is seen as, and is, an

excellent method to overcome the 66% unemployment rate of

working age individuals with disabilities. This federal tax

credit program, since i-ts enactment in the Revenue Act of

1978, has been a real boost to the hiring of persons with

disabilities. We applaud the members of Congress for putting

forth such a measure. It Is an excellent tool for the

rehabilitation counselor to use in the Job placement of

qualified Job seekers with disabilities. Persons with

disabilities have the weakv.t links witle the labou u,,,d et

and thus need some form of assistance to encourage employers

to hire them. TJTC helps employers overcome the myths,

fears, and misconceptions regarding persons with

disabilities as workers and gives them the push needed to

take a chance and hire them.

TJTC simply stated has become a majcr e, -4,etir,9 tut.u'

for rehabilitation counselors. It has helped them change

attitudes of employers toward hiring pe,-ris vvitI

disabilities. TJTC has and must continue to be an added

inducement for the private sector employer to "try" the

worker with a disability (and other targeted groups) on a

Job. TJTC has allowed the employer to learn to utilize

qualified Job seekers with-disabilitiOs and become less
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resistant to hiring persons with disabilities. This tax

credit program was designed to provide the private sector

with an incentive to change their hiring practices and seek

out the structurally unemployed. It is accomplishing its

purpose and must be continued until the job is completed. A

66% unemployment rate for working age persons with

disabilities is an outrage and must be turned around.

TJTC has truly fostered a positive private sector

initiative that is proving itself on a daily basis

throughout the United States. A recent study which was

conducted by the Maryland Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Unit of

the Maryland State Department of Employment and Training

showed that persons wth disabilities in Maryland (who were

clients of the Maryland Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation) who were placed in employment using TJTC

earned significantly more wages over a two-year period than

those not hired under TJTC. This data showed that the TJTC

group remained on the job longer than the non-TJTC group

studied. In addition, the TJTC sample wages were $4,60e

higher per parson than those not hired unoer TJTC.

The membership of the National Rehabilitatiun

Cuu!,eilrlini Asbtociatiur spend a great deal of time talking

with employers. What has come through loud and clear from

these talks is that the rehabilitation community must speak

the employers' language and use their approaches, thus we

must market the qualified disabled job applicant. TJTC is

the best marketing strategy we have. Much times money and

energy has been spent in preparing the person with a

disability for the labor market. TJTC brings the finished

product to the buying public's attention. It uses what

business uses. When business wants to introduce a new



product (an unknown) to the buying public, they use

techniques like free samples and cents-off coupons feeling

that once the customer tries the product, they will keep on

buying it. The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Is the qualified Job

seeker with a disability's cents-off coupon. It enables the

employer to try it and get over their doubts and

apprehensions.

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit provides an ideal

situation for all involved. The person with a disability

Ut the edge they need to compete successfully in tne joo

market$ the employer gets that extra incentive to try the

unknown quantity they have some doubts about; and the

federal government gains added revenue since the employee
9

with a disability becomes a taxpayer rather than a tax

TAKER.

Permanent extension of TJTC is a golden opportunity for

Congress to let everyone win. The National Rehabilitation

Cou nstolng Asbociation hopes you wi1ll take this oppurtuity

to make it happen.

Thank you for your kind attention to our views.
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Statement of

William A. Bolger
on behalf of the

NATIONAL SOURCE CENTER FOR CONSUMERS
OF LEGAL SERVICES

on the subject of

S.2119 - TAXATION OF GROUP LEGAL SERVICES PLANS

March 28, 1988

The National Resource Center for Consumers of Legal Services is a

non-profit research and education organization working to improve the

legal system. Our primary focus is on legal services plans. We were

founded in 1972 by consumer and labor groups and for 16 years have

closely followed the development of legal services plans.

We strongly support I.R.C. section 120 and urge the passage of

8.2119. Legal services plans have clearly proven their value and

section 120 has successfully assisted the development of comprehensive

employer-paid plans at minimal cost. It is time to stop extending and

reenacting this provision every year or two. Congress should reenact

section 120 without an expiration date.

Employer-paid legal services plans have so clearly proven their

value that no one opposes them. Everyone agrees they're a good idea

and that they work. The only excuse for letting section 120 expire Is

that the government needs the $75 million in revenue loss attributed to

section 120 in 1987. Accordingly, after briefly reviewing why

employer-paid plans are so valuable and work so well, we will

demonstrate why the government will realize only a small fraction of

$75 million in additional revenue by failing to preserve equal tax

treatment for these valuable, cost-effective plans.

Plans Solve Problems.

As you know, the legal services plan tax provision excludes from

an employee's gross income amounts contributed by his employer to a
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qualified legal services plan. These plans provide advance

arrangements for meeting personal legal needs, especially for legal

services that prevent or settle disputes. Legal services plans:

.promote individual happiness and family harmony by preventing
or resolving serious legal problems

-increase the quality of Justice by making legal advice more
available to the average citizen

*improve economic productivity, because an employee distracted

by legal difficulties isn't fully effective.

Legal services plans enjoy broad, strong support from labor,

consumer, bar and insurance groups. There is no opposition to legal

services plans. Plans are in the best American tradition of pragmatic,

voluntary group action to meet common needs.

Section 120 puts legal services plans on an equal footing with

other statutory fringe benefits. Legal services plans benefit

primarily middle and working class Americans and are especially popular

with union members. Even the most comprehensive plans seldom cost more

than $150 per family per year.

Plans members receive mainly preventive legal services that often

make it possible to avoid litigation or serious or protracted remedial

services. Thus, group legal plans tend to preserve employee morale and

productivity and assist in unblocking our overburdened judicial system.

Why Plans Work.

What is it about legal plans that creates "win-win" situations,

where everybody benefits? Basically, it is that transaction costs are

reduced when advance arrangements are made on a group basis for

providing needed legal services. Advance payment is not as important

as advance arrangements that make legal services readily available.

These advance arrangements dramaticalli reduce the time, cost and

uncertainty involved in selecting and consulting a lawyer when a legal

question arises. Thus people covered by a plan contact a lawyer more

often, but at an earlier point in the course of a problem. More people

receive legal advice, about more matters, but matters are handled at



lower cost and in a way that minimizes, disputes and litigation.

Revenue Loss.

So legal services plans are great, but can we afford to give them

equal treatment as a statutory fringe benefit? Yes. Officially, the

revenue loss attributable to section 120 was $75 million in 1987, but

even that modest amount greatly overstates what the government will

receive if it doesn't continue section 120. Why? Because much, if not

most, of the employer contributions going to legal services will be

directed to other exempt benefits.

The $75 million revenue loss figure comes from OMB. (To our

knowledge, the Joint Tax Committee has not made any recent estimate.)

The figure is about right, and can be arrived at this way:

a. number of employees for whom contributions are being made: 2.5
million

b. average contribution: $85/year

c. income tax rate on this amount: 19%

d. payroll tax on this amount: 15%
(employer and employee shares)

total ab(c+d) - $72.25 million

Although most plans cover spouses and dependents, contributions

are made on a per employee basis. Thus 6 - 6.5 million people are

eligible for services, but contributions are only being made on behalf

of 2.5 million employees. This figure may be overstated because some

plans (including the UAW plans, the country's largest) cover retirees

but don't have separate contributions made for them. If the plan

includes the retirees as plan members but doesn't adjust the

contribution per member figure, their product will be too high.

The average contribution of $85 may also be somewhat high. A

study some years ago done by the National Resource, Center for the

Department 6f Labor found the average to be $87 per year, but the study

pre-dated the UAW plans, which account for over a third of all people

covered by employer-paid plans. UAW contributions range from $40-80

per employee per year and these amount cover over 300,000 retirees as
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well. A more recent survey by the National Resource Center yielded a

median annual contribution of $89 per employee per year. This figure

gave all plans the same weight. On a weighted basis the average

contribution would have been significantly lower because of the UAW

plans. Plan costs have shown little tendency to rise because benefits

dollars have been scarce and competition within the legal profession is

increasing.

Most plan members are in the 15% tax bracket now. Remember that

employer-paid legal services plans primarily benefit union members.

Legal services is not a benefit for executives or wealthy

professionals. This is a benefit for average Americans, the 70% of the

population underserved by lawyers. Our blended tax rate of 19% assumes

about 30% of plan households are at the 28% marginal tax rate. That

percentage is probably high.

In sum, the $75 million revenue loss figure is probably somewhat

high, but is "in the ballpark." That does not, however, mean that the

government will receive $75 million if Congress does not reenact

section 120. Far from it. Instead, employer contributions are likely

to be directed to other statutory fringe benefits, specifically,

enhancements to medical, dental, prescription drug and optical plans.

Employers will prefer to make non-taxable contributions to avoid paying

the employer share of social security. Unions will want to assure that

contributions go for benefits rather than taxes. They will also shy

away from continuing or negotiating benefits that result in withholding

taxes to their members on money those members never see.

Remember that 90% of the employees covered by employer-paid plans

are union members. Non-union employees with the benefit are likely to

have elected the coverage through a cafeteria plan. Without section

120 their benefit dollars will also flow to other exempt benefits.

Thus, so long as the, present system of fringe benefits taxation

remains, the federal government will not actually receive much of that

theoretical $75 million.

7++ ++ 4 • -
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Plans are About Access to Justice.

Lest all this focus on numbers and dollar flows obscure the main

point--that legal services plans promote the access to justice so

fundamental to our free society--we've attached a statement by a plan

member who testified before the Finance Committee four years ago.

Joseph Ruth described how his wife's membership in a legal services

plan prevented their house from being stolen from them through fraud.

It is an intriguing and unusual story. Without the legal plan, they

probably would have lost their house even if they had found a lawyer

and won the case, because they would have had to sell the house to pay

their lawyer.

Mr. Ruth's case is not typical in its facts, but is typical in

that having ready, access to legal assistance enabled justice to be

done. Please enact S.2119 so that we do not undo 15 years of work and

progress toward making preventive legal services readily and

inexpensively available to working Americans.

iJ
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STATEMErNT OF JOSEPH RuTm, WASHINGTON, DC
1. Through the legal services plan of Local 25 of the Hotel and Restaurant Work-

ers Union I was able to obtain a lawyer and prevent my house from being stolen
from me through fraud.

2. Without the plan I would probably have lost the house even if I had won the
case, because I would have had to sell the house to pay the lawyer.

8. Legal services plans are a great thing and you should make sure they can con-
tinue.

Mr. Chairman, I am Joseph Ruth. I live at 1449 S St., N.W., Washington, D.C. I
was asked to appear today as a sort of represented of the 10 to 12 mlilion.Ameri-
cans who are covered by a legal services plan. M [n case was rather unusual, but
I think it illustrates just how valuable these legal services plans can be.

About eight years before my mother died, that would have been about 1970, my
wife and children and I moved in with my elderly mother into her house on S St.,
the one where we now live, in order to care for her. She was beginning to be unable
to keep up the house and it was unsafe for her to live alone. We gave up our own
place in Southwest.

Mother got cancer in about 1974 and grew increasingly sick until she died in 1978.
For the last two years she required constant care, which was provided solely by me,
and by my wife and daughter. Mother was very disappointed that my 4 brothers
and 8 sisters had so little contact with her even though most remain in the area.
They almost never visited her, especially after she became ill. She told them that
she intended to leave the house to me so that we could continue to live there, and
she made a will saying so.

Within a few days of her death my brother Luther produced a typewritten will,
dated later than the one I had, that left the house to him on the understanding that
it should be sold and the proceeds distributed among all her children. I was shocked.
The signature looked like hers, but I was sure it was not her genuine will. It was
contrary to everything she had told my wife'and me. To our knowledge my brother
had not even visited her during the period when the will was made. (He later
claimed to have visited her, with the witnesses, while we were all out.) I consulted a
couple of lawyers and came away dismayed. They wanted a big deposit before they
would do anything, bigger than we could obtain. They explained that contesting a
will was expensive. It was hard to prove and would take considerable time. The
worst part was that even if we won we probably would have had to sell the house to
pay the fee. You see, the house was about all my mother had, and my wife and I are
not wealthy. I work in the kitchen at the Capitol Holiday Inn and my wife is a
member of Local 25 of the Hotel & Restaurant Workers Union.
I That saved usl My wife remembered that they had legal help available and in-

quired about it. In December 1978 we met with attorney Paul Regan of Robert Ades
and Associates. We found that the legal services plan would cover my case and
would pay the legal fees. You can imagine how relieved we were. We knew we were
right, but were afraid we would lose our place to live anyway.

Once Mr. Regan got started on the case we felt good about it. He was great. He
interviewed lots of people, got a handwriting expert, and everything. It took quite a
while before the trial, but Mr. Regan always knew just what to do. I thought the
others would give up, but they didn't. One brother refused to join in the fraud, but
the others did.

It's very hard to explain just how painful it was to hear my own brothers and
sisters lying like they did. It was one of the worst days of my life. It would have
been worse if they had gotten away with it. We won the case, and I haven't spoken
to most of my siblings in the two years since. No criminal charges were brought
against them.

Thanks to the legal services plan of Local 25 and the excellent work of Mr. Paul
Regan, we're still in our house, my mother's wishes were followed, and justice was
done. Without the plan we probably would have lost the house even if we had
fought against the fraud. At the very least we would be paying off a big loan se-
cured by the house.

As I said earlier, I know my case was very unusual, but I know there must be
many, many other people who would be spared much heartache and money by
having a lawyer to represent them. I hope you will continue the law that makes
legal service plans like Local 25's possible.

Thank you very much for inviting and listening to me.
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STATEMENT TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND
DEBT MANAGEMENT, COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

UNITED STATES SENATE

ON

THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT PROGRAM, 1986-88:
FACTS, EFFECTIVENESS, MYTHS AND REALITIES

Dr. Richard A. Lacey
Senior Vice President, Hearth Management Group,

Vice President, National Association of Targeted Jobs Consultants
Director, National TJTC Clearinghouse

April 20, 1988

INTRODUCTION

Thank you for the opportunity to clarify several fundamental concepts

about the federal Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) program. These

understandings are based upon extensive experience with the program since

1979, when I worked on the M6ndale Task Force on Youth Employment.

Subsequently I monitored TJTC as a policy analyst in youth employment and

public-private partnerships, and for the past four years I have focused on

TJTC as a management consultant assisting employers, community based

organizations, foundations, and government agencies.

Currently I am senior vice president of Hearth Management Group, a

management consulting firm in Chester, Connecticut, and vice president of the

National Association of Targeted Jobs Consultants. In collaboration with two

organizations of employers and not-for-profit community-based organizations

-- the Committee for Employment Opportunities and the TJTC Coalition -- I

also administer a national clearinghouse on information about TJTC and

continue to promote TJTC through newsletters and other publications.

Studies of TJTC since 1980 have produced varied reviews of the

effectiveness, usage, costs and benefits of the program. Many studies and

discussions in the policy community reveal a fundamental misunderstanding of

the purpose of TJTC. In the following discussion I will summarize basic

background facts about TJTC, explain why TJTC is an effective and needed

program, and review fundamental myths and realities surrounding TJTC.

BACKGROUND FACTS

Congress first enacted the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) in 1978 to

provide employers with a tax incentive to hire disadvantaged and handicapped
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workers, targeting groups whose unemployment rates were disproportionately

high. After extending and modifying the law three times, Congress included

TJTC in the 1986 Tax Reform Act; TJTC is scheduled to expire December 31,

1988.

TJTC grants a credit of 40 percent of the first $6,000 of qualified

first-year wages (i.e., a maximum of $2400 gross credit, or a net corporate

tax credit of $1584 for 1988 and thereafter) of workers certified by the

Job Service, provided they remain employed 90 days or 120 hours. Host certi-

fications are for individuals in "economically disadvantaged" groups, whose

six-month family income is 70 percent or less of the BLS lower living standard

-- currently about $95 per week for individuals, $263 per week for a family

of four. These groups include youth aged 18-24, 16-18 year-old youth hired

in summer jobs, and 16-19 year-old youth in cooperative education; Vietnam-era

veterans; and ex-offenders. Other targeted groups are physically/mentally

handicapped persons; recipients of AFDC, general assistance, and SSI; and

WIN registrants.

In 1985, there were 627,088 certifications distributed in the following

way: Youth: 50%, AFDC: 16%, Handicapped: 71, and ex-offenders, summer youth,

general assistance and veterans: each 4%; SSI I1. State data for 1987 are

being gathered for analysis in early 1988. TJTC was not in effect from

January-October of 1986, but data are not yet available to domonstrate the

precise impact of this hiatus on hiring from targeted groups.

The best estimates of usage for FY '87 are based on state figures --

a total of 383,000. This figure is unofficial, however, because the U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor has not yet gathered and published the data.

TJTC is complementary to the Job Training and Partnership Act, and Con-

gressional efforts to enact Welfare Reform. Training people for jobs and

requiring them to go to work will succeed only if the private sector has

an incentive to hire individuals with poor work history and from groups that

are traditionally unrealiable. The TJTC incentive gives workers a second and third

break as they settle into the world of work.

WHY TJTC IS AN EFFECTIVE AND NEEDED PROGRAM

The conventional wisdom that "a rising economic tide lifts all boats"

does not apply to in inner city and rural American communities where

T- .1"
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unemployment still remains three to-four times the national average. TJTC is

an extremely effective tool for reaching out to the hard-to-employ and

putting them to work.

Groups representing veterans, ex-offenders, and disabled people, and

community-based organizations that serve hard-to-employ youth (e.g., in

trouble with gangs or drugs) say TJTC is one of the most effective programs

for job placement.

Hany employers realize it is good business to hire the structurally

unemployed and provide incentives to their managers for hiring TJTC-eligible

applicants. The program is used widely in furniture, food service, retail

and manufacturing industries.

Program continuity is essential. TJTC lapsed between January-October,

1986. When Tax Reform was enacted, it took months to revive employers'

confidence in the program and begin to seek out structurally unemployed

workers again.

In New York State, the largest TJTC user, 57,550 people were hired in FY

85. But in the last six months of 1987, only 18,073 were hired, indicating a

37% drop in utilization. New York City's summer jobs program, the largest in

the U.S., uses TJTC to place youth.

The 10-month program hiatus in 1986 eroded employer confidence because

the job service network to certify workers was dismantled. It is now running

smoothly because Congress appropriated nearly $43 million ($15 million in the

FY 87 Supplemental and $23.7 million in the FY 88 Continuing Resolution) for

administration through FY 88.

If we face a recession in the next two or three years, we need a jobs

program in place. If TJTC expires in 1988, too many people will be out of

work before Congress can react and pass jobs legislation.

We should learn from previous training programs that didn't have a real

job waiting for those who were trained. Welfare Reform would require massive

federal and state spending to train recipients -- but training programs

without hiring incentives will surely fail.

TJTC provides an essential incentive to get employers to hire newly-

trained workers.
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Past criticism of TJIV reflected the perception that the credit could be

a windfall for companies to save taxes on high-turnover employees. This

perception persists. Under the '86 Tax Reform law, however, employees must

work 90 days or 120 hours before they qualify for TJTC. As a result, today

the leading users of TJTC are manufacturers and retailers who provide long-

term jobs.

Would TJTC workers have been hired without TJTC? When TJTC began in

1978, many hires were a tax windfall to the employer. But employers began to

realize TJTC provides the incentive needed to cover added costs of training

and supervision of disadvantaged workers, who proved they could do the job.

As a result, companies have changed their hiring practices to reach out

to veterans, disabled, welfare and church groups as well as community based

organizations who work with the structurally unemployed.

This has effectively expanded the work force. With today's levels of

unemployment, if TJTC expires, employers would hire the first desirable

applicants whowalk in the door -- members of the active labor force. With

TJTC, however, employers will continue to expand the work force by seeking

out and hiring the structurally unemployed.

MYTHS AND REALITIES ABOUT TJI'C

Myth: There is no proof that TJTC generates new jobs for the

disadvantaged.

Reality: TJTC was not intended to create new jobs. Instead, it was

designed to increase Job opportunities for those with severe barriers to

employment. Employers are encouraged through financial rewards to fill

existing job openings with people from targeted groups.

Myth: Companies would often hire TJTC workers anyway.

Reality: It has always been extraordinarily difficult to persuade managers

in business and industry to hire disadvantaged and handicapped workers. The

labor market is always tight for "structurally unemployed" people.

Increasing skill requirements of entry level jobs further limit access to

employment of disadvantaged groups, such as minority inner city youth and

others with limited work experience and marketable skills, or who face

prejudicial barriers.
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and initially more c

applicants. Studies

workers gec JODS te.g., a GAO study showed that the penetration rate for

economically disadvantaged youth increased during recessions in FY 80 and FY

82).

As companies discover that members of targeted groups are in fact

productive workers, hiring managers change their attitudes and practices.

They are now seeking out TJTC-eligible employees, requesting them on Job

orders -- especially when their company pays them a bonus for doing so.

Examples: (1) The Chicago Jobs Council study shows that a quarter of

firms surveyed deliberately tried to hire TJTC-eligible workers, and nearly

three-fourths changed their methods of seeking Job referrals by going to non-

traditional sources and Job Service offices. (2) The Congressional Budget

Office study found that TJTC affects the hiring decision of firms: 34% of

firms said that TJTC had significant influence on the decision, and another

22% said that there was a small effect.

Myth: TJTC primarily benefits corporations rather than individual

disadvantaged workers.

Reality: Research for the Maryland Department of Employment and Training

and for the National Commission for Employment Policy found significant gains

to individual TJTC participants. Congressional testimony and ongoing

research also offer ample evidence from individuals and community-based

organizations.

Myth: TJTC primarily benefits the fast-food and similar service

industries with high turnover (100 and more), low average tenure (1-6

weeks), and high percentages of part-time workers.and 16-17 year-olds.

Reality: TJTC can be taken only if an eligible employee works at least 90

days or 120 hours for a company. Since most fast food short-term employees

leave in the first six weeks, no TJTC credit is available for most of these

employees. Furthermore, few 16-17 year-olds are TJTC-eligible.

Myth: Companies exploit the program by "churning" employees -- that is,

replacing them as soon as they earn the maximum TJTC credit.

?Ir
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Of the credit, employers instinctively prefer experienced

apable workers rather than handicapped and disadvantaged

show that TJTC does help disadvantaged and handicapped
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Reality: Even though TJTC-eligible workers are initially less skilled and

experienced than others, their average tenure is about the same as for all

employees. The costs of employee turnover and retraining are so high that it

is inconceivable that a company would benefit from such practices. The

average net tax savings on a TJTC employee is $660, whereas the average cost

of replacing an experienced employee is at least $600.

&yth: Management consulting firms that assist corporations in

implementing and processing TJTC are unintended beneficiaries of the program.

Reality: All programs in the public or private sector require special

expertise to implement properly. Specialists such as CPAs,- lawyers,

engineering specialists, pollution control experts, etc., market their skills

to assist corporations. Each short-term extension of TJTC has encouraged

companies to rely on consultants rather than internal staff to manage program

regulations and technical details of screening job applicants and processing

time-sensitive paperwork.

myth: TJTC is a government revenue-loser.

Reality: The projected costs of TJTC, which are derived from the Joint

Committee on Taxation's economic model, are a matter for separate technical

analysis of the number of TJTC participants, their average wage and turnover,

and the tax rules. Nonetheless, special cost-benefits of TJTC deserve

attention because of TJTC's effects upon the documented, quantifiable social

costs of unemployed disadvantaged workers.

There are direct social benefits and cost savings: TJTC employees are

taken off welfare and government assistance rolls; unemployment compensation

costs are reduced; and revenues from income taxes are increased. Indirect

savings can be reasonably estimated as well: costs of crime drop sharply when

ex-offenders are employed; disabled and economically disadvantaged Vietnam-

era veterans enter the economic mainstream, reducing costs of dependency on

general assistance and related social costs of unemployment; disadvantaged

youth and welfare recipients are able to develop a record of york experience,

earn income, and escape the poverty cycle of the structurally unemployed.

Analyses of the financial savings produced by employment of TJTC-

certified individuals support the claim that TJTC yields a trade-off of

quantifiable revenue savings to the government. For example, the Chicago

4



Jobs Council study found that in FY 85, TJTC-generated employment saved the

5 'Federal and State of Illinois governments $11.6 million In Chicago alone.

That study is currently being updated.

IRS statistics show that the cost of TJTC to the government is much less

than $1000 per certification used in previous Congressional estimates, when

the credit was 50Z of first-year wages to $6000, plus 252 of second-year

wages. Accounting for reduction of the credit to 40Z and the offset for the

disallowed deduction on the $6000 wage base results in about $550 per

certification.

Conclusion

I and the organizations I work with urge extension of TJTC during 1988

to assure program continuity and employer confidence. Managers of companies,

and of the State Employment Service need to know that TJTC will survive so

that they can plan.

I would welcome solid studies that would enable Congress to refine the

administration of this'program. While I have ample evidence in the form of

success stories to demonstrate that TJTC is effective, I also believe that

TJTC administration could be improved. TJTC administrators at every level

have revealed numerous practical, cost-efficient refinements that could be

and in some cases have been implemented quickly. Upon extension of TJTC, the

organizations collaborating to promote TJTC would seek to help the U.S.

,Department of Labor and the State Employment Services to assess and implement

several of these recommendations in order to increase the power of this

program to accomplish what Congress intended.
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April 11, 1988

The Honorable David Pryor
Chairman
Subcommittee on Private Retirement Plans and
Oversight of the Internal Revenue Service

Committee on Finance
United States Senate
205 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Pryor:

I am submitting this statement to your Subcommit-
tee on behalf of the New York Clearing House Association*
to bring to your attention a totally unprecedented retroac-
tive civil penalty provision that was added to the Internal
Revenue Code,** by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1986 (the "Act"). In amending Section 6656(a) to double
the previous penalty for late payment of withholding tax
deposits from 5% to 10%, the Act provided that the
increased penalty applies to alt4ponalties "assessed" after
the date of enactment, which was October 21, 1986, and

* The members of the New York Clearing House Association
are The Bank of New York, The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.,
Citibank, N.A., Chemical Bank, Morgan Guaranty Trust Com-
pany of New York, Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company,
Irving Trust Company, Bankers Trust Company, Marine Midland
Bank, N.A., United States Trust Company of New York,
National Westminster Bank USA and European American Bank.

** Unless otherwise noted, references to the "Code" and all
section references are, respectively, to the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 and to sections thereof.

*
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without regard to the tax years for which they were
imposed. For the reasons discussed herein, I believe that
the Subcommittee should recommend that this effective date
provision be amended so that the penalty increase applies
only prospectively.

The extent to which the retroactive doubling of
this penalty is bad tax policy is demonstrated by describ-
ing how Section 6656 is applied. Section 6656 imposes a
penalty (formerly 5% and now 10%) for a late deposit of
employee and non-resident withholding.taxes, unless the
withholding agent is able to demonstrate that the late
deposit is "due to reasonable cause and not due to willful
neglect." Unless the "reasonable cause" exception applies,
the penalty is due if the deposit is as much as one day
late.* Yet, the penalty amount (10% of the overdue
balance) is the same whether the deposit is one day late or
several months late. Moreover, the Section 6656 penalty
is in addition to the interest customarily imposed on late
payments.

Insofar as the imposition of penalties is con-
cerned, barring fraudulent concealment, the determinative
date should be the date deposit was missed. The rate of
penalty ought to be whatever it was when a taxpayer failed
to make payment. Nevertheless, the Act provided that when
such a penalty is "assessed" determines the effective date
of an increase in its amount. This is particularly
arbitrary because assessment is merely one step, albeit a
formal one, in the collection process, which commences when
an I.R.S. agent begins his audit.

Further, even though one might think the normal
three year statute of limitations on assessments of taxes
and penalties would be sufficient time for the I.R.S. to
audit a tax return and for a taxpayer to exercise his
rights to administrative review, this is usually not the
case. As a matter of course, I.R.S. auditors request
extensions of statutes of limitations, and taxpayers have
no choice but to sign them if they wish to exercise their
administrative review rights before a tax is assessed and
paid. It is not unusual (particularly in the case of large
corporations filing complex tax returns) for more than five
years to elapse between the date a tax return is filed and

* Under fairly usual circumstances, deposits are due
roughly once a week.
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the date on which the tax or penalty is actually assessed.
If the Section 6656 penalty is assessed after October 21,
1986, the 10% rate applies no matter how long before that
date the tax return was filed.

If, for example, two taxpayers both fail on the
same date to make a required $10,000 withholding payment,
the penalty imposed on each should be the same whether the
I.R.S. auditors act rapidly or slowly. A taxpayer should
not suffer a different penalty merely because of how he
chooses to exercise his appeal rights. It defies logic to
apply a lower penalty to taxpayers who promptly agreed
(particularly before October 21, 1986) to a penalty because
they knew they did not have a "reasonable cause" defense
but to impose the doubled penalty on taxpayers who con-
tested the penalty because they believed they could demon-
strate the requisite "reasonable cause" to excuse the late
deposit.*

Nor is the imposition of a penalty that is
retroactively doubled according to the timing of assessment
justified by any traditional argument for tax penalties.
Since the penalized behavior occurred prior to the increase
in penalty rate, it is impossible for the increase to have
served as a deterrent or to have encouraged the taxpayer's
compliance. It would not be unreasonable to assume that
those members of Congress who favored this provision
thought it would apply only to those whose continued
failure to remit deposits required deterrence and not
retroactively to those whose tardy deposits were promptly
remedied. The Staff Report at p. 21 suggests that this
retroactivity may be justified on the basis that "the
original penalty structure may have been unduly lenient
... ". On that basis, it would be appropriate to retroac-
tively double any penalty ranging all the way from parking
violations to criminal activity solely because government
officials change their minds as to what the proper penalty
should have been at some earlier and even far distant past
time. Such a doctrine is antithetical to concepts of civil
and criminal justice that have been the foundation of our

* The March 9, 1988 Joint Committee staff report on tax
penalties (the "Staff Report") suggests at p. 21 that
making the Section 6656 penalty increase retroactive will
"punish violations more equitably". To the contrary, any
law that discriminates against taxpayers because they
pursue their legal remedies is unfair, not equitable.

-3-



legal and political structure. The Subcommittee should
forthrightly reject it.

The retroactive doubling of the Section 6656
penalty is particularly offensive because there is no
indication that it was intended to penalize prior taxpayer
misconduct. At the time it was enacted, Congress was
completing a mammoth, months-long overhaul of the tax laws.
However, the amendment to Section 6656 was not a part of
that legislation. Instead, it was included in legislation
that was intended to provide funds to help balance the
Federal budget. Although it may be difficult to properly
fix responsibility for the increasing budgetary shortfalls
that led to the passage of that law, it is clear that
persons who deposited withholding taxes a few days late
were not to blame for the Federal deficit. To retroac-
tively penalize a person for his own inadvertent errors is
bad enough, but to retroactively penalize him for the
faults of others is unconscionable. Indeed, as the
enclosed article prepared by John Corry demonstrates it is
likely that the retroactive application of the doubling of
the Section 6656 penalty is unconstitutional.

The Subcommittee need not, however, focus on
whether a constitutional challenge to the doubled penalty
provisions would likely prevail. Rather, the concern
should be whether Congress will take this opportunity to
accomplish substantial justicee by ending the inescapable
and unjust retroactive ;onsequences of the increased
penalty provisions.

Wholly apart from the foregoing, if Section
6656's retroactive penalty date is not totally changed,
Congress should at a minimum limit it by extending the
equitable principles of Section 6661 to Section 6656.
Treas. Reg. S 1.6661-6(c) provides that the substantial
underpayment penalty is automatically waived where the
taxpayer pays the substantial underpayment and files an
amended return before the I.R.S. first contacts him. Con-
gress should authorize a similar equitable principle that
would make the increase in the Section 6656 rate inap-
plicable where delays in deposits are brief and are cor-
rected in good faith prior to the filing of the taxpayer's
original or amended Form 1042. This is particularly
appropriate since most underpayments are intentional
whereas most delays in making deposits are administrative
and inadvertent.

-4-
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I therefore urge that Section 6656 be amended
either to totally delete its retroactive application or at
the very least to exempt from its retroactive effect any
taxpayer that on or before the effective date of the Act
and prior to the date that the penalty was first asserted
by the I.R.S. made the tardy deposits that were the subject
of the penalty.

Very truly yours,

Mikel M. Rollyson

-5-
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OHIO MURAU OF EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
145 SOUTH ?RONT STREET P.O. Box 1613

CcOLo, cms COUMBUS. OHIO 43216 OR. POWEATA STC04BACHER

Governor

April 1, 1988

NO. laura Wil0ec
Hearing Ainistrator
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
295 Dirkeen Senate Office ilding
Washingtn, D.C. 20510

Dear Me. Wilocxc

The Chio areau of awloyment Services on behalf of future Ohio workers
who need help in finding employment and Ohio employers whose businesses
utilize tax credits to increase profitability and expand employment,
wishes to submit the following statements in support of TJTC as a
viable program in Chio:

Ohio brk Irentive NM1 program Statement

7he T= program has been instrumental in enabling Ohio WIN to meet its
goal of serving economically disadvantaged citizens while reducing
welfare costs to taxayers. For the past eight years, Ohio has ranked
among the top three MN programs in the nation for the number of people
removed from public assistance and placed in jobs. In fiscal year 1987,
nearly 9,000 Ohio recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AF[C) secured eloyment resulting in annualized welfare savings of
$18.6 million.

Ohio W IN's ePqeiazu has shown that employers respond extremely well to
the oiortunity to receive a valuable tax credit in addition to a
qualified employee. For the WIN client, the TTC program has often meant
the diffenenae bebmn a long-term stay on the welfare rolls and an
opportxmity for self-sufficiency and self-determination.

General Statmnt ad PrIposal for Continuation

TJTC as it currently operates under the authority of the Tax Reform Act
of 1986 has helped 26,394 Chio residents find employment in 1987. This
is a great help to these Chicans and their employers who are receiving
the tax credit. However, this level of certification for tax credit
purposes falls significltly below the year 1985 when there were 32,030
certifications lgisd in Chio and the tax credit was 50% of the first
$6,000 in qualified wages vs the present level of 40%. Figures for
1986 are inconclusive since the TJIC program wes not operational for
about nine months of that year. With this evidentiary informtion, we
reme that the (ngrees reauthorize the TJTWC program at
essentially the levels that were in existence prior to the tax credit
reductions initiated by the Tax Deform Act of 1986. This agency's
rationale for proposing a return to the pre-1986 level of authorization
is that a greater taX credit should encourage employers to hire More
workers thus adding to the roles of tax payers from these target
groups, and removing significant numbers of persons from welfare and
other supportive prooee that use tax money rather than utilizing it
to promte Jobs.

Tank you for including these statement in sport of the Targeted
Jobs Tx Credit Irogr in the record of proceedings for the Senate
Finance Committee on Tammtion and Debt Management.

Sincerely,

Chic Lre ( services

c0 3c . Iihli
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Department of Human Resources
I EMPLOYMENT DIVISION

Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Extension

Employers in the State of Oregon have esperienced an estimated $68.4 Million
In tax saving s from participation in TJTC since 1978. The tax savings has
been shared by a broad range of companies both large and small.

Many employers indicate that TJTC has been the keystone that helped them
survive the years of economic depression. When the business climate improved
employers continued to use TJTC for a variety of reasons, most cononly they
found TJTC eligible applicants to be good employees. They saved money and
they had a system in place for using TJTC which was cost effective and user
friendly.

168.000 unemployed Oregonians have been determined eligible for the program
since 1979. These have included individuals from our highest unemployed
group, youth 16 through 24 years of age. Additional groups served include
welfare clients, ex-felons, Vietnam era veterans, and the handicapped. Nearly
67,000 of these individuals have been hired and certified to employers since
1979.

The State benefits when welfare clients become employed and are no longer
receiving public assistance. Unemployed youth have been able to obtain jobs
and learn a skill because of TJTC. Ex-felons with jobs are less likely to
commit new crimes and thus remain out of prison. Oregon jails are already
overflowing placing additional pressure on the public to find ex-felons work
as rapidly as possible. TJTC is a tool they can use to find work.

The handicapped is another target group for which TJTC has opened the door to
job opportunities.

The tax credit has been a very good tool for encouraging the hiring of target
group members. Loss of TJTC will reduce employment opportunities for the
people who need the help most and makes it more difficult for them to enter
the labor force.

It is important that Congress take immediate action to extend the program.
Lack of continuity has plagued employer use of TJTC since its conception.

I urge your approval of TJTC because of its value to both employers and the
unemployed in Oregon.
Following is a yearly statistical sumary of TJTC activity in the State of
Oregon.

Statistics

Fiscal Year No. Vouchered No. Certified Potential Tax Actual
Credit Savings IRS Savings
(Millions) (millions)

1979-80 - 13,988 5.069 $ 22.8 $ 5.7
1981 19,225 10,743 48.3 12.1
1982 13.242 2.948 13.3 3.3
1983 25.797 6.445 29.0 7.3
1984 32.529 13.074 58.8 14.7
1985 27.604 15.149 55.5 13.9
1986 6.637 3.565 16.0 4.0
1987 18.356 7.856 18.8* 4.7
1988 10.341 4.563 11.0* 2.8

TOTAL 167,719 69.412 $273.5 $68.4

Definition of Terms

Vouchered - Targeted group members determined eligible.
Certified - Targeted group members hired by employers and certified.
Potential tax credit savings - Number certified x $4500 - In MilI ons.

*Number certified x $2400 - In millions.
IRS Actual - 25% of potential tax credit savings - In Millions.
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TESTIMONY
by

SCOTT SKLAR
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

SOLAR ENERGY INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION

INTRODUCTION
The Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA), the
national trade association of the solar thermal and
photovoltaic manufacturers and component suppliers, urges
the Committee to maintain the existing solar business tax
credits through 1995.

The U.S. solar energy industry is on a slight rebound in
the face of mounting competition from abroad. Already our
international competitor nations have surpassed the U.S.
in their federal research & development spending. Over
the last five years, most of our competitor nations have
surpassed the U.S. in government financing. The U.S.
commercial tax incentives represent one of they key
programs for the U.S. solar industry to remain
competitive. Only through an increasing domestic market
will our solar industries have the financial base to
compete internationally.

Although U.S. solar sales dropped in 1985 due to low
energy prices, expiration of residential tax credits and
the phase down of commercial credits, and decreasing
government support overall -- by 1988 sales have
increased due to advances in technology, utility
interconnection, and special market niches due to rising
energy prices.

Extension of the solar commercial credits at the ten
percent (10%) level, will send a message to the financial
markets and our international competitors. A message that
the United States wants to maintain our technical
predominance in solar energy at a time when our petroleum
imports are reaching the precipitous levels experienced
during the 1973 oil embargo is essential.

Commercial solar electric (photovoltaic) sales in 1987
totalled not more than $30 million. Commercial solar hot
water sales reached $25 million in 1987. Commercial solar
thermal power sales reached $150 million in 1987. Revenue
loss from such an extension will not exceed $20 million
per year, and in fact, probably be far less.

Our competitors are anxiously waiting for the market void
left by a U.S. retrenchment in support of the solar
industry. The potential multibillion dollar overseas
solar markets will be won not only by those with the best
technologies but by the industries which have a strong
domestic base in their host countries and coordinated
government support to build market bridgeheads throughout
the world. The U.S. commercial tax incentives represent a
key component for the U.S. solar industries to ultimately
build our international bridgeheads.



TAX CREDIT HISTORY

After the 1973 oil embargo, the U.S. goverment
instituted a three track approach to encourage solar
and renewable energy development. The first part of the
triad was an aggressive solar energy research and
development program through the Energy Research &
Development Administration (ERDA) and then the
Department of Energy (US/DOE).

The second part of the triad was energy assistance
through the weatherization program, low-income energy
assistance program, and the loan subsidy program
through the Solar Energy & Energy Conservation Bank
that is administered through the U.S. Department of
Housing & Urban Development. The basis of this program
was to assist low and lower income people in cutting
their energy bills through grants and subsidized loans.

The third and final part of the triad was the creation
of residential and business tax credits. The tax
credits passed in 1978 and the Internal Revenue Service
promulgated guidelines in 1980. The credits for
residential applications were limited to solar hot
water and solar space heating systems. Passive solar
applications and solar pool heating were prohibited.
The business credits at the ten percent (10%) level
ranged from solar hot water heating for business to
industrial process heat & steam to utility-sized solar
applications.

In 1978, the United States had less than 100,000 solar
hot water systems and less than a megawatt of solar
thermal power and photovoltaics. By 1985, the United
States had over one million residential solar hot water
systems. By 198b, the United States had over 110
megawatts of solar thermal power generated electricity
and over 15 megawatts of photovoltaic both on a utility
-scale.

The large success of market penetration is due to the
tax incentives which serves to buy down the risk of
these new solar technologies. While the residential
credits expired in 1985, the business credits will
expire in 1989. Although the U.S. market penetration
seems large, our experience is dwarfed by those of our
international competitors. For example, during the last
fifteen years while the United States installed over
one million residential solar hot water systems
nationwide, during the same period the Japanese have
installed over one million solar hot water heaters in
the City of Tokyo alone!

The utilization of market pulls of new technology has
been successfully demonstrated as one of the best ways
to establish a domestic high-technology industries. The
use of massive military procurements directly gave rise
to the semiconductor and computer industries in the
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United States. Programs created access to capital have
built the residential housing industries and the
utility industries. Use of tax incentives has enlarged
private home ownership, preserved historic building,
and maintained a thriving oil industry for many years.

The establishment of business solar tax credits was in
line with a bipartisan goal of providing market
incentives to build the U.S. solar industry which would
dominate world markets. The credits are a fundamental
influence in attracting capital towards technology that
is perceived as both new and futuristic. Although the
technology has been proven in countless government-
sponsored demonstrations, potential commercial and
utility customers needed the tax incentives to lighten
-the risk. The solar business credits have worked
exceedingly well without the fraud or problems
experienced in other sectors.

According to economist Robert Nathan's 1985 study
titled "The Development of Solar Energy and Federal
Income Tax Credits, stated that the U.S. cannot count
on continued expansion of solar energy use without an
expanding market for solar energy adequate to attract
the levels of capital necessary for construction of
large-scale plants. In my view, if the U.S. does not
maintain this market expansion, our domestic market
will be overwhelmed by foreign imports within the
decade.

THE CASE FOR TAX INCENTIVES

From an economic point of view, the greater the U.S.
trade balance, the weaker the U.S. economy. Oil imports
now rank as one of the key contributors to the U.S.
trade deficit. At the same time, most of the Third
World has increased their oil imports which not only
causes increased loss of capital but increased
inability to pay their debts.

The United States has become the world's largest debtor
nation. The Third World's inability to pay its debt
threatens the world's financial stability. The United
States, our allies, and the developing countries must
pursue policies to utilize domestic energy resources to
their fullest or risk a wind down of the world economy
and possible depression.

In the midst of this negative economic scenario, the
petroleum resources worldwide are depleting. According
to a Xarch release by the U.S. Geological Survey, the
United States has only eleven years of untapped oil
resources. And while the U.S. fills the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve, .questions remain as to its usability
and access to all sectors of the U.S. economy. Coal
reserves are abundant but increased coal combustion
causes acid rain and harms agricultural and forest
productivity. There has not been a new order for
nuclear power plants in the last decade.
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At the same time over seven thousand megawatts of
electric power have been produced by renewable energy
resources in the last eight years due to a mix of
federal R&D support, legislated interconnection rights,
and varied tax incentives. Increased U.S. export
assistance has expanded the world markets. Yet the U.S.
government has cut renewable energy R&D support by over
eighty percent, slashed or halted tax incentives, and
threatened utility interconnection.

Our country's economic and energy policies have not
kept up with the realities of finite energy resources,
Middle East tensions, and very high trade imbalances.
The best way to overcome'these energy issues is to
enhance market forces to promote domestic renewable
resources, particularly solar energy. Tax credits have
worked excellently to encourage market acceptance of
this new technology. Maintainance of this support will
quicken the market acceptance and broaden the
utilization that could have real effect on offsetting
energy imports.

Over the last few years a scientific consensus has
developed on the global warming trend. The breakdown of
the earth's protective ozone layer coupled with massive
amounts of carbon dioxide pumped into the earth's
atmosphere causing a "greenhouse effect" pose alarming
problems for the world's peoples. The effects of global
warming could radically alter world agricultural
products and imperil major urban centers on the
coastlines on all continents.

Acid rain has become a central political issue between
the United States and Canada. Many experts predict that
increased use of coal will adversely effect
agricultural production and severely limit timber
production. Negative health impacts from combustion
emissions currently cost consumers billions of dollars.
Added losses from acid smog and acid rain on building
and automobiles cost government and industry billions
of dollars. The U.S. Congress has approved billions of
dollars for clean coal research and billions of dollars
for nuclear waste storage and research.

Extension of business solar tax credits over the next
seven years would not cost the American taxpayer more
than $200 million dollars in aggregate. Solar thermal
and photovoltaic energy does not pose serious negative
environmental impacts and clearly can offset or
mitigate environmental problems caused by conventional
energy resources. Utilization of photovoltaics to
displace diesel generation for remote electric
generation could seriously limit pollutants from a
widely dispersed and unregulated power source.
Utilization of solar thermal power to displace peak
power generators can displace higher cost energy from
peak power plants that are usually older and less
environmentally benign. Use of commercial solar.hot
water technology can levelize electricity demand and
moderate the need for expanded power generation.

Q1-401 n - nq 1q
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The solar technologies can add to the energy mix
effectively and substantially. However to maintain
these market inroads, these market incentives must be
sustained in light of temporarily lower petroleum
prices, and government indifference. A diverse reliance
on a myriad of energy resources both conventional and
renewable offers utilities and consumers maximum
flexibility and reliability.

As stated earlier, the U.S. solar energy industry in
order to be competitive abroad, must have a secure and
growing domestic market. Our international competitor
nations have a wide range of incentives to build their
domestic solar markets. At a time when the U.S. is
about to realize their fifteen year investment in solar
energy, and when we need domestic energy production the
most, our country must maintain its support of the U.S.
solar industry.

The solar energy industry is a microcosm of any high
technology industry. And the industry is caught between
contradictory government polcies both on the domestic
and international fronts. The United States has pursued
major government efforts to enhance high technology
industries as a way to expand our exports and bring our
country into the new technological, age.

Most government policymakers have concerns about the
monumental environmental problems regarding global
warming and acid rain. And many people are concerned
with the increasing trade deficit and the enlarging
U.S. dependence on energy imports whether its petroleum
from the Middle East or the Caribbean Basin, or
electricity imports from Canada.

Yet these concerns do not translate into positive
policies to promote solar energy. But the record is
clear that the United States solar industry leads the
world in solar thermal and photovoltaic technology.
However, due to contradictory policies, the United
States may lose its technological edge due to a
shrinking market as a result of government
indifference.

Tax credits have been demonstrated as an effective tool
in-enhancing technology in the market place. A ten
percent tax credit is not large enough to overcome all
the market risk but provide Just enough incentive to
bring down the investment risk to acceptable levels.
The solar business credits, if extended through 1995,
will set the stage for incorporation of solar energy
technologies into every facet of American life. And as
a result, the U.S. quality of life and security will
greatly benefit.
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CONCLUSION

In the myriad of requests for tax incentives that the
Subcommittee has received, the solar energy industry,
albeit small, deserves Congressional support.

The photovoltaics and solar thermal industries are less
than twenty years old with most companies established
after 1978. Over the last decade, the industry has
topped one billion dollars in sales. And though the
industry has retrenched abit due to circumstances
beyond our control, the United States still maintains a
technological lead.

The tax incentives for solar energy were established to
increase market demand for solar energy. Tied to
federal research & development and loan programs, they
have been very effective in building a market for solar
energy.

If the Congress fails to extend the solar business tax
credits, a signal will be sent to financial markets
that the U.S. government no longer supports the long
term development of solar energy. As a result, our
competitors will infuse more money into their solar
industries to fill the market void.

Lack of a coherent federal policy to promote solar and
renewable energy resources, will insure that the
American public will be importing solar equipment at
the turn of the century. To insure a viable and
sustaining solar energy industry, the United States
must continue its support of solar energy, particularly
in light-of ever increasing petroleum imports and
tensions in the Middle East.

The U.S. solar thermal and photovtaics industry urges
the continuance of a ten percent (10%) solar business
tax credit through 1995. Thank you.
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Senate Committee on Finance,
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Hearing on Expiring Tax Provisions
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Submitted by The Employee
Stock Ownership Association
1100 17th Street
Suite 310
Washington, D.C. 20036
Contact: J. Michael Keeling

Mr. Chairman and members of the Taxation and Debt Management

Subcommittee, this statement is submitted on behalf of the

Employee Stock Ownership'Association (the ESOP Association). The

ESOP Associatipn has approximately 1,200 members, with

approximately 800 ESOP company members, 300 associate members who

provide services to ESOPs, and the others representing academia,

and companies considering an ESOP.

The ESOP Association offices are located at Suite 310, 1100

17th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Michael Keeling (202-298-8660), General Counsel of the ESOP

Association, is the prime author of this written statement.

Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure for the ESOP Association to

submit a statement regarding Code Section 4980(c)(3), or, as we

say fondly in the ESOP world, the "Baucus" amendment.

The ESOP Association favors the extension of the Baucus

amendment, which is scheduled to expire at the end of this year,

1988.

You recall that the Baucus amendment was adopted by a voice

vote of the full Finance Committee during mark-up of the Tax

Reform Act of 1986.

It was at that time that the Finance Committee decided to

impose a 10% excise tax on the amount of assets reverting back to

the employer upon termination of a defined benefit plan. This

tax, now known as the asset reversion excise tax, was also
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included in the House version of the 1986 Tax Reform Act. The

regular corporate income tax also applies to the reverted

amounts, or the so-called "reversion."

The Baucus amendment exempts from this excise tax and the

corporate income tax reversions transferred to an ESOP.

When you offered your amendment, Mr. Chairman, your basic

argument was that a reversion transferred to the ESOP benefited

the company's employees, and thus there was no need for the

special excise tax or income tax. Of course, explicit in your

amendment is the premise that ESOPs benefit employees - a premise

the ESOP Association endorses and, one that we can prove over and

over. k

We are aware of the controversy surrounding reversions. We

know that some, represented well by ERISA experts from organized

labor, argue that the company sponsor has no equitable claim to a

reversion, and that a reversion belongs 100% to the plan

participants. We know, on the other hand, that some, represented

equally well by ERISA experts from employer groups, argue that a

reversion belongs completely to the plan sponsor because the

reversion amount is not needed to pay for the agreed-upon defined

benefit to any eligible plan participant.

The ESOP Association does not have a position on this

swirling controversy. We do know that the issue of who the money

belongs to was subject to sharp debate during the deliberations

on the Pension Protection Act of 1987, which was included in the

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 (PL 100-203). -

Those deliberations, despite varying interpretations by

ERISA experts, left the law untouched with regard to reversions.

Little noted, except by ESOP advocates, is the fact that the

Administration's original Pension Protection Act proposal

recommended that the Baucus amendment be repealed one year early.

This anti-Baucus amendment proposal was rejected by the House

Ways and Means Committee, the Senate Labor Committee, and this

committee, the Senate Finance Committee. The House Education and
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Labor Committee adopted early repeal of the Baucus amendment, but

their position on the Baucus amendment was discarded in

conference.

Why extend the Baucus amendment?

When deciding whether to continue a tax law incentive,

Congress has to answer several questions, such as:

1. Is the policy giving rise to the incentive sound public

policy?

2. If the policy is sound, is the incentive encouraging the

behavior intended; and

3. Is the incentive cost-effective, or does it lower

revenues too much?

To answer each. Is it sound public policy to encourage the

creation of more ESOPs? The answer is yes. Study after study

show that ESOPs provide employees with an opportunity to

accumulate a sizeable capital account to provide financial

security. In fact, there is evidence that most mature ESOPs have

made many employees rich. Secondly, the ESOP financing

techniques enable companies to finance in a manner cutting the

employees in on the "deal." As an outgrowth of ESOP creation,

there is evidence of increased-productivity and competitiveness

of ESOP companies.

We of the ESOP Association acknowledge that there are

studies disputing the above claims. Our retort is (1) these

studies are fewer in number than those showing otherwise; and (2)

the real-world experience of successful ESOP companies is more

impressive than abstract studies, with all due respect to the

world of academia.

(In support of the Association's position, see C. Rosen,

"How Well Do ESOPs Reward Employees?" Pension World (February

1986) pp. 34-39; M. Quarrey, J. Blasi and C. Rosen, Taking Stock:

Employee Ownership at Work (September 1985: Ballinger Publishing

Company); C. Rosen, K. Klein, and K. Young, Employee Ownership in

America:' The &auitv Solution (1985: Lexington Books).



Contained in each of these are extensive bibliographies citing

further research on ESOPs.)

As to the second issue, whether the Baucus amendment

resulted in more ESOPs, the answer is yes. And, particularly

important, the Baucus amendment has created mor6 ESOPs in a

sector of the economy where ESOPs have traditionally been very

t-ew in number - big business.

Although we in the Association have no "scientific" research

document on the Baucus amendment, we have carefully reviewed the

financial and pension press since its enactment. This review

proves that the Baucus amendment has opened the door to employee

ownership, in a very significant way, in several of our nation's

largest employers. A few examples are:

1. Enron

2. Ashland

3. Transco

4. Clark Equipment

5. American Standard

6. HealthTrust

7. Emery

8. Grand Lighty & Supply

9. Dyn Corp

10. Kerr Glass

The key point about the use of the Baucus amendment, in

either a corporate recapitalization plan, or a leveraged buyout,

is that without the Baucus amendment, the reversion would have

been used for other corporate purposes.

But it is clear that the Baucus amendment has enabled

thousands and thousands of employees to keep a claim on the

reversion, whereas without the Baucus amendment they would have

lost all claim to the reversion.

As to the third point, pertaining to the tax expenditures

associated with the Baucus amendment, the fact is that the Baucus



amendment has helped many thousands at a cost of less than $50

million per year, which is in line with the original estimates

when you proposed your amendment. In a trillion dollar plus

budget, an expenditure of no more than 5/1,000 of a percent

cannot be termed extravagance.

Finally, the Baucus amendment, by encouraging the direct

transfer of hard dollars into an ESOP, results in tremendous

leverage for the employees. For example, it is reported that for

a $50 million reversion in the American Standard LBO, the

employees will obtain a $500 million stakehold in a $2.5 billion

company -- an impressive indication of what the Baucus amendment

can do.

In sum, the ESOP Association supports the extension of the

Baucus amendment. We hope that the Congress will make it a

permanent provision of the. Internal Revenue Code of 1986.
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TAX NOTES, August 17, 1987

Introduction
Last fall, Congress passed and the President signed

legislation that goes well beyond any precedents in
imposing Income tax penalties retroactively. Before

-counting on the extra revenue dollars that retroactivity
provides, however, Federal budget estimators should
bear in mind the significant possibility that the courts will
declare the legislation effective date provisions invalid
on constitutional grounds.

These retroactive penalty increases were enacted as
part of the Omnibus Buget Reconciliation Act of 1986
(the "Act"). Section 8001 of the Act provides for a
doubling of the previously effective penalty for underpay-
manta of tax deposits under section 6656 of the Code'
from five percent to 10 percent. In addition, section 8002
of the Act increases from 10 percent to 25 percent the
penalty for substantial underpayment of tax contained in
section 6661. Both provisions apply to penalties assessed
after the date of enactment, i.e., after October 21, 1986.

Penalties are, of course, assessed well after the tax-
payer has filed his return, and thus these provisions
permit the Internal Revenue Service to collect significantly
increased penalties relating to tax periods for as many
years back as are not barred by the statute of limitations.'

This retroactive legislation raises In particularly acute
form questions of constitutional due process and equal

'Unless otherwise noted, all section references are to sections
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.

'The section 6681 penalty in fact was inadvertently repealed
the next day. At the same time that Congress was passing the
Act, it was enacting the Tax Reform Act of 1986 ("TRA 86"),
which doubled to 20 percent the penalty for substantial under-
payment of taxes, but effective only prospectively for returns
filed after December 31, 198. Because President Reagan signed
TRA '86 the day after he signed the Act, rather than prior to
signing the Act, the 20 percent prospective penalty rather than
the 25 percent retroactive penalty is effective at present. How-
ever, according to the Joint Committee General Explanation of
TRA. "Congress intended that the increase in this penalty
provided by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act supersede
the increase provided by the Tax Reform Act, regardless of
which was enacted first. A technical correction may be needed
so that the statute reflects this Intent." Staff of the Joint Com-
mittee on Taxation. General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act
of IM, 100th Cong.. tat Sa. 340 (May 4. 1987). Section 115(c)
of the proposed Technical Corrections Act of 1987. . 1350; H.R.
2636. 100th Cong., 1st Sea. (187). contains this technical
correction.
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John A. Corry is with Davis Polk & Wardwell in
New York City. This article arises from his practice,
and his firm has clients who could be subject to
penalties discussed in this article. He acknowledges
with thanks the helpful assistance of his associates,
David C. Humphreys and Robert 9. Stack.

In this article, Corry argues that the 1986 in-
creases in penalties assessable under sections 6656
and 6661 are unconstitutional as applied to activity
which occurred before they were enacted. His argu-
ment Is based on a discussion of retroactive tax
legislation, noting that it has generally been per-
mitted, although he believes that none of the retro-
active legislation previously upheld presented a
strong case for being overturned. The recently en-
acted penalty legislation is beyond the limits of
constitutionally permissible retroactivity, in his view.
First, they are penalty provisions, and the legislative
history offers no explanation for why the increase
was retroactive or why previously assessed penal-
ties should be treated differently from unassessed
penalties. Penalties are to deter conduct, and a
retroactive penalty is imposed on action taken be-
fore the penalty existed. Certainly, it cannot deter.
Furthermore, he finds no precedent for the retroac-
tive increase of a penalty, which, until now, has
been increased prospectively. Finally, the retroac-
tive aspect of the increases derives from the distinc-
tion between penalties assessed before the date of
enactment and penalties assessed after the date of
enactment. The date of assessment, not the date of
the conduct, determines the size of the penalty.
There is no explanation of this treatment except the
need to raise additional revenue. He doubts that the
courts will tolerate this distinction and believes that
the courts are likely to overturn the retroactive
aspect of the Increases.
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protection of the laws whose outer limits have not yet
been tested. In this connection, two introductory consid-
erations are relevant. The first is that this retroactive
legislation relates to- penalties rather than to taxes I
Second. since it is well established that the prohibition
against ex post facto laws in Article I, Section 9 of the
Constitution applies only to criminal statutes, it does not
bar imposition of these increased penalties.

This retroactive legislation raises . . questions
of constituional due process and equal protec-
tion of the laws....

Retroacllvity: General PrInciples
In part because all tax penalties previously enacted

have been imposed only on a prospective basis, there is
no judicial precedent involving the constitutionality of
their retroactive application. Nevertheless, certain prin-
ciples appear to be well established. First, it seems
reasonably clear that a new tax may be imposed only on a
prospective basis.' Second, limited retroactivity is allowed
for changes in income tax rates. Indeed, it is fairly
common for changes in tax laws that are enacted during
a year to apply to that whole year and, in certain cases, to
prior years.' Finally, the courts are particularly hesitant to
overturn retroactive legislation which Is enacted to reverse
a result that was generally unexpected.'

'Although section 6661 by its terms refers to an addition to tax
rather than a penalty, the Act's effective date provision specifi-
cally states that it "applies to penalties assessed after the date of
enactment of this Act" (emphasis added).

'Untrmyer v. Anderson. 276 U.S. 440 (1928).
'Thus, in United States v. Drusmont. 440 U.S. 292 (1981), the

Court upheld the application of the retroactive application of an
expanded minimum tax on tax preference items to gain from a
sale effected on July 15, 1968, although the statutory amendment
was not enacted until later in that calendar year. Probably the
greatest degree of income tax retroactivity approved by the
Court involved a Wisconsin revenue bill adopted in 1935 that
taxed corporate dividends received In 1933. In Welch v. Henry.
305 U.S. 134 (1938), after referring to prior decisions that upheld
tax legislation that was retroactive for only one year, the Court
pointed out that in part since the Wisconsin legislature at that
time met only every other year and because the tax legislation in
question was intended to meet unprecedented emergency needs
created by the Great Depression, it should be viewed as valid.

'A good example of this type of legislation was involved in
Wilgard Realty Co. v. Commissioner. 127 F.2d 514 (2d Cir. 1942).
Wilgard Realty upheld the constitutionality of 1939 legislation
that retroactively repealed the unanticipated decision of the
United States Supreme Court in United States v. Handler. 303
U.S. S87 (1938), that the assumption of a transferor's indebted-
ness under a prior version of 1954 Code section 351 constituted
the equivalent of "other property" or money. Had it not been
legislatively overridden. Handler would have provided transfers
with stepped-up bases for property acquired in transactions that
generally had been considered to provide carryover bases be-
cause they were thought to be nontaxable. In Wilgard Realty, the
Second Circuit stated that retroactive income tx legislation will
not be unconstitutional "if t is no more burdensome then the
taxpayer should have expected it to be when he did the thing
which created the tax liability," 127 F.2d at 517.
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After a long drought of judicial decisions involving the
constitutionality of retroactive tax legislation. the Su-
preme Court recently has addressed one retroactive tax
statute and shortly will be called upon to consider an-
other. In United States v. Hemme. - U.S. - (1986).
86-1 U.S.T.C. Pars. 13.671. the Court upheld the constitu-
tionality of a retroactive reduction in the unified credit
that a taxpayer can apply to a decedent's estate or gift tax
liability. The Court reiterated its earlier determination in
Welch v. Henry. supre, that retroactive tax legislation will
be declared unconstitutional only if "its retroactive appli-
cation is so harsh and oppressive as to transgress the
constitutional limitation." 305 U.S. at 147. In Heomme, the
Court denied the taxpayer's challenge. finding that the
credit that had been reduced was not in the Internal
Revenue Code at the time the taxpayer made the gift in
question, that the taxpayer was no worse off than he
would have been if the credit had never been enacted.
and that in any event the taxpayer was out-ofl-'ocket only
a few thousand dollars as a result of the credit reduction.
Thus. the Court held that the taxpayer was not sufficiently
aggrieved to warrant setting the statute aside. On the
other hand, by its close factual analysis in Hoimme, the
Court appears to have left open the possibility that it
might reach a different result in a more egregious
situation.

There Is no Judicial precedent Involving the
constitutionality of [retroactive penalties]....

The Court will have the opportunity this fall to consider
a case that might be viewed as falling in that category. In
1984, the District Court for the Northern District of Illinois
held that certain short-term project notes issued by
public housing agencies were exempted from Federal
estate tax by the Housing Act of 1937. pursuant to which
they were issued, Haffner v. United States, 585 F. Supp.
354 (N.D. III. 1984). With Judge Posner dissenting, the
Seventh Circuit affirmed per cur/am. 757 F.2d 920 (1985).
In section 641 of the 1984 Tax Reform Act ("TRA 84"),
Congress immediately reacted to the District Court deci-
sion in Haffner without waiting for the Seventh Circuit's
ruling by specifically making such project notes taxable
in the case of decedents dying and inter vivos gifts made
on or after June 19, 1984. which appears to be the date on
which the legislation was approved by the Conference
Committee. Section 641(b)(2) also made this provision
applicable to the estates of decedents dying, and to gifts
made prior to June 19, 1984, "if at any time there was filed
an estate or gift tax return showing such transfers as
subject to Federal estate or gift tax." The statute further
provided that no inference should be drawn from its
enactment as to the taxability of transfers made prior to
June 19, 1984.'

'Section 642 of TRA 84 required taxpayers to report all
transfers of project notes occurring after December 31,1983 and
before June 19. 1984.
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Therefore, the effect of these statutory provisions was
to overturn the Haffner pro-taxpayer result prospectively,
as well as to overturn Haffner retroactively in any case in
which a taxpayer or his estate had filed a tax return
reporting the project notes as subject to tax. The provi-
sions did not apply to notes transferred before June 19.
1984, or to notes transferred by persons dying before that
date where any tax return that was filed did not report the
notes as subject to tax. This was true even if the tax
return had disclosed the transfer of ownership but had
taken the position that no tax was payable.

The District Court found that... 'retrobactive
removal' of an... exemption was equivalent
to... an entirely new tax....

As a result of this legislation, judicial proceedings have
been instituted by a number of taxpayers, claiming that _
the retroactive aspects of the legislation violate both the
due process and equal protection clauses of the Consti-
tution. In a consolidated memorandum opinion applying
to two of these cases, Crocker National Bank v. United
States and Rosenberg v. United States, the District Court
for the Central District of California invalidated the legis-
lation on both grounds. 86-2 U.S.T.C. Pare. 13,703. After
agreeing with the Haffner court that the project notes
were. nontaxable, the District Court found that what it
considered to be TRA 84's "retroactive removal" of an
estate tax exemption was equivalent to the imposition of
an entirely new tax and hence Invalid under the rule of
Untermyer v. Anderson, supra. It further found that the
distinction between two otherwise identical estates which
differed only in whether they had listed the project notes
as taxable assets, had "absolutely no rational basis." The
court did not deny that the evident purpose of the
distinction was to prevent persons from joining "the
bandwagon in the wake of Haffner In anticipation of a
windfall." it found, however, that this legislative purpose
was inadequate to justify the distinction because it was
"impermissible" to "deny persons those windfalls based
on speculation about the legal position that they have
taken..,."

If the Supreme Court decides that Haffner was incor-
rectly decided as a matter of statutory construction, it will
not have to address the constitutional issues. On the
other hand, if it agrees with the Seventh Circuit that these
project notes were not subject to estate tax, the taxpayer's

4In Netsky v. United States. 852 F. Supp. 783 (E.D. Pa. 19M6),
58 A.F.T.R. 2d (PH) 8-3667, appeal pending to the Third Circuit.
the court reached the same conclusion as the court in Crocker.
On the other hand. in Estate of Bradford v. United States, 6 5 F.
Supp. 476 (N.D. Cal. 196), appeal pending to the Ninth Circuit.
the court, after following Heffner, concluded that the retroactive
1904 legislation was constitutional. In Shack.,Yord v. United
States, 649 F. Supp. 1347 (ED. Va. 1966), appeal pending to the
Fourth Circuit, the court held that Haffner was -wrongly decided
and accordingly had no occasion to reach the constitutional
question.
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attack on the constitutionality of TRA 84's retroactivity
would appear to be somewhat weaker on the due process
issue than on the equal protection of the laws ground.
Although there may be some merit to the District Court's
conclusion that this retroactive repeal of an exemption
does not satisfy constitutional due process because it is a
new tax, i.e., this is the first time that these notes have
been subjected to tax, the government can argue con-
vincingly that taxpayers should have recognized that
there always had been some doubt as to the estate tax
status of these notes. As the Solicitor General's Jurisdic-
tional Statement in Crocker points out (p. 11):

.. common sense suggests some Implausibility in
the Haffner courts' discovery, in the early 1980s. of
an estate tix exemption that had gone unclaimed
by taxpayers, unacknowledged by the IRS, and
unrecognized by the courts for some 45 years.
Generally speaking, tax exemptions of billion-dollar
magnitude do not lay dormant for such extended
periods of time, invisible to the ever-watchful eyes
of the private tax bar.

And as the Jurisdictional Statement notes (p. 13):
----Th're is nothing 'harsh and oppressive' about a

statute that merely holds a taxpayer to his own treat-
ment of items on a tax return that he himself
prepared.

The taxpayer's chances of success on the equal pro-
tection of the laws issue probably are stronger. Any
experienced tax lawyer knows that a decision whether or
not to report an asset as taxable often turns on procedural
questions that have little to do with the perceived strength
of the taxpayer's position. The most common example
involves a situation In which the taxpayer expects to be
challenged on audit and would rather be in a position to
litigate the issue In a district court or the Claims Court
instead of the Tax Court. Further, although taxpayers
dying before the effective date of TRA 84 probably could
not have predicted its enactment, TRA 86 creates a
strong incentive for prompt payment of tax on doubtful
items by making interest paid on deficiencies greater
than interest on refunds and by making the interest paid
on deficiencies nondeductible.$

A decision whether or not to report... often
turns on procedural questions....

Accordingly, as a matter of tax policy, it is undesirable
for a substantive tax result to turn upon a taxpayer's
decision whether to report an asset or receipt as taxable
or not to do so. In the case of the anti-Halfner provisions
in TRA 84, the distinction is perhaps even more egregious
because the executor of a taxpayer who died before its
enactment might as a conservative matter have reported
the obligation as taxable whereas on a subsequently filed

'Code section 163(h)(2)(E); and compare sections 6621 (a)(1)

and 6621(s)12).
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return an executor probably would have a fiduciary duty
to refrain from reporting the obligation as a taxable asset
regardless of his previous views concerning its taxation.
since to do otherwise would result in the application of
estate tax with no possibility of a refund.

Thus, there appears to be some basis for the Supreme
Court to invalidate the retroactive anti-Hallner provision
as not satisfying the equal protection of the laws require-
ment. In convincing the Court to do so, however, the tax-
payer will have to overcome the truism that, all other
things being equal, a taxpayer who is confident as to his
position is more likely to treat an item as nontaxable than
a taxpayer who is not. Indeed, if a taxpayer is sure that an
asset Is nontaxable, it is difficult to believe that he would
report it as taxable. Thus. if Congress' purpose of limiting
retroactivity was to deny windfalls to taxpayers who had
already reported the project notes as taxable prior to
Haffner because they had not appreciated that the con-
trary result was a possibility, that distinction probably
satisfies the strong presumption that tax legislation is
constitutional even though other taxpayers who reported
the notes as taxable merely did so out of excess of
caution with the expectation that they would seek refunds
of the taxes in question."°

The retroactive penalty legislatlon...presents
a far stronger case for Invalidation on consfftu-
tional grounds.

Retroactivlfy: The Penaty Provisions
The retroactive penalty legislation that was enacted

last year, however, presents a far stronger case for
invalidation on constitutional grounds. The legislative
history of these provisions offers no indication as to why
they were made retroactive or why a distinction was
drawn between assessed and unassessed penalties. One
can surmise, from the nature of the legislation in which
the retroactive increases are included, that some saw the
possibility of significant increased revenue amounts by
applying the penalties retroactively. The only apparent
reason for the law's distinction between assessed and
unassessed penalties appears to be that it is easier to
collect a tax or penalty from a taxpayer who is still in
audit than it is to collect from a taxpayer who is not.
Nevertheless, if the statute of limitations for assessments
has not yet run, there is no statutory bar to collection of
penalties for previous years.

One reason why these retroactive penalties are subject
to a more persuasive constitutional challenge than the
anti-Haffner legislation is that they involve penalties
rather than taxes. In this connection, it may be significant
to note that invalidating a retroactive tax in Welch v.
Henry, supra, the Supreme Court stated:

Taxation is neither a penalty imposed on the tax-
payer nor a liability which he assumes by contract.
305 U.S. at 146.

oThe legislative history of the 1964 Act contains no explanation
for the distinction.
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Since the purpose of these penalties is to deter improper
reporting or depositing, to increase them after the fact
cannot influence a taxpayer's past conduct." Further.
although these are not new penalties, the extent of their
increase-(200 percent of the prior rate in one case and
250 percent in the other) is so great that an argument can
be made that they are the equivalent of new penalties and
hence invalid under the rule of Unfermyer v. Anderson.
supra.

I have found no caies In which penalties have
been Increased retroactively....

An even stronger basis for challenge on due process
grounds Is the totally unexpected nature of the retroactive
aspect of this legislation. I have found no cases in which
penalties have been Increased retroactively rather than
prospectively. Thus, all previous amendments to section
6656. as well as sections 6656 and 6661, as originally
enacted, applied prospectively only.'2 Indeed, as I have
already noted, in the simultaneously enadled 1986 Tax
Reform Act (which was the legislation to which tax
practitioners were devoting their full attention) the sub-
stantial understatement penalty was being doubled on a
prospective basis only.3

An equally strong equal protection clause attack can
be mounted against the retroactive legislation on the
basis that there are no rational grounds for distinguishing
between taxpayers and depositors against whom penal-
ties have been assessed and those against whom they
have not been assessed. Although assessment is an
important formal step In the tax collection process, the
date of assessment is and should be acknowledged as
irrelevant in determining the effective date of an increase
in a tax or penalty. As anyone who regularly practices
before the Internal Revenue Service knows, the date on
which a tax is assessed will turn upon, infer alla. whether

"Thus, the section 6661 substantial understatement penalty
was added to the law so that "taxpayers should be deterred from
playing the audit lottery through the imposition of a penalty
designed to deter the use of undisclosed questionable reporting
positions." General Explanation of the Revenue Provisions of
the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (p. 216); S.
Rep. No. 494. 97th Cong., 2d Seas. 272-73.

"Prior to 1986, section 6661 never had been amended.
."In this context, the statement contained in footnote 14 at p.

1277 of the Joint Committee Explanation of TRA 86 that Con-
grass intended the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 198"s
150 percent retroactive increase in the section 6651 penalty to
apply, rather than the prospective 100 percent increase of that
penalty in TRA 86. is somewhat suspect. If Congress truly had
this intent, would not it have deleted the penalty increase from
the TRA 86 prior to its enactment? The discrepancy, of course.
demonstrates what all tax lawyers know about legislative intent.
i.e., on narrow issues such as this. Congress often has no intent
at all but merely'automatically ratifies the myriad of decisions
made by staffers. It seems likely that their interest in and
concern over constitutional issues probably is negligible. A
contention that such legislation should be presumed to be
constitutional because it represents Congressional intent thus
should be subject to serious question.
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the taxpayer accedes to the agent's request to extend the
statute of limitations (as the taxpayer usually does), the
complexity of the issues being considered on audit, and
the degree of lethargy of taxpayer's representatives and
the IRS officials that are conducting the audit process. It
is not unusual for more than five years to elapse between
the date a tax return is filed and the date on which, either
as a result of a compromise tax liability agreed upon by
the Service and the taxpayer or as a result of a failure to
agree, a tax or penalty actually is assessed.

The assessment date can be delayed further because
of the taxpayer's decision whether to litigate an unagreed
case in the Tax Court or in a district court or Claims
Court. In the former case, the tax will not be assessed
until the judicial process has been completed, which
could be an additional period of several years following
the date on which the taxpayer and IRS agree that
settlement is impossible and the case must be litigated.
On the other hand, if the taxpayer wishes to litigate an
unagreed case in the Claims Court or a district court, he
must first pay the tax by waiving the restrictions on
assessment contained in section 6213. It subverts the
administrative process to impose a penalty on a taxpayer
that chooses to litigate an unagreed Issue in the Tax
Court but not on an identically placed taxpayer that
seeks to litigate the same issue in a suit for refund.
Similarly, it defies logic to apply this drastically increased
penalty to taxpayers that have contested the lower penalty
because they believe they can demonstrate reasonable
cause for the late deposit or substantial authority for the
underpayment" while imposing a lower penalty that
previously existed on taxpayers who, because they believe
they have no mitigation defense, have promptly agreed to
pay the penalty at the lower rate.

"Sections 6656(a) and 6661(a)(2)(8)(i), respectively, provIde
for mitigation of these penalties in the case of reasonable cause
or substantial authority.

SPECIAL REPORTS

Conclusion
These retroactive penalties raise constitutional issues

of a kind that the courts never have had to consider. It is
hard to imagine retroactive legislation in the tax area that
could be more egregious and unfair. It the retroactivity of
this legislation is to be sustained, the IRS and Justice
Department, as well as the Supreme Court, will have to
consider carefully whether any penalty can be so "harsh
and oppressive as to transgress the constitutional limits-
tion'"s and if so, what type of legislative penalty that
would be If this is not it. It therefore seems likely that this
issue will be litigated and It thus behooves all taxpayers
faced with the issue to reserve their rights in this area. In
addition, any Federal budget preparers who have been
counting on increased revenue from these retroactive
penalties would do well to consider the possibility that
their anticipated revenue gain will not survive judicial
challenge and hence will prove illusory.

"Welch v. Henry, supre. 305 U.S-jt 147.
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Association Tax Section, May 28, 1984, p. 973.
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Statement of

UAW-CHRYSLER LEGAL SERVICES PLAN
UAW-FORD LEGAL SERVICES PLAN

UAW-GM LEGAL SERVICES PLAN

on the subject of

8.2119 - TAXATION OF GROUP LEGAL SERVICES PLANS

March 28, 1988

The UAW Legal Services Plans [UAW-Chrysler Legal

Services Plan, UAW-Ford Legal Services Plan, and UAW-GM Legal

Services Plan], appreciate the opportunity to submit written

comments on S.2119.

Our Plans came into being, and have been allowed to

grow, under the protective umbrella of Internal Revenue Code

Section 120. This section enabled employers' prepaid legal

service arrangements for their employees to be put on the same

footing as older employee fringe benefits. Unfortunately,

Section 120's income exclusion expired last December 31st.

On behalf of the worker and retiree families our Plans

serve, we strongly urge the Finance Committee to approve the bill

introduced by Senators Heinz and Moynihan [S.2119] to restore

permanently the tax exempt status of this worker benefit,

Section 120's original sponsors believed that it would

make quality, affordable legal service available to working

families. The growth in group legal service plan coverage, from

25,000 to over 6.2 million people, signals its success.
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Each of our Plans was negotiated by UAW after Section

120 was enacted. The existence of each is dependent upon Section

120's protection and encouragement. The parties who collectively

bargained these legal service programs would not have done so

without tax provisions placing legal service on a par with other,

older fringe benefits.

This Subcommittee has already received testimony and

statements from representatives of labor, the organized bar, and

consumers in support of the reinstatement of Section 120. We

associate ourselves with the statements of the International

Union, United Automobile, Aerospace & Agricultural Implement

Workers of America (UAW]; Laborers' International Union of North

America, AFL-CIO; American Bar Association; and the National

Resource Center for Consumers of Legal Services. These

statements relate the history of Section 120, and describe the

concerns leading each group to support Section 120's

reinstatement.

Those statements also explore Section 120's tax revenue

implications. In a nutshell, they show the anticipated revenue

gains from Section 120's expiration are small and ephemeral. Yet

the price of this questionable gain will be the loss of much of

the Congress's goals in Sreating Section 120. Our statement

tries to illustrate that loss by briefly relating what our Plans,

as fairly representative full service plans, have done for

Section 120's worker beneficiaries. Our experience suggests

Section 120 achieved Congress's social purposes of simple equity

in access to legal service and of peaceful dispute resolution,

and deserves to be reinstated.

Now in the tenth year of operation, our Plans have

opened over a million cases for the families of active, laid-off
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and retired autoworkers. In 1987 almost 850,000 families were

covered by our Plans.

A hallmark of group legal service plans is

prearrangement for lawyers. Operating across the country,

through staff and private attorneys, we have seen what

prearranged access to affordable legal service means to working

families. Our experience has been that easy availability of

legal advice tends to bring legal matters to professional

attention early. The consequence is prevention of problems and

timely resolution of disputes. Generally people want a helping

hand, not a hired gun.

Time after time our autoworker families simply want

information on their legal rights and duties, or assistance in

routine matters rather than representation for contested

litigation. As a result, even though our Plans provide fully

paid litigation service in a wide range of proceedings, much of

our litigation is actually in such fairly uncontested matters as

probate of estates and bankruptcies. So in 1987, while our Plans

were opening 245,633 new cases, only 5,505 resulted in covered

contested litigation - barely 2%.

That resolution rather than conflict should flow from

access to prearranged,*affordable legal representation is hardly

surprising. Typically, working families turn to lawyers only

when they have to, e.g., for criminal proceedings and personal

injury suits. Easy access to legal service brings planning

concerns to the fore - real estate assistance and wills are

perhaps most representative of this phenomenon - where the role

of attorneys is to provide assurance and to facilitate the

clients' wishes.
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Similarly, having timely professional advice available

allows families to take self-help steps to solve disputes without

litigation, or to handle matters in appropriate forums without

lawyers. This illustrates Section 120 plans' potential for

reducing the burden on our courts and enhancing the confidence

and skills of beneficiaries.

Of course, not all problems are subject to prevention

or self-help. We also see cases involving complex issues and

serious conflicts of rights and duties. Access to affordable

legal services permits these cases to be confronted, where before

they had to be wished away or left to fester. We cannot recount

how many nagging disputes and potential battles - between

neighbors over uncertain boundary lines, between family members

over responsibilities for bhe care of aged or disabled parents or

siblings, between homeowners and government agencies over

assessments and condemnations, between owners and builders over

home repairs, and between consumers and the sellers over the

performance of products - have been resolved or successfully

concluded through an attorney's patient analysis, discussion, and

negotiation. Section 120 let beneficiaries of qualified group

legal service plans get the professional time so frequently

needed for in-depth analysis and judgment.

Finally, there are those situations which require

litigation and Section 120 allowed families covered by qualified

group legal service plans to obtain the aggressive representation

that true access to justice requires. Our Plans, like many

Section 120 plans, focus their litigation coverage on areas

where previously representation was rarely obtained, e.g.,

consumer and real estate matters. Lack of money for litigation

has not been allowed to permit workers' wages to be unfairly

attached, or their care to be improperly taken and sold, or their
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guaranteed mortgage rates to be lost through unreasonably short

commitment periods, or their fire-damaged property to go

unrestored because of dilatory insurers, or their homes to go

unrepaired because they lacked the money to correct a builder's

defective work.

Everyone associated with our Plans is proud of what we

have achieved for our beneficiaries. Our experience demonstrates

the value of tax exempt prepaid group legal service plans.

Section 120 did work. Let its goal - simple equity in gaining

access to justice for working people - continue to be realized.

We urge you to enact 8.2119 this session.
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VIEAM VRANS OF MIERICA, INC.

Submitted By

PAUL S. MAN
LEISEATIVE DIREC1UR

on

ALJTHCIZATION OF 1T1E TAM X TAX

RMDIT PF40M (T=C)

MA 28, 1987

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcomittee, the Vietnam Veterans of

America, Inc. appreciates this opportunity to submit its views on extending

the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit program (TJTC). This program has demonstrated

its ability to assist several targeted groups of economically disadvantaged

individuals in a most unique way. In essence, the TJTC program harnesses

the productive energy of the private sector by offering tax incentives to

businesses willing to employ economically disadvantaged individuals. In

doing so, the TJTC program constitutes a model public-private sector part-

nership in which legitimate public policy goals are, and ought to continue

to be, met.

For economically disadvantaged Vietnam era and disabled veterans, this

program has been a genuine success. Many veterans, continuing to experience

readjustment problems following military service, have been able to utilize

the TJTC program as a way of developing good work habits enabling them to

subsequently move into better paying positions. Often these veterans have,

and continue to sustain, psychological readjustment problems stemming from

combat in Vietnam. For many of these individuals, the TJTC program has

stood as the only safety net offering protection against permanent struct-

ural unemployment.

We are fully aware of the fact that most of the jobs made available

under the TJTC program are in service industries offering low paying wages.
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Nevertheless, for the veterans using the program, jobs paying higher wages

are often beyond their emotional stability level. The work habits gained in

TJTC-provided jobs are just the preparation that these veterans need on a

short term basis. In working at these jobs on a regular basis, these vet-

erans often restore the self respect and stability needed to make practical

career decisions for their futures.

At present approximately 20 percent of all TJTC-provided jobs are

occupied by veterans. However, the pool of veterans needing this type of

assistance may grow precipitously as the national economy continues its

dramatic transformation from one based on heavy industry and manufacturing

to a largely service-based economy. In this connection, we already know

that while veterans represent a mere 14 percent of the work force, they

constitute a rather bloated 26 percent of the population of dislocated

workers. Yet another indicator of what is happening to veterans generally

in the current economy is that veterans are estimated to constitute between

30-40 percent of the homeless population.

In our view there is an obvious connection-between the disproportionate

share of displaced workers who are veterans and the apparent increase in the

numbers of homeless veterans. As a matter of factual economic history in

the readjustment of Vietnam era veterans from military to civilian life,

most Vietnam veterans were disadvantaged in the workplace by contrast with

their similarly aged non-veteran peers. This is because veterans were

serving in the military while their similarly aged non-veteran peers were

getting trained, educated and employed. Veterans got their training later

and necessarily entered the job market too late to compete on equal footing

with non-veterans in the same age group. With the understanding that this

particular generation (veterans and non-veterans combined) is known by

demographers as the "pig. in the python", it is relatively easy to understand

the competitive economic dynamic that has made it more difficult for Vietnam

9
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era veterans to secure employment comparable to what was earlier available

to similarly aged non-veterans who were trained and employed while veterans

served.

The consequence of this phenomenon was a disproportionate concentration

of over-qualified veterans, who received training after service, in the

heavy industry and manufacturing sectors of the economy. As workers in

these sectors have been increasingly laid off and as numerous plants have

been shut down, veterans have been among the hardest hit of the various

groups of workers having been displaced.

The period of time it takes to lose one's home, family, self respect

and positive work habits is rather short when employment with carparable

earnings cannot be found. The net result in our view, is record high VA

home loan foreclosure rates, large infusions of new entrants to the homeless

population and similarly large new infusions into the population of struct-

urally unemployed. In each of these latter two categories, the TJTC program

holds obvious potential as an important way to interrupt the downward spiral

from self respecting, self supporting worker to unemployed homelessness.

The legislation to extend this program, S.684, would reauthorize the

program for an additional year. In our view this program has earned the

right to be made permanent with possible modifications in order to make it

attractive to businesses offering training for more highly skilled, better

paying jobs. Nevertheless, the program should be extended for at least

another year and the Vietnam Veterans of America strongly encourages this

subccamittee to do so.
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DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
Charleston 25305-0112

Arch A. Moore, Jr. March 1, 1988 Adna Irl Thomas
Govwnor Commissioner

SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

The TJTC program has proven to be one of our best methods of encouraging

employers to hire persons who normally have difficulty competing in the

job market. The program is particularly effective when used in coopera-

tion with other state agencies in finding suitable employment for AFDC

recipients, the handicapped, and ex-offenders. Members of these groups

have extraordinary difficulty in finding acceptance in the job market and

the financial incentive offered by the TJTC program is often the critical

factor in the decision to hire. We have had excellent results with this

program and urge you to extend it again.
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kuh~tu rinh Unit
313 Vance Hal

Phaci PA 19104-M358

IJm hmE (215) 898-7729
The WhmfonSf 411wi t htmV aiy qfPiWyhuw

Herber1 t Nortwup, Diect

April 5, 1988

Dear Cougresaperson:

I am pleased to enclose herewith a copy of the Executive Summary of the
forthcoming book, Wage Subsidies and Jobs for the Disadvantaged: Applying the
Targeted Jobs Credit in an Operating Environment.

In line with its commitment to publish matters of vital interest in
public policy, the Wharton School's Industrial Research Unit will issue this
study later in 1988. It differs from most in that it is the story of how one
company utilized TJTC to provide itself with a labor force while at the same
time giving work and an introduction to industrial society to disadvantaged
persons. We believe that it is a story worth telling, and one that should be
heard as part of the information helpful to Congress in determining whether,
in this era of difficult decisions in regard to public spending, the funding
for the TJTC program should be continued as the author, Dr. Joseph W. Arwady,
clearly believes. For this reason, we are issuing this executive summary
prior to the publication of the book.

Dr. Joseph W. Arwady is uniquely qualified to make this study. He
received his Ph.D. from Ohio State University, and directed the research
center at Virginia State University before entering private industry. The
author of thirty articles and one book, Dr. Arwady is now Director of
Performance Management, Baker Industries, Inc., a subsidiary of Borg-Warner,
Inc. In this post, Dr. Arwady has worked with the program which utilized the
TJTC and observed the problems related thereto, which policies worked and
which did not, and the values involved for the disadvantaged, for industry,
and for society. Whether one agrees with his views, the information supplied
is surely of general interest. Of course, as in all publications of the
Industrial Research Unit, the author is solely responsible for the opinions
expressed, and they should not be attributed to the University of
Pennsylvania or any division thereof.

Cordially yours,

Herbert R. Northrup
Professor of Industry

HRN:Jar
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MANPOWER AND HUMAN RESOURCES STUDIES
No. 12 "

(Executive Summary)

WAGE SUBSIDIES AND JOBS FOR THE DISADVANTAGED:
APPLYING THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT

IN AN OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

By Joseph W. Arwady, Ph.D.

University of Pennsylvania
The Wharton School

Industrial Research Unit

INTRODUCTION

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) has induced Borg-Warner Protective
Services to favor disadvantaged workers in recruitment, hiring, pay, and reten-
tion. The process was evolutionary. It moved from difficult beginnings with
field units showing apathy, bias, and resistance to a mature program with the
organization obtaining 1 percent of all TJTC certifications issued nationwide in
1985, and a projected 1.5 percent of those issued in 1987.

While the operations may not be unique, as other employers have become large
users of TJTC as well, the Borg-Warner program is noteworthy in its design,
importance within the organization, and intensity of execution at the local
level. In that regard, the study can make a contribution to broadening the
general public's understanding of the program and, more specifically, provide
legisTative, research, and user groups with the first analysis of TJTC presented
from an employer's perspective.

Background of TJTC Legislation
From a public policy perspective, the targeted employment subsidy is designed

to stabilize and impact the unemployment rate of certain disadvantaged workers.
By creating an "employment advantage" for blacks, youth, handicapped, and other
targeted workers, the federal government is attempting to offset an historical
imbalance in the distribution of the unemployment burden. TJTC is one of several
programmatic efforts on the part of thi federal government to induce private
employers to hire economically disadvantaged workers. The Job-Training Partner-
ship Act (JTPA) and the Work Incentive (WIN) tax credit are other examples.
During the program's eleven years, Congress has continued to redefine TJTC in
order to boost employer utilization and improve the program's cost-to-benefit
ratio.

1978 - 1981. The Revenue Act of 1978 provided employers with a wage subsidy
to offset the cost of hiring disadvantaged workers. The subsidy was extended to
seven target groups, including youth (16-18 years old) in cooperative education
programs. Credits could be claimed retroactively for employees already hired, as
well as for new hires, at 50% of wages up to $6,000 in the first year of employ-
ment and 25% of wages up to $6,000 in the second year of employment.

1981 - 1982. The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 eliminated (1) credits
for cooperative education participants who were not economically disadvantaged
and (2) retroactive certifications, both aspects of the program that afforded tax
credits for people who had already been hired or would have been hired in the
absence of thr credit. The 1981 Act also added AFDC and WIN recipients as two
new target groups, dissolved the separate WIN program and extended the TJTC
legislation through December 31, 1982.

1982 - 1984. The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act added a new target
group--econoically disadvantaged summer youth--and extended the legislation
through December 31, 1984.

1984 - 1985. The Deficit Reduction Act extended the program an additional
twelve months through December 31, 1985.

1986 (first nine months Congress did not pass the Tax Reform Act in 1985
and the TJTC legislation expired.

OTtober, 18 - 19. he Tax Reform Act, passed in October, reinstated the
TJTC prgr retroactively to January 1, 1986, and through December 31, 1988.
Target groups remained the same but the second year credit was eliminated and the
first year credit was reduced to 40% of the first $6,000 in wages. A now minimum
work requirement was added that awarded credit only for certified employees who
worked either 120 hours or 90 days.



Description of the Study
The B-WPS report is based on an ex post facto field study. The study was

conducted to measure the impact of the company's employment operations on the
recruitment, hiring, and retention of targeted workers during 1983, 1984, and
1985. No attempt was made to draw direct relationihips between specific independ-
ent viable, i.e., program operations, and the three dependent variables
selected for study. The dependent variables were assessed more in terms familiar
to a businessperson than a researcher. The measures were descriptive and the con-
clusions regarding significance were based on practical standards for perform-
ance. The three dependent variables ware ,pay and retention of TJTC
versus non-TJTC workers. The null assiuptton was that there had been no
difference between the performance of the TJTC and non-TJTC groups on these
measures, despite the company's efforts to recruit, select, and schedule workers
in ways that would increase the number of eligibles and the wages they earned.

In terms of its generalizability, the study has implications for (1) large
users who take steps to integrate TJTC into standard business operations, and (2)
firms in the contract security or other decentralized service industries.

Borg-Warner Protective Services and the Contract Security Industry
Borg-Warner Protective Services is the largest provider of contrpt security

services in the world. The company consists of five divisions including two
large guard units--Burns International Security Services and Wells Fargo Guard
Services--and three other units that provide other contractual security services.
These are Wells Fargo Armored Service Corporation, Wells Fargo Alarm Service and
Pony Express Courier Corporation. The two guard firms are the subject of the
field study, although all five units are TJTC users.

In the United States, the contract security industry consists of
approximately 11,000 firms that employ over 1.1 million guard employees. The
industry is highly fragmented and overall entry barriers are low. The five
largest firms control less than 20 percent of the market. Net profit margins
average only 4-5 percent with wages typically accounting for 60 to 75 percent of
the contract bid price.

Burns and WF Guard are wholly-owned independent business units. They
function autonomously in more than 170 domestic locations. Field units in
thirty large city markets, where both firms operate, compete as intensely with
one another as with any other competitor. The internal competition between units
characterizes the two division's TJTC operations as well. For this reason, the
study describes Burns and WF Guard unit performance, as well as combined Borg-
Warner Physical Security (B-WPS) performance.

The contract guard industry presents disadvantaged workers with skills and
experiences that are fundamental to p.odvet4*.- work and useful in obtaining
better paying, higher skilled jobs. Most guard assignments require the worker to
execute independently. The employee must arrive on time, maintain a log of activ-
ities and events, secure the premises on schedule, and stand ready to follow
procedures in cases of emergency. Post assignments are wide-ranging in diffi-
culty and importance. From highly sensitive nuclear facility protection to
maintenance of computer switching centers to monitoring the perimeter of a
construction site, each post assignment requires customized on-the-job training.
Area or site supervisors provide initial training to new employees. Counseling
and follow-up training are ongoing to ensure that each employee progresses toa
point where he is able to manage job functions independently. More than most
other entry level jobs, contract'security ensures that employees meet standards
for appearance, punctuality and individual accountability.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

The practical value in conducting research on TJTC lies in the contribution
it makes to understanding what is working and what is not, and how the TJTC pro-
gram can be improved. Research findings on TJTC have been limited by the small
number of investigations and the inconsistencies in design, intent, and focus of
the studies that have been conducted. The most comprehensive study, financed by
the Department of Labor and reported in 1986, presents a mixed review of the pro-
gram's impact.1 A 1987 summary of research findings, prepared by the Library
of Congress' Congressional Research Service, points to inconsistencies and gaps
in the TJTC evaluation completed thus far, but labels TJTC unsuccessful in light
of available evidence.' A 1987 George Washington University report concen-
trates on both research findings and methodological limitations drawing the
conclusion that wage subsidies may be effective in ameliorating work opportuni-
ties for the poor, but that the federal government needs to take a More active
role in promoting TJTC.

Of the three sources cited above, only the Labor Department study is based on
original research. The lead researcher on this project and on TJTC in general is
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John Bishop, who has written extensively on TJTC and on the general purposes and
requirements of wage subsidies. Bishop tends to favor the use of wage subsidies
as incentives to promote employment opportunities for certain groups of workers.
He remains a proponent of TJTC in concept, given its potential to increase work
opportunities for the poor, but believes changes in design and administration are
necessary.

Original research has also been conducted by Edward C. Lorenz who, as
coordinator of the State of Maryland's TJTC program, studied income gains, reten-
tion and vouchering for population samples in Maryland and Missouri. Gary
Burtless of the Brookings Institute, participated in a controlled experiment to
test the effectiveness of TJTC in Dayton, Ohio.0 The Lorenz study reflected
favorably on income gains and the effects of prevouchering as a job search
assistance tool, 7 while Burtless found that the use of vouchers could place
eligible workers at a disadvantage by creating a stigma and reducing their
chances for employment.

The federal government has not participated directly in assessing program
effectiveness. A notable exception is Sandra Christensen's evaluation which she
prepared as an employee of the Congressional Budget Office.9

Waae Subsidies and Jobs for the Disadvantaged includes a thorough review of
previous research. In the aggregate, the research presents no clear conclusions
on the program's effectiveness and often cites the general lack of research in
explaining why so little is known about how well TJTC works. During TJTC's
eleven years of existence, a period when numerous extensions and amendments have
continued to redefine the program's direction and intent, the research has been
sporadic and generally removed from firsthand evaluations of participants,
employers, and effects. Wage Subsidies and Jobs for the Disadvantaged, for
example, is the first study of the program in a single employer setting. Its
findings are generally favorable and consistent with many of those presented by
Lorenz and Bishop and Hollenbeck.

PROGRAM OPERATIONS

As is mentioned often ib the B-WPS study, acceptance of TJTC was
evolutionary. Prior to and during 1983, management spent its resources on
overcoming bias, ignorance, and resistance among staff at field locations and
among its own ranks as well. The guard business is a twenty-four hour per day,
365 days per year business. It is inherently hectic and to preferentially hire
less capable workers made no sense to anyone. Of course, into 1983, no one had
compared TJTC and non-TJTC workers on any performance measures. Neither had
liability claims, call-off and no-show rates, or lost account data been analyzed
to determine if eligibles presented a greater risk to the company's performance
than non-eligibles. Much of the early-sentiment against the program was based on
the perception that the wage subsidy was available only because workers eligible
for the subsidy could not get jobs without it. Managers reasoned that since
subsidized workers would seldom meet the basic qualifications for security guard
employment, the potential magnitude of the subsidy would also be small. In 1983,
management's objective was to implement procedures for obtaining field compliance
on basic employment screening and vouchering procedures. Plans for prescreening,
recruiting, and retaining eligibles would evolve as the organization gained
confidence in its ability to obtain benefits while-controlling costs.

In 1984 and 1985, a series of management activities were progressively
implemented to improve TJTC operations and raise performance. Primary among
these in 1984 were: (1) assigning identical performance targets to both line and
staff as a means to force people in different roles to work in support of common
objectives; (2) introducing monetary incentives for field coordinators who
managed local programs on a daily basis, managers who were accountable for TJTC
operations and received a direct profit-and-loss contribution, and guards who
were paid regular wages when they attended employment service vouchering inter-
views; (3) initiating weekly reporting .n screening and vouchering results and a
monthly key indicators report that tracked projected and lost income values for
eligibles with vouchers pending and others who terminated before obtaining
vouchers; and (4) designing strategies for establishing and maintaining produc-
tive relationships with local referral agencies, including award programs, hiring
the hardest-to-place, and taking employment service staff to a working 'lunch.

Throughout 1985, the level of activity continued to increase, with~new
methods for driving performance that included: (1) forcing accountability for
TJTC to field units where aggressive managers would compete with other employers
for a finite number of subsidized workers in local markets; (2) placing emphasis
or retention practices that included promotions, better pay, and on-the-job
training and counseling for subsidized workers; (3) using "model performer'
memorandums to communicate innovative approaches that high achievers used to
recruit and retein eligibles; and (4) designing maintenance reporting for each
subsidized worker that included weekly earnings, hours worked, vouchering status,
tax credits generated, and corresponding incentive values.
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RESULTS

Recruitment and Hiring
Perhaps the most troubling criticism of the targeted jobs credit is that it

rewards employers for hiring workers they would have hired even without the
inducement of an employment subsidy. This Is a serious charge that undercuts the
premise for the entire legislation, namely that employers will not hire targeted
workers without a special incentive to do so. Without a special inducement to do
otherwise though, employers have demonstrated that they will not readily hire
black youth, welfare mothers, handicapped workers, ex-convicts, and other
targeted workers. So the assertion that employers are hiring the same targeted
workers they would have hired without the credit can-only refer to a relatively
small number of eligibles who happen to be hired as a function of employers'
normal employment practices.

In 1983, B-WPS screened 2,783 eligibles out of 51,821 new hires. In 1984,
the organization stepped up its recruitment of eligibles, establishing partner-
ships with local referral agencies throughout the country. These agencies are
referenced in the study, but some of the more noteworthy wore Goodwill, SER Jobs
for Progress, Department of Social Services, the Urban League, and, of course,
the Employment Service. The number of screened eligibles rose in 1984 to 4,779,
an increase of 73 percent over 1983.

By 1985, both divisions had refined their recruitment operations to a point
where field units maintained weekly contact with an average of ten local referral
agencies. Work relationships with agency personnel had matured to a point where
weekly referrals were routine. Notable exceptions, occurred where local unemploy-
ment rates were low, thereby preventing referrals of any workers, let alone TJTC
eligibles. One of the elegant aspects of TJTC is that it works best where it is
needed the most. Where eligibles have found employment, TJTC is unnecessary and
unutilized. Despite persistently low unemployment, B-WPS pressed its referral
sources for more eligible workers and hired 9,800 targeted workers in 1985, an
improvement of more than 100 percent over 1984. The 9,800 eligibles screened and
hired in 1985 represented 16.7 percent of the organization's work force, a signi-
ficant proportion during a period when the annual unemployment rate was only 7.1
percent (see Figure 1).

It is difficult to estimate how many of the 1,636,729 targeted workers
certified nationwide between 1983 and 1985 would have been hired in the absence
of the jobs credit. The shift in the Burns field culture had not been as pro-
nounced as in WF Guard, but prior to 1984, both divisions wore resistant to
hiring targeted workers. By 1985, the predominant attitude among field managers
was that targeted workers were attractive commodities that should be pursued and
hired. With a 6-8 percent rise in annual hiring between 1983 and 1985, the far
more dramatic growth in TJTC hiring indicates that there was some ratio of prefer-
ential to nonpreferential hiring of eligibles that increasingly favored preferen-
tial hiring as the organization gained experience and confidence with the program
(see Figure 2). The disparity between the number of eligibles screened and hired
during 1983-85 and those certified by the Employment Service illustrates the
difficulties B-WPS experienced in scheduling vouchering interviews. Employees
were scattered at thousands of account sites and many had limited access to
transportation. As Figure 2 shows, B-WPS was successful in coordinating
vouchering/certification interviews for only about 60 percent of the eligibles it
hired, with the others leaving the company before obtaining the necessary
certification of eligibility.
Pay

One of the premises of the targeted wage subsidy has always been that the
hardest-to-employ are less skilled and therefore, at least initially, less
productive than less disadvantaged workers. If employers recognized their lower
productivity, targeted workers would be expected to earn less per hour than
nontargeted workers. Drawing from a 1980 employer survey, Bishop and Hollenbeck
confirmed that TJTC-subsidized workers were 14 percent less productive initially,
but ioly 3 percent less productive after they had gained experience on the
Job.U A 1984 NCRVE survey revealed that on ay rage, TJTC workers were 7
percent less productive than non-TJTC workers.11

In testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee, Bishop reported again
on the 1982 survey of 3,710 employers. Fully 26 percent of the employers who had
heard of TJTC thought of eligibles as poor workers, either unskilled or
unreliable. Another 23.2 percent did not use the Eilloyment Service, presumably
because of dissatisfaction with previous referrals.z Christenseo reported
similar results elsewhere during the same Congressional hearings. 3 Comparing
data at thirty-three firms where eligibles and nonsubsidized workers were hired
in the same job, Bishop and Hollenbeck fo/od that eligibles were paid a
statistically significant 8 percent less.

The perception that subsidized workers are less productive than nonsubsidized
workers was confirmed through the -WPS wge data. The 1985 data placed
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subsidized workers at $.37 less per hour than nonsubsidized workers who worked at
the same kinds of job sites (see Figure 3).

The B-WPS combined wage data for 1985 included workers who earned wages in
1985, but may have been hired the prior year. This was true for TJTC and
non-TJTC workers. The average hourly wage paid to a TJTC worker in 1985 was
$4.67, while the non-TJTC average hourly rate was $5.16. These were composite
figures which included the higher paying Burns utility units. Without the
utility figures, the pay rates dropped to $4.38 and $4.75 respectively. Burns
paid a slightly higher wage than WF Guard, with an $.08 per hour differential for
eligibles and a $.15 per hour differential for nonsubsidized workers. As a
proportion of non-TJTC wage rates, eligibles earned nearly 93 percent as much as
their less disadvantaged counterparts in WF Guard and 915 percent in Burns,
excluding utility figures.

Even without the Burns utility wages, the $4.38 per hour wage rate was over a
dollar more per hour than the $3.35 minimum wage in 1985. Critics of TJTC often
claim it is a minimum wage program filled with dead-end jobs. The B-WPS figures
challenge that assessment. B-WPS pays all workers at least minimum wage, and as
the data indicate, generally much more. Although only 357 eligibles earned
utility division wages in 1985, their average hourly wage was $8.41, a far cry
from minimum wage.

The study compares hourly wage rates for TJTC and non-TJTC workers that Burns
hired in 1983, 1984, and 1985. The data were cumulative, capturing employee
earnings across calendar years and beyond the tax credit eligibility period. The
purpose in tracking cumulative data was to avoid truncating the wage benefits
that accrued to workers who found jobs and stayed with them for some time,
building earnings and experience along the way. The pattern for cumulative
earnings in the Burns industrial units showed that only a $.02 pay differential
separated TJTC and non-TJTC workers who started work in 1983. The near identical
pay rates show that TJTC eligibility was playing a minor role in determining who
would be hired (see Figure 4).

During 1984, a period when B-WPS began to actively manage TJTC, the
cumulative number of full-time TJTC workers grew to 1,498, a 243 percent
increase, while full-time non-TJTC workers numbered 22,395, a 202 percent
increase. Field units were under pressure to recruit and screen for
eligibility. The financial implications of the wage subsidy were not lost on
managers who increasingly "tested" TJTC workers in lower paying, routine jobs.
Overtime assignments seldom went to eligibles who, on average, were less
productive and less reliable than their nonsubsidized counterparts. Non-TJTC
workers in 1984 enjoyed a wide $.22 per hour wage advantage.

Taking into account anyone working in 1985 who was hired during the entire
three-year period, the TJTC wage disadvantage narrowed to $.06. With a 203
percent increase in the number of TJTC workers versus only a 158 percent increase
for non-TJTC workers, 1985 was the first complete year for the B-WPS system.
Managers who reluctantly hired subsidized workers in 1983, were aggressively
pursuing and retaining them in 1985. The $.06 wage advantage enjoyed by
nonsubsidized workers was largely a reflection of their more advantaged
backgrounds and better job skills.

Figure 5 shows the contribution made by the Burns utility division which
began utilizing TJTC in earnest before the industrial units. The trend in
Figures 4 and 5 correspond as the higher paying utility units favored targeted
workers and produced an overall pay advantage, except in 1984, where the
industrial units preferentially hired eligibles but placed them initially at
lower paying sites. In that year, subsidized workers maintained only a $.02
advantage over nonsubsidized workers ($5.41 versus $5.39).

Figure 6 includes wage data for full-time and part-time workers. It shows
that TJTC part-time workers were the lowest paid in the organization.
Conversely, full-time eligibles earned nearly as much as their nonsubsidized
counterparts in 1985 ($4.96 versus $5.06). Obtaining full-time employment
appears to be important in order for targeted workers to gain job experience and
earn higher wages.

Retention
As is mentioned in the study, there is a strong tendency for observers to

think of the jobs tax credit as a hiring instrument. No doubt, it is first and
foremost a vehicle for disadvantaged workers to use in getting jobs. This
primary purpose, however, is not its exclusive purpose. As soon as the targeted
worker-is hired, the employer must take steps to maximize the duration of
employment and the corresponding size of the subsidy.

The B-WPS study provides some interesting insights into why targeted workers
stay on the job. Although pay rate was a factor, it does not appear to have been
overriding. While targeted workers experienced an upward trend in pay,
especially into 1985, they remained at pay rates below those assigned to
nonsubsidized workers. The interaction between pay and retention may have been
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based on the targeted worker's independent expectations of pay and the steps his
superiors took to facilitate higher earnings.

Other factors were scheduling of both work hours and Job location, quality of
counseling and on-the-Job training, and the amount of recognition provided by
superiors. The results in Figure 7 show a length of service advantage of 1.1
months for full-time targeted workers and 1.4 months for all targeted workers,
both full and part time. These represent work durations that were 15.7 and 21.2
percent longer than those achieved by nonsubsidized workers.

TJTC Program Costs
During its ten years of operation, there has been no clear accounting of TJTC

program costs. The real dollar impact of TJTC on government revenues remains
undetermined despite widespread concern over the federal budget deficit. Much of
the difficulty in determining which cost factors to use in evaluating the jobs
tax credit is a result of uncertainty over the savings or benefits attributable
to the program.

The Congressional Budget Office is on record as placing the average revenue
loss per TJTC participant at between $700 and $1,000.12 Levitan and Gallo have
reviewed the Tref ury Department's revenue loss estimates and believe they have
been overstated.4L With the Labor Department reporting 563,381 certifications
for FY 1984 and the IRS reporting $555,996,000 in credits, the average tax credit
per participant figured to $987. There is, however, a difference between the
size of the employer's tax credit and the government's revenue loss. Employers
who claim TJTC credits must reduce the deduction they take for wages in an amount
equal to the credit, thereby reducing the government's revenue loss proportionate
to their individual employer tax rates. Applying an average 42 percent offset
against FY 1984 credits, the total cost of the program and the cost per
participant were reduced respectively to approximately $323 million and $572.
This figure did not take into account the effects of increased tax revenues or
reduced transfer payments.

In the case of B-WPS, between 1983 and 1985, the average certification had a
gross credit value of $1,095. This was lowered to $591 after reducing the
company's deduction against wages by an amount equal to the credit. The $591 per
certification cost was the maximum average revenue loss incurred by the Treasury
Department for B-WPS TJTC credits between January 1, 1983 and December 31, 1985.
This figure was further reduced by $119 to $472 per participant based on
increased tax payments from 1,493 eligible workers who had taxable income in
excess of the zero bracket amount. This $472 figure, however, did not include
the effects of reduced transfer payments for AFDC, SSI, general assistance, and
unemployment insurance.

Based on information from the Department of Health and Human Services,
targeted AFDC and general assistance recipients who obtained full-time employment
with B-WPS were likely to have lost full or partial benefits. The resulting loss
in benefits represents a potentially large reduction in the actual revenue loss
attributable to tax credits claimed on wages earned by nearly 19 percent of the
eligibles hired nationwide and approximately 14 percent of the eligibles that
B-WPS hired between 1983 and 1985 who were receiving AFOC, SSI, and general
assistance benefits when they were hired.

CONCLUSION

Among the conclusions reported in Wage Subsidies and Jobs for the
Disadvantaged are the following:

1. The targeted jobs tax credit has worked and should be extended
ermently. Employers like B-iPS have responded to the employment subsidy by
installing effective employment practices to favor disadvantaged workers.
Perhaps the strongest argument favoring a permanent extension is that the jobs
tax credit works best where it is needed the most, and only functions where
targeted workers are available. The employment subsidy is elegant in that its
functioning is proportionate to the magnitude of the disadvantaged population it
serves.

2. The standard procedures for vouchering eligible workers are difficult
for some employers to use and should be expanded to permit alternatives to live.
in-person vouchering at Employment Service offices. In B-liPS, eligible workers
are posted at remote sites and, because they usually work alone, are unable to
attend vouchering interviews. Besides mail vouchering, which three states have
implemented, employers could be authorized to issue vouchers for the eligibles
they recruit and hire. Employers like B-PS are already performing most of the
tasks associated with vouchering. Ninety percent of the eligibles that B-WPS

- screened and referred to the Employmnt Service during 1983-85 were vouchered on
the first visit. As designated agents, employers could initiate the eligibility
determination, with the Employment Service retaining its traditional authority to
issue certifications.
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3. There is strong evidence that suaaests the employment subsidy may be
less costly than current government estimates indicate. One factor with the
potential to produce a considerable offset against the program's cost is the
reduction in transfer payments for AFDC, SSI, general assistance, and
unemployment insurance recipients who find employment through the TJTC program.
Working with a representative sample of large users and state social service
agencies, the Department of Health and Human Services and the Labor Department
should provide estimates of transfer payment reductions for targeted workers who
obtain and sustain employment through the program.
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Public Securities Association
1000 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
Suite 800
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 898-9390

Psr
STATEMENT OF THE PUBLIC SECURITIES ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

MARCH 28, 1988

Mr. Chairman, the Public Securities Association (PSA) appreciates
the opportunity to present testimony on the reauthorization of the
mortgage revenue bond (MRB) program. PSA strongly supports the
reauthorization of MRBs. Attached is a paper, prepared for PSA by
Kurt van Kuller of Lebenthal & Co., Inc., which describes our
arguments in defense of the MRB program.

Briefly, this paper offers evidence that the MRB program has been
highly successful in targeting mortgage loans to low-income
homebuyers. In addition, the record indicates that MRBs have been
a potent tool for the redevelopment of economically disadvantaged
areas. Besides providing this evidence in defense of MRBs, this
paper also examines in some detail the report on MRBs recently
released by the General Accounting Office (GAO). GAO's report
severely criticizes the MRB program. The attached paper raises a
number of concerns about GAO's analysis and concludes that
questionable assumptions and methodology cast serious doubt on the
reliability of GAO's conclusions. As such, we hope that GAO's
report will not unduly affect the debate over the extension of
mortgage revenue bonds.

In sum, PSA firmly believes that MRBs have been highly effective
at fulfilling an essential goal of housing policy, namely, the
provision of low-interest mortgage loans to first-time homebuyers
of limited means. As the nation struggles to confront a housing
crisis, we cannot afford to terminate the MRB program.

Again, we thank the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management
for the opportunity to submit-testimony.

Headquarters: 40 Broad Street, New York, N.Y. 10004 * (212) 809-7000
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TS CaS FOR RZMROIZOTIO OF T
SIGLE-FaNLT MORTGAGE BOND PROGRAM

I. Introduction

Forty-eight states, as veil as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the
Virgin Islands, have established housing finance agencies since the creation
of such agencies in the early 1960s. Since 1970, these state agencies have
provided over 900,000 belo-market mortgage loans, primarily to first-time
homebuyers of limited means. In addition, scores of local housing agencies
have arisen to provide approximately 200,000 more such targeted loans. The
vehicle for this development has been the tax-exempt, mortgage revenue bond
(MRB). Unfortunately, without Congressional action, tax-exempt status for
mortgage revenue bonds will expire on December 31, 1988. Given the desperate
need for affordable housing, failure to reauthorize the mortgage revenue bond
program would be a grave mistake. The argument for reauthorization is really
very simple: the program works.

This paper will examine our experience with mortgage revenue bonds. The
evidence demonstrates that the program his fulfilled its goal -- it has made
home ownership possible for thousands of low income families poorly served by
the conventional mortgage market. Moreover, the ortgage revenue bond program
has directed much-needed capital investment to low-income areas and boosted
redevelopment efforts across the country.

Indeed, the MRB program offers a potent tool for targeted economic development
and low-income housing finance. The program has fostered the development of
an efficient and capable housing delivery system, centered around state and
local housing agencies, that links developers, lenders, and real estate
professionals to households of limited Means that seek home ownership. In the
midst of a housing crisis, the nation cannot afford to dismantle such a
network.

II. The National Housing Crisis

Over the past two decades, the cost of owning a home has skyrocketed; family
incomes have not kept pace. A uprising number of young families today simply
cannot afford a decent home, and hence, for the first time since the Great
Depression, national homeownership rates are on the decline. And there is no
improvement in sight. Political, legal, economic, and financial developments
portend a worsening crisis in the years ahead.

The facts are not in much dispute. Table 1 illustrates the steep decline in
homeownership rates, both nationally and for young people, in the 1980s.

Table 1

Homeownership Rates

Total National 65.6% 64.0%
Under 25 years 21.3% 16.1%

25-29 43.3% 35.9%
30-34 61.1% 53.2%
35-39 70.8% 63.8%

Northeast 25-29 35.9% 34.1%
Northeast 30-34 55.0% 51.3%
Midwest 25-29 50.5% 40.2%
Midwest 30-34 68.12 58.6%

South 25-29 46.4% 39.4%
South 30-34 63.4% 55.2%
West 25-29 36.0% 27.0%
West 30-34 54.9% 45.4%

Source: HUD Annual Housing Survey

There is no mystery in this decline. According to the Joint Center for
Housing Studies at Harvard University, the median price of a representative

91-401 0 - 89 - 13
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first home rose 922 between 1975 and 1987.1 Family incomes have simply not
kept pace with this rise. Statistics from the Harvard Joint Center show that
the median income of all households headed by an individual under 25 dropped
28.7% (in constant 1986 dollars) between 1974 and 1987. Real incomes for
households headed by individuals &ad 25-34 fell 11.5% during the m
period. In 1987, the after-tax cash cost burden of home-ownership for a
representative first-time buyer "stood 502 above the levels averaged during
the late 1960a and early 1970&."2 According to the Federal National
Mortgage Association, today's median-priced new home absorbs nearly twice the
family income it did in 1973. Table 2 shao the homeownership cost burden for
first-time homebuyers by region of the country.

Table 2
1987 Housing Cost Burden of First-Time Homebuyera

By Region

X of Income Reuired for Monthly Housina

Northeast 34.5%
Midwest 31.12
South 29.02
West 34.42

National Total 32.42
Source: Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies

The prospects of owning a home are not likely to improve for young persons in
the near future. Nev housing development is being restricted by localities
across the country in an effort to reduce stress on inadequate
infrastructure. Serious threats of vater-supply shortages in certain
fast-roving regions will further restrict new housing construction,
particularly on the West Coast, where the need for new housing is great. At
the same time, as inflation remains relatively low, real interest rates
continue at their historically high levels, increasing the burden of mortgage
payments on homebuyers (see Figure 1). Finally, increasingly strict mortgage
standards will make it more difficult for low-income households to obtain
mortgage financing in the conventional market. Regular surveys by Standard &
Poor's Credit Review demonstrate that mortgage insurers are substantially
tightening underwriting standards, especially for low down-payment mortgages,
most of which are obtained by first-time homebuyers with low to moderate
incomes.
These developments promise no relief in housing prices, as supply ie
restricted; no relief on the total homeownership burden, as real interest
rates remain high; and lees access to mortgage credit for low income
homebuyers, as underwriting standards tighten. The future for prospective
homebuyers does not look bright.

I1. The ortasse Revenue Br Pies.-

One method that state and local governments have used to help low-income
families purchase homes has been the tax-exempt mortgage revenue bond. Low
interest rates on tax-exempt MNBs allow states and localities to offer
mortgage loans to homebuyers at below-market rates. State housing agencies
began issuing NIUs for single-family mortgages in 1970; localities entered the
MRB market in 1978. Since 1980, Congress has mandated strict eligibility
requirements for families to qualify for I-subsidized loans. These
targeting requirements were relaxed slightly in 1982 and then tightened in
1986. Table 3 lists the requirements established by the Mortgage Subsidy Bond
Act of 1980 (as amended by the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responbility Act of
1982) and the changes mandated by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA].

Even without-the stiffer targeting requirements imposed by the TRA, the
mortgage revenue bond program was well-targeted toward low-incme households.
The evidence, in fact, is impressive. In a recent report on the MRB program,
the General Accounting Office found that 15 of the 25 housing agencies it
visited used tighter eligibility standards than required by federal Iw.

3

According to data compiled by Dr. Margaret Wrightson of the Georgetown
University Center for Public Policy, MU have assisted buyers with
significiantly lover incomes than buyers who do not receive MRS loans. Table

4 shove that the average median family income of MRB-assisted homebuyers was

$26,000 between 1984 and 1987. This compares to $36,000 for first-tim
homebuyerg with conventional loans. In addition, other dat-. from the National

Association of Realtors Annual Housing Survey show an average median family
income of $40,597 for first-time homebuyers using adjustable rate mortgages
between 1984 and 1986. none of these figures are adjusted for inflation.
These statistics demonstrate that the 33B program has been appropriately
targeted to lover income homebuyers. This income targeting is particularly

impressive when one considers that no federal inegms 6blaiilir standard
&misted for MR borroers rior to 1936.
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Table 3

Federal Limitations on the Mortgage Revenue Bond Program

Imposed by the Mortgage Subsidy
Bond Act of 1980 (Amended by the
Tax Equity and Fiscal
Responsibility Act of 1982)

Residence Reouirement: Each of the

premises financed must become the

principal residence of the mortgagor

after the financing is executed. In the

case of two-to-four family residences,
the mortgagor must occupy one unit and
certify that the residence was first

occupied at least five years ago.

Eltai mebu1xer Reairement: At
least 90% of bond proceeds outside of

targeted areas must be provided to

mortgagors without an ownership interest

in their residence for three years prior
to execution of the loan.

New Mortsaae Reouirement: No part of

the proceeds may be used to acquire or

refinance an existing loan.

Purchase Price Limitatin: Price of the
residence may not exceed 110% of average

area purchase price applicable to such a

residence, or 120% in targeted areas.

Income Limits: None.

Assumptions: Allowed only if assuming
party meets above requirements,
otherwise "due on sale".

Imposed by the Tax Reform Act of1986 on Mortgages Financed by RUB
Issued After August 15, 1986

Residence eouirement: Same.

First-Time Homebuver ReauireAMnt: At

least 95% of bond proceeds outside
targeted areas mst be provided to
mortgagors without an ownership
interest in their principal residence for
three years prior to the execution of the
loan

New-ortasse Reauirement: Same.

Purchase Price Limitation: Price of the

residence may not exceed 90K of average
area purchase price applicable to such a
residence, or 110K in targeted areas.

Income Limits: All mortgage loans, except
in targeted areas, must be provided to
r rrowers whose income does not exceed
15% of applicable median fauly income.

In targeted areas, two-thirds of the
loans may be made to borrowers whose
fal income does r-ot exceed 140K of the
applicable median; one-third my be made
without regard to income limits.

&fiinnLLgn: Assuming party must meet
all of the new requirements.
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Table 4

Median Incomes of First-Time Homebuyers
4

According to Type of Financing
(Unadjusted for Inflation)

a rvA Cnntio±nal M n/Conv

1984 *27,000 *30,400 $32,500 $31,300 86.3%
1985 $26,000 $30,600 *32,600 $37,000 70.3%
1986 $26,000 $32,600 $33,000 $38,200 68.1%

J2700 12flf *f4 A39,600 65.2%
Average *26,000 32,000 33,100 36700 73.2%

Sources MR data compiled from Georgetown Public Policy Program MRB
beneficiary database. FRA, VA, and Conventional data
compiled from the National Association of Realtors
Residential Mortgage Panel Questionnaire, 1984, 1985, 1986,
1987.

Moreover, the MRE nroaran has not been misused to subsidize hish-erieed
hons. The evidence indicates that MRS borrowers have purchased fairly modest
homes in comparison with home-buyers who borrowed from other sources. Table 5
shows that the average median purchase price of homes bought by MRB-assisted
buyers was $55,000 between 1984 and 1987. This compares to $71,000 for
first-time homebuyers with conventional mortgage loans. In addition, data
from the National Association of Realtors show an average median purchase
price of $77,498 for first-time homebuyers using adjustable rate mortgages
between 1984 and 1986. Again, none of these figures is adjusted for
inflation. These statistics show that MRS loans have bean appropriately
targeted to finance the purchase of less expensive homes than those purchased
vith other types of financing.

Table 5

Median Purchase Prices of Homes Bought by First-Time Homeowners
5

According to Type of Financing
(Unadjusted for Inflation)

l FA VA Conventional M1B/Conv

1984 $56,000 *63,000 *68,500 $623,500 89.6%
1985 $54,000 *64,000 $69,000 $69,800 77.4%
1986 $56,000 *63,000 $68,400 $70,000 80.0%
18 zAn62.000 *h.1 A70.300 hA2.900 74.8%
Average $55,000 $64,500 $69,000 $71,000 80.5%

Sources MRS data compiled from Georgetown Public Policy Program MRS
beneficiary database. FIHA, VA, and Conventional data
compiled from the National Association of Realtors
Residential Mortgage Panel Questionnaire, 1984, 1985, 1986,
1987.

It is important to review the success of the MRS program, because it has
recently been the subject of some criticism. In particular, the General
Accounting Office (GAO) released a report in March that questions the need for
MRSs. The report, entitled "Homeownerships Mortgage Bonds are Costly and
Provide Little Assistance to Those in Need," argues that MRBts assist families
that could be adequately served by the private mortgage market and that MRSs
finance homes almost as expensive as those purchased in the private market.
given the attention this report has received, it is worthwhile to examine it
in some detail.

Based on various sources of data, GAO develops a profile of MRS-assisted and
national first-time homebuyers. GAO estimates that national first-time
homebuyers have a median family income of $27,000 and that the homes they buy
have a median purchase price of $64,000. MRB-assisted homebuyers, by
contrast, are found to have a median family income of $26,000 and to buy homes
with a median purchase price of $58,000. On the basis of this data, GAO
concludes that the MRS program has not been effective in serving a
disadvantaged sector of the population. GAO's statistical analysis, however,
contains mi serious flaws. In the first place, in evaluating the MS
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program, the relevant comparison is between Nfl-aasisted homebuyers and
non-NfB, non-subsidized homebuyers. But, by GAO's own admission, its sample
of all first-time homebuyers includes 5 to 10 of Mf-assisted purchases and
35% of VA- or FRA-aasisted purchases. Since first-time homebuyers assisted by
the NiB or FHA programs or by other subsidies have lover incomei, on average,
and purchase less expensive homes than first-time buyers in the private
market, the GAO's data on national homebuyera to biased toward lover incomes
and lover purchase prices. In essence, by including M-assisted and other
subsidized borrowers in its national sample, GAO makes national first-time
hosebuyers look more like NlB homebuyers. Given that other data portray quite
a different picture of the national mortgage market, GAO's results appear to
be questionable.

Furthermore, GAO's profile of NfB-assisted homebuyers is subject to sampling
error. The 25 housing agencies GAO chose to study are located in some of the
highest cost housing areas in the nation. According to an analysis of the
National Council of State Housing Agencies, using data from Harvard's Joint
Center for Housing Studies, incomes of potential first-time homebuyers in the
areas included in GAO's study are 15-17X higher than those for the nation as a
whole. 6 This sampling bias, of course, tends to inflate the incomes of MR
homebuyers, relative to the national sample, and the purchase prices of
MRB-financed homes. This sampling bias clouds the reliability of GAO's
profile of NRB-assisted buyers.

GAO's most serious criticism of the MRl program is its contention that 56X of
the families served by the NiB program could have obtained conventional
financing to buy a home of the same cost. In addition, GAO estimates that
another 12X of NIB-assisted buyers could have obtained adjustable-rate
mortgages. Given that the data discussed above (see page 4) demonstrate that
homebuyers with conventional and adjustable-rate mortgages have significantly
higher incomes than buyers with NIB loans, GAO's faith in the private mortgage
market seems suspect. A closer look at GAO's methodology reveals a somewhat
unrealistic view of the private mortgage market. GAO classifies an
MRB-assisted homebuyer as eligible for conventional financing if the buyer's
housing expenses do not exceed 28 of income. This simple test, however,
overlooks a number of critical underwriting standards. Among the other
factors that affect whether a buyer can obtain a conventional loan areas 1) the
ratio of total debt payments to income (usually may not exceed 33-36%)l 2) the
location of the home (e.g, whether it is in a distressed area); 3) the net
worth of the borrower; 4) the employment history of the borrower; 5) the
credit history of the borrower; 6) the availability of lendable funds; 7) the
size of the downpayment; 8) the availability of mortgage insurance; and 9) the
"points" in the deal. These criteria add up to much more stringent
conventional underwriting standards than GAO's simple housing expense to
income test. In addition, as noted in the first section, mortgage
underwriting standards are becoming much tighter' particularly in the area of
mortgage insurance for first-time homebuyers. These points cast serious doubt
on GAO's assertion that most MR-assisted buyers could have obtained
conventional financing. Anecdotal evidence supports this skepticism. A
study by the Legislative Auditor general of the State of Utah found that 85%
of mortgagors assisted by Utah MRBs in 1986 could not have obtained
conventional financing.

Besides objecting to the need for the NRBs, GAO also questions whether the
benefits of the program to individual homebuyers outweigh the program's
costs. GAO assesses the benefits of the iRS program by calculating the
mortgage interest subsidy to il homebuyers. Assuming for the moment that the
mortgage subsidy accurately measures the entire benefits of the proSram,
certain points about GAO's methodology need to be raised. In the first place,
GAO calculates benefits for spreads between conventional mortgage and NR
rates of 50 to 150 basis points. According to GAO's calculations, however,
the median spread achieved for Nil loans between 1983 and 1987(Q2) was 144
basis points. Obviously, a median spread of 144 suggests that spreads are
often higher than 150, especially since GAO points out that housing agencies
do their best to achieve a minimum spread of 150 basis points. 'In fact,
spreads are often significantly higher than 150 basis points. Hence, the 50
to 150 range is skewed toward the low end of spreads achieved by RBM. A more
realistic range would include higher spreads, which would imply greater
mortgage subsidies and greater program benefits. 7

Nore important than these questions about methodology, however, are the
assumptions about the scope of the program's benefits. GAO's definition of
the benefits of the Nil program overlooks several points. First, since
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mortgage underwriting standards are much more complicated than the 28 test
used by GAO, and often rely on qualitative judgments in addition to income and
debt tests, MRB-aesisted homebuyers may have simply been unable to obtain
mortgage financing from other sources. If this Is the came, then there is a
qualitative benefit from the program beyond the imputed mortgage subsidy,
namely, the opportunity to obtain a mortgage at all. Furthermore, the
emphasis on benefits to Individual borrowers overlooks one of the key features
of the MR8 program -- its ability to stimulate redevelopment. GAO estimates
that 40% of MRS loans between 1983-87(Q2) were for newly-constructed homes.
Given the significant eligibility limitations on MRS loans, this stimulus to
new construction (as well as the significant stimulus to rehabilitation of
existing homes) is directed at low and moderate income zones. These are
precisely the regions that private industry is most reluctant to enter.
Often, IRB loans arr 'fgnneled to special projects. The State of New York
Mortgage Agency, for example, has provided every mortgage loan under the
Nehemiah redevelopment plan in New York City. Moreover, at lest 20% of the
lendable proceeds of RBs must be set-aside for distressed areas for at least
one year. This channelling of MRS funds to areas badly in need of assistance
has helped to revitalize communities across the country. Examples include,
among others, Atlantic City and Newark, New Jersey; Boston, Massachusetts;
Denver and Pueblo, Colorado; and West Memphis, Arkansas.

The resources that can be tapped by HRBs are substantial. A study by the
California Housing Finance Agency estimates that $640 million in construction
activity ias generated by just the nev construction part of its MRS program
between 1982-87. The Arkansas Development Finance Authority estimates that
its MRB program created 13,196 construction jobs between 1978 and 1987. Other
state housing agencies report similar results. Obviously, the capital and
labor tapped by leBs could be directed toward other economic purposes in the
absence of a mortgage bond program. The point is that t= enable state and
local governments to tartat these resources to loy-income housing and to the
redevelopment of distressed areas. While the free market would certainly
create economic activity in the absence of HaBs, it would not direct this
activity to serve these socially desirable goals. Active public policy is
required to channel private resources toward national goals. MRSs have been a
remarkably potent tool to channel mortgage and construction capital to the
areas most in need.

In sum, all the evidence points in one direction: HRBs work. Housing
agencies have used RBs to provide a substantial number of below-market loans
to low-income families poorly served by the private mortgage market. In
addition, the HR program has stimulated new housing supply and redevelopment
in distressed areas nationwide. In the midst of a housing crisis, with
private industry reluctant to enter distressed areas, and with banks, the
traditional provider of mortgage finance, facing severe problems of their own,
it makes little sense to dismantle a program with a proven record of success
in delivering mortgage financing. The MRS program should be reauthorized.

IV. The Revenue Effect of gxtsndia the MRS Proarm

Estimates of the revenue loss through "tax expenditures" on tax-exempt RBs,
and on tax-exempt bonds generally- play a critical role in the policy debate
over municipal bonds. Hence, the methodology employed by the Joint Tax
Comittee to estimate revenue lose deserves a careful and rigorous scrutiny.
For this reason, the Commission on Public Finance created by Congressmen Beryl
Anthony has asked one of its task forces to examine, in detail, the revenue
estimating process. The results of this inquiry should be instructive. Even
in the absence of a formal analysis, however, it is clear that estimates of
the revenue loss from extending the MRB program rely on certain assumptions
that can be questioned. Some of these assumptions are desribed below.

First, to dispense with a somewhat minor point, any revenue loss attributable
to als should be presented fairly. There is an important distinction between
annual and present value costs. The GAO report, for example, cites evidence
that every *1 billion of MB issued costs the Treasury $20-30 million
annually, end calculates this tas "to be $150-200 million in present value
terms." The present value calculation attempts to measure, in present
dollars, the loss of revenue through tax-exempt interest paid over the entire
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life of the bond. In esence,-30 years of Interest Is crammed into one year.
While the present value has a certain economic significance, it has no bearing
on revenue lost in any one year. Moreover# as suggested above, the GAO
calculation assumes that the life of mortgage revenue bonds is 30 years.
Mi~s, however, actually retire in a broad range from 3 to 20 years depending
on the rate of prepayment of mortgages. According to OW and IlA statistics
on mortgage prepayment., NSs have an expected average maturity of 12-14
years. This adjustment would substantially reduce the present value measure
of the revenue loss.

The estimates of mgaW. revenue loss# which are more pertinent than present
value estimates to concerns about the federal deficit, are based on the
critical assumption that is displace, on an even money basis, investment in
taxable securities. It is not at all obvious that this assumption is true. A
significant amount of money from former KID investors could flow into many
forms of currently existing tax shelters (e.g., oil and gas, profit-sharing
plans, trust accounts, business real estate) or into deductible investment in
business (particularly by corporations formerly owning MiBs). Furthermore, to
the extent that NiRo do displace taxable investment, estimates of revenue loss
must account for the fact that any additional state and local taxes may be
deducted from federal taxable income. In addition, the revenue estimates
typically assume that a full year of tax-exempt interest is paid in the year
that a tax-exempt bond is issued. Since bonds are issued throughout the year,
the great majority of them generate ta-exmqpt income to investors for only a
portion of the year. Assuming that all bondis generate a full-year of
tax-exempt interest in the year of issue tends to make revenue losses look
larger in the first fiscal year after issuance.

The other major assumption used in calculating the revenue loss of extending
NRBs relates to the existing state caps on the volume of certain types of
bonds. Under the Tax Reform Act of 1986, each state faces a ceiling on the
volume of bonds it may issue, in aggregate, for certain purposes. Nortgage
revenue bonds must compete with other types of "private activity" bonds for
allocation under each state's volume cap. stimates of revenue loss from
axtendina the il proarem aseme that states will not make full use of their
volume cans if the NR groaras is not extended.

It is true that volume caps were not fully used in 1987 (although a number of
states appear to have approached their caps), but this can be attributed to
the huge volume of projects funded in 1985-86, in anticipation of tax reform;
the lingering confusion over the Tax Reform Act of 1986 and the lack of
experience with the volume allocation process under the state caps. given the
scale of infrastructure problems the country faces, to assume that no states
will reach their volume caps is somewhat cavalier, especially when one
considers that one or two large projects can entirely consume a state's volume
cap. Not every state will reach its volume cap in every year, but many states
will find the caps restrictive in the next few years, and mW will
undoubtedly substitute, to some degree, other bonds for NMle, if the NRB
program is not extended. If the caps will be fully consumed without iBs,
then failure to extend the MRl program will not gain any revenue for the
federal government, but will only allow states and localities less choice In
the use of their tax-exempt bond authority. If the caps are not fully used in
the absence of NiBs, but there is significant replacement of MBs with other
types of bonds, then the revenue gained from terminating the program will be
less than currently estimated. finally, it would be interesting to see the
extent that revenue estimates prepared for the Tax Reform Act of 1986 assumed
that volume caps would be used after the MRS program expired. A significant
inconsistency would be worthy of discussion with the revenue estimators.

IV. g AmDOR
America's housing crisis demands a national policy. Most policymakers and
most Americans recognize the need for a federal role n housing. A survey by
Information America in Nay, 1987, found that 79% of Americans support the role
of the federal govermmt in assuring that mortgage money is available at the
best possible rates. A 1987 Yankelovich poll found that 541 favor jnuAnM
*1*3M for low and moderate-income housing.

At issue before the Congress is whether mortgage revenue bonds Vill continue
to be a part of federal housing policy. Without Congressional action, the
mortgage revenue bond program will expire on December 31, 1986. The program
has a proven record of success in supplying mortgage financing to those in
need, redeveloping economically distressed areas, and achieving Congressional
targeting goals. In short, this crorem vor. In the interest of national
housing policy, it should be Luthorised.
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NOTES

1. William C. Apgar, Jr., and H. James Brown, "The State of
the Nation's Housing, 1988." Joint Center for Housing Studies of
Harvard University. Data from this study is referenced in the text
throughout the paper.

2. Apgar and Brown, p. 10.

3. See Home Ownershio! Mortgage Bonds are Costly and Provide
Little Assis Lnta to Those in Need (GAO/RCED-88-111, March 28, 1988).
This report is referenced in the text throughout the paper.

4. This data was compiled by Dr. Margaret Wrightson of the
Georgetown University Center for Public Policy for a forthcoming
paper on the mortgage revenue bond program. This table was
reproduced from "A Referendum on the American Dream," a study
prepared by the National Association of Home Builders, the National
Association of Realtors, the National Council of State Housing
Agencies, and the Association of Local Housing Finance Agencies.
The data of MRB-assisted buyers comes from only 16 states; the data
on private financing, however, comes from national surveys by the
National Association of Realtors.

5. See footnote 4.

6. See "A Referendum on the American Dream," p. 5.

7. It appears that GAO calculated the mortgage subsidy by
comparing the mortgage rate at the time of issue of a mortgage bond
to the conventional mortgage rate at the time individual loans were
closed. Since interest rates have been falling over the past
several years, the spread will obviously narrow in the time between
issuance of the bond and closing of the loan. If interest rates
were rising, the spread would widen. Moreover, this method for
calculating mortgage subsidy overlooks the fact that housing
agencies attempt to compensate for falling interest rates and
narrowing spreads through use of their reserve funds when individual
loans are issued. By "buying down" the interest rate, housing
agencies are able to widen the spread at the point when loans are
issued.
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CcAittee on Finance
United States Senate
Ptom 205
Dirksen Offtics Bdiding
Washington, D.C. 20

Rai Extension of Section 368(a) (3) of the
Internal tsvee Codes of 1986 (the "Code")
to Emnpass Modif Led Conversions of Troubled
Thrift institutions

Attention: Pft. Wilcox and Mr. Mihaiski

Ladies and Gentluuin:

In response to the request of the OCmmmittee in Press Releas #H4-10 for
written statements concerning expiring tax provisions, and on behalf of severalof our clients which are savings and loan associations and savings banks
("Thrift Institutions"), this is to present the reasons we believe Section
368(a)(3) of the Code should be w o d preserve the not operating loss
carryfonaids (*UZ Carryforwards") of troubled Thrift Institutions following
their conversion to stock fon ii a "modified" conversion.

A modified conversion, as nior fully described in Exhibit A hereto, enables
certain weakly capitaized Thrift Institutions to raise funds through the sale
of stock to dpositors, brrnsrs,and to "Standby Purchasers" who guarantee thesuccess of, the stock offerings in return for being allowed to acquire control of
Thrift Institutions. A modified conversion is frequently the only procedure a
poorly capitalized Thrift Institution can use to raise capital. However, the
current version of Section 368 (a)(3) obstructs the ability of Thrift
Institutions to complete modified conversions by requiring that a Thrift
Institution lose the benefit of its not operating loss carryforwards (".U
Carryforwerd') following a modified conversion. In contrast, well capitalized
institutions can invert to stock form pursuant to a "standard conversion" and
insolvent institutions can convert to stock form pursuant to a voluntary
supervisory (i.e. bankruptcy) reorganization and preserve their NOL
Carryforwads. D to this discrimination in the tax laws against modified
conversions, wmy weakly capitalized, but solvent Thrift Institutions are unable
to convert to stock form and arm frequently forced into insolvency.

We respectfully submit that Congress should usnI the current version of
Section 360(a)(3) of the Code in order to aid trobled Thrift Institutions that
are seeking to strengthen their capital base through the sale of stock. Aspecific pos mah amnt is attached hereto as Exhibit B. Such an amended
provision should remain in effect for the foreseeable future, and well beyond
the Decemer 31, 198 expiration date of the current version of Section
368(a)(3).

A. 1PoiLc Resons ft ,o gMrsional, Suort of odified Cmv ,sions.
1. Has An I in iSmmin Prvate iftqtalization of
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Congress reaffirmed in Title IX of the cmiptitive Equality Banking Act of
1987, in a sense of Copgras solution, that deposits in Thrift Institutions
and, ultimately the solvency of the savings and loan industry, are backed by the
full faith and credit of the United States. Therefore, Congress has a strong
interest in utilizing whatever prudent means are available to assist Thrift
Institutions to remain solvent and financially secure.

Congress should not be misled by the short-sighted argument that it is not.-
appropriate to amend the current version of Section 368(a)(3) because the tax
laws should not be utilized to provide assistance to selected taxpayers. To the
contrary, we submit that it would be a wise tax policy for Congress to
facilitate the recapitalization of troubled Thrift Institutions through modified
conversions which can be promoted at nminal cost to the United States Treasury.
Troubled Thrift Institutions which have large NM Carryforwurds are, in fact,
not paying substantial amounts of federal corporate taxes. If Section 368(a)(3)
were not amended, many of such troubled Thrift Institutions which could
successfully recapitalize pursuant to a modified conversion may fail. Such
failures could ultimately become a liability of the Treasury if a "taxpayer
bailout" of the savings and loan industry is necessitated.

2. NM Ca r orwmrds Are An Effective Incentive for Private InvestMnt
In The Thrift Industry

we are aware of several instances in which troubled Thrift Institutions
could successfully raise capital and becom viable entities through the sale of
stock if such institutions were able to utilize their NOL Carryforwards
following a "modified" conversion to stock form. In such cases, the
availability of NOL Cayforwerds would increase the return available to private
investors and provide an Imortant incentive for such investors to risk their
capital by purchasing the stock of troubled Thrift Institutions.

With the loss of their ability to use their NOL Carryforwards without
limitation following a "modified" conversion, however, Thrift Institutions may
not generate a sufficiently profitable return for investors to consider the
purchase of their stock. Accordingly, such troubled Thrift Institutions have
been effectively prevented by the current version of Section 368(a)(3) from
completing modified conversions to raise needed capital. Instead, these
undercapitalized Thrift Institutions have been left in an extremely precarious
position, unable to raise necessary capital to comply with applicable FHLBB
regulations and very near to insolvency.

The foregoing situation would be greAtly alleviated if a Thrift
Institutions' NEL Carryforwards were fully available following their modified
conversion. As described below, it appears that several hundred conversions of
Thrift Institutions to stock form would be facilitated through the proposed
amendmnt of Section 368 (a)(3).

3. The FSLIC Cannot Afford Avoidable Failures of Thrift Institutions

The General Accounting Office ("GRO") reported to Congress in May 1987 that
the FSLIC was insolvent by $6.3 billion at the end of 1986. FSLIC's insolvency
was due to the creation of loss reserves of $10.5 billion to cover future losses
associated with troubled Thrift Institutions. Accordingly, the GAO testified to
the House Ccmmittee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs that:

FSLIC's reserves for dealing with such problems (increasing
number of closed institutions, increasing cost of liquidation,
increasing assistance to open troubled institutions) have
steadily declined and, with the additional loss provision
. . .I FSLIC will be in a deficit position. This decline
coupled with FISC's sharply higher and increasingly expensive
caseload, illustrates the urgent need to infuse now funds into
the Corporation.

In the Competitive Equality Banking Act of 1987, Congress authorized the FSLIC
to borrow $10.825 billion to finance its recapitalization. Many anticipate that
this level of borrowing will be insufficient to cover FSLIC's estimated losses
of up to: $30 billion.

Against this background, there can be no dispute that the FSLIC cannot
afford unnecessary failures of additional Thrift Institutions. Congress should
amend the tax laws in the manner suggested herein to facilitate the private
recapitalization of as many troubled Thrift Institutions as possible in order to
alleviate the massive losses which the FSLIC will encounter in the coming years.
Such an amwnenmt of Section 368(a)(3) should reduce the number of insolvency
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receivership proedings conducted by the Federal omee Loan Dank Board ("8").
In addition, we believe there would be a reduced cost to the FSLIC of providing
financial assistanoa in connection with bankruptcy reorganizations of troubled
Thrift Institutions. Certain bankruptcy reorganizations may be prevented
altogether if troubled Thrift Institutions could successfully complete modified
conversions. The early recapitalization of troubled Thrift Institutions through
modified conversions in which NOL Carryforwards are preserved would be cost
effective as compared with the larger costs which would otherwise be imposed on
the FSLIC,and possibly on the U.S. Treasury, if more Thrift Institutions fall.

4. The Proposed Amendmnt Will Generate Increasd Tax Reeue

The cost to the Treasury, in term of lost revenue or "tax expenditure
which would result from creating an exception from the Section 382 limitation on
NOL Carryforwards following a "modified" conversion would, we believe, be
ccmpensated for through increased tax revenue over a period of several years.
The failing Thrift Institutions which have large NCL CArryovers are not
currently paying significant federal corporate icome taxn. Acordingly, there
is no real tax expenditure involved if they are allowed to convert to stock form
in a modified conversion. If a Thrift Institution is restored to profitability
following its modified conversion, the only tax cost which may be involved is an
opportunity cost resulting from its ability, under the proposal set forth
herein, to utilize its own HUM Carryforwards. After a short nuirber of years,
however, any such opportunity cost would itself be eliminated since the NOL
carryforwards which existed at the tim of a modified conversion would expire
over a statutorily-prescribed schedule. Thereafter, a converted institution
would be restored to being a tax-paying corporation and would broaden the
federal tax base.

B. wfy Modified ConversTons are Currently Cbstructed.

If a Thrift Institution completes a modified conversion, which typically
involves the sale of a controlling interest in the company's stock to a single
investor, the current version of Section 368(a)(3) provides that no exception
from the generally applicable Section 382 limitation on HL CarYforwards is
available. This is because such a sale of control constitutes an "ownership
change" within the meaning of Section 382 and the related Treasury Regulations.

Such an "ownership change" does not occur in the case of a conversion to
stock form of a well-capitalized institution because a "standard" conversion
prohibits any invetor group from acquiring control of the institution. In the
case of a "voluntary supervisory" (i.e. bankruptcy) conversion of an insolvent
Thrift Institution which involves an ownership change of the institution, the
current version of Section 368(a)(3) provides an exception from the Section 382
limitation on the use of HCL Carryforwards. Hodver, a Thrift Institution may
only qualify for a voluntary supervisory conversion and the exception frOM the
Section 382 limitation if the Federal Savings. and Loan Insurance Corporation
("FSLIC") is authorized to appoint a receiver for the company. A receivership
may be jiposed on a Thrift Institution only on the grownds of "insolvency, in
that the assets of the association are less than its obligations", Or if there
has been d violation of applicable law, rules or relations, or the institution
is in an unsafe and unsound condition to transact business. See Sections 368
(a)(3)(ii)(III) and 382 (1)(5)(F)(iii) of the Code, and 12 U.S.C.
$1464(d)(6)(A)(i), (ii) and (iWi), attached hereto as Exhibit C.

Thus, the current version of Section 368 (a)(3) in effect requires that a
troubled Thrift Institution must either be able to complete a standard
conversion, which is unattainable for many solvent but under-capitalized
institutions, or mast actually vscona insolvent before it may be exempted frM
the generally applicable Section 382 limitation on the use of NM CarrXyforwrds
following a conversion to stock form. tor the policy reasons cited above, this
state of the law is contrary to public policy, short-sighted and impractical and
we believe Congress should amend Section 368(a)(3) to assist in preventing
forced insolvencies of Thrift Institutions which may, in many cases, be
prevented through the sale of stock in a modified conversion.

The ability of Thrift Institutions to recapitalize would be greatly
increased if Section 368 (a)(3) were amended to provide that modified
conversions of Thrift Institutions are exempted, as voluntary supervisory (i.e.,
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bankruptcy) conversions already are, from thi Section 382 limitation on the use
of NOL Carryforwards following an "ownrship change" as defined in Section 382
of the Code. We believe an exception from the Section 382- Limitation may be
narrowly drawn in Section 368 (a)(3), as the proposed umenctkint to the section
set forth in Exhibit B hereto demonstrates, by allowing a specific exception
only for modified conversions of Thrift Institutions completed pursuant to
Subpart D of Part 563b of the Rules and Regulations for FSLIC Insured
Institutions, 12 C.F.R. $563b.34 et se.

C. The Number of Thrift Institutions Likely to Cowlet Mokdified Conversions.

The pool of Thrift Institutions likely to complete modified conversions
consists of those institutions which can downtrate positive net worth of less
than three percent of total liabilities after subtracting from their balance
sheets such item as appraised equity capital, goodwill and deferred losses.
Institutions which are reduced to negative nt worth after thee adjustmnts are
probably not realistic candidates for a modified conversion. Based on our
internal calculations using these criteria, we believe there would be
forty-seven institutions with total assets of $32.8 billion eligible to complete
modified conversions in the Southwest region of the country consisting of
Arizona, Now Mexico, Texas, and Oklahoma. Across the nation, we anticipate that
there could be several hundred troubled Thrift Institutions which my be able to
ccmplete a modified conversion if their NOL Carryforwards were not subject to
limitation following their sale of stock.

D. Conclusion

To the best of our knowledge, there were only five modified conversions of
troubled Thrift Institutions completed during 1987. However, if NOL
Carryforwards could be used without limitation following the modified conversion
of a troubled Thrift Institution, it appears that several hundred weakly
capitalized Thrift Institutions across the nation which are currently unable to
complete standard conversions would be better able to raise needed capital
through the sale of stock.

We believe the increased capitalization of the savings and loan industry
which would result frm the proposed amendment of Section 368(a)(3) would be
attained at a relatively low cost to the United States Treasury. Without the
proposed amendmnt, we submit that a much greater cost will be imposed on the
FSLIC and, indirectly on the Treasury and all taxpayers, if marginally
capitalized Thrift Institutions which could successfully raise capital through
modified conversions instead founder and become insolvent.

Please feel free to call us if you have any questions regarding the
foregoing or if we can supply you with any additional information.

Very truly yours,

Derek A. Bloom

cc: Senator Lloyd Bentsn m. Danny Wall, Chairman
Sam Sessions, Esq. Lawrene j. wite, Board No r

Roger F. Martin, Board No r
Senator Bob Packwood JulieL. Williau, Deputy
Lindy Paull, Esq. General Counsel

Larry J. Fleck,
Senator David Boren Deputy General Counsel
Cody L. Graves evin Petrasic, sq.

Office of General Counsel
Representative J.J. Pickle Federal "me Loan Bank Board
Barbara A. Pate,
Legislative Director Beth Ns, sq.

Director of Tax Legislation
Representative Bill Archer National Counsel of Savings
Donald G. Carlson, Institutions
Legislative Director

Coleman O'Brien, Esq.
Tax Counsel

United State League of
Savings Institutions
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Exhibit A

Modified Conversions of Thrift Institutions

In order to rebuild the capital bose of Thrift Institutions, the FHLBB has
developed three different Programs'to facilitate capital formation by means of
the sale of stock. The voluntary supervisory fore of conversion is not
described below since it in available only for insolvent Thrift Institutions
which my convert to stock foxe pursuant to section 360(a)(l)(G) of the Code.The Section 392 limitation on the use of HM Carryforwards is inapplicable to
conversions which qualify as tax-free bankruptcy reorganizations pursuant to
Section 368(a)(l)(G).

Standard Conversions
In a standard conversion, the stock of a Thrift Institution is sold to the

general public at its appraised fair market value. Hatbers of the ThriftInstitution in its autuei, form must be given nontransferable rights to subscribeto purchase stock sold in the conversion on a priority basis. The mmbersI
right to reopive the residual net worth of the institution in the event of its
liquidation Ls carried forward in a "liquidation account". Any stock niot soldto members is sold to the general public either in an underwritten publicoffering or in a direct cmminity offering.

Rstraints are imposed by the rHIEB on the ability of any party or group to
acquire control of a Thrift Institution converting to stock fore in a standard
conversion. Investors are limited to purchasing a maximum of 5% of the stock
sold in a standard conwion, with the emcption of certain employee benefit
plans which may purchase up to 10%.

procedurally, the primary eluunta in a standard conversion by a mutual
Thrift Institution ame (1) adoption of a plan of conversion by a two-thirds
vote of the institution's board of directors, (2) submission of an application
for conversion (containing a plan of conversion, a proxy statement, and an
appraisal) to the FHlB, (3) holding a special eatingg of umbers to vote on and
approve the plan of conversion, (4) offering priority subscription rights to
maers to acquire the stock of the institution, and (5) sale of the remainder
of the stock either in an underwritten public offering or in a direct community
offering.

Modified Conversions
A modified conversion is generally available to a Thrift Institution which

can domnstrate that a standard conversion would not raise sufficient capital to
enable the institution to comply with applicable regulatory capital require ents
of the MMt18. The most important distinction between a standard and modified
conversion, is that in a modified conversion it is permissible for an investor
to acquire control of a Thrift Institution.

Modified conversions differ from standard conversions, procedurally, in the
following respects'

(1) A majority of the board of directors of the converting Thrift
Institution must approve the conversion, but approval of the institution's
muters is not required to authorize a modified conversion.

(2) A converting Thrift Institution mfst sell its stock at an aggregate
price exceeding the estimated pro form market value of the institution,
including an approprLate control rium, based on an int et valuation.Under the FlBs regulations, a p on or cOraiof a Thrift
Institution during its modified conversion (a -Standby Purchaser") must provide
sufficient capital to bring the reulatory capital of the institution up to the
minimum required level on a genially aCcepted accounting principle ("GAAP)
basis which is generally in the range of 3% of total liabilities. The required
level of regulatory capital is being increased to 6% over a period of
approximately 12 Years.

For its investInt in a Thrift Institution during its modified conversion,
a Standby PurchW would be able to acquire control of the institution at a
favorable price to book ratio. The Standby Purchaser would be asked to enter
into a Stock purchase AWeinnt with the Institution 4wheey it ould agree to
purchase all shares of stock which rin un@Ubecribed for in a subscription
offering to the irutitution's muter.. In exchange for guaranteing the minimum
gross proceeds of the offering, the Stadby Purchaser is granted a priority
right to purchase a certain percetage of the offering bed upon a foreala
described below and could acquire up to 100% of the share offed n on
the mount of stock sold to --es in a subscriptiOn offering.

(3) The subscription rights of - &r my be reduced in a ucdified
conversion ac g to a fomla based on the pcentage of an institution'sregulator capital g which is satisfied based on calculations mnde in
accordance with gWally =Vted aco w tinq Prl= ls
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Exhibit B (Proposed additions are underlined.)

Proposed Nnndmsnt of Section 368(a)(3) of the Code

(3) ADDITIONAL RULES A7 M TITLE 11 AND SIMIAR CASES.

(A) TITLE 11 OR SIMILAR CASE DEFItED. for purposes of this part, the
term "title 11 or similar case" meas-

(i) a case under title 11 of the United States Code, or

(ii) a reeivrship, foreclosure, or similar proceeding in a Federal
or State court, or

(iii) a transaction described in subpart ( ) of subparagraph (D) ofargr (3).

(B) TRANSFER Or ASSE'I' INI A TITL 11 CR SIMILAR CASE. In applying
paragraph (1)(G), a transfer of the assets of a corporation shall be
treated as made in a title 11 or similar case if and only if-

(i) any party to the reorganization is under the jurisdiction of the
court in such case, and

(ii) the transfer is pursuant to a plan of reorganization approved by
the court.

(C) REORGANIZATION LI NG UMM PAXRAPH (1)(G) AND ANDME
PROVISION. If a transaction would (but for- this subparagraph) qualify
both-

(i) under suprgah(G) of paragraph (1), and

(ii) under any other subparagraph of paragraph (1) or under section
332 or 351,

then, for purposes of this subchapter (other than section 357(c)(1), such
transaction shall be treated as qualifying only under subparagraph (G) of
paragraph (1).

(D) AG12CY PRC INGS WHIMH IFMMVE FIMIMIICA INSTIMIONS.

(i) For purposes (as of subparagraphs (A) and (B)-

(I) In the case of a receivership, foreclosure, or similar
proceeding before a Federal or State agency involving a financial
institution to which section 585 applies, the agency shall be treated as a
court, and
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Committee on Finance
April 25, 1988
Page 10

(I) In the case of a financial institution to which section 593
applies, the tam "title 11 or similar case" means only a case in which the
Board (which will be treated as the court in such cam) win v the
certification described in clause (i) or (W)}.

(i) A transaction otherwise meting the toquimunt of subparagaph
(0) of paragraph (1), in which the transferor corporation is a financial
institution to which section 593 applies, will not be disqualified as a
reorganization if no stock or securities of the corporation to which the
assets are trwferzed (transferee) are received or distributed, but only
if all of the following conditions am met

(1) the reqoiruments of subparagraphs (A) and (B) of section
354(b)(1) are not with repect to the acquition of the assets,

(II) substantially all of the liabilities of the transferor
immediately before the transfer becIm, as a result of the transfer,
liabilities of the transfee, and

(III) the Board certifies that the grounds set forth in section
1454(d)(6)(i), (ii), or (i) of tile 12, United States Code, exist with
respect to the transferor or will exist in the near future in the absece
of action by the Board.

Liii) A transaction meting the reureets of EAQVmjap (F) o0

comp ~ __ic ...... tiger1 ro o

iiv) For purpose(s) of this sv aarph, the "Board" means the
Federal mw Loan Sank Board or the l Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation or, if neither has supervisory authority with respect to the
transferor, the equivalent State authority.
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NATIONAL REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION

TESTIMONY ON TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT

MARCH 28, 1988

CAROLYN B. THOMPSON, M8, CRC

PRESIDENT

JOB PLACEMENT DIVISION, NRA

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommit'tee, The National Rehabilitation

Association is pleased to come before you today to urge you to support

Senate bill 684 which vill amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to make

permanent the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit.

There are 37 million Americans with disabilities. A recent Harris Poll

informed us that 67% of these Americans are unemployed and want to work.

Who are these unemployed Americans with disabilities? They represent all

races, sexes, creeds and disabilities. They have high school educations,

college educations, Ph.D's. They have little or no work history or training

and they have years of experience. They are trained as biologists,

teachers, accountants, secretaries, janitors, chefs, bus boys, managers and

computer technicians, to name a few. They live in Montana, Hawaii,

Arkansas, Missouri, Delaware, Rhode Island$ Wyoming, Washington D.C. Why

are so many individuals with such different backgrounds in need of Targeted

Jobs Tax Credit? They are disabled, and though the Rehabilitation Act

protects people with disabilities from discrimination, the continuing lack

of widespread experience by the business community with disabled employees

prevents them from hiring. The increasing gap between the disabled worker's

skills and the requirements of today's jobs, coupled with, quite often,

little or no work history, only serves to increase the employer's concerns.

Targeted Jobs Tax Credit is designed to change hiring practices. It has a

proven track record since its inception in 1979 in providing a substantial

incentive to employers to hire not only workers with disabilfties but
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workers from other targeted groups experiencing unusually high rates of

unemployment. During FY 1984 563,381 TJTC participants were hired in all

50 states and the District of Columbia. About 11% of these were people with

disabilities. Early in FY 1986 the credit expired and was not renewed until

October of 1987. I am sure that you will not be surprised to learn that the

year following the 9 month lapse, FY 1987, the number of TJTC participants

hired was estimated to be only 400,000.

The program has never been fully utilized by either those job seekers

qualifying in targeted groups or the business community, but great advances

were being made. The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit has been up for renewal and

extended four times, the most recent time in late 1986 only after a 9 month

lapse. The tine limited nature of past extensions of the Targeted Jobs Tax

Credit and memory of the lapse has caused a significant drop in usage and

a drop in hiring those job seekers most in need of assistance. The purpose

in offering the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit to the employer is to provide an

incentive to hire people with disabilities and others that because of their

work history or lack of work history, skills, and/or education are

considered too high risk to be hired. The Tax Credit provides the employer

with the necessary incentive to take the risk and allow for a longer "break

in" period. Making the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit permanent will provide the

stability needed for the business community to become totally familiar with

it, see its benefits and use it as part of their long range plans.

Many groups believe that we are recovering from the FY 1986 lapse and

gaining the confidence of the business community once more. The Targeted

Jobs Tax Credit Coalition, a group of employers, community groups and

organizations eipresenting disadvantaged workers, estimates that if Targeted

Jobs Tax Credit is extended one year the number of jobs attained through

this program in FY 1989 will be back up around 625,000 again (comparable

to FY 1985). This number will increase dramatically when the provision is

made permanent. Rehabilitation professionals and others have helped

employers to see that hiring people with disabilities is not only not the

"risk" that it seems but in fact makes good business sense. Our task will
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the stability that the business community needs.

We have heard opponents of TJTC argue that it is unnecessary because

employers would hire disabled and disadvantaged workers anyway, given the

tightening labor markets for young workers, the traditional source of entry

level workers. I believe that this, is a false assumption. I believe that

in the absence of TJTC, employers will prefer the ever increasing number of

women entering the workforce, elderly workers and displaced workers to

people with disabilities, veterans, ex-offenders and the other targeted

groups. Let me point out to you again that the intent Of the TJTC program

is to change hiring practices. TJTC has been proven to be effective in

doing this and should be continued as long as unemployment rates for people

with disabilities and others that are disadvantaged remaim embarrasingly

high.

Not only does the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit program help people with

disabilities get a foot in the door at their local company tfd provide an

incentive for employers to take a risk in hiring but it also saves

government dollars. IN FY 1985 the total cost of TJTC was $364 million

figured at $586 average cost per person. The FY 1985 savings on public

assistance alone for those employed with the help of TJTC was $418 million.

Other major savings were gained from SSI and SSDI, food stamps and

unemployment compensation. This program helped to employ 622,848 hard to

employ people in FY 1985 and saved the United States government in excess

of $54 million. If TJTC is made permanent we can expect FY 1989 savings to

exceed $54 million and increase each year. This program makes good

business sense to both the private sector and the federal government.

I'd like to briefly share with you the life of a man, a life that would be

entirely different today without the help of TJTC several years ago. Joe

is a young man who can barely read the simplest of sentences and until three

years ago was late to every job related event and had extremely low self

esteem. After careful training and preparation with rehabilitation
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professionals to ready himself for the job search he set out with high

hopes. Unfortunately his low self esteem and tardiness prevented him from

even getting an interview. All attempts to solve these problems through

counseling had failed and as I'm sure you can imagine all the weeks and

months of turndowns did nothing for this man's self-esteem. Finally, in a

brief discussion with the manager of a Hexican food chain, Joe remembered

to show his TJTC certification. The manager called Joe's counselor for an

explanation of both TJTC and the services that Joe was receiving that would

help him be the quality of worker that thia manager needed. The manager

decided to take a risk. The rjsk paid off because Joe did become a loyal,

timely and happy employee of that company. Of course there were problems

in the beginning but the incentive of TJTC encouraged the manager to work

along with Joe and his counselor to solve these problems.

Today, three years later, Joe has had his ups and downs. The company where

he had his first job closed but another Mexican food chain hired him right

away because of his experience, work history and reference and he has been

a valued employee at his new company for two years. He recently has saved

enough money and gained enough skills and confidence in himself to move out

of the group residence he lived in for five years and into his own

apartment. Without TJTC the first manager would not have hired him and the

number of turndowns would eventually have led Joe to stop seeking

competitive employment.

In conclusion, you must make decisions now that will insure that all the

future Joe's of this country will have the opportunity for competitive

employment and an independent life style. This is nothing more than we want

and in fact demand for ourselves. I urge you to support Senate bill 684 to

amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to make the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

permanent. Permanency will stabilize the program which will increase its

utilization thus decreasing -the unemployment rate for people with

disabilities and other targeted groups and providing a significant savings

in public assistance and SSI, SSDI payments.

John F. Kennedy said "The cost of doing the job right is not more than we

can afford. It may not be cheap or easy or popular - but we cannot afford

to do less."
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The National Association of Rehabilitation Facilities wishes to express its support for

extending the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit as proposed in S.684. Extension of this credit will

pro ide a much needed incentive for employers to expand their employee base by hiring

persons with disabilities and other persons with significant barriers to employment.

The National Association of Rehabilitation Facilities (NARF) is the national trade

association of community-based organizations that provide vocational and medical

rehabilitation services to persons with mental and/or physical disabilities. These facilities

annually provide services to more than 400,000 persons with disabilities. A primary

purpose of rehabilitation programs is to return disabled persons to work after an illness or

injury or to given them their first opportunity to work. The persons served by

rehabilitation facilities, and those who will benefit most from extension of TT are those

persons with the more severe disabilities. These are those persons who are mentally

retarded, who have chronic mental illness, and those who have severe limitation of mobility

or other major life function. Just a very few years ago, these persons were not considered

employable. However, increasing public awareness ad acceptance, improved technology,

development of new progrmns such as supported employment, and the removal of some

work disincentives have made employment a realistic goal for even the most severely

disabled. The most serious barrier to employment remains employer reluctance to hire
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people that they believe or perceive less than fully productive. The Targeted Jobs Tax

Credit has often proven to be an important factor in overcoming this barrier.

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit benefits two groups served by vocational rehabilitation

facilities. They are referrals from the state vocational rehabilitation program and recipients

of Supplemental Security Income (SSI) under the Social Security Act. Most of the persons

with disabilities served by these facilities are either receiving or are eligible for state V.R.

services. Many of the disabled persons served by these facilities are also SSI recipients.

In 1985, Lou Harris Associates conducted a comprehensive poll of non-institutionalized

disabled persons. The findings of the poll were dramatic. The Poll found:

Two-thirds of all disabled Americans ages 16 to 64 are not working. Only

one In four work full-time and another 10 percent work parttime. No other

demographic group under age 65 of any size has such a small proportion

working. Only 29 percent of disabled persons say they have at least some

college education compared to 48 percent of non-disabled persons. Forty

percent of all disabled persons age 16 and over did not finish high school.

This proportion is nearly three times that of the non-disabled population,

where only 15 percent of adults age 18 and over have less than a high school

education.

Disabled Americans are much poorer than are non-disabled Americans. Half

of all dls abled persons age 16 and above had a household income in 1984 of

$15,000 or less. Fully one in three disabled persons reports a household

income of $7,500 a year or less. Six out of 10 elderly disabled persons report

a household income of $15,000 or less.

About three out of 10 disabled individuals say that a lack of accessible or

affordable transportation is an bnprtant reason why they are not working. Of

these disabled people, 38 percent say that under-education and the lack of

marketable skills are important reasons why they are not working. And, 42
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One issue raised frequently in discussion of barriers which prevent disabled

persons from working is fear of a loss of key benefits such as government

health Insurance. (ephasis added)

In 1987, Lou Harris conducted a second poll, this time on the attitudes of employers

toward hiring person with disabilities. Among the findings in that poll was that over 50%

of the employers nolled said that increased tax deductions and financial incentives would

induce employers to train and employ more handicapped persons. (emphasis added) Of

those employers polled who had participated in TJTC, 76% found it to be very or

somewhat successful.

The statistics from the Harris Poll ae born out by NARFs experience. Over the past year,

NARF has been working with several national corporations to develop job opportunities

for persons with severe disabilities. These efforts have resulted in thousands of letters to

community employers from their corporate headquarters urging them to hire persons with

disabilities. Manuals and video training tapes were developed to show the local employer

how they could hire disabled workers. Information on TJTC was part of those manuals and

tapes. These corporations include Coors, Kentucky Pried (lcken, and Taco Bell. All of

these corporations have told NARF that while TJTC is not the sole reason to hire someone,

it is a very important part of their corporate strategy. It does make them consider some

groups such as persons with disabilities as potential employees when they might not have

without the tax credit.

Most vocational rehabilitation facilities offer placement services. These programs match

persons with disabilities with available jobs in the community. Overcoming employer

reluctance to hiring persons with disabilities is a major factor for these placement proamS.

The availability of TJTC is an important factor in many businesses taking a pro-active

posture in hiring persons with disabilities.

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit is the only federal incentive for most employers to hire

persons with disabilities. Non-discrimination and affirmative action laws regarding

persons with disabilities only apply to federal contractors. Los of 1TrC would be a major

blow to our efforts to increase employment opportunities for persons with disabilities.
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While the loss in revenues to the Treasmy occurs in one year, the payback in taxes and the

savings to the SSI program and other welfare benefits will go on for many years. Many

studies have shown that the savings of rehabilitating a person and putting them in a job

saves the Federal government $10 for each dollar spent. TJTC is an important incentive to

employers to give disabled persons a chance at a job. Studies have also shown that once

they do have a job, disabled persons Z on the job. In many of the entry level jobs

utilized in the TJTC program there has traditionally been high turnover. The Assistant

Secretary of Education for Special Education and Rehabilitative Services recently said that

the average tenure for severely disabled persons in supported employment (competitive

jobs when special follow along services are provided to allow the disabled persons to

maintain employment) was two to three times that for non-disabled employees in the same

jobs.

In his statement to the Subcommittee on behalf of the Administration, Dana Trier, Acting

Tax Legislative Counsel for the Department of the Treasury, said that the tax credit was not

used in 97% of the jobs thai economically disadvantaged youth got in 1981. This was the

only evidence he cited that TJTC did not work. Many of these disadvantaged persons got

their jobs without federal assistance and thus there was no cost the Federal government.

What is important is how many persons did get jobs because of the tax credit. In 1986,

TJTC provided jobs for 563,000 workers. Disabled workers got 43,000 jobs as a result of

TJTC in 1986.

What we should be concerned about is how we can increase these numbers. Congress

needs to renew TJTC for at least three years so that employers will continue to have an

incentive to hire persons with special barriers to employment including persons with

disabilities. Prompt action by this Subcommittee, the Finance Committee, the Senate, and

the House of Representatives will ensure continuity in this important program. NARF also

joins the efforts of members of the Employment Task Force of the Consortium for Citizens

with Developmental Disabilities who have submitted a letter supporting the extension of

TJTC. The staff of NARF is willing to help the Members and staff of the Subcommittee in

any way to assist in the earliest consideration and passage of S. 684.
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April 18, 1988

Ms Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510

Dear Ms Wilcox:.

I am pleased to close testimony on the Targeted Jobs Tax
Credit program to be included in the.proceedings of the' Subcomwttte
on Taxation and Debt Management. t

Sincerely,

Thomas F. Hartnett

cc: Mr. Ed Nihalski
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TESTIMONY

FOR

UNITED STATES SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND

DEBT MANAGEMENT

TARGETED 3OBS TAX CREDIT

PRESENTED BY

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

THOMAS F. HARTNETT
COMMISSIONER OF LABOR

APRIL, 1988

New York State has consistently been the nation's leader In employer use of the

T3TC. This program has been well received In the business community, opens the Job-

market door for thousands of hard-to-place Individuals, and Is economically and socially

cost efficient. For these reasons, the State of New York urges favorable action by your

Committee and the full Senate on S. 684, to extend and make permanent this Important

employment program.

Your Committee has received testimony on the positive Impact of the TJTC on a

national scale. We will Illustrate the Importance of the TJTC to Job seekers in New York

State who face the most serious barriers to employment.

During the fiscal year ending In September 1987, the T3TC gave over 35,700

Individuals a chance of permanent, productive employment, a chance which otherwise

might not have occurred. The various characteristics of persons hired, as described

below, affirm the effectiveness of the program In providing opportunities for our highest

priority clients.
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In Fiscal Year 1987, 78,230 persons were determined eligible and 33,731, hired as

follows:

Elble Hired

Disadvantaged Youth 34,703 21,632
Disadvantaged Vietnam Vets 1,566 638
Disadvantaged Ex-Felons 2,913 892
Handicapped 3,677 1,313
Co-op education students 30 30
Supplemental Security Benefits 360 139
Summer Youth 3,933 2,203
Public Assistance Recipients 31.064 8.881

Total 78,280 33,731

The entry of these disadvantaged persons Into the productive work force means their

entry Into the economic mainstream. Thousands have left and will leave behind lifestyles

of public dependence and despair. The T3TC hirings of 8,884 public assistance recipients

In New York could generate potential welfare savings of as much as $4.6 million per

month. This compares to a net cost of the federal tax credit attributable to the hiring of

public assistance recipients, as estimated by the National T3TC coalition, of only

$4.7 million, annually.

Substantial additional savings accrue as a result of the hiring of ex-felons who --

because of the job opportunities provided by the T3TC - break the cycle of recidivism.

For every ex-offender dissuaded from a return to a life of crime, the State will save at

least $33,000 -- the estimated annual cost of Incarceration in New York - plus the

Immeasurable social costs of criminal activity. Thus, if only one quarter of the 892 ex-

felon hirees last year had returned to prison because of the lack of the T3TC Incentive,

the corrections cost alone would have amounted to at least $7.8 million.

T3TC benefits also extend to disadvantaged young people excluded from the job

market, either by hiring practices or by their own attitudes and perceptions, who may

otherwise have been tempted to turn to a life of crime. While youths aged 16 through 19

comprise only 6 percent of New York's labor force, they represent 17 percent of all

unemployed persons.
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We estimate that the total annual payroll of the 35,731 New Yorkers hired under the

T3TC In 1987 was in the range of $350 to $400 million, and that the ripple effect of

economic activity resulting from this employment could be as much as $1 billion.

Declining unemployment rates in New York State and the nation are welcome signs,

but general "averages" can be misleading. The unemployment rate in New York State for

black youth is at an unacceptably high level of 25 percent. Experienced workers

permanently displaced because of industrial changes in basic Industries amount to between

157,000 and 263,000 in the State. We have over 1,158,000 public assistance recipients.

Overall, an estimated 3.1 million New Yorkers are in need of employment and training

assistance to help remove impediments to full participation In the Job market. Current

3ob Training Partnership Act, Work Incentives and State-funded programs enable us to

reach perhaps 149,000 -- less than five percent of those who need or can benefit from

these services. Annual funding uncertainties for federal programs in the past several

years have added to our challenges In serving the full universe of those in need.

T3TC is an important, Innovative, and effective resource that opens up access to

employers who might not otherwise be receptive to hiring persons in the targeted groups.

It differs from other programs by providing a direct, though modest, Incentive to

employers.

As your Committee considers making this program permanent, we also urge the

relevant committees to provide sufficient resources to administer the program. Our

Department's budget, for example, amounts to less than one-half of the actual costs of

administering the T3TC.

New York State appreciates this opportunity to testify on behalf of this important

program and extends the gratitude of the tens of thousands of our citizens now in the

productive work force because of the T3TC to Congressional supporters of the program.

For almost every one of the 35,700 Individuals who found work last year with the help of

the T3TC, there is a success story, and we would like to share one with you.

Yolonda B. is an 18 year old school dropout who was living in a homeless youth

shelter when she visited our 3ob Service office In Manhattan. She impressed the staff as
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genuinely wanting to escape the street environment, but just did not have the resources to

do so. We eventually located an employer who would hire and train her, but could only

hire her at $3.50 an hour - unfortunately not enough to enable Yolonda to become self-

sufficient. Our office discussed the situation with the employer, and explaining that the

T3TC would compensate for the additional cost, persuaded the employer to start Yolonda

at $4.00 per hour. Several weeks later, Yolonda came back to visit us - still on her new

job, enjoying It, and well underway In learning new skills.

We believe that If we do not Intervene now on behalf of Individuals In the targeted

groups, all of us will pay a higher price in the future, through lost opportunities, lower

productivity, and additional social costs. We strongly urge your favorable action on S. 684

to enable the good work of the T3TC program to continue.
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STATDMNW OF THE
NNTIOML COWCIL OF SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS

ON UPIRNG TAX PROWISIONS

SUMITTED TO TM
SUTCO TEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGF24IT

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
FOR A HEARING ON MARCH 28, 1988

The purpose of this Statement is to express the support of the
National Council of Savings Institutions for extension of the provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) relating to reorganizations of financially
troubled thrift institutions (Secs. 368(a)(3)(D) and 382(l)(F) and
treatment of assistance received from the Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation (SLIC)(Sec. 597). The current provisions, which
were originally adopted in 1981 and extended during consideration of the
Tax Reform Act of 1986 (the Act), provide an exception to the general
reorganization rules as they affect net operating losses (NOLs)and
continue tax free treatment of FSLIC assistance through the end of 1988.
In addition, the Council recommends that the application of the special
reorganization rules to savings banks insured by the Federal Deposit
Insurance (FDIC) be clarified and that the rules granting favorable tax
treatment be extended to FDIC assistance.

The National Council is a trade association representing approximately
500 savings institutions nationwide. Our membership consists of savings
banks and savings and loan associations which are insured by the FDIC and
the FSLIC. Given the duality of our membership, we have been able to judge
first hand the effect of the current rules regarding supervisory
reorganizations and the tax treatment of assistance given in supervisory
acquisitions. The evidence shows that the special treatment of supervisory
reorganizations and the consequent survival of tax attributes such as NOLs
have been extremely valuable to the insuring agencies as they have dealt
with problem institutions since 1981. The rules which provide for tax free
treatment of FSLIC assistance have allowed FSLIC to preserve its resources
and to deal with a broader range of problems than would otherwise have been
possible.

Extend the Supervisory Merger Provisions Through 1991

While we would like to be able to tell the Subcommittee members thet
all of the problems facing the FSLIC and the FDIC are currently solved and
that it will not be necessary to extend the tax provisions, such a
recommendation is not possible at this time. Although Council member
institutions generally are healthy and profitable, it is readily apparent
to us that more time is needed to solve the problems facing the savings
industry as a whole. The enactment of a $10d825 billion recapitalization
of FSLIC by the Congress last year is a step in the long term solution to
problems, but this program alone will not allow FSLIC to complete the job
that needs to be done. If the failing institutions are to be successfully
mred and if appropriate acquirors are to be found, all resources mst be
used. Repeal of the special tax provisions affecting supervisory mergers
would require FSLIC to spend more dollars on each merger and would be
counter productive. This fact was recognized by the Treasury Department
during the tax reform process. "Treasury I" recommended extension of the
assistance to 1991. Given this fact and the continuing economic problem
facing a segment of the industry, the National Council recommnds that the
tax provisions be extended through 991 to coincide with the period of the
FBLIC recapitaization provided by the CoMyetite ltty Baktnq Act

(CBA ast year.

Given the fact that the Council represents savings banks insured by
FDIC as well as savings and loans insured by FSLIC, we have been able to

Grant Similar Treatment to FDIC
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observe directly the impact of the special reorganization rules on FDIC.
We believe the current treatment has been favorable, but that clarification
is needed regarding the coverage of supervisory wrgers of FDIC. In
addition, the Councilasks that parity of treatmnt to siven b extending
the favorable treatment currently available only to FSLIC asistance to that
given by the FDIC. Such treatment would allow FDIC to stretch its
resources at a critical time and would reduce the dollar outlays of the
FDIC. Further, the confusion inherent in the current situation would be
eliminated.

Make Needed Technical Changes

There are a number of technical problem relating to the drafting of
section 382 which need to be addressed if the rules for supervisory mergers
of thrift institutions are to work properly. The Council is pleased that
the Internal Revenue Service has taken steps to address the "Double G"
Reorganization problem for interim control of savings and loan institutions
in the Management Consigrmnt Program. We urge that IRS grant similar
treatment to use of "bridge banks" by the FDIC.

The Council also urges the Congress to clarify that the proportionate
"scaled down" use of NOLs for institutions not meeting the 204 continuity
of ownership test continues to ke available under section 382. This
provision of previous law was not included in section 382 as rewritten in
the Tax Reform Act.

There are numerous other technical problem that appear to be cropping
up as institutions begin to work through conversions, mergers and
acquisitions following enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986. We hope
that the members of the Subcommittee will monitor the effect of the new 382
changes on these activities to assure that normal activity is not unduly
restricted. While we at the Council recognize the need for public policy
goals which protect tax revenue, we do not believe such provisions should
be so cumbersome as to stand in the way of activities which have a true
economic basis or, a broader, more pervasive public policy goal. We are
concerned that this may happen with provisions of section 382 as currently
structured.

The Council appreciates the opportunity to submit this statement to
the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Nanageint. We will be pleased to
work with the Subcoemittee on this and other issues affecting the savings
industry. For further information on this issue, please contact
Beth Neese, Director of Tax Legislation at the National Council of Savings
Institutions, 1101 15th Street, Washington, D.C. 20005, (202) 857-3100.
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Statement of

CHRISTINE A. FLYNN

PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

STATE OF NEW YORK MORTGAGE AGENCY

for the record

Hearing on Expiring Provisions of the Tax Code

Monday, March 28, 1988

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, I am Christine A. Flynn, President and
Chief Executive Officer of the State of New York Mortgage
Agency, which is known informally as SONYMA. I appreciate
the opportunity to appear before you today to endorse the
extension of the single family mortgage revenue bond (MRB)
program for four years. I also wish to explain a problem
which has been inadvertently created by the way in which
income limits have been established by the Tax Reform Act of
1986.

Our agency was created in 1970. Since its creation,
SONYMA has made more than 60,000 loans to households
throughout New York State. We are proud of our program and
of its many successes. I have appended to this statement
several tables outlining the SONYMA program and I ask
permission that they be incorporated in the hearing record at
the conclusion of my testimony.

In New York State, MRB-financed mortgages play a crucial
role in enabling first-time homebuyers to realize their
dream of owning their own homes, By providing assistance to
prospective homeowners in financing the purchase of
reasonably priced housing, MRBs have helped many low and
moderate income New Yorkers purchase their first home.

The Congress has examined this program nearly every year
since 1979. And despite severe criticism, Congress has seen
fit to continue the program -- albeit with fine tuning --
because it recognizes that MRBs are a fundamental tool of
U.S. housing policy -- a policy that seeks to ensure
affordable, decent housing for all its citizens.

MRBs fill a gap in U.S. housing policy which neglects
the needs of low and moderate income families. The program
is crucial in the efforts of state and local agencies like
SONYMA to help such families qualify for affordable financing
by providing state and local housing authorities with
flexibility to meet housing needs in specific markets. MRBs
may be used to finance new construction or to purchase
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existing housing. States may combine MRB subsidized
mortgages with other forms of assistance or impose additional
restrictions on the homebuyer, the home, the lending
institution and the location of the home to ensure that only
the lowest income residents and most critical areas are
assisted.

For instance, SONYMA has created a $10 million very low
interest rate program (4%), with income and purchase price
limits below those in the federal law. Under this program,
households with incomes averaging $17,500 are able to
purchase homes. This flexibility is essential in stimulating
and complementing state and local housing initiatives. It is
responsible for a large part of the program's success.

The following discussion of MRBs will highlight the
reasons we believe justify extension of this worthwhile
program.

THE CRISIS IN HOUSING AFFORDABILITY

The difficulties facing first-time home buyers today,
particularly those with low and moderate incomes, are well
documented and have contributed to the first drop in
home-ownership in this country since the 1930's. Rising real
housing costs, declining real renter incomes, high interest
rates, and the significant up-front costs incurred when
purchasing a house have combined to make home-ownership a
possibility only for the relatively well-to-do.

Risina housing costs

Real estate prices, especially for single-family homes,
continue to rise dramatically. Concurrent with increasing
home-ownership costs, rents have risen as well, in part
caused by a dramatic increase in real estate prices. These
factors have combined to decrease the ability of renters to
purchase homes because it has become more difficult to save
for increased downpayments and closing costs associated with
the purchase of increasingly expensive homes.

Since the early 1970's, real home-ownership costs have
increased 14% simultaneous with a 27A increase in real rent
burdens. According to the U.S. Department of commerce, new
homes priced at or below $70,000 comprised only 23% of all
new home sales in 1986. In some areas of the country, prices
have skyrocketed even more than the national average.

High interest rates

While interest rates have fallen considerably from the
record levels of the early 1980's, interest rates still hover
at the double digit range. Interest rates today remain
significantly higher than the rates prevalent during the
early to mid-1970's. High interest rates significantly
diminish the buyer's ability to pay for housing. As a
result, homebuyers in the low and moderate income brackets
still encounter difficulties in qualifying for conventional
mortgages, and are particularly benefitted by the lower rates
offered by NRB programs.

Moreover, it is important to recognize that a decline in
interest rates usually leads to an increase in housing
prices. Because housing prices have continued to increase,
the benefits of 'lower' interest rates are almost eliminated.

9l-"'*11 n AQ 1'
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Up-front costs

The up-front costs incurred when purchasing a home are
prohibitive for many low and moderate income buyers. Private
lenders traditionally require a downpayment of at 10% to 20%
of the purchase price of the house. Most lenders charge fees
(commonly called points) for originating and processing a
loan. In addition, there are transfer fees, local and state
taxes, and settlement costs on top of the downpayment of 10%
to 20%.

In total, these costs have tripled, in current dollars,
as home prices have tripled, since the 1970's. These
expenses can easily increase the loan amount by up to 5% to
7%. At today's housing prices, this translates into
thousands of dollars.

The large sum of money needed up front when purchasing a
home poses particular problems for first-time homebuyers who
have no cushion from the sale of a previous home to help ppy
for the downpayment and closing costs. MRS programs address
this by requiring downpayments of only 5%, and many states
and localities provide assistance with closing costs as
well.

Decline in personal income growth

Further adding to the difficulties facing low and
moderate income home buyers, is the fact that personal income
growth has not kept pace with housing costs. Since the
mid-1970's, renter real incomes have fallen 9%. Because more
money must be spent on rent, many families find it virtually
impossible to save the large sums of money necessary to
purchase a home. This is critical because first-time
homebuyers ordinarily have -inomes that are significantly
lower than families who have already owned at least one home.

THE GAO REPORT

In its recently released study on mortgage revenue
bonds, the General Accounting Office (GAO) asserts that
family income is likely to rise over time. Today, most low
and moderate income families are caught in a vicious cycle of
rapidly rising housing costs and laggardly rising incomes
that are increasing at a disproportionate rate. Rather than
saving money, many families are finding it difficult to
'break even' or avoid going into debt.

The GAO study contends that two-thirds of the families
receiving assistance\ under the MRS program could qualify for
conventional mortgages. As one of the agencies which was
surveyed for that study, I strongly object to the findings of
the report as they apply to the SONYMA programs.

The report argues that conventional mortgage
instruments, including adjustable rate mortgages and
graduated payment-mortgages, could be utilized by many
participants in the MRS program. The GAO report overlooks
the fact that many low and w'dezate income families are
unable to meet the standards imposed by these lenders in the
application process.

Families who have difficulty obtaining a conventional
mortgage are also likely to experience difficulty in
obtaining an adjustable rate mortgage (ARMs). ARMs are
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suitable for families with rising incomes but for many low
and moderate income families, significant increases in income
are unlikely. The low initial interest rate increases in
subsequent years and lenders, to reduce their risk, employ
strict underwriting criteria before approving such loans.
Consequently, ARMs and graduated payment mortgages cannot
serve as a true substitute for MRB financed mortgages as GAO
argues.

Targeted benefits

Federal restrictions on MRBs target the benefits of the
program to those most in need of assistance. Borrowers under
the MRB program face income limits and restrictions on the
price of the house they purchase. Personal income may not
exceed 115% of state or area median and home prices may not
exceed 90% of the average area purchase price. These
restrictions ensure that only lower income families benefit
from the program.

In this regard, the criticisms levelled by the GAO
report regarding the income profile of MRB recipients is
spurious because of the data upon which the GAO study is
based. That data relates largely to programs conducted
between 1983 and 1986, a time period during which there were
no federal limits on the household income of MRB-financed
mortgages. Only the first 6 months under the 1986 limits
were studied, a time period when virtually no mortgage
revenue bonds were issued as housing authorities grappled
with the complexities of the new law.
- Although the GAO report asserts that this lack of post
tax reform data is irrelevant, that is definitely not true in
analyzing New York State's experience. SONYMA has
implemented many changes resulting in a program which is
better targetted than ever. In 1987, average SONYMA borrower
incomes dropped 15% and the number of low-income borrowers
(below 80% of the median) doubled. Low-income households now
constitute the majority of borrowers in many regions of the
State.

MOYNIHAN AMENDMENT ON INCOME LIMITS

At this point, I would like to take a few minutes to
describe a problem that New York and several other states
face under the income limits currently in effect for the MRB
program and to seek your support for a proposal which would
remedy that problem. The proposal was offered by Senator
Moynihan and adopted by the Finance Committee last fall as
part of Title III of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1987 (Sec. 6781).

We are proud of our success in targeting SONYMA loans to
families of lesser means. However, the 1986 Act's income
limits, when combined with the housing purchase price limits
which have long been in effect, pose a special problem in
downstate New York. New York City and its suburbs to the
east and north of the city limits, have more expensive
housing prices compared to the median incomes in their
respective Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) than is the
case in the rest of the State.
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The New York MSA contains 48% of the state population,
including one of the highest concentrations of low-income
families in the country. As a result, the MSA's median
income, upon which the MRB income limits are based, is much
lower than necessary to finance modestly priced housing.

Because of this, many New York families which have
incomes sufficiently within the federal income guidelines
frequently cannot find a home to buy. Even with SONYMA's
assistance, the available housing stock -- and even that
under construction -- is often too expensive for these
families. For example, in New York City in 1988, the highest
allowable income for MRB-financed home purchases in New York
City is $39,100. The highest priced house purchasable at
that income in New York under current interest rates is
approximately $95,000, a price at which single family houses,
condominiums or cooperative apartments are virtually
unavailable.

Without the Moynihan amendment, 40% of SONYMA's
downstate market will be ineligible for MRB-assisted
mortgages. Ironically, many of those households could
qualify for MRB assistance in other communities where housing
costs are lower than those in the New York and Long Island
MSAs because the area median incomes are higher in those
communities, resulting in proportionally greater income
limits under the MRB program.

As adopted by the Finance Committee, Senator Moynihan's
amendment would create a special rule for MRB applicants in
high cost areas. Section 6781 would establish standards
defining high cost areas and would create alternative income
limits for areas which meet those standards. The amendment
is designed to provide equity for communities which are
saddled with high land and construction costs for housing,
even though area incomes may be low. In fact, that is
precisely the premise upon which Senator Moynihan's 1987
amendment was based. I quote from the Finance Committee
report:

The committee recognizes that the existing income
targeting limits may be difficult to apply in areas
where the costs of building, operating, and maintaining
housing are substantially higher than the national
average. The committee feels that this problem is
narrow in scope, but wants to provide some relief for
those few areas where it does arise.

The proposal is not designed to enable "wealthy"
families to purchase expensive homes in high income areas,
nor will it have that effect. The amendment simply permits
purchasers in high-cost areas a chance for MRB mortgages. It
does not increase the purchase price limits for MRB-
financeable homes. It only raises the income limits in a
limited fashion in a few areas to permit purchase of homes
within the current MRB limits.

This amendment preserves Congress' intent of targeting
MRB financing to moderate and lower income households. It
simply deals with the reality that a decent home in one part
of the country may cost vastly more in another, where land,
labor and materials -- not to mention the ordinary cost of
living -- are more expensive. It would ensure that low and
moderate incOme homebuyers in all parts of the country can
use MRB financing.

I
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Since last fall, we have participated in extensive
conversations with the staff of the Joint Committee on
Taxation to determine the whether a more equitable formula
can be developed. SONYMA would support any formula which
ensures that the average first-time homebuyer in New York has
the same opportunity to buy a home as the average first-time
bomebuyer in any other part of the United States.

MRBs VS DIRECT FEDERAL SUBSIDIES

Some critics of the MRB program argue that tax exempt
financing should be replaced with a direct federal subsidy to
first-time home buyers because such a system would be less
costly and more efficient. A direct federal subsidy would
undoubtedly foster the creation of a new bureaucracy to
administer the subsidy and enforce targetting guidelines. It
would be an impractical substitute for a program which has
worked successfully for more than fifteen years.

This plan overlooks the fact that an effective program
structure now exists in every state and that there are
established procedures and programs in place to provide
MRBs. It is a program that is run with minimal bureaucracy
because of the public/private partnership with the network of
private lenders. Moreover, neither this Congress nor the
next is likely to create a multimillion federally-financed
program to assist first-time homebuyer. This program works
and it is all we have -- and all we areilikely to have.

(requires minimal bureaucracy due to partnership with
existing networks with private lenders who participate in the
program]

EXTENSION OF MRBs WOULD NOT RESULT IN NEW REVENUE LOSS

The staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT)
contends that delaying the Mid sunset would result in a
revenue loss of $900 million over 5 years even though the
bonds will be subject to a state volume cap of the greater of
$50 per capita or $150 million. Thus, the exact amount of
tax revenue "lost" is clearly subject to debate.

Projections of revenue loss are incorrect

The JCT assumption is based on the mistaken premise that
every dollar that might be invested in a tax-exempt mortgage
revenue bond will be invested instead in a taxable instrument
if MRBs are unavailable. This dollar-for-dollar equation,
however, does not take into account the highly individual
nature of investment behavior. Investors will seek
alternative means of sheltering income. The investor's
dollar may be invested in other tax-exempt bonds or other
assets which may represent an even larger revenue loss to the
federal government.

MRs generate revenue in other areas

Nor does the Joint Committee on Taxation estimate take
into account the tax revenues generated through the increased
economic activity spurred by a rise in new housing
construction. The existence of MRBs has had a strengthening
effect on the nation's housing supply, on the economy, and on
credit availability. Thus, the *revenue losing" nature of
tax-exempt MRBs is open to question. At the very least, the
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"cost" to the federal government is offset by increased
revenue in other areas.

MRBs MEET AN IMPORTANT NATIONAL OBJECTIVE

Private lenders, developers, and participants in the MRB
program are in agreement that MRBs complement, rather than
compete with, the conventional mortgage market. MRB-financed
loans are roughly two points below conventional rates, in
addition to having downpayment requirements which are two to
four times smaller. These two factors are critical to making
homes affordable to low and moderate income homebuyers. By
enabling low and moderate income families to purchase
reasonably priced homes they would otherwise be unable to
afford, MRBs serve a niche in the housing market. As a
result, MRBs actually increase home-ownership.

Since World War II, U.S. housing policy has been
directed toward ensuring that all American citizens have
access to safe, decent housing. A corollary of this policy
has been the promotion of home ownership for all Americans.
The primacy of this objective and the broad base of support
this policy enjoys are the fundamental reasons it has become
an integral part of the "American dream."

Unfortunately, in recent years, home ownership, rather
than becoming easier, has become more and more difficult for
American citizens, especially low and moderate income
families. By targeting families that most need assistance In
purchasing a home, MRBs ensure that home ownership does not(
become only a dream for low and moderate income Americans.

AVERAGE INCOME OF HOMEBUYERS: 1987

Statewide (est.) $45,000
SONYMA regular $31,000
Modest Means $17,000

SONYMA BORROWER INCOME DISTRIBUTION: 1987-1988

Less than $20,000 10.3%
$20,000 - $30,000 40.6%
$30,000 - $40,000 30.8%
More than $40,000 18.2%

*The New York City MSA includes the five boroughs of New
York City -- Kings (Brooklyn), Queens, Staten Island,
Manhattan and the Bronx -- and Westchester, Putnam and
Dutchess counties, north of the city. The Long Island
counties of Nassau and Suffolk constitute a separate MSA.
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Statement of the

NATIONAL RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION

Senate Finance Committee

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

on the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

April 22, 1988

The National Retail Merchants Association (or "NRMA") is the nation's largest

trade association for the general merchandise retail industry. Its members operate

approximately 40,000 leading department, chain, Independent and specialty stores in

the United States. Annual sales by NRMA members exceed $150 billion and member

firms employ more than three million workers. Accordingly, changes In the tax law

which affect U.S. businesses in general and the employer-employee relationship in

particular are of major Importance to NRMA and its members.

The targeted jobs tax credit (or "TJTC") was enacted in 1978 to provide an

Incentive to employers to hire persons from targeted groups experiencing high

unemployment rates or other special employment needs. At present, the TJTC is

available on an elective basis for hiring individuals from one or more of nine

targeted groups.

Over the years, as employers have become more aware of the TJTC program,

the TJTC has demonstrated its ability to create jobs for members of the targeted

groups and contribute to the nation's economic growth. Despite the facts that

employment growth nationwide during the early years of the program was uneven

and changes in the program have restricted the employees who could qualify, the

program has grown from 202,000 certifications of employees in 1982 to 445,000

certifications of employees in 1987. The growth of the program within the retail

Industry appears to be even more dramatic.

The TJTC is scheduled to expire at the end of 1988. In the Senate, Senator

John Heinz (R-PA) has introduced S. 684, a bill which would make permanent the

TJTC, while Congressman Charles Rangel (D-NY) has offered a companion bill (H.R.

3719), a measure which would extend the TJTC for three years and make other

refinements. NRMA and its members, many of whom have hired employees under

the TJTC program, support both proposals and believe that the TJTC program should

be continued for the following reasons:
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1. TJTC is the Most Cost-Effective Federal Employment Program for the

Economically Disadvantaged

Studies indicate that the TJTC has been the most cost-effective federal

employment program for the economically disadvantaged, working more efficiently

than direct spending programs designed to achieve the same goal. For example, a

Congressional Research Service ("CR8") report determined that it cost $1,000 In

fiscal year 1984 to create a job under the TJTC program while the Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act ("CETA") program spent $4,600 to create the same job

in the public sector In fiscal year 1981. The CR8 report confirms earlier studies

that indicated that the average coat per employee in the TJTC program was

significantly less than the cost per employee in CETA' or its successor,'e"Job

Training Partnership Act ("JTPA"). In addition, many retailers participating in the

TJTC program have found it to be the least bureaucratic of the programs designed

to provide jobs for the disadvantaged.

2. TJTC is Best Suited to Help the More Seriously Disadvantaged Worker

By targeting persons from groups which face particularly high unemployment or

special barriers to employment, the TJTC program allocates resources to those

workers most in need of employment and training assistance. Other programst such

as the Job Training Partnership Act, are designed to aid all of the nation's

unemployed workers; a significant amount of this aid goes to nondisadvantaged

workers. TJTC, by focusing on those disadvantaged workers who might not receive

aid under other programs, addresses the nation's structural unemployment by

providing assistance to those most In need. Thus, TJTC should be a critical part of

any strategy for fighting structural unemployment.

3. TJTC is Accomplishing the Goals Envisioned by Congress

Independent studies of the TJTC program demonstrate that the program is

providing jobs for the disadvantaged worker. Despite uneven growth in employment

during the early years of the program and changes in the structure of the program

which restricted Its availability (since 1982, retroactive certification, as well as

eligibility for nondisadvantaged cooperative students, have been prohibited), there has

been Impressive overall growth in the number of employees obtaining jobs under the

TJTC program. Within the retail industry, employer awareness of the TJTC Is

growing, as evidenced by the dramatic increase In the number of certified retail
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employees participating in the program. Many retailers believe that if there were

certainty that the program would continue, there would be further expansion of both

the number of retailers Involved in the program and the number of employees

benefitting from it.

4. TJTC Contributes to the Nation's Growing Economy

By providiag entry-level positions in the economy, TJTC helps reduce

dependence on welfare and related programs. Workers in the TJTC program are

given a foothold In the labor market, with the opportunity for advancement within

the company. Retailers report many instances of employees who began in the TJTC

program and who have subsequently been promoted to other full-time jobs within the

company. Moreover, the program helps satisfy the growing need for unskilled labor,

particularly in the retail industry. These goals are accomplished, in major part, by

the private sector. Finally, there is no evidence that either the turnover or

dismissal rates for employees in the program is significantly greater than the

turnover or dismissal rate for employees in general. On the contrary, most retailers

have had positive experiences with the TJTC program and have expressed interest in

expanding their use of the program.

Conclusion

NRMA and its members believe that the TJTC program should be continued

without interruption to avoid many of the start-up costs and administrative problems

which result when an authorized program is terminated and subsequently

reauthorized.. Retailers have found the TJTC to be a cost-efficient program which

contributes to the nation's economy and offers direct assistance to the nation's most

disadvantaged workers, who otherwise might require federal assistance. For these

reasons, NRMA and its members support efforts to extend the TJTC.
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News from Senator John Heinz
Resas March 9, 1988

COntact Bob Ferri (202) 224-7753

I*INS PUSHES FOR MORTGAGE BONDS FOR NIDDLE- AND LQW-INCOKS HOMBEU T3R

WASHINGTON -- Sen. John Heinz (R-PA.) today announced he is
backing legislation to reauthorize Mortgage Revenue Bonds, which have
helped 40,000 Pennsylvanians become homeowners.

IMtortgage Revenue Son#s allow a great many Americans to realiaO
0e dzeam Qf owning their ovp bome#4 Heinz saWi, "The p ogram is a model
p( public-private partnership, with £od4tr al, state and local officials, all pol tical stripes Working closely ,with the housing industry.

,-see bonds create the j6bs and wages needed for economic growth. They
ite an investment that must not be frittered away, Congress should act
su ikly to reauthorize this critically needed housing program."

Heinz is a member of the Senate Finance Committee, which will take
up the Mortgage Revenue Bond reauthorization in the next few weeks.
Without Congressional action, authority to issue the bonds will expire
at the end of this year.

Mortgage Revenue Bonds are issued by state and local governments
to provide funds for home mortgages at rates about two percentage points
below the market rate. The program has helped 40,000 Pennsylvania
families buy homes since the State Legislature passed legislation
encouraging use of the bonds in 1982. Home purchases resulting from the
bond issues account for about $20 million a year id local tax revenues
in the Keystone State, according to the Pennsylvania Housing Finance
Agency. Nationwide, the bonds have helped finance more than 700,000 new
homes and 1 million existing ones.

To be eligible for the program in Pennsylvania, prospective
homebuyers must have an annual household income not exceeding a level
between $30,360 and $37,000, depending on their county of residence. The
maximum price of an eligible home must not exceed a level between
$57,960 and $111,100 for a new home and between $50,310 and $91,190 for
an existing one -- again, depending on the county.

Bills in both the Senate and House would reauthorize the Mortgage
Revenue Bond program through 1992. Heinz urged his colleagues in both
chambers to make sure differences over 1988 tax legislation do not
prevent renewal of the housing program.
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Loan program that aids
first-time home buyers
finds itself threatened
By WANOA COYLE
FIBee sness wrier

For Kim and Vincent Cunning.
ham, there were "jus no prospects
for a home of our Own" for moot of
the first (ue years o1 their marriage,

Thing, changed. though, and the
Cunoitghams 'flth anniverary this
month was celehrated in their own
home. a three-bedroom, two-bath
house in hebterson Developmet
('s 1 Srivrbet subdition west of
Freeway l.I.

Whit made it possihe was the
California Home F'inance Agency,
which offers low.down.payment,
low.inerem ls tO p prcime.
ly like the Cunnlngamm - those
who are hoping to be first-timeliomeownerm.

Kim Cunningham knew litle
about CHFA loatna, even though i
is employed by a mortgage compe.
ns,. But she and her husband. a de.

lerdrivr for a srack com ney.
realized sh opportunity he
offer when they found a home they
wanted to bus and learned that they
qualified for ishe prnm

l se found, she said, is that.
'Ifm a nice bridg - omebod
neets you halfwayy'
It made a nice bridge, too. for a

fellow employee of CunnIngham's
at All Vale Mortgage Co., Renee
Yurkln, ani her husband, Barry.
And for Ernest Vatdez, a school in'
laIlons ipecialibt at Kings River
Community College.

The Yurln, married three year
and expecting their first child In
June, moved into their new home in
the Brentwood Etaten subdivision
in Clovis this month. Valdez. who is
Mingle. Is a neighbor of theirs - he
ha lived In Brenrwood for sven
months.

Vadez maid If It hadn't been for
CHFA he would have Wost the de.
posit he put down on his 1,460-

sqnreoo home in Jmnuary I?.
Tat'a about the time that Inter.
eat ris began to climb, he noted
Higher rates would have disqualify.
ed him, with his single Incim of

under 130000, for a regular month.
gage loan.

CHFA came to the rescue, as it
did for a total of S82 firtime home
buyers in FIreso County Ma year.

But the program for low- and
moderste-Income buyers Ia threat.
ened. Unless Congress acts thin
year, the mortgage revenue bond
progam that masas I1 possible will
expire on Dec. 31.

"Hee, "he Froeenn Who
he, e Califor,
m Agency, sM the

ef the bt o a Is a smeedi
ango0 00"W" I

It wall the topic hes nm wanted

to talk about on a recent swing
through his home town And he
lild it Is the focus of the year'.

,tlO by the National COunfi of
State Housing Aencies, of which
hem sice President.

In the past, he said. emlension of
the mortgage revenue bind pro.gr'am Was "rather automatic.' but
with housing now low ott the pooh.

Iv list of the Reagan admini tralion.
there are serious fears that the pro.
grIm wll die.

II would mean the tomo of 'one of
the few housing progrsn lefh that
tep the spi.ent of the population
Mving one tough tim getting a

.ndof conventional lead, cm stet Pac rt

o d e world tte only mortgage program% They alo a,'lbeceae ofT what the Beau would directed almost esclusely to peii

meat o tnia Bt es Fie who are buying a home lot ,he~m~homeeef he efectS wsaldTrm time.
on *o sonetiy Be pre CHFA loans allow for low down

'I a d m ne w of =aanrhsty tha payents - frmenlqb. under 5 per.
ha mah M IAsm effe on cent - and offer Interel rates

a A economy a home bundli, about 2 percent below the market
hmid. He d "m031 -belstg The Fresnans mentioned earlier
th riplow tO e e each paid about 3 percent down and

Il b11feat V -- aa l iau got interest rates at 8.4 percent.JsmdKMim CU ad ANII
ll~een-hei~ IeOft Hodge mid CHFA acts generally

ps rpered y CHFA aho as a savings and loan for the sait
thatl Fresno county tlam yelthe and there is no tax money htso.
agency's home oa totaled 0 3 ever In our agency'
.tmlon and Its new-con mtmion
tom, 22l mrllion. When the mtl. He thinks it will take a grass.
tipluer effect it considered, thone roots movenst, with local organ.
funds leerated W9 Jobn with altons and individuals lobbying

o over sI? million, ad fed. their congressional representatives.
jere, atate and local tae of more to mave the mortgage revenue bond
'tia $7 million, program that finances the housing

Hodge sad although CHFA has LoatM
program for rental housing that B I o t th r a

SIP Iower Income people, the In contra.st to the federal ad.he lowr flcie b avenue mirdnratlon's Indifference or hostil.
home go princacdly o ee y toward housing programs, he

wl ,ncomiA, won't Meet te mald. Gov. Deumejian - who sp.
qualiflcations for conventional nied Hoo itate . .n

row ha ma Ivoy, erysup.
11ee CHFA, Popg F5 por"s' Of the agency.
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HOUSING

Now Home
Sales In n Pits
by DatMdRug

Sales of new homes slowed
again in January, to an annual
rateof 035,000 units, reports
the US, Department of Com.

mecc. The 9 decline
marked the thIrd WSW
month that new, Isine-fusily
home sales have fal and
pushed the levd of aivity in
that segment of the Indutry to
Its lowest point ince the end of
the recessImon In 190. The Cm-
merce Department u Jasua-
ry sales were 26 percent below
where they stood a year Wo

Except for the %Ks sale
during the winter peio have
been much weaker than kInu-
try analysts had expect The
bigger dedine In Jamary wu
posted by the Southerm el,
which takes In economlally
hard hit agricultural and oi-
product" ala

The slowdown followed set-
backs of 6.8 percent in Dece-
her and 3.4 percent In Novem-
her, as the housing industry
staggers under the effects of
October's stock market crsh.
Other facets of the Industry,
such Is new home oonstm
and sales of existing ingle-fam
Ily homes, have also posted
steep declines In the wake of
the market cr sh. Analysts be.
leve the 506-poInt, bluo-cp

1In e October has comes
worried about ft ature, and
thy have dpy capped look-
ing for now homia

Despite the weakness ofri-
dale of the Nada Amod
tIe of Homs Buedes (HAB)
and ecammist James Cheistn
of ate U, LateaOf Savings
hetItims11o bWkve that "wh
motgs r Mes moVin In the
eot diredleno" sales for al of
this year aould redbo Al-

ou Most analyst aN
tht a lot of pottip demand
ho em ben rAed, Dal Shard,
presldmit of the NAH , exp"t
the houdrl nmabeom wil move
back to the plum ide ide
spen 1e says "Meelag
rates decided In February, and
talk about a r iIOn 5961
appeas to be recedlr"

Tme coamnub of lower In-
tem rate M greater canS
die In the overall ecomy"should spark rmewd iners
in the homing market in the
months idad," Sturd says.
Jama's 9 percest decline

wall the steepest ennnth fall
by new Some msals ince May
5967, whm Interes rates

-p through the II percm
barrier. The sales drop wm ac-
cempanled by sain prices,
The median price of a new
home rose nearly 10 percent, to
6520,00. Thme Goverent says
the average price was more
than 50. percent higher at
$149,000, adltOugh many Indus-
try official centend there real
ly be no benchmark for the av-
erae pice of a new home,
because of different styles,
dos sra amnenities

In a separte repet, a trade
group says Janurys housIng
Affordability Index fell to a
five-month low, but maintained
a high level. The Index, con-
piled by the Nations AMoc-
tiosof Realtors, was 112.5 per.
cenL That mean a family
earning the median Income of
631,242 had 112.5 percent of
the I nome needed to qualify
for a conventieal how loan,
covering 80 percent of the me-
dian price for an existing sn-
gle-family home, Since the me
dim in January ws 117,00,
that family would have suffl.
dent income to qualify tfa
home coming $98,900.

ofI fta pmIi

Atlanta 0.66% + 3.00 pts. 9.49% + 23 pt 7416% + 3.04 pta. 1-4% cap
Boston 9.08% + 1.94 pta. 9At% + I AD pta 7.62% + 1.96 pt. 2-4% caps
Chlcgo 9.79% + 2.46 pea 9.48% + .64 pta 7.46% + 2.52 pts 2-7% caps
DaIls 9.77% + 2.41 pea 932% + 2.33 pta. 7.52% + 48 pea 1-6% casp
Denver 9.83% + 2.06 pa 9M2% + 1.71 pts 7.1% + 2.75 pta. 24% cap
Detroit 9.68% + 2.23 pea 9M8% + 2.17 pta. 7.27% + 2.43 pta 2-7.5% caps
Indanapolais 0.79% + 2.32 pta 9.48% + 2.1 pta. 7.7% + 2.10 pt . 1-4% caps
Kansas City 9.86% + 2.46p e 96% +. 11 pe. 7.25% +. 3 pea. 2-6% caps
Los Angeles 9.54% + 2.06 pta. 9.40% + .01 pts 7.96% + 2.19 pte 1.5-6% caps
MInneapols 9.74% + 2.68 pte 9.43% + 1.90 pta. 7.53% + 12 pts 1-6% caps

New York 0.98% + 21 pt 9.61% + .i9 pta. 7.63% + 2.3 pta. 1-6.5% caps
Orlando 9.77% + 2.42 pta. 9.42% + 2. pta. 7.19% + 2.5 pta. 1-6% caps
San Francico 9.85% + 2.1 pt 9.66% + I96 pea. 7.26% + 2.32 pta. 1.75-6% cap
Washlnton, D.C. 9.7% + 2.56 pts. 93% + 246 ptas. 7.21% + 2.73 pt 1-7% caps
Ali Cities 30-Year FMA/VA - 9.5% + 3.25 ptL

Rt am mPW0"ivvf0 00 Pe cannmV4 Ibfto - ' w' sa mW wes lm
&vvrt 5MMWa Wfth, nMMeeW by MA WW, bule P lifa.
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Bentsen Predicts
Mortgage Bond
Tax Exemption
Will Continue

By Joan Pryde
WASHINGTON. March 17 -

Senate Finance Committee chair-
man Lloyd Bentsen said today he Is
optimistic Congress will vote to
continue the tax exemption for sin-
gle-family mortgage revenue
bonds, but cautionedhe is unsure
of how to generate the revenues to
pay for It.

"I think we have a pretty good
chance" of extending the exemp-
tion beyond its Dec. 31, 1988. ter-
mination date, the Texas Democrat
told a conference of the National
Association of State Treasurers.
"But I've got to find the revenues...
I've never seen the budgeti con-
straints we have now." Mr. Bent-
sen said.

The Joint Tax Committee esti-
mates that continuing the mort.
gage bond exemption for five more
years would cost the federal gov.
ernment between 8800 million and
8900 million,

In view of the costs Involved, mu-
nicipal finance lobbyists are wor.
ried that if the tax committees de-
cide to approve an extension of the
mortgage bond exemption, they will
Increase restrictions elsewhere In
the bond area to cover losses from
the mortgage bond exemption.

Meanwhile, housing finance offi-
cials this week criticized the Gener-
al Accounting Office for employing
lax underwriting standards and
other faulty data in developing a
study on the efficiency of the mort-
gage bond tax exemption.

The criticisms were made by the
National Council of State Housing
Aoenrles and the Association of Lo.

Pleas turn to HOUSING Page 20

Housing
Continued fom noat page
cal Housing Finance Agencies in
letters sent to the GAO. The GAO Is
scheduled to release the study later
this month.

Proponents of the mortgage bond
tax exemption have said the re-
port's findings are likely to be a di-
visive element In the congressional
debate this year over whether to ex-
tend the exemption.

GAO staffers briefed congressio-
nal aides and housing finance offi-
cials on Its findings last week. The

0AO found that 67% of the 178,000
loans examined were made to peo-
ple who could have afforded the
same house on the same day with
either a conventional fixed-rate
mortgage or an adjustable-rate
mortgage. according to a congres-
sional aide briefed by the GAO.

Of the remaining 33%. the GAO
found that many borrowers wereyounger than the average first-time
home buyer. the aide sild. In addi.
tion, many of these younger bor-
rowers could have financed homes
costing only 10% less than the
properties they bought with con-
ventional instruments, according
to the GAO.

The GAO's only criterion for
making that determination ap-
peared to be whether the home
buyer's monthly mortg pay-
ments were no more than 28% of
their monthly Income, said John C.
Murphy. the executive director of
the local housing association, in a
letter to the GAO.

"This simplified qualifying pro-
cedure reflects the GAO's failure to
perform reality testing on Its con-
clusions." Mr. Murphy said. "Re-
gretfully, It appears that the study
group made little or no effort to
learn the program content or con-
text In the individual localities."

Similarly. F. Lynn Luallen. presl.
dent of the state housing council,
said In his letter to the GAO that the
study's method "presents a very
distorted picture." The 28% stan-
dard applied by the GAO "doesn't
consider taxes and Insurance, or
the debt of the Individuals. land it]
assumes that mortgage capital
would be readily available In the
first place, or that mortgage Insur-
ance would be available."

The housing associations said
the GAO also used faulty data in
comparing loans made from mort-
gage bond proceed with other

ty of loans. The GAO studied
17.000 loans in 32 states made
between 1983 and 1986. The study
compared those loan recipients
with a "general universe" ofirst-
time home buyers who used con-
ventional financing. But the assocl-
ations said the control group
included loans receiving other
forns of subsidies.

"By comparing MRB loans with a
sample... that contains MRBs and

*other subsidized or assisted loans,
[GAS] ensured that the results
would show the two samples to
have similarities," Mr. Riedy said,
adding that GAO inferred that It Is
comparing MRBa against conven.
tional loans for first-time
homebuyers"

Meanwhile. Harvard University
researchers released a study today
on home-ownership trends in the
Unite States that said elimination
of the tax exemption for single.fam.
ily mortgage would be a "worri.
some" development, especially at a
time when home ownership rates
are declining.

Harvard's Joint Center for Hous-
ing Studies also found that while a
majority of U.S. citizens have ade.
quate housing, the number of peo.
ple unable to afford decent housing"is rowing at an alarming rate."

The study shows that the num.
ber of home owners aged 25 to 34
have fallen most sharply, despite
"measurable reductions' In Infla-
tion-adjusted homeownership costs
since the early 1980s, when Inter.
est rates were higher.

H. James Brown, a co-author of
the study, said in a press briefing
today that forms of financial assis-
tance such as the mortgage bond
tax exemption need to be continued
to stem the decline In homeowner-
ship. He said the elimination of the
mortgage bond exemption would be
an Imminment cause for concern.

Futures Markets
Corporate Bond Index
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Q, Neill says
state's low:
mortgages
in. JeopardyI
By Brian McGrory
Reglisor Stall

WASHINGTON - Connecticut officials
would have to kill a state program that
extends below-market mortgages to low.
and middle-income homebuyers ir Con-
grcss does not continue a federal tax-break
program. Gov. William A. O'Neill sai4
Tuesday.

Without these loans, thousands ofquai;!
ified families would be unable to buy their
first homes in the increasingly expensive:
Connecticut housing market, O'Neill said.:
The Connecticut Housing Finance Au-
thority has financed nearly $565 million in'
mortgages for about 8,600 low- and mod-.
erate-income families since 1985.
, "In the midst of all of the concern and
activity addressed to the housing problem
or crisis we face in Connecticut, it seems
almost inconceivable to me that we are in
real danger of losing this program in the
Congress in 1188," O'Neill said.

O'Neill made his remarks Tuesday af-:
ternoon in testimony to the housing and:
community .development subeommittee:
ofthe Banking. Finance and Urban Affairs:
Committee of the House. The testimony,
,followed O'Neill's involvement in the an%'
nual, three-day National Governor's Asso-,
ciation 'winter necting. ". * ,

"To lose this program would really be"
more than adding insult to injury," said,

.O'Neill. "It would be adding injury to in-'
jury. The efiorts of all of us to re-invigor-:
ate the housing agenda cannot cope with'
this damage, at this critical 'time."

At issue are federal tax laws that cur-*
rently grant states the ability to issue tax-
exempt mortgage revenue bonds. State of.
ficials then use the capital from the bonds

Turn to Mortages. "abg 13

Mortgages: State's
program is in danger
Continued front 1gc I

to issue below-market-rate mort-
#ages that benefit low- and middle-
income families, usually buying
their first home. Officials can'also
use the bond capital to subsidize
low-income housing.

'The states' ability to issue mort-
gage revenue bonds expires Dec.
31. and without congressional ac-
tion the' Connecticut home mort-
gage program will end at the same
time. O'Neill said. A bill that
would extend the program is pend-
ing before the House Ways and
Means tax-writing committee,
with 208 sponsors.
SO'Neill said his fear is that the
bill will not be pushed out of the
committee and onto the floor of
the House for a full vote before the
program expires in December. Be-
cause this is an election year. Con-
gress isn't expected to convene as
often as it would in a non-elcction
year.

ie urged subcommittee
members to co-sponsor the bill
and to prod their colleagues on the
Ways and Mleans Committee.

O'Neill told the panel, which in-
cluded U.S. Rep. Bruce Morrison,
D-3. that Connecticut is by most
measures an affluent state.

"However. I fear many people
arc being left behind," O'Neill
said. "Homeownership is becom-
ing an increasingly solid dividing
line between the 'haves' and the
'have nots.' It is becoming an in-
creasingly improbable aspiration
for many young households in our
state.

"Most cannot afford to. live in
the communities in which they
were raised - and neither could
their parents if they were forced to
purchase their home now under
current market conditions with.
their present level of income,"
O'Neill said.

NEW HAVEN REGISTER

Febrdaft 2, 1988
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THE NEWS-TIMES, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1988 3

Connecticut

O'Neill pushes
mortgage help

WASHINGTON (AP) - Eliminat-
ing the ability of states to Issue af-
fordable mortgages to low. and
moderate-income people would dev-
astate the American dream of home
ownership, Connecticut Gov. William
A. O'Neill warned Congress yester-
day.

"To lose this program would be
more than adding Insult to injury. It
would be adding injury to Injury,"
O'Neill told the House Banking, Fi.
nance and Urban Affairs subcom-
mittee on housing and community
development.

The federal mortgage revenue
bond program, which allows, states
to issue tax-exempt bonds and use
the proceeds for affordable mort-
gages, is scheduled to be eliminated
Dec. 31. Legislation to extend the
program is pending in the House
Ways and Means Committee.

O'Neill pointed to drastic cuts in
federal housing subsidies under the
Reagan administration and the
growing inability of people to pur-
chase homes.

"We're a wealthy state, but there's
only so much we can do," the gover-
nor said. "In the midst of all of the
concern and activity addressed in
the housing problem or crisis we

face In Connecticut, it seems almost
Inconceivable to me that we are in
real danger of losing this program In
the Congress in 1988.

"I must tell you, that as a gover-
nor who is a strong believer in the
need for state government to ad-
dress housing issues, and as a strong
believer in state government respon-
sibilities, ... "I find this situation
wholly unacceptable and intolera-
ble."

The National Governors' Associa-
tion said in a letter to House and
Senate leaders that the mortgage
revenue bond program "represents
one of the last housing programs
that allow Americans of modest in-
come to realize the American dream
of owning their own homes."

Nationally, the federal program
has helped finance more than
700,000 new homes and more than 1
million existing homes. The average
household income of recipients is
$26,700.

In Connecticut, the Connecticut
Housing Finance Authority has
raised more than $2 billion to help
more than 46.000 huseholds through
the bond program, O'Neill said. The
majority of them were first-time ho-
mebuyers.

77
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O'NeiL defends' mortgage aid plan
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Will More Buyers

Locked Out of the Market?
The nation's housing
bond program is
up for sunset review.
What does that mean
for Florida's
home buyers?
by C0rolno. Chambliss

O nM. 31., a Mujor em-

is scheduled to be eliminaed.
Wihoma positive legislative in-
tervention, tie single-buly

mol revetme bond program wil end -
with consequences for hom buyers and
hraist-bud indistries

7e ingle-mily mortgage rnue bond
(MRB) prograr es the proceeds frm tax-

._ptept mortgage rverue bonds to oftr
bekw marlat --st tre mortgage lon to
first-time home buye Te lmm are orig-
imod drou individual private lenders diat
am invited to patic i die progrn.

Tlipmmswr etdh msih o ffnd lst-
i n mehonbu)m udm dmn Ist
mom rel s asdit - dani
sod lmwr losing cw.

As one pan oft Refr tof lSM
the MR.8 program is scheduled to mot or
eminmae on Dec. 31, 1988 If i is not re-
inst ed, stat and local Imrmenus will
no longer hav do ability toa sdl tax-anmpt
bonds to finance purcases by fim-time
home buyes.

u eliaion off Fonrm. WMuldhaw
obvious consequences for many buyers.
Across the asdoin and flvugushm Florida,
eager lat-rime boe buyt s u tockd to
find day t w e tle to buy *ee am
Mmes. More ad move biesi being
pmhiua" md im o sly are am
pmano ra . Tf mme home
ownehip Is atk lows level in ov a
decade. A[ihe sme Om dwMt in kdrl

pose toodimim esu mon rcal VM-
mental inceav psgm,

Baesto homeoeship CU~Ithdast
did not exist ID years aWix The ale price of
die avae homi risin fiserd6ai bily
Wom. Credit underwriting mndads are

much more I * ap -. Mix~ high rent de-
pleft hmily budget. A I ,secuive hom
buyer may find k, visually Impossible t es-
tablish the savings and credit history necen-
&amyto buy ahow. But te am olenched
Prohibietio o inde how buyers isfe u-
front costs neeed to come thde I .

A r P pollslmnby he NationlAssocia.
don ofr. EATu and published by the O -
C40 MU e ie0dd,01 *101 MO(Ih

aters surveyed do not buy their own homes
because te simply do not ae the necessay
down payment. Only 47 percent blamed the
high price of a home; only 30 percent re-
"owned that they could rot alws tie month-
ly cota associated with owning their oma
home. If current trends remain unchanged,
prohibitions to home ownership threaten to
undernine the property of Florida's home-
building and real estate industries.

It is also appas m dw wito any gWV
erim eassimeor inc entiv the prim
"otor am"io Afl da growing, complex -
houishifncfdieadn.%ftddngdoe
withprivate industry hmwr dhe public sec-
hEr can increase existing market opportunities
for home ownership. Unfortunately. over the
last 0 years the kderal governme bcn
moving steadily awy from te housing in-
dusy, living the rsponsbft to te indi-
vidual stats. The diminaton o he M"S
penam coudd dimiie o ofihe most d-
bCtive home ownerdsp Ipr gnow mil
abe o the ses.

How D..s the Progrm Work?,
Qualifed applicants under the program are

limited to first-time home buyers of low and
moderate income. Low income is defined as
a household income between 50 and 80 per.
cent of die state median household income.
Moderate income is between and 120 per-
ct of tha media. Ford's statewide me-
din income for 17 was $27J0I Fedeal
Housing Administration (FHA) insurance is
available under the pmguram. Once they have
been approved fr the following criteria, the
loons are purchased fom private lenders by
the Housing Fmance Agency; in Florida,
by the Florida Housing Finance Agency
(FHFA). To be eligible, the applicant must:
" Be a first-time home buyer
" Ham an income less than the limit stated
for each program
- Pwrmse a home with asale price less than
the limit applied to eah program
o Haw a good, established credit history and
be approved for credit by a partiipating
lender

The stated purpose of the MRB program
is to provide a stable source of affordable
mortgages for low-. moderae- and middle-income home buyers who ha never owned

20 FLORIDA REALTORIFEBRUARY 1988

"Home, in on* form or
another, is the
great object of life."

J. G. Holland
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their own home. According to federal target-
ing requirements, mortgage revenue bonds are
only available to households with a total in-
come that is not above IL percent of the state
or the area median. The purchase price of
eligible houses under the program is limited
to 90 percent of the area median.

The inception of the MRB program has
made it possible for a great many home buyers
to buy a home - home buyers who previ-
ously had no hope of being able to afford a
home of their own. Nationwide, from 1980
through 1986. state housing finance agencies
have issued $58.4 billion in mortgage revenue
bonds. Those funds have been used to finance
723,339 new homes and 1,084,177 existing
homes. And, according to the National Coun-
cil of State Housing Agencies, the national
average household income of a home buyer
under the program is $26,000. This figure
confirms that the program does benefit its
intended constituents: low- and moderate-
income home buyers.

Florida's Program
Florida's MRB program has been highly

successful. Since 1980. the Florida Housing
Finance Agency has financed a total of $718.1
million worth of mortgage.% that were subse-
quently used to purchase 14,659 homes In
Flonda. the average household income of the
buyer is $25.101 - only 90 percent of the state
median income and below the national aver-
age. Additionally, local housing finance agen-
cies statewide have financed over $1 billion
of mortgages.

A recent FHFA review of the home owner-
ship bond program uncovered even more
about the character of the average Floridian
paricipating in the MRB program. For ex-
ample, a full 20.7 percent of participating
home buyers earn less than $20,W00; the
average family size is 2.08, The average home
buyers are not generally young professionals
with the potential to earn significant salary in.
creases. The number one mk prokssion of
the how buyer is dto oW '. The number
one female Prssim is clerical.

The MRB program is beneficial to both the
home buyer and to the housing industry for
a number of reasons. Aside from lowering
mortgage interest rates, the program dces of-
- r Ii upfro cos previously tuxgnized

as a major harrier to Ihe purchase of a home.
The Florida Housing Finance Agency is

willing to buy loans requiring hlwvr dwn
paments than conventional financing. The
use of the R'deral Housing Adiministration
financing li(vrs' diwn pnent rLnuirments.
allows for much more liberal credit under-
writing and ollcrs a miongageable insurance
preniun

Builders olten oiller it) pay up-fron costs on
behalf o1 the buyer. The Agency can also
lower closing cosLs by charging originatiin
fees to the builder without allowing any to
pass through to the buyer.

Sunset
The possibility that the MRB program will

nor he reinstated has pfimpted housing-related
industry groups nationwide to support legis-
latim extending the MRB program until 1992.
Rep. Brian Donnelly (D-Mass. , intriiduced a
bill on June 9 containing the extension.

A.,i of January 198K, 36 senator and 180
representatives in Congres,, haw signed on as
co-sjions, ofthe bill. Th key congressional
committees that will hear testimony on the ex-
tension are the House Ways Comminee and
the Senate Finance Commtuee.

The most ofien-stated argument against the

FLORIDA REALTOR/FEBRUARY 1988 21
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extension of the mg -u is Ud amout
of amx wmve igone simply not worh
it, paricuary inl l& of wda defci die-

-uso and the Puc-n-Wag Sumn crash.
hnAwy groups respond by, pointing 00 th
beneMs that the prooam deliver sfra com-
parstively small invesmew. In Utsh, for ex-
ample, die St AAWUaieand aed
an extwwv surM and fund do of a all
ofthe participat 95 paced could na and
wauldmlwepun insdaboamwldioft

In actuality. the -xrp i Is revenue neu-
tra; dw: is already us existing cap on th
nun do re monds d a soft can sim
in any gve year. T cap ca t be e-
ceeded. The exWnsion of the MRB program
woul simply allow each ase to choose to
dedicae a percutgeof its annual locaion
,o ham awnanhp bonds, the mdso rmal
housing or to hindstrial dewelapmet.

The National Asociaton of REA S.
along with dhe Natkonal Hmebuilider Asso-
ciation, Mortg Bans and the Council
of State Housing Agencies an wing to-

The pension of Me MW
program %md simply allow

each state to choose to
dedicate a percentage of its
annual allocation to home
omership bonds, rather
than to rental housing or
to industrial development.

geter to organize support fw the Owtnsion
off MRB pmgnam. Ha in Florida, the
Housing Fmance Agncy has met with rep-
refsttives of e t e idumy groups
to introduce the issue and will hold a polk-
ical stroty sion wih those grx in
aie fiare.

Wtou public sector.assianc of so m
kind. the chanciuto own a home will comim
so mov fwnhe ad fwihrd from the capa-
bility of mom firstime home buyea. Te
MRB program has proved io be a macms-
ful, cos-fii medwism oo sn nula do
purchase of homes hoth national and here
in Florida. If the pro gr- is not extnded,
both the industry and Floridalls home buyers
will lose a program d- not only stimuli as
t induatty but als mak fopo rileL
a larw mber of Florida residets t own
helr own home. 0

QW&W baOWAM iS ~Caauuuaty ass(WaM,,
weiao for Owe Rfloi HM~Ag Reano
Agogty lIn Nkas
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THE NEWS TRIBUNE

Move afoot to rescue
subsidy program

By CHi N WTOL
Special to The News Tribune

A federal subsidy program that
has he!ped thousands of low- and
moderawincome families buy
homes faces ezt-cton unless a con-
gressional bid to tend the provr=m
succeeds, state officials say.

The program les state and local
housing agegies around the nation
Issue ta-exe-mpt bonds to raise
money that Is passed am to first-time
and urban home buyers In the form
of below-market-rate mortgages.
• Under the Tax Reform Act of

1986, the bonds will lose their tax-
exempt status by the end of 1968.
That will make It impossible for
bowing agencies to raise low-cat
mortgage honey.

A bill sponsored by Rep. Brian J.
Donnelly, D-Mass, and cosponsored
by at least nine members of New
Jersey's congressional deception.
would extend the program until
1992.

"This program Saw bees verYImportant In offering hme e_
shp, to people Who esheewise would
net be able to afford It," said James
Lope MI, executive director of theNew Jersey Housing _Md Mortge

1 think I was an egregios m-
twke to sm (end the mortgage
revem program, and th0 should be
corected as on as pouNble," said
Rep. Nag Roukem,. R-Ridgewood,
one of the biU's cosponsors.

Since 1977, the program has fun-
neled mortgages to 22.500 New Jer-
sey home buyers, said the NJEdFA.

Using mortgage revenue bonds,
the NJhdFA currently offers 30-
year, fixed-rate loans at U Per.
cent, compared with a rate of
around 10.5 pet on the private
market The NJKMFA charges two
points and requires a S-ercent down
payment. Private lenders often
due three points and require
down payments of 10 percent or
mo . Points are processing fees;

ea point equals I percent at the'
amount borrowed

The aveawe income of families
that usWed the program last year was
20,000, said the NJEEA. The

majority buy homes In the states
largest citim, including Newark,
Jersey City, and Pateso, where
prices are lower than In the suburbs,
aidLogue

The fate of Donnelly's bill remains
uncertain. In per became It is
unclear bow much It would cost to
extnd the progam.

The U.. Teary Departmet
estimates that mortgage revenue
bands will cost the dederagven.
mess $M57 billion In lout tax dr-
Ing the 12 months ending Sept. 31.
They cost an eslmated .5s4 billie
In the 12 months bef e that sald a
Tmasury spohemM " " I

The bonds are a drain on federal
coffers because bondbolders do no 4
py taxes m the Inter they receive.

the Tax Reform Act, Corems cut
back sharply am many forms @.tax-

lpt beod, cq ther cost to the
federal government

Thomas Barker. legislative cm-
eel to Donnelly, asserted tat.
extendin the mortgage revemn
bond praram wont ct a dime. |

That, be said, is bmcam, In addl-
don to .bMulng mortgage we I
bonds, At an permitted to ine
tax-emipt bends to pay for projects
Such W sewage teatment plan,
rmce recovery plant, and Indus.
tal park The federal govrment
caps the total amount al tax-enmp
bonds ach state an sum - In New
Jerse. Wa $550 w a ts year -
but sa anfe to oe whi
atoes of bands they ismue

'Supporters' hope that the bill,
which Is before the B s.ways and
Mesa Committe will be debated
this fail and approved as par of thM
secaned Reconcilatim I. That
lelsatIOm -.web to make a
$40-bililon dent In the federal gov-
rumet's bmge deficit, which last

year hit $240 billion .

(
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ASBUR. PARK PRESS

Mortgage

Tirst-home loansS:may bein dange
b "" -i -

-"--:-'hscecF.:'...:'.
.. Pines AM.o . o, . '. Osp.hs a, o a

S .. cost h federal goveatuinr.
M 0ipopl. mull~ be' d-o. Wauh IOI CI dGU~wopg-
- to a purpose of the ax.MMnMML,In'te meWarse iI'Ca@@e& .IIM to belp unicipal and sia-
O . coniu a. .d.. . ..-. govnments to mae' tradioi.

.".lPioaL -ors thLi * publi . hor "nUmcpoi.

to E. 9 Taaonmm su .isa pul~is o mastbm oaL.

V.i-aned, na=d .
64AWWW k~ .manY' sax-dxept bo&

• ".!W :m"a%- anoVI. onds emex r that
-.. .. cuaa. Dtrecor. JAM" . r... * rall"ready pblita na

=*w M mad. the 1 ,.. , OW. *.". .Oa ,,5'
mortgage g revenueboods~. s ". uduwsy-to parent Mesp$pmi.
-ve . nag for. qiaI id. e imil ldllbeg ..

"t u m nd woano buyers. U" The CbunL State Ho ing.
enres' r4a bel.owl 49 forO Agenmics (of wh ch theewjaey

-_tiona monpg& However,. Housing,. & Mo;gage Fiance
.u'jiu the 19-6 Tax Reiam Acr. s. Agency is &member), the Nanonal.
0-1101uSang agencies won't be able to' Ass0civ003 of' RealtM.-ad the
* issue the bonds aftar-Dec. 318 Nauoeal Asociation of Home:~l~aa. -Builders aresupportng a coupes-

- ~sional bill thaM would extend tbe,
'" Th rage bon its '"AM da for mortgg rev-

*'ZflM out ani biip Uj* iue bonds, to Deceber 1992.~~jiau roa ech pe wt ~ The biU, co-SPOnsored b*Y.
-k!"s Mo WS ls FuJ.uan, Jamem-~1awmr aemp a Toe niese.. berolfthrHouse Ways-and'Mmns-

IltOn.A-tr*ee bonno& theyCmite'ws nrdcdbInrally do not bAVeto COMMy wast u Dewoducs bya
:A(lncome.axes. and(.10a2nyaes oniy.''inae comaeso.te m ."110 1. he smdiCthMW.ies

somp mr ede.br
uls dsmemuid, -. !il *..

0ai1rr to odrc' thelow= monpp as=e*$ yebuof~ e
.. as.tpcsaid., . buyew toge Vtheir =ha - abe'
7 it 11106pam eaisokowld. Aapuim abmGaamd

~pede tobe dvumng beNew To qualify as a finm-use-
res and the other 49 mms.7 home buyer une the pingam. an~gesaid. Notoely b.mu indvidUaL anna: bave owned a

A:~ W~~ booae pvidlid-op h om in- the previo u thn
.(Oiesr &inMN whe mml and-mums meesn cetincm Mu-

.A9&tblwiMsblk e'heeew,-.qatirernents depending oia- the.
Vi~slip, they hav ado hlpedIn m* cutY an. which the ptuhase is,
juephe . hnm ehr See MoarGA~dpWD6

es
From pae DI

Ocean counuesshe buyer's income
must be $39.675 or less.

,Ayone purchasing in one of the
agency's urban target areas an qualify
for a mongge through ahe Progam
regardless oi income. Sections of As-
bury Ptr.Kanozu&kewoodNep-
tune and Red Bank are among the

rget areaL
The agency also oiTers some (i.

nancang for mults-family homes.
LAie said the progrm naa helped

expme U eoavenama housing mar-
hes by bnMiM moe cetaers too
s aW has helped sumWaie the some's

monmemy.
Since 1977,de New Jersey agen-

cy's Single Famdy Divion has pro.
vidd mor thi S I biUion an
mortgages to mor than 23.000 fim.
ume home buyers in the state. Na-
aonwideUh number of fir-time buy-
es who have befimed fmm the low
intemst prooam exceeds 900.000.

The average pc Of a home in the
suite now is 5143.000. according to
agacy figures. The aver ge purcas
price of homes through the program as
S66.*860. with an average mortgage of
S57.;07.

The Program's present inters rate
for urban and first-time home buyers
is 05 Percent. wnaic compares with
moICS in the 10 to II percent
rauil an the normal linanal markets.

Elimnaue o" mortmae rven

bonds **Ad mu it -aa~l bad
fa Mamy peol in New JerMy to y
thmU bo nms am -usin mm
M W bik lOge slid.

'It would be a temble acui.
sue because theem is such a high
demand in New Jeiy for housing
and the only brak a first Ume home
buyer can So now is on the interest
mge (through the prolm)." he saI.

Logue a noted ta 60 to 70
percent of those receiving mortgaes
through the state program have
bought homes in urban aras.

Whether tli legislation will bt
passed to contiue mortgage revenue
bonos, as ainea.,Logue said. If the
problems im-tame home buyers have
in purchaig homes confanue to be
considered a national asswtlem as a

greater chanc the sunset" oe te
b nd will be ximaeded sate.
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'MRB 's- REALTOR

Is There A Future?
by Trisha K. Moris

Two summers ago, David and Catol
Puckett of Newport News, Virginia,
jumped at the chance to buy their rm
home using a mortgage with a 9.53
percent interest rate.

At the time, conventional loans as
well as those guaranteed by the Veterans
Administration or insured by the Federal
Housing Administration were offered at
interest rates ranging between I I percent
and 12 percent.

The Pucketts got their rate-and the
chance to become homeowners-from
Virginia Housing. "Without ths
program, it might have beent amodw five
years before we could afford o by a

Me . Puckn , a
For coms of modat- a low-bnome

Amerkan. the difference emwee n entig
md owningahome is the abilityso t a
loa with funds derived fro the sale of
enarqe revenue bonds. SIe 190,
111en Congr codified de man'
usthoity to issue mortgw vnue
bonds, nearly 1.6 million existing and
nw homes have been financed with
bons Amdodby mortgage revenue bonds.But the program is under scrutiny by
federal officials, some of whom believe
Uncle Sam is losing too much tax
revenue on tax-exempt bonds. The Tax
Reform Act of 1986 which reflects this
concern contains a provision to eliminate
state authority to issue mortgage revenue
bonds by the end of December, 1988.
There are proposals, however, underway
in Congress to extend the expiration date.
Rep. Brian J. Donnelly (D-Mass.), a
member of the House Ways and Means
Committee. has introduced a bill to
stretch the mortgage revenue bond-
authrity through December, 1992.

*He (Donnelly) feels the program Is
a viable way for home buyers with
modest incomes to buy houses," said
Tom Barker, assistant legislative analyst
in Donnelly's office.

Carl W. Riedy. Jr, executive vice
president othe Coucil of Stat Hous-
ing Agencies in Washington said CSHA
Is seeking similar action towardan exten-
sion to be made soon , the Senm.

John Riede, Jr, exectvee -ceo
of Virginia Hosing said thaw is no
*nuative metod st n Me - ne raise
mergage capiod ap de bedw-niket
molgaget finacin forbome buyers
which does wot have serious sadvat-
ags& "We've explored all avenues. and
there just isn't any other way," he said.

"it all comes down to what investors
are willing to pay for the bonds. They
are making a decision based on economic
self-interest. Without the tax-exempt
feature, they are going to warn a higher
return. Nothing else we have come up
with would provide us as low a cost of
capital for loans for these home buyers."

Mr. Ritchie pointed out that in the
past, Virginia Housing has had "no
trouble" attracting investors for the tax-
exempt bonds. "They are generally well-
established in the maketplace as a
respected security." One of h measom
the bonds enjoy a good rating aml remain
attactive is that Virginia Housing is
careful in underwriting the louns that
ser as security for the boodL

Tess Van Curen, vice president of
Lomas & Nettleton Co. in Newpo t

News, said she "saluets" the
bomiership opportunities provided
by Virginia Housing and the agency's
insistence on by-the-book underwriting
satndards. "Their program is designed
around people who need it. But the
people who get VHDA loans are not the
type to walk away from those houses.
VHDA proets that bend money to the
ath degree." In confirmation of that. the
figure for Virginia Housing's foreclosure
uite in 1966 was .24 percent, compared

with the national average for the same
time period of.92 percent for all
foreclosed propenies.

Tax reform has imposed new limits
on the amount of tax-exempt bond
capital stses can generate from the sale
of bond issues to investors. The 1986
Act placed a collective volume cap on the
bond issues allotted for each state. Prior
to tax reform, states worked under
separate volume ceilings for issuance of
industrial revenue bonds, mortgage
revenue bonds and other types of bond
issuances. Now, the total dollar volume
of bond issuances is lumped together
umder one total ceiling of $75 per capita
or $250 million, whichever is greater. In
1988, the ceiling drops to $50 per capita
or $150 million.

Insed of wipin it (bond issuance
authority) out completely. the federal
gvennent has chiped away at it with
*eAm volume cape." Mr. Riedy said.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986
imposed new guidelines for home prices
and borrower incomes. The federal
regulations limit applicants' income to
115 percent of the area median or the
safe median whichever is higher and

ait home pies so 90 pacent of the
average area price. Requirements are less
tict for "targeod high-cost areas.

Additionally. the federally set
innme limits would bar applicants with
incomes just ovr thoe limits who rely
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on mortgage revenue bond financing
during times of higher interest rites.
"This would botch the program's counter*
cyclical role in the mortgage market."
said Mr. Riedy. "There is always the
debate. Does the program s rve low-
income people, or is it counter-cyclical?
It ought lobe able to do both," he said.
Mr. Ritchie agree. "We me able to
reach below and serve those with lower
incomes than the conventional market
can serve. When rates go down. we serve
those with lower incomes. When rates
are up, we serve those whose incomes are
a little higher. But always we serve
families with incomes lower than the
conventional market can serve at the
time." Over the past decade, Virginia
Housing's rates have ranged from a low
of 7 percent to a high of over 13 percent.

Another counter-cyclical feature of
the mortgage revenue bond program is
that the capital it generates is used more
during times of high interest rates. Mr.
Riedy explained. "It impacts lenders,
Realtors and builders who are trying to
move stagnant product. Lenders love our
money when rates are up."

"In today's market, there is so much
mortgage capital now and so much
demand for housing that some lenders are
not interested in mortgage revenue loans.
They have money to lend coming in
from other sources." said Mr. Riedy.
"and if they can make one loan for
$300.000. they'd rather do that than make
six for $50,000 from mortgage revenue
bond capital."

"There is also a question of
competition for investors." he continued.
"Some people feel the program is
drawing away investors from the private
market. But mortgage revenue bond
financing is done with a public-privat
partership. On the private side is the
lender, who is the conduit for die money.
On the public side is the participation of
th federal, state and local government.

a b log a we wre achevn a publc
purpose. to help people buy homes itio
culd no otherwise buy them. we a not
ompetin$ with the private sector."

"710 national decline im
bamreownerhip antl: )von people "
adde Mr. Ried). "justifwe mijpe
avenue bond programs. Since 178. the
percentage of homeo% ner aed 25-M
has slipped from about 53 per.eni to
about 46 percent in 1986. A congres..
ional decision to retain or eliminate

mortgage revenue bond'. could make the
difference in reversing or continuing that
trend. Thi, needs to be approached not as
a ia% i.,ue or a federal deficit i',',ue. It is
a hoiuslng issue."

Tr,.tho. .rris is afre'-lani c vs roler
und a fraff m rarerfor the A autiaIl
A vi in iauiton of Realhors.

Thr ill P-.,",mn helps rnan, N', tme/. %I.
ton"'- knl001 .I fr
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Is the
American Dream

Out of Reach?
The key to the future hea d the housing mart

depends upon keeping homes
within the financial grasp f potential bprs
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1te Ia Affodable?
Vie standard defition o( affordable as it

applies so husing is thatno mor than 30
wet ofhoehold inrme qsWm n hous-

Ing coo. including morgae or rental py-
m ue, Ws. us w. and Wide; As red
previously. pnblems ofa faldilt are most

vr fr km. and mdrWWncome house-
holds in bodthl a"nd oa'ner-owtipiedcm-NW Sine hausing pMWrnt sss toe *o.
Ing definitions of those categories:
* Moderate Income - household income
boosme 8WPercet and 120 ;pe, 0nt od"e
am median household income.
a Low ncome - household income bdwm
50 perm and 0 ped e of mdian.
* Wry Low Income - household income
beoSO percent o( media.

The s * modih m incm boad
by d U.S. Depamnm cf Housing and

42 FLORIDA REALTOR JuLYALICJJ'i 1667

34.974 additionaJ units per year, for the next
five years. W d have to be built to moos
the demand.

11w odability crisis can be attributed 1o
sevral foctors. Ch&ngs at botthe tteM and
nAional levels as to as certain general finan-
cid t ends hae made affordable housing
nucs ku atainable than it onie ws.

nlderwrtng Guldllnos, Credlt md
Affordablity

Although interest rates hao declined sag-
Alficandly in the last five years, stricter Wider-
wift mndr how all bun eW i nat- d
bent so~ r imsto first4e honte bur-
a Fm aa le. a-mediand Vonehly
s&diWorthy "applkewtothie Florida Hous-

hil Famansoe Apencyt first-tim harm buye
IMu program are unable o paipatein the
loan prlparmue to te m~reierm thi u

ow needed to close a kan. Te ow of pr
,W mortga insurance has risen mrly
along with the minimum required doW

Changes at both the stwe
and national lkeis as wt/ as

certain general financial
trends have made affordable

housing much less
attainable than it once ts.

Urban Developen for fiscal yar 197 is
$2730( For an eaopekdltho determi e
albdabif.tu. neakw'u ousoehol
With an annual incef d-00 29M TIbe at
fordable, having eom cn be n am than
$4.417 annually or $382 per month. For a
very low income hwouhl Meing $13,120
annually and 92 pr sA6 . Wabdale
housing can cost no more t" $336 nu-
Ally or S773 per MI.

The Florida Howing Firnc Agy
(FM) and the Fof Dqeulmof fCom-

in response to imwased
foreclosures, mortgage insurers

hav tightened their
underwriting standaris and

the fi.pvrcent-doWPOPKl,
conventional loan

has effectively disappeared.

plyment1. coentiona I=s has tifocivel

11e liners has decreased in dieh In ive
35553 Itm 33 percent montly us3 per-

=ensri af usd33 PVetoeNI "tldb. Mansy
fbst pd& =!*WYUNM11u9*ti

horw buyn er uvs We ARs des, 4' e on~

unity Affairs (DCA) estima that ofer hmillion Florida residents are exieencwns
critical housing problems. memun that d.
are prift a dispropcpasnat share of their
income fr housing, or that te are living in
substandr conditions. It is also estimated
d 84 percent odie a-incomet households
in Florida spad am 30 percent of their

oinm on housing.
The horta of affordable housing cxted&

o bt the home-owiership and renua mar-
keft t is estimated tM 4066997 vry low- nd
wbaincome persons and binilies need affld.
be rental units. According to an analysis of

196 cenus data prepared 4- te National
Law Income Hawing Coalition. only seven

sttsreport a Seaw er cap is need for low'
incoe nta units n FdoR a. Te) am:
California. Colorado. Michilan. Nevada.
kNw kr. Ns Yrk andOreon. A series

of m w sudies prepared for the Florida
Housing finceAgtKVU in6 MSreyed the
med kor mod-VW-income rental housing in
17 of Flord's la couNies. The result:

credit than they oncte Uasr. Therefore. the
avrge debio-incorne radio o home buyers
Is higher mu' than it Was five years ao.

Housing Coo he also rie at a sisnifi-
cAtY higher tew than real income. in e~.c
five yAms agos typical firsitnin home buyer
with an annual income of 200 could af-

ford a 440M motlie (13 peimn moag
me). Using todxy's insurance underwfrtig
guidelines, and a 10 percent mortgage rate.
a anm mily could still only afford a

s440x0 no, (with, & 'I downMrMe
of ID peient. as opposed io the previously
avalbl S percent . Therefroe, the benefits
trthe Wdift drop in inert frS h

btsu ed yde e under-

Geneally. de new standards restrict the

pchm dlnsnum e W individual savings.

ditionily. th poential harme owners, mug
pixie that theywi stil have ite equialen

FLORIMAEALIR MAOLGLIF I66 43
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I & esitd iha fbdable hosing
is to be comirctned in Floka. cenain concesions

and even incent'vs muwt be built
into the dewlopment regultoryfwuewo*

er buy-daowns are no limited to 2 percent and
much stricter definitions of earnings a be-
ing applied.

Changes in standards fm condominium
sale& have had a dramatic effect in Florida.
Mortgage insurance companies generally will
no longer inure condominium oans with less
than a 10 percent down payment. On condo-
minium construction procu. thn will only
risl a 30 percent exposure whereas five years
ago the amnoun was generally unlimited. Prior
io these changes. condominiums were often
dhe lowest cost., most attctie opion for fist-
time home buyers in Florida.

Unanil/clpalad Conaqtuace of Manailng

Florda's enormous surge in population has
prompted a new envmiron ntal &mness and
c .ncem for managing grdh that culminated
is the passage of .r-reaching orod masrsra.
meant laws. The Omnibus Growth Manage.
ment Act of 1985 was specificaYDg drafted to
strengthen the requirement that all land de-
Wlopment regulations and order be consis.
tent with loal comprehensive plans. It also
limited local plan amendments so twice a year
and guaranteed citizen standing to challenge
specific plan and development regulation
Consistency

The intent of the legislation, stated quite
simply, was to standardize development reg-
ulations to best accommodate the 300,000 or
more residents that nuoe so Florida annually,
while maintaining the smte natural beauty
and integriy. One unforeseen consequence
ls been to hinder the production fafford-
a housing The mor land that is preserved,
lesens the amount of land that can be devel.
qted. Competition for the remaining land in-
crtases the cost of tha land.

Developers throughout the staw have made
it Cl that growth management controls, in
MaaY instances, encourage them to develop
lower-densis, higher.prced units in realize
a reasonable return on their investment. 5

roAth management regions have made
k more lo d *A s eorte S

UD Final Report d i eskp or an
Housing Costs:

l..local government are SWAM) ras*r- a
l. from the Communly-at-lare t de- 0

wi13oper, and te o the housing consmMr, *
0 Staer A~huM of the public capital St

44 FLORIDA , JALTOR JGUST I8

Rega is oaly r devlopr. Delays
in construcion require higher carrying
cags increased es md payrolls. These
losses must be nde up on each one of die
units du areb uilt. Is also ue d the e er
units allowed. die less hnd avildele. dft mo
expensive each unit will be. h is evident th
if affordable housing istobe constructed in
Florida, certain concessions and even incen.
tive musbe bui into he dvelopnentg--ty franework.

The Nw Role o1Th liet%
Since 1981. the budget of die Deparment

of Housing and Urba Dn vlecmet his been
cut b over 65 percent. Budget authority for
llk bA-tnme housug program vwihin HUD

has decreased from $32.2 billion in 1981 to
S1.39 billion in 1986 These reductions hav
effectively eliminated all federaly subsidized
onacuion. The current administration has
consisently adoaed and implemned mas
sire utbcks in unids for housing program

he mwVo= th e pro visi housing
has been turned back tothe individual aes.

In Florida. the Florida Housing Finance
Agency ~s created in 9 o sell taxexemrpt
bonds and use the proceeds to finance mon.
gages for firs-time home buyers and loams io
developers of low-, moderate., and middle- ,
inome rental housing. Pasticipans inlorida1
Housing Finance Agency program, bothi

The National Associabon of mwA.To 1
uk rme on"Hous for the Porni n

Disadvaniged is in de process cdevis.
* a ocnqiemive set of recio.end s
ions on how .eahon on a national, ate

and local levl may get involved in ous. A
ig issues.

The k Foroet ouldlike ,kno q e. '11
cifcesanmpes1 whe Realosn ae ac
*My pi*ic dn in providing cre.tve m
tUMMon ID tW h . %iehous prob-

em i their monimuniti lb produce a
ampelov epoIkyonhat okier_
If d por. NAR mum hear from you.

ArWItca DwdMralwWknowledge C
A0tar e tse"ao Program, pews

MWl ftrMoWW oroimlvn , Gov. ,
P-dAi dimMWh , NAR,m 17Ith _

L.W., VAMb m in, . 20W0; (0) _

ifunt-time hiuL buyers and developers 01
mult-lsiy Ml housing m met certain
eligbiliy requirements to guarantee that the
housing dw is financed does increase the
mailability of affordable housing for Ion..
moderae- and mid.le-income persons Both
the firt-ame home buyer and dfe mu .tjily
rental proam haw been extremely produc-
ie. In six years the Ageny has sold over S2
billion in bonds to finance housing for over
8I0 Flordias. Thai productivity has been
dimanesd b the Tax Reform A.t of 1986
honever, which has limited the tax-exempt
bonding authority 01 the mate and added ad-
digal ret ,rem nentsat have made
it virtually impossible for developers to par.
ticipme in the promn.

Alternative solutions so the sta es acute
afrdable housing shortage are being aua-
lybed' f Affordable Housing Study Com.
mission tha was created b) the Affordable
Hosing Act t 1986 Specific issues that the
Commission was directed to address are:
* Offering lon-iues and arro-interes loas
for the development or rehabilitation of
housing.
9 Use of publicly owned lands and buiJdms
as affordable sites.
a Crating a state mortgage insurance fund.
Steamlinip; dhe various tate. regional and

ocal regulations governing the housin.ndustry,
The committee has subnitted an interim
porn andis charged it submituythe fina

cport to te Gowernor by December 31. 190.
lie report is expected to contain subsuuwt
Wcornmendations.
As Florida mes ito its place s the fourth

wgs state in the nation. this critical sho-
le ofa19rdabl amusing mus be ad essed.
bd ble a houftb is w a ha ur it is essen.
1l idie health of an eagmiding aeonon-

Ws*Mnoof WWo nw~ "Plite aeanefc-
od t a lavsa for die prismv

cW 0r indeep afordable housing

st&a CWMi is rsM i.sisrArn
'cy~sr isv flord. issinc I1trgm
mneyhs AVfni Puaue NhOW*, md wewdksuiebMahar. itwdd tsmr
""dlb'rA*" At CWiAlSIAofqAV
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Suburbs,.,c
kind of apartheid that now exists 'Barrett, who moved to DeltaIn America. "The downside Is a TownshIp 33 years 8go becausedivision based on class and race, the land w. cheaper and hera clear social division. And I am house was oat to the country on aone who believes separation Is not large lot full of trees, says onlyhealthy," the large ot full of trees still ex.The bright side of this new eco- Ists. "But we haven't been hurt bynomic base Is more money for having neighbors It balances off,plore programs. "The advantages the disadvatages and the advan-outrule the disadvantage e" says t"
Delta lerk Barrett. "We have a 7Barrt is a big booster of sub-Itremendous park progam." * life.

"Suburbia is a place where It's dren are grown, and the two va-
five minutes to church, five mn. cant lots that bordered her prop-utes to work, five minutes to a erty have been developed. BWt
shopping place, with not a worry still she likes life in the township,
about getting a parking place." likes being dose to the gores, theshe says. "Suburbia does answer restaurants, the Ub.traes, and theall the qualities of life people are recreation opportunllles.
seeking - school, church, work. Only two new quirks bothershopping." her the lack of energetic people

Another suburbia booster Is in their 30s and 40s to serve on
Meridian Township aerk Vir- township boards, and the lack ofglat White, who moved to Mernd- time to meet all the new neigh-
Inn 19 yearsao, iocklng for god "borsschools and open mace. Her chil- Instead fairlt,,k.

schol ad oe aac. "e r•t " nee . ... .... . . . .an ,cillsfr eirdles-- --. u - - suc as be eSays.

; Call classified at 377-1111 from 8a.m. to
9 p.m. Monday through Friday.

To a dossifeded Classified Index
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Community. suburbs have a new
role, she says.

"It's moving Into a family room
Community " she says. "Now It's
diversified. More people are
being employed to suburbia, to
the mall shops and more and
more working in their home.". Richard Harlow. director of de-
velopmnt control in Meridian,
Still considers the township to be
a bedroom community, about 80
percent resdential. But more ser-

doctors offices, are opening, he
says

Meridian Township has an sI.
mated population of 34.747.
Melijer is the single biggest em-
ployer with 468 Jobs. Delta Dental
has 225. "The majority of people
who live here work elsewhere."
Barlow says.

The needs of the population are
changing. Harlow admits. "We
See A need for additional housln,and activitis for senior d uzem-,

________ eGpa-a.



marlailet The hlioas idsty aid
Is thissk tankf, hvever. ae taking
d oppWlity to lebw far fevnt

Caldy e, hmehs affrdlly 8
Atm t oi C entr or ouin

"A hey thlea Massaut we ed od
verb - e s he dieb-ymle

pwem aid Tehnooan -ar thelg-asn

peyme prebl. aido William C.
Aner.atcateSief the ce-
ser.

Too many state progams, he aid
are pared to rmducn mortgage lo-
tares osa over 3 yur -a vry
hew -ud -o far hemewleer
who may ns nsed a.

"We eed to provide more sbildy
up iraito help ftrsitt4me buyers."
sad Mr. Apgar. "end moe flitible

the tg'tm'm boa~ries" At
an example, he cited a progam of
the Kentucky Mountan Hous Cor
porasoe tha p ds bouh suheau-
il dova-paymeit isbide aid,

tidy if the mortaege Inne bated
etirelyanseet.

Other housing imupe waet Cae-
ros to permit Firtstme bayss to
se prtest savitp for making dive

h huing price have trtchsd

Asa rmis essfleae leidea and Ill.
aemsiashave madeIt mach mati deil
Mel for yourl, fIrs4ime home
buyers to obtain m rsg aes Lenm
and Insurer hae tigte ed thir us
derwrtea stadards by iNmit

uina cwm so peren f iemme
- fro 23 pei- if Inme two
years op- ill by gas ad

oheo down payma s m pmeal

knIs Flo aiferd a fte owa~a

become mn afford" to moew
Inmm famasm- OP win aon
aboutSMSIdSayear.

I- i mde mU hm

m m tiythee " lin as sh
apd M tmde up bet.

tr I the prota they ab.
itld from th als of -m h t
had ehausply orciadlevalsdor
asa ther pe decade. Do for may
other midlial-asame hem bliesw
this mee, if affordability means
that only the beterpod half if the
oiiua'ahouseholdsian Wofrd a per
dashomes.

Thus satioal 6adsi lso alel o
takeeiot offOnedistributliptbt11n:
them nem many mat lever-Same
people a live as laeatlrld
urban areas. In placnels at meoii
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Ms if these hosehdstdia
heeded by pe Undit med wrk-

w busiesa nrvlmc. "i s bad
news for fatto aid bed am for
arong.res" he saai

HILE t h ofCieswsa emn geris
tip For ew hosaing
leglel0am n year.
theme have bas few

woul esed doe ~ rifh ate s t
no a-oPbnsFerasubsdid

bath tamily aid 'zed-'fami s.
m sa tshe limit by depletilg aV-
ip to use f dowe pymes asndy

asorbiq 36 to" n I'S , of Isb== r whusin pasy lamey

cerdin 8 3 IS reprt by he joint
hous antu IM ta advestap
of home eibiftp, manoer. ,
duce coe by aity I pica fe ra
Moselds i nd tha eth ly
is reduced uader drn a as
laws. acidg to Mr. Apga.

tim isa Iave sal0=66111
reci nuabed m-aap defaulia
will deidlncue acsesa ntry.

(an New York. for example, the
mdim ncome is tily haf the in,
corn ruqared to qalty foerpassaes-
was mea~n-petied haste.

UUG peflt ma.caicamed abuts

ii o l fmiles who their
own hoses. Thl home-

ownership rate rose from 43.6 pr-
Cen in Iti to i & paents is l1
The rate decided durn sach of the
following sit years aid is at 8
percee.

Hid the homeovnersiip at re-
maid at its 190 W. I, ai5le
nore families would be bvina their
own homes today. according to the
National ASoctn Of ROn 141

fwnidamsttil meatia far thie delno ISthat natmeal Icoi ha rionily ?
V , - wShilmehome prias lcnt

ed o families under the p if
35 actually experienced decMs I
shiv a/llton-adisited income. As i
rsua the he vnerlhp rate Wr
oue s the 36-t-14 s arssp fal
pecnt ad the rate fao pes in
the M--21 Mae aroup fall 7 per t-
denm that were twa 83 de
Uie the national dc s of 1? pe
cont. The ereratl dicma would have
bae greater dlno shreod ONae a
Stemas alder ple sAlying is
thiroo

"tad the 'aW. a riam number if

Moderate-income
homeowners,
particularly those
A in the Northeast

have managed to trade up to better
homes with the profits they obtained from
the sale of homes that had sharply
appreciated in value in the last decade.

naemmouw
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O II mm I m adwr sad im
v- a- o- b-*Oer
New ham prim coulkni to he
higlt ad who istut rams sated
fal& m dld ppreclalm rat

17. hemebdetr POm hew
er. ii that pice he heme of

similar e eand assmltl have at
Iscrese ver stea km Iii 3Mw
Sm fact provides ltle cmet IS
noe hem buyers hec m evr h

a mhu aa e ho aiin

hMs bak am years W hBiut.w
t hae lare gve up starter
0 as aMd have isrmsisgy feinted
a hetrdeupMrta
When taues wih sder minl-
e and at are conpasrd, th avr-

age price was 54.36 im IM and
m01631s in amK accerdhls t o eCw.
am Surest

This chases. ty te buWilders ap-
reetda smaller ic O wnhe

iftleeingesrai.
"1.5w isu prices Is ma am;e

Mv em am up fatr tham let-
tie. whten eqalvt ham aer
mmpasn4. "M M~chel L Carliter.
a tilr ieietw with thA hemsw

"ia ft Wes. tfe er altis
adjusied prim Mv acauily do-
gutted sice IM1; the eny rigli
With Wa increese. end 50S kme tre.
meatA ks b h dw Nerd
am riot dawn to Washisi. D.C,
and noiee r Virginia."
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hem mg raast M Year. from
i p Si O 1 1.4 Oime. TNs -
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betwemn prime ted homawsna
rate. m r to Mr. Caslisir. "I-
msWe beyensi N 'L ko hw se

"I . am. .. Mr. Certiser
mi4:d.thy have UKi 'We'd better
buy ae hecae bm will bers
eqpiv neatyesr. 010 mosm. t
was th ratileaI h peoe he
coulda~trtoumahe dotaswic."

The Mds that restateu apeto

mthoate Imekrrm ,hmte ,ld
were mak to afl madllced

cl~y use ms a mhv pkmm-du

isesbueseem abl toepurtha
medisoopeiced hoom: the reed Wi
taoe egea predic SmS level of
affrdaeeilty W WAfcN~Metr*MU-&

his year. the -d m m
havrMi woun 110. dew from a

IWa 0iIMWkm the bades
isat Ilk. it ee imema fsaraywlk a
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ability tomehO aN percI- dews
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hIes.amrlaep es u eist"e
bee so Sst her the ue price01815..m

m hr INewims wendV Amrt a Cm same
11.P Aside the kmOfte 1101 hrth Md. nv 1. pw Yas prism
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a KNvfl hemo br a a 1 10minm umdmiy
apium m tr the Natiftl Msacis- a labmo pin m toe l do
tim W-1 ilO ~ihel t"cri~ea Swa b-s Wu&
strnUm we am e . Upwmad m Mi -priu d l mu howe.
pwev an PAiM Md reward an5 isd - 10100r. oiw mes

domw raw" m buse am hdaalr m fiM

r mu.eressl mi wit ll-W ew
mulei .rm e edkmhe th m hm e ateo he mi am lmdr r

l ,e mraes rimm hqm sam iml emor - g S tim
buildrs. theh na d hac be I esn
The savich-f- AN- ro larger so wrm xa

bacrest rane Ohews"M fellwed by ivekm tr hdw er hmssr

Prices rose in the
Northeast, but the
demand has been
so great that it was

the only region in the country that
experienced an increase in the home
ownership rate last year, from 60.8
percent to 61.4 percent.
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To Help Families, Help Housing
In his State of the Union Memage. President supplement the income of poorer f

Reagan urged Congress to rally behind family Program encou0ges nvestors or m
valueL Meanwhile, hard-pressed American fami- toincrease the supplyof housing.
les are finding out the truth of December's grim In some regions, notably the St
statistics: Total housing starts dropped 18 percent slon has hit hard. Many recently oa
below November. Apartments are what home- stand vacant. Other areas are W
starved city families need; families already comb- housing demand and few vacancil
"ing the streets for vacancies know that apartment- gouging, racial change and pverde
house starts dropped a mammoth 33 percent.if prompted laws that perversely mak
Washington wants to heip families. k shu stt mu- costly than It should be. t

ttm~mttk~mmmism.m

The nation-s builersemerging from the reces-
lon of the early 80's, added significantly to the l i

housing supply in the lst five years. Higher em-
ployment bolstered demand. A more effective but 'u -'-w.'. ' pas
costly stimulus came from tax policies, and from Mm. , houw
tenant subsidies linked to new construction. This But
program is called "Section $ Certificates for New first priority must be to energize bi
Construction," and it has helped to produce $60,000 ers of rental apartments- private,
low-rent units nationwide. Money still in the pipeline munity-baued. They must be assisted
stimulated new construction even after the Reagan the capital that is needed, particula
Administration refused to ask for new money. low vacancy rates.

. Before 1967, the Internal Revenue Code encour-. ' Additional subsidies, in one fo
aged builders and equity investors by letting them will be needd to supplement ten

Deduct paper losses, created by super-fast deprecia- they can afford the homes being pr
tion, from other taxable income. These stimulants cost of thome new homes can be b
were taken away by the 1967 tax reform. Builders streamlining local standards and
can be stimulated at lower cost by other methods, cessive land-use restrictions and tbI
as low-interest mortgage loans from the Federal manent rent regulation also disco
Housing Administration proved after World War I. The Federal Government can play
But one way or another, some stimulus is required role In persuading local goverumeni
to speed construction of low-rent projects that ofer change obstructive procedures.
only modest returns at perversely high risk. There is no single housing prot

To make apartments available to low-income many partial remedies. They will al
families without Section 8 inducements, WashgtMon leadership. More than President
tried less generous "existing housing" certificates geneizations about Washingm
and a new rmt voucher program. Both promsp fm valuesAmericafmfliesn

amilies; neither
crtgage lenders

wuthwest, reces-
impleted homes
Iriencing strong
. Fears of rent

welopment have
* building more

haderend by

reare no
sal for these

dgafflictions..

public and com-
din assembling
rly in cites with

rm or another,
nts' incomes so
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DOWN BUT NOT OUT I
The effectiveness of the Minnesota Housing Finance Agency's
Mortgage Loan Program has taken a serious blow.

L j % itn ee v Ury ;twv;trse of
the rlduCtli n- . itt t.axi-
l'*imltitiroiL his price

11litititielt %%ct into fl'ct ol
November 24. 198 i1t) -1le
Greater ,iitnle.e set hen ic- tlinanced
under the %l ti' eolt Ilusing
Finance Ag..nc. s .NIl IFIA Single
Family .Meortgage LoanIl Progran
However., some c ,you may not
know the hist'r%, behind the reduc-
tions., tile eutlh k Ii r tlhe future.
\Xec%% . ;% tee .iddress, I-Aeth cit those
topics. rilclv. in thi, letter

li particular. we would like to
make it crystal clear that MHFA had
no discretion in the matter. that
MHFA .trenuu'ly o ippeoesed tle
Congressional initiatives which
mandated the reductions. and thai
MHFA is doing everything it can to
reverse the changes

MIHFA mortgage loans are
financed with the proceeds of tax-
exempt mo ertgtge revenue bonds
(,IRls).. lic.' tx-exmpl sLittis eof the
bonds enables MItiA te) provide
loans at helo ew.market interest rates.

hc t S Congre.s established the
coiiditlion- tinder Muitch %' c can
tsue the b enids and iake the e ans
to ensure that the funds are used to
achieve important public policy
ohjcctives,

Lnfuortunately. in October 198,
the L.S lliuse a's and Means
Committee pas,d a :ic'hnical ce er.
rectins hill which ostensibly
merely clarified ambiguous items
in the Tax Reform Act In reality. it
made significant policy change% in
regard te) refunding honds, and
imposed them retroactively lhis

.technical sjcrrctlion .lhi'd
loans front uiLinmited prKee0ls
of all of .\lIFA', 19M- bod issue.
to the new home purchase price
limits

Foer the eight d.',igitted )utts-
late cecuntie. with a large urhan
center, thi, ieant in immlediate
Ir,)p in the purchase price limit leer

"\ home-. from 5.(1N) tee io.8,

i i tier existing he ies from $--.(X)
te) $--.Ot-l Flir Ili.. ret. 4 (e rs.evf r
Mitnnese, ie it mit Le i ;i le i i p r

1 . - f'e. 1 1111 I- eI '\iCA ,llll' IIsl. t-

frn iln S0,000 to $47.070. No dcla.ge.s
were necs.ars uy for any limits in the
Twin Cities metropolitan area.

Mt IFA has commiSsioned a study
of house prices throughout Gre tur
Minnesota. including the eight des-
ignated counties, which we hope
will justify increases in the current
limits. If so, MHFA will submit the
data to the U.S. Department of the
Treasury, which could then raise
Minnesota's limits through a pri-
vate letter ruling. This should occur
early in 1988.

MHFA is also working with mem-
bers of the Minnesota Congres-
sional delegation and
representatives of the National
council of State Housing Agencies
to delete the refunding "correc-
tions" from the technical correc.
tions hill. However, Congres.s is not
likely to pass a final hill until the
cold of 1988. Even more import.
tantly, the federal law authorizing
MIIA to issue MRBs *suns ls" oil
Dec. 31, 1988. it is crucial to our
future ability to deliver affordable
Is using financing for first.time homec-

htivers inl Minnesota that (:Cngrcs%
extend the sunset on MRI s

if you believe the "technical cor-
rection" and/or the MRB sunset will
hurt your clients and your coni.
munity. the most effective thing you
can do is to call or write your L,'S
Congressman and both U.S. Scna-
tors. Encourage your current and
former clients to write to Congress
as well. The letters can be vety brief.
Be spcific and, where possible, give
concrete examples of individuals
who have benefited from MRBis or
been hurt hv the purchase price
reductions.

It will take a concerted effect for
the next twelve month by EVER)
ONE concerned about affordable
housing if we are to have any hope
at all of extending the sunset on

IRBs. We will be fighting an uphill
battle against massive pressures t)
reduce the federal deficit. We will
need your help. We mu.t start now

Thank you for helping make
ewnerhip I reality fe r thetitnd,

tot iil i L llll u tlll e ei l
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Housing bill too modest
T HE housing legislation that PresidentReagan has signed was called a substan-
tial achievement by the White House, but
the fact of the matter is that it falls far short
of the nation's housing needs.
*It is the first major housing legislation
passed during his administration. In signing
it. the President said it "will efficiently and
Cffectively meet the challenge of America's'
'changing housing needs."

The measure provides $15 billion for
housing and community development In the
fiscal year beginning OcL 1 and $15.6 billion
in the succeeding year. It provides $7 billion
annually for low-income housing assistance,
$1.5 billion for public housing operaUngsub-
sidles, $2 billion for rural housing, $3 billion
for urban development grants. It also con-
tains permanent insuring authority for the
.Federal Housing Administration's home
mortgage insurance program.

That appears to be a lot of money and it is.
But the problem is massive. Most cities are
struggling, and have been for years over
housing for the poor. Many have public
housing that has deteriorated over time.
with little or no money to replace it or build
new housing

Waiting lines are long. Families, are
forced to double up or go homeless. In some
cities there is a crisis. So. it is encouraging

that some relief is in sight, but it is not the
kind of relief that makes up for a kind of be-
nign neglect of housing needs over the
years.

For the young, owning a home has be-
come a frustrating goal and for most a
dream delayed. Housing prices have
climbed far more rapidly than incomes. Al-
though fixed mortage rates have dropped
lately, requirements for low down payment
have grown tighter, making it harder for
middle income persons to qualify for mort-
gage loans, or else reducing the size of a
loan a buyer can get.

Young families are caught in a Catch-22
situtation. Rents are rising faster than infla-
tion. which makes it difficult for them to
save enough to meet the down payment on a
home of their own. The home ownership
rate for those under 35 has dropped steadily
from more than 60% in 1974 to slightly over
53% last year.

Whether the permanent Insuring authori-
ty of the FHA can help the situation very
much is speculative. It should help some,
but again that help is far from enough.

There is the old saying that half a loaf is
better than none, and in that view the hous-
ing bill is welcome. But it still means that for
millions of the poor and more millions of
the middle income-group, there will be no
'oaf at all. 0
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Many Are Forced to Pay More
For Wbrse Housing, Study Says

By Ann Mariano
W.&O.m No k.E Wu.,

H. James Brown, director of the
Joint Center for Housing Studies at
Harvard. said the study depicts "an
America divided into two nations of
haves and have-nots."

The majority of Americans "are
very well housed," but others face
problems that range from 'the frus-
trations of young couples unable to
qualify for a home loan to the des-
peration of families with young chil-
dren who cannot obtain any housing
at all."

Because the housing industry has
been booming in recent years, na-
tional attention has been deflected
"from the critical problems of first-
time homebuyers, dsadvantaged
renters and homeless families and
Individuals." the study concluded.
Brown and William C. Apgar Jr., as-
sociate director of the center, said
housing problems fa:ed by these
groups are interconnectedf and so-
lutions must be found for all such
problems.

Single parents, whose numbers

have nearly doubled @ince 1974.
pay an average of 58 percent of
their income in rent. At the same
time, the median income of single
parents, after adjustment for infla.
tion, has fallen from $10,965 in
1974 to $7,271 in 1987.

As a percentage of income, rent
also has increased sharply for most
other types of households during
the last 20 years the study said.
The mounting rent burden is "a ma-
Joe factor in the increase of home-
les families " Brown said.

Only one in four Americans living
at or below the poverty level lives
in public housing or receives hous-
ing subsidies, the study said. In ad-
dition, nearly 10 million households
are in substandard homes, many of
them located in inner city neighbor-
hoods and rural areas

Apartment construction has been
brisk for the past five years and va.
cancy rates have risen, but "the
supply of low-cost rental housing
continues to shrink as units are lost
to abandonment or are upgraded for
higher-income occupants." the stu-
dy said. Aira result. more people
are competing for a dwindling sup
ply of low-cot housing, it said.

Rents have risen dramatically in
the 1980., increasing at a pace 14
percent faster than overall inflation.
Vacancies also have increased be.
cause more apartments have been
built, but most of the available units

are beyond the reach of poor Amer-
ican& The tuy said vacancies dou-
bled between 1961 and 1966. but
nearly 90 percent of the empty
apartments ret for more than
$300a mont

"There is an enormous mismatch
between the income d households
and the cost d housing," said
Apgar. "A vacant apartment in
Houston does little good" for a ten.
ant whose rent increase is in Bos-
ton.

The costs of owning a home
peaked in the early 1980s. but are
still high by historical standards, ac-
anting to the study.

In 1W. the after-ta cash costs
borne by home owners was $9,599
a year-.in real, or inflation,
adjusted. dollars. Last year those
casts had dropped to $7.449 in real
terms. Nevertheless. that Is still
higher than the average ownership
costs in the 1960s and 1970s, ac-
cording to the study. After-tax cash
costs are determined by subtracting
income-tax savings from the outlay
fr mortgage interest, fuel and uti-
kies. maintenance and repairs, real
estate taxes and insurance

The study said it found "little rea-
so to expect a imarked improve-
ment in homeownership costs in the
years ahead."

The study said that "the prices of
hond and labor are largely repon
sible for long-term geographk df-
ferdce d in oualnl prices, The
sudy quoted n Uin p nr i sti
taute survey showing that a San
Joe. Calif.. lot coming $70.000 in
1965 could be purchased in Char-
te, N.C.. for $13.000.

T-1SHINlfl POST

March 18, 1988
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Citysca nf
The Urban Legacy of James Rouse

Be*gln Forgm

As oneemas in an eh ion de-
voted to h liMework openim today
at the Natirona BWldmg Muwm.
tere i a certain p d temrn to
the car of James W. Rouse, the
couts most fmous real eato
developer. .

to act of four postwar deamdes
he has seid upon an idea a made
it moe or less his own, and in theprocess ehas hele peatlytodag

urh an cities.
Dudn the eu.burbanbn 19M

he made his money a one of the Pico.
'sr of the shoppinS mu. In the

1960. Rom, a cty lowe at hut,
combined hs 'eIt end fshdkwd
the new tow. of Cahmble. Wd h
the 1970o he iaugated a ew-h of urben dIs", -aI byW
venting the cmet-ity fstwAl mar'
ketalacs And most kw obebly, in
the 1960. Rous, now 73. he de-
voted his rspa i enr to
of dthenatomms prsIg 'lw

del aeedw-+oU*6 the poor
Rouse was In Waslgt last

nightto opn the aditi ad to
aocop the musns sond snnel
HM Awa r by fam 1

thiss, a longtie frWAd at a bhde-
bsaryWA14C~d l

MSINGM24 POST
•March 24, 1988
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Four Decades of James Rouse
affOCAIVsCI .

tie dhaner In thefaboAs ntral
court the P1 -sBuif, qwp~d
by teUlage Musmno 195.

in hs ,lL ra Aig Vnch, Row
chastised most of those present-
imides in business, bl g govern
meeit, the managers of our westh and
our insditutlb-for swi to the
way "millions and MOW i people in

ils he said, is t e city of people
wboare atriggingtosimvi niir-
a*l ta* hoi&g in wretlsd, thor-
durly neighborhoods with too little
food, too little heath cue. toottWe
happiness, too little how.

He called for a $200 nmillim 'ew.
WM ~ among the federal goven.
mert, local governments and ual-
nm charitable, religious and dvic r
scores to forge a new A*a with,
fit and aWord" able hor atl If.

About half of the exhibition wra-
nleed IV atr lu Wt Isb deft-
ed to the msat qa=*Msmawcl
lenindi Rouse's endeavors-he's
become a lightning rod Jw kleas about
how to solve housing probma o an
era d greatly reduced feorl bsinmg
expenditures, What he proposes, with
his nonprofit Enterprise Foundation
and its for-pofit subsidiary, the Enter-
prs Development Co" it to use real
east oftsto bep fimce wide va-
riety d low-mne housing programs
nationwide. The pilsophic thrust di
the far-reaching, but still relatively
small-scale, ent e Pi is to inb"e raw
capitakn with hu t values.

Rase's -at Inlo wbomie how-.
ag is nothig now. In her research
Wright covered evidence his earli-
er ivolvements The most touching
niestation is a Rouse Co. Christmas

card, from the early I9M0 touting the
companys collaboration with Brother-
hood Services Inc., a church-inspired
group, in the renovation of a din, Bal-
tinioe row howe.

A more n pieces a 1953 photo-
graph a smiingRZ7 se in g group
with President Eisenhwer-Rouse
chaired a subcommittee d a presiden-
tial housing task force and it credited.
in an accompanyins label, with having
coined the phrase urban renewaL It's
an astonishing tine warp. Those opti-
nstic wards came to stand for every-
thing wrong-headed about our at-
tempts to throw money at city
problAems especially hoia.

Ndc inchietally, they as stapd i

dilrest opeito 60m vepos i. Wel a p 26 Jobs and sh: g
cremental. cooperat v apo0 I s h eedivestmta. (
aowuly, iw ]by s' Ido aoue tedy, aamd voluminous owl-
teqrL It wI be iniaft lo A" dam doi am y eve m one such
what Rom ad Coleague s u p -A :o- lcv s them a its
with in dI di _ u m -- jis ito c bi we' ben oVU-
for a new homn policy, s he is chu- I- aeq daswells m id.
mn o a *,member Natioal HoIft pFsberimo tbe forIul has been
Task Force created lat fal with co Wdlcimntely appli Roa and
greaslnal u ptd 'he report willit be oiers baebeen eanlhat itwor
released s an ho nday. Wed i Wities with s*Adfat re-

The Romi Co., the natos h(ei g- l ad tosail nsVh to draw W
publicly held rea estate deveopent as. ouses EM, IN isance. SPPff-
firm and Rouses business maserpiece an*y is. nqks a .- withrawal from
(though be severed formal doe with it Rcnods6th Street Marketpilac,
in 1981), a110 is created with fie use Ipse w Ithfd and high hopes
ol theword Onsato decibel"di silsub uttre yeas And eme the ua
urban skdtitute for downtown' that aesii mareplace lhavh doe little to
begas to prolierste in the 'Ss. Here aotm e huPinrasient city problem.
again there'sa certain irty-the man such a isni education and social
and the company whose fil mrveslfortdl sas
derives from the "urttn visionary' Which lewher Rouses personal
nwiketplaces in the '70. and '80a tunubo co llinto play-since
dledy were subbn realists. ne8 be's aimed his Chrisdo social

And tney wet sbura viimri, a a" - Nmem alliance
Columba was Romes imaginative re-. ie a a ft t to fashion new

tohrlis 11 tm WG N Vi a i'lWS ous'
t a cky" dwwt " -~sbidn 4o.galow-planed commuty intended to cown Ine V ,eawo thsef occune
bine the beat of both Wort dtl b, 00 in Waa on durki the 197co. when
intrastue cosnuial fadctin ass - Rom isd meet with member o

g in the mab.he wao.ild to .- s the Saviour and other in-
bring aome sense urbann order and Wasted pates te Pottes House
variety'to the placeless suburban land' A in A Me result o
scape and to provide former city dwe tl colaborative vetre (with Rouse
era with green suburban smi mt It o ig setial financial support)
was 20 years old 1et anrd., it has wis jull Hlluog suporiati)
worced-athough wInoome Msing ~ a r3bf
g haven't bees met, Coiiamii is d p results
weon the way to ac MMa, not ol i hoi thespoor in Adams.d . I-ma. rn but Was U. Siplin alc
dios middle-sed city. 13 hi lsasUPAiScua

It Isaey today to uadamsate th ie *1 a*toef

inpc fteWpl Pg e iModft sandeta
i~~~s ~ ~ ~ umee B sm -. M W$~ Es eris ler "tioe

becae, with tim% their lmitatim lK adO P a imide network of
have become an too apparent But ome m than 90 VeI housing group
wimpy has to make the effort to rec to I h it prosde grants, iforma-
how dismal tercity projects ap. tdo and tocdnical experis. It has de-
peared in the early 1970s., before vekqed innovative, though simple.
Rouse came along with his hig idea, tedis to cut drastic* the cost of
combining some of the marketing renovations and equally inventive
strategies learned in the mal with as. mom i nceasig the pool d capital
pects of traditional urban camercial a lefor l w-income boing.
dusters. Neither conventional develop- Coud this MfIc approach, canb
crs nor financial institutions were at irg enliditened capitalism :si t-
interested in mixed-use downtown pro. ed local swermment involvement. vo -
jects until Rome's Faneuil Hag in Boe' uteerism and broad-baed comimAy
ton (1976) and then his arbarplace in mrt bea mod or a revived na-
Baltimore (1980) turned the situation ticewide crusade to provide decent
around. housing x all citiemas Rouse be-

''iT& psychological turabout is per- lives? The obstacles, obvousl, are
hapithe most important conftbtion I se 9t Rouse deserves great
of the festival marketplace-it enen- or IN tryig and, as many were
dend a new 1 d ithe benign posi- saf gh .i the m has a tr
bti of traditional cityceteas roast -
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Allegheny County
Residential Finance
Authority

400 Fort Pitt Commons George Arendas Administered by the Tom Foerater, Chairman
445 Fort Pitt Boulevard Executive Director Allegheny County Pete Flaherty, Commissioner
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 Department of Development Barbara Hafer, Commissioner

4121644-1065 Joseph M. Hohman, Director

March 10, 1988

The Honorable Max Baucus, Chairman
Senate Finance Subcommitte on Taxation
and Debt Management
Committee On Finance
United States Senate
205 Dirksen Building
Washington. DC 20510

Dear Senator Baucus:

As your subcommittee meets to discuss expiring tax provisions, I suggest
that you consider extending the sunset date on Mortgage Revenue Bond authority.
I would imagine that Allegheny County is no different than other parts of
this great country. Our residents share the dreams of their countrymen--a
home to call their own and the ability to maintain and upgrade their domicile.
The greatest tool we have to make this dream a reality is our ability to
issue Mortgage Revenue Bonds.

Almost 3,500 families in Allegheny County have been able to purchase a home
since the inception of our Single Family Mortgage program just five years
ago. The below market financing rate was in many cases the only available
option to enable the purchase. The average income of the participants of -
our program is $33,549.

The Improvement Program of Allegheny County (IMPAC) is also financed by
Mortgage Revenue Bonds. Through this program our home owners are able to
afford to make the improvements necessary to maintaining their health and
safety. Code violations can be corrected because of the affordable below
market interest rates. Ninety-four hundred families are living in better
environments because of Mortgage Revenue Bonds. The average income of the
participants in this program is just $23,855.

I thank you for your time and consideration and hope you will find the
extension of Mortgage Revenue Bond authority a cause which you may support.

Ver y truly yours,

Geor7 Arendas
Executive Director

GA/med
cc: Ed Mihalski, Minority Chief of Staff
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STEVC COWPER
GOVERNOR

STATB or ALAHKA
OrPTct of TN4 GOVERNOR

March 23, 1988

The Honorable Max Baucus
Chairman
Taxation and Debt Management

Subcommittee
United States Senate
Room 215
Senate Dirksen Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The State of Alaska appreciates the opportunity to comment
on the importance of continuing the qualified mortgage
revenue bond program. As you may be aware, the cost of
housing in Alaska continues to be among the highest in the
country. At the same time, Alaska has the youngest popu-
lation in the nation, and many of these young people, along
with other citizens in the state, are seeking affordable
ways of becoming first-time homeowners. The mortgage
revenue bond program has proven to be extremely helpful to
these first-time Alaskan homeowners.

Since 1983, 8,262 Alaskans have been able to purchase homes
financed through the qualified mortgage bond program for a
total of more than $700 million in housing loans. Although
Alaska is currently going through an economic recession that
is affecting all segments of the real estate industry, the
state is still able to take advantage of the mortgage
revenue bond program. The Alaska Housing Finance Corpo-
ration (AHFC) in November 1987 issued $50 million in
tax-exempt bonds to provide mortgage loans for first-time
home buyers in Alaska. Through the qualified mortgage
revenue bond program, AHFC has provided loans at a 9 percent
interest rate to first-time home buyers. The 9 percent The
interest rate is about 2.125 percent lower than the conven-
tional home loan interest rate in Alaska.

Recently, even during the economic recession in Alaska, it
has been noted that the most stable real estate market has
been in single family houses. Although the value of almost
all real estate has declined, single family houses have held
their value the best. Providing low interest rates to new
homeowners should have a ripple effect, helping the entire
home real estate market.

In Alaska, we have witnessed a painful process where many
homeowners have not been able to keep up with their mortgage
payments. The state has developed programs so that most of
these homeowners affected by the recent recession will not
lose their houses. What is noteworthy is that the struggle
of these borrowers to keep their homes is not solely an
economic decision. They also have a sense of pride and
attachment to their communities, a belonging in large part
created through homeownership.

I urge Congress to recognize the important value of heme
ownership to all our communities and to reauthorize the
qualified mortgage revenue bond program.
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THE STATE OF THE NATION'S HOUSING 1988

SUMMARY

America is Increasingly be-
coming a nation of housing haves and have-
nots. While the majority of American home-
owners are well housed and have significant
equity in their homes, the prosperity of
these homeowners does not reflect the
plight of the nation's growing number of
low- and moderatc-income households. Con-
tinuing high housing costs limit the ability of
low- and moderate-income households to
improve their standard of living as many
households struggle to secure even mini-
mally adequate housing.

Homeownership costs have eased
somewhat since the early 1980s but remain
high by historical standards. Young house-
holds find purchasing a first home especial-
ly difficult, as housing costs remain high
relative to income. Unable to secure a home
of their own, these persons remain renters
and bid up the price of rental housing.

Despite five years of strong construc-
tion activity and rising vacancies, the sup-
ply of low-cost rental housing continues to
shrink as units are lost to abandonment or
are upgraded for higher-income occupants.
Having lagged inflation in the 1970s, real
rents (measured in constant 1986 dollars)
have moved up sharply since 1981 and now
stand at their highest level in over two
decades. Rising rents have led to an increas-
Ing share of households paying 30, 40, or
even 50 percent of their incomes for rents, if
they can secure housing at all.

For decades, improving housing condi-
tions has been an important component In
the upward mobility of American families
and individuals. For many, moving from
renter to owner occupied housing is a key
step on the path to financial security. For
those without sufficient income to become
homeowners, obtaining good-quality, afford-
able rental housing has beet-an equally

worthy goal. And for those with the lowest
incomes, publicly assisted units have served
as the foundation upon which to build a
better future for themselves and their
families.

The growing number of housing have-
nots suggest that this housing progress has
stalled in recent years. The problems of the
housing have-nots come in many forms,
ranging from the frustration of a young
couple unable to qualify for a home loan, to
the desperation of low-income families with
children who cannot secure any housing at
all. This State of the Nation's Housing report
seeks to document these diverse housing
problems and provide a sound empirical
foundation for the emerging national hous-
ing policy debate.

Exhibit I
Key Findings

*The Ater-Tax Cash Cost of Homeownership, Athough Down From Its Recent Peak,
_Rumots Hirh By Historical Standords

* The Homeownerhip Rate Has Declined Steadly Since 1980, Por;,ulady Among
_our!9 Households

* Despite Rising Rental Vacancies, Inflation-Adjusted Gross Rents Now Stand At Their
-HesLeeisTwo Decades

* The Supply of Low-Cost Rental Hcvsng Continues To Shrink As UnIs Are Lost To
Abandonment Or Are Up9rsdd For Higher-Ircouw Occupants

. For The Growing Number of tow-income Families, Rents Have Increased Sharply
As A Percent -Of In~ome-__

a Only One In Four Renter Households Wth Incomes At Or Below The Poverty Leve
Livs In Public Or Other Subsidiz Hous.g ..

a The Growing Rental Payments Burden, Particularly Among Single-Prent Families,
Has Contributed To The Rise In Homelessness

I
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TRENDS IN HOUSING COSTS

The costs of housing and other
basic needs are key determinnts of the stan-
dard of living for any family or individual.
Changes in housing costs thus affect not
only the ability to secure decent housing,
but also the amount of income available for
other necessities.

Because housing consists of many at-
tributes, obtaining reliable price profiles
proves difficult. This section presents a series
of indexes that trace the changes in prices
over the period 1967 to 1987 of represen-
tative owner and renter housing units with
fixed characteristics. These indexes help to
distinguish between changes in housing ex-
penditures that result from changes In the
type of housing consumed and those that
reflect increases or decreases in the price of
a housing unit of given characteristics (see
Appendix Table I for a more complete de-
scription of the data used to form these
price indexes).

HOMEOWNIR COSTS

A complete homeownership cost index must
incorporate indirect costs and savings as well
as lte more readily observable cash outlays
and tax benefits. The after-tax cash cost of
homeownership is the sum of several on-
going expenses (including outlays for mort-
gage interest payments, fuel and utility costs,
maintenance and repairs, real estate taxes,
and insurance) less the income-tax savings
associated with owning a home. The total
homeownership cost also includes the In-
direct cost of earnmgs foregone on funds
used as.a downpayment less the indirect
savings from house price appreciation and
the resulting equity buildup.

Exhibit 2 depicts how both the cash
and total costs of owning and operating a
modest single-family home during the first
year of occupancy have changed over the

last 20 years. In these calculations, a modest
home is defined as the median-valued house
purchased in 1977 by a first-time buyer aged
25 to 29. All costs are expressed in constant
1986 dollars.

After rising steadily for 15 years,
the after-tax cash cost of homeownership
reached a peak of 59,599 in 1982. Though
it fell to $7,449 last year, the after-tax cash
cost is still higher than the average recorded
in the 1960s and the early 1970s. By com-
parison, the total cost of homeownership
(including the foregone earnings on home-
owner's equity and an allowance for price
appreciation) remained at or below $4,500
from 1967 to 1979; indeed, for much of the
period, total annual costs were less than
$3,500. After 1979, though, total costs began
to move up sharply; by 1982, higher home
prices. ,40terest rates, and utility costs-
together with smaller gains from apprecia-
tion-had boosted the total costs of owning
a home to 57,904. Though falling from this
peak, total homeowner costs stood at 56,006

Exhibit 2

Homeowner Costs (In 1986 Dollars)

1986 Dollars 6(Tlso)ds)

10

9

8

2
1967 1969 1971 1973 1975 1977 1979 198 1983 1985 1987

SOURCE, See Appendix Table 1 U After-bTx Cash Cost
STtal Cost

91-401 0 - 89 - 16

2
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last year-still well above the average for the
past 20 years.

There is little reason to expect a
marked improvement in homeownership
costs in the years ahead. The median price
of the representative first home in 1987 ap-
proached 867,000, up more than 92 percent
from the S34,800 figure for 1975. Rising
prices are a double-edged sword: while they
make homeownership a good investment for
those who already own, they also force
young first-time buyers to make larger
downpayments and/or larger monthly mort-
gage payments. The legacy of the rapid
home price Inflation of the 1960s and 1970s
is the continuing high home prices, and the
high after-tax cash costs of homeownership.

REGIONAL HOMEOWNER COSTS

Since the costs of building materials and
financing vary little from one region to the
next, the prices of land and labor are large-
ly responsible for long-term geographic dif-
ferences in housing prices. According to a
recent survey by the Urban Land Institute,
a lot that sold in 1985 for $70,000 in San
Jose, California, could he purchased for only
$13,000 in Charlotte, North Carolina. Al-
though detailed data that Separate total home
purchase prices from underlying land costs
are not available, land cost is undoubtedly
the major determinant of variation in home
prices.

During the 1970s, home price appreci-
ation in the West, and particularly in Califor-
nia, outpaced that in all other regions (Ex-
hibit 3). Although house price inflation
slowed considerably after 1982, the median
price for the representative first home in the
's st last year was $82,285, still 23 percent
above the national median.

In the Midwest and the South, housing
prices increased less dramatically. in 1967, a
first-time buyer could purchase a home in
the Midwest for $180 less than the national
avenge; in 1987, this home sold for $10,324
less. Home price inflation in the South has
als lagged behind the national average: in
1967. a modest home sold for $1,324 less
than the national average; by 1987, it sold
for 1il,744 less.

Price trends in the Northeast have been
decidedly more volatile During much of the

Exhibit S
House Price byV Region

Rogina__ _1967 1____972_ __ 1977 -- 1912- 1917
$oigg 17797 $26,048 $37,000 $58281 $93,844

Mii 1630 20,992 32,700 50,162 56,562
Stud 15,206 19,958 29,700 48.975 55,142

Wed -18,311 _22,7 0 _ 42,900 71,386 82. 05
AM 16,50 71,611 34,00 56,202 668.86
SOURCE: joint C~ cakuations based on 1977 Annual Housing

Survey data indexed by Department of Commerce
Constant Quality Home Price Index.

Exhibit 4
RegionA Homeowner Cash Costs (In 1986 Dollars)

C* Cs _ W

11_

9_

_6_

so

1967 199 1971 1973 1975 1977 19/9 1981 1983 1985 197

tC: See Appendx Tab' 2 to 5 i Northeast E South
• Midwest M Wst

3

IF 4., xl
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1970s, house price inflation lagged behind hlb~t 5
national rates; since 1982, however, house Regional Homeowner Total Costs (In 1986 Dollors)
prices in the Northeast have increased three
times faster than the national average. T___-_C_______

The real after-tax cash costs of home- IL|
ownership also roee almost steadily in each m _
region from 1967 to 1981 (Exhibit 4), but
declining mortgage interest rates and a slow- -
down in house price appreciation have
helped to lower these costs since then. Real L- - -

after-tax cash cots dropped most rapidly in .
the West, although significant declines oc-
curred in the Midwest and South as well. In
the Northeast, however, rapidly rising home -_
prices partially offset the effect of declining 'M ...
mortgage interest rates. Despite this regional -
variation, after-tax cash costs in all regions
remain well above levels recorded in the
1960s and 1970s.

High home price levels and low current - -- -

price appreciation combine to give the Wetst 1967 1969 1971 1973 1975 1977 1979 1981 '9W3 1985 1987
the highest total homeowner costs in thecothe hght hoowner cotsn from SOURCE: See Appendix Tables 2 to 5 Northeast mSouth
country (Exhibit 5). Although down from U Midwest nWest
the peak levels of the early 1980s, total costs
in the Midwest and South remain above the
levels recorded for much of the 1970s. In the Exhibit 6
Northeast, home price appreciation reduced
total homeowner costs in 1986 to their low- Rental Costs ----

est level in two decades; with slower house 1986 Dolk
price inflation, however, the equity buildup L - -----
in the Northeast also slowed and total home-
ownership costs in the region increased
again in 1987. _--__-_ /

IlNR COSTS

Unlike trends in homeowner costs, the re-
cent growth In real rents has received little
attention. Exhibit 6 presents estimates of real
gross and contract rents for a representative
unit with the characteristics of the median-
priced rental unit in 1977. Contract rent is
the monthly payment to the property owner
for housing services; gross rent includes not
only contract rent but also payments for
fuel, water, sewerage, and other utilities.

370

260 1169 191 97 17 1977 1979 19SI IM IM
SOURCE- See Appendix Table I SContrac Rent

0 Gross Rent

4
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Real rents (that is, adjusted for Inflaton
in other goods and services) tend to move
with the business cycle, falling during cycli-
cal downturns and rising during expansions.
Despite a sharp jump in rental vacancies,
contract rents have moved up steadily since
1981 and now stand at their highest leiec in
more than two decades. In 1987, the con-
tract rent for the representative unit was
8312-an increase of 16 percent from the
1981 low of $269.

Gross rents have moved up as well, but
somewhat more modestly because of the
slowdown in energy price inflation. Never-
theless, the rise in gross rents is still pro-
nounced: up 14 percent between 1961 to
1987, bringing the level to $364.

Gross rent is seemingly the mote com-
prehensive measure, but changes in contract
rent have considerable analytical signifi-
cance. Gross rent can change as a result of
shifting energy prices or other factors that
have little to do with the long-run cost of
housing capital. Policy analysts should note,
however, that the persistent increase in con-
tract rent during a period of substantial new
construction suggests that there has been a
long-term increase in the rental price of
housing capital. Unlike a runup of energy
costs, such a long-term trend is not quickly
reversed. Over the past six years, the cost of
supplying rental housing appears to have
drifted upward, a movement that can only
point to continued high rent levels in the
years ahead.

RNIOOIAL DAI6N

The Nonheast and the Wen, ara of vig-
o os economic expansion, have witnessed
the sharpest ren hikes during the decade
(Exbbl 7). From 191 to 1967, real gross
ess in the m Increased by nearly 19 per-
cent, while those in the Northeast rose ap-
proximately 17 percent. More modest rent
incases occurred in the Midwest. Only in
the South. a region with substantial over-
building, do gross rents appear to have
peaked-

WxhONl 7
Re gontl Gross Costs

19M Dahs __ _

440

430
4R _ ____ __ _

410

39
380

360

340

330

32O

S1969 1971 173 1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 195 1987

SOURCE SO Appemdix TaSW 2 to 5 1 Northeast U South
E Midwest E West
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The rapid growth of rents seems incon-
sistent with the recent increase in residential
vacancies. From 1981 to 1986, the number
of vacant rental units nationwide expanded
from 1.54 million to 2.66 million. In part,
the reason for this phenomenon of growing
vacancies and rising rents is that housing
consists of many distinct submarkets defined
by the location and the quality of the dwell-
ing unit. Obviously, the increase of vacant
rental apartments in Houston does little to
check rent increases in San Francisco or
Boston.

Even within a given housing market,
vacancies at one quality level will not neces-
sarily result in lower rents for housing of a
different quality. It appears that over the past
six years, many newly constructed, better
quality rental apartments have remained on
the market at relatively high rents. Indeed,
units leasing for more than $300 in real
terms account for 90 percent of the rise in
rental vacancies during the past six years.
While the rising vacancy rate may have re-
suited in some moderation in rents for lux-
ury apartments, it has not limited rent in-
creases of more modest apartments.

That rents are increasing fastest at the
low end of the market is perfectly under-
standable. During the 1970s, an excess
supply of housing, in part the result of a
rapid buildup of subsidized housing in
selected urban neighborhoods, depressed
rents in some markets; even in 1986, many
housing units still rented for $100 to 5300.
Yet in many areas, such low rents are in-
adequate to cover property owners' costs for
utilities, property taxes, and debt service, let
alone the costs of maintaining the buildings
in good condition.

As a result, the number of units renting
for less than $300 per month dropped by
nearly one million between 1974 and 1983;
the number of units with rents above S400,
in contrast, increased by 4.5 million to 10.2

million (Exhibit 8). The loss of low-rent units
involved two distinct dynamics: some fell
into disrepair and were removed from the
stock; others--specially those located in the
stronger housing markets of the Northeast
and Vest-were upgraded to attract higher-
income tenants. High-rent units were thus
added both by new construction and by re-
habilitation of existing inventory.

Estimating the exact number of low-
rent units lost to abandonment as opposed
to revitalization is difficult. Recent data
suggest, however, that investment in existing
rental structures has been significant: after
showing virtually no real growth from 1970
to 1982, expenditures for maintaining and
upgrading rental units more than doubled
from 1982 to 1986. While this trend is ob-
servable throughout the country, the invest-
ment increases in the Northeast and the West
are particularly notable. Apparently, the re-
cent rise in real rents has made investment in
existing properties profitable again in many
metropolitan areas-investment that will
further diminish the supply of low-cost
rental housing in the years ahead.

Exhibit 8
Monthly Gross Rent (Thousands of Unit,)
Gros Rsd
In 1986 Dolrs 1974 1983 G

<100 1,064 957 -107

100-200 4,197 3,408 -789

200-300 6,264 6,101 -83

300-400 5,846 7,034 +1,188

400* 5,748 10,233 +4,485

No Cas Rent 1,173 1,401 +228

TOTAL 24,291 29,214 #4,923

SOURCE Joint Center tabulations of US. Department of Housing
and Urban Devtlopment, Annual Housing Survw, 1974
and 1983

6
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THE HOUSING COST BURDEN

The rise in housing costs
comes at a time when low-income house-
holds are particularly vulnerabln Since 1974,
the number of low-income households has
increased markedly. This trend reflects cut-
backs in federal funding for various Income-
support programs, as well as the growing
number of individuals with few marketable
skills and limited income-earning capacity.
The shrinking supply of low-coat housing,
then, will most certainly result in increased
housing payments relative to income for
an ever larger number of low-income
households.

INCAI IN L.llO HOUSUIO

Over the past 20 years, low-income house-
holds have suffered sharp declines In income
during economic downturns-declines that
were not made up for during subsequent re-
coveries. The result is a long-term increase
in the number of low-income households.
Since 1974, the total number of households
increased by 26.3 percent. At the same time,
the number of households with real incomes
of less than 55,000 (measured in 1986 dol-
Iss) surged from 4.7 million to 7.2 million,
an increase of 55.1 percent (Exhibit 9).

The profile of the nation's low- and
moderate-income households has changed
over the past 20 years due to a complex
series of demographic, social, and economic
changes. Rapid growth of the young adult
population in the 1970s put a squeeze on
wage growth for many entry-level jobs. Ris-
ing divorce rates and increases in teenage
pregnancies have also added to the number
of economically disadvantaged sisgle-parent
households. The high inflation of the 1970s
further eroded the real ncomes of those
with Limited earning power and has con-
tinued to outpace the growth of income
transfer programs.

Ibthllt 9
Househod Income and Homeowraws

li@MmA o
9M08 D0

dWS
5i10

10to 17.5

Nominr of HowA"od
(Is Thssssd
1974 197

4,5 7,204

S55 10,964

1,436 15,326

hevi Homowne

1974 197

42.8 36.7

48.7 45.9

53.8 51.9

17.5 to 25 11,152 13,063 58. 60.0

25 1s 35 13,277 14,636 69.3 68.3

35 io 50 ,638 14,177 78.6 79.3

50+ 9,891 14,089 86.2 89.1

W 70,854 9,478 64.7 64.0

SOURMCEJobe C~lr tabulations of data from the Annual Hous-
ing Skny. 1974. and Current Population Survy 1987

Measured in real terms, today's young
households have lower incomes than their
counterparts of 1974. Over this period, the
median Income of all households remained
virtually constant in real terms, but the in-
come of households with heads aged less
than 25 fell by 28.7 percent from $18,248 to
$13,011, while the income of households
with heads aged 25 to 34 fell from $27,366
to $24,230. By contrast, incomes of some-
what older households continued to ad-
vance, with the sharpest gains recorded by
households with heads aged 65 or older

The drop in income for young house-
holds is largely the result of the alarming
situation of single-parent families with
children. These households constitute both
a growing share of young households and a
growing share of the nation's poverty
population. Over the past decade and a half,
the number of single-parent households with
heads aged 25 to 34 more than tripled. In
1987, the median income for households in

7
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this group was a meager $9,621-23 percent
below the figure recorded for similar house-
holds in 1974. For single-parent households
with heads aged less than 25, median in-
come in 1987 was 94,688 (see Appendix
Tables 6 and 7 for more detailed data on
household income by age and family type).

CNAMACIEtS1 OF
O WER AND ET HOUSHOND

Rental housing is Increasingly the home of
the nation's lower-income households, while
higher-income households increasingly
choose to own a home. Since 1974, the
homeownership rate fell for households with
Incomes of less than 510,000 (measured In
1986 dollars). By comparison, the number
of homeowners with real Incomes above
$50,000 grew by 4 million over this period
and the homeownershlp rate Increased from
86.2 to 89.1 percent (Exhibit 9).

The growth In the number of low-
income renter households has widened the
income gap between owners and renters. Be-
tween 1972 and 1982, the median income of
renters fell by 21 percent, from 518,000 to
$14,000 (Exhibit 10). With the economic ex-
pansion of the mid-1980s, the median renter
income did improve slightly, but not enough
to reduce poverty among renter households.
From 1983 to 1987, the number of poverty-
level renter households increased by 300,000
to 7.5 million. By contrast, the number of
poverty-level owner households fell by
500,000 to 4.5 million. Thus, by 1987, 63
percent of all poverty-level households lived
In rental housing.

As a group, renter households are
younger and poorer than homeowners.
Since 1974, the median income of renter
households aged 25 to 34 fell by 18.5 per-
cent (Exhibit 11), while the median Income
of renters aged 25 or younger was 25.8 per-
cent lower than real Incomes of young
renters in the mld-1970s.

Rental housing Is also Increasingly the
home of the nation's children. Between 1974
and 1987, the number of renter households
with children grcw mote than four times
faster than the rate for all households. In
contrast, the number of young homeowners
with children actually fell over the past
decade and a half (see Appendix '~Ible 7 for
detailed data on households by tenure, age
and type).

E[Xhbt 10
Household Income (In 1986 Dollars)
1086 Mm Ptwu
32

37'.

28~

21

27__ -. . .. .______

25

24~
23

22

21

19

17

14

67 6969 7071 727371475 76 7778794 823488 87 NMf

SOURCE. Median household income indexed N Ttal Owner
by Bureau of Labor Statistics E Total Renter
Consumer Price Index (CPI-UX) for
AU items. See Appendix I.
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IK~ll 11
Households and Household Income By Age And Tenure

Nlar of Houmlld MPd.. lume

Ae n,,l hran ftmi

Tenur 1974 M07 o 1974 198 7
OWN(

Under 25 1.377 133 39.5% $23,419 $18,934 -19.2%

25 5. 34 7,630 9,237 21.1 31,220 3206 2.5

35 to 44 8,653 12,507 44.5 35,284 31,044 7

45 to 64 18,590 20,404 9.8 30,965 33,218 17.5

65 + 9,593 14,272 48.8 12,730 14,962 17.5

Under 25 4,666 4,364 -6.4% $15,828 $11,737 -28%

250o34 7,042 11,266 60.0 22,340 18,199 -11S
35 to 44 3,412 6,196 81.6 21,963 20,357 -4
45 1o 64 5,731 5,673 -1.1 18,216 15,732 -13.6

65 + 4,160 4,727 13.6 8,485 6,336 -17

NOTE. Income data s (if pior year

SOURCE: Appendix Table 7

Ixhlblt 12
Homeowner Cost Burden

P=rWr of ksmaofWkim* uyM

$0

4540+

15
10

05----
1 199 1971 193 1975 1977 1979 11 18 1M 199

SOURCE. See Appndix Tabe I 0 After-Mua Cash Coan Bwdn
a Tol Cont Bun

The relatively low incomes of rterm hous-
holds have.Important Implications for hous-
Ilg In America. Low Incomes not only limit
the ability of many households to secure
adequate and affordable housing In the non-
subsiized private marketplace, they also
shrink the pool of potential frst-time home-
buyer. With the incomes of young renter
households failing to keep pace with Infla-
tion, the construction and sales of housing

- targeted to firt-time buyers will suffer.
Exhibits 12 and 13 present estimates of

owner and renter cost burdens, Le., the an-
ntal cost of a representative unit as a percent
of household income. Again, the representa-
tive unit for owners has the characteristics
of the median-valued home purchased by a
fist-time buyer in 1977; the representative
unit for renters has the characteristics of the
median-priced rental unit in 1977.

LxMi 13
Rental Cod Burden
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Nationwide, the cash cost of owning
the representative home was $7,720 last year,
or 32.4 percent of the estimated median in-
come of potential first-time homebuyers
(proxied here by the income of married-
couple renter households aged 25 to 29). For
all renters, the median gros rent of the
representative unit was 54,368 annually (or
$364 per month). Whlle this rent is only
18.3 percent of the median income of
married-couple renters aged 25 to 29, it
represents almost 30 percent of the median
income of all renters.

Although young married-couple renters
earn more than other renters, their incomes
have not kept pace with homeownership
costs. For the representative first-time buyer,
the after-tax cash cost of homeownership
rose steadily from 23 percent of income in
1970 to 45 percent in 1982. The cash cost
burden has declined since 1982, but last year
still stood 50 percent above the levels av-
eraged during the late 196Os and early 1970s.
Total homeownership costs as a percent of
income have also fallen since 1982 but re-
main high by historical standards.

As might be expected, the cash cost
burden of homeownership is highest in the
Northeast and West (Exhibit 14). In the
Northeast, the incomes of first-time buyers
are 24 percent higher than the national
average, but the cash cost is 32 percent
higher. Household incomes in the West are
also above the national average, but above-
average cash costs leave potential first-time
buyers in the West little better off than their
counterparts in the Northeast. Cash cost
burdens in the Midwest and South are below
average, with lower housing costs more than
offsetting lower incomes. Nevertheless, the
cash cost burden in each region remains
above 1970s levels (see Appendix "Fables 2
to 5).

Housing affordability is, of course, a
relative concept. Whether housing is af-
fordable or not in 1987 depends on one's
point of view. In the face of higher housing
costs, households may choose to purchase a
smaller home or one with fewer amenities.
The figures in Exhibit 12 simply suggest that
young households are less able to purchase a
home of given standards today than 15 or 20
years ago.

The constant quality rental cost burden
-measured as either annual gross rent or
contract rent for the representative unit as a
percent of median renter income-also re-
mains relatively high (Exhibit 13). The gross
rent burden fell slightly from 1967 to 1974,
but has moved up sharply since that time.
What is striking is that the strong economic
recovery that began in 1982 did nothing to
alleviate the renter c it L urden: increases in
real rents have steadily outpaced growth in
real income.

Like the homeownership cost burden,
the renter cost burden varies geographically.
Renters in the West face the largest burden;
although the median renter income is above
the national average, so too are gross rents.
In the Northeast, rents are also above the
national average, but relatively high incomes
help to reduce the burden. By contrast, rents
in the South and Midwest take a somewhat
smaller bite out of renter income.

Exhibit 14
Housing Cost Burden By Region: 1987

Income Homeon.r Cash Income Grou Gros
Regio Fint-im. Cash Ceo At W Rent

Snyw Cest Bod.. Riers Ssfn
Notnt - $29,600 $10,223 34.5% $17,000 $397 28.0%

Miwest 22,300 6,929 - 31.1 14,700 332 27.1

Soot 22,600 6,581 29.1 15,300 322 25.2

west 25,200 8,680 34.4 17,400 450 31.0

Nofionl Totl 23,800 7,720 32.4 15,200 377 29.7

SOURCE: Appendix Tables 2 to 5
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THE OUTLOOK FOR HOUSEHOLD
FORMATION AND HOMEOWNERSHIP

Despite some slowdown, the
strong housing demand of the nation's more
affluent homeowners should ensure the
prosperity of the housing Industry for the
next 10 years, but the prospects for the
housing have-nots ae less rosy. In the years
ahead, the high housing cost burden will
undermine the ability of young adults to
form independent households and to pur-
chase their own homes.

HOUSEHOLD FORMATION

After a decade of record growth, household
formation rates are expected to decline for
the balance of this century. In the 1970s, an
average of 1.7 million households were
added each year; In the early 1980s, the
weak national economy and the high cost of
housing combined to reduce the average in-
crease to about 1.2 million. Growth in the
number of new households has picked up
somewhat since 1983, but remains erratic:
the number of households Increased by 1.6
million from March 1985 to March 1986, but
Increased by only 1.0 million from March
1986 to March 1987.

In the years ahead, the aging of the
baby-boom generation and the arrival of the
baby-bust generation into the prime house-
hold formation years (20 to 25) ensure a
slowdown in the growth of households.
(The baby-boom generation Is that large
cohort of individual born in the years 1946
to 1964; the baby-bust generation includes
those individuals born from 1965 to 1975, a
period.of low and declining fertility.) Annual
household growth is expected to average
1.45 million from 1985 to 1990 before slow-
ing to 1.21 million per year in the early
1990s and to 1.08 million per year in the iate
1990s (see Appendix "ible 8 for household
forecast to the year 2000).

The long-term trend toward slower
household formation primarily reflects the
changing age structure of the population.

Since the baby-boomers are now between
the ages of 23 and 42, most have already
passed the prime household formation ages.
As the growth of population aged 20 to 25
slows, so too will household formation.

The high cost of owning and renting a
home will exacerbate this slowdown. The
proportion of any given demographic group
that heads Its own household (the headship
rate) depends critically on the cost of hous-
ing. After rising steadily in the 1970s, the
headship rate among young adults flattened
and then turned down. Since 1980, the
headship rate for the population under age
35 has fallen steadily and is now below
levels posted in the mld-1970s.

High and rising housing costs seem
largely responsible for the recent decline in
headship rates. It will take a period of sus-
tained growth in household income, as well
as further declines in homeownership costs
and rents, to restore the ratio of housing
costs to household income to the more af-
fordable levels enjoyed during much of the
post-war period. Population growth ensures
that the total number of households will in-
crease, but high housing costs will constrain
household for'nation in the years ahead.

ExlMbit 15
Percentage of Population Who
Head Their Own Households: 1970-1987

Ap 1970 1975 1980 1983 1987

15 to 24 .2% 13.6% 15.9% 14.2% 13.8%

25 to 34 46.9 49.7 50.5 48.6 48.1

35 to 44 50.5 52.5 55.0 55.7 55.6
45 to 54 52.6 54.8 55.8 55.6 57.4
55 to 64 57.6 58.0 58.3 59.5 58.9
65 or Older 61.7 67.5 68.4 68.7 67.9

SOURCE. joint Center for Housing Studios esttmates based on data
reported in US. Dearlsment of Commerct Current
Population Report, Seriet P-20, Various Ist"t
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HOUSING DMAND

In the late 1980s and early l990s, the aging
of the baby-boomers will generate consider-
able growth in the number of households
with heads aged 35 to 44. Many baby-
boomers delayed marriage and having
children, but now are do,ng so in sufficient
numbers to create a significant Increase in
the number of married couples and an
"echo" baby boom. Not only will many
baby-boom households move into a more
family-oriented phase of the life cycle during
the late 1980s. but they will also pass
through their peak earning years, sparking
demand for more expensive homes.

The housing market activity of the
baby-boom generation has been a key in-
gredient in the unusually long housing re-
covery of the past five years. Indeed, even
though new housing construction activity is
expected to slow in 1988, demand for good-
quality, single-family homes should remain
strong well into the 1990s as current baby-
boom homeowners continue to trade up to
better housing. The strong tradeup demand
should also support growth of the renova-
tion and repair market as some baby-
boomers improve their current housing by
repairing or adding to an existing home.

An important factor In this optimistic
outlook Is that more than half of all baby-
boom households already own homes. Many
baby-boomers bought homes in the late
1970s and therefore benefited from at least
some of the rapid house price appreciation
that occurred throughout the country..
Unlike younger families etill struggling to
break Into the ownership market, current
baby-boom homeowners have the resources
-in terms of both Income and wealth-to
acquire bigger and better housing, or to
make substantial Investments in their current
homes.

RECENT TRENDS IN HOMIOWNIISHIP

Although the percent of households owning
their own homes did increase nationwide
from 1973 to 1980, this share has since
fallen-from 65.6 percent in 1980 to 64.0
percent in 1987. The decline in homeowner-
ship Is a nationwide phenomenon affecting
areas with strong and weak economies alike.
As indicated in Exhibit 16. the homeowner-
ship rate has fallen off most sharply In the
Midwest, though marked declines occurred
in the South and the West as well.

Exhibit 16
Homeownership Rates By Region and Age (Percent Homeowner)

1973 1976 1910 1913 1987

Notes 59.2% 59.8% 60.7% 61.4% 61.4%

Midet 69.1 69.5 70.3 70.0 67.1

SotAs 66.5 66.4 68.3 67.1 66.9

We 60.6 61.2 60.5 58.7 57.9

Under 25 23.4% 21.0% 21.3% 19.3% 16.1%

25-29 43.6 43.2 43.3 38.2 35.9

30.34 60.2 62.4 61.1 55.7 53.2

35-39 68.5 69.0 70.8 65.8 63.8

40-44 72.9 73.9 74.2 74.2 70.6
45-54 76.1 77.4 77.7 77.1 75.8

55-64 75.7 77.2 79.3 80.5 80.8

65-74 71.3 72.7 75.2 76.9 78.1

75 + 67.1 67.2 67.8 71.6 70.7

Total 64.4 64.8 65.6 64.9 64.0

SOURCE. 1973 to 1980rore Annual Housing Survey, 1983 to 1987
from Current Population Survey
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The growth in the number of elderly
homeowners in the Northeast helped offset
the effect of declining homeowneship rats
of young households. Many older house-
holds have owned their homes for yes and
have therefore hen Insulated from the hous-
ing cost inflation of the late 1970s and early
1980s; for these households, rising home
prices meant increased wealth In terms of
equity in their existing homes.

Renter households, especially young
renter households, have had no such buffer
against the ravages of inflation. As indicated
in Exhibit 16, much of the decline in the
homeownership rate has been concentrated
among younger households. For households
aged 25 to 29, the homeownership rate fell
from 43.3 percent in 1900 to 35.9 percent in
1987. Households aged 30 to 39 suffered
similarly sharp declines.

For older homeowners, Improved
health and growing real incomes increased
their ability to remain in their homes or to
purchase a retirement home. Only in the
Midwest have the homeownership rates of
the elderly declined along with those of
younger households since 1980. The growth
of homeownership for households aged 55
or older was a key ingredient in the growth
of total homeownership in each of the other
regions in the 1970s. Even in recent years
the rising number of elderly homeowners
has offset part of the overall decline in
homeownership in most regions of the
country (see Appendix Table 9).

The decline in homeownership is re-
markable for several reasons. First, it oc-
curred during one of the most sustained and
vigorous housing recoveries on record.
Second, it has reduced the nation's home-
ownership rate to its lowest level in over 15
years. Third, lower homeownership rAt for
young adults are found In all regions of the
country, not just the high-cost Northeast or
West. Since 1983, homeownershlp among
young households has declined in the oil-
producing states, the farm belt and the rust
belt, as well as New England, the Mid and
South Atlantic and the Pacific Coast states.
Apparently, the continuing high after-tax
cash cost of homeownership and the grow-
Ing rental payments burden are preventing
renters in all regions of the country from ac-
cumulating the resources needed to make
the downpayment and meet the initial year
carrying costs of homes of their own.

13
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HOUSING THE NATION'S POOR

Over the past two decades,
slower real income growth and higher real
housing costs have exacerbated the problems
of low- and moderate-income households.
Gross rent as a share of income rose sharp-
ly from 1974 to 1982 and remains at histor-
ically high levels. Even when paying a large
share of their incomes for rem, many house-
holds still live in poor-quality housing. In
1983, the most recent year for which data
are available, 5 million renter households-
or one in six-lived in structurally inade-
quate dwelling units. Low- and moderate-
income homeowners are also not immune to
the problem: in that same year, 4.5 million
owners, primarily residing in small cities and
towns and outlying rural areas, lived in units
classified as structurally inadequate.

RENTAL PAYMENTS BRDEN

The incidence of high rental burdens has in-
creased, particularly among the young. In
1974, the gross rent burden (estimated as the-
ratio of median rent to income) for house-
holds with heads aged 25 to 34 was 18.7
percent; by 1983, the burden had reached
25.4 percent (Exhibit 17). Households with
heads under the age of 25 experienced even
sharper increases.

As noted earlier, rental housing is
increasingly becoming home to low- and
moderate-income families with children,
especially single-parent households. From
1974 to 1987, the number of married
couples aged 25 to 34 with children who
rented their housing increased from 2.7 mil-
lion to 3.2 million (Exhibit 18). At the same
time, the number of single-parent families
(primarily women with children) nearly
doubled from 1.2 million to 2.2 million.

Exhibit 17
Gross Rental Cost Burden by Age (Gross ftee m fet oi Renter Income)

40

<25 25.34 3S.44 45-64 65 +

SOURCE: Set Appendix Table II 0 1974 U 1987

Exhibit 18 makes clear why the rental
payments burden is increasingly a problem
for young households: the median income
of young single-parent renter households
with children fell 34 percent from $10,965
in 1974 to $7,271 in 1987. With shrinking in-
comes and growing rents, the Increase in
rent burden for this type of family is in-
evitable. Since families with children require
larger apartments than single adults or
married couples with no children, they are
particularly vulnerable in periods of high
and rising rents. The rent burden for young
single-parent families with children thus in-
creased from 34.9 percent to 58.4 percent
over this period.

14
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Ex"isit1
Changes in Rental Burden for Selected Househol Types
Age od Fsuly T"t Healel , W low Gas hei

P97 eTIM (19 DO914 hed1e
1974 197 1974 l9V 1974 1907

ttoevledse Aged 25 to 34

%*~l 1,510 2,963 20,623 17,37 19.2% 24.7%

Msris Csspl With clddr

Masrls Cesp No Ca"
h PsiW WAl Oddes

OoWH&AA

2,673 3,234 24,160 20,M 17.% 21.9%
1,195 1,412 32,09 29,028 14.2% 17.5%

1,157 2,213 10,965 7,271 34.9% 58.4%

507 1,444 20.M 1906 22.7% 27.5%

Howidr Aged 6S or Olde

%* 2,572 3,281 6,300 6,409 3e.6% 42.1%

#4,WCd 1,124 914 12,379 13,76 29.4% 29.0%

O w Hweio1d 464 462 11,160 10,457 27.5% 32.e%

NOTE: Income data as of prior year

SOURCE: AppndiLx Table ii

Elderly households continue to devote
relatively large shares of their income to
rent, but unlike their younger counterparts,
the real income of elderly rentes has not
declined sharply. Indeed, elderly married-
couple households enjoyed a slight increase
in real income thanks to the indexation of
Social Security payments sal inflation.

It is important to note that the figures
cited here refer to the rent burden for a
dwelling unit of constant quality. To the
extent that households choose to consume
more or fewer housing services, the actual
burden may differ. With rents in general
rising relative to Income, most low- and
moderate-income households have been
forced to cut bck on their housing con-
sumption-if they have been able to form
independent households at all.

Moreover, since the homeless are not
counted as households by the Census
Bureau, the data In Exhibit 18 may actually
understate the current payments problem.
There am no reliable national figures on the
homeless, but their number appears to have
grown In recent years, especially among
families with children. While further in-
vestigatlion io the causes of homelessness is
clearly warranted, the data In Exhibit 18
should leave little doubt di the rising rental
payments burden is a major contributing
factor.

TENDS IN HOUSING QUAUY

By some simple measures, America's housing
has steadily Improved for the past 40 years.
For example, the proportion of units lacking
some or all plumbing has fallen from 40 per-
cent to just 2 percent. The American Hous-
ing Survey (formerly the Annual Housing
Survey), however, takes a much more com-
prehensive look at housing conditions, pro-
vidng data on some 25 housing deficiencies,
including the presence or absence of plumb-
ing fixtures, heating equipment, and other
mechanical subsystems, as well as informa-
tion on the repair and upkeep of properties.

The composite index of housing qual-
ity shown in Exhibit 19 indicates that the
percentage of rene households living in in-
adequate housing declined from 15.5 per-
cent to 12.8 percent between 1974 and
1983. While the incidence of inadequacy has
been significantly reduced, improvement
primarily reflects growth In the total housing
supply rather than reduction in the stock of
inadequate dwelling units. Accordingly, the
number of inadequate dwelling units, though
down somewhat in percentage terms, e-
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mains high in absolute terms. Thus in 1983,
4.5 million owners and 5.0 million renters
continued to occupy structurally inadequate
housing.

Poor-quality housing Is clearly a con-
tinuing problem for the growing number of
young families and other low-income house-
holds. In 1983, 26 percent of renter house-
holds with real incomes below $5.000 oc-
cupied structurally inadequate housing; in
absolute terms, this means that the number
of low-income households living In such
conditions Increased from I million in 1974
to 1.2 million in 1983. During the same
period, the number of young single-parent
households living in inadequate housing rose
from 374,000 to 484,000.

ExhibIt 19
Percent Households in Inadequate Units (By Age and Tenure)

Pwwd f Hosds
26

24

22
20

18

4

<35 3544 45-64 65 + <35 3544 45-64 65 +

S .en
SOURCE: See Appendix Table 12. U 5974 U 1983

Housing inadequacy is most prevalent
in inner cities and in outlying rural areas,
where concentrations of low-income house-
holds are high. In 1983, 1.7 million renters
lived in inadequate housing located in
central city locations, while another 945,000
renters occupied inadequate housing located
in outlying rural areas.

While the share of renters living in in-
adequate housing is more than twice as high,
the share of low-income owners occupying
Inadequate units is also a problem, particu-
larly in outlying area. In 1983, 1.9 million
or 14 percent of all homeowners in non-
metropolitan rural areas lived in inadequate
dwelling units (Exhibit 20). This represents a
slight improvement from the 2.1 million
figure of 1974, but housing inadeqdstcy in
rural areas clearly persists.

ExhlbIt 20

Number and Percent of Households Living In Inadequate Housing
By Urbon/Rural Status

Locafion Numbwr Poere Numbw ercem
Inadequae Inadquat Inoam Inadequat
in "sands) tin, ,*,and
1974 1983 1974 I 1974 19 1974 I

lar Cent Cie 687 600 8.2% 6.5% 1,947 1746 20.8% 17.2%

Ote Urban Mo 1,38 8 6.2% 4.6% 1,215 1,307 14.7% 12.3%

F Metr. Rural 533 514 11.3% 7.4% 342 295 26.4% 15.8%

Nn-Metro Urban 781 585 13.7% 9.4% 881 730 28.1% 20.4%

Non-Metro Rural 2,119 1,888 20.5% 14.2% 1,129 945 38.3% 25.5%

Al 5,158 4,476 11.3% 8.2% 5,514 5,023 22.0% 18.7%

SOURCE. Special tabulations of the Annual Housing Survey, 1974
and 1983.
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LMONCM NOUuwumu
Housing assistance efforts have done much
in the past to improve the housing situations
of low-income households. Eligibility varies
from on: progsm to the next, but in general
federal rental assistance programs aid house-
holds with incomes at or below 80 percent
of the area median. It is surprisingly dif-
ficult, however, to obtain estimates of the
characteristics of households actually served
by these programs. The Department of
Housing and Urban Development estimates

Exhibit 21
Rental Assistance By Household Income (As Poent of Nd HmA l )

Phre tf Rmi Hoshd

32
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In€0m i d Tlugus Of Ihs

that their now are approximately 4.2 million
units of public or otherwise federally sub-
sidized rental housing, but provides no
demoiaphic data describing the characters-
tics of the households living in these units.
Abset detailed HUD data, this paper utilizes
survey based estimates that differ slightly
from the HUD estimates of total households
served, but have the advantage of providing
needed information on the characteristics of
the households living in subsidized rental
units.

By any measure, the Housing and Com-
munity Development Act of 1974 sparked a
major expansion in the number of house-
holds receiving rental assistance. According
to the March 1987 Current Population Sur-
vey, 3.8 million households (consisting of
8.9 million persons) lived in public housing
or rental housing otherwise subsidized by
the federal government. While this growth
has virtually stopped in the past several
years, the 1987 figure is up nearly 73 percent
from the 2.2 million recorded by the 1974
Annual Housing Survey.

Much of the Increase in housing assis-
tance resources has gone to aid households
at the lowest end of the income distribution.
Among renter households with real incomes
below $5,000, the proportion living in sub-
sidized housing nearly doubled between
1974 and 1987 (Exhibit 21). Households with
incomes In the $5,000 to $10,000 range ex-
perienced somewhat more modest gains in
the share subsidized.

Nevertheless, existing programs serve
only a small fraction of eligible low-income
households. According to the Current Popu-
lation Survey for 1987, Just 11.8 percent of
all renter households received housing assis-
tance. Even among renter households with
incomes below $5,000, less than one-third
received subsidies. Of those with incomes in
the $5,000 to $10,000 range, less than one-
quarter were assisted.

SOURCE joint Center tabulation of 1974 6 1974
Annual Housing Survey and 1987 0 1967
Current Population Survey dsa
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Given the variation In housing require-
ments of hou od of different types and
ages, income alone Is a poo measure of the
ability of a household to secure adequate
housing in the private nausidized market.
Federal poverty definitions define the In-
come required by various types of house-
holds to consume adequate levels of hous-
ing, food, and*ber necessities. By this
measure, only 2.1 million (or 28 percent) of
the nation's 7,.5 million poverty-level renter
households lived in public housing or other
subsidized rental housing last year. Among
the near-poverty-level writers (households
with Incomes above poverty level, but less
than two times that kvel), participation was
only 19.8 percent.

Whether or not these data reflect ap-
propriate targeting of resources is, of course,
a political Judgment. it is cear, however, that
the growth of housing assistance resources
has failed to keep pace with the growth of
low-income remer households. In 1974, 2.2
million renter households with incomes
below $5,000 received no housing assis-
tance. By 1987, this pool of eligible but
unassisted renter households had grown to
3.2 million. Among households with in-
comes in the $5,000 to $10,000 range, the
number of households receiving no rental
assistance grew from 3.8 million to 4.5
million.

With at best only 4.2 million assisted
renter hosing units availab, changes in the
taqpting of assisted reter housing alone will
be insufficient to deal with the housing
problems of the renter households living in
poverty; there simply are mor low-income
households than assisted rental units. More-
over, nearly 4.4 million poverty-level house-
holds own their homes. Housing problems
for this group are especially acute in low-
density rural areas where the lack of a well-
developed rental housing market results in
high shares of households owning substan-
dard housing.

Although more careful targeting could
make better use of existing housing assis-
tance resources, the development of new
program Initiatives and the expansion of
national housing assistance resources are
needed if the nation is to improve the hous-
ing conditions of both low-income owners
and renters.
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CONCLUSION

The health of the housing in-
dustry baa deflected national attention from
the critical problems of first-time home-
buyers, disadvantaged renters, and homeless
families and individuals. With rental vacan-
cy rates at record levels, it may appear that
there is no shortage of housing. With mort-
gage interest rates down from their peak
levels of the early 1980s, it may appear that
homeownership is once again ariffordable
option for many young households. With re-
novation and repair expenditures setting
new records each year, it may appear that
the nation's housing inventory of existing
units is being well maintained and preserved.

Yet these conclusions bear little rela-
tionship to the realities of the state of the
nation's housing. Despite the noticeable
reductions in homeowner costs in recent
years, homeownership rates among young
households continue to fall. Despite high
levels of new construction and equally high
levels of housing rehabilitation expenditures,
the supply of low-cost rental housing con-
tinues to shrink. Only one in four renter
households with incomes at or below the
poverty level lives in public or other sub-
sidized housing. Some 5.4 million poverty-
level renter households are left to'compete
for the dwindling supply of low-cost rental
housing available in the private market. The
result is further tightening at the low end
of the rental housing market, and a grow-
ing rental payments burden for low- and
moderate-income households.

JYor decades, moving to better housing
has been an important ingredient in the up-
ward mobility of American households. This
report depicts the situation of many house-
holds who, rather than continuing to move
up the ladder of housing progress, have
stalled along the way. There is no single
housing problem in America, but a series of
problems that confront a wide range of
household types. Improving the state of the
nation's housing will require the concerted
efforts of all levels of government and all
housing providers. The problems of the
nation's housing have-nots merit such special
attention.
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APPENDIX
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buyer aged 25-29 I 1977 ' I by Depart.
men) Of Ceusu54 Cnruclion Aepoet C-2 7
Constant Qualty Hom Pr7* Index Mortgage
Rates e Fedsr1 lome Losm Saab Board
contract more raf A04rl95 P yents
assume 25 year a m W oft 20% down.
Otber Cols inctwporp tax itmurnsc

fuel and utlitm dut magspuence Afer6Tax
Cash-Cost equals Hortqe Arymew4 plus
Other Coeft 141 ftx swag9 of homeomnr
s*1/c 222441 CAW equals A#oleekx Casb-Cost
Plus Opportuhiy COsW of do. Payment.
amortiati fo f' and closing coIt less
elected "ny huilupl COw data ar 1977
Annual Housift Swvej d at I4d by
Buteas of Labor S~ltis"Cs Cnmmer Price In-
dices for varlos -po-W of booing cost

3. Contract Rent equals median 1977 Contract
Rent indexed byjoint Centrfor Housing
Studies Contract Pent Index adopted f om
data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics Index
of Residential Rent. Gross Rent equals Con-
tract Rent plus fue and utilities, property
taxes and insurance

4. Housing Cost depressed In 1986 constant
dollars using Bureau of Labor Statistics Con-
sumer Price Index (CPI.VXI) for All Ittem

5. First Time Buyer Cost Burden is cost as a
percent of income ofpoirntial bomebuyer
pro.ied by median family income of n-aW'ied
compe renters aged 25 to 29. Renter Cost
Burden Is annual rental payments as percent
of median income of all renlrz
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Apedix Table 2
Income and Housing Cost, Northeast Region: 1967.1987

cod. IM NOW

$6.44 S4.341 $320 SO9 23% 773^ RA% 1

$642 32.47I $299 395 20.% W42% 789% 'A93%

StA&M 21312 22 $294 254% 76.% 97% 93
$.09 3.62 $36 5294 27% 712 v^4% 21A%

$ .IN $3.594 S S2422 33% 154% 902% 215%-
37.28 2S96 $o6 so2 259% 124% -904 299%

S7.?AM 24.284 SN $22 24616 77% 119% 22

51152 $4294 211 $224 30% _IC. 303% fl7%

$S2 On 2 2267 S 22 26201% -15A ?13% 24.4%

$7,94M 5125 $289 32 IS% 203% 299% 268%

$6,M9 S5OS9 S2910 32 3I% IIM- 299% 2S8%

S82 2475 S 29U 52 29 22332% i84% 3.2% 229%

$9.3% SIM9 22X 222 23% - 1% 222 22%-
2 9,M2 $4.116 327 $224 4 2246% 221% 272%

38.26 $49242 $214 $324 AS9A 25 6%_ 122% 27)60

$9.074 37742 325 2$144 -39A 19%- _2425% 293%

S94 $12 294 304 43 2% V72% 249% "64%

SAM99 4924 SN 2229 271%. 3219% F.- 24 9111

2981,62 3 56 $22 $25 3 US%_ 902% -244% 36.l%-

App ndix Table 3
Income and Housing Cost, Midwest Region: 1967-1987

TIM $ 6 %q 6* M.%. 00. Ah. W$

__ _ t 5.9 _6 _ ... . .. * m . C.S s.C (.4"
94 _ 24 53..,0 2 . .2 &. 4% 2.6$ S m 2p S72

no4 3190 $6 $ 'M "% 27749 SIM S3 $62 27.6 S1,01

997 o.. _ s. 2M 9 n.2 Al.5_ 27,427 s M S1349 $.7 0
907 7 .... 272 5 % -329 -27- ) s,% 7._ - -3 22 $ M4 J$2241 25i-

90n $1701 $7 71225n' 3259 72% 3P4ID 272M A224 21)

9974 3$-Ulm 2s.CIO 22300 $ 24.468 57% 2797 2775 392 19

97 _ $94 1 3.0M9 7.9 3197 % S2.9M 2,275 S1M 21.
1974 S2I7 Sm $1,M $2093"y 6. M 8 $27 .2 49 2 1 .5

902 $717686 .64300 222.72 63246 21286A 2A4099 P.M2

907 107.03.3 1,% 22.7 4% 213^2 SIM44 $46 12.09

IM MA,6 $7.6 AM $,5 277.6 3 1422% SUN77 22283.72212
"9a 222.SIM6_$7.46_27166 a $2174 2 115%_142 274 $1252

,M- sii_ iwM 22.6 7,% 166 39.58 7229% 213% 334 vim3 37.2

96s 3212 272,M $27.96 S27 78 2412 22,283 ,2 7.275U

2 97 278 2122 S,494 3292 222 20511 144% 255% n24%

399 _172 5108 S3.442 26 $222 269% UA3 9186 22.4%

2 S" 2174 3 22 SIM% 225 $224 219% 23% it09% 2

$16 $22 21492 34,322 2275 2228 213% 76,9% N^7 21,6%

-sI$ 112 6 5n$,2o364 294 $2 % 273% -90,% 223%

274 2SO 21623$4?r $122U 22 M 225 176.116-9,6% 222%

27M9 SW2 2128S2 22)2M 2275 sil 329 2% U42% NJ% 212%

--- 27 2744 212M AM 21574 3249 SN--U UM3 I4% M86 294%

2722 212 4 2122M $95 226 $225 22,2% M3 26% Z16%

374 277 3$ 220 3211257 2% 15% 203% ZIA9

214 379N.6 122 S N 24% 92% 204% 244%

277 W28 5 7742274 3313 27 24% 522% X^.7 US%

274 -Sm 2128t 24790 322 31298 MA4222% 222% X4%

225 $245 1129 2240 3284 329 &M7 M9.1% ".0% 34.5

3294 826 31529 VI.M $243 SN 059% 23% 223% 22%

22222 W7)9 so62 2220 $2 453 % n23% V^3.

222 229 7.444 S1.60 329 SN ^84 Ka4% ?9% 213%

232 9306 7.M2 3742 $2 $394 U4% 23% 123% 276%

2244 222 210 $6.05 324 222 "11% 20.5% "A.9 273

$27 22 2165 32622 $267$ 222 129% X^2 "A3 V7.7

21

9047

f909

IM7

1975

973
974
?976

l92

900

".90M

90S
90Is

90

6$ .4244

SUN9 $ ,90 29,26

29,290 27.m262982l

$1,410 274 $ 21146.

POW 21S I'm 2790
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347,90 943% 21457
$442 9042% 24.292

512425 USA S2 -
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$01.46 U72% 24294
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Ap.wIx Teble 6
Households ond Household Income By Age And Type

Numbe of Honlslds Medon Income
PR Tkosns (1986 W"s,

Ago end Hcoeci T28  1974 0867 PcM ago ,, 1974 19"? PerMitCag

Hoelsold Hod Uer 25

S1,136 1,252 10.2% $11,848 $11,994 1.2%

Mad W dd 1,709 929 -45.6% 20,90 15,233 -27.I%

Mare No Cld= 1,825 909 -50.2% 23,347 20,401 -12,6%

_S6gl, Fvom Wah OAirm 540 632 54.1% 7,332 4,680 -36.0%

OC* HoAhod 833 1,275 53.1% 13,101 n,400 -13.0%

TAL 6,043 5,197 -14.0% 10,248 13,011 -28.7%

Hmndd Had 25 to 34

,g 1,810 3,850 113.1% 20,931 18,920 -9.6%

mailed W dh Cdno 8,368 e,723 4.2% 28,843 28,850 0.1%

Marred No Cidn 2,268 -3,070 35.4% 35,020 35,02 2.2%

Single Facm W'th 0drs 1,603 2,639 78.4% 12,545 9,621 -23.3%

Otw HWeld 623 1,993 219.9% 22,308 21,524 -3.9%

TOAL 14,673 20,503 39.7% 27,366 24,230 -11.5%

Hweod Heed 35 to 44

Sig 963 2,642 174.4% 20,908 23,624 13.0%

MrWd WAh OCdn 8,217 9,873 20.2% 34,922 37,800 8.2%

Mariid No Cldmn 1,055 2,169 105.6% 35,192 42,515 20.9%

S*eParn Wih Cd 1,416 2,701 90.7% 16,027 17,444 6.9%

Odw Huhod 414 1,318 218.4% 23,101 26,211 13.5%

TOTAL 12,065 18,703 55.0% 32,291 31,831 -1.4%

HNseho Hod 45 to 64

S* 2,867 3,329 16.1% 12,060 13,050 8.0%

Mari Wa Chdren 7,342 5,349 -27.1% 35,543 38,018 7.0%

Married No Cdm 9,192 11,429 24.3% 31,826 35,902 12.8%

% e hPu Wh Cmdren 1,403 1,658 18.2% 16,824 16,896 0.4%

Other Howh 7,157 7,844 9.6% 20,197 19,668 -2.6%

TOM 18,590 20,324 9.3% 27,877 20,819 3.8%

Hoeoldw Hoed 65 or Ole

Sg 3,353 5,257 561% 6,889 7,81 14.4%

Mari d 6,164 8,386 36.0% 15,911 18,265 14.8%

Oth HoWl 5,826 6,790 16.7% 13,788 14,406 4.5%

TOTAL 15,343 20,441 33.2% 10,174 12,959 19.1%

23
NO'IB Income d as of pro ya

SOURCE. U.S. Dpartmem of Housing and Urban Ditviopment, Annual Housing Survy, 1974, and US
Deparemn of Co nrm % CunrW ro lp fton Smu Marc 1967.
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Appendix Tob. 7

Households and Huseho Income By Age, Tenure And Houeod Type

O~W ReW _

(10 hT -N P96 D ll (Le T o lm191 Dsanq
14 19 1974 197 14 19 1974 17

Hoeselisld Heed Under 25_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

81 142 $13,099 $14,307 1,055 I,10 $11,732 $12,43V
MWe Wd, Owl&" 65 270 23,331 17,2 1,051 659 18,608 13,690

Morre No CMdn 7 250 26,715 26,196 1,318 659 22,325 17,879
ng ?W sf Cdm 48 52 11,523 8,920 492 780 7,248 4,581

oi0 Hos&aos 83 119 21,7 16,019 750 1,156 11,906 H,279
TOTAL 1,377 833 23,419 18,934 4,666 4,364 15,828 il,737

Hoild Heod 25 c 34
&* 380 895 24,160 22,604 1,510 2,963 20,623 17,817
M wd Osd 5,695 5,489 31,362 32,839 2,673 3,234 24,160 20,899
M Wnied No 1,073 1,658 38,563 41,126 1,195 1,412 32,059 29,028
Sir Powt Wh Clddr 446 646 16,954 17,302 1,157 2,213 10,965 7,271
Od Houod 116 549 29,461 28,769 507 1,444 20,908 19,098
TOW 7,630 9,237 31,220 32,006 7,042 11,266 22,340 18,199

Hoose"o Heod 35 to44
SNg 269 933 23,312 27,512 694 1,709 19,282 19,934
M Warie h ( ld 6,765 8,020 37,055 40,146 1,452 1,853 26,715 23,793

Married No Chne 723 1,603 37,169 48,020 332 566 30,200 29,749
0 Pon t Wdh (drm 692 1,312 22,525 22,902 724 1,389 12,665 12,98

Od HsoA"eos 204 639 28,913 33,114 210 679 16,999 19,288

TOTAL 8,653 12,507 35,284 38,044 3,412 6,196 21,963 20,357

Hvmod Heod 45so64
.%l 1,955 2,642 12,974 15,691 2,091 2,223 11,615 10,341

Monied Wh Odee 5,750 4,047 37,402 40,186 912 687 24,406 21,662
Married No Odmn 8,771 10,944 32,755 37,454 1,592 1,302 26,170 25,092

%Ve Pred W'lh Clddrea 688 681 21,493 20,462 421 404 12,013 9,961

Oier HseA s 1,426 2,090 23,231 23,369 715 1,057 15,565 14,333
TOAL 18,590 20,404 30,965 33,168 5,731 5,673 18,216 15,814

He old Hood 65 or Oler

%* 3,312 5,230 7,434 8,997 2,572 3,281 6,300 6,409
Married 5,070 7,421 15,603 18,982 1,124 984 12,379 13,766
Oiler Hw 1,211 1,621 15,184 15,807 464 462 11,160 10,457
TOTAL 9,593 14,272 12,730 14,962 4,160 4,727 8,485 8,336

24
NOTE: Income dmta u of prior year

SOURCE Joint Cedar ftbeeit of UI Deartmee of fHowitng and Urban Demkpemi, Afexml
Howsing1 SwwA 1974, mte U. Deparbset of Commee Current Iopuliion Sw jv March 1987

Kx
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Appenlix Table 8
Households By Age And Type: 1980 to 2000
g OW Neh Ty"e 190 185 1990 1995 2000

Hos&l Hea Under 25

.kle 1,644 1,351 1,271 1,255 1,287
Mtried Wth Chdr 1,446 1,219 905 748 869

Married No ChMd 1,370 929 623 506 554

Sile Parert Wdh Cildren 727 732 698 663 693
Othr Households 1,235 1,067 923 789 761
TOTAL 6,422 5,298 4,420 3,961 4,164

Household Hood 25 to 34

- 3,364 4,172 4,746 4.868 4,,21
Moried Wdh Chde 8,887 9,214 9,235 8,130 6,832
Morried No Chdren 2,732 2,518 2,223 1,846 1,554

Sle , ot Wot Ctildren 2,193 2,582 2,788 2,748 2,481

Other Househokls 1,302 1,817 2,000 1,814 1,571
TOTAL 18,478 20,303 20,993 19,406 17,059

Hoy"okl Head 35 to 44
- 1,531 2,361 3,376 4,101 4,580

Married Wi Ohildren 8,590 10,135 11,343 12,326 12,523
Moi red No ChldUm 1,352 1,665 2,042 2,283 2,339

Sin Prn t With Children 1,859 2,434 3,002 3,271 3,400

Otr Hooeholds 645 1,057 1,438 1,603 1,676
TOTAL 13,977 17,652 21,201 23,584 24,518

Household Heod 45 to 64

sin ___ 4,535 4,855 5,498 6,802 8,941
Married Wdh Chidren 6,038 6,033 6,358 7,033 7,638

Married No Children 11,238 10,845 10,898 11,991 13,749
6lrIe Porat With Children 1,216 1,353 1,557 1,861 2,164

OtheHrouseoid 2,204 2,489 2,713 3,117 3,867
TOTAL 25,231 25,575 27,024 30,804 36,351

Houashold Hod 65 or Older

7,087 8,279 9,776 11,124 12,102
Mrried 7,344 8,071 8,813 9,213 9,180

Ote Hoseokk 1,780 2,119 2,338 2,506 2,632

TOTAI 16,211 18,469 20,927 22843 23,914

Appendix Table 9
Homeownership Rate By Region And Age: 1973 to 1987
Rsg!9n and Ag. 1973 1976 190 1983 1987

Northwest 59.2% 59.8% 60.7% 61.4% 61.4%
<25 17.4% 15.7% 14.5% 16.5% 14.6%
25-29 36.2% 34.3% 35.9% 32.4% 34.1%

30-34 51.3% 59.3% 5.0% 53.6% 51.3%
35.39 62.2% 60.3% 65.8% 61.2% 62.0%
40-44 69.2% 65.4% 66.0% 68.2% 67,2%
45-54 nl.2% 73.7% 72.7% 72.7% 72.1%
55-64 69.8% 71.8% 74.0% 74.6% 75.9%
65-74 60.1% 63.0% 67.4% 69.6% 71.2%
75o 58.2% 57.5% 56.0% 61.2% 61.3A

Midwest 69.1% 69.5% 70.3% 70.0% 67.1%
<25 25.3% 24.4% 24.6% 21.0% 16.2%
25-29 47.9% 48.6% 50.5% 43.5% 40.2%
30-34 66.5% 68.6% -681% 63.0% 58.6%
35.39 76.0% 77.5% 78.0% 74.0% 69.7%
40-44 79.2% 81.3% 80.7% 81.6% 73.3%

45.54 80.9% 81,1% 83.7% 82.6% 80.7%
55-64 79.6% 82.4% 83.1% 85.0% 84.2%

65-74 76.6% 77.6% 79.1% 81.6% 79.4%
75+ 71.8% 70.0% 69.0% 74.7% 70.1%

Sooth 66.5% 66.4% 68.3% 67.1% 66.9%
<25 29.9% 24.2% 25.0% 23.0% 210%
25.29 47.6% 46.8% 46.4% 41.7% 39.4%
30-34 62.1% 63.2% 63.4% 56.6% 55.2%
35.39 68.7% 69.2% 717% 66.0% 65.8%
40-44 71.5% 74.1% 76.3% 76.3% 733%
45.54 76.1% 78.1% 79.1% 78.% 769%
55-64 77.9% 78.1% 81.7% 83.0% 82.7%
65-74 75.9% 76.1% 78.2% 80.3% 81.3%
75o 71.9% 72.2% 74.6% 77.4% 78.6%

West 60.6% 61.2% 60.5% 58.7% 57.9%
<25 15.3% 15.1% 16.2% 11.6% 9.6%
25-29 39.7% 39.0% 36.0% 31.4% 27.0%
30-34 59.5% 56.9% 54.9% 48.2% 45.4%

35-39 65.2% 67.5% 66.1% 60.5% 55.6%

40.44 71.1% 72.6% 71.2% 67.9% 66.4%
45-54 74.6% 75.4% 73.3% 73.2% 71.9%
55-64 74.4% 75.7% 76.7% 76.9% 79.0%

65.74 70.0% 71.4% 73.9% 73.7% 78.7%
75, 62.2% 65.6% 67.7% 70.2% 69.0%

SOURCE John R. Pitkin and George I Masnick, Households and
Housing Consumption In the United States, 1985 to 2000, The Joint
Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, 1986.

25
SOURCE, Joint Crnter tabulations of U. I Department of Housing
and Urban Development, Annual Housing Survey, 1973, 1976,
1980, and US. Department of Comenereg Current Population
Survey, 1983 and 1987.
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Appudlx Tab . 10
Hoenewnup Rtt By Ag. And Ffmly Type

S-gd Fq Typ 173 W . W6 WO 1 M7
Mm"ehld Heed UAW 25

%* 7.7% 7.1% 7.8% n.5% 10.9% 11.3%
Manield OAd 36.9% 3.5% 34A 36.% 32.% 29.1%
Man dNo Cddroe 26.1% 27.% 309% 33.6% 30.5% 27.5%
$ein eoneWih tOie 13.% 8.9% 8.2% 10.1% 7. 6.3%

OkerHoeeedmi 7.6% 10.0% 8.5% 9.9% 11.1% 9.3%

TOTAL 23.4% 22.8% 21.0% 21.3% 19.3% 16.1%

H oldl Head 25 b 3
_sq 1I M0% 16.6% 16.0% 24.k% 24.1% 23.2%
Maried Wh Oadm 6 68.1% 69.8% 71.1% 64.7% 62.9%

M IedNOM " 45.5% 47.3% 49.2% 58.3% 53.5% 54.0%

Si e Jw*WOddree 31.1 27.8% 2.7% 31.'% 24.5% 22.6%
OqheHel& ds 16.0% 18.6% 25.3% 29.4% 291% 275%

TMAL 51.4% $2.0% 52.2% 52.3% 47.0% 45.1%

HWel Head 35 to4

sine 28.0% 27.9% 28.5% 36.8% 375 % 35.3%

Mone W Cilndr 81.0% 82.3% 83.0% 85.4% 83.2% 81.2%

Mare No OCdw 66.8% 68.5% 67.3% 75.2% 74.0% 73.9%

%* IbmM Wdh M&d 46.% 48.9% 48.0% 50.1% 49.6% 48.6%

Odw Hwe l 51.5 49.3% 50.8% 53.9% 48.1% 48.5%

TMW 703% 71.7% 71.4% 72.3% 69.6% 66.9%

Hoelbod Nd 45 to 64

S 50.7% 48.3% 48.5% 51.6% 54.2% 54.3%

Marrid Wh h denm 85.71% 86.3% 87.0% 87.7% 869% .55%

Maried No CMde 63.7% 64.6% 86.1% 88.4% 89.1% 89.4%

S*nhr9mooWilh Oddn 61.4% 62. % 61.7% 64.5% 57.2% 55.3%

Odw Hweld 66.8% 66.6% 66.9% 68.0% 68.1% 66.4%

TOTAL 75.9% 76.4% 77.3% 78.5% 78.0% 78.2%

Hoewild Hod 65 or Oder

sin* $7.6% 56.3% 561% 59.2% 62.0% 61.4%

Married 15% 1.9% 83.1% 5.0% 87.3% 88.3%

O( HowelA 69.3% 723% 73.5% 73.6% 75.9% 77.9%

TOTAL 0.8% 6.7% 70.6% 72.3% 74.8% 75.1%

26 SOURCE Jox C~ labum of" U.& Deparme of Hoossieg

aed Urbe Developme. AMea Holin Surly 1973, 1974, 1976,
1980, 1983, and 1917, a d US D*Pare.Wt Of Conrem. Cerme
foalion SwnwX 1983 and 1987.

7-W ;+,
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APq lx TMe it
Rern Burdn By Age And Family Type

AWMa Guee Oneb GenieRe k ind"
PIMDO~W (19860uDo"

Ae aed F-* Typo 1974 1987 1974 191 1974 19W
Havm"ol Hoad Under 25

si*$11732 $12,427 $2 $318 29.3% 30.7%
Mald WA Oddna 18,66 13,690 292 324 18.9% 28.4%
Matld No Cdrnn 22,325 17,879 329 365 17.7% 24.5%
sir* hF Wadh dae 7,248 4,5m 279 309 46.2% 81.1%
Oher Hw h 11,906 11,279 367 407 37.0% 43.3%
! I&L 15,828 1,7 312 3 23.7% 35.6%

NovmhloldHod 25 to3U
.,. i, 20,623 17,817 331 367 19.2% 24.7%

Maried Wih Clodra 24,160 20,899 344 382 17.1% 21.9%
Manied No CJd 32,059 29,028 32 424 14.3% 17.5%

%0l Poree WN.0 Cldd mn 10,965 7,271 319 354 34.9% 58.4%

Ciw Honlld 20,908 19.096 395 438 22.7% 27.5%

TOTAL 22,340 18,199 347 385 18.7% 25.4%

Hoeodd Head 35 to 44

Singl 19,262 19,934 325 360 20.2% 21.7%

Mare W ddnen 26,715 23,79 363 403 16.3% 20.3%
Monad No Chldn 30,200 29,749 359 398 14.3% 16.1%

,, 1  b* W Cdreoi 12,665 12,988 319 354 30.2% 32.7%

O*or KHo"ls 16,999 19,288 325 360 22.9% 22.4%
TOTAL 21,963 20,357 342 375 18.8% 22.1%

Hosal"d Hoad 45 Io 64
S11,615 10,341 257 285 26.6% 33.1%

Manted Wh CWdro 24,406 21,662 348 386 17.1% 21.4%
Mae No C61dren 26,170 25,092 350 388 16.0% 18.5%
SiNle Poate Wah Cm 12,013 9,961 310 343 30.9% 41.4%

Ohe Hwohlds 15,565 14,333 294 326 22.7% 27.3%
IOTAL 18,216 15,732 306 333 20.1% 25.4%

Househol Hood 65 on Olde
Sin* 6,300 6,409 203 225 38.6% 42.1%

Morded 12,379 13,766 302 335 29.4% 2.0%
Ote HoushoWs 11,160 10,457 257 285 27.5% 32.8%
TOTAL 8,836 8,540 228 257 32.4% 36.0%

27
SOURCE Joint Coter tabulationt based on U& Departmnt of Housing and Urban Dnveiopnnt,
Annual Housing Survo, 1974, and US Dtparmnt of Comnercg Currnt Population Suvy, March 1987.
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Apmex Tabl 12
Households In Inodequate Housing By Ag. Teee And Household Type

Ouw _ _ _ _ I _,,_

WNo.e %rod No"e

_ F e1974 M 14 197 1974 197 1974 1917

jfooulid Heed Uedr 25

S%*, 9 12 11.0 5.0 236 187 22.4 16.2

Marr adYChdam 78 44 1.8 11.0 243 1M 23.1 20.4

IMrI No Cadn 39 39 7.6 11.6 190 101 14.4 13.3

NfVeglonj Wedh 0"en 8 7 17.7 13.1 134 154 27.2 24.9

Cw Hoeh" 7 16 8.7 11.4 142 124 18.9 11.2

TOTAL 141 15 10.8 11.1 945 746 21.1 17.8

Hovul, ld Hood 25 to 34

sig is 60 6.1 7.0 255 350 16.9 13.6

Marald Wid5 aCdre 444 419 7.8 7.2 521 474 19.5 15.3

MarredowNOChu 69 75 6.4 5.0 154 148 12.9 11.3

S* PM Wdh 9Oddn 53 81 11.9 12.8 282 408 24.4 23.0

O0deHW On l 10 47 8.5 9.5 91 166 18.0 13.6

TOTAL 594 682 8.0 7.8 1,303 1,546 19.1 16.4

HouWl Hood 35 44

SrQ6 39 58 14.4 7.6 167 182 24.1 14.2

Mw Wd C md 522 458 7.7 5.9 347 321 23.9 19.2

MreNo ,ldC n 67 67 9.2 5.2 69 63 20.7 14.6

SrePorW Wdsh _ O 86 116 12.4 10.3 210 253 29.0 20.9

10e HWh 26 42 13.0 9.2 52 82 24.9 16.3

TOTAL 740 741 8.9 6.8 845 90 25.0 18.1

Hvso H od 451.64

singl 319 257 16.3 11.0 608 448 29.1 21.6

Mrried Wdh Odeu 579 307 10.1 6.8 226 143 24.8 201

Maid No r 782 608 8.9 5.7 318 239 19.9 15.9

Single Paies VW Cldd rn 125 71 18.1 12.8 117 93 27.8 25.6

Ow Honho 233 225 16.3 11.6 180 191 25.1 18.9

TOTAL 2,038 1,468 11.8 8.1 1,449 1,114 25.8 20.1

Hoe" Hod 65 or Olde

l 689 616 20.8 13.0 604 413 23.5 13.4

MAred 682 595 13.8 8.6 221 154 19.9 14.2

Ow Hoewld 275 254 22.7 17.9 147 152 31.7 28.8

TOTAL 1,646 1,465 18.2 12.0 972 719 23.9 16.8

SOURCEb JoiSootoj 1974 e on of US DpreWt of 1o983.o a" Uran evAp , Anna
Housing Sunve, 1974 &"d 1983.

28
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March 28, 1988

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT A. GEORGINE, CHAIRMAN
NATIONAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE FOR MULTIEMPLOYER PLANS

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

ON THE NEED TO MAKE PERMANENT
THE EXCLUSION FROM EMPLOYEE INCOME FOR

EMPLOYER-PAID GROUP LEGAL SERVICES

My name is Robert A. Georgine and I am testifying

in my capacity as Chairman of the National Coordinating

Committee for Multiemployer Plans.

The Coordinating Committee was organized shortly

after the passage of ERISA in 1974, to represent the

interests of the more than nine million working men and

women, and their families, who are covered by

multiemployer plans. The Committee's affiliates include

more than 170 pension funds, health and welfare funds,

and related international unions.

As I have testified on numerous occasions in the

past, the NCCMP and its affiliates are deeply concerned

by the recent legislative trend toward (1) proposing

elimination of tax incentives for essential employee

benefit programs under the misnomer of "tax reform;" and

(2) attacking federal budget deficits through the

imposition of additional tax burdens on these essential

programs. We are afraid these crucial programs wili be

destroyed if this trend continues.

An important recent example of this trend is the

failure of Congress to act prior to the close of 1987 to

make permanent the group legal services exclusion, which

consequently expired-with respect to taxable years

ending after December 31, 1987. This provision, which

was found in section 120 of the Internal Revenue Code,

excluded from the gross income of an employee the

amounts contributed by an employer toa qualified group
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legal services plan, and the value of benefits received

through the'plan. The President, in proposals that

evolved into the Tax Reform Act of 1986, had urged

Congress to make this exclusion permanent. Despite the

efforts of many others, the provision nonetheless was

allowed to expire. Today, Senators Heinz, Durenberger,

Moynihan and Boren have introduced S. 2119, and

Congressman Rangel has introduced H.R. 1810, to

reinstate and make this exclusion permanent. We

strongly support these efforts.

Group legal services plans have proven their

ability to deliver high-quality legal services --

especially preventive legal care -- at low cost to

employers and at a minimal cost in foregone revenue.

This exclusion has been responsible for the

phenomenal growth and success of these plans over the

last eleven years. From fever than 100,000 covered

employees in 1976 when section 120 was enacted, legal

services plans have grown to cover over 6.3 million

Americans. I an pleased to say that multiemployer plans

have been a significant factor in that growth.

Group legal services plans are actively supported

by the labor and consumer movements, the legal

profession, and the insurance industry. There is no

opposition to group legal services plans.

Section 120 has proven its effectiveness in

stimulating the growth of legal services plans at

minimal cost in foregone revenue. Even according to

Office of Management and Budget estimates, the tax

expenditure associated with section 120 was $75 million

for 1987. Assuming this figure is accurate, this is a

small price to provide these important benefits to 6*3
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million Americans. We note, however, that failure to

make section 120 permanent will likely result in a far

smaller revenue increase than that figure reflects,

because much of the money previously used to provide

group legal services may be allocated to tax-deductible

pension or welfare benefits.

While more than 35 percent of the general

population each year encounter problems that could be

solved by a lawyer, only ten percent actually seek legal

assistance. By contrast, an average of 20 peroqat of

the covered employees in a group legal plan seek legal

services each year. These facts indicate that twice as

many people obtain legal assistance in resolving

everyday legal problems through participation in a group

legal services plan. Most of these employee users

receive gxwoYiJ legal services that often make it

possible to avoid litigation or other protracted

Xuag..2 services. Thus, group legal services plans

tend to preserve employee morale and productivity and

assist in unblocking our overburdened judicial system.

These plans are in the beet Amerioan tradition of

pragmatic, voluntary group action to meet important

needs.

What is it about group legal services plans that

creates "win-win" situations where everybody'benefits?

Basically, it is that transaction costs are reduced when

advance arrangements are made on a group basis for

providing needed legal services. Advance payment is not

as important as advance arrangements that make legal

services readily available. These advance arrangements

drastically reduce the time, cost and uncertainty

involved in selecting and consulting a lawyer when a
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legal question arises. More people receive legal advice

early, before their problems get out of hand, allowing

matters to be handled at lover cost and in a way that

minimizes disputes and litigation.

Without a tax exemption, multiemployer plans and

participating employers would face nightmarish

recordkeeping and administrative requirements in

implementing withholding and the payment of employment

taxes on relatively insignificant amounts of money.

Hultiemployer legal benefit plans typically provide

coverage at a cost in the area of $3 - *20 a month.

Without a tax exemption, in addition to the participants

being taxed on income they never receive, employers and

plans would be required to track participant coverage

and administer the withholding requirements and the

payment of employment taxes. These burdens cannot be

justified, given the amounts involved and the laudatory

goal of providing cost-effective legal services to those

who need them.

Congress has an Unbroken record of supporting

group legal services plans, from an amendment of the

Taft-Hartley Act in 1973 to the 1986 Tax Reform Act's

extension of section 120 through the end of 1987. Z

urge you to continue this wise and well-chosen course by

making the group legal services exclusion permanent.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to make
our views known.

0

91-401'(486)


